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Journal of Ecumenical Studies 
Journal of Jewish Studies, London 
Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Chicago 
Journal of Northllt•est Semitic Languages 
The Journal"' Philology 
Journal of the Pale-Stine Oriental Society, Jerusalem 
Jewish Quarterly Review 
Journal of Religion, Chicago 

Abbreviations 

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Grear Brita1'n and Ireland, London 
Journal of R.eligion and Health 
Journal of the Society of Oriental Research, Toronto 
Journal of Semitic Studies, Manchester 
Journal for Theology and the Church 
Journal of Theological Studies, Oxford 
Judaica 
Tablets in the Kouyunjik collection of the British Museum 
.H. Donner-W. Rollig, Kanaaniiuche und oramiiische lnschriften, I 2 1966, 
n 21968, nr 21969 
E. Ebeling, K.eilinschriften aus Assur religio.sen lnhalts, 1915-19 
Kommentar i11m A/ten Testament, ed. E. Sellin, continued by J • . Her11nann 
0. Schroeder, K�ilinschri/ten aus Assur verschitdenen lnhalts 
Keilinschrif tlicl1e Bibliothek, ed. E. Schrader 
L. Koehler-W. Baumganncr, Hebraische-s und aramiiisches Lexikon tum A/ten 
Tes1an1ent, 21958, 3)967ff. 
Ktilschrl/ttexte ous Boghaz.koy 
Kuner Handcommentar z.um A/ten Testament, ed. K. Marti 
Kleine Schri/ten (A AJt, 1953-59; 0. Eissfeldt, 1962ff.) 
KeilschriJtenurkunden aus Boghazkoi 
Kerygma und Dogma, Gottingen 
E. W. Lane, .An Arabic-English Lexicon, London, 1863-1893 
Latin 
Lectio Divina 
W. Leslau, Ethiopic and South Arabic Contributions to the Hebrew uxicon 
(1958) 
J. Levy, Worterbuch uber die Talmudim t1nd Midraschim, 21924=1963 
C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 21968 
M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris fur semitische Epigraphik, 1900-1915 
M. Li.dzbarski, Handbuch der nordsem'itischen Epigraphik, 1898 
lileralJy 
Ltip?.iger Rechtswissenschaf tlicht Studien 
uipi.iger Stmitische Studien 
Lui/con /Ur Theologie und Kircht, 1930-38, 2J957ff. 
Lunds Unive1sitt/.s Arsskrif 1 
Septuagint 
Mitteilungen der Altorlentalischen Gesellschaf11 Leipzig 
Milnchener Beitriigt zur Papyrusforschung und Antiken Rech1s.ge.schichte 
Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archiiologischen lnstituts in Koiro, Wiesbaden 



Abbreviations xv 

MdD 
MDOG 
MeyerK 

MIFAO 

MIO 
MKA W 

A1KPAW 

MPG 
MPL 
ms. 
MT 
MTl1S 
'/.1TltZ 
Mus 
MUSI 
MVAG 
n.d. 
NedGTT 
NedThT 
NKZ 
0.0. 
NovT 

RTh 
NS/ 
NTS 

TT 
obj. 

OECT 
OIP 
OLP 
OLZ 
Or 
Or Ant 
Or eer 
OTL 
OTS 
Ou TWP 
PAAJR 
par. 
pass. 
PBS 

PEQ 
perf. 
Pboen. 
Pl 
PN 
PN 
PNU 
prep. 
PRU 
PSBA 

E.S. Drower-R. Macuch, Mandaic Dictionary, Oxford. 1963 
Mitteilungen der Deut.rclien Orient-Gesellscha/t, Berlin 
Kritisc/1-exegetischer Kommentar uber das Ne11e Testament, initjated by H. A. 
W. Meyer, Gottingen 
Me 111oires publiis par /es membres de l'lnstitut Fran9a is d'Archeologie 
Orientale au Caire, Cairo 
Mit1eil11ngen des lnstlturs fur Orientjorschung, Berlin. 
Mededelingen de-r Kon. Neder/andse Akademie van Weten.schappen, 
Amsterdam 
Monatsberichte der Koniglich-Preussiscl1en Akademie der Wissenscha/ten, 
Berlin 
Patrologia Graeca, ed. J.P. Migne, Paris 
Patrologia Latina, ed. J.P. Migne, Paris 
manuscript 
Massoretic Text 
Miinchener Theologische Studien 
M iincl1ener Theologisc:l1e Zeitschrifl 
Le MtlSton, Revue d'.£tudes Orientales 
Melanges de l'Universite St.losep/1, Beirut 
Mitteilt1 11gen der Yorderasiatiscl1-Agyptiscl1en Gesel/schaft (Berlin), Leipzig 
no date 
Nederduitse Gerefor1neerde Teologiese Tydskrij 
Neder/ands T/1eologisch Tijdschrift, Wagcningen 
Neue Kirclrliche Zeitschri/t, Erlangen, Leipzig 
no name 
Novun1. Testanrentum, Leiden 

oLtvelle Revt1e Theologique, Paris 
G. A. Cooke, A Text-Book of Nortlz-Se111i1ic Inscriptions, Ox.for� 1903 
Ne ... , Tes1a111en1 Studies, Cambridge 
Norsk Teologislc Tidsskri/1, Oslo 
object 

Oxford Editions of Cunei/011n Texts, London, 1923ff. 
Oriental Institute Ptlblications, Chicago, 1924ff. 
Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 
Orientalis1iscl1e Literatun.ei111ng (Leip�ig), Berlin 
Orientalia. Corr1n1en1arii periodici Ponti/icii lnstiluti Biblici, Rome 
Oriens Antiquus 
Orie11talia eerlandica, Leiden 
The Old Testament Libraf)' 
Oudtestamen1iscl1e Sc11dien, Leiden 
De Ou Testamentiese Werkgemeenskap in Suid-.4/rika, Pretoria 
Proceedings of the American Acadtmt)' for Jewish Researcl1 
parallel/and parallel passages 

• 

passive 
Publications of the Babylonian Section of tlte University Museum, 
'Philadelphia 
Palestine E:cploration Quarterly, London 
perfect 
Phoenician 
PaliistinajahrbLlc/11 Berlin 
name of a person 
H. Ranke, Die iigyp1ischen Personennamen, 1935-1952 
F. Grondahl, Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit, Rome, 1967 
preposition 
Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit, ed. Cl. Schaeffer, Paris 
Proceedings of 1he Society of Biblical ArcJ1aeology, Bloomsbury (London) 
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ptcp. 
Pon. 
PV 
PW 

Pyr. 
Q lWtSt Disp 
R 

RA 
RAC 
RAR 
RB 
RdM 
RE 
Reg 
repr. 
RES 
RES (with 

number) 
Re\1Q 
Rt1•Rlj 
RGG 
RHA 
RHJE 
RHPR 
RRR 
RivBibl 
RLA 

RLR 
RLV 
RoB 
RS 
.RScR 
RSO 
RSPT 
RT 

RTP 
Ry 

SAHG 
SAK 

SAT 

SAJY 
SBA JV 
SBM 
SBS 
SBT 
SdiTlrU 
Ser Hier 
SDAiV 
SE.A 

paniciple 
Punic 
Parole di Vita 

Abbreviations 

Aj Paoly-G. Wissowa, Rea/-EnC)·clopiidie der classischen A /1er11,11u
wissensclta,/11 1894ff. 
Pyramid T�xts, ed. K. Sethe 
Quaestiones Disputatae, ed. K. Rabner and H. Schlier, 1959ff. 
H. C. Rawlinson, T/1e Cuneifor111 l1iscrip1io11s of �¥escern Asia, London, 1861-
1909 
Revue d' Assyriologie et d' A rcheologie Orientale, Paris 
Rea/lexikon. fiir Antike ''nd C/1ris1ent11n1, ed. Th. Klauser, 1941ff. 
H. Bonnet, Rea/lexikon der lfgyp1isclte11 Religionsgescl1icll1e 
.Revue Biblique1 Paris 
Die Religionen dtr Me11schhei1, ed. C. M. Schrooer 
Real-En(;)'klupadie fiir protestan1iscl1e Theologie t111d Kircl1e, 31896-1913 
RevL1e d'£gyptologie 
reprint, reprinted 
Revue des Srudes Sen1itiques, Paris 

R�pertoire d'Epigraphie Semitique 
Rtvue de Q11mrnn, Pari 
LiJ Revue R'ef ormee 
Die Religion in Gescl1ich1e .11nd Gege111vart, 31957-1965 
Rev1te Hittite et Asianiqt1e, Paris 
Re�•t1e de l'Histoire lt1ive en 'Egypte 
Revue d'Histoire et de Pliilosop/ue Re/igieuses, Strasbourg, Paris 
Revue de l'Histoire des Religions, Paris 
Rio;ista Bibtica, Rome 
Reallexikoff· der Assyriologie, ed. G. Ebeling and B. Mei ner, Berlin, I 1932, 
ll 1938, III 1, 2 1957/59 
Rev11e de Linguistique Ron1ane 
Reallexix<.v1 der Yorgescl1icl11e, ed. �1ax Ebert, Berlin, 1924-1932 
Religion och Bibel. Natl1a11 Soderblo1�1-Siillsknpets A rsbok 
Ras Shamra 
Rtnirte des ScienCl!s Religieuses 
Rivisra degli Studi Orientali, Rome 
Rev11e des Sciences Philosophiques et Theologiques, Paris 
Recueil de Travaux relatijs a la philologie et ii l'arcl1eologie egyptiennes et 

• asS)1r1e11nes 
Revue de Theologie et de Philosophie, Lausanne 
Enumeration in G. Ryckmans. Inscriptions sudarabes I-XVII; 
Le M useo11, 40-72 
A. Falkenstein-W. von Soden, Su111eriscl1e und akkadiscl1e Hy11111e11 und G ebete 
Die sun1erischen 1J11d akkadiscl1en Konigsinschrif 1e11, ed. F. Thureau-Dangin 
(=VAB, l) 
Die Scl1rif 1e11 du A /ten Te�ra1nents i11 A us1va/1/, trans. and ed. H. Gunkel, er al., 
Gottingen 
Sitzungsberichte der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissensc'10/1en in JVien 
Sit4.11ngsberic/11e der Bayerischen Akacie1nie der �Vissenscl1af1e11, Munich 
Stuttgart er Bibliscl1e Monographien 
S1u11garrer Bibel-Studien 
Siu.dies iii Biblical T/1eology 
Scllweiz.erische TJ1eologiscl1e Unuchau1 Bern 
Scripta Hierosoly1nitana. Publications of the Hebre1v Uni,·ersity, Jeru alem 
Sitt11ngsberichte der De11tscl1en Akade111le der Wisse11.rc/1af1en i:tt Berlin 
Svtnsk Exegetisk Arsbok1 Lund 
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Sein 
Seux 
SG 
SgV 

SIT 
SL 
SMSR 
S '''nen 
S VAO 

Soq. 
SPAiV 
SSAiY 
SS 1 
S1ANT 
SL-B. 

StOr 
S1Se111 
StT/1 
StudGen 
ubj. 

sub t. 
suf. 
Sam. 
SVT 
Synr 
Syr. 
Sl'r -
TAik 
TCL 
TDNT 

TDOT 
TGUOS 
Th. 
Theo!. 
THAT 

T/18 
TJ1eo/ .Diss. 
Tl1LZ 
Tl1R 
T/1S1 
ThStKr 
Tl1Via1 
Tl1Z 
Tigr. 
trans. 
TrThSt 
TrTl1Z 
TS 
TiiThQ 
TynB 
VET 
VF 

Sc111itica 
J. if. eux, Epi1/1etes Ra.ya/es Akkadien11es et Sumerie11nes, Paris, 1968 
F. Delitzsch, Sun1eriscl1e Gro111n1atik 
Sa1111nlu11g ge111einverstii11dficlter Vortriige und Scl1ri/ren a11s de1n Gebiet der 
Tl1eologie L111d Religio1ugeschicl1te, Tiibingen 
Scotrisli Jo11r110/ of Tl1eolog)•, Edinburgh 
A. Dcimel, Su111eriscl1cs lexiko11, Rome. 1925-1937 
Studi e Materioli di S1oria de/le Religioni (Rome}, Bologna 
S11pplen1ents to · un1tn 
Skrifter utgitt av Der Norske Videnskaps-Akademi i Oslo 
oqotri 

Sit:.ungsbericlrte der Preussischen Akacle111ie der J¥irsenscJ1a/1en i:U Berlin 
Sirz..ungsberichre der Siiclisische11 A kad1.1n1ie der fl1isse11schaf1en z.u leip'l.ig 
S1udia Se1ni1ica eerla11dica 
St11die11 z.un1 A /ten und euen Testanietrt,- 1unich 
H. L. Strack-P. Billerbeck, Ko111111en1ar it1111 eue11 Tes1an1en1 aits Taf tnud Ltnd 
Midrarch, 1923-1961 
St1tdia Orie11talia, Het inki 
Studi Se111i1ici 
Studia Theologica, Lund, Aarhus 
St11di11"1 Ge11erale, Heidelberg 
subject 
ubstaotive 

suffix 
Sumerian 
Supple1nents 10 VettLS Testa1ne11111n1, Leiden 
C. Brockelmann, Hebraische Syntax 
Syriac 
Syria. Revue d' Art Oriental et d' Archeo/ogie, Paris 
Teologinen Aikakauskirja 
Tex1es Cuneifor1nes dtt Musee du Louvre 
Tlieological Dictionary of 1/1e Ne,.,, Testament, ed. G. JGttel and G. Friedrich, 
tran . G. Bromiley 
Theological Dictionary of the Old Tes1a1ne11t 
Trani:actions of the Gfasgo,.., Uni\lersity Oriental Society 
Theologie 
Theology (of) 
TJ1eologiscl1es Randlvorterbuch i.u1n A /ten Testt11ne11t, ed. E. Jenni and 
C. \Ve termann, �1unich, 1971 
Tl1eo/ogisc/1e Biiclrerei 
Tl1eologisc/1e Dissertationen, Basel 
Theologische Literat11rzeitung, Leipzig, Berlin 
Tlreologische Rundsclrau, Tiibingen 
Tlteologische S111die11, Zurich 
Tlreofogische Studie11 und Kritiken, Berlin 
T/1eologia Viator11111 
Tlzeologisclre Zeitschri/t, Basel 
Tigrinya (Tigrifia) 
tran lated 
Trierer Theologiscl1e Studie11 
Trierer Theo/ogische Zeilsclrri/t 
Theological Stt1dies 
Tl1eologiscl1e Quar1a/sc/1rif t, Tilbingen, Stuttgart 
Tyndale Bulletin 
Ur Excavations. Texts, London, 1928ff. 
U gar/ t-F orschungen 
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Ugar. 
Urk. 
UT 
UU"1 
VAB 
VAS 
TID 
VG 

VT 
Vulg. 
JVbA'S 
WbM)lth 
Whitaker 
JVMA T 
WO 
�VTM 
wus 
�vz· 
WZia1 
ZA 
Z.ifS 
ZAfV 
ZDMG 
ZDPV 
ZE 
ZEE 
ZMR 
ZNJV 
ZRGG 
ZS 
ZST 
ZThK 
zz 

Ugaritic 
Urkunden des iigyp1iscl1en Al1erru111s, ed. G. Steindorff 
C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook, Rome, 1965 
Uppsola Universitels Arsskrift 
Vorderasiatisclle Bibliothek 

Abbreviations 

Vorderasiariscl1e Schri/tde11kmiiler der koniglichen Nlusee11 ;zu Berli11 
Verbum Domini, Rome 
C. BrockeJmano, Grundriss der vergleicl1enden Granimatik der sernitischen 
Spraclzen, 1908-1913 
Ye1us Tes1a1t1e111un1, Leiden 
· ulgaLe 
A. Erman-H.Grapow Worterbuch der iigyptischen Sprache, 1-V 
Worterbuch der A1ythologie, ed. H. W. Hau ig 
R. E. Whitaker, A Concordance of the Ugariric Literature, 1972 
fVissensclia/1/id1e Mo11ograplzien z.un1 Alten und Nei1e11 Testament, eukirchen 
Die Welt des Orien·ts, Gottingen 
J. Levy. �Vor1erb11cl1 iiber die Ta/1n11di1n und Midraschin1, 21924= 1963 
J. Aistleitncr, JYorterbt1ch der ugari1ische1i Sprache, 31967 
Wissenscha/tliche Zei1schri/t 
lYiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des J.1orgenlandes 
Zeitsclirifl fiir Assyriologie (Leipzig), Berlin 
Zeitschrift /iJr Agypti�clie Spraclie und Alterrumsk1111de (Leipng), Berlin 
Zeirsclrri/t /iir die A lnestamentliche Wissenscha/1 (Giessen). Berlin 
Zeitscliri/t der Deu1scl1en Morgenliindisclien Gesellsc/1a/t (Leipzig), Wie baden 
Zeitschri/t des De.111sd1en Palastina-Vereins (Leipzig, Stuttgart), Wie baden 
Zeitscl1rif1 /iir Ethnologie 
Zeitschrif t fiir Evangelisclre Erhik, Gilters.loh 
Zeitschrifr fur Missionskiinde und ReligionSl11issensclza/1, Berlin 
Zeitschrift fiir die ' eutestatnentliche Wissenschaf 1 (Giessen), Berlin 
Zeitschri/t fur Religio1is- und Geistesgeschichte, Cologne 
Zeitschrift fiir Semitistik utid ver•vandte Gebie1e, Leipzig 
Zeitschri/t /fir die Systematische Theologie (Giltersloh), Berlin 
Zei1scl1ri/t fur Theologie und Kirclie, Tiibingen 
Die Zeichen der .Zeft 
indicates cross·reference within this Dictionary 



TRANSLITERATION OF HEBREW 

Hebrew 
Consonant 

l 

l 

, 

, 

:'I 

, 

n 

' 

l 

0 

D 

J 

i' 
, 

n 
n 

CONSONANTS 

Technical 
Usage 

• 

b 

bh 

g 

gh 
d 

db 

h 

vw 

z 
ch,h 

• 

t 
• 

y 

k 

kb 

I 

m 

n 

s 
• 

p 

ph 

ts,� 
q 
r 
,, 

s 

sh, s 
t 
th 

Nonteclrnical 
Usage 

• 

b 

bh 

g 

gh 

d 

dh 

h 

v 

z 
ch 

t 
y 

k 

kh 

I 

m 

n 

s 
• 

p 

ph 

ts 
q 

r 

s 

sh 

t 
th 

• 
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VOWELS 

Hebrew Technical Nontechnical 
Yowel Usage Usage 

a a 
-

a a 
-

-

a a 
' 

e e 
., 

e e 
,., 

' ey ev 
-• 

-

e e 
•• 

• 
,. 

e e 
. . 

e e 
• 
• 

• • 

1 l 
• 

-

A • 

I l 
• 

0 0 
1 

0 0 

-
• 0 0 

. ' 0 

u u 
\ 

u 

• • 

, a1 a1 
-

-

,, av av 
' 

- · • 

, at at 
' 

h h 
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Contents: L Etymology, Occurrences. 0. With a Modified Sacral Meaning. fil In the 
Priestly Account of Creation. IV. Setting Apart of the Priesthood. V. Separation Between 
Clean and Unclean. VI. Election and Apostasy. VIl. Jn the Qumran Literature. 

I.. Etymology, Occurrences. Apparently the root bdl occurs only in North
west and Southwest Semitic. There seems to be a connection between Ugar. 
bdlm, ''merchant," 1 and stem Il 'to change, exchange," of the Arab. verb 
badala, ' to replace." 2 It is more difficult to see a connection between Heb. bdl, 
''to separate (oneself), to make a distinction,'' and the same root in Arabic. 
Instead one might be tempted to revive some connection between Heb. bdl and 
the Arab. verb batala, ''to separate'' (cf. Heb. bethulah), as was done in the 
earlier lexicons. However, bdl may be related to badala. 3 This word seems to 
have come into Hebrew at a rather late period; it must be assumed that it was 
used especially in priestly circles, and that a special, almost technical meaning 
was attached to it. The verb appears 10 times in the niphal (almost exclusively 
in the Chronicler's History) and 31 times in the hiphil (most frequently in the 
Priestly legal literature). 

II. With a Modified Sacral Meanin� The verb bdl is used predominantly 
in the Priestly literature and usually refers to sacral matters. If a writer wishes 
to describe a separation in a purely secular context, he usually uses the synonym 
paradh. 4 Passages that deaJ with the separation of warriors for or from battle 
are no exception (1Ch.12:9 [Eng. v. 8); 2 Cb. 25:10). Even in these late texts 
there is a reminiscence of the idea that mustering for battle was a sacral act. 6 

bdl must be understood in a similar way in the Deuteronomic regulations con
cerning the setting apart of the cities of refuge (Dt. 4:41; 19:2, 7). Although 
Deuteronomy strips this institution of its sacral character, the choice of words 

bdl. J. Begrich, "Die priesterliche Tora," Werden und Wesen des AT. BZAW, 66 (1936), 
63-88; S. R. Driver, "On Some Alleged Linguistic Affinities of the Elohist," JoPh, 11 (1882), 
201-236; K. Elliger, HAT, 4 (1966), 277; H. Odeberg, Trito-/saiah (Upp ala, 1931), 40f.; 
Pedersen, /LC, IIJ-TV, 264-295; W. H. Schmidt, Die Schop/ungsgeschiclrte der Priesterschri/t. 
WMANT, 11 (1964, 21967). 

l Gordon, UT, No. 448. 
!? See KBL3 aad Eissfcldt, JSS, 5 (1960), 35f. 
3 BDB, KBL3. 
• Driver, 219f. 
G Von Rad, Der Heilige Krieg (41965), 79-81. 
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would suggest that it originated in a religious context. 6 Finally the verb bdl 
occurs a couple of times in the Priestly sacrificial regulations with the simple 
meaning ''to divide asunder'' (Lev. 1 : 17; 5:8). 

Ill. In the Priestly Account of Cration. bdl is used in a typical way in the 
Priestly acco·unt of creation (Gen. 1 :4,6,7,14,18): the individual phases in crea-
tion are depicted as a separation of the different elements from one another: · 

light from darkness, water from the firmament, day from night, etc. The author 
uses the word bdl in order to emphasize a major idea in the Priestly account of 
creation, viz., that the creator-God is a God of order rather than a mythological 
procreator. 7 

IV. Setting Apart of the Priesthood. The Priestly preference for the word 
bdl stan.ds out clearly in postexilic texts which deal with the relationship of the 
priesthood to the rest of the people. Frequently these texts affirm that Yahweh 
(or Moses) has set apart the priesthood from the people (Nu. 8: 14; 16:9; Dt. 
10:8). 8 In other passages also the setting apart of individual priests is emphasized 
by the use of the verb bdl (Nu. 16:21; 1 Ch. 23:13;  Ezr. 8:24; cf. 1 Ch.25: 1 ;  Ezr. 
10:16). bdl is used in a similar way in the realm of sacral law, although it is 
characterized by negative overtones here : whoever transgresses the law is sepa
rated from the community (Dt. 29:20[21]; Ezr. 10:8; -+ a"1n cherem). 

V. Separation Between Clean and Unclean. The important concept of clean 
and unclean is already apparent in these last-mentioned passages. The distinction 
between clean and unclean (and between sacred and profane, - dip qatlhash), 
which was certainly observed from ancient times, is emphasized more and more 
in .the postexilic period; the primary task of the priest is to distinguish between 
sacred and profane, between unclean and clean (Ezk. 22:26; cf. 44:23; Lev. 
10:10; 1 1 :47; cf. 20:25). 9 Special furnishings of the temple which serve to sep
arate the holy from the commo.n {the veil: Ex. 26:33; the wall of the temple: 
Ezk .. 42:20) belong to the same category. 

This emphasis on the distinction between clea·n and unclean in the postexilic 
period leads to the use of cleanness and holin.ess to express the nature of Israel 
in oon.trast to other nations (Bx. 19:6). 10 Thus bdl is used several times to denote 
Israel's separation from the heathen. Io Ezr. 6:211 those who have returned from 
exile are characterized as people who have separated themselves fro.m the pollu
tions of the peop1es (Neb. 9:2; 10:29(28)). In a more concrete sense, bdl appears 
in connection with the separation of the Jews fr.om their heathen wives (Ezr. 9: 1 ;  
10: 11)  and the expulsion of those of foreign descent (Neh. 13:3; cf. Isa. 56:3). 11 

a Cf. Greenberg, JBL, 18 (1959), 125·132. 
1 Schmidt, 99·103, 167--69. 
8 On the problems in Dt. 10:8, see voo Rad, A TD, VIII, 57. 
9 Begrich, 66. 

10 Pedersen, 272ff. 
11 See also Odeberg, 40-42. 
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VI. Election and Apostasy . In a usage that follows the same train of thought 
but bears greater theological weight, bdl is used to express the idea of election 
(1 K. 8:53; Lev. 20:24 26).12 In direct antithesis to this expression (probably for
mulated in Deuteronomistic circles), Isa. 59:2 says: ''your iniquities have made a 
separation. (hayu mabhdilim) between you and your God." This statement is made 
in answer to the question of whether Yahweh's arm is too short, in other words, 
whether Yahweh is able to fulfil the promise he made at the time he chose his 
people. And the answer seeks to make clear that Israel itself has, as it were, 
annuJled this choice. In reality, the only time bdl is used in the figurative sense 
in the OT is in this passage. 

VII. In the Qumran Litcr2turc. In the Qumrao texts, the Priestly use of 
bdl is dominant. bdl occurs 24 times in the Damascus Document and the Manual 
of Discipline alo.ne. It is found in the same contexts as it is in the OT: (1) separa
tion between clean and unclean; (2) separation of the community from ''the 
others''; and (3) expulsion of whoever transgresses the law from the commu
nity.13 

Otzen 

12 See Vriezen, Die Erwiihlung Israels (ZUrich, 1953), 37 . 
• 

13 Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den Qu"trantexten (1960), 28. 

Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences. 11. ''To Hasten." Ill. 1. "To Be Terrified" in Gen
eral Usage; 2. "Terror" of the Numinous; 3. "Terror" of Death; 4. "Terror,. of Yahweh. 

I. Etymology, Occurrences. The root bJzl has two meanings in both Hebrew 
and Aramaic: ''to hasten' and ''to be terrified. ' There have been numerous 
attempts to determine its original meaning by relating bhl to various Arabic 
roots, but they are dubious. 1 Palache thinks that possibly the original meaning 
was ''to move suddenly and excitedly.'' 2 However, the view of Blau, who prefers 

bhl. J. Bec.ker, Gottesfurcht im AT (Rome, 1965); J. Blau, "Etymologische Untersuchungen 
a.uf Grund des palastinischen Arabisch," VT, 5 (1955), 337-344; A. Guillaume, Prophecy and 
Divination (London, 1938), 274; J. Hempel, Gort und Mensch im AT. BWANT, 3n (21936), 
3-27; B. Jordahn, "Scbreckea, schreckJicb," BThH (1954), 510-13; S. Plath, Furc/11 Go11es 
(1963); L. Wachter, Dtr Tod itn A T  (1967), 10-56; M. Wagner, Die lexikalisclien und gram
ma1ika/iscl1en Ara1naismen i111 al11es1a111en1licl1en Htbriiisch. BZAW, 96 (1966), 33. 

1 Blau, 339; Guillaume, 274. 
2 Palacbe, Semantic Notes on the Hebre\v Lexicon (Leiden, 1959), 12f. 
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to assume that Heb. bhl is cognate with Arab. bahara, stem VIl ''to be breath
less,'' and to find here the common origin of both meanings, 3 is more acceptable. 
In Hebrew the meaning ''to hasten'' clearly came to be attached to the root blil 
at a late period under Aramaic influence. ' The verb bl1l occurs 24 tim.es in the 
niphal, 10 times in the pie!, twice in the pual, and 3 times in the hiphil. We may 
add to this the c-0rresponding Biblical Aram. verb bel1al, which appears 7 times 
in the pael, 3 times in the hithpee1, and once in the hithpaaJ. Finally, a noun 
belralaJi occurs 4 times in. OT Hebrew. 

11. ''To Hasten.', There are c·ertain difficulties connected with delimiting the 
two meanings of the root bhl already mentioned: '�be terrified'' (or ''terrify'') 
and ''hasten.'' The meaning ''hasten'' is confined primarily to late texts (Prov., 
Est., and Ch.). The use of bhl ·in this sense is typical in the Wisdom Literature, 
especially in passages that warn against rash actions (Eccl. 5:1  [Eng. v. 2] ; 7:9 
[both in the piel); Prov. 28:22 [niphal]; 20:21 [puaJ]., where it is necessary to 
emend the text with BH K). In the other passages where bhl means ''to hasten,

,
, 

it simply refers to people who are brought in or carried away in baste (2 Ch. 
26;20; Est. 6 :14 [both hiphil]; 2 Ch. 35:21 ;  Est. 2:9 .(both piel ] ;  Est. 8:14); cf. the 
substantival infinitive in Biblical Aram. hithbehalah, ''baste'' (Dnl. 2:25; 3:24; 
6:20(19]) and the Biblical Aram. noun behilu (Ezr. 4:23). In this connection, 
Eccl. 8:3 is dubious: usually 'al tibbahel is rendered ''do not act rashly.'' 6 How
ever, Wildeboer 6 is possi.bly correct in translating ''do not tremble.'' 7 

ID. 1 .  ' 'To Be Terrified'' in General Usage. As has already been mentioned, 
however, the predominant meaning of the verb bhl is ''be terrified'' (in th.e hiphil 
and Biblical Aramaic hithpaal; ''terrify'' in the piel, hiphil, and Biblical Aramaic 
pael). The noun behalah also belongs to this semantic field. Often this terror is 
connected with the unexpected or is brought about by an event that breaks into 
human reality in a threatening manner. 8 It is seldom used to denote a person's 
fear of someone else (Gen. 45:3); more often it describes fear in battle (niphal: 
Jgs. 20:4 1 ;  2 S. 4 :1 ;  piel: 2 Ch. 32: 18 ;  Dnl. 1 1:44; and Ezr. 4:4). 

2. ''Te"or' of the Numinous. But more frequently the root bh/ denotes the 
terror that comes upon a man who knows he is confronted by the numinous. 
1 S. 28:21 is typical: Saul is terrified by the supernatural appearance of Samuel. 
In the Biblical Aramaic of the book of Daniel, bhl repeatedly denotes man's 
reaction to strange visions (D.nl. 4:2,16[5,19]; 5:6,9,10; 7 : 15,28 [mostly pael] ;  
cf. 1,00enAp 2:3). When the plaintiff of Ps. 6:3f.(2f.) says that his bones and 

a Blau, 339. 
* Wagner, 33. 
5 Oo the problem of the beginning of th.is expression, sec the comms., and H. L. Gins-

berg, PA.Al R, 21 (1952), 52. 
6 Wildeboer. KBC, 17 (1898), 150. 
7 See below. 
8 Cf. Jordahn, 511. 
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his soul are terrified (RSV ''troubled''), this is certainly connected with the idea 
that .his enemies are demonic po ·a1e 'aven, ''workers of iniquity, evildoers,'' 
who have brought his sickness upon him. 9 If the explanation of E-ecl. 8:3 men
tioned above is correct, this verse warns against terrified withdrawal because of 
a divine oath. 

3. ''Terror'' of Death. Faced with sudden, unexpected, and premature death, 
the Israelite felt that he was in the presence o.f a sinister power. The noun 
behalah denotes simply the terror associated or even identical with sudden death. 
(Lev. 26:16; Ps. 78:33; Jer. 15:8; Isa. 65:23; cf. the synonyms ballahah, ba'ath, 
and -+ :Tll,M "emilh, which also denote [the terror of] death in Job 18:14; Ps. 18:5 
[4] ; Job 15:24; Dt. 32:25; Ps. 55:5[4]; 88:16[15)). 1o 

4. ''Terror'' of Yahweh. This fear of death lies behind the terror man has 
of Yahweh. The verb bhl is used to describe man's terror of Yahweh in approxi
mately 20 passages. It is used in certain psalms of the man whom God has 
forsaken (Ps. 30:8 [7]; 90:7; 104:29). But it is more characteristic of the book 
of Job, wh.ere it refers to the man who knows that he has been delivered into 
the hands of an arbitrary God (Job 4:5; 21 :6; 23: 15f.). This word is found 
most frequently, however, in contexts that speak of Yahweh punishing man. 
It is used to denote the punishment of .individuals (Ps. 6: 1 1 ( 10) ; Job 22: 10) or 
of Israel (Jer. 15:8; Ezk. 7:27) only in a few passages. It applies to the divine 
punishment of Israel's enemies much more often. It is no accident that bhl is 
often used in connection with descriptions of the day of Yahweh: the sudden, 
unexpected, and ominous evoke sudden terror (Ps. 48:6[5]; 83:16,18(15,17]; 
2:5; Ex� 15:15;  Isa. 13:8;  21 :3 ;  Zeph. 1 : 18;  Jer. 51 :32; Ezk. 26:18). Several of 
these passages use the anxiety and trembling connected with birth to emphasize 
the physical effects of terror. 

Otzen 

9 Cf. Mowinckel, Psa/menstudien, I (Oslo, 1921), lOf. 
10 Cf. also Pedersen. ILC, ID-IV, 477U., and Wachter, l.Off. 
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Contents: (. L E-tymo1ogy; 2. Occurrences; 3. Stereotyped Phrases; 4. LXX. II. Attempts 
at Classification: 1. In J; 2. In P; 3. Beasts of Burden or Riding Animals; 4. Dangerous 
Wild Animals. Ill. God, Man, and Animal: 1. Cultic Regulations; 2. Family and Tribal 
Relationship; 3. Connection with Creation and Fate; 4. Distinction Between ·adham and 
hehen1ah. IV. bthe111orh: 1. Definjtion; 2. The Existence of Hippopotami in Palestine, Syria, 
and Egypt; 3. The Egyptian Hippopotamus Cult; 4. Behemoth in Job 40: 15ff. 

L 1 .  Etymology. The etymology of behemah, '�beast, cattle dom.estic animal, 
game, ' is uncertain: Ugar. lbn yfJlq bhmt, UT 19, 450a, 'our enemy will destroy 
the cattle'"; 1 Arab" bahimat, ''animal,'' pl .. ''large cattle," bah( a)m, ''lamb, 
sheep'' ;  2 Aram. bhm(y)th; 3 Middle Heb. ''domestic animal," bhm, ''drover

,
'; 

behemah. F. S. Bodenheimer, The Animals of Palesrine (Jerusalem, 1935); Dalman, AuS, 
VI {1939), 171, and often (Index, 380); I. Hempel, ''Gott. Mensch und Tier jm AT," ZST, 
9 (1932) 2 1 1-249=Apoxysmata. BZAW. SJ (1961), 198-229: M.-L. Henry, Das Tier im reli
giosen Bewussrsein des alttestamentlichen Menschen. SgV, 220/221 (1958); W. Kornfeld, 
''Reine und un_rcine Tiere im AT," Kairos, 7 (1965), 134-147i W. Krebs, uzur kultischeo 
Kohabitation mit Tieren im AJten Orient," Forschungen und Fortschritte, 31 (1963), 19-21; 
W. Pangritz, Das Tier in der Bibel (Munich-Basel, 1963); additional literature is given under 
- '� •ari. 

On IV: H . . AJtenmiilJer, Jagd im A.ltenAgypten (1961); H. Bonnct, RAR, 528-530; B. Brcnt
jes, "GelcgentJich gchaltene Wildtiere des Allen Orients," WZ HalJe-Wiltcnberg (1962), 703-
732; S. T. Byington, ''Hebrew Margjnalia,'1 JBL, 64 (1945), 345ff.; G. R. Driver, "Leviathan 
and Beb.emotb,'' YT, 1 (1951), 314; Idem, "Mythical Monsters in the OT," Proceedings of 
the Twtnty-second Congress of Orientalists, Il (1951), 113-15; idem, "Mythical Monsten in 
the OT,u Studi Orien.ralistici in onore di Giorgio Levi Della Vida, I (Rome, 1956), 234-249; 
J. Feliks, The Animal World of the Bible (Tel Aviv, 1962), 95; G. Pohrer, KAT, XVI (1963), 
551U.; H. Gunkel, ScJWpfung und Chaos in Urzeir und Endr.eit (1895, %1921), 61ff.; J. Gutt
mann, "Leviathan, Behemoth aod Zi�: Jewish Messianic Symbols in Art," HUCA, 39 (1968), 
219-230;. G. Haas, "On the Occurrence of Hippopotamus in the Iron Age of the Coastal Area 
of Israel (Teti QasiJeh)," BASOR, 132 (1953), 30-34; 0. Holscher. IUT, 17 (21952), 94ff.; 
P. Humbert, ''Le modemisme de Job," SVT, 3 (1955), 150-161, esp. 152; 0. Kaiser, Die 
myrh:ische .Bedeutung des Meeru in A'gypten, Ugarit und Israel. BZAW, 18 (1959, 21962), 
149ff.; H. Ke� ''Zu den Krokodil- und Nilpfcrdkulten im Nordwestde1ta Agyptens," Srudi 
in memoria di I. Rosellini, II (Pisa, 1955), 142-152 + Tables XIV, XV; idem, "DeT Krok:odil
gott des 6. oberiigyptischen Gaues" (SBO lll), AnBibl, 12 (Rome, 1959), 161-64; J. Lewy, .. In
fluences burrite sur Israel," RES (1938), 48-75, esp. 65-67; A. ObJer, Mytliologische Elemente 
im AT (1969), lOl ff.; E. Ruprecht� .. Das NiJpferd im Hiobbuch. Beobachtungen zu der so
gena.nntcn zweiten Gottc:srede,' VT� 21 (1971). 209-231; T. Save-Soderbergb, An Egyprian 
Representation of Hippopotan1tu Hunting as a Rtligious Motiv. Horae Sotd�rblomianae, 3 
(Uppsala, 1953); A. Schultens, Commentarius in Librum Jobi (Halae Magdeburgicae, 1773), 
919-929. . 

1 Virolleaud. 
! Blach�re-Cbouemi; on Ethiopic, cf. LesJau, Contributions, 12. 
3 DISO, 32. 
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' . . :-

Mandean b•hym·, ''ass.'' -l To derive behemah from bhm, ''dumb, mute'' (cf. 
Arab. 'abham, ''dumb, mute''), is hardly justified. It is more likely that Albright 
is correct 5 in deriving it from Ugar. bmt, ''back,'' Akk. bamJu, c'half,'' ''half of 
a slope," ''middle part of the back," 6 Heb. bmh, ''back," ''high place,'' ''burial
place or cult place'' (cf. bhn, ''thumb''? ''toe''). 7 

2. Occurrences. behemah occurs in the OT 188 times or not counting three 
conjectural passages (Isa. 30:6; Joel 1 : 18; Job 12:7) 185 times, distributed as fol
lows: 

Gen. 20 times; Ex. 18  times; Lev. 31 times; Nu. 15 times; Dt. 18 times; Josh. 
4 times; Jgs. and 1 S. once each; 1 and. 2 K. 4 times; Isa. 5 times; Jer. 18 times; 
Ezk. 12 times; Joel, Jonah, and Zee. 3 times each; Job 3 times; Prov. twice; 
Eccl. 4. times; Ezr. twice; Neb. 5 times; and 2 Ch. once. behemah is used as a 
subject 10 times and as an object 37 times. 

3. Stereotyped Phrases. Among the stereotyped phrases using behemah, 
suc·h as expressions in the construct state and adverbial expressions, we find the 
following: {a) beliematli ha'arets, ''the beasts of the earth," or behemah ·asher 
'al ha'arels, ''the beasts that are on the earth,' Lev. 1 1 :2; Dt. 28:26; Isa. 18:6; 
Jer. 7:33; '15:3; 16:4; 19:7; 34:20; Job 35: 1 1 ;  (b) behemoth hassadheh, ''the 
beasts of the field,'' etc., Ex. 9:19 (twice); 1 S. 17:44; Joel 1:20; 2:22; Ps. 8:8 
(Eng, v. 7); (c) bahamoth ya'ar, which is equivalent to chayetho ya'ar, ''the beasts 
of the forest," Mic. 5:7(8); (d) the formula 'adham-behemah, ''man-beast," or 
me'adham (ve)'adh behemah, ''from man (even) to beast," is used as a compre
hensive statement 20 times in Exodus and Numbers, 24 times in the Prophets, 
and 3 times in the Psalms. 8 

4. LXX. The LXX translates behemah mostly by kt�nos, ''animal," tetrapous, 
''four-footed animal,'' and ther'ion, ''beast.'' 

II. Attempts at Classification. 

1 .. . In J. In Gen. 2:19, the Yahwist mentions only two classes of animals, viz., 
chayyath hassadhe/11 ''beast of the field,

,, 
and 'oph hashshamayim, ''bird of the 

air (lit. heaven)''; but in 2:20 the first man designates three classes, viz., 
behemah, ''cattle,'' 'oplt hashshamayim, ''birds of the air,'' and chayyath l1as
sadl1eh, ''beast of the field.r' Although we cannot be sure whether chayyath 

.. MdD, 46a. 

5 Albright, SVT, 4 (1957), 256f. 
6 AHw, lOlb. 
7 Cf. BLe, § 600j. 
8 On the curse formula /e111a • akhal le' oph ulebhehemath ha , are ts, "food for birds and 

for the beasts of the earth,'� etc .• and on the combinations clrayyah, behemah, remes, ''IJving 
creatures, beasts, creeping things. or d.eghath l1ay)'On1, 'oplt sha111ayirr1, behemah (chayyah, 
re1nes), ''fi h of the sea, birds of the heaven , beasts (living creature • creeping things)," see 
below. 
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ltassadheh io vv. 19 and 20 refers to the same class of animals, it is obvious that 
the order of these classes is different in the two verses. According to 2:5, for 
lack of rain and cultivation the field (open country, sadheh; 2:4b, 'erets, ''earth'') 
produced neither wild plants (siac/1) nor useful or cultivated plants c·esebh). 
Thus in 2: 19, cl1ayyath hassadheh still denotes land animals in general, while in 
the three classes of 2:20, a distinction is made between beliemah, ''domestic 
animals:' and chayyath hassadheh, ''wild animals." 

The Yahwist does not mention fish or aquatic animals. ''The region in which 
he lives is composed of land in which plants sprung up after a rain, beasts of the 
field, birds, husbandman and his wife.'' 9 

J does not yet know or use remes, ''creeping things.'' The occurrences of this 
word in 1:24-26; 7:14; 8: 17,19 are from P; and 6:7a; 7:8,23a. are probably 
.redactional additions in the style of P. 10 

The ·narrative of the creation of animals on the earth {which, however, says 
notbjng about God breathing into their nostrils the breath of life) and of the 
giving of their names in Gen. 2:18-20 shows a high estimation of animals as 
possible companions of man. But it defines their inabilj.ty to fill this role by 
describing how man autonomously gave names to all the animals in .harmony 
with their nature and function, and realizing finally that for man there was found 
no ''helper of his kind (RSV, fit for him)'', ·ezer keneghdo (cf. v. 18), and thus 
clearly throws into bold relief the ''sovereignty of human nature.'' 11 

The undifferentiated terminology of chayyath hassadheh, ''beast of the field," 
in 2:19 also appears in Gen. 3: 1,14: the serpent was .more subtle mikkol chayyath 
l1assadheh1 ''than any beast of the field '; but it belongs to the ''beasts of the 
field'' which God had created, i.e., to the land animals. According to 3: 14, the 
serpent is reproved by the 'arur-formu1a, the curse formula: it is ''banished from 
the fellowship of the animal world," 12 excommunicated from among the 
bel1emah1 ''cattle," and chayyath hassadheh, ''beasts of the field," which agrees 
with the differentiation in 2:20: it is cursed and banned from the community 
of domesticated and wild land animals. 13 Then in the flood narrative the Yah
wist distinguishes between clean and unclean behemah, ''animals," and ·oph, 
''birds'' (7:2 · 8:20; -... �'11) faher). 

2. In P. The Priestly narrative of creation clivides animals into different 
classes according to the day on which each is created: water and air animals on 
the fifth da.y (Gen. 1 :20-23), and land animals on the sixth day (vv. 24f.). Here 
the real principle of classification is an animal's natural ha'bitat and movement: 
water-air (beaven)-earth. In the account of the creation of land animals, what 
God says (1 :24) differs from what he does (v. 25) in the order and precise 
wording (v. 24: comprehensive category nephesh chayyah, ''living creatures''; 

9 H. Gunkel, Genesis (31910=71966), 29. 
10 Prock.sch, Gunkel, etc. 
u A. Dillmaon; cf. Westermann, BK, I, 309-312. 
12 0. Procksch, KAT, I, 34. 
13 Cf. W. Scbottroff, WM ANT, 30 (1969), 142-47; and also Westermann, BK, I, 349ff. 
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main types, behemah, ''cattle," remes, ''creeping things," chayetho 'erets, ''beasts 
of the earth''; v. 25 lacks a comprehensive c.ategory, and bas the main types 
chayyath ha'arets, ''beasts of the earth," behemah, and kol remes ha'adhamah, 
''everything that creeps upon the ground''). 

These variations may be explained in different ways: either there was no 
stereotyped systematized order for classifying animals, or the account of what 
God did differed from the account of what God said for stylistic reasons, e.g., 
the writer made the third member in v. 24, chayetho 'erets, the first member in 
v. 25, and then .mentioned behemnh before kol remes ha'adhamah, to produce 
a crescendo effect. behemah here seems to mean four-footed domestic animals, 
large and small livestock, while chayyath ha"arets probably denotes wild animals; 
by way of contrast, in 2: 19(J) chayyath hassadheh means land animals. 

There is also a classification according to natural habitat, water-air-land, in 
God's transfer of dominion from himself to man in Gen. 1:26: deghath hayyam, 
''the fish of the sea1'' "oph hashshamayim, ''the birds of the air," kol ([chayyath] 
ha"arets) behemah, ''all ([the beasts] of the earth) the cattle,'' kol haremes 
haromes ·al ha'arets, ''every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth." 

This tripartite classification of land animals corresponds to w.hat we find in 
Gen. 1 :24f., but the order is different. The only similarity is that behemah is 
mentioned first in both vv. 24 and 26. According to the word of blessing in 
v. 28b, man's dominion extends over fish, birds, and ''every living thing that 
moves upon the earth.'' This last group could be divided into the subspecies 
chayyath ha'arets, ''beasts of the earth,'' and haromes ·al ha'arets, ' that which 
creeps upon the earth." 

The reference to food (grass and plants) for the animals in 1 :30 explicitly 
names chayyath ha'arets, kol 'oph hashshamayim, ''every bird of the air,'' romes 
'al ha"arets, ''that which creeps on the earth,'' and chayyah ·asher bo nephesh, 
''that which bas the breath of life,'' which probably are to be identified with the 
three classes of v. 24. It is impossible to say why behemah is omitted here. 

No constant classification of animals can be detected in the Priestly account 
of the flood: 6:20; 8:17; otherwise 7: 14,21 ·  8: 1 ;  9:10; cf. also the addition in 
6:7a. 

The cultic legal regulations in Leviticus are repeatedly concerned with classi
fying the behemah. According to Lev. 1 :2, the offering for the burnt-offering 
must be taken from domestic animals, behemah, from the cattle, -+ .,p� baqar, 
and from the small livestock (sheep, goats), tso ·n. Here the redactor has system
atically classified behemah as the main type, and baqar and tso'n as the sub
species. 1" In the r�guJations concerning touching an unclean thing in connection 
with the sin-offering in Lev. 5:2f., we find the classifications chayyah, ''beast,'' 
behemah, ''cattle,'' and sherets, ''swarming things." According to Lev. 7:21, a 
person who bas become unclean by touching an unclean thing (man, beast, small 
animal [slierets, MT has sheqets, ''abomination'']) is forbidden to eat the sacri
fice of the peace-offering. 

In the laws concerning cleanness, the cultic classification of clean and un-

lf: Elligcr: Pol. 
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clean, or of what can be eaten and what cannot, is also based on the broad 
classification of living creatures on the basis of their naturaJ habitat. 

Thus Lev. 1 1 :2b-23 (cf. Dt. 14:3-21) distinguishes between land animals, kol 
beltemaJz 'asl1er �al lia·arets, ''all the beasts tha·t are on the earth,'' 1 1 :2'b-8 (par. 
Dt. 14:4-8). marine animals, 1 1 :9-12 (par. Dt. 14:9f.), and flying creatures, 
1 1 :13-23 (par. Dt. 14: 1 1-20). Lev. 1 1 :2 subsumes these three groups under the 
general classification cl1ayyalz, ' living things '' but .Dt. 14:3 forbids the eating 
of any abominable thing (abomination) -+ n:>�'n to ·ebl1ah. " The lists of for
bidden behema/1 in Leviticus and Deuteronomy correspond, except that Lev. 
1 1  :4-8 and Dt. 14:6-8 reverse the hare and the rock-badger. However, Lev. 1 1 : 3  
states only two criteria for behemali that can be eaten (those that part the hoof 
and are cloven-footed" and those that chew the cud), while Dt. 14:4f. gives a 
detailed list of animals that part the .hoof and are cloven-footed, and that chew 
the cud (ox, sheep, young goat, hart r·ayyal]i gazelle [rsebl1i], roebuck [yachmur], 
wild goat r·aqqo], bison [antelope, dislzonJ, wild sheep [te•o], and mo·untain
goat [type of gazelle, zen1er]). On uncleanness incurred by touching the carcass 
of behemali that do not part the hoof, are not cloven-footed and do not chew 
the cud, cf. Lev. 1 1 :24,3·9. In the subscript of the main redaction in 1 1 :46f., we 
find a different classification: beasts birds, creatures that mo·ve through the 
waters, and creatures that swarm (shorelseth) upon the earth. Perhaps the marine 
animals stand in the third position here (instead of in the second, as in. 1 1 :9-12) 
because of the length of th.e expression u ed to describe them. 16 The admonition 
in Lev. 20:25 for a person to make a distinction between clea.n and unclean 
bel1e"1ah and ·op/1, 'birds, ' and not to make himself abominable, may be an 
addition based. on Lev. 1 1. 17 It js. not clear why marine animals are not mentioned 
in this passage. 

3. Beasts of Burden or Riding Animals. bel1emah is used in referring to a 
single riding animal in Neb. 2:  12,14: Nehemiah rides on a behemah in order to 
inspect the city \Valls during the night. The behemali here could have been a 
hor e or a mule. 1s 

In Isa. 46: 1 clrayyali and bel1emah (RSV ''beasts and cattle'') occur as pack
anjmals or beasts of burden for the idols of Bel and Nebo which are pulled 
along and which ''bow down'' and 'stoop." 19 In Isa. 30:6 (the text of which 
is uncertain), the baluunotli of the Negeb could mean the asses and camels which 
carry riches and treasures on their backs or humps. 

According to Hab. 2: 17  1 the violence done to Lebanon and the destruction 
of the beasts of burden (sJ1odh beliemoth) will revert back to the heathen e.m
peror responsible for this. The reference here is to the plundering of Lebano.n 
and the ruthless exploitation of beasts of burden and draught-animals in the 
removal of timber from Lebanon. 

la Cf. Eltiger, HAT, 4 (1966), 143, 241; P. Humbert, ZAW, 12 (1960), 217-237. 
10 Thus Eltiger, 148. 
11 Elliger: Ph3. 
18 Cf. W. Rudolph, BAT, 20 (1949), in foe. 
10 On the text, cf. C. F. Whitley, VT, 1 1  (1961), 459. 
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4. Dangerous Wild Animals. belzemah is used in connection with ''serpent'' 
to denote a wild and dangerous animal. Yahweh announces to those w:ho are 
''no people'' (lo· ·am, Babylonians or Philistines?) that be will send ''the teeth 
of beasts against them, with venom of crawling things of the dust' (DL 32:24). 
With this one should compare the chayyath hassadheh, ''beasts of the field,' in 
Lev. 26:22, which shall rob disobedient people of thei:r children, destroy their 
cattle, and even decimate the adults. A curse formula lema·,aklzal 'opli l1ash
shamayim ulebhehemath l1a·are1s, ''may he (they) be food for the birds of the 
air and for the beasts of the earth,'' or something similar, is ·used' to announce 
that Israel wiJl be oppressed by her enemies and suffer a humiliating death 
when her dead bodies shall become food for the birds of the air and for the 
beasts of the earth, and no one will frighten them away (Dt. 28:26). Jer. 7:33 
and 19:7 threaten a similar fate on those who offer human sacrifice-s at tbe 
places of sacrifice in Topheth. According to 15:3 and 16:4, those who have not 
been buried and those whose corpses have been desecrated by wild beasts will 
increase even more: ''the sword to slay the dog to tear, and the birds of the air 
and the beasts of the earth to devour and destroy. Jer. 34:20 threatens those 
who violate the covenant in similar terms. According to Isa. 18:6, t·he Assyrians 
will be left to ' the birds of prey of the mountains'' (•et harim) during the sum
mer, and to the beasts of the earth during the winter. Here the predatory char
acter of the beasts is made clear by •et harim (cf. also Goliath s scoffing at 
David in 1 S. 1 7 :44). 

ill. God, Man, and Animal. The relationship between God, man, and. animal 
is described in the OT ·under different rubrics. 

1 .  Cultic Regulations. a. Acting shamefully with an animal in the form 
of sexual intercourse (shokhebh ·;m behemah, ''lying with a beast'') is in the 
Book of the Covenant a crime punishable by death (Ex. 22; 18(19]), and in. the 
Sbechetnite Dodecalog a crime punishable by a curse (Dt 27:21). The Holiness 
Code expands this regulation and dem.ands that the beast (belzemah) be killed 
(haraglt., Lev. 20:15). The same punishment appJies to a woman s incest with 
an animal (qarabli 'el kol behemah leribh ·ah, '[if a woman] approaches any 
beast and lies with it," 20:16). The codicil in Lev. 18:23 makes no reference 
to a penalty of death for a man, woman, or beast involved in this crime, but 
merely labels this act a ''defilement'' (tame·) or a perversion (tebliel). 

W. Krebs thinks that the prohibition agajnst acting shamefully with an animal 
or against committing incest with an animal, using the word beliemah, originally 
could have been directed against a cohabitation of women and animals practiced 
in the ancient Near East and Egypt by certain animal and fertility cults. 

Apparently the killing of the beast in Lev. 20: 15 assumes that the community 
shares in the guilt for the crime, and therefore it must ,punish the offenders. 20 
The diflerence in terminology here should be noted: a guilty man or woman is 

20 Cf. Elliger, 276. 
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to be �'put to death (motli yumath), whereas a bel1emah is to be ''killed
,, 

(l1aragh). 
Henry n calls attention to Aliyan Baal's love for a young cow in Ugaritic 

mythology. 22 

Because of his virility, the ram (he-goat) of Mendes was called ''procreator 
in Anep, impregnator in the province of Mendes." 23 According to Cosmas 
women stripped themselves before him, and according to Pindar and Herodas 
they bad sexual intercourse with him. The father of Ramses II and III was said 
to be the god Ptah, in the form of the ram of Mendes, who cohabited with their 
mother. 2., 

In Hittite law, a man who cohabited with a cow (Table II, § 73), sheep (§ 74), 
swine, or dog (§ 85) was to be punished.; a man who cohabited with a horse or 
a mule was not punished, but lost his civil rights (§ 86). 

b. The law against hybridization in Lev. 19: 19, according to which a cow 
(bel1emah) was n.ot allowed to copulate with a breed of cattle different from its 
own (or a field was not to be sown with two different kinds of seed, or a person 
was not to wear a garment made of two different kinds of cloth), is based on 
very ancient cultic concepts. According to Elliger, these three regulations were 
inserted in the redaction of Ph2• ts Dt. 22:9-1 1 refers to other kinds of hybridiza
tion, and seems to represent a later reinterpretation. These various kinds of 
hybridization could point ·back to different spheres of activity and areas of wor
ship of various deities originally. 

c. According to the interpretation in the addition in Dt. 4: 16-18, the law 
against making images in Yahwism forbids the manufacture of any likeness of 
men, beasts, and heavenly bodies. In addition to the beasts of the earth, 4: 17f. 
also mentions birds creeping things, and fish. 

Ezekiel sees depicted on the walls in the outer court various kinds of sheqets, 
''loathsome things'' (or shiqqutsim, ''detested things ), which are further inter
preted as remes ubhehemah, 'creeping things and beasts'' (Ezk. 8:7-12). It is 
impossible to dete1111ine the ·cultic significance of these symbols. Gaster thinks 
they bad something to do with the celebration of th,e mysteries. 26 Albright 
believes they are part of a syncretistic cult like the Osiris cult. 27 Zimmerli begins 
by pointing out that sheqets, '"'loathsome,'' and. tame', ''unclean,'' are synony
mous, and concludes that these symbols are connected with the worship of 
various creatures that were not supposed to be eaten. 28 

n Henry, 28. 
22 CT A., 5 [I• AB]. V, 18ff. 
!?3 Brug ch, Thes., 626. 
u The evidence is given in RAR, 868f. ("Widder" ["ram"]). 

25 Elliger, HA.T, 4, 255. 
26 T. H. Gaster, /BL, 60 (1941), 289-310. 
27 W. F. Albrigb� Archaeology and the Religion of Israel ('1956), 166f. 
:a W. Zimmerli, BK, Xlll/l, 217. 
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d. Israel's belief in the reality of creation Jed to the idea that the firstborn 
of man and beast were to be given to God (-+ ,,,:i bekhor; cf. Ex. 13:2,12,15; 
Nu. 3:1 3(45]; 8:17; 18: 15). The Levites play a special role as substitutes for the 
firstborn in this system. It should be mentioned that according to Lev. 27:9f. an 
animal (bel1emal1) that has been promised as a sacrifice may not be exchanged, 
since it is ''holy," for an animal that has been promised and exchanged defiles 
the sanctuary. The priest establishes the monetary value of an unclean animal 
that cannot be sacrificed to be paid into the temple treasury (27 : 1 1). The codicil 
in Lev. 27:26f. on the redemptive value of animals that are dedicated to the 
Lord decrees that the firstborn of the beliemali cannot be dedjcated to Yahweh, 
since it (whether ox, shor, or small animal, seh) belongs to Yahweh; unclean 
animals can be redeemed. The so-called devoted thing (man, 'adham; beast, 
behemaJ1; and inherited field, sedlieh • acl1uzzatho) cannot be redeemed or sold 
(27:28). 

2. Family and Tribal Relationship. There is an intimate family and tribal 
relationship between man and animal. 

a. The intimate relationship and association of animals with the family is 
expressed in the Sabbath commandment in Ex. 20:10, where behemali is placed 
after ''maidservant'' and before ''sojourner." Dt. 5 :14 contains a detailed list, 
viz., shor, ''ox," chamor, ''ass," and kol behemali, ''any cattle." In Lev. 25:2-7 
also, cattle are mentioned along with male slaves, female slaves, hired servants 
(saklzir), and sojourners as those who are to enjoy that which grows wild in the 
Sabbatical Year. Even wild beasts (chayyah be·artsekha, ''the beasts in your 
land," vv. 6f.) who are not considered part of the family and who are not em
ployed in its service are not excluded from enjoying this yield. 

Gen. 47:17f. states that during the famine all the money and animals of the 
Egyptians became Pharaoh's possession. For a year, Joseph gave the Egyptians 
food in exchange for flocks, herds, asses (v. 17), and herds of cattle (v. 18). 

b. According to Ex. 22:9(10), a person must give security and, if necessary, 
restitution for an animal that his neighbor has entrusted to him if it dies or is 
hurt or is driven away. This verse specifically mentions ''an ass or an ox or small 
livestock, or any beast." Here kol behemalz could be understood as a collective 
term for large livestock (ox or ass as work animals) and small. 

The jus talionis (law of retribution) for killing and for inflicting bodily injury 
(cf. Ex. 21 :23-25; Dt. 19:21) is .interpreted differently in Lev. 24:18,21, where 
nephesli taclzath naphesh, ''Life for life," refers to behemah, but then a clear 
wstjnction is made between nepl1esl1 'adham, ''a man's life (lit. soul)," and 
nep11esh belzemah: when one kiJls a beast, he must make it good (shillem, piel), 
but \\�hen one kills a man be must be ''put to death'' (moth yumat/1). 

c. In other passages also animals always appear in close connection with the 
family, the tribe. and the army. According to Gen. 34:23, Hamor and Shecbem 
hope by subntin1ng to circumcision to sh.are in the property of the great family 
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of Jacob, i.e., in their cattle, property, and beasts. Esau took to Seir his wives, 
sons, daughters, and all the members of his household, his cattle all his beasts, 
and all his property which he had acquired (Gen. 36:6). In Josh. 21 :2, the Levites 
also have pasture lands for their cattle (beliema/1) ;  Nu. 35:3 says they have 
pasture lands for their cattle, livestock (rekl1tJSl1), and all their beasts (kol 
cl1ayyal1). In Nu. 32:26, little ones, \\·ives, flocks, and cattle remain behind, 
while the men go to battle in the land across the Jordan. 

Cattle are thus also part of the spoil (Nu. 3 1 :9; an addition), which is divided 
(31 :26,47). be/1emalz are specjfied as part of the spoil (shalal) and the devoted 
thing in Dt. 2:35; 3:7· 20: 14; cf. 13: 16(15). According to Jgs. 20:48, the ban 
in its more rigorous form meant the destruction of men and beasts, \vhile in its 
more liberal form the people were allO\Yed to take cattle and other spoils as 
booty (Josh. 8:2,27; 1 1 : 14). Neh. 9:37 says that God set the Persians over Israel, 
and they had po,ver over their bodies and over their cattle at their pleasure, so 
that the Israelites are in great distress because of high taxes and military service. 

d. The description of Hezekiah·s \Vealth in 2 Ch. 32:28f. mentions stalls for 
all kinds of cattle (bel1en1a/1), and also rich possessions oE herds of tso'n ubhaqar, 
'sheep and cattle." According to Ezr. 1 :4,6, gifts for the temple (and for those 

who returned hom.e \ViUingJy) included not only silver, .gold, and other costly 
wares, but also beasts. 

e. According to 2 K. 3: 17, miqneh and bel1emah followed the Israelite army 
in the campaign against Mesha of Moab. miqrzeh and belzemalz are interpreted 
as livestock and beasts of burden respectively. But the meanings of these two 
words are not so clear, because mules and asses (and camels) could be included 
in the ''herds'• as well as tso ,,1, ''sheep," and baqar, ''cattle. ' 

3. Connection wit/i Creation and Fate. The connection of men and beasts 
with creation and fate in prosperity and calamity is expressed in phrases like 
'adham ubhehernah, ''man and beast,'' or me'adham ve'adh belzemah, ''from 
man to beast.'' 

a. These expressions are used in the accounts of the plagues in Egypt to 
convey the idea of the completeness of the affliction (Ex. 8: 13,14b[ l 7, 1 8b]; 
9:9,10, 19,22,25). Ex. 1 1 :5; 12 : 12,29; Ps. 1 35:8 speak of the death of man and 
beast on the passover njght. Neither man nor beast will remain alive if they touch 
the rnou.ntain of God (Ex. 19:13). (Cf. Nu. 31 :26,47 on the clistribution of the 
spoil.) According to Zeph. 1 :3, man and beast, birds and fish will be swept away 
('aseph) by divine judgment. In connection with hikhrith, ''cut off," hishchith, 
''destroy,' lzishbith, ''cut off .

, 
etc., the complete desolation of land and habita

tion to waste (sl1ammah, shemamah, chorbah) is characterized as an act of divine 
anger or judgment (Jer. 7:20; 9:9( 10 ] ·  12:4; 2 1 :6; 27:5; 36:29; 50:3; 51 :62). Ac
cording to Jer. 21  :6 Yahweh \Vill smite the inhabitants of Jerusalem, both man 
and beast, with a great pestilence that they may die. 

Ezk. 14 :13, 1 7  19 give examples of sanctjons of divine punishment against a 
sinful land: through famine (v. 1 3), S\VOrd (v. 17), and pestilence (v. 19) Yahweh 
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will cut off from it (hikliratti niimmennah) man and beast. In an addition 
(14:21), 2t> this principle of sanction is applied to Jerusalem. The formula of the 
kareth =punishment (cutting off) of man and beast is expanded to include 
Edom in 25:13» and is illustrated by une1/1attil1a chorbah, ''and I will make it 
desolate." The second oracle of doom against Egypt in 29:8,9a announces that 
Yahweh will bring a S\vord the destruction of man and beast, a desolatio.n, and 
a wasting upon the land. 29:9b-12 expands this sanction further (in statements 
parallel to those describing the ·fate of Israel and Jerusalem): neither man nor 
beast shall pass through it, it shall be uninhabited forty years, and the Egyptians 
will be scattered an1ong the nations. According to Ezk. 32:13, Yahweh will 
destroy (by the sword of the Babylonian king) all the beasts of Pharaoh, so that 
the ile will no longer be troubled by the foot of man or the hoofs of beasts. 

Because the building of the temple has been neglected, Yahweh will bring 
a drought upon men and cattle, accordjng to Hag. 1:11 (cf. also Zee. 8:10). And 
according to Zee. 14: 15, a plague will fall on horses, mules, camels, asses, and 
whatever beasts may be in the enemy camp, because of a divine dread {12:4). 
Joel describes in detail how the beasts groan, the herds of cattle are perplexed, 
and the fiocks of small livestock are dismayed because of a drought and a locust 
plague (Joel 1:18). The wild beasts, bahamoth ha.ssadlzeh1 cry to God {1 :20). 
According to Jonah 3:7 the king's proclamation to fast applies to man and beast, 
herd and flock (tso 'n); man and beast (as part of the household) must wear 
sackcloth (3:8). 

b. The saJvation oracles in Jeremiah announce that Judah and Jerusalem, which 
had become a desolation without man and beast, will again be inhabited, and will 
receive wealth and peace (Jer. 32:43; 33:10,12). Yahweh will again make the 
house of Israel fruitful (vezara·ii) with the seed of man and the seed of beast 
(31:27). Ezk. 36:11 also announces that man and beast will be multiplied for the 
time of salvation. A type of blessing formula (cf. Gen. 1 :22,28; Lev. 26:9) was 
added to this in a later expansion (v. 10). Zee. 2:8(4) also contains the promise 
of blessing upon the multitude of men and cattle. According to the salvation oracle 
in Joel 2:21-241 the beasts need fear no longer, r'for the pastures of the wilder
ness are green'' (2:22). 

In the formula of blessing in Dt. 28:3-6, 'the fruit of your body, the fruit of 
your ground, the fruit of your beasts,'' as well as ''the increase of your cattle 
c· alapheklta) and the young of your flock (ISO . n ), 

,, 
are mentioned as objects of 

blessing (v. 4). This should be compared with 28:11 in the series of verbal bless
ings in 28:7-12a. Ploger thinks ''the fruit pf your beasts . . .  '' was added by the 
Deuteronomistic redactor. 30 Dt. 30:9 speaks of prospering abundantly in the 
fruit of the body, of the cattle, and of the ground. According to 7: 14 there will 
be no barrenness not even among the cattle. And 28:51 says the enemies sent 
by Yahweh will eat the fruit of Israel and will leave nothing, until they have 
caused Israel to perish. 

29 Cf. van den Born, Fohrcr, and Zimmerli in loc. 
so J. Ploger, BBB, 26 (1967), 141ff., 145ff. 
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c. Cattle enjoy special divine care: God causes grass to grow in the field for 
cattle (Dt. 1 1 :  15). ''He gives to the beasts their food, and to the young ravens 
which cry,, (Ps. 147:9; cf. 104:27f.; 145: 15f.). The prosperity of the land with 
good harvests, herds of cattle, and increased numbers of people is a blessing 
from God (Ps. 107:38). 

In the order of cre-ation, God has placed sheep (tso·nah), oxen (·ataphim), 
the beasts of the field, birds, and fish under man's dominion (Ps. 8:8f.[7f.]). The 
beast of the forest (chayetho ya'ar) and the cattle (behemoth) on a thousand hills 
belong to God (Ps. 50:10); therefore, he does not want the flesh of bulls and the 
blood of goats, but a sacrifjce of thanksgiving (v.14). Heaven and earth, wild 
beasts (c.hayyah) and tame (behemah}, birds and reptiles are to praise God (Ps. 
148:10). 

According to Sir. 7:22 man is to care personaJly for his cattle. Prov. 27:23 
charges man to give attention to his flocks and herds; 12: 10 says a righteous 
man has regard for ''the life {lit. souJ) of his beast,

, 
(nepl1esh beJiemto ), but the 

mercy of the wicked is cruel. Hab. 2:  17 refers to the mistreatment of beasts, 
which probably means the inconsiderate exploitation of beasts of burden 
(bel1emah) in the transportation of timber by the heathen world power. 

4. Distinction Between 'adham and behemah. a. The distinction between 
man and beast is already evident in the story of man's naming of the animals, 
and in that among the animals ''there was not found a helper fit for'' man (Gen. 
2 :18-20). Similarly, the jus talionis (law of retribution) states that the punishment 
for killing a man shall be death, but the punishment for killing a beast will be 
restitution (Lev. 24:18-21). 

b. Ps. 49:13,21 (12,20) reflects an assumed disparaging distinction between 
man and beast by describing a beast as a ''dumb animaJ'': man in his pomp 
is 'like an ox without understanding'' (read kabbaqar lo' yabJiin), and like a 
cow that ''is dumb'' or that ''is destroyed'' (damah II or III). When ''rus heart 
is embittered'' and ''his kidneys are pricked,•• i.e., when he is consumed with 
brooding and despair, the godly man is ''foolish'' (- ,�l ba 'ar) and ''without 
understanding'' (lo· • edha ·), like a beast before God (Ps. 73 :22; cf. also 94 :8). 
In Job 18:3, Bildad protests against Job's reproach of his friends' lack of under
standing (17:4) by asking: ''Why are we counted as cattle (kabbel1emal1)? Why 
are we stupid 3'1 in your sight?'' Man should not protest with a loud wailing; 
instead, he must be conscious that be is unique, and that God ''bas taught him 
before the beasts (or, more than the beasts) of the earth'' and ''has made him 
wise before (more than?} the birds of the air'' (Job 35: 1 1 ). Yet beasts and fish 
can teach man about the Creator and Lord of every living thing (Job 12:7f.). 

c. On the other hand, Eccl. 3:18 states that God has made man and beast 
equal in death, without giving man any advantage over th.e beasts (3:19}. This 
gives rise to the sarcastic question in 3:21 :  ''Who .knows whether 'the spirit of 

31 F. Stier: niphal of tmm. 
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man' (ruach bene ha'adham) goes upward, and 'the spirit of the beast' (ruaclz 
habbehemah) goes down to the earth?'' Indeed, it is precisely in the mutuality of 
the common death of man a.nd beast that the nothingness of man is made clear, 
and that man's hope of compensation and justice is disappointed 32 (see also Sir. 
40:11). 

IV. behemoth. 

1 .  Definition. Ever since Bochart, 33 behemoth has been translated ''hip
popotamus," and has been derived from Egyp. pJ-ilJ-mw, u even though o.nly 
the individual elements of this composite word can be identified in Egyptian. 
The pl. behemoth is usually explained as a pl. extensivus (pl. of extension). 35 
According to Gunkel, ''there is no reason to regard this word as non-Semitic.'' 86 
The plural form, above all, would seem to indicate that a particularly layge 
animal (a giant beast or monster) was intended. And then, perhaps because of 
popular etymological reminiscences of the ''water ox'' or the ''river ox,'' the 
meaning ''hippopotamus'' (Hippopotamus amphibius) has been maintained. 37 

On the basis of textual emendations, G. R. Driver has advanced the thesis 
that in Job 40: 15 the supplementary gloss ·asher ·asithi ("immakh), ''which I 
made (as I made you)," is a corruption of ·msk from ·mslJ, ''crocodile,'' and 
that the resh1th behem6th, ''chief of beasts,'' is the crocodile. 38 In another work, 
he clarifies his point more fully by translating Job 40:15: ''Behold now: the 
crocodile, chief of beasts; he eats grass like cattle.'' 39 Schultens inclines to the 
view that the behemoth is the elephant, 40 and suggests other deviating inter
pretations. 

2. The Existence of Hippopotami in Palestine, Syria, and Egypt. Recent 
discoveries provide information concerning the existence of hippopotami in 
Palestine. According to Haas, bones and teeth of hippopotami have been found 
at Tel Aviv (Tell Qasileh) dating from the twelfth to the fourth centuries B.c., 
and at Ugarit dating from the fourteenth to the thirteenth centuries B.c. Under 
the Greek temple at Tell Siikas, archeologists have found bones of hippopotami 
near figurines of an ass and of a cow in Early Bronze Age and Early Iron Age 
strata, which ''prove that hippopotami actually lived in Syria at least in the 
third century B.c." u 

32 Cf. Hertzberg, KAT, XVIl/4, 1 10f. 
33 S. Bochart, Hieroz.oicon sive de animalibus sacrae scripturae (London, 1663), II lib. V, 

c.ap. XV. 
at So recently Holscher, HAT, 17, 95f.; Fohrer, KAT, XVI, 522. 
35 GK, § 124b. 
36 Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos, 64. 
37 Contra A. Lewy, 65-67, who wants to derive behemoth from Hurrian. 
ss G. R. Driver, VT, 1, 314, and Twenty-second Congress of Orientalists, D, 113-15. 
39 G. R. Driver, Studi Orientalistici, 234ff.; cf. also G. Richter, Textstudien zum Buche 

Hiob. BW A.NT, 3n (1927), 86f. 
to Cf. on this E. Stauffer, ThLZ, 16 (1951), 667-674 on lQpHab 3:9f. 
t1 A.JO, 21 (1966), 195. 
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It is often assumed that isolated hippopotami wandered ''along the coast to 
the Philistine plain, or followed Pharaoh Necho's canal to the Gulf of Suez and 
followed the coast to Ezioo-geber, and then followed the valley to the Dead 
Sea," but ''in either case it could have got into the swamp of the upper Jordan 
and lived in lonely comfort till it died of old age." 42 

The Egyptian hippopotamus is found today, but only south of Dongola 
between the second and third cataracts of the Nile; however, evidence from 
Egyptian texts and representations 43 indicates that it must have lived in Lower 
Egypt also. 

3. The Egyptian Hippopotamus Cult. The symbol of the royal hunter as 
a ''harpooner'' (msnw) of the hippopotamus is attested as early as Den (earlier 
read Udimu) (First .Dynasty) in numerous representations: the king in enormous 
stature> surrounded by several assistants, is standing up in a papyrus boat and is 
thrusting bis spear into lhe mouth of the hippopotamus, which is wide open, 
gasping for air. Texts and illustrations also reveal the existence of a ''festival of 
the white female hippopotamus' (J.ib l)�.t) (originally from Lower Egypt). E.g., 
an inscription on the Horus temple of Edfu tells of a battle between the gods 
Horus and Seth: Horus pursues Seth, who has taken the fo.rm of a red hippo
potamus, and conquers him by thrusting a. harpoon through his nose. (However, 
according to Kees « in the original festival act the conquered hippopotamus 
was not a Sethic [male] animal, but a white female hippopotamus.) In the 
.Ptolemaic period, the harpooning of Seth (in the form of a hippopotamus), the 
opponent of Horus, is represented by ten harpoons on the walls of the temple 
of Edf u. In, the ritual of the victory celebration on the twenty-first of Mecbir, 
th.e dismemberment of a placenta in the form of a hippopotamus is depicted as 
the defeat of Seth. In the different portrayals of the harpooning of Seth (in the 
form of a hippopotamus), a hunting trophy (e.g., a carved thigh) ·is brought to 
a well-known. Osiris cult place and. then venerated as an Osiris relic. 

In the harpooning of the evil, male hippopotamus there was seen a victory 
of the king or the god ''over all evil powers before the enthronement of the king.'' 
But the festival of the white, female hippopotamus is a ''celebration in honour 
of the wild beast that has become a good and benign goddess.'' •5 The contrasting 
structures of the more agrarian Lower Egypt and nomadic Upper Egypt have 
left their impression o.n these two motifs; they have great religious significance, 
''because they are intimately linked with the rites guaranteeing the m_aintenance 
of the Egyptian cosmos.'' 46 

4. Behemoth in Job 40:15/f. The only passage in the OT where behemoth 
bas the meaning ''giant beast,'' ''sea monster,'' or ''hippopotamus is Job 40:15ff. 

•2 Byington, 346. 
•a Cf. Save-SOderbergh and Kees. 
" Kees, 144. 
•s Save-SBderbcrgb, 55f. 
tcs Ibid., .56. 
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The extent of the pericope beginning with 40: 15 is variously understood. 47 
Three units can be delineated on the basis of style and content: 40: 15-24; 
40:25-41:3(4) (Eng. 4 1 : 1 - 1 1 (12]); and 41 :4(5)-26 (Eng. vv. 12(13]-34). 

Whereas Job 40:15-24 gives a relatively realistic description of a sea monster 
in the form of a hippopotamus, the Leviathan pericopes in 40:25ff. (41 : 1 ff.) and 
4 1 :4ff. (12ff.) are differe.nt in style .and content. In 41 :4ff. (12ff.), Leviathan 
takes on legendary and mythical features of an invincible fire-breathing crocodile
dragon. Ruprecht thinks that 40:15-31(40:15-41:7) is a homogeneous pericope, 
and that 4 1 : 1 -3(9-1 1) is the conclusion of the second part of God's speech in 
40:2-41 :3(40:2-4 1 : 1 1). Thus, for him livyatl1an, '·'Leviathan," must be ''aa. 
additional name for this monster (beliemotli), this hippopotamus, and not the 
name of another animal, perhaps the crocodile,' �8 ''although one cannot exclude 
the possibility that 40:25ff.(4 1 : 1ff.] has reference to the crocodile. ' <t9 

The pericope concerning the giant beast or sea monster in the form of a 
hippopotamus reaches its ,peak in the question: ,'Who is it (read mi l1u·) that 
can take him in his eyes (or (?] by his eyeteeth [besliinav]), 50 or that can pierce 
his nose with a harpoon?'' (Job 40:24). How can man comprehend God's world 
order or exalt himself against God when be is not even able to subdue a hippo
potamus? This theme pervades the entire description in 40: 15-23: in spite of 
the plural intensification, this monster behemoth eats grass like an ox; it has 
power and strength in its loins and in the muscles of its belly; its bones are 
like ��tubes of bronze•" and ''bars of iron' (vv. 15b-20). It lies under lotus (?) 
and poplar, in the concealment of reed and marsh, and is not frightened if the 
river becomes turbulent (vv. 21-23). Vv. 19f., the text o.f which is uncertain, 
emphasize the peculiar position of the behemoth as the beginning or firstborn 
(re·smth) of the work of creation. In a temporal re0shith, behemoth could be 
one of the great sea monsters of Gen. 1 :2 1 .  51 Job 41 :25(33) says there is none 
lik.e Leviathan upon earth. 

Irrespective of 40: 19f. and the somewhat hyperbolic description of bel1emoth 
in 40:15-24, conclusive arguments carinot be given to support the view that 
behemoth is a zoological designation for the hippopotamus or to deny the 
m.ythical interpretation of behemoth in the sense of � o, yiim, ''sea," ...,. tn,,; 
livyathan, ''Leviathan,'' - l,ln tannin, ''serpent, sea monster," etc. Therefore, 
Ruprecht's threefold explanation of the term behemotlz (a real, naturalistic 
beast, a mythical enemy of the creator-god, and mythico-historical great powers) 
survives the test of scrutiny. We must ass11me that the poet of Job 40:15 knew 
the Egyptian hippopotamus cults and assimilated Egyptian terminology in bis 
presentation. n2 

t7 Cf. the comms., and also Westermann, BHTh, 23 (1956), 93-96, and Ruprecht, 209-
231. 

48 Ruprecht. 220. 
t9 Ibid., 221. 

50 G. H. B. Wright, E. Ruprecht. 
Gl Cf. P. Humbert, ''Trois notes sur Genese I," Festschri/t S. Mowinckel (Oslo, 1955), 

85-96. 
G2 Humbert, SJIT, 3, 152; Fohrer, in loc.; Ruprecht; etc. 
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In the Apocalyptic Literature, belzemoth appears along with Leviathan as a 
mythical beast of the End Time. According to 1 En. 60·:7-9, Leviathan lives in 
the abyss of the sea above the fountains of water, while Behemoth receives a 
desolate wilderness, Dendain (cf. also 4 Esd. 6:49-52 and the Apocalypse of 
Bar. 29:4). 53 

Bottenveck 

� On the Jewi b tradition, in addition to F. Weber, liidische Theologie (1897), 202, 402, 
cf. esp. Guttmann . 
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Ki:;i b6'; :'1\1\C ·a1hal1 

Contents: I. Range of Meaning. II. 1 .  The Coming (qal) of Man to God, to the Priest, 
and to the Man of God; 2. The Bringing (rupbil) of �fan to God, to the Priest, and to Lhe 
Man of God. III. bo� (qal and hiphil) in the Wi dom Literature and in Blessings and Curse . 
IV. Coming (qal) and Bringing (hiphjl) into the Land. V. bo • As ''fulfilling." VI. 1.  bo • in 
Laments; 2. bo' in Prayers. VII. bo' trupbil) As a Term for God's Guidance in Hi tory. 
VIII. 1. The Coming Judgment; 2. The FuJfiJled Judgment. lX. 1.  The Coming and Fulfilled 
Salvation; 2. The Coming Bringer of Salvation. X. Yahweh As the Coming One. 

I. Range of Meanjng. Occurring 2532 times (1969 times in the qal, 539 times 
in the hiphil, and 24 times in the hophal) bo' is one of the most frequently used 
verbs in the OT, 1 and is at the bead of verbs expressing motion. The majority 
of examples belong to the secular sphere (approximately 1630 times in the qal, 
330 times in the hiphil, and 7 times in the hopbal). The variety of meanings 
conveyed by bo • is demonstrated already in that the LXX had to use over 150 
different words and phrases to translate it. 2 

'atha/11 which properly is to be included in a study of bo·, appears 19 times 
in the qal and twice in the hipbil; 7 of its occurrences in the qal are relevant in 
theological considerations. Since 'athah is also found in UgariticJ it should no 

bo'. E.Jenni, " 'Kommen' im tbeotogischen Spracbgebraucb des AT," Wort-Gebot-Glaube. 
W. Eichrodt tttm 80. Gebur1stag. AThANT, 59 (1970), 251-261; J. Jeremia , Theoplranie. Die 
Geschichte einer alttesta1rientlichen Gattung. WMANT, 10 (1965); S. Mowinckel, He TJ1at 
Comet It (Oxford, 21959); G. Pidoux, Le Dieu qui vie111 (Neuchatel/Paris, 1947); J. G. Ploger, 
Literarkritische, jormgeschicht/iche und stiU..7itisch.e Un1ersuchu11ge1i zun1 Deu1erono.miun1. 
BBB, 26 (1967); F. Schnutenhaus, "Das Kommeo uod Erscheiaen Gottes im AT;' ZAW, 76 
(1964), 1-21. 

On the general idea: W. H. Schmidt, Al11esta1rientlicl1er Glaube und sei11e Umwelt (1968), 
38ff., 148ff. 

On • atltoh ('a1lza '), cf. TDNT, IV, 467ff. (Kuhn); and M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und 
gramn1a1ikalischen Aramaisn1en im a/ttestamentlichen Hebriiisch. BZAW, 96 (1966), No. 3 1 .  

1 Jenni,, 252, "Allen,reltswort." 
2 On some of these, sec TDNT, JI, 667, 927; V, 86lf., 864; and W. MundJe, Theo/. Be

grijfslexikon zu111 NT, Wl (1969), 803-808. 
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longer be regarded as an Aramaic loanword. At Qumran 'atl1ah has not been 
found thus far, but bo • appears many times, where, in addition to its ordinary 
usages, it refers mostly to entering into or bringing into the group, the coming 
judgment and salvation (lQS 1 1 :  131), the coming bringer of salvation, or going 
into battle ( l QM). 

Jn the OT ho· manifests a widely diversified range of meaning (cf. Ugar. b ') 
\Vithin the expressions for a movement directed toward a certain goal .in space 
and time: ''to go into'' (frequently in contrast to - KJ' yatsa ·, ''to go out,'' or 
-+- :l'\IZ1 shubli, ''to return''), Gen. 7 : 1 , 13 ;  24:31 ;  1 K. 3:7; 2 Cb. 23:7; etc., which 
is the mo t frequent meaning; ''to come ' (toward or to), Gen. 14:5; 1 S. 1 3:8; 
also in Lachish, KAI, 193. 1 1 ,  20; ''to come into,'' Gen. 19:3; Jgs. 19:22f.; also 
'' . . .  to a place," 2 K. 24: 10; 'to arrive at, co1ne to, attain to,

, 
Jgs. 16:2; 2 S. 

23: 19;  etc.; ''to add to come up to,'' Ex. 22: 14 (Eng. v. 1 5); 1 S. 17 : 12; 'to go 
into," Jgs. 6: 19; ''to go through'' (the sea or fire), Ex. 14: 16,22,28, etc.· ''to get 
into something'' (e.g., bloodguilt), 1 S. 25:26,33; ''to attain to," 2 S. 23:23; 1 Cb. 
1 1 :2 1 ;  ''to come into contact with, come near:' Lev. 2 1 : 1 1 ;  Nu. 6:6; ''to break 
in," Ps. 79: 1 ;  ''to come before someone,'' Isa. 1 :23; ''to draw near, march out'' 
(militarily), Josh. 14: 1 1 ;  etc. ; ''to come back, return, come home, ' 2 S. 19:31{30)· 
Ezk. 36:8; 'to come to ' Jer. 2:3 1 .  The meaning of bo· is also expanded and 
used figuratively: 'to come upon someone," Dt. 30: 1 ;  Jer. 12:12;  etc.; ''to come 
to, belong to," Nu. 32:19; ''to come (have a chance) to speak," Prov. 18:17;  ''to 
go to one's fathers'' =  ''to be buried,'' only in Gen. 15 : 15  (but cf. 1 K. 13:22; Isa. 
57:2) 3; ''to come into one's days'' = ''to become old ' (frequently with � Ti'' 
zaqen), Gen. 18: 1 1 ;  24:l (J); in Dt. also; ''to go down ( = to return) (of the sun),''4 
Gen. 15: 17; Ex. 17 :  12;  Jer. 15:9· Eccl. 1 :5 ;  also lQM 18:5; but in general the 
combination of bo' and yatsa· can also denote man's conduct: Josb. 14: 1 1 ;  1 K. 
3:7· etc. 6 bo' is also used of having sexual relations with a woman, Gen. 6:4; 
16:2,4; Dt. 22:13 ;  Cant. 5 : 1 ;  etc.· but not in P; Josh. 23: 12  as aposta y from 
Yahweh; \Vi th a harlot: Jgs. 16: 1 ;  Ezk. 23:44. 

bo' is aJso used as a kind of auxiJiary verb in combination with a second verb, 
and in this case expresses intention (''I come and get'' = ''I will get''; ''I will 
come a.nd judge''= ''I will come in order to judge," etc.), 1 K. 1 3:25· 2 K. 18:32; 
Isa. 36: 17;  Ps. 1 02: 14(13)· etc. . 

·athah (qal) basically has the same shades of meaning as bo': ''to come, come 
back, come upon someone, go, go with.'' The range of meaning of bo' can be 
well illustrated by Dnl. 1 1 :6-45 (cf. 8:6,1 7), where the verb appears with a. fre
quency typical of the historical reflections in Daniel and where almost a word
play is carried on with bo • (come near, come up, come in, arrive, bring, come to 
an end). In theological contexts, 6 bo • (qal) is used especially in the sense of 
''come, go in, come in, and fulfil.'' 

a On the customary terminology, cf. � :lK 'abh, 111.3.a. 
4 - ,·ut 'or, ll.1.c; cf. E. Kutsch, ZA W, 83 (1971), 18. 
G On the legal u e of ho· in Ex. 21:3, ee S. M. Paul, Studies in the Book of the Covenant. 

SVT, 18 (Leiden, 1970), 47f. 
6 See 11-X below. 
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In the hiphil, bo' usually means 1'to bring'' (also, into judgment, Eccl. 1 1 :9), 
' to cause to come," ''to bring inr'' ''to bring something u.pon ('al) someone,'' 
' to bring (the army) home '' ' to bring one home as a wife," Dt. 21 : 12 ;  Jgs. 
12:9; frequently it means '1to offer'' or ''to bring up'' in connection with sacri
fices or gifts (before someone: ·al); it also means ('to make the sun go down,'' 
Am 8 9 ' 

. ,, 
. : ; to get, to receive. 

According to the MT, 'atl1alz is found in the hiphil in Isa. 2 1 : 14 and Jer. 12:9. 
However, both texts are uncertain; but cf. Job 37:22 (read the hiphil) and Ps. 
68:32(31). 

The hophal of bo' functions as the passive of the hiphil: ' to be brought," ''to 
lead to.'' 7 

II. 1 .  T/1e Coming (qal) of Man lo God, to tlze Priest, and to the Man of 
God. The use of bo' in the tb.eologically filled or theologically related sphere 
should be understood in the broadest sense possible, not mereJy, e.g., of the 
coming of God to man. 8 bo· is also used quite often of man s coming to God. 
Tbjs coming is made concrete as a coming to the sanctuary, or to the priest or 
man of God (prophet). 

That bo • was a commonly used verb for the coming of man to the sanctuary 
{cf. 1 K. 1:28,32 for the use of bo · in connection with an audience before a king}, 
and for hjs entering into its sacral sphere and the community gathered there, 9 
is proved by the abundance of occurrences (in the perf. impf., impv., and ptcp.) 
and is emphasized by the assimilation of this verb in the cult polemic. The cult 
polemic also contains the word � MJ, yatsa·, ''to go out,'' which is the anti
thesis of bo· (Ex. 28:35; Lev. 16:17; 2 KJ 1 1 :9; Ezk. 46:2,8-10). A person comes 
to the temple of Yahweh and enters into it to worship, but especially to sacrifice. 
He comes to pray to Y ah web, for he hears the prayers of all flesh that come to 
him (Ps. 65:3(2]· no textual emendation is necessary here). There are examples 
of this use of bo' in Dt. 29:6(7); 3 1 : 1 1 ;  2 S. 7:18;  1 K. 14:28 and par.; Isa. 30:29; 
Jer. 7 :10 (cf. habba·im, ''those who enter these gates," which occurs frequently 
in Jer.: 7:2; 17:20; 22:2; etc.; cf. Gen. 23 : 10,18[P]); 22:4; Ezk. 46:9. Char
acteristically, it frequently has this sense in the Psalms: 5:8(7); 40:8(7); 42:3 
(2); 66: 13; 7 1 : 16; etc.; perhaps it also bas this meaning in Ps. 73:17; 10 1 Cb. 
1·6:29; 2 Ch. 29: 17; 23:6: only the priests are allowed to enter because they are 
holy; 30:4f.,8 (the celebration of the Passover in Jerusalem); Ezr. 2:68. LamJ 
1:4 speaks of people coming to a festival on Zion. Jeremiah is debarred from 

7 On the qal of bo • with the meaning "bring," see M. Dahood, Psalms, I, 262; 11, 1 10; 
JU, 61f ., 323. For some examples f.rom the extensive material from th.e ancient Near East on 
the coming of the deity, see Jeremias, 73ff., and aJso A. Ohler, Mytho/ogische Ele1nente im 
A. T  {1969), 13ff., 146ff., etc. However, tbe actual understanding of the cult, the festivals, the 
divine images, etc., should be investigated more closely on this point. Some examples also 
appear in. RLA, s.v. "Gott." For Egypt, excsmples may be foand in E. Hornung, Der Eine 
und die Vie/en (1971). 

s So Jenni. 
e Kraus, BK. xv. 319. 

to On 22:32(30) sec ibid., in loc. 
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coming to the house of the Lord (3-6:5 · cf. 2 Ch. 7 :2). For a specified period of 
time a wo.man who had given birth to a child was not allowed to enter the sanc
tuary (Lev. 12:4). The distribution of these occurrences outside the Psalter (the 
concluding phrase in Hos. 9:4 is a gloss) makes it clear that this use of ho" 
originated, for the most part, in the Deuteronomic-Deuteronomistic and post
Deuteronomistjc period, which is a1so confirmed by the use of bo • ·in the Deuter
onomistic redaction of the book of Jeremiah {cf. Dt. 12:5,26). 

Certain conditions seem to have been connected with the ''entering'' into the 
sanctuary (cf. the examples in the Psalms). The - :tpi:r t�dfzaqali, ''righteous
ness," of the potential cul tic participants was a certained (cf. also Isa. 26:2; then 
Ps. 5:8[7]· 1 1 8: 19f.; as well as Pss. 1 5  and 24). An oath of purification in the 
temple is mentioned (even if only on a special occasion) in Solomon's litany as 
a self-imprecation (-+- :r;K 'a/ii/1) before the altar of burnt-offering (1 K. 8:31 
[Deuteronomistic]; cf. 2 Ch. 6:22). Before the temple was built people came, 
e.g., to the Mount of Olives where it was customary to worship ·etohim, ''God'' 
(2 S. 15:32). Thus bo • was used in a cul tic sense even in an earlier period, which 
is emphasized by KAT, 27.Sf. and DISO, 32. Those who entered beshem yh.vh, 
''in the name of Yahweh'' (Ps. 1 1 8:26; those al o who had returned from battle? 
1 S. 1 7:45), 11 were blessed. Late prophetic oracles promise that those who were 
lost in the land of Assyria and those who were driven out to the land of Egypt 
will come and worship Yahweh on the holy mountain at Jerusalem (Isa. 27: 13 ;  
35:10; 5 1 : 1 1 ;  also the hymnic v. 9 of the later Ps. 86). Even (gam) foreigners 
come to the house of Yahweh to pray ( 1  K. 8:41 [Deuteronomistic];  2 Ch. 6:32) 
(in this connection the distance, 1 K. 8:42, should be noted), and then Yahweh 
is inclined to hear them. Those of the heathen who survive (Zee. 14:16) will also 
come there, and all flesh will come to worship (Isa. 66:23; cf. 65:3). 

But no eunuch shall enter into the cultic community (Dt. 23:2(1);  cf. 23:2-9 
[ 1 -8]}. The role the adoption of this exclusion played particularly in late pro
phetic eschatology is clear from Isa. 52: 1 ;  56: 1 ;  Ezk. 44:9; a1so Neh. 13 : 1  and 
(with a different orientation) Lam. 1 : 1 0. 

The idea that bo • is a commonly used technical term of the cu] tic language 
is illustrated further by its use in describing one's ''coming'' to heathen cult 
places or foreign gods (Hos. 9:10; 2 K. 10:21 ;  2 Ch. 23: 1 7). People ''come'' to 
the -+ :tD:t bamizh, ''high place'' (Ezk. 20:29), th.e temple of Dagon (1 S. 5:5), 
and the house of ba·a1 berith (or El-berith) (Jgs. 9:46). When Moab comes to 
his sanctuary, he will not prevail, because Yahweh threatens judgment (Isa. 
16: 12). Thus, the ''coming'' to the deity (cf. Isa. 1 :  12; - C"lD panlm, ''face''; 
-+ :tat., ra • a/1, ''to see'') originally would have had reference to people ''coming'' 
to his presence in the cult image, an understanding that is impossible for Israel 
(Dt. 12:5 26; etc.). 

bo • also appears as a cult term in the prophetic polemic against the cult. 
Frequently th.e prophetic polemic appears in the form of a perverted cultic 
decree (Isa. 1 : 12 ;  Hos. 4:15;  Am. 4:4; 5:5; cf. Hos. 9:4,10), and elsewhere also 
it is characterized by cult terminology (- &fii darash, ''to seek''; chayah, chayyim, 

11 Sec funhcr H. A. Brangers, ZA W, 17 (1965), 2-4. 
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''to live, life '; clraphets, ''to delight in''; chashabli, ''to think, consider''; ratsah, 
raison, ''to accept, acceptance''). 

Priestly texts mention the coming of Moses, Aaron, or the priest to the -
i9,o ?;iac ·ahel mo·edlz, ''tent of meeting,�, 12 or to its door, and thus their coming 
before Yahweh (Lev. 15:14; cf. 16:23; Nu. 4:5). Specific regulations are given 
to the priests when they come into the tent of meeting (Ex. 28:29f.,35,43; 29:30; 
30:20; 40:32; Lev. 10:9; 16:2f.,17,23). 13 

According to the ancient text, Ex. 34:34f., Moses put on a mask (masveli ) 
after he had gone in unto Yahweh (cf. Nu. 7:89)· according to Ex. 33:9 (cf. v. 8 
in vv. 7-1 1) the cloud (-+ tlJ ·anan} descended when Moses went in. (the situation 
is different in Ex. 40:35[P]).1� It should not be surprising if we also find in the 
book of Ezekiel specific statements concerning the coming of the - K'i'l nasi ·, 
''prince,'' and of the people, as well as of the priest, to Yahweh in his new 
temple (Ezk. 42:14· 44:17,21,27; 46:8-10). 

The pertinent expressions in Dt. 17:9 (to the Levitical priests) and Lev. 13 : 16; 
14:35; 15:14;  Dt. 26:3, s_how that people go to the priest of Yahweh when they 
come to the sanctuary. Conversely, the priest ''comes'' to give bis judgment 
concerning the leprosy (-+ 37ll negha') of a house (Lev. 14:44). Further, the 
OT contains detailed statements as to where priests (particularly the high priest) 
or Nazi rites are not allowed to come (= draw near, come in contact with), e.g., 
especially not close to a dead body (Lev. 2 1 :  1 1 ;  Nu. 6:6; Ezk. 44:25). 

Finally, people come to the man of God (-+ rat ·1sh), the prophet, e.g., to 
Ahijah of Shiloh (1 K. 14:3,5), Elisha (2 K. 4:42), and Ezekiel (Ezk. 14:4,7; 
20:1,3). Their purpose is to inquire of Yahweh (Ezk. 14:7), who answers (Ezk. 
14:4) or gives information (1 K. 14) through the prophet. However, if anyone 
does this while worshipping foreign gods (Ezk. 14:3; - c,;,;1 gillulim), Yahweh 
will answer with judgment. 

In his wish for Ruth, Boaz describes the result of her emigration (ba·rh) to 
Israel, i.e., to the realm of Yahweh's protection, in cultic terminology (tachath 
kephanav, ('under his wings,' Ruth 2 : 12). lG 

In the earlier period, one ''came'' to Yahweh by joining his army. Those who 
did not do so were reproved (Jgs. 5:23). Some texts speak of bo' babberith, 
''entering into the berith'' (Jer. 34:10; 2 Ch. 15:12;  cf. Neh. 10:30 [29] with 
-+ ;i;ac ·alah, ''curse,'' and -+ :i37l�zi sh�bha 'ah, ''oath''). Mao's coming to God 
is made concrete here as entering into the berith, which should be translated 
'enter into a commitment' in these passages (cf. � io37 'amlulh, "stand,'' in 

2 K. 23:3, and � .,::19 ·abhar, ''enter," in Dt 29: 1 1 ( 12];  the hiphil is used differ
ently in 1 S. 20:8 in describing the beritl1 between David and Jonathan; on this 
subject cf. also 1QS 2: 12 18; 5:8; CD A 2:2; etc.). It is difficult to determine 

12 TDOT, I, 123-130. 
13 On the bo ·, "coming/' of the priest as a technical term, see B. Jacob, ZA W, 18 (1898), 

290. 
14' On the use of bo'', "go in," and yatsa ', "go out," in. Ex. 33:7-11 and elsewhere, cf. 

Ploger, 174-184. 
H On this (igure, cf. Rudolph, KAT, XVII/1, 49. 
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whether bo' here was originally connected with the rite described in Gen. 15:7 
(Jer. 34: 18!). This derivation no 'longer has any relevance in the texts mentioned 
here. 

2. Tl1e Bringing (hiphil) of Man to God, to the Priest, and to the Man of 
God. The hiphil of bo • also occurs frequently as a fixed term in cult terminology, 
and is used to denote the bringing of sacrifices, firstfruits, etc., by men in general, 
and the bringing of sacrifices by priests (it .is hardly necessary to cite examples; 
already in J, Gen. 4:3f.; then naturally esp. in P; but also in Dt.; 2 K. 12:5[4]; 
Isa. 66:20; Jer. 17:26; etc.; MaJ. 1 : 13; cf. the bringing of taxes, 2 Ch. 24:6,9; 
cf. 31 : 10). Several times the hipbil of ho' is used to describe the bringing of 
materials to the priests for sacrifice (Lev. 2:2; 5:12; etc.), the bringing of tithes 
(Dt. 12:6; Mal. 3:10; etc.), of the bringing of gifts to be used in building the 
__,. ,9,0 ;nK ·ohel mo·edl1, ''tent of meeting'' (Ex. 35:21ff.; 36:3; cf. 2 Ch. 24:14). 
On the Sabbath one must not ,bring anything into Jerusalem (Neh. 13 :15ff.; cf. 
Jer. 17:27; CD B 1 1 :6ff.). The ark was brought to Jerusalem and later brought 
into the temple ( 1 K. 8:6; 1 Ch. 13:5 12; 16: 1 ;  etc.; also cf. on all these points 
the appropriate phrases using bo' in the hophal: Lev. 6:23[30]; 10:18; 16:27 
[� oi dam, ''blood," -+ "lo;, kiiphar, ''to make atonement'']; 2 K. 12: 17(16]). 
Lepers are to be brought to the priest (Lev. 13 :2,9; 14:2), and unclean vessels 
are to be put {brought) into water ( 1 1  :32). Money must be brought to the house 
of God, and there it may be used, e.g., to defray expenses for repairing the 
temple under Jehoash (2 K. 12:5,10,14[4,9, 13];  2 Ch. 34:9,14). 

The hiphil also appears in cult polemical texts {Am. 4:4; Isa. 1 : 13 ; 43:23). 
One is not to bring any graven image into his house (Dt. 7 :26), nor is be to bring 
the hire of a harlot ('ethnan, a word used in OT polemical contexts only from 
Hosea on) into the house of God (Dt. 23:19(18]), although of course he is to 
bring the needy into hjs house (Isa. 58:7). And when the worshipper in a psalm 
asks Yahweh to send out his light and. truth in order that they might bring the 
worshipper to Yahweh's .holy mountain and to his dwelling (Ps. 43:3, hiphil), 
the cul tic use of bo • in this passage makes one think of its use to denote 
guidance. 16 

The (singular) statement of Yahweh to his people in Ex. 19:4, va·abhi. 
• etliekliem • elai, ''an.d I brought you to myself,'' is later, but is also fixed by 
cult terminology. 17 After all that has been said, it must be concluded that this 
statement not only refers to a bringing to the ''mountain'' (v. 3), but also reflects 
cultic events, an element missing in Dt. 32: 1 1 .  

ID. ho' (qal and hiphil) in the Wisdom Literature, and in Blessings and 
Curses. The Wisdom Literature .is characterized by a concept of order. is It 

18 See below, VIJ. 
11 On tnis passage, see now L. Perlitt, Bundestheo/ogie im A T. WM ANT, 36 (1969), 18, 

167-181; A. Deissler, "Das Priestertum im AT," Der priesterliche Dienst, I (1970), 9-80, esp. 
pp. 67-72 with literature. 

18 See H. D. Preuss. EvTh, 30 (1970), 393-417; G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (trans. 1972), 
74ff. 
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attempts to understand the world as order and gives guidance for life, i.e., for 
its realization, in this order. The connection between c-0nduct and reward in 
particular is fundamental to this order, 19 and bo, {in the perf., impf. and ptcp. 
of the qal and of the hipbil) is often used to establish this connection: ''When 
pride comes, then comes disgrace," Prov. 1 1  :2; cf. from the earlier W.isdom 
Literature Prov. 10:24; 1 1 :27· 18:3,6; 24:25,34 {cf. 6:1 1); 26:2 (an undeserved 
curse does not alight or come to pass). In these passages, bo • can often be 
translated ''fulfil." However, the subject matter indicates that it would be more 
correct to translate it ''come of necessity," ' come necessarily '' ''encompass,'• 
etc., because bo • conveys the idea of entering into and moving within that realm 
of activity which affects destiny. 20 

From the later Wisdom Literature, Prov. 3:25; 6:1 1 , 1 5  should be mentioned. 
That bo" was an important technical term for this concept is further indicated 
by its occurrence in the Wisdo.m Psalms (Ps. 37: 15 ·  49:20(19]; cf. 35:8; 109:17; 
also Job 2 : 1 1 ;  4:S, bo· ·al, ''come upon''· 29:13;  Sir. 3 :1 1). The author of 
Ecclesiastes also takes up this theme, but he places it in the midst of his critical 
refiections on Wisdom (2: 16; 5 : 14f.(15f.]; 1 1 :8). 

This wisdom concept also plays a role in the idea of the c'coming'• of calamity 
or of mercy upon someone (Ps. 1 19:77 without · al, ''upon''; cf. Gen. 42:21 ;  Jer. 
2:3; Dnl. 9:1.3; Job 42: 1 1  · Jgs. 9:23f.). 21 Jgs. 9:23f. affirms that violence (-+ ot>n 
chamas) and blood (- c, dam) of the slain overtakes the slayer, or rather, clings 
to him. n· Israel saw no conflict between the concept of deed and consequence 
and belief in a providential guidance of Yahweh. 

Yahweh also stands behind the strength of a bl es ing or the power of a curse 
even when this is not expressly stated (cf. Dt. 28:2; etc.). Thus, here also it is 
appropriate to mention the ef fee ts of the blessing (- :i::>"i:i berakhali) and the 
curse (� :i)1t ·atah; -+ .,.,x ·arar; -+ n)�p qe/alali; cf. Dt. 28:2, 1 5  with bo. (''shaJl 
come upon you''] as thematic introductions of old passages, 28:3-6, 16-19; see 
also 28:45; 30:1). 28:2a and 15b have a parallelistic structure and are part of the 
original introductions, and v. 45 is not a later addition. In contrast to the earlier 
and original independent passages, the introductory formulas are Deuteronomic. 
They connect blessing and curse with the covenant, a connection that had not 
been made previously. Dt. 29:1-20(2-21)  (and 21-27[22-28]) refers back to 28:15. 
These sections are Deuteronomistic and intend to represent the fulfilment of the 
curse as already having taken place (cf. vv. 1 9  and 26 {20 and 27]; cf. further 
30:7 from another stratum). :i3 l t  is worthy of note that Deuteronomy does not 
speak of the blessing (the relation of 30: 1-10 is disputed). Dt 30:1 uses ''bless
ing and curse'' to indicate the sum total of Yahweh s deeds (cf. ''all these things'' 
in v. l a ;  Josh. 8:34: words of blessing and curse in the law; Dt. 30: 19f.: life and 

19 For the literature) ee EvTh, 30 (1970), 398. 
20 K. Koch, ZThK, 52 (1955), 1-42; G. von Rad, OT Theol, I (trans. 1962), 296ff. 
n On this subject, cf. K. Koc� VT, 12 {1962), 397. 
%2 Koch, ZThK, 521 23; on p. 24 'he deals with Gen. 30:33 and with the problem of trans

lating thabho • in that passage; on bo' ·al, "come upon," see further Josh. 23:15; Isa. 47:9; 
Am. 4:2. 

� Cf. L. Perlrtt, Bundtstheologie, 23-30. 
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death). Ps. 3 :9(8) and 109 : 17  should also be mentioned in this connection as 
contrasts. 

The ''coming ' of the blessing and especially of the curse represents one way 
in which the Deuteronomic and Deutcronomistic historians endeavored to inter
pret history. Lev. 26, e.g., does not know this use of bo •. Thus Wisdom Literature 
and OT blessings and curses have several things in common. They are both 
connected with the concept of order and with the condition of salvation assumed 
by it or disrupted and then restored by it. Also at one time an original magical 
idea of the ''coming'' of a positive or negative consequence stood behind both of 
them. In Israel, this idea was given new meaning becau e of its relationship to 
Yahweh without completely destroying its uniqueness. 24 This can be supported 
e.g. by the reference to the effects of the curse water in Nu. 5:22 (with bo'). 

The hi phi I of bo • is also used in this connection: Jacob does not want to bring 
a curse upon himself (Gen. 27: 12, E); on the blessing, cf. 1 S. 25:27. Yah.weh 
brought upon the land all the curses that c'are written in this book'' because his 
people served other gods (Dt. 29:26(27]). Yahweh brought upon the fathers ''all 
the words of this covenant'' (Jer. 1 1  :8; on the understanding of the covenant, 
cf. the Deuteronomistic history!). On the other hand, Jeremiah prays that Yah
weh might bring the day of calamity upon those who persecute him (Jer. 17:18; 
cf. 1 8:22). One person brings sin upon another (Gen. 20:9; Ex. 32:21). The con
cluding statement in Ecclesiastes (which was added for theological reasons) 
emphasizes that Yahweh will bring every deed into judgment (12:14; cf. 1 1 :9). 

IV. Coming (qal) and Bringing (hiphil) into the Land. The theological 
evaluation of the land (-+ r.," 'erets) is very important in the theology of Deu
teronomy and the Deuteronomistic history. The Deuteronomist has created 
numerous formulas in order to affirm the uniqueness and dignity of the land 
(- :i�nl nacl1°/ill1, ''possession, inheritance''; - 1nl 11atl1an1 ''to give''; - -o' 
·abliar, ''to pass over, pass through't), 2s and has put them in the .mouth of 
Yahweh or, more accurately, of Moses. In keeping with the perspective of the 
speaker's line of argumentation, the book of Deuteronomy, it is true, usually 
speaks of the gift of the land as being in the future, but it also apostrophizes 
it as a past event or as present. Israel came, comes, or especially will come into 
the land in order to possess (- ;;.,, yarash) it In this way Yahweh fulfi1s the oath 
(-+ ':at shabha) which he swore to the fathers. 25 

Deuteronomy and the literature influenced by it use the qal perfect, im
perfect, infinjtive, and participle of the verb bo · to emphasize that there are no 
natural or substantial original connections between lsiael and its land. On the 
contrary, there was a time when Israel was not yet in the land. This is clear from 
statements in the OT to the effect that first of all the people ''came'' into the 
land, and received it as a gracious gjft of Yahweh who ' brought'' Israel therein. 
Thus Yahweh's historical guidance of Israel into the land he had promised and 

:?4 Cf. J. Hempel, BZAW, 81 (1961), 31ff. 
25 See Driver, Deuteronomy, ICC, LXXVID-LX:XXJV. 
26 _,.. :iac ·abh ID.3.c; _,.. :miac •adhamiih ill.3.a. 
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S\VOrn to give them is expressed by bo' in the qal and the hiphil. 27 Under Yah
weh's guidance, Mose brought Israel up to the land and Joshua brought tbem 
into the Jaod. The book of Deuteronomy in particular emphasizes that thls is a 
aving gift of Yahweh. Therefore, the land with its gifts is a historical gift of 

Yahweh into which Israel was led and which was given to them. Thus, here also 
the line of argumentation in Deuteronomy is similar to that in Hosea. 

Jn Deuteronomy references to Israel's coming into the land (usually stated as 
being in the future because of the fiction that Moses is the speaker) are often 
completed by the statement, ''to take possession of it'' (-. wi, )'Orash), Dt. 7 : 1 ;  
9:5; 1 1 : 10,29; 12:29; 23:21(20); then also 28:21,63; 30: 16 (bo· always as a qal 
ptcp.; on yarasli, ''to possess,' cf. also Am. 2: 10, Deuteronomistic); also Dt. 1 :8  
(impv.); 1 1 :8 (per.f.)· 17: 14 (impf.; cf. aJso CD A 8:14). Here bo' appears in 
what are generally considered to be Deuteronomic pareneses (8: 1 ;  cf. 4: 1,5, 
Deuteronomistic; further in 26: 1 with ki, 11when ' ;  27:3 with ·asher, ''when"; 
in texts independent of Deuteronomy Lev. 14:34; Nu. 15:2 not using yarash, 
''to po sess, ' but nathan, �'to give' ; Lev. 19:23 using only tl1ablio '1.1 with ki, 
''when''), but it also occurs in concrete references (Dt� 23:21 [20]). Israel is not 
(from its beginning or by nature) a people of the land into which they come; 
therefore, they are not to act like the peoples of the land (12:9; 18:9; but cf. 
3 1 : 16 as a continuing divine oracle). The passages in Dt. 28ff. use bo· in the 
expansions of the old curse oracles 28 in 28:16-18, and as a threat in 28:21,63 
and 30: 16, in order to articulate the severity of a calamity or a loss: Yahweh 
will take back this gift of salvation whjch is so important to the Deuteronomist 
and his hearers. In any case, Israel came into the land onJy because of Yahweh's 
faithfulness, and not because of the righteousness of the people (9: 1,5). If 6: 18  
makes this coming dependent on obedience, still the book of Deuteronomy 
demands that this obedience always be renewed (cf. the Deuteronomistic history 
in Josb. 1 : 1 1 ·  18:3; similarly Jgs. 18 :9) ''in this realm of promises fulfilled.'' 29 

bo • is given a more specific hostile connotation in Deuteronomy by its con� 
nection with yaras/11 ''to possess'' {cf. Dt. 1 :8), while its less frequent connections 
\Vith natl1an� ''to give;' or with the oath to the fathers (the latter appears only 
in 6:18f.· 8 : 1 ;  1 1 :9 (but this verse contrasts rather strongly with 1 1 :8]; 26:3; 
6:23.; hipbil inf. with the oath to the fathers), 30 indicate a ''more peaceful'' co·o
cept. The expression ''until you came to this place'' emphasizes the idea that it 
was Yahweh who caused bis people to come and who brought his people into 
the land. This phrase points to Yahweh's guidance reflected in this activity ( 1 :3 1 ;  
9:7; 1 1 :5: always used in the pl. address), which is the important thing to the 
Deuteronomist. Ex. 16:35 should also be mentioned here. It contains t\VO parallel 
statements about Israel eating the manna in the wilderness. One says that they 
ate it until they came to the habitable land, and the other that they ate it until 
they came to the border of Canaan. Although this verse would seem to belong 

�i See VTJ below. 
!?8 See Jl( above. 
!?ti W. Zimmerli� Man and His Hope in tl1e OT (trans. 1971), 72. 
30 CL the reflections of N. Lohfink, Das Hauptgebot. AnBibl, 20 (1963), 82. 
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to the early part of the period of the wilderness wanderings, it describes the 
forty years of wandering as already having taken place. The passage is significant 
for the present discussion because the two sources lying behind it (P and J) use 
'adl1 bo 'am in the same way as the above-mentioned passages in Deuteronomy. 
Consequently, it is likely that J also already knew bo' in the sense of ''coming 
into the (promise-0) land,·· although he did not use it as a key word in this group 
of motifs (as Dt. does). 

The coming into the land is already connected with the obedience that would 
be necessary in the future (from the perspective assumed in Dt.), or with the 
punishment of the loss of the land in case of disobedience, in Dt. 27:3; 28:21,63 
{cf. 6 : 1 ;  8 : 1 ). This emphasis, then is especially typical of Deuteronomistic 
thought (4:1,5 and 30:16; 31 :20f. in the Deuteronomistic framevlork of the Song 
of Moses) : Yahweh warns Israel against apostasy because be knows tbe thoughts 
of the people before he gives them the land (31 :21). To be sure, Israel is to 
''come'' into the land, but is not to be mixed with the peoples living in it (Josh. 
23:7, Deuteronomistic). 

Stereotyped expressions of the Deuteronomist can also be recognized else
where in texts that have been influenced by Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic 
thought: Ex. 12:25; Lev. 23: 10; 25:2· Jer. 32:23. Ezr. 9 : 1 1  and Neb. 9:15,23f. 
have also been influenced by Deuteronomic thought. 

Naturally, the ''coming ' into the promised land, the ''bringing ' into the 
wilderness, etc., are mentioned frequently in the murmuring stories (-+ l'' lun, 
''to lodge''), because these accounts are also concerned with Israel coming into 
the land or \vith Yahweh bringing them into the land. The people ask Moses and 
Aaron why they had brought the __.. ;itp qahal, ''assembly," of Yahweh or ''us'' 
into this evil place (Nu. 20:4, P ;  on v. 5, cf. Ex. 17:3 and the hiphil in Nu. 14:3 
and 20:4; Dathan and Abiram against Moses according to Nu. 16: 14, J). Aaron 
(Nu. 20:24: addition to P;  cf. v. 26) and Moses (Dt. 4:21, Deuteronomistic) shall 
not enter into the land (Nu. 20: 12, P). Because of the murmuring of the people 
in connection with the sending of the spies, only Caleb will come into the land 
(Nu. 14:30: addition to P; cf. also 32:9 as a late note; but see Nu. 14:24(J] with 
the emphasis on that which follows ''my servant Caleb,'' and Nu. 13:27,30; also 
14:8[P]), or Yahweh will bring into the land only the children of the generation 
that murmured (Nu. 14:31 [P]). Moses implores Yahweh not to carry out his 
punishment on the murmuring people lest foreigners say that he is not able {!) to 
bring Israel into the land (thus Nu. 14:16 in a speech of Moses [a Deuteronomic 
addition to J?] and Dt. 9:28). Ezk. 20: 15 (using the hiphil of bo • and significantly 
reinterpreting Yahweh s oath) and Ps. 95: 1 1  (qal) refer to the murmuring tradi
tion. 

Frequently in the murmuring stories also bo • stands in antithesis to yatsa • 1 ''to 
go out." 31 

The idea of the coming (bo', qa1) of the people into the land is based on the 

Sl Cf. ome examples of this in G. W. Coats, Rebellion in the ivilderness (Nashville/New 
York, 1968), 29!., 89f. 
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concept that Yahweh has brought (bo', hiphil) them into the land (cf. Dt. 8:7-10 
with its elaborate description of the gift). Thus, this combination of ''coming,' 
and ''bringing'' appears in Ex. 6:8(P); Dt. 7 : 1 ;  1 1 :29; Jer. 2:7; 23:23 with Deu
teronomistic terminology; and aJso in Nu. 15:18 with Deuteronomistic termi
nology where the 'ani mebl1i", 'cl bring,'' even refers to Moses. 32 It is Yahweh 
who brings the pe-0ple into the land, according to Dt. 6:10f.; 1 1 :29; 7: 1 ;  8:7; 
9:4,28; 30:5. The pre-Deuteronomic manner of stating this idea occurs in Nu. 
32:17 and is fuodamentaJly different from the Deuteronomic. 

It is because of the influence of Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic thought, 
then, that several passages refer to the idea that Yahweh brought (hiphil; cf. also 
-+-- Mt, yatsa·, ''to go out''; -+ -u9 ·abhar, ''to pass over''; - :i?� ·awh, '�to go up'') 
his people into the land: Ex. 23:20, with Deuteronomistic terminology (except 
for 'angel of Yahweh''); 13:5, 1 1 ;  15: 17, with clear Deuteronomistic influence; 
Dt. 1:20; 4:1,  with characteristic connection with the concept of obedience; Ezk. 
20:28, with reference to Yahweh's oath (to the fathers?); Ps. 78:54, presenting 
the gift of the land as an affirmation of divine guidance (cf. Ezk. 20:10). At the 
same time, Lev. 18:3 and 20:22, which contain the p.hrase ·ani mebhi·, ''I am 
bringing,'' with Y ah web as the speak.er, are among the few passages using this 
participial expression in connection with a positive emphasis. 33 When Joshua 
receives the promise that he will bring the people into the land (cf. Nu. 27: 17  
[P]), u as Yahweh had sworn (Dt. 3 1 :23), he also receives the promise that Yah
weh will be with him (-+ nK •etli, and cf. on this emphasis Dt. 3 1:6f.). 

Accordingly, bo' in the sense of ''come into'• (qal) and 'cbring into'' (hiphil) 
the land is a motif word or a key word oi salvation history (cf. by way of anal
ogy Jonah 1:318; also 3:4) in texts influenced by Deuteronomic (Dt. 26:3!) and 
Deuteronomistic ( 1 :8!) thought. Dt. 12:9 shows that for the Deuteronomist the 
coming into the land was not the conclusion of Israel's way with Yahweh. 

bo· appears in an anaJ.ogous context in the exilic prophets (Ezk.!) when they 
promise or discuss the possibility of the return to the land of Israel. Also the 
question as to whether the people should go ( bo ') to Egypt or not, which is 
discussed in detail in Jer. 42f. and which is important to Jeremiah, is due in part 
to the high regard for the land given by Yahweh, and not m.erely to the problem 
of the recognition of Nebuchadnezzar as Yahweh's instrument of punishment 
(Jer. 25:9; 27:6; - -m ·abhar, ' to pass over''). 

Wijngaards presents a completely different view of the Deuteronomic and 
Deuteronomistic theology o.f the Ja.nd " (frequently appealing to bo • in the qal 
and hiphil). The title of his book (The Dramatization of Salvific History in the 
Deuteronomic Scl1ools) and concluding section (''The Cultic Occupation of the 
J .and'') indicate the kind of interpretation he advocates, an interpretation that 
could not be followed here. 

a2 On this text as a late passage, see Noth, A TD, in foe. 
" Cf. VIII below. 
u Cf. Ploger, 178f. 
36 J. N. M. Wijogaards, The Dramatization of Salvific History in the Deuteronomic 

Schools. OTS, 16 (Leiden, 1969), 68-105. 
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V. bo' As ''Fuliilling!' By ''bringing'' his people into the land as he had 
promised and sworn, Yahweh fulfils his oath and his promise. To be sure, the 
use of bo' in the sense of ''fulfil'' does not appear in Deuteronomy, which other
wise is characterized by a stereotyped use of bo", 36 but it occurs not infrequently 
in other passages, especially in the Deuteronomistic history and later. 

In Josh. 21 :45 the Deuteronomist states that ''all came to pass'' (hakkol ba·) 
and nothing of the good word of Yab.weh which he had spoken to the house of 
Israel had failed (- i,nl naphal). V. 43 shows that the fulfilled word is the ·promise 
of the land, the oath to the fathers (thus Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic), 87 
which a comparison with Josh. 1 (Deuteronomistic) also confirms. It declares 
th.e history of divine guidance. Josh. 23:14f. begins the same way, but its signif
icance is in asserting that now also Yahweh will ''bring upon you'' every evil 
word until he has destroyed his people from off the good land he gave them. 
The possession of the lan.d depends on Israel's obedience (thus the concept is 
esp. Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic). 

Additional examples also show the interest of the Deuteronomic and Deuter
onomistic theology in the ''fulfilment'' of that which Y abweh bad said, be it 
good or bad. Everything the man. of God says surely comes true (1  S. 9:6, bo • 
yab/10·). If a prophet announces Yahweh's word, this will be demonstrated by 
its fulfilment (Dt. 18:22). But the OT also knows that predictions of false proph
ets can come true (Dt. 13:3[2)), so that further investigation is necessary (v. 3c 
[2c ]) to identify a false prophet. But the means of identification mentioned here 
(''if he says, 'Let us go after other gods''') is not very helpful, because a ''false'' 
prophet hardly would have called on Israelite people to follow other gods. 88 
Within the Deuteronomistic history, Jgs. 13:12,17; 1 S. 2:34; 10:7 (with bo·) 
also speak of the fulfilment of things or signs (-+ nlat • oth) which had been 
predicted; on the sign in 1 S. 10:7f. and its fulfilment, cf. Ex. 4:8f. and Jgs. 6:17-
21  (here without bo ·, however), and also 1 S. 9:6. Also, according to Jer. 28:9, 
one can recognize the true prophet by the fulfilment (bebho·) of his word of 
salvation (!). On the other hand, the people mock when theTe is no fulfilment of 
a threat (17:15). In Hab. 2:3, Habakkuk receives Yahweh's assurance that his 
vision (-+ yirn chazon) will yet certainly (bo· yabho ', ''it will surely come''; cf. 
1 S. 9:6) be fulfilJe.d. Because Ezekiel's hearers do not believe his word (Ezk� 
33:30-33), Yahweh also has to assure him th.at it will certainly be fulfilled and 
then ( 'when this comes'') they will know that a prophet has been in their midst 
(v. 33; cf. also 24: 14,24; 30:9; 39:8; in 24:14 ba·ah is probably an addition; "  
33:30-33 is almost dominated by a wordplay on bo"). The exilic text, Isa� 13:22, 
is also related to these texts. The same is true of 42:9, where Deutero-Isaiah bas 
Yahweh say that that which Y abweh had announced earlier came to pass, and 
co.nsequently one could and should rely on the new things that he now declares. 

36 Sec IV below. 
37 Cf. un.dcr IV, and -+ �iat •adhamah m.3.a. 
38 On this problem, cf. E. Osswald, Falsche Prophetie im A T  {1962), 23-26, with literature. 
39 W. Zimmerli, BK, Xlll, 558f. 
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In its review of Israel's history, three times Ps. 105 refers to something Yah
weh had spoken that had been fuUilled (vv. 31 ,34), even when it  consisted only 
in predictions of the man Joseph (v. 19). 40 

This survey shows that Israel gave great consideration to the question of the 
fulfilment of the words of Yahweh, in particular from the period of (Deuter
onomy and) the Deuteronomistic history on, and that the problem was especially 
intensified by the exile (cf. Ezk. and Deutero-Isaiab). Job 6:8, where Job desires 
the fulfilment (bo') of his request, does not convey the same idea under con
sideration here. 

The hiphil of bo • is also used to express the fulfilment of that which has been 
threatened or promised (Josh. 23: 15, Deuteronomistic; 2 K. 19:25; Isa. 3 1:2; 
46: 1 1 ;  48 : 15 ;  Jer. 25:13;  40:3 ; Ezk. 38:17; also CD A 7: 10, but otherwise in 
lQS 1 :7:  to fulfil precepts). 41 Fulfilment of something that bas been said earlier 
is also a sign, indeed, it is a part of divine guidance. 42 Yahweh fulfils a prayer 
(Ps. 105 :40) and brings to pass something that someone has asked him (1  Ch. 
4: 10). He brings upon. Abraham that which he bad promised him (so J in a 
monolog of Yahweh, which is characteristic of his style: Gen. 18: 19). 

VI. 1 .  bo' in Laments. A few texts use bo' (qal) in a lament or prayer to 
Yahweh. In laments, worshippers bring before Yahweh various distresses which 
have come (always perf.), to move hlm to intervene. In a popular lament, the 
people spread out before him the calamities that have come upon them in spite of 
their having not forgotten him (Ps. 44: 18[17]). In a funeraJ dirge (cf. Am. 5:2), 
Jeremiah laments: ''Death bas entered our palaces," and Yah\veb bas done it 
(Jer. 9:20f.[21f.]); or Yahweh himself (or Jeremiah?) laments over his devastated 
land: destroyers have come (12�12;  cf. 8:7). Jerusalem had to watch while the 
nations came and invaded .ber sanctuary (Lam. 1 : 10: bo· occurs twice here in 
a ''tragic wordplay'';t:3 cf. 2:7), and she laments: ''our end had come'' (Lam.4:18;  
cf. Am. 8:2; Ezk. 7:2,6). Daniel recognizes (Dru. 9: 13) that the calamity bas 
come, as it is written in the law of Moses (cf. Ezr. 9:13;  Neb. 9:28,33; Jer. 12: 1 ;  
Lam. 1 : 18 :  consequently the prayer or repentance in Dnl. 9 is clearly dependent 
on the Deuteronomistic literature). The outcry (-+ iTp:9:r tse'aqah) over the sins 
of Sodom has come before Y ab web, and he will go down to see whether the 
people of Sodom have done according to this outcry (Gen. 18:21 [J]). And in 
particular the lament of the children of Israel has come· before Yahweh, as he 
himself affirms in a direct address, and he intervenes (Ex. 3:9[E]; v. 7 uses -- 9r.>ld 
slwma·, ' to hear'' ;  cf. 1 S. 9:16). In view of this, an individual can also bring his 
own special lament before Yahweh in the hope that be will intervene to save 
(Ps. 102: 14(13]:  ''Thou wilt arise and have .Pity on Zion; it is the time to favor 
her'' [''the appointed time has come''-an addjtion?]). A worshipper also asks 
Yahweh not to enter into judgment with his servant (Ps. 143:2; � cf. Job 9:32). 

*° On ho' here in the sense of ,.bring," see Dahood, Psal1ns, m, 61f. 
t.J. See even more precise information under VII below. 
4:2 See VII below. 
'3 Rudolph, KAT, XVTI, 1·3, 213. 
4.+ On the qal in this passage, cf. Dahood, Psalms, Ill, 323. 
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2. bo· in Prayers. Since Yahweh answers prayers, all flesh comes to him, i.e., 
to Zion, to the sanctuary (Ps. 65:2f. [ l f.]; there is no justification for emending 
the text here to the biphil); •� each. brings his own sin to God. The concept of the 
coming of all peoples to Zion (cf. Isa. 2:3f. and par.; 24: 15 ;  60:1ff.; Ps. 22:28ff. 
[27ff.]) also appears hymnically in the lament as a motif of answering prayer 
(Ps. 86:9). Prayers and laments can come before Yahweh from the sanctuary 
(Ps. 18:7[6]; 79: 1 1 ;  88:3[2]; 102:2(1] ;  1 19 : 170; also Jonah 2:8[7]), and the 
worshipper says: ''Let thy mercy come to me (yebho ·uni), that I may live'' (Ps. 
1 19:77; cf. v. 41); or b.e prays that all the evil of his enemies may come before 
Yahweh (Lam. 1 :22). Even before making his petitions, the worshipper in Ps. 
40:8(7) says in gratitude: ''Lo, I have come; in. the book it is written of me what 
is to be done'' •6 (cf. J er. 3 :22, � athanu., ''we come," to be understood cultically? 
cf. Hos. 6: 1 ,  an expression meaning conversion, but in antithesis to Jer. 2:31); 
see also the postexilic text, Jer. 50:5: the return of Israel and Judah to Yahweh. 
and to his everlasting covenant in view of the destruction of Babylon. •1 

The hiphil of bo • also occurs in these same senses. ''Hear, 0 Yahweh, the 
voice of Judah, and bring him in to his people'' (Dt� 33:7). •8 One may also 
compare the prayer that Yahweh may bring the day of recompense (Lam. 1 :21). 

VII. bo' (hiphil) As a Term for God's Guidance in History. Several times 
already 49 we have had occasion to call attention to the use of the hiphil of bo· 
in theologically significant statements. But here again we must mention that it 
is not uncommon for the OT writers to use the idea of Yahweh ''bringing'' or 
''causing to come'' in order to express their faith in Yahweh's dominion over 
history. Yahweh fulfils that which he bas threatened, he brings to pass what he 
has promised, he causes that for which a person prays to take place (Gen. 18 : 19  
(J]; Josh. 23:15 [Deuteronomistic]; 2 K. 19:25; Isa. 3 1 :2;  48: 15 ;  Jer. 25: 13 ;  40:3; 
Ezk. 38: 17; Ps. 105:40; 1 Ch.4: 10). In this way Yahweh shapes time as a time 
curve, as a course directed toward a goal; he guides it toward its goal and demon
strates that be is its lord, because he shapes history over the span of threat or 
promise to fulfilment. 

For judicious historical and theological reasons these assertions increase in 
Deuteronomistic texts (Josh. 23 : 15 ;  24:7; 1 K. 9:9; 2 K. 19:25; cf. 2 Ch. 7:22), 
in texts in Jeremiah influenced by Deuteronomistic thought (Jer. 15:8; 23:8; 
25 : 13; 32:42; 44:2; 49:8), and in Ezekiel (Ezk. 14:22; 20:10; 38: 16; 39:2), all 
texts having to do generally with the occurren.ce of punishment that bad been 
threatened, which is a subject of contemplation in the exile. In contrast, a major 
emphasis in Deutero-Isaiah50 is that now Yahweh also brings to reality the salva-

•� Cf. ibid., II, 110. 
46 So Kraus, BK, XV, in loc. 
41 On Ps. 69:28(27), see under Vlll  below. 
�8 See H.-J. Zobel, Stammessprucli und Geschiclrte. BZAW, 95 (1965), 77£., who points 

out on p. 29 that 'am and bo' are also to be found in Gen. 49:10; ee also under IX below. 
t9 See under Il·VI above, and also under VIII-IX below. 
60 Cf. A. Zillesscn, ZAW, 26 (1906), 256. 
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tion he bad promised raising up Cyrus as his instrument of salvation (Isa. 43:5(.; 
46: 1 1 ;  48: 15 ;  49:22). The quotations, imitations, and new interpretations of thjs 
concept in Trito-Jsajah should be noted in comparison (Isa. 56:7; 60:9; 66:20; 
also 58:7; 60: 17). Other texts that use the hiphil of bo · to articulate a belief in 
divine guidance and in an explanation of history are Dt. 26:9 (!); 29:26(27); 
2 S. 7:18;  17:14 (!); cf. 1 Cb. 17:16; Isa 37:26; Ps. 66: 1 1 ;  78:71 ;  Neb� 1 :9; 13 : 18;  
2 Cb. 33: 1 1 ;  Dnl. 9:12,14 (cf. Neb. 1 :9); see also Dt 33:7; Ps. 43:3. 

A completely different use of the hiphil of bo • appears in. a group of texts in 
Ezekiel (Ezk. 8:3,7,14,16; 1 1 : 1,24; 43:5; with a suffix in 40:17,28,32,35,48; 
4 1 : 1 ;  42: 1 ;  44:4; 46:19). Here several times Yahweh or his hand (40:1 ,4, hopha.1; 
cf. 37: 1 ;  - ,, yiidh) or even the ''man'' (ha'isli) brings Ezekiel to different places, 
and also leads him (cf. also _., My) laqac}z, ''to take,'' and -+ M�l nlzsa:, ''to lift 
u.p''). Early in the book (Ezk. 3), this means ''mysteriously tb.e inside of a normal 
self-motivation of the prophet seen from the outside,'' <it but then it comes to be 
used with intensification and in chapters 8, 1 1  and 40ff. is represented as more 
than a real journey-it is a ''vision.'' The extent to which thjs is a stylistic device 
cannot be discussed here. 

VIIl. 1 .  The Coming Judgment. Of course, ultimately it is always Yahweh 
who comes anew to bis people in an approaching judgmen.t or salvation as the 
one who acts. Nevertheless, in the following sections a distinction is made be
tween passages that speak (!) of judgment which is coming or bas been brought 
(VIII), passages that speak of salvation which is coming or has been brought 
(IX) (for the sake of better clarification), and passages that speak of the coming 
of Yahweh himself (X) (because of the unique importance of the texts with whjcb 
we must deal here). In dealing with the coming of Yahweh, it is necessary also 
to differentiate between goal, purpose, and point of departure on the one hand, 

• 

and to determine the manner of his comjng on the other. 
In the OT it is predominantly the prophets who were active in the period 

between 750 and 587 B.c. (cf. already Elisha, 2 K. 8:1)  that announce the ap
proaching judgment of Yahweh as an event of destruction in the world. In making 
such announcements, not infrequently they use the verb bo • (and not ·a1haf1), 
and usually in the form of the so-called per/ ect propheticum (prophetic per
fect). a2 Announcements of judgment appear both as words of Yahweh (mes
senger oracle) and as words of the prophet, in which bo·, of course, usually 
occurs in the announcements of judgment, and onJy rarely in the reasons given 
for it 

''The end (- Ti'  qets) bas come (ba·) upon my people Israel'' (Am. 8:2). With 
this message, Amos states quite harshly and blatantly that which he himself in 
other places transforms into what may at least possibly be an admonition (5:4-6, 
14f.; etc.) and which other prophets after him proclaim less radically (but cf. 
Ezk. 7:2,6; in v. 6 this expression is repeated chiastically). bo • appears in the 

Gt Zimmerli, BK, XJIJ, 206. 
�!? See Brockelmann, Synt., 40f.; F. Rundgren. Das hebriiische Verburn ( tockholm, 1961), 

90. 

• 
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announcement of judgment on the house of 'Eli in 1 S. 2:31, and in Isaiah's 
announcement of judgment on Hezekiah in 2 K. 20: 17  (cf. Isa. 39:6). The expres
sion yamim ba'im is found already in the book of Amos c� 10'\' y6m, ''day''), 53 
viz., in Am. 4:2 in the announcement of judgment upon c·af) the women of 
Samaria and in 8 :1 1 (but with a disruptio.o in the context; from Amos?) in 
connection with a general announcement of judgment. 54· 

Hos. 9:7 states that the days of recompense c� ipD paqadlr) would come, and 
thus attempts to fix these ''days'' concretely (which is typical for the OT under
standing of time) and especially to fill them with content. Amos uses bo • only 
in direct words of Yahweh. Hosea uses it in a prophetic oracJe and in the quota
tion of a ''song of repentance ' by the people which supposes that Yahweh will 
''come'' as the rain (Hos. 6:3; but cf. 10:12). According to Micah, the plague 
of Yahweh comes upon Judah (Mic. 1 :9), the day of visitation which the 'watch
men'' of Judah have seen (7:4?). 55 Before salvation can come, the daughter of 
Zion must come to Babylon (4:10); but this will be only a temporary exile (4:9f'.; 
hardly from Micah; for a different view cf. Jer. 4:31; 10:17). According to Isaiah, 
Yahweh comes in a judgment assembly in orde.r to judge (different from Deutero
Isaiah) the elders of his people (Isa. 3:14; cf. Job 22:4). Isaiah proclaims his 
''Woe.!'' to those who (as Isa. quotes them) do not believe that the judgment which 
had been announced will come to pass (qarabh, ''draw near," bo'), and scoff at 
it (5:19; cf. 14:31). According to 19:1, 56 'Yahweh comes to judge Egypt, and 
according to 30:27, the name (� cit' shem; so here only; an addition?) of Yah
weh comes from afar to judge Assyria. According to Isa. 7 :  17, Isaiah t.ells Ahaz 
that Yahweh will bring (bo', hiphil) days ('fby the king of Assyria '' probably a 
gloss) such as have not come (bo', qal) since the division of the kingdom. This 
verse is an announcement of judgment. According to 2 K. 19:28 (Isa. 37:29), 
lsaiah announces that Yahweh will turn Assyria back on the way by which she 
came by putting a ring in her nose. As is often the case in announcements of 
judgment against foreign nations, this announcement of judgment against Assyria 
means also salvation for Israel. 57 

Also, from the time of Zephaniah on, the day of Yahweh (-.. O'\' yom) and 
thus the day of Yahweh's fierce anger (Zeph. 2:2) is spoken of in connection 
with bo •. 68 According to Zephaniah, one should still seek Yahweh to the best 
of his ability, because it may be possible (cf. Am. 5:15) for him to be delivered 
in this way (Zepb. 2:3). Jeremiah makes this day of Yahweh concrete as a day 
of calamity upon (usually with 'al) Egypt (46:21). Ezekiel proclaims that the 
day of distress is near (Ezk. 7:7,10), that the day draws near (7:12), that the 
day of punishment bas come upon the prince in Israel (21 :30.[25]), and that the 
''day'' of the Ammonites has come {21 :34(29]). According to Malachi, the day 

63 TDNT, ll, 947. 
M On yamit11 ba 'i1n in announcements of salvation, see under IX below. 
oo But cf. Robinson, HAT, 14 (31964), 148f. 
ao See under X below. 
57 See IX below. 
& On the "coming of the day" with the meaning ''to die," see L. Cerny, The Day of 

Yahweh and sonre relevant problems (Prague, 1948), 23; Pidoux, 14. 
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that comes will be judgment upon the ungodly, but salvation for those who fear 
the name of Yahweh (3:19(4:1]), and Elijah will be sent to tum the hearts 
(thoughts) of the people (3:24(4:6]). The day of Yahweh comes as a destruction 
from -+ ,,rd shaddai, ''the Almighty'' (Joel 1 : 1 5 ;  Isa. 13:6, transferred to Babylon, 
not fro.m Isaiah; cf. perhaps also Am. 5:9), and before his coming the sun 
and the moon are darkened (Joel 4:15(3:1 5]). The nations are to depart and 
come and gather for judgment (Joel 4 : 1 1 (3:1 1]). -+ ;i;� ·a/ah, ''go up," bo·, 
''come,'' and - r�i' qiibhats, ''gather," here belong to the group of words having 
to do with ''summons to battle,'' or more precisely with ''advancing' G9 ( bo • also 
has this sense in Jer. 49:14; 50:26; Isa. 13:2; Joel 4:1 1,13(3:1 1,13]).  oo This day 
of Yahweh is coming and is near (Joel 2:1). Accordjng to later texts, it comes as 
judgment upon Babylon (Isa 1 3:9), as the day of Babylon's visitation (Jer. 50:27, 
3 1)· for the end of Babylon has come (Jer. 5 1 : 13). The destroyer has come upon 
Babylon, his ''harvest'' will soon come (Jer. 51 :33). The changing concrete con
tents and relationship of the Day of Yahweh in the prophets from .Am. 5 : 1 8f. 
on indicate the historical development of the announcements of judgment in the 
prophets. 61 

In the book of Jeremiah, the expression yamim ba·im, ''the days are coming;· 
in the announcements of judgment upon Israel appears only in speeches of 
Yahweh, and there it occurs rather frequently (Jer. 7:32; cf. 19:6; 48: 12, against 
Moab; 51 :52, concerning the images of Babylon; cf. 51 :47; here always with 
laklien, 'therefore••; without lakhen against Israel, 9:24(25]; against Ammon, 
49:2 (many scholars delete laklien here and in 48:12]). Jeremiah calls attention 
to the early period of Israel's history as a warning to his audience that evil will 
come (tab/10·) upon those who are unfaithful now (Jer. 2:3). The people deny 
that this warning against them is correct (5: 12), especiaJJy since the false prophets 
support them in this view (Jer. 23: 1 7 ;  cf. Mic. 3 : 1 1). But shepherds will come 
against God's people from the north and will pasture, each in his place (Jer. 6:3); 
a people is coming from the north (6:22; cf. 13:20; 50:4 1 ;  - l'DJ tsiipl16n). 
The destruction is coming,, regardless of whether Jehoiakim was willing to accept 
Jeremiah's message of judgment that Nebuchadnezzar was coming (25:8- 1 1 )  
(36:29; cf. the people's attitude in 2 1 : 1 3). At all events, the Chaldeans will come 
to Jerusalem (32:29; cf. 2 1 : 13), and this is quite certain (36:29). 

Of course, later oracles concerning foreign. nations speak of the coming judg
ment: destroyers will come against Babylon from Yahweh (Jer. 5 1 :48,53,56), 
the ''butcher'' will certainly come from the north against Egypt ( 46:20,22). The 
day of destruction is coming upon the Philistines (47:4). Destroyers will come 
upon Ammon (49:9) and Moab (48:8). Mourning will come upon Gaza (47:5). 
A report (cf. Dnl. 1 1 :44) will come against Babylon as an announcement of Yah-

6D See R. Bach, Die Auf/orderung zur Flue/it und zutn Kampf ini al11estamen1lichen 
Prophettnspn1ch. WMANT, 9 (1962), 63. 

60 On these texts and their forms. cf. Bach, 51-91. 
61 On this see K.-D. Schunck, VT, 14 {1964), 319-330; H. D. Preuss, Jahweglaube und 

Zukunftser•"ortung. BWANT, sn (1968), 170-79 with literature; on p. 176 he also deals with 
the phrase >'a111in1 ba·;,,1, "the days are coming"; on the combination of the day of Yahweh 
and bo •, see Zimmerli, BK, XII[, 167f. 
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web's judgment upon Babylon, which will bring about the deliverance of the 
exiles (Jer. 5 1 :46). 

Just as Ezekiel speaks until 587 B.c. of the coming end (Ezk. 7:2,5,6, 10; cf. 
Gen. 6 : 1 3(P] as an oracle of Yahweh at the beginning of the flood), in which 
Yahweh will show himself to be Yahweh, so the prophet also knows that anguis'h 
will come from it (7:25). Robbers shall come and profane Yahweh's sanctuary 
(7:22). Because of the message of judgment that will come and will be fulfilled 
(ba'alt occurs twice here), Ezekiel must sigh {2 1 : 1 2[7]). By shedding blood, 
Jerusalem bas brought near her time (''days and years'') which is coming (22:3f.). 
Obolibah's former paramours will now come against her with hostility and war
fare (23:24). It is clear that bo' was selected here as a contrast to its meaning 
coire cum femina, ''have sexual relations with a woman.

,, 
The judged Israel will 

bear witness of Yahweh in the lands into which they come, as they tell of the 
punishment that has come upon them because of their sins ( 1 2: 16). To be sure, 
those of Israel who have rebelled against Yahweh will be delivered from the 
exile, but they will .not return to the land of Israel (20:38 · cf. also v. 35: the use 
of bo • in the hiphil here actually reminds one of the divine guidance into the 
land!). 62 This will happen also to the false prophets ( 1 3 :9). Among the late 
oracles concerning foreign .nations in. Ezekiel, there is an oracle of judgment 
announcing that the sword will ''come'' upon Egypt (30:4; cf. the assurance 
in v. 9). 

Deutero-Isaiab uses bo• almost exclusively in announcements of salvation. 63 
Correspondingly, however, he announces that a calamity wilJ come upon Babylon 
(47 : 1 1), which its sorcerers, who otherwise always explain whence and why some
thing happens (? v. 1 3  at the end), cannot prevent. All they can do is stand 
forth (v. 13}-in spite of this, the calamity will come irresistibly and suddenly 
(bha'; tliabho ·). Through Malachi (3: 1 ), Yahweh announces the coming of the 
angel of the covenant {has the text here been disturbed?) for the judgment of 
purification. 

God also ordained that Ahaziah would go to Joram for Ahaziah's destruction 
(2 Ch. 22:7), whereas the wrath of Yahweh did not come upon Hezekiah (32:26) 
because he humbled himself. 

In a lament, one psalmist prays that the ungodly might not receive the salva
tion (tsedhaqah, ''righteousness," RSV ''acquittal'') of Yahweh (Ps. 69:28[27]: 
·al yabho·u be). 

2. The Fulfilled Judgme11t. Frequently the threats of coming judgment also 
use the hiphil of bo •. This brings out even .more clearly that it is Yahweh who 
causes the judgment to come or who brings the judgment (cf. the use of the pass. 
for God as the subj. in the NT and in Dnl.; cf. already Jer. 27:22; Ezk. 30: 1 1 ;  
etc.). 

Usually it is Yahweh himself who declares that he will cause calamity to come 
(impf. or perl.) as judgment upon an individual, his people or its leaders, or 

82 Sec under V above. 
63 Sec under IX below. 
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upon a. foreign nation (Ex. l l : l [J) ;  1 K. 21 :29; Isa. 66:4; Jer. 1 1 :23· 23:12; 
48:44; 49:32,36f.; Ezk. 5 : 17 ;  7:24; 1 1 :8; 14:17;  cf. 33:2). Yahweh will bring 
Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 25:9), he will bring the lovers of Oholibah together against 
her (Ez1c. 23:22; cf. also Jer. 20:.5; Ezk. 3 1 :9), he will bring the prince of Israel 
to Babylon (Ezk. 12 : 13 ·  cf. 17:20), he will bring his people into the wilderness 
of the peop'les and will enter into judgment with them there (Ezk. 20:35,37; cf. 
also Lev. 26:25,36,41), he will cause a third of his people as a refined remnant 
to go through the fire once again (Zec. 13:9). 

All this becomes particularly clear in the announcement hinem mebhi', ''be
hold, I am bringing," as a divine statement from the mouth of Yahweh himself, 
which occasionally is strengthened even more by the divine I ('ani or ·anokhi). 
This phrase appears 29 times in the OT {with Jiinem), usually in announcements 
of the negative type (it occurs onJy 4 times in announcements of salvation); 64 
and its distribution t'hrough the OT indicates that it is found most often in 
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Deuteronomjstic literature (Gen. 6: 17(P]; Ex. 10:4 
[J]; t K. 14:10; 21 :21 ;  2 K. 2 1 : 12; 22: 16,20; Jer. 4:6; 5 : 15 ;  6:19; 1 1 : 1 1 ;  19:3, 
15 ·  35: 17;  39: 16; 42: 17; 45:5; 49:5; 5 1 :64; Ezk. 6:3; 26:7· 28:7; 29:8; 2 Cb. 
34:24,28). 65 

IX. 1 .  TJ1e Coming and Fulfilled Salvation. In promises of the salvation 
which is comjng or which will be brought, 66 bo· (used later in the perf., impf., 
and ptcp. in this sense) does not appear before Amos, 67 and after Amos it is 
also missing in Hosea. In promises of salvation, in Amos we encounter bo • only 
in the expression yamim ba·im, 'the days are coming '' in the djsputed verse, 
9.: 13. 88 yamim ba'im stands at the beginning of a promise of salvation frequently 
in the book of Jeremiah (16:14 and 23:7 with lakhen [these two texts are hardly 
from Jer.]; without laklzen, 23:5; 30:3; 31 :27,31,38(31 :27,38 are hardly from 
Jer.; 33:14 is also secondary]). Isa. 14:2 (a part of the exilic introd·uction to 
14:5ff. in 14:1-2,3-4a) promises that the peoples will bring Israel back to its 
place {hiphil). 

In the book of Micah, 4:8 (here bo' and. 'athah stand in parallelism; this is a 
late text) promises the return of the former dominion, the kingdom of the 
daughter of Zion. 7 : 1 1f. {the genuineness of which is disputed) promises that the 
day will come when the walls will be built. 

In lsa. 1-39, bo· occurs in promises of salvation only in late, non-Isaianic texts: 
35:10 {cf. 5 1 : 1 1 )  and 35:4. 69 In 27:6 a promise of salvation is introduced by 
an isolated habba • im, while 27: 1 3  promises that those who were lost in the land 
of Assyria and those who were driven out of the land of Egypt will come to 
worship Yahweh on bis holy mountain at Jerusalem. In 37:34f., Yahweh prom-

64 See VJI and IX. 
es Sec K. Koch, Growth of the Biblical Tradition (tran . 1969), 213f. 
66 Sec also II and VII above. 
67 On Gen. 49:10, see 2 below. 
68 Sec U. Kellermann. EvTh, 29 (1969), 169-183; and H. W. Wolff, BK, XIV/2, in lac.; 

but see also I. Willi-Pleio, Jlor/ormen der Schri/texegese innerlialb des AT. BZAW, 123 
(1971), 57. 

69 Seo under X below. 
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ises Hezekiah through Isaiah that the king of Assyria will return (yashubh) on 
the way that he came (ba'), and will not come (lo' yabho ') ''into this city.'' 

In Zephaniah, bo' appears in promises of salvation only once .in the hiphil 
(3:20): Yahweh promises his people, 'at that time I will bring you home, and 
gather you together'' (hardly from Zeph.). In the book of Jeremiah, Hananiah 
promises 70 that Yahweh will bring those who had gone to Babylon back to 
Zion (28:4), and Jeremiah promises that the diaspora will come to Zion (3 1 : 12). 
Yahweh will console those who come weeping (with tears of joy?) (31:9; 71 cf. 
50:4). Since Yahweh wants to bring (hiphil) the faithless to Zion, they should 
return (3: 14: an admonition motivated by a promise). Out of only four pas
sages that use liineni meblzi', ' behold, I am bringing," as an introduction, to 
a promise of salvation in an oracle of Yahweh using the direct address, two 
are found in Jeremiah (the other two are in Ezk:. 37:5: gift of the spirit; and Zee. 
3:8: 'cmy servant the Branch''). In Jer. 3 1 : 8  (cf. also v. 9), Yahweh promises to 
bring Israel from the north country. In 32:42, in his answer to Jeremiah's prayer, 
he promises that he will bring the good which he had promised upon the people 
just as he bad brought the evil upon them (cf. Josh. 23: 15, Deateronomistic). 
A (secondary) historical survey says that aliens will come upon the sanctuary of 
the house of Yahweh (Jer. 5 1 : 5 1 ;  in the context of a promise of salvation). The 
promise in Jer. 16: 19-21 that the nations will come to Yahweh when they 
recognize the mendacity of their self-made gods, presupposes Deutero-Isaiah 
and does not originate from Jeremiah. 

bo • appears frequently in Ezekiel's promises of salvation (just as it does in his 
threats of judgment). 1 1 : 16 contains a promise to those who have come into 
various countries (cf. 36:20f. as a negative background for vv. 22ff.; and 20:42, 
hiphil, with the affirmation that Judah will know that Yahweh is the Lord). 
These who were scattered shall come back into the land (so the addition, 1 1 : 1 8), 
and shall remove from it all their abominations and idols. Also, according to 
many interpreters, the word of judgment against the prince in Israel in 21 :32(27) 
ends with a promise (''until be who has --+ t)Ortir.> mishpat, 'justice,' comes''?). 12 

After the man who had escaped from Jerusalem comes to Ezekiel to tell him 
that the city has fallen (Ezk. 33:21f.; cf. 24:25!.), Ezekiel's preaching changes 
completely to the promise of coming salvation. Yahweh will gather his flock 
and bring it into its land (34:13, hiphil; cf. 36:24; 37:21), and his people will 
soon come home (labho·, 36:8). A spirit (-+ ni'i ruach) will cause the people 
who think they are dead (37:1 1) to live, and by the word of Ezekiel (! .cf. Isa. 
40:6 8; 55:8- 1 1 )  it will come from the four winds (Ezk. 37:9f.; cf. 2:2; 3:24). 
Even though God will go up against the land of Israel and come or be brought 
to Jerusalem (38: 1 1,13,18; 39:2, hiphil; cf. Joel 4:11a  [3:1 la], qal), 73 Yahweh 

70 On yamitn ba 'im in Jeremiah, see above. 
11 So Rudolph, HAT, in loc. 
'T2 Cf. below on Gen. 49:10; on the traditio-bistorical interpretation of Ezk. 21:32(27), sec 

U. Kellermann� Messias und Gese1z. BSt, 61 (1971), 32f. 
73 On bo' in Ez.k. 38f., see H.-M. Lutz, Jahwe, Jerusalem und die Volker. WMANT, 27 

(1968), 115; and on the verb bo ', H. Fredriksson, Jahwe al.r Krieger (Lundt 1945), 9, 11, 23-
25, 29, 36, 44, 85. 
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will show his holiness and magnificence and will make himself known before 
the nations (Ezk. 38:23). Ezekiel sees the kebhodh yhvl1, ''glory of Yahweh'

, 

(_. i\D klzbhodl1), coming into the new temple (43:4; cf. 10: 18f. by way of con
trast) there to remain, so that later also this gate will remain shut because he has 
entered it (44:2; cf. Zee. 2:14( 10]!), and he sees that the wonderful river going 
out of the temple brings life wherever it goes (47:9, where bo· appears several 
times). 

In order to understand the similarities and differences between Ezekiel and 
Deutero Isaiah, a comparison with Isa. 40: 10 is appropriate: according to Deutero
Isaiab Ya'hweh himself is the one coming. That which Deutero-Isaiah has to say 
about the kabhodh, ''glory," of Yahweh is found in Isa. 40:5 (nigh/ah, ''shall be 
revealedt'). Since Yahweh himself will come with might (Isa. 40: 10), 7* in the 
opinion of Deutero-Isaiah the final salvation to Israel in the exile will take place 
when the people are delivered from Babylon. Yahweh bas raised up Cyrus as the 
instrument of eschatoiogical salvation (Isa. 45: 1 )  and he has come (41 :25, 
'atlrah). Thus the ransomed of Yahweh also will return and come to Zion with 
sjnging (5 1 : 1 1 ;  cf. 35:10 and Ps. 126:6, bo· )1abl10·). Moreover, her children 
will be brought up on the arms of the peoples (Isa. 49:22, hiphil ; cf. 60:4 as 
a reapplication), for Yahweh will say to the north and to the south: ''Bring my 
sons from afar' (43:6, hiphil; cf. also v. 5). Besides, Yahweh's divine nature is 
demonstrated in particular by his having brought about what he had promised, 75 
that which he had said (42:9), even suddenly (48:3). Thus, in the court scenes 
between Yahweh and the foreign nations or their gods, the foreign nations are 
invited to come and declare the things to come (habba·o1h, 41 :22; in 41 :23 and 
44:7 [ha] 'othiyyoth [the article occurs only in 41 :23]; the text of 45: 1 1  should 
be emended to ha'othi). Also, 4 1 :5 uses ·aihah when speaking of ''coming'' to 
these legal proceedings, wbjle 45:20 and 50:2 use bo· (cf. also � tz1u naghash, 
''to draw near, ' and - Tlp qiibhats, ''to assemble''; cf. also Isa. 3 : 14). 

After a dispute with the people who think the time to rebuild the temple has 
not yet come (Hag. 1 :2), Haggai not only admonishes them (1 :4ff.), but also 
calls to their attention the promise of the salvation that was breaking in upon 
them at that time (2:5-10, 15-19), in order to inspire them to take courage. Con
sequently, when Zerubbabet, Joshua, and the remnant of the people actually 
''come'' and resume the work on tlle temple ( 1 : 14)t Haggai attributes this to the 
working of the divine spirit. The wretched con.dition of the new temple will be 
remedied by the treasures of all nations, wh.ose coming to the temple is promised 
by Haggai (2:7). 

Here, as in Ezra (Ezr. 3:8· 8:35), those who had ''come'' from the Babylonian 
captivity play a peculiar role. 

For Zechariah aJso, the fulfilment of the promise that men shall come from 
afar to build the temple of Yahweh wiJl be evidence of his credibility (Zee. 
6:15;  cf. 8:22). The promise that Yahweh will bring his people home (8:8, hiphil ; 
cf. also 10: 10) obviously could be repeated again and again. The coming day for 

'7* See also under X below. 
10 See under IV above. 
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(le) Yahweh will be the time when all the spoil that had been taken from Jeru
salem will be divided in the midst of the city (14:1). 78 

The situation that ne-eessitated such promises (cf. Isa. 59:9ff. and v. 14 with 
bo·) is also reflected in texts in Trito-lsaiah which (as in Deutero-Isaiah earlier) 
frequently are put in the form of an answer to a complaint. ''Salvatio.n comes'"' 
(Isa. 62: 1 1 ;  cf. 56:1). Through his intervention, Yahweh will turn the negative 
situation into salvation: ''my year of retaliation has come." As a contrast to the 
judgment that fell upon Edom, salvation will break forth upon Israel (63:4 cj.; cf. 
Jer. 51 :46). Yahweh even promises that he himself will come (Isa. 59:20; 66:18) 
in order to redeem and to gather all nations and tongues. "7 Since Yahweh will 
bring the foreign.ers who have been converted to him to his holy mountain (Isa. 
56:7, hiphil) and will make them joyful in his house of prayer, the promise to 
Jerusalem can also sound similar (''your light comes," 60:1 ;  cf. vv. 4-6, which 
speak of different groups of people coming to Zion; ·further 49:18 and 60:9-11 ,  
as well as 66:20, hiphil). Indeed,, in the coming situatio.n of salvation, Yahweh 
will bring to Zion gold .instead of bronze, silver instead of iron,, etc. ( 60: 17, 
hiphil). According to Mal. 3:23f. (4:5f.) (secondary), Yahweh will send Elijah, 
who will convert the people before the great and terrible day of Yahweh comes 
(Mal. 3:19-21(4:1 -3)). 1s 

The eschatologizing addition to Ps. 22 (vv. 28-32(27-31]) 79 speaks of the 
eschatological deliverance of Israel: afterward men shall come and proclaim 
Yahweh's - i'tpit t�dhlzqah, ''righteousness, deliverance," to th.e coming genera
tion (vv. 31f.[30f.]). 

Finally, Dnl. 9:24 asserts that after 70 weeks (of years) Yahweh will bring 
everlasting saJvation (hiphil). 

2. The Coming Bringer of .Salvation. Gen. 49:10 ('adh ki yabho' shiloh) and 
Zee. 9:9 (hinneh malkekh yabho' lakh; cf. 2:14[10]; also 3:8, hiphil) belong to 
a peculiar Jine of tradition, viz., texts that promise the coming of a bringer of 
saJvation. Ezk. 21 :32(27) and especially Dn1. 7:13 (kebhar 'enash 0atheh havah) 
should also be reckoned among them. 

Gen. 49:10 is part of the blessing of Judah (49:8-12), which was handed down 
by the Yahwist (cf. the similar text in Nu. 24:15-19) and is not unimportant for 
his theology. 80 The text-critical matters in this passage are quite complicated, 
and we cannot be sure whether 'adh is to be interpreted as 'chis throne," because 
the meaning of the alleged Ugaritic equivalent ·a is disputed, 81 and this trans
lation presents new problems. Therefore, it seems preferable to attempt an inter
pretation of this verse that is based on the present Hebrew text and requires the 

1e On Zee. 2:14(10) and 14:5, see X below. 
11 On this see H.-P. Millier, BZA W, 109 (1969), 220f. 
78 On Mal. 3:1-2, see X below. 
79 See J. Becker, Israel deutet seine Psalmen (1966), 49f. 
80 See Mowinckel, 13; Preuss, Jahweglaube . . .  , 133-35 with literature; M. Rehm, Der 

konigliche Messias (1968), 19-23 with literature. 
81 For a different interpretation, see L. Sabottka, Bibi, 51 (1970), 225-29. 
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fewest possible hypotheses. The symbol of leadership and authority, and thus 
the authority itself, shall not depart from Judah ''until yab/10· sliiloh ." Above 
all, the connection of this phrase with 'adh ki can indeed lead one to suppose 
''that on1y the previously mentioned Judah can be the subject of the sentence.

,, 82 

But shiloh could be the subject only if it could be understood in some way other 
than as a place name, which is very doubtful. Thus, th.e on1y conclusion that can 
be drawn is that it refers to the place Shiloh. V. 10 is not (like v. 8) to be char
acterized as an oracle of blessing, but rather as an oracle of salvation or a 
promise. Shiloh cannot be destroyed yet and (or!) must still have great impor
tance (in spite of destruction) while Judah has a ruling position, which will 
increase in strength but will not attain its ultimate goal. 83 A look at the theology 
of J, which in other passages also reveals an emphatic positive attitude toward 
the Davidic-Solomonic empire and especially toward David, suggests that Gen. 
49:10 contains a theological interpretation of a situation from the time of David 
which can be connected with some historical event. It may be a later attempt to 
give a theological interpretation of an act of David or an act David was expected 
to perform, i.e., a vaticinium ex eventu, a traditional ancient oracle which was 
taken over by J, and may come from the time after David had already been 
crowned king in Hebron but was still ruling over Judah only (2 S. 2:4). The 
author of this oracle expected that ultimately David would extend his rule 
(v. lOd!) over the other tribes also, by ''coming'' to (entering into?) Shiloh, a town 
that did not belong to Judah, but is mentioned here as representative of the 
northern tribes because it was an important sanctuary of those tribes. Moreover, 
this verse may reflect the desire to restore to Shiloh its old position of honor. 8' 
Consequently, Gen. 49:10 is one of the texts of the OT (cf. the oracles in Nu. 24) 
that exhibit a positive attitude toward the rule of David and wish to see it 
expanded. Authors of ancient texts tried to glorify David in oracles that they 
placed at an earlier period, and thus these texts stand at the beginning of the 
development of texts having a ''messianic'' tint. The bo • in v. 10 represents a 
step toward a later messianic understanding of this section. As a result of the 
''coming'' of this ruler, a condition of complete salvation was expected. In 
harmony with this, the present oracle (cf. v. 1 1) connects other royal ideological, 
messianic texts with its own contemporary messianism. 

Ezk. 2 1 :32b(27b) (cf. also 23:24b) has assimilated Gen. 49:10 into later inter
pretation. To be sure, whether this verse represents a positive promise 85 or its 
reversal to a ''message of complete calamity'' 86 is controversial. 

In Zee. 9:9f. (cf. 2 : 14[10] ; 3:8, hiphil; and Zeph. 3:14-17), this promise is 
given to the daughter of Zion (as a cuJt community?) in the form of a message 
proclaimed by a herald: hinneh malkekh yabho ' lakli, ''Lo, your king comes to 

82 Zobel, BZAW, 95, 13. 
83 J. Lindblom, SVT, 1 (1953), 83, with arguments for this interpretation of 'adli ki; the 

coming will be fulfilment, it will be climax: Eissfeldt, SVT. 4 (1957), 141. 
M G. von Rad, OT Theo/, IT (trans. 1965), 13. 
85 W. L. Moran, Bibi, 39 (1958), 405-425. 
86 Zimmerli, BK, XIII, 496 . 
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you." Within the history of the tradition of ''messianic prophecies,'' Zee. 9:9f. 
is clearly a late text. It is possible that it belongs to the period of the campaigns 
of Alexander the Great; if so, it is thought to be the antithesis to 9: 1-8: the real 
bringer of salvation comes in humility and lowliness (v. 9), not as a warlike world 
conqueror; and the object of his work is the end of weapons and wars (v. 10; 
cf. Isa. 2:4). Thus, Jerusalem certainly will not be subjected to a new foreign 
power, but this city of Jerusalem is promised especially to the c-0ming king alon.e 
(as a correction of and in opposition to 2: 14[10]?). This king, then, will not 
create peace among the nations by con.quests (but cf. 9: 1-8 1 1-17 as the frame
work). The relationship of thls passage to Gen. 49:10 is clear not onJy from the 
common use of bo ·, but also from the similar figures of peace. Zee. 9:9f. reminds 
us of other texts from the series of so-called ''messianic prophecies'' (Isa. 9:4[5]; 
1 1 : 1 0; Mic. 5 :3[4]). But what is critical. is the reapplication of earlier concepts 
in Zee. 9:9f.: this king is in need of help himself, and receives his law from God. 
He is poor (- 'l9 ·anl), and thus also needy, with respect to God. He comes in on 
an ass, which, in this context at least, is an attempt to emphasize once again his 
lowliness. Through him Yahweh (v. 10; the change of person merely falsifies) 
creates the peace of eschatological salvation which, here at least, takes place 
in a genuinely peaceful way. Gen. 49: 1 1  produces an aftereffect. Weapons will 
be eliminated, and the eschatological king of salvation in Zee. 9:9f. also has the 
prophetic office of proclaimjng (v. 10). The ''messianic'' concept in the OT has 
also undergone a history, in the process of which it has experienced extensive 
reinterpretation. 

According to Dnl. 7:13, the son of man ''comes'' only after (I) the enemy 
powers are defeated and God passes judgment. 87 Thus, here ·athali bas nothing 
to do with coming to a legal .Proceeding (like bo' in Isa. 3 :14 and in Deutero
Isaiah). 8 Dnl. 7:9-14 sketches a judgment scene. Vv. 9f. and 13f. (the latter being 
the culminating point of the chapter) are in rhythmic prose. The judgment will 
come .first on the fourth beast. The end begins with his destruction. After the 
fourth beast, the other beasts will be judged; in fact, they succumb together with 
him. It is not until this point that one ''lik.e a son of man'' (- oite·t::i ben ·ad ham) 

comes'' with the clouds of heaven. Against the four beasts, which come from 
below and out of the sea and thus are characterized as powers .hostile to God, 
and as corporate personalities represent the kingdoms and powers personified 
by them, one similar to a man now arises and comes from heaven. Therefore, 
he also probably should be interp(eted as a corporate personality, i.e., as the 
people of God who will now inherit the coming kingdom of God. Thus, 'one 
man from heaven'' is the personified antithesis to the kingdoms of the world and 
represents the coming kingdom of God of the new world. It is impossible (at 
least thus far) an.d ultimately even unnecessary to get behind this concept in 
Doi. 7 from a religio-historical point of view, especially since the eschatologiza
tion of the prototype of this figure which is to be disclosed or postulated reveals 
a peculiarity characteristic of the Yahweh faith. However, DnJ. 7 : 1 3  is not based 

1 W. H. Schmidt, KuD, 15 (1969), 33. 
S8 Contra the reflections of Jenni, 259, n. 42. 
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on the expectation of a Davidic messiah. There is no mention of an eschatologicat 
bringer of salvation anywhere else in the book of Daniel. 89 

Theref.ore, bo • and 'athalz are used in Zee. 9:9 and Dnl. 7: 13  of the eschatol
ogical coming of the eschatologica1 mediator of salvation, and of the corporate 
personality symbolizing the kingdom of God, respectively. Gen. 49: 10 and other 
texts of a ''messianic" type prepare the way for this use of these words. 

X. Yahweh As the Coming One. The ark (-+ 11·ut •aron) of Yah.weh comes 
into the Israelite camp (1 S. 4:6; 2 S. 6:17, hiphil), where it is greeted with -

:i,1-m teru ·a11, ''shouting.
,, 

When the Philistines hear about this, they say that 
'elohim, ''god'

, 
('elohehem, ''their god"?) has come into the camp (1 S. 4:7). 

This understanding of the ark is not restricted to the Philistine way of thinking 
(cf. Nu. 10:35f.); it probably presupposes a connection between Yahweh and the 
ark. Thus, the appearance of the ark has severe consequences for Dagon: when 
the ark appears, Y ahweb himself ''comes.'' 00 

According to old texts, Yahweh comes to a man in a dream (Gen. 20:3[E] ; 
31 :24[E]; perhaps also 1 S. 3 :  10 and Nu. 22:9,20[E] ; cf. v. 8[J]; on this subject, 
cf. � c;n c/1alam). Yahweh comes through his messenger (-+ 1K;o mal'akh, 
Josh. 5:14; Jgs. 6:1 1 ;  13:6-10; 13:3 [which, however, uses vayyera', ''and . . .  
appeared,'' instead of bo •]), and this is interpreted as an (originally pre-Israelite?) 
cult etiology. It is described as an unusual event, and Yahweh's coming has a 
''more or less positive'' effect. 01 The messenger is closely connected with Yah
weh and yet is contrasted with him to a certain extent. The belief that when a 
man of God, a prophet, or an angel (less perhaps a priest, Lev. 13:33-53) comes 
to a man, in essence God himself comes with his message, is further reflected 
when the direct identification of God and his messenger is specifically emphasized 
or even implied (Nu. 22:38; 1 S. 2:27; 13: 1 1 ;  16:2; 2 S. 24:13,18; 1 K. 13 : 1 ;  
17:18 [this verse contains the typical Deuteronomistic interpretation] ; then also 
2 K� 9 : 1 1 ;  20:14 and par.; 23:17f.; Jer. 40:6; 2 Ch. 12:5; 16:7; 25:7; and on 
down t,o Dnl. 9:23; 10:12-14,20; on 10:20, cf. also 1 S. 17:45). The early type 
of Yahweh's coming in hls messenger is taken up again in the late text, Mal. 
3:1 f. 91 Here, Yahweh's coming is never something harmless. 

Nor is Y abweh s coming something that is obvious, as the old text from the 
law concerning the altar in the Book of the Covenant, Ex. 20:24b, shows: ''in 
every (cult?) place (-+ cipD maqom; this word is to be so translated here in spite 
of the article) where I cause my name to be remembered (-4- �· ziikhar), I will 
come ('abho') to you and bless you.'' ln the blessin.g of the priest, Yahweh 
promises to come to the one who is blessed, promising bis presence in the 
priestly blessing. Thus, these verses too have been characterized as a divine 
oracle. Conrad considers them to be a priestly redaction, and is inclined to 
attribute v. 24b to the same redaction. 93 

89 See furtheT H. D. Preuss, Texte aus dem Danielbuch. Calwer Predigthil/en, VI (1971). 
00 See H. D. Preuss, Verspottung /remder Religionefl im AT. BWANT, 5112 (1971), 74-80. 
91 Jenni, 254. 
92 See below. 
93 D. Conrad, Studien lltm Al1argeset1. (diss .• Marburg, 1968), llf., 20. 
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Was a specific ''coming'' of Yahweh fundamental to the history of Israel with 
her God? It is natural, first of all, to think of Yahweh's appearance at Sinai. But 
in the biblical accounts of this event, bo • in the sense of the coming of God 
occurs only in explanatory framework passages (Ex. 1 9:9; 20:20). - ,,, yaradli, 
''to go down," is used frequently to describe Yahweh's appearance at Sinai. In 
Ex. 19:9 ba' is a participle in an oracle of Yahweh, and in 20:20 ba' ha'eloliim 
occurs in an oracle of Moses to the people. 19:9 looks forward and emphasizes 
the position of Moses; 20:20 looks back and gives an explanation, while the 
description of the theophany itself in 19: 16-25 does not use bo'. 20:20 draws 
parenetic conclusions from that which was experienced (19: 16, 19[E]), while 
this encounter with God is extrapolated to the corresponding fear of God, which 
recalls the use of Elohistic elements. !>4' The view that 19:9 is from J 95 is un
likely, as linguistic usage indicates. J here uses yaradh, ''to go down," but no
where else speaks of the ''coming'' of Yahweh or of an angel (messenger). 
Generally speaking, bo • and yaradh are not found together with Yahweh as 
the common subject, while e.g., yatsa·, ''to go out," and yaradh do occur in this 
way (cf. the different subjects of bo' and yaradh in Ex. 33:9, but the repetition 
of yaradh in Jgs. 5 : 13). 

With regard to the Sinai tradition, two observations need to be made here. On 
the one hand, the old texts in the Sinai pericope by no means (or only very 
sparingly and later) interpret the appearance of God as a ''coming'' of Yahweh 
(God), but they speak more of a coming down (yaradh, e.g., Ex. 19:18;  34:5[J]). 
Thus, the mountain is the object on which Yahweh ''comes." On the other hand, 
later texts speak of Yahweh's coming from (!) Sinai, or of a cultic or historical 
coming of Yahweh. 96 Perhaps this terminology reflects the original belief that 
Yahweh was localized on Sinai (or better, on the mountain of God) (Ex. 19:17 
[E)l; cf. Jgs. 5:5; Ps. 68:9(8)), upon which he ''descended," but did not ''dwell,'' 
and whence he came to Palestine, but in a later period it was no longer assumed 
that he was connected with Sinai exclusively. Westermann uses the term ''epiph
any'' here: Yahweh comes to help his people. 97 The later disinclination to use 
yaradh in the descriptions of theophanies 98 could also be explained in this way. 
Generally speaking, therefore, one should be cautious about accepting the view 
that the ''coming'' of God is a fundamental element in the Sinai tradition: 99 
bo • and yaradh are not identical. 100 

The following basic 101 texts, all of which are hymnic and enriched by char-

94 Cf. H. W. Wolff, EvTh, 29 (1969), 59-72. 
95 Chr. Barth, EvTh, 29 (1969), 529f.; cf. Beer, HAT: J2. 
96 See below. 
97 C. Westermann, Praise of God in the Psalms (trans. 1965), 92; cf. also Scbnaten

haus, 21. 
98 Jeremias, 106. 
99 G. von Rad, Problem of the Hexateuch (trans. 1966), 13ff.; also Jeremjas, 154, who 

argues that there was a first "coming" of Yahweh from Sinai; and with both, Perlitt, Bundes
theologie, 234. 

100 Contra Jeremias, 154f. 
101 So Jen.ni, 256. 
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acteristic explanatory material, speak of a ''coming'' of Yahweh from Sinai {!): 
Dt.33:.2 (are bo· and 'atl1al1 used in parallelism here? 102 cf. Zec. 14:5); Ps. 68:18b 
{ l  7b; read ba· missinai, ' [Yahweh] came from Sinai' ; cf. 68:8f.(7f.]; also 68:32 
[3 1 ))· 103 and Hab. 3:3; but also Isa. 63: 1 .  i<» 

The hymn in Dt. 33:2-5,26-29 extols the one (perhaps ever new!) coming of 
Yahweh to help his people acco.mplish a variety of goals, but especially to give 
them victory over their enemies (vv. 26f.,29). bo' is used with several other 

-

verbs (-+ n,r zarac/11 'to rise, dawn''; yapha·, hiphil, ''to shine forth''; t1aglzah, 
''to shine' ; also qum, ' to rise,,

, 
and ra • a/11 nipbal, ''to appear''), and they help 

clarify the meaning of bo · just as connections of places to each other help in 
locating ·each pJace. Thus, in Dt. 33:2-5,26-29, bo· in the qal is used in almost 
the same \Yay that it is frequently used in the hiphil, viz. to express divine 
guidance. to>i As in Jgs. 5:4f. (which uses yatsa ·, 'to go out," however; cf. Isa. 
42 :13 and -+ i91 tsa·adl1), Yahweh ''comes'' from Sinai to help his people in 
banle (cf. Amun in the Kades'h Poem). 100 However, in contrast to Dt. 33:2, 
Jgs. 5:4f. c.lear'ly refers to Yahweh coming only one time to help in a single 
concrete battle, and also there are no other elements of a theophany in Dt. 
33:2. 107 Teman in Hab. 3:3 points in a similar geographic direction. 108 This 
passage celebrates the coming of Yahweh to give Israel victory over her enemies, 
and. the praise of Yah.web who came to fight for bis people has mad.e its way 
into the cult lyric poetry here. 109 In spite of the disconnected context, uo Ps. 
68: 1 8b(l7b) reveals that and how the original idea of Yahweh coming to help 
his people in battle was expanded (cf. Mal. 3:1) and made to refer to Yahweh 
coming into his sanctuary in a cultic sense. 111 

A precise statement as to the place whence Yahweh comes is missing in Isa. 
30:27, which says that Yahweh (only the sliem, ''name," seems to be secondary 
here; should we read sl1am, ' there''?) comes •·from far'' to judge Assyria and 
to make Israel rejoice. It is missing also in Mic. 1 :3 (a judgment against Israel; 
but again, bo • does not occur in this passage, but yaradh, ''to go down,'' and 
yatsa·, ''to go out''). Thus, the prophetic threats of judgment in Amos (Am. 1 :2 
is to be understood differently) and Hosea do not speak of the coming of Yah
weh but they probably do in Isaiah and Micah. Further, in Isa. 30:27 and Mic. 
1 :3 ( 1 : 3-Sa,6 is the context), the element of Yahweh's coming to fight is still 
presen4 and the passage in Micah even refers to the effects of bis coming on 
nature. 

102 But see KBL3 s.v. 'athah, and Jeremias, 63f., n. 5. 
10s On the hiphil of • a1/1ah1 see K.BL3 s. v. 
104 On the phenomena accompanying Yahweh's coming, see Jeremias, passirn; on fire, 

see al o TDNT, VI, 934ff. 
10:; See Vil above. 
100 A. Erman, Literature of 1/1e Ancient Egyptians (trans. 1927), 264. 
101 Jeremias, 158f. 
108 Ibid., 8. 
100 On this process, ee ibid., 118ff.; and Jenni, 256. 
i10 Jenni, 256, n. 25. 
lll Cf. Jeremias, 160f. 
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Subsequently, then, several prophetic texts threaten that Yahweh will co.me 
to judge his enemies without reflecting on the place from which he will come. 
At the same time, the phenomena accompanying his coming are often similar 
to those found in the earlier descriptions of theophany. Yahweh comes to judge 
Egypt (Isa. 19:1)  and to destroy her idols (- '''" 'e/il), and he rises on a cloud. 
Yahweh will come against Jerusalem and will enter .into it, even though the 
people in Jerusalem assume that no one can do this (Jer. 2 1 : 13 ;  cf. 49:4). Thus, 
he will not 'come" to Jerusalem ' cultically" as he was usually thought to come; 
he will not come for his healing presence. He comes to judge the nations (Jer. 
25:3 1,  hardly from Jeremiah; but in v. 30 he comes to judge Israeli); he comes 
with (like?) fire, storm, and sword (Isa. 66:15f.; cf. 59:19); he comes to judge 
''from Edom'' (lsa. 63: 1 ;  cf. 35:4). 112 Yahweh comes to judge the evildoers in 
Israel (Isa. 59: 19f.). According to the prophetic oracle in Zec. 14:5, on the day 
of Yahweh (v. l), 'Yahweh my God'' hlmself will come down (yatsa·, lit. ''c-0me 
out''; cf. Jgs. 5:4f.; Ezk:. 43:1-5, ''from the east''?) :from heaven (?) to the Moun.t 
of Olives, and from there will come (bo ') (he and all the ''holy ones'' with him) 
to fight and to judge the nations, and thus to save the people of God. The 
purpose of hls coming is to dwell in Jerusalem (cf. Zee. 2: 14[ 10]). Not only do 
Zec. 14:3 and 5 use different words for Yahwe.h's ''coming," but they also have 
different content and purposes: the conquest of the nations is ''preliminary to 
the final entrance of Yahweh into the city,'' when he will destroy the cult places 
of the idols (v. Sa). Mal. 3: lf. also threatens that Yahweh (or the angel of the 
covenant; this is probably an addition in v. le) will come to his temple with 
fire to judge his people. Isa. 59: 19f.; 66:15f.; Mal. 3 :lf., and to some extent 
Zec. 14:5 announce that Yahweh will come to judge evildoers in postexilic 
Israel. Thus, attempts were made to keep alive and to renew again and again 
hope in the final return of Yahweh to Zion, for which Israel yearned ever since 
the exile (cf. Ezk. 43: 1 ff.; Isa. 40:3-5). 

This is emphasized by the exilic and postexilic promises that Yahweh will 
come to save his people. In Isa. 40: 10, the joyous cry of the messenger of victory 
promises (cf. 62: 1 1): Yahweh will come ''with might'' fighting to save his people, 
he will rule and bring bis spoil home (vv. 9-1 1). Thus, this coming clearly is no 
longer merely a single historical event (cf. Ezk. 43 :lff.), but Deutero-Isaiah (like 
Ezk. 40ff.; also Hag. and .Zee.) is living in a situation of realized eschatology 
(cf. Isa. 40:5) concerning the kebhodh yhvh, ''glory of Yahweh'' 113 (see also Isa. 
52: 10 and Zee. 9:9f.). Yahweh's word of promise to the daughter of Zion in 
Zee. 2: 14(10): ''for lo, I come (ptcp.) and I will dwell in the midst of you'' (cf. 
Ezk. 43:7-9; Zee. 8:3; also 14:4f.), 114 also shows that in the late exilic and 
early postexilic period a belief in realized eschatology had arisen, which was 
convinced of the final eschatological Now, and thought that the new ''coming'' 

112 On this text, however, see ibid., 125, n. 1. 
ua On the concepts of theopbany in Deutero-Isaiah, see L. Kohler, BZA W, 37 (1923), 

124-27; cf. also Westermann, A TD, XIX, 39, on the relationship of Isa. 40:9-11 to the 
"eschatological psaJm of praise" in Deutero-Isaiah. 

114- Cf. also the evaluation by W. Zimmerli, VT, 18 (1968). 229-255. 
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of Yahweh would remain a final Now. In Zee. 2:14(10) bo· does not signify 
a ''theophany,' but is more an introductory auxiliary verb; 11G furthermore, the 
context (vv. 12-16(8-12]?) does not indicate a cultic setting, but a military situa
tion.116 Isa. 60: 1 contains another word of salvation to the postexilic community 
of Zion: ''your .light (- .,,M 'or) has come, and the kebhodh yhvh, 'glory of Yah
weh,' has arisen upon you'' (cf. Isa. 40:10; 62: 11). The coming of salvation is 
the coming of Yahwe� as .he himself also promises that he will come for his
torical salvation (66:18, an appropriate revision. of 66: 15). 

A few (!) texts, which ''hardly made an impact in the history of OT theol
ogy,'' 117 have in mind a cultic event when they speak of the ''comin�· of Yah
weh. However, the contexts in which they appear support the hypothesis that 
there was hardly a ritualistic, dramatic presentation of the theophan.y (by light, 
smoke cloud, or noise?) in the Israelite cult. Instead, one has to think of a 
''theopbany'' as a word event. 118 

The only text using bo· (vv. 7 and 9) that might cause one to think of a cultic 
entrance of Yahweh (in connection with the entrance of the ark?) 119 as the 
melekh hakkabhodh, ''King of glory," is Ps. 24. However, the entire scene raises 
doubts as to whether that which. is described in Ps. 24 reflects a regular and oft
repeated continuous rite. 

Ps. 50:3, ''our God comes, he does not keep silence," is interesting. This psalm 
is an admonition to God's people, and the purpose of Yahweh's coming is to 
judge. According to v. 2, Yahw

'
eh will come from Zion, and thus his coming is to 

be understood cultically. The theophany is actualized as a word event (vv. 1 and 
7ff.). Here the coming of Yahweh is described in connection with the shining 
forth of brightness (-+- ,,� kabhodh) (cf. Dt. 33:2 without kabhodh, however; 
but also Ezk. 1:4ff.; 43:1ff.), but brightness and theophany appear in co.nnection 
with one another for the first time in later texts; thus a preexilic dating of Ps. 50 
encounters considerable difficulties. 120 

Frequently scholars cite Ps. 96:13 (cf. 1 Ch. 16:33) and 98:9 {both with bo ') 
as examples of a cult-dramatic realized theophany, but this is incorrect. Instead, 
these two texts state that Yahweh is coming to judge, which is similar to the 
description of bis coming in Deutero-lsaiah. 121 There are other indications too 
that Pss. 96 and 98 presuppose Deutero-lsaiab. 122 As an eschatological hymn, 
Ps. 96 also contains the proclamation of Yahweh as the eschatological judge of 
the world, and has at most (like Ps. 98:9) ''reminiscences of a description of a 

115 Jenni, 257, n. 33. 
11,e On the relationship of Zee. 2:14(10) to 9:9f., cf. the reflections of M. Sae�. Sacharja 

9-14. WMANT, 34 (1969), 184 and 315. 
117 Jenni, 253. 
118 Cl. H.-J. Kraus, Worship in Israel (trans. 1966), 229f.; ide1n, BK, XV, LXVIf., 144f.; 

also Schnutenhau.s, 18. 
119 See Kraus, BK, XV, in loc. 
120 Cf. Jeremias, 63f .• with additional literature. 
121 See IX above. 
122 Cf. Kraus, BK, XV, in loc. Dahood, Psalms, II, 357; Preuss, Versportung . . .  , 248f. 

on Ps. 96. 
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theophany." 123 ''In the context (of 96:13), bo' is to be understood not cultically, 
but eschatologically." 124 The purpose of his coming is to assun1e dominion of 
the world, not to be present in the cult. Therefore it can be asked again whether 
bo· may not function here simply as an auxiliary verb. 123 

None of the descriptions of theophany in the OT describes Yahweh himself, 
but rather the results of his coming. Also, Yahweh's coming is never an end in 
itself, but he ''comes'' to do something. Here also, he makes himself known by 
his works. Accordingly, he comes e.g., primarily not in his sanctuary or in the 
assembly of the heavenly council (as is often attested of the gods of Israel's 
neighbors), but in the sphere of Israel's affliction." 120 

Ancient texts reveal that and how Yahweh's coming to fight (each time new and 
in. a specific situation) was believed. and experienced, and later how his coming 
to judge and to save was threatened, promised, experienced, and praised. Thus, 
in the OT God's ''coming'' does not always mean the same thing, and it never 
means something that can be brought about by man or that is at man's disposal. 
Israel expects the final coming of Yahweh who had come and is coming. A study 
of the use of bo' discloses only a part of the who1e OT concept of Yahweh's 
coming (cf. further - M!' yatsa·, ''to go out

,,
; - ,,, yaradl1, ''to go down''; 

etc.). Consequently, one should not speak too comprehensively of the ''coming'' 
of Yahweh when the OT chooses a variety of words to describe it. 

In Dt. 32: 17 the Song of Moses accuses Israel of having sacrificed to new 
gods (cf. already the reference to "new'' gods in Jgs. 5:8) which they had never 
known and which had ''come in'' (ba'u) of late, gods their fathers had never 
worshipped. God's peep.le are forbidden to go to these gods, and they are not 
to be brought into Israel. As ''new'' (-+ !din chadhasli) gods, they had no history 
with Israel. Precisely here lay Yahweh's distinctiveness. 

• 

r�l buz. .... ;yr::1 ba4ah 

,;3 bor - -iatl be. er 

12.3 Jeremias, 112, n. 3; cf. Jenni, 258. 
12f Kraus, BK, XV, 668; cf. p. 679 on Ps. 98:9. 
w Cf. Jennj, 258. 
120 Schnutenhaus, 17. 
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tui!l bosh; n'�:ii biisha/1; 

nwji bosheth; C'W�:l7,) n-1ebl1tlsltfm 

Contents: l. 1. Forms and Derivatives; 2. Ugaritic aod Akkadian Parallels. II. Words 
with Sim·ilar Meaning, Original Meaning. ill. bosJ1 in the Prophetic Literature and in the 
Psalms: 1. Hosea; 2. Isaiah, Micah; 3. Jeremiah; 4. Zephaniah, Joel; 5. Deutero-Jsaiah; 
6. Psalms. JV. Tbe ffjphil Forms. 

I. 1. Forms and Derivatives. bosh is a primitive Semitic root with two radicals 
and a medial long vowel, 1 .and occurs in the qal, hiphil (2 forms), and hithpolel. 
From it derive the nouns bushah, ''shame'' (4 times), 2 bosheth, ''shame'' (in my 
opinion, not the feeling of shame), 3 and mebhusliim, ''the pudenda of a male'' 
(on.ce; the derivation of boshnah in Hos. 10:6 cannot be determined absolutely). 
It is likely that a bosh Il  is to be distinguished from this bosh; cf. especially the 
pole! forms in Ex. 32: 1 ;  Jgs. 5:28, and perhaps also the qal form in Ezr. 8:22. 4 

2. Ugaritic and Akkadian Parallels. From the other Semitic languages, the 
most interesting data for an analysis of OT words built from the root bosh are to 
be found in Akkadian. To be sure, this root is certainly exemplified in Ugaritic 
by the noun b!t, ''shame,'' G but its use here does not allow a distinct definition 
of its meaning. At the same time, scholars are still debating the derivation of 
the verbal forms b[ (impv.) G and ybt 1; with Gray, 8 it seems to me that their 
relationship to bosh I is unlikely. It should be mentioned that in Middle Hebrew 
the meaning bas shifted more to the subjective idea, to the feeling 9 (in Middle 
Hebrew the qal, piel, hithpael, and nithpael forms occur, but not the hiphil; 
boslzeth retains the nuance ''modesty,'' but it also denotes the reimbursement for 
a dishonor inflicted on someone). This word seems also to have become more 
closely connected with sexual shame in Middle Hebrew. 10 

In Akk. btilum has the derivatives bastum, bustum, bayyisu, and ayyabas (''I 
will not be put to shame''). While the two latter derivatives are not very important 
to the present discussion, one can hardly ignore the use of the verb forms and 

1 Cf. von Soden, AHw on b8sun1. 
2 BLe, § 452u: an abstract form of bosh, as tubh is an abstract form of 1obli1 according 

to the pattern of qutl abstracts. 
3 Thus KBL3, see below; BLe, § 452u: a qutl abstract. 
4 On this see KBL3, 112f. 
G CTA, 4 [11 AB], 51; ID, 19, 21. 
e CTA, 2 [Ill AB], IV, 28f. 
1 CT A, 2, IV, 31. 
8 J. Gray, Legacy of Canaan. SVT, 5 (21965), 26. 
9 Cf. in partjcular J. Levy, WTM, s.v. bwl. 

io Cf. perhaps Levy, WTM, 14, 157d, nrqwni bsth of the modesty of the woman; Kidd. 
Slb, "she is ashamed to stand before him naked." 
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the first two derivatives. Von Soden observes that the meaning of the verb is 
seldom ''to be ashamed ' (late Bab.) 1Lthis meaning is not me.ntioned in CAD 
(ba·asum, II). But in general in the G-stem bdsu means ''to come to shame'1 and 
in the D-stem ''to put to shame." There does not seem to be a specific reference 
to sexual shame; rather, as in Hebrew, Akkadian texts speak of becoming ex
posed, e.g., by a creditor or in the gate. 12 But from the earliest to the latest 
stages of the language we encounter prayers in t·he style, ' Let me/us not be put 
to shame '' as well as in proper names.13 The following proper names may se.rve 
as examples: (Old Bab.) dSin-a-ia-ba-as, ''O Sin let me not be put to shame''; 
A-ia-ba-as-Z-li, ''Let me not be put to shame, 0 .my God,'' or the shortened 
form A-a-ba-as; as feminine names e.g. (Middle Bab.), f At-kal-si-ul-a-ba-as, ''I 
trusted in her and was not put to shame''; from Neo-Bab.: La-ba-si-i-li, ''Let me 
not be put to shame 0 my God, and very beautifully Nabu-alsi-ul-a-ba-aJ, ''I 
appealed to Nabu and was not put to shame.'' 14 In the D-stem it is sufficient to 
mention the consequences of btilu as examples: ''otherwise we shall send. an 
order (lit. tablet) of the prince and the rabifu-official, and we shall put you to 
shame (nu-ba-aJ-ka) in the kfiru, and you �viii no longer be our colleague.'' 15 
Very meaningful al o is the statement, ''I (Ishtar) have given you encouragement, 
I will not let you come to shame.

,, 1a 

Apparently the noun bustum, corresponding to Heb. bosherh, bas a very simi
lar meaning. 17 It  probably means ''shame, dishonor," and in the negative (la 
bustum) is a technical term for impudence, shamelessness. Here we may mention 
the following as examples: '' . . .  who covers the dishonor of the land'' (bu-ul-tim 
sa nia-ta-ti); 18 ''the king has given you an order, but you do not want to give 
(me the house) . . .  so you will have to give him (the house) [a-n]a btl-uS-ti-ka, 
to your dishonor.'� 19 

On the other hand, the meaning of bastum is not found in Hebrew. It is that 
which is injured in the bosh, that which is protected when one is not put to 
shame, thus vitality 20 or fulness of life. CAD suggests ''dignity,' 21 i.e., pre
sumably that one can move about with uplifted head and be in full possession 
of the personality. Under certain cir·cumstances this abundance of life can be 
summed up in sexual potency, e.g., ''my dignity (ba-as-ti) has been taken away, 
my virility has been jeopardized ' ; 22 cf. quite simply �Llbiit bal-ti, ''cloth of 

1 1  Von Soden, ARw, 112. 
12 CAD, II, Sf. 
13 CAD, II, Sf.; AHw, 112; of course, the Old Akk. E-ni-ba-as along with E-nilna-ba-sa-at 

is uncertain, thus von Soden. 
t+ CAD, II, 6. 
15 TCL, 19, 1:33 in connection with CAD, Il, 6. 
1a IV R, 61, Neo-Assyr. oracle for Esarhaddon, CAD, II, 6. 
11 The meaning "dignity" assumed in CAD, II, 352, does not occur in von Soden, AHw, 

143. 
18 AHw, 143. 
19 CAD, II. 352, with the correction of von Soden, 143. 
20 AHw. 
21 CADJ II, 142ff. 
22 CAD, 11, 142, following Lambert, BWL, 32:47, Lu_dlul J. 

• 
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modest}'·
,, 23 But in general it means something like (Old Assyr.): ''may they be 

satisfied by your (the deity's) abundance of life." Indeed bastum is personified 
as a protective angel (?) z� or a ' protective spirit,"!?;; and thus appears in proper 
names, e.g., A-bi-ba-as-ti, ''my father is my bastt1m''; as a feminine name, 
IA-li-ba-as-ti, ''Where is my bastum?'' or in Old Akk., Era-ba-as-ti, 'Era is 
my bastum." 

II. Word's with Similar Meaning, Original Meaning. It is worthy of note 
that the root bws and its derivatives play practically no role at all before the 
great literary prophets of the 8th century B.c. To be sure, we encounter the ex
pre sion ·adli bosl1, ''till shame''= ''excessive,'' :e in this period (Jgs. 3:25; 2 K. 
2: 17 ;  8 : 1 1); but it is indifferent and contributes nothing to the understanding of 
the word. Also this root appears (apart from the Psalms) in. 1 S. 20:30 (boshetli); 
2 S. 19:6 (Eng. v. 5) (l1obhisli); and perhaps Dt. 25:1 1 (mebl1usl1im1 pudenda of 
a male); but these few exceptions can only strengthen the overall impression, not 
diminish it. It is strengthened even more when we examine the parallel root -+ 
"Uln cl1aplzer, ''to be ashamed,' which (apart from the Psalms) generally speaking 
does not occur before the literary prophets. Perhaps the situation is somewhat 
different with - 0?:>1 nikhlam, ''to be ht1miliated," which is used in parallelism 
with bosh quite frequently. Among the words or expressions having a meaning 
similar to bosli are chatliath, ' to be dismayed," pacl1adl1, ''to dread," sugh 
'acl1or, ''to turn away from, ' clzavar1 'to grow pale'' (once), nadhammah1 ''to 
be silenced'' (once), but also sliadhadh. in the pual, ' to be devastated'' (Jer. 9: 1 8  
[ 1 9]), ·ab11adl1, ' to perish'' (Ps. 83: 18[ 17]), and kalalz, ''to be destroyed 1 (Ps. 
7 1 : 1 3). H·owever in reality only chapher and especially nikhlam appear in paral
lelism with bos/1 frequently. nikhlam occurs fairly often (7 times) in earlier pas
sages; but this root, Like cherepl1 (-+ '1"'" d1iirapl1 ), has a more active ring than 
bosh, and so .means something like ''to be dishonored, be put to shame." 27 By 
way of contrast, bosli expres es the jdea that someone, a person, a city, a people1 
a professional organization, or the like, underwent an experience in \Yhich bi 
(or its) former respected position and importance were overthrown. Someone 
risked something to a power, whether it be to another person a country, or a 
god, and thus undertook a daring venture. Now he receives the consequences of 
that venture so that he must suffer the opposite of what he sought, viz., dishonor, 
and be put to shame, not because of some subjective act but because of some
thing that was inherent in the risk he took. In short, bosh always has a passive 
connotation even in its causative forms; a person en.dures it. It is also wo.rthy of 
note that this root is in no way oriented. to sexual shame-Gen. 2:25 (hithpael) 
seems to mean, ''they (the man and bis wife) \vere not found in a state of shame 
as far as their nakedness was concerned.'' bosh denotes the human shame de
scribed a·bove, an unsuccessful plan by one whose life is to plan, the breakdown of 

!?3 AH•Y, 112, contra CAD, ll, 142. 
2t- AHw. 
2;; CAD. 
!?6 KBL2, 1 12. 
21 Cf. KBLl. 
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an ''ecstatic existence." And it looks aJmo t a  if this dimen ion of being human 
was discovered on the broader plain, i.e., outside the language of the Psalms, 
for the first time in the period of the great prophets. Of course, this observation 
is made with great reservations because generally speaking the root bos/1 (as 
well as its derivatives) is seldom found outside the Psalms and Jeremiah. It is 
missing entirely in Amos, Nahum, Habakkuk, Malachi, Daniel, the Pentateuch, 
and the Deuteronomistic history. But it is noteworthy that the great prophets 
used this root in speaking of the catastrophe of their people before God, and 
that they broached this dimension at a crucial moment in the history of their 
people. 

The basic characteristic of bosh appears already in 2 S. 19:6(5): when David 
was so deeply grieved over the death of AbsaJom that he had n.othing to say to 
his victorious troops, not only was he treating them unjustly, but even worse he 
was ridiculing his troops and friends, for they had aligned themselves with a king 
who was legally inferior and deposed, and had. been faithful to him in opposition 
to the man that the people had proclaimed king. Consequently, when David kept 
on grieving over Absalom's death, be left his troops in the lurch and made their 
fidelity absurd. Thus bosh means to be disgraced for something that has been 
undertaken. The same meaning also follows very clearly from 1 S. 20:30. When 
Jonathan took sides with David against Saul, SauJ reviled him saying, ''You 
son of a perverse rebellious woman, do I not know that you have chosen the son 
of Jesse to your own shame, and to the sha.me of your mother's nakedness? For 
as long as the son of Jesse lives upon the earth, neither you nor your kingdom 
shalJ be established." In my opinion the wording of the MT gives an excellent 
sense. Saul reproves ms son not only because he ''chose'' David's interests above 
those of bis father, thus committing a. grave injustice against the reigning king 
(and especially against his own mother), but also because by turning away from 
the king Jonathan ran the risk that David would become king instead of him 
and that he would take over Jonathan's mother as bis wife with the royal harem. 
Thus according to Saul's words the worst thing about Jonathan's action was not 
the injustice he .had done the king, but that he had not thought things through 
carefully and thus had made a fool of flimself. In short, the highly esteemed son 
of the king had acted shamefully, as when experienced cara.vans rely on un
reliable watercourses and perish in the wilderness (Job 6:20). 

ill. bosh in the Prophetic Literature and in the PS2lrns. 

1 .  Hosea. Clearly some of the great prophets retained the element of shame 
in describing the conduct of the states of Israel and Judah at the time of their 
catastrophe. While bosh and its derivatives are absent in Amos, they do appear 
in Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah. To be sure, we must read a form of yabhesh, ''to 
be dry," in Hos. 13: 15, and the context in 4 : 1 9  is so corrupt that one can do no 
more than hazard a guess as to the original text. But 10:6 says clearly ''Israel 
shall be put to shame because of his plan ; i.e., by worshipping the calf of Beth
aven, uttering mere words, swearing oaths, and making covenants, not only is 
the state acting unjustly before God, but also it is disgracing itself by its injustice 
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because the plans of this tiny state are trivialities to Assyria. 'Vhat is meant is 
that in deference to their own intentions they Jo e Yahweh and thus are even 
more foolish. 9: 10 has a similar meaning of bos/1: Israel's coming to Baal-peor 
was not only an injustice to God, but also foolish. The prophet makes it clear 
that the people had not relied on that which was reliable and thus literally h.ad 
consecrated themselves to shame. 

2 .  Isaiah, Micah. That which Hosea merely suggests Isaiah declares fully in 
his oracle on Egypt in Isa. 30:1-5. Judah plans to make a league with Egypt, 
'but they do not ask of my mouth!'' Thus they add sin to sin (v. lb). But it is 

disgraceful for Judah to make a league with a nation which cannot help, but 
only desires to save its own skin. Instead of relying on Yahweh as a refuge and 
seeking shelter in his shadow (psalmic language, v. 2), the people commit the 
sin of choosing Pharaoh, as a refuge and shadow, and reap nothing but shame 
(v. 3). Similarly 20:5 says: ''Then they (i.e., the Judeans) shall be dismayed and 
confounded because of Ethiopia. their hope and of Egypt their boast.'' When 
Asbdod attempted to rebel against Assyria in 7 1 3  B.c., Judah also took the risk 
of turning against the greatly superior Assyrian empire, and this risk seemed to 
be a certainty by reliance on the power of Egypt. But the prophet declares that 
this risk will not be rewarded· everyone will come to shame because Egypt will 
not give sufficient help. 1 :29 is not entirely clear because it has been banded 
down only in a fragment: ''for 'you' shall be ashamed of the trees in which you 
delighted; an.d you shall be put to shame for the gardens which you have chosen.'' 
It still seems most likely that this passage has reference to holy trees and gar
dens. 28 Thus in her pride Judah adopted heathen practices in her cultic activities 
to embellish her existence, a.nd in this way acted foolishly, pulling the foundation 
out from under her own feet. She acted contrary to the will of God and thus lost 
the power that alone was able to guarantee well-being. 

bosh is not used in Micah with reference to the people. While it is impossible 
to draw any absolute conclusions from Mic. 1 : 1 1 , 3:5-8 states that the prophets 
in whose mouths Yahweh has not put his word will be disgraced in their proph
esying, inasmuch as they will not receive the word of Yahweh any more and the 
day will become night for them. 

3. Jeremiah. Jeremiah continues the tradition of his predecessors but differs 
from them in that he sees his personal existence completely intertwined with the 
catastrophe of his people and thus quite directly enters into the popular lament. 
The excellent oracle in Jer. 2:26ff. probably comes from the period before 
Josiah s reform : the house of Israel will be carried away like a thief who is 
caught in the act of stealing, for they say to a tree, ''My fathert'

, 
and to a stone, 

''My mother!'' But in their djstress they will be left alone with these symbols, 
and will have to endure the dishonor that Yahweh will not help them and they 
can do nothing. 

In Jer. 2:36f. it says that Israel will be put to shame by Egypt just as they 

28 With Wildberger, BK, contra Fohrer, Das Bucli J�saja, in loc. 
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were put to shame by Assyria. The meaning of these verses seems to be: as 
Yahweh had not allowed the schemes of ''Israel' against Assyria to succeed 
because she had. rejected bis protection, so now he will not help Israel against 
Egypt because she co.mpletely rejects his protection. The point is that a small 
state foolishly turns against a great power and thus will lea·m its lesson very 
quickly. It is remarkable that the prophet could speak to a foreign nation in a 
similar way (48:1 1-13). At the end of this quite original oracle, it says: ''Then 
Moab shall be ashamed of Chemosh, as the house of Israel was a hamed of 
Bethel, their confidence.'' Now whether this wording is authentic or not (perhaps 
its poetic form can be restored following the LXX: ubhos/1 mo·abh mikkemosh 
kebhosh beth yisra'e/ mibbetl1 ·er mibhtecham ·etav miblitachim, ''then Moab 
shall be ashamed of Chemosh as the house of Israel was ashamed of Bethel on 
which they trusted securely''), in th.e context the meaning can only be this: as the 
sanctuary at Bethel 29 only fed the national self-confidence of Israel instead of 
speaking Yahweh's truth to Israel, so Chemosh only fed the national self-con
fidence of Moab and prevented the people from hearing the truth they needed. 
The lament of the people cited in the prophetic oracle in 3:24,25 points in the 
same direction: ''But from our youth the shameful thing has devoured all for 
which our fathers labored their flocks and their herds, their sons and their 
daughters. Let us lie down in our shame . . . .  '' The view that bosheth here is 
used as a substitute for ba ·al, ''Baal," as it is in the gloss in 1 1 : 13, is attractive, 
but to me it does not really seem to be necessary. The poet says: the terrible 
loss the state of Israel suffered in its downfall did not in the final analysis ex
hibit the heroism of a nation fighting for its independence, but the distressing 
shame of a people that had forgotten its God and had fought with all its energies 
for nothing. Finally the oracle in 7 : 17-20 (v. 18a�,y, is a gloss) belongs here. 
Because Jerusalem and Judah secretly baked cakes for the queen of heaven even 
though Yahweh had made it known that he was. going to destroy Judah, ulti
mate.ly it was not Yahweh but they themselves who brought the terrible wrath 
upon them. Thus, after the catastrophe they will have to endure complete wrath, 
in which they will suffer similar things, and so the whole nation will be put to 
shame. 

Jer. 9 :18(19}; 12 : 13 ;  14:4; 15 :9; 3 1 : 1 9  (and 1 7: 1 3, which is not authentic) 
move entirely in the sphere of popular laments. While 9: 18(19); 3 1 : 1 9  (and 
17: 13) simply contain quotations, in the liturgy in 14:1-15:3 the prophet states 
that the farmers are ashamed and cover their heads (14:4) since they have nothing 
to offer becau e of the general drought, when. they could have gained. respect 
with a good harvest. 12 : 13 looks like a pTophetic affirmation of guilt after a 
lam.ent: the people reaped thorns instead of wheat, they tired themselves out for 
nothing, and they would be ashamed of their harvests-because of Yahweh's 
anger. In all these cases the shame is that the nation that· lived in Yahweh's 
sh.adow was expected to be attractive, but was unattractive. This is aJso the back
ground of the statements that appear in Jeremiah's own laments (17: 18  and 
20: 1 1 ). In 17 : 18  we read: ''Let those be put to shame who persecute me, but 

29 See Rudolph, HAT, in loc.1 opposing the interpretation of Bethel as a god. 

• 
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let me not be put to shame; let them be dismayed, but let me not be dismayed.'' 
Jeremiah felt compelled to speak Yahweh's word concerning the catastrophe of 
Judah and Jerusalem and because of this he was attacked personally. But since 
he felt compelled to speak Yahweh's \vord, the only word that was really depend
able, he wa ure that Yahweh would protect him personally. It troubled him 
immen ely that this protection did not come (see esp. 1 5 :  15ff.) and this con
vinced .him more than anything else of the immovability of Yahweh's will to bring 
calamity. So also here, h.is request that his per ecutors be put to shame is a prayer 
that th.e word of Yahweh to the people would be manifested unambiguously as 
the word of Yahweh. Shame is what was to be expected and demanded for his 
persecutors, but it does not come; the word is merely spoken. Similarly, in 20: 1 1  
the prophet states that which he had expected, and then in 20:14ff. follows bis 
self-imprecation. 

\Ve mu t still examine the later interpretation of the book of Jeremiah. 30 In 
Jer. 48:39 we read: �'How Moab bas turned away her neck on account of shame!'' 
(In my opinion this does not mean to show the back in a disgraceful manner but 
means not to show the face on account of shame; 31 cf. 2:26.) This shame is made 
manife t by comparing Moab now with her former esteemed position. Nothing 
more than this can be said because the text has not been handed down entirely 
satisfactorily. 49:23 probably has something to do with political leagues made 
between nations: ' Hamath and Arpad were put to shame for they beard evil 
tidings . . .  : Damascus was asleep, she turned to flee . . . .  '' This passage assumes a 
situation in which either Damascus had gained control over Hamath and Arpad, 
or these two cjties considered Damascus to be their bulwark against an invading 
enemy. Shame came upon Hama.th and Arpad because the joyful city (v. 25) 
gave up so quickly. Of course, the shame of Babylon will be even worse (accord
ing to 50: 12) because formerly she bad been the first of the nations, but she 
will become the scum of the nations, dry and deserted; cf. also 5 1  :47. 51 : 5 1  is 
a popular lament. 

4. Zepha11ialz, Joel. The work of Zephaniah also falls in the time of Jeremiah. 
boshtam in 3 : 1 9  is probably a textual corruption, and the text of 3:5b� is very 
uncertain (see the LXX). However, it is very likely that the prophecy of the 
future in 3 : 1 1  is genuine· it says: ''On that day you (fem.) shall not be put to 
shame because of the deeds by which you have rebelled against me; for then 
I will remove from your midst your proudly exultant o.nes . . . .  ' '  2 K. 19:26 = 

Isa. 37:27 probably also comes from the same time becau e the satire of the 
daughter of Zion over the almost omnipotent Assyria in 2 K. 19:20b-28 seems to 
presuppose the downfall of the Assyrian power ca. 630 B.C. and to fit better in 
the time of Josiah than in the exilic-postexilic period. 32 This verse still reflects 
the situation that existed before the fall of Assyria when the inhabitants of the 
fortified cities were asb,amed of their pitiable power (according to the wiJl of 

30 On 6:15 and 8:12, see under TV, biphil 2. 
at Contra Rudolph, HAT, in foe. 
3l? ln particular contra Ei feldt� Tire OT (trans. 1965), 425. 

• 
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Yahweh), i.e., a genuine great power makes it clear with one blow that all small 
powers that boast against him are iosignjficant. 

If scholars who date the prophet Joel in the last century before the fall of 
Jerusalem 33 are correct, then we must include Joe1 2:26f.; l : lOf.,17 in the dis
cussion at this point. Since these verses come from the realm of popular repen
tance, and on the one hand cannot be restricted to a specific date and on the 
other hand show affinities with Jer. 14:1-1 5:3, they may be mentioned here in 
any case. Now while 2:27 (2:26 text!) contains a familiar Psalm motif and can 
best be understood in connection with tb.e language of the Psalms, l : l Of., 1 7  
use bosli in a. way that is quite original. 34 In my opinion, they use bosl1 to denote 
that which has brought shame e.g., 1 :  10 says: ''The fields are laid waste, the 
ground mourns· because the grain is destroyed, the wine brings shame, the oil 
is miserable.'' At first glance the context seems to suggest that the meaning ''to 
be spoiled, corrupted '' lies behind the concept in hobhish here; a;; but in my 
opinion the idea i different. The wine in which one rejoices, which refreshes the 
heart, is put in the corner like disgraceful wine. The oil that is yet to be pressed 
out of withered fruit is dried up and in this sense is miserable, shameful ( 1 :  1 1  ). 
V. 12 means the same thing: the royal vine yields shame, one can no longer 
recognize that it is a royal plant. 1 :  1 7  seems to be most difficu·lt: ''The store
houses are desolate; the g.ranaries are ruined, because the grain is shameful .. 

, 

I.e., it is not worth it to lay claim to the storage rooms for grain, because the 
grain is shamefully bad and must be destroyed quickly in. order to keep from 
causing any further shame. 

5 .  Deutero-lsaiah. The five passages in Ezekiel that use bosh (once bushah) 
are not very productive, and if the unauthentic passages in Deutero-Isaiah that 
use bosh and its derivatives (Isa . 42:17; 44:9, 1 1 ;  45 : 1 6f.) are separated from the 
authentic (4 1 : 1 1 ;  49:23; 50:7· 54:4), there remains no unusually lofty use of 
this root in this prophet either. This is indeed very rem.arkable! 49:23 would 
seem to be classic for the preaching of Deutero-Isaiah as a whole-indeed, it was 
a unique expectation for bis people who (as it seems) had ceased to exist as a 
people. How could one believe that the relatives of the people would actually 
be brought to Zion from all the ends of the earth and be cared for by kings? 
The prophet answers the question of the people as to why they had been put 
to shame while emphasizing the lack of faith inherent in such a question: the 
devastated peo.ple will not merely experience a restitutio (restoration) in Pales
tine-thjs would be too little. In addition, Yahweh will be worshipped on Zion 
as the God of the whole world. The risk of faith does not lead to shame, but to 
universalism. 54:4 follows a similar line of thought: Zion will not be put to 
shame-on the contrary! She will no longer remember the earlier shame of her 
youth and widowhood, because the husband of the daughter of Zion is the lord 
of the whole earth, i.e., because Yahweh did not spare his people the truth and 

33 Cf. most recently W. Rudolph, RAT, against the post-Nehemian dating of H. W. Wolff, 
BK, which is supponed with detailed arguments. 

3i See also under IV below, hiphil 2. 
S3 KBLS. 
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thus their destruction, he proved himself to be the only true God, who bas no 
respect of persons. The destruction, which was connected with shame, is not 
shame in. its outcome, but proof of the uniqueness of Yahweh. 4 1 : 1 1f. probably 
means that Yahweh applies his standards to Babylon. just as he does to Israel. 
For when the city that claimed to have world dominion and world religion was 
angry with the people of J'Udah and brought a sacral lawsuit against them to 
prove that their God was no God they demonstrated their complete ignorance 
of the Lord of the world who had made bis people witnesses of his world domin
ion. Thus in their hubris they were destined to be put to shame. 

However, while Israel and Zion had been smitten with calamity because they 
deserved it and as a result had become witnesses of their God, Isa. 50:4-9 
speaks of one who· was smitten with calamity and did not deserve it, but who 
could still say: ''The Lord God helps me, . . .  therefore I have set my face like 
a flint, an.d I know that I shall not be put to hame.'' The speaker seems to have 
been subjected to public shame for the sake of Yahweh, and yet he knows that 
he will not be put to shame. He does not bring a complaint against Yahweh, be 
does not beg, he is not bitter, and he does not draw back. Moths may eat up 
others like an old garment, but no one will be able to declare him gllilty: does 
this mean that the poem, 50:4-9, understands and describes the action of Yah
weh as untrustworthy in the eyes of the world and. of I rael and therefore true? 

The passages in Isa. 42: 17;  44:9, 1 1  which state that those who make idols 
will be put to shame, are rather simple. 45:16f. seem to be a later interpretation 
of vv. 14f. 

6. Psalms. In the Psalms, bos11 is used in four different \vays: ( 1 )  once in 
a lament in Ps. 44:16(1 5): shame has covered my face; (2) twice in affirmations 
of trust in Ps. 22:6(5) and 44:8(7) (hiphil 1); 36 (3) 13 times io petitions of a 
lament (e.g., ''let me not . . .  '' ; twice in the biphil) or as a supplement to and 
motivation for a petition (e.g., ''may those who hope in thee not . . .  ''); and 
(4) 1 6  times as a wish concerning the enemies of the worshipper; it is used in 
praise in Ps. 7 1  :24 as a wish that bad been fulfilled. (In my opinion, Ps. 14:6; 
53:6(5] are not applicable because these verses so far Jack a generally accepted 
emendation.) In view of the very old Akkadian parallels the petition in the 
lament, which actually is an appropriate conclusion to the whole, is of partic
ular interest. 

If we suppose that an urgent petition not to be put to shame has a par
ticular place in polytheism when the worshipper turns to one particular deity 
(and not to any other) then another interpretation seems to be more correct: 
with bis petition the worshipper steps out of his community, which considers 
itself to be normal, and takes a r,isk in making a petition to a particular God. 
In a petition made before a king the most important thing is that the loyalty of 
the (perhaps insignificant) petitioner might not be subjected to shame, but might 
meet with the king's approval and thus cause him to hear the petitioneT's case. 
Likewise in a prayer the most important thing is that God, who is infinitely 

36 See under IV. 
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superior to the king, might not expose the loyalty of one petitioning him to 
ridicule. Thus when a worshipper comes to Yahweh with the petition: ''in thee 
I trust, let me not be put to shame' (25:2; cf. 22:·6(5); 25:20; 3 1 :2{1]), the 
emphasis is on the worshipper's conviction that be will be established in his 
relationship to God by Yahweh himself. This relationship to God is always the 
important thing in the petition, and if it is not established his soul is humiliated 
even unto Sheol. It is the importance of this relationship to God that makes one's 
desire that his enemy be put to shame intelligible. Such a desire, then, is moti
vated not primarily by revenge, but by the fact that the falsehood with which the 
worshipper's enemies deal with him, and thus negatively the truth of God, shall 
be manifest in his enemies. For when they deny the worshipper's relationship to 
God, they actually judge this relationship falsely. The idea that they are able to 
regard life as death and death as life is intolerable and requires a clarification 
of reality, for it is dangerous for the community as a whole when ''life

, 
and 

''death'
, 

can be confused in such a way. Therefore it is possible to think of the 
extent of the shame to be .revealed to the enemies in quite different ways. The 
worshipper in Ps. 86 can say (v. 1 7): ''Show me a sign of thy favor, that those 
who hate me may see an.d be put to shame. ' Ps. 3 1 : 1 8(17) reads quite differently: 
''Let me not be put to shame, 0 Lord, . . .  Jet the wicked be put to s·hame, let 
them go dumbfounded to Sheol." In any case, it seems to me that the inter
pretation that the worshipper here is demanding revenge is wrong. What he is 
requesting is a clear revelation of his God. For as Jong as God's truth is not 
indifferent, one must desire that falsehood be recognized as falsehood. 

Among the examples in the Psalter, Ps. 1 19:80 is unique: "May my heart be 
blameless in thy statutes, that I may not be put to shame.,' Apparently, ''being 
put to shame

, 
is spiritualized here in the sense that if one is not complete in the 

commandments, he will be put to shame in all of them. 

IV. The Hiphil For111s. We must still discuss some passages in which the 
hiphil forms of bosh occur. While the verbal forms of the regular hiphil form 
(hiphil 1) liebltish yield the expected causative meaning ''to be put to shame

, 

(Ps. 44:8[7]; 1 1 9:3 1 , 1 16; the text of 14:6; 53:6[5] is corrupt), apparently the 
participle has taken on a different meaning. Generally speaking, it seems to mean 
the worker of shame without designating (like the verbal forms) the natUI·e of the 
shame that is caused. It almost loses its aspect of action and becomes a judg
ment on one's character. It denotes a type of person who may be contrasted with 
a masA'il, c'prudent (wise) person'' (Prov. 10:5; 17:2; 14:35, according to the 
e.mended text), or with a good (prudent, chayil) wife (Prov. 12:4). Is the parti
ciple a word like ''pest?'' 

On the other hand, the hiphil of bosh (hiphi1 2) tainted by the biphil of 
yabhesl11 ''to make dry wither,' seems to modify the qal in that the actor does 
not simply fall into shame passively, but brings it on himself and thus earns 
shame. 37 Thus a mother who plays the harlot brings shame on herself (Hos. 
2:7(5]), and so does a thief who gets caught in the act of stealing (Jer. 2:26), an.d 

37 B. Dubm on lsa. 30:5; otherwise KBL2, conjec. 
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Israel who ays to a tree, ''You are my father . . . ! '' This modification is also 
quite clear in Jer. 6 : 1 5  and 8 : 1 2  (cf. 8:9): the priests, wise men, and prophets, 
who hould know the truth bring shame upon themselves because they are not 
ashamed of their own fal e ideas and words. \Vhile Jer. 10: 1 4 = 5 1 : 17; 46:24; 
4 : l do .not clearly convey thi distinctive meaning, 50:2 seems to contain this 
same picture when it ays that Bel the god of Babylon. has been put to shame, 
and Marduk has been di mayed. Evidently the author means that the boasting 
of Babylo.n has brought shame upon them. The passages in Joel 1 : 10-12,17 in 
particular are to be explained in this way. 38 The meanjng ''to fail,'' which has 
been uggested for bosl1. in the e passages, 30 indeed conveys the sense, but the 
original meaning remain clear: the wine flows weakly and is diluted, thus it is 
a shame. The vine, usually a royal pJant, presents a picture of misery and is a 
disgrace to its owner. The usual joy of harvest, which is an in titution in itself 
(cl. the ' Christmas spirit"') has gi,ren way to despair ;because of shame i.e., if 
the harvest festival were carried out in the normal way it would be too disgrace
ful for those participating in it to tolerate. And the grain is of such poor quility 
( 1 :  17) that the people do not bri·ng it into the storehouses, and so they are ruined. 
Thus the e passages seem to form the transition to the only passage in which the 
hiphil 2 form of bosli replace the normal form, viz., 2 S. 19:6(5). But the nuance 
in that ver e seems to be that by lamenting over Absalom David not only brings 
shame on his soldiers and f riegds, bat by his inconsistent behavior suffers shame 
and brings it on his servants, just as wine grain, and oil suffered shame and thus 
ruined the usual festival joy. 

s See above under c. 
39 See KBL2. 
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Contents: I. Original Meaning: 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences� 3. Form . IJ. �ran as 
Subject: 1. Socia] Aspect; 2. Sacral Legal Relationship; 3. Historico-Tbeological Function. 
Ill. Mao as Object: 1. Disapproval As Contempt; 2. Despising Outsiders; 3. Contempt and 
Salvation. 

L Original Meaning. 

1 .  Ety1no/ogy. The root bzh (bl)•) corresponds to the Old Bab. buzzi,·il(m), 
b1tuilm, 'to treat wickedly, unrighteously.', 1 According to CAD, 2 the Old 

batali. G. Bertram, "µUKTilPl�Ct.>, EKµUKTllP(�<..>:' TD T. lV, 796-99; v. de Leeuw, De 
Ebed Jaltlveli-Pro/etieen (1956); J. L. Palacbe, Se111antic Notes on the Hebrew Lexicon (1959); 
H. D. Preu s, Verspotrung /rtntder Religioneti i111 AT. BJV A T, 5/12 (1971). 

t AHn11 1, 145b. 
!? CAD, II, 185a. • 

• 
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Babylonian form means more specifically ''to press a person for money or ser
vices'' without ''illegal implications:' while the Old Assyr. baza·u means ''to 
make (undue?) demands!' 3 Irrespective of whether such a distinction is justified, 

• 

it seems clear that this root means something more than a mental intention. The 
Arab. baza, ''to subjugate," also refers to an. external activity. In the Syr. and 
Mandean bs' and Middle Heb. bzh, the meaning seems to have been weakened 
semantically to the specific aspect of a contemptuous attitude, but even these 
words imply an external activity in addition to the intention. The idea that Heb. 
bazah comes from *basa ( = Syr. besa) can hardly be defended. 4 Also the view 
that the root bazaz, which is related to bazalz, was t'originally identical with bus, 
'trample,''' :; simply cannot be accepted. The Egyptian language knows a verb 
hwy with the meaning ''abhor," which ''apparently was replaced at an early 
period by bwt." 6 It also has bw.t, which means ''abominable," 'repulsive, ' and 
b,v.ty in the New Kingdom, which means ''abhorred.'' 7 Of course, there is no 
proof that these words have any semantic relationship to West Semitic languages: 
not only is the vocalization of the Egyptian words questionable, but also the 
feminine ending of the Egyptian does not correspond to the second strong con
sonant of our root� And yet, one cannot exclude the possibility that a short 
onomatopoetic word imitating the sound of loathing or of one disapproving 
conduct may be the common term lying behind these roots in the two languages. 

2. Occurrences. According to Palache, bia. is the later form which occurs 
only 'in later books'' with the exception of Gen. 38:23 and 2 K. 19:21,  while 
the ''older books'' allegedly have bazah. 8 However, the spectrum of base-forms 
shows that bazah is also sufficiently represented in the later literatuie. Including 
the conjectures in Prov. 1 5:20; 27:7; and Ezk. 36:4f., the root buz appears 29 
times, w.hile the root bazah is found 43 times. Conjectures based on a different 
orientation have been suggested for Sir. 3 : 1 3, 1 6. 9 

3. Forms. When they function as verbs, the roots bazah and buz belong 
to the linguistic phenomena in which ''weak forms with the same meaning are 
built according to different classes from the same two strong consonants without 
any indication that either of the two forms is secondary.'' 10 In the original root, 
bazah is usually construed with the accusative and. occurs only twice with le 
(2 S. 6:16;  1 Ch. 1 5 :29), while buz ordinarily appears with le and is construed 
only three times with the accusative (Prov. 1 :7; 23:22; 27:7). In addition to the 
passive participle of the original root, bazuy, bazah has the niphal ptcp. nibhzeli. 
The causative form of bazah in Est. l : 17 and the construction of bazalt with "al 

3 CAD, 11, 184b. 
4 Contra Brockelmann, VG, I, 153. 
1> Palache, 14. 
G WbAS, I, 453. 
1 WbA'S, I, 454. 

Palache, 14. 
o KBL3. 

10 G. Bergstrasser, Hebriii�che Gran1111atik, fl/2 (1929), 170. 
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in Neh. 2: 1 9  are both late. The noun biuayon, ''contempt," in Est. 1 :  1 8  is de
rived from bazah. The nouns buz, ''contempt," which occurs rather frequently, 
and buzah., ' contempt,'' which appears only once (Neb. 3:36 [Eng. 4:4]), are 
from buz. Also boi.eh in Prov. 15:20 should be emended to a substantive fron1 
buz. 11  

II. Man As Subject. 

1 .  Social Aspect. In the book of Proverbs the social aspect of bi,z seems to 
be quite clear. He who is unwise shows disdain for his neighbor (Prov. 1 1 : 12), 
the fool despises his mother (15 :20; 23:22), wisdom and instruction ( 1 :7), and 
prudence of understanding (23:9). But he who shows disdain for his neighbor 
commits sin (14:21); the eye that looks on an aged mother with contempt falls 
victim to the birds of prey (30:17); he who refuses a word of admonition goes 
astray (13 : 13). People do not despise the hungry thief (6:30). buz is the same 
as a symptom of a destroyed social order: ''he who is sated loathes honey'' (27 :7). 
The following words are used to express ideas antithetical to buz: cliaresh, ''to 
be silent'' ( 1 1 : 12); -+ Ki, yare, ''to respect'' (13:13) ; -+  Tl" chanan, ''to be kind'' 
(14:21); -+ nott Jam each, ''to be glad'' (15 :20); and -+ ]1ow sliama ·, ''to hear'' 
(23:22). In keeping with the relationship between the deed and the condition in 
the root bazah, here there is a necessary connection between the action that the 
community despises and its punishment as a recompense. 

2. Sacral Legal Relationship. Every offense against the will of Yahweh 
implies a bazah, contempt, despising,' of Yahweh. David's adultery with Bath
sheba is the result of despising the ''word of Yahweh'' (2 S. 12:9), and therefore 
God himself (v. 10). He who deliberately acts in opposition to the community 
founded by Yahweh despises the ''word of Yahweh'' and falls into the karet/i
punishment (the pun�ishment of being ''utterly cat off," Nu. 15:31). He who 
despises Yahweh is devious in bis ways (Prov. 14:2), is lightly esteemed (1 S. 
2:30), and will die (Prov. 19 : 16). The words used to convey ideas antithetical 
to bazah here are -+ i:J:l kiibl1ed/1 in the piel, ''to honor'' ( 1  S. 2:30); -+- aci, yare·, 
''to fear'' (Prov. 14:2); and -- iDw shiimar, ''to keep'' (Prov. 19:16). It may be 
worthy of note that the proverbial literatuie here intends t9 make a clear distinc
tion between a bi,z against man and a bazah against Yahweh. He who looks on 
God's messengers with disrespect exposes himself to the wrath of Yahweh (2 Cb. 
36: 16). The phrase ''to despise the oath'' (- :i)ac 'iiliili, Ezk. 16:59; 17 : 16,18) 
means to break the covenant with Yahweh. Zedekiah's treaty with Nebuchad
nezzar is regarded as ''an agreement affirmed in the presence of Yahweh''; 12 

thus the expression ''my oath which he despised'' {17: 19) may be explained as 
a reference to the sacrosanct functjon of the agreement. The prophet announces 
Yahwe'h's reply to Israel, in which he declares that he will deal with them ac-

11 Bertram* 805. 

12 Zimmerli, BK, XIlI, 375. 
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cording to what they h.ave done (16:59); Zedekiah is told that he will die in 
Babylon (17: 16). Thus the contempt comes back upon the author of the bazah. 
The ''bloody city,'' Jerusalem, deserves Yahweh's reproof, it despises (bazali) 
his holy things and profanes (-to ??n chalal) his sabbaths (Ezk. 22:8). The punitive 
reply will not be long coming (vv. 13ff.). Moreover, in Mal. 1:6f. bazah is the 
central idea in a fabricated discussion. Here the priests are accused of treating 
Yahweh's .name with contempt (v. 6a). The question in which this particular 
bazah occurs (v. 6b) is followed by the reference to the unclean sacrificial cult 
which pollutes the altar (v. 7a). Its cleanness is desecrated by the priests con
sidering Yahweh's ''table'' to be ''insignificant'' (v. 7b) and ultimately by their 
considering his food to be ''contemptible'' (v. 12). This last predicate is again 
the root bazah in the niphal form nibhzeh. Thus both speech and counterspeech 
revolve around a meaning of bazah. But the priests themselves will become vic
tims of the very disrespect that ultimately they had shown to Yahweh: ''I make 
you despised (nibhzim) and abased (shephalim) before all the people'' (2:9a). 
Here also we see that ultimately a bazah of man is directed against Yahweh, 
while a nibhzeh is directed against man. The sacral legal relationship is a result 
of this. 

3. Historico-Theological. Function. In the linguistic usage of the OT, the 
behavior suggested by the root bazah touches mainly on Yahweh's sphere of 
activity. This is not very clear in the apparent marginal notes of tradition history. 
The refusal to give Saul a present ( 1  S. 10:27) was an expression of contempt 
and ''indicates doubt in the judgment of God, which is now degraded.'' 13 From 
the moment that he ''disdains'' (bazah) the ''youth'' (na"ar) David (1  S. 17:42), 
Goliath is the inferior of the two. The same is true of Michal, who remains 
childless because she despised (2 S. 6:16; 1 Ch. 15:29) him who had humbled 
himself before Yahweh (2 S. 6:22). Consequently, he who carries out a bazah 
against one chosen by Yahweh is himself condemned to insignificance. It is im
possible to avoid this impression entirely even in. Gen. 25:34: Esau despises bis 
birthright, the sign that he had been divinely chosen. The sentence at the end 
of this verse is an interpretation of the previously described event. By his irre
sponsible behavior toward the choice Jacob offered him, actually Esau despises 
himself and also Yahweh; therefore he must change places with Jacob. Thus the 
perspective shifts to the sketch of the one who appears exposed to the disrespect. 

III. Man As Object. 

1 .  Disapproval As Contempt. The idea of ''being confounded'' is inherent 
in buz all a1o.ng. Thus Judah strives to avoid becoming a laughing-stock as a 
result of his experience with Tamar (Gen. 38:23). It is obvious that the author 
is interested in showing that ''throughout this incident Judah incurs no guilt." 14 

13 Hertzberg, A TD, X, 67. 
14 H. Gunkel, Genesis (11966), 417. 



Jerusalem looks on Assyria with contempt (buz) and scorn (1a·agl1) (2 K. 19:2 1 ;  
Isa. 37:22). Conversely, enemies have looked with contempt (buz) on the people 
of Yahweh {Ezk. 36:4f.). However, in the period when the temple of Jerusalem 
lay in ruins, the vision of the building of a new temple follows a time in which 
the temple was despised (Zee. 4:10). According to Proverbs, it is legitimate to 
despise a person who bas malicious intentions: ''one of perverse mind is de
spised'' (Prov. 12:8); or: when wickedness comes, contempt comes also'' ( 18:3). 
In 12:8 buz stands in antithesis to halal, ''to be commended, l and in 18:3 it is 
synonymous with -+ i7D,n cherpalz, ''disgrace." The latest examples of the roots 
bu<. (cf. Cant. 8:1,7) and batah (cf. Est. 1 : 17f.; 3:6; Dnl. 1 1 : 2 1 ;  Neb. 2: 19) have 
no theological relevance whatsoever. 

2. Despising Outsiders. The prolongation of buz, ''contempt,'' is a burden 
the righteous must bear. Moreover, one who presumably is ecure has contempt 
for one wh.o is unfortunate (Job 12:5). The one w.ho is accused of sin fear the 
contempt of hls family (31 :34). As a result of this distress he flees to his God for 
help (v. 35). One who has been especially chosen by Yah·web is exposed to the 
ridicule of the world around him, derided by the lips of those who speak in pride 
(- 1iac1 gli"611) and contempt (Ps. 3 1 :19( 18].). The psalmist prays that scorn 
(cherpali) and contempt be taken away from the believer ( 1 19:22). And yet, ''the 
one who obeys is the one who suffers.' 16 Indeed, he thinks that he has endured 
more than enough disgrace and scorn from the arrogant: only Yahweh can help 
him ( 123:3f.). Yah.weh•s undefinable omnipotence is not ultimately revealed in 
that he apportions clear judgment in conformity with bis unfathomable nature; 
in fact be even pouts contempt upon ''princes' { 107:40; Job 12:2 1 ). The predi
cate nibh'l.eh, which bas already been mentioned above, is applied almost ex
clusively to men who have been outlawed by the world around them. This seems 
to be the case in 1 S. 1 5 :9, where it is certain that 'worthless' human life also 
is to be destroyed when the ban is carried out. According to Jer. 22:28, the 
people will treat Jeboiacbin with contempt in complete violation of the law, as 
a ''useless'' vessel which no one can use any longer. 

A person who has been rejected by Yahweh can be ''de pised't (nib/1zeh) by 
the righteous (Ps. 1 5 :4) for even. Yahweh himself despises the ''phantoms'' of 
the wicked (73:20). Thus the existence of the ''despised'' (nibl1zeh) is character
ized by ambiguity. This sort of condition can become reality with or without 
tangible guilt. Consequently niblzzeli, ' to be despised, always has reference to 
Yahweh because in the final analysis he is the one who defines what it means 
' to be despised.'' H·e who does not forget Yahweh's precepts must confess that 
he is niblzzeh, despised'' (Ps. 1 1 9: 141). In light of this kind of reflection, the 
person who is weak bas the prospect of again being led to such an acknowledg
ment by Yahweh. The predicate bazuy, ' despised, is used in. a similar way of 
those who stand outside the community of Yahweh, whether they are guilty of 
sin or not. Edom1s fate is that she will become insignificant: ' I  will make you 

'lu Kraus. 
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smaJl among the nations, despised among men'' (Jer. 49: 15 ;  Ob. 2). The Preacher 
considers complete resignation to be the fate of the poor man, that outsider of 
society: no one, apparently not even God, pays any attention to his wisdom 
(Eccl. 9:16). Even though he believes God has forsaken him (Ps. 22:2[1]), the 
person uttering the lament in Ps. 22:7(6) knows that still there is reasonable hope 
for him. He suffers as a worm and not as a man, be is ''despised'' (bazuy) and 
scorned by the people. In his loneliness the one who is ''despised'' (baz.uy) is 
scorned for his faith; but still be prays (v. 12(1 1]). 

3. Contempt and Salvation. The Servant of Yahweh is almost the archetype 
of the nibhzeJi and of the baz.uy, ''the one despised." The predicate nibhzeh, 
''despised,'' is a key word in the description of his character: ''He was despised 
(nibhzeh) and rejected by men, a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief; 
and as one from whom men hide their faces he was despised (nibhzeh), and we 
esteemed him not ' (Isa. 53:3). Perhaps we should read nbzhw,16 ''we despised 
him, ' in place of the second nibhzeh following 1Qls8: then the statement would 
receive additional importance. The life of the chosen one is plainly exposed to 
the contempt of all. The expression libhzoh neplzesh (RSV, ''to one deeply 
despised' ) in Isa. 49:7 is textually uncertain. De Leeuw wants to translate the 
phrase bazah nephesh ''to give one's life.'' 17 This wouJd mean that the servant 
voluntarily decided to suffer contempt. It seems better to emend the text to one 
of the regular participial forms in order to make it agree with the following 
metha'ebh, ''the one abhorred.'' The one who is so despised by all the world 
still stands immovable in the grace of Yahweh, for bazah, ''being despised,'' 
which comes directly from Yahweh, will never fall upon the chosen one. Ac
cording to Ps. 22:25(24), Yahweh has not despised or ''abhorred'' (shiqqats) the 
affliction of the afflicted; he has heard. (shomea ') the needy and has not despised 
those that are in bonds (69:34(33]); he has regarded the prayer of the destitute 
and has not despised his prayer (102: 18(17]), for God will not despise a ''broken 
and contrite h.eart'' (51 : 19(17]). 18 

lG Cf. KBL3. 
11 De Leeuw, 200. 

Gorg 

18 For additional information concerning terminology related to "scom,0 cf. esp. Preuss, 
147ff. 
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TT::l bzz; T� baz; 

'?'?w sll; '7' shalal 
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n� bzz 

Contents: I. Etymology, Distribution in the OT. TI. In Laws. ill. Taking Spoil in General. 
IV. In Prophetic Texts. V. To Preserve One's Life As Spoil. VI. The Spoil Speeds, The Prey 
Hastes. 

I. Etymology, Distribution in the OT. To a great extent the two roots bzz 
and sll are synonymous and are often used together either in parallelism (Isa. 
10:2,6; Jer. 49:32; Ezk. 26:12; 29:19; 38: 12,13; 39:10; Dnl. 1 1 :24) or in con
structions in which shalal stands in an objective relationship to bazaz (Dt. 2:35; 
3:7; 20:14; Josh. 8:2,27; 1 1 : 14;  2 Ch. 20:25; 28:8; Est.' 3 : 1 3 ;  8 : 1 1). The con
structions bazaz baz (bizzah) or shalal shalal occur frequently: the former in Nu. 
3 1 :32; 2 Cb. 25:13;  Isa. 10:6; Ezk. 29:19; 38: 1 2f.; and the latter in Isa. 10:6; 
Ezk. 29:19; 38:12. The verb bazaz takes as an object either shalal 1 or baz, 
bizzah as an internal object, or cities (e.g., in 2 Ch. 14:13 (Eng. v. 14]), countries 
(Isa. 24:3), palaces (Am. 3 : 1 1), women and children (Nu. 14:3,3 1 ;  Dt. 1 :39). It 
occurs 36 times in the qal, twice in the niphal, and once in the pual. The verb 
shalal appears 10 times in the qal and twice in the hithpael. As far as the nouns 
are concerned, baz denotes the act of plundering, while shalal means the spoil 
that is taken. shasah, ''to plunder," is found in parallelism with bazaz (Isa. 1 7 : 14; 
42:22,24; Jer. 30:16; and 9 other times). ·adh also means ''spoil'' (Gen. 49:27 
and perhaps Isa. 9:5(6]). baz.az has cognates with the same meaning in Phoe
nician 2 in different Aramaic dialects (even Official Aram.), 3 and in Arabic 
(bazza). shalal corresponds to Akk. salalu and perhaps to the Old South Arab. 
!ll, • both meaning ''to plunder'' (we cannot be sure whether the Arab. !alla, ''to 
fall [down], to destroy," is a cognate with these words). The Akk. sa/alu occurs 
quite frequently with the noun sallatu (''s,poil and prisoners of war,'' ''prisoners 
of war'') in the annals, with both personal and material obj. (inhabitants, treasures, 
etc.). salil :Sa/late, ''he who plunders the spoil," appears as a royal epithet in 
connection with Ashurbanipal. 5 

bu. P. Humbert, "Maher Salal HaJ Baz,'� ZAW, 50 (1932), 90-92; A� Jirku, "Zu 'Eile
beute' in Jes 8,1.3:' ThLZ, 15 (1950), 118; S. Morenz, "Zu 'Eilebeute,'" ThLZ, 74 (1949), 
697-99; H. J. Stoebe, "Raub und Beute," SVT, 16 (1967), 340-354; E. Vogt, " 'Eilig tun' als 
adverbielles Verb und der Name des Sohnes Isaias in Is. 8,1," Bibi, 48 (1967), 63-69. 

1 See above. 
2 DISO, 30. 
3 Ibid. 
+ CoTiti·Rossini, 260. 
5 Seux, 281. 
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Il. In Laws. The law concerning war in Dt. 20 commands that the men of a 
conquered city be put to death but ''the women and the little ones, the cattle, 
and everything else in the city, all its spoil (kol shelalah), you shall take as booty 
for yourselves (tabhoz lakli); and you shall enjoy the spoil (shelal) of your 
enemies, which Yahweh your God has given you•' (v. 14). But if it is a Canaanite 
city, it is to be completely destroyed by the ban (� O"ln charam; Vv. 16-18; Cf. 
Dt. 13: 17( 16]). In this way a limit is placed on the free disposal of the spoil as 
given by God. 

In connection with a victory over the Midianites, in which Israel captured 
(bazaz) some prisoners and some spoils of war including cattle (behemah), 
property (miqnelz), and wealth (chayil: Nu. 31  :9, cf. vv. l l f.), the Israelites are 
commanded to divide equally that which was taken (malqoach), man and beast, 
between the warriors and the rest of the congregation (31 :26f.). Then vv. 31ff. 
give an account of the division of these spoils. 

Ill. Taking Spoil in General. When the OT speaks of taking spoil, it can use 
different word combination , which also; give a picture of the scope of this concept. 
Cattle (beliemah) and booty (shalal) are taken. as spoil (bazaz): Dt. 2·:35; 3:7; 
Josh. 8:2,27; 1 1 : 14; cf. the prisoners and the shalal., ''spoil," in 2 Ch. 28:8. 
Gen. 34:29 probably means that women and children were taken as prisoners 
(shabliah') and "all that was in the houses'' was taken as spoil (bazaz). Accord
ing to 1 S. 30:20, flocks and herds (tso·n vebhaqar) are the spoil (shalal) of 
David (cf. 1 S. 15:21). Josh. 7:21 reckons a mantle among the shalal; and the 
Song of Deborah mentions many-colored garments (RSV ''dyed stuffs' ) as 
shalal (Jgs. 5 :30). Jer. 49:32 names camels and miqneh, ''herds of cattle,,, as 
baz or shalal. Ezk. 26:12 speaks of the spoil (shalal) of riches (chayi'l) and of the 
prey (bazaz) of merchandise (rekhullah); cf. further 2 Ch. 20:25; cattle, goods, 
clothing, and. precious thi.ngs. Thus in some passages a distinction is made be
tween prisoners and shalal or between. cattle and shalal1 while in other passages 
cattle are designated as shalal. On the other hand, it can be said that the leading 
classes in Israel make widows their spoil (shalal) and the fatherless their prey 
(bazaz), Isa. 10:2. Zee. 2:13(9) says that Israel will become plunder for those 
who formerly served them. According to Jer. 50:10 Chaldea will be plundered 
(shalal), and her plunderers (sholel) will be sated. 

Frequently the OT speaks of ''dividing the spoil'' (chalaq shalal), in archaic 
texts like Jgs. 5:30; Gen. 49:27; Ex. 15:9; Ps. 68:13(12); and also in Josh. 22:8; 
Isa. 9:2(3); 33:23; 53:12;  Zec. 14: 1 ;  Prov. 16: 19. At the same time, the joy con
nected with dividing the spoil is also emphasized: Isa. 9:2(3); cf .. Ps. 1 19:162 
and the triumphant tone in Zec. 14: 1 and Isa. 53: 12. 

IV. In Prophetic Texts. In prophetic texts, the words derived from the roots 
bzz and sll sometimes occur in oracles of judgment and sometimes in oracles 
of salvation. First, let us notice certain oracles of judgment. Isa. 10:6 says that 
Assyria comes ' to take spoil and to seize plunder'' (lishlol shalal velabhoz baz). 
The Babyloojans will ''plunder (bazaz), seize (laqach), and c.arry to Babylon'' 
the prized belo.ngings and treasures of Jerusalem (Jer. 20:5). Yahweh says 

• 
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through Jeremiah, ''Your (Judah's) wealth (clrayil) and all your treasures ('otsar) 
I will give as spoil (/abhaz •etten)'' (15 : 13;  17:3). Ezekiel says that Nebuchad
rezzar will carry off the wealth of Egypt, despoil its spoiJ and plunder its plunder 
(veshalal shela/ah ubhazaz bizr.ah1 Ezk. 29:19), and something similar concern
ing Gog (Ezk. 38:12f..). Yahweh wiJl give the silver and gold of Jerusalem (its 
images) to foreigners for a prey (baz) and to the wicked of the earth for a spoil 
(slralal) (Ezlc. 7:21;  cf. also 25:7; 26:5; and in addition 34:8,22,28: Yahweh's 
sheep wiJl no longer be a prey [baz]). 

On the other hand, in so.me oracles of salvation it says that Israel is in.deed a 
robbed and plundered people (Isa. 42:22,24, bazaz1 shasali), but will not remain 
such. '·Those who despoil you shall become a spoil, and all who prey on you I 
will make a prey (baz)'' (Jer. 30: 16). After the fall of Gog, those who dwell in 
Israel ' will despoil (shalaf) those who despoiled them and plunder (bazaz) 
those who plundered them'' (Ezk. 39:10). 

V. To Preserve One's Life As Spoil. A unique expression occurs four times 
in Jeremiah (21 :9; 38:2; 39: 18; 45:5): ''to preserve one's nephesh (life) as sha/al 
(spoil)'' (RSV ''to have one s life as a prize of war''), i.e., barely to escape with 
one's life. 

VI. The Spoil Speeds, The Prey Hastes. The words maher shalal chash baz, 
'<the spoil speeds, the prey bastes,'' occur in lsa. 8: 1,3 as the name of a son of 
Isaiah. This name is supposed to mean that the wealth of Damascus and the spoil 
of Samaria will soon be carried away by the Assyrians. Jirku wants to derive 
maher from Ugaritic, where mhr means 'servant, soldier,' and to translate the 
expression in Isa. 8:1,3 ''warrior of spoil, hastening to prey.'' But this translation 
ruins the parallelism, and therefore the explanation given by Morenz is to be 
preferred. According to him, we should compare this phrase with an Egyptian 
expression found frequently in documents of the eighteenth dynasty. Its signif
icance here is the two imperatives is Jµk, ''hasten, despoil,' which often, how
ever, are used as a substantive with the meaning ''easy, effortless spoil," as in 
the statement: ''His majesty captured him (the rebel) as a prisoner of war, all his 
people as is �Jk." This expression could have infiltrated into the miJitary lan
guage at Jerusalem. 

Ringgre11 
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Content : r. Meaning, Etymology, Occurrences. II .  Semantic Field of "Trying (Testing)" 
and the Peculiar Meaning of b/.tn. III. "ebhen bochan. 

I. Meaning, Etymology, Occurrences. With one exception the root bf:in 
occurs in Hebrew only as a verb, and in the OT, Sirach, and the Qumran texts 
it means ''to try (to put to the test).'1 Apparently it is not found in Mishnaic 
Hebrew, 1 but it appears in the Hebrew of the Amoraim, 2 rather frequently in 
the hiphil with the meaning "to distinguish'' (and has largely replaced the Biblical 
Heb. J1ibhdil), infrequently in the piel with the meaning ''to examine, inspect,'' 
and late and sporadically-reintroduced from Biblical Hebrew-in the form and 
with the meanjng it had in the OT. Aram. bf:in means ''to try'' (possibly this is 
Imperial Aram.). 3 It appears in the T'argum in the peal and the ithpeal. In Syriac 
it is found in various stems (and derivatives). The Arab. mJ:in, I, VIII, means 
''to try, test.

,, 
Perhaps there is a connection between b�n and the Biblical Heb. 

bf:ir II, ''to try'' (rare and uncertain). • The Aramaic and Arabic etymologies (as 
possibly also bl)r II) are decisive against K. Sethe's also otherwise untenable as
sumption that the OT root b�n was borrowed from Egyptian; yet it .is possible 
that bochan, etc., :. were derived from Egyptian. It  is thus not possible to discern 
a meaning more primitive than ''to try,'• which is common. to all these verbs of 
the various linguistic areas. In. Biblical Hebrew, in addition to the verb (in the 
qal and niphal), the subst. baclion, ''assayer,'' occurs once. 

In the LXX, bf:in is translated by dokimQzein, ''to put to the test examine'' 
(12 times), etazein, ''to examine'' (3 times), exetazein, 'to examine'' (twice), 
krinein, ''to judge," diakrinein, ''to separate, judge correctly, give a decision,'' 
etc. 

II. Semantic Field of ''Trying (Testing)'' and the Peculiar Meaning of blpt. 
The most important verbs having a meaning similar to that of b�n are - ""i'" 
chaqar, ''to search,'' nasah, ''to test, try,'' and tsaraph, ''to smelt, refine, test.'' 
b}Jn appears once in poetic parallelism with tsaraph, and once in an expression 
using tsaraph which enlarges on and continues the idea of b!)n. b}J.n occurs in 

1 Middle Hebrew, mhel according to E. Y. Kutscher in Sl!T, 16 (1967), 160. 
!? mbe2 according to Kutscher. 
a See LidzEph, JI (1908), 2291233: 7. 
4- Accordjng to M. Wagner, Die /e.xikalischen und gram1na1ikalischen Arainaismen im 

alttesta111entliclien Hebri:iisch. BZAW, 96 (1966), No. 38, OT Heb. borrowed b�v TI from 
Aram.; cf. iden1, SVT, 16, 358f. 

� See Ill below. 

• 
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parallelism with chaqar twice and with nasah once, and it is also connecte-d with 
nasali once when nasah further explains the concept intended by b�1n. These 
verbs are distributed in the OT as follows; bl)n occurs 28 times, 24 in poetry · 

and 4 in prose (10 times in the Prophets, 8 times in Pss., once in Prov., and 
5 times in Job); it has a religious connotation with God as subj. and man as obj. 
22 times, and with. man as subj. 3 times. chaqar appears 27 times, 17 in poetry 
and 10 in prose (once in Dt., 3 times in the Prophets, 5 times in Prov. and Eccl., 
and 6 times in Job); it has a religious connotation with God as subj. 5 times. 
na.sah is found 36 times, 8 in poetry and 28 in prose (8 times in Dt., 6 times in 
Pss., twice in Eccl., once in Job}; it has a religious connotation with God as 
subj. 1 2  times and with man as subj. 1 1  times. tsaraph occurs 20 times, 17 in 
poetry and 3 in prose (7 times in the Prophets, 8 times in Pss., and once in Prov.); 
it bas a relJgious connotation (including ' to refine, purify ') 1 1  times with God as 
subject. 

The following points can be made on the basis of this survey. 

(a) In the religious sense, in sentences in which God is subject and man is 
object, or vice versa bf)n and nasah occur with approximately the same f re
quency. In the majority of cases, b!Jn expresses the concept of divine testing 
and divine knowledge of man, while nasah is used almost an equal number of 
times for divine testing and human defiance. tsarap/1. and chaqar (which, how
ever, is used only rarely to the religious sense and will be disregarded in what 
follows) are found only in the first sense. 

(b) b�in and tsaraph are used primarily in poetic material. nasah appears 
predorninantJy in prose; it occurs quite frequently in the Deuteronomic and 
Deuteronomistic writings. 

(c) blJn and tsaraph are at home and wholly alive in the realm of common
place objective matters. nasah means to test the feasibility of some action ( 1  S. 
17:39; Dt. 28:56), to try a person's physical or spiritual abilities (Dol. 1 :12; 
1 K. 10: 1), to study things and to experiment with them under different circum
stances (Eccl. 7:23). tsaraph means ''to smelt > to refine > to try or test." On 
the other hand, with one exception bl)n takes. only God or man (sometimes this 
is clarified by the addition of ''heart'' or ''kidneys," as well as ''thoughts, ways, 
words'') as an object. It does not occur in an.y objective practical main or second
ary realm which might draw one's attention away from its use in the spiritual or 
religious realm (its use in Zee. 13:9 is an exception; here it appears in a simile!). 

(d) F·urther observations need to be made concerning the use of these words 
in the spiritual and religious realm. lsarapli (without a.a exception) and nasah 
(with only one exception) mean. to seek to attain knowledge or understanding 
through trial or temptation. But almost half of the passages that use b�n in the 
OT do not connect the acquisition of knowledge with any normal activity. They 
give the imp.ression that one attains knowledge purely intellectually or intuitively. 
The etymology of b�n (which is discussed above) agrees with this: b�n or a 
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phonetic counterpart (b�r is an exception?) appears in Semitic languages only 
(still?) with the fully developed meaning ''to try (test),'' etc. That bJ.tn (as dis
tinguished from nasah) means ''to test through an action, to lead into tempta
tion'' only very rarely, also agrees with this. And this is confirmed even further 
by the occurrence of b�n (in contrast with nasah and tsaraph) in poetic parallel
ism with verbs of knowing (twice) and seeing (3 times), i.e., understanding. And 
finally it is confirmed in that the Middle Heb. bJ.tn (hiphil) means exclusively 
''to divide, separate, distinguish'' (a purely cognitive act). 

Consequently b�zn is the most spiritual of all these synonyms; it is used quite 
specifically of people. This is also apparent from the distribution of bJ.tn in the 
OT. bJ.tn almost always has a religious connotation in the OT, and out of the 
synonyms meaning ''to try, test,'' it is the one used most frequently in the Psalms 
and Job. It bas a peculiar significance for Jeremiah, the prophet in whom mes
sage and person had become most intimately entwined and for whom this com
bination had become the greatest problem (it occurs 6 times in Jeremiah in 
comparison with twice in all other prophets) ; he had come to know God as the 
one who ''tries the kidneys and the heart'' (RSV ''the heart and the mind;' 
1 1 :20; cf. 17:10; 20:12). 

Again the author of Ps. 139 is not primarily concerned with the fact that God 
tests man, but with his unlimited knowledge of man, of which he (the poet) is 
fully aware. Accordingly he uses yadha·, ''to know,'' five times in speaking of 
God and twice in speaking of himself in this psalm. God possesses and realizes 
this knowledge in various ways, which is also clear from the different verbs he 
uses: to experience, to see, to search, to create, to lead (all occurring several 
times or in several variations). b�n., ''to try,'' occurs only once in. this psalm 
(v. 23), and it might well have become lost in its isolation if it had. not been 
protected by its repeated parallelism with other verbs and, set together with 
them in the scope of the poem, been a part of the expression of the only prayer 
in this psalm, a prayer that seems unnecessary like the prayer ·Of every wor
s.hipper (''there is no word on my tongue which thou, 0 Yahweh, dost not know 
completely," v. 4), and yet is not: May God, who knows everything, try him and 
know him. 

m. 'ebhen bochan. 'ebhen bochan in Isa. 28:16 (above we suggested that 
bochan comes from a root homonym.ous with bJ.tn) is often connected symboli
cally with the b�1n presently under consideration, and is taken to mean ''touch
stone'' or ''tried stone.'' Several scholars think that the f onner .is the best inter
pretation. 6 Indirectly the more recent proposals in support of this view go back 
to Sethe, 1 although he does not accept this interpretation of the phrase in Isa. 
28:16. 8 His explanation must be rejected for the following reasons. (a) One can 

6 E.g., Sebastian Schmidt, Commentarius super . . .  prophetias Juaiae . . . (1693), 2.SSf.; 
J. Cocceius, Lexicon . . .  sermoni hebraici . . .  , I (1777), 148f.; C. von Or�lli, Die Propluten 
Jesaja und Jeremia . . . (21891), 101; Th. 0 Lambdin, JAOS, 73 (1953), 148; KBL3. 

7 K. Selbe, SP AW (1933), 894-909. 
s Sethe, 907. 
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only infer with some degree of probability that ancient man was acquainted with 
the touchstone in pre-Hellenistic Egypt ; actually the earliest reference to it is in 
Greek literature (basanos, Lydia, lithos; from the time of Tbeognis, the end of the 
6th century a.c.). (b} In ancient (and even postexilic) Israel the purity of gold 
was determined by melting (Prov. 17:3 = 27:21 [standardizing!]; cf. Zee. 1 3:9), 
and for obvious reasons it is unlikely that this method would continue to have 
been used after the touchstone test had been discovered. The translation ''tried 
stone'' probably goes back to the Vulgate (lapidem probatum), possibly to ''the 
three1' (lithon d6kimon), but the expressions are not clear. This in.terpretation 
also is who.Jly unlikely. Building material was not tested, and the assumption that 
this expression referred to a stone ''tried'' for building purposes (so called be
cause its use had ''tested'' it) is farfetched linguistically and technically. But 
'ebhen bocltan is not ''pre-Cambrian . . .  slate'' (after the Egyptian) 9 either, since 
this material is not found in Palestine, and cannot be included among the ashlars 
which were imported into Palestine during the OT period. • ebhen bochan means 
''a stone used in building a fortress'' (bachan, bochan, bachun/bachin, ''for
tress ), an interpretation that can be traced back to the Qumran texts (lQS 8:7f.; 
lQH 6:26; 7:9), i.e., it means an ashlar (often decorated with illustrations and 
pictures) 10 which was used characteristically for building a fortress in the mo
narchical period. Isa� 28: 16 says that God is laying such a stone as a cornerstone 
of Zion (fortress, temple, city, .mountain? cf. 14:32; 54: 1 1 ;  1 K. 5:31 [Eng. 
v. 17]). This stone bas an inscription, which peihaps is to be understood as a 
name. Inscriptions were also chiseled on the foundation walls of temples and 
palaces in Mesopotamia� mainly on the co.rnerstones. Occasionally stones were 
given names. A Kudurru (a stone inscribed with a record of a gift of land or a 
purchase of land) from the time of Marduknadinabbes 11 bas the name ''He sets 
the limits on eternity.'' But the name of the ston.e in Zion is: ''He who believes 
is not in hast<;'' i.e., he lets God do his work in his own good time (cf. Isa. 5 : 19). 

• 

o So L. Kohler, ThZ, 3 (1947), 390-93; KBL, 117; see also Sethe, 907. 
10 E.g., BRL, 372f. 
u See L. W. King, Babylonian Boundary Stones . . .  (1912), VII, A 1-3= 2,40. 

Tsevat 
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Contents: I. In the Ancient Near Ea t: 1. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia. If. Etymology, 
Derivatives. I l l .  Use in the OT: 1. Secular Meaning; 2. With Yahweh As SUbjcct: Choice 
of the King; 3. Choice of the Priesthood; 4. "The Place Which Yahweh Chooses,

.; 5. The 
Election of the People; 6. Human Choices As Acts of Religious Confession; 7. Summary. 

I. In the Ancient Near East. 

1 .  Egypt. The Egyp. stp1 (which occurs in literature from the Middle King
dom on) means ''to choose,'' i.e., to choose someone or something out of a larger 
group or to give preference to someone or something above another, e.g., in 
Sinuhe B, 79 ''he allowed me to choose some of his land, some of the choicest 
portions of that which he possessed." Frequently Egyptian texts also mention 
the object of the choice: •to be king'' or ''in order to do something'' (e.g., Urk., 
IV, 36 1 :  Hatshe.psut, ''she whom he [the god] chose to protect Egypt''). ''He 
whom the king has chosen'' is a title of honor. ''The chosen thing'' is the elite, 
the best. One interesting idea in Egyptian literature is the choice of the king 
by the god, wbjch the earlier texts e·xpress by the verb mry, ''to love'': the 
pharaoh will be loved by God more than all others are loved by him, 2 an affir
mation that appears from the thirteenth dynasty on in connection with the choice 
of the king or the love of God for the king. 3 From the eighteenth dynasty on, 
stp n, ''chose.n by

,
, the deity, occurs as a royal title. 

2. Mesopotamia. In Mesopotamian literature, the choice of the king is of par
ticular interest. The verb (w)atu means ''to seek,'' ''to discover,'' ''to choose.''4 

bachar. R. E. Clements, "Deuteronomy and the Jeru alem Cult Tradition," YT, 15  (1965), 
300·312; K. Galling, Die Erwiih/ungstraditionen Israels. BZAW, 48 (1928); K. Koch, "Zur 
Geschicbt-e der Erwablungsvorstellung in Jsrael,0 ZAW, 61 (1955), 205-226; E.W. Nichol.son, 
Deuteronon1y and Tradition (Oxford, 1967), esp. pp. 95-100; L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im 
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1 WbAS, IV, 307f. 
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67ff.; cf. E. Otto, "Bedeutungsnuancen der Verben mrj 'lieben' und migj, 'hassen,'" MDAI, 
25 (1969), 98-100. 
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When the king is designated as itut kun libbi DN, ''the one chosen by the faithful 
heart of God'' (or Sum. sa-ge pa-da, ''chosen by the heart''), G this is connected 
with the familiar idea that the eyes of the god search for the king to appoint him 
to his office. 6 Thus itiit ilani> 'Chosen One of the gods,'' alternates with ni.f 
ene illini, ''the one to whom the eyes of the gods have been directe,d." Again, 
frequently the purpose of the choice is emphasized, e.g., ''in order to be shepherd 
of the land," 7 ''in order to preserve righteousness and justice'' (Hammurabi). 

Bergman.-Ringgren 

Il. Etymology, Derivative�. The Heb. root b�r means a careful choice 
oc-easioned by actual needs, and thus a very conscious choice and one that can 
be examined in light of certain criteria, in contrast perhaps to making a selection 
(r:a • a11 le, RSV ''providing''), to deciding as an act of an especially intimate 
relationship, or to ''taking'' (/aqach) and ' determining'' (ho'il). s In my opinion 
there is only one root b�r, for it can hardly be proved that it is necessary to 
derive bachur, 'young man'' ( < *baJ.tl}ur), 0 from. a separate root. The Akk. 
ba!Jiillitu, ''vassals, troops," which KBL2 cites as a parallel to bachur, is (as KBL2 
correctly states) only distinguished artificially from the usual ba'iilatu in Sargon 
and Sennacherib and can hardly justify the assumption of an independent root. 
On the other hand, it is quite possible etymologically to suppose that bachur 
was derived from the normal root bf;ir, and there would be little difficulty in 
assuming that this derivation bad already occurred in Canaanite. CAD and AHM• 
also think there is only one verbal root b�r in. Hebrew. Also, the assumption 
of a bJ.tr m 10 cannot be defended, in my opinion, since blµ- in 1 S. 20:30 
certainly conveys the usual meaning� and we should read yechubbar, ''to be 
united to,'' with the qere and several manuscripts in Eccl. 9:4 instead of the 
nonsensical MT yebhuchar. 11 

The Akk. berum is the most important Semitic parallel to the Heb. bl}r. 
From Old Akkadian on, berum means ''to choose'' and ''to test'' (much. rarer), 
and thus manifests no noteworth.y peculiarities. The Late Bab. betJeru, ''to 
choose'' (e.g., oxen), together with the ptcp. be!Jiru1 ''official to levy troops,'' 
etc., 1-:? came into Akkadian from Aramaic. 

While it is quite certain that the Akkadian root means ·''to test,'' this meaning 
can hardly be shown for the Hebrew root. The text of Isa. 48:10 is uncertain; 

5 Seux. 12U.. 434f. 
e P. Ohorme, La religion assyro-babylonienne (Paris, 1910), 150ff.; R. Labat, u caract�re 

religieux de la royautl a.ssyro-baby/onienne (Paris, 1939). 45ff. 
7 Seux, 435. 
8 Cf. Quell, 149·'152. 
9 BLe, §§ 67f., cf. 24q. 

J.O See KBL2 on 1 S. 20:30; Beel. 9:4; the existence of a root b�r m bas been proposed 
by Dahood. 

U See KBL'-. 
1! Jn agreement with CAD and AHw in opposition to a be' rum, «picked soldier," io 

A.RM, XV, 193, cited in KBL2. 
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and Job 34:4,33; Sir. 4: 1 7 13 can be translated ''lead to a decision'
, 

in harmony 
with a later linguistic development in Hebrew, and does not really exclude the 
element of choice. 

In the following material we shall limit ourselves to a study of the verb in the 
qaJ and to the derivative bachir, ''chosen," which apparently was deliberately 
differentiated from the pass. ptcp. bacl1ur and represents a purely religious idea 
as perhaps chasidh, ''pious, godly'' (the text of 2 S. 2 1 :6 is uncertain). There is 
no need to deal with bachur, ' young man,' or bechurotli (beclturin-1), ''young 
age,'' here. The ideas conveyed by these words are stereotyped beca·use they 
were derived from the root b�1r very early. All the passive forms and the noun 
mibhc/1ar mean ''choice, select'' (the text of Job 36:21 is questiona.ble) even in 
Prov. 10:20. They contribute nothing to the meaning of the root that could not 
be deduced from the use of the verb. 

Ill. Use in the OT. 

1 .  Secc1lar Meaning. b�ir is used remarkably often in the OT in narrating 
events in the religious sphere, considering that it is a thoroughly secular word
but should such a distinction be made here between secular and religious prac
tices? After all, a careful, well-thought-out choice is necessary in both realms, 
as when David chooses stones that would be suitable for his sling ( 1  S. 17:40), 
or when the carpenter who sets up an image carefully chooses the wood that is 
essential for it (Isa. 40:20), or when the sons of God choose some of the daugh
ters of men to become their wives because of th.eir beauty (Gen. 6:2), or when 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem choose trees and gardens to embellish their cult 
(Isa. l :29), or when Lot chooses the Jordan valley for his dwelling place (Gen. 
13 :1 1), or when. the prophets of Baal carefully choose the bull which they wish 
to offer in order to emphasize their prayer for rain ( 1 K. 18:25). The careful, 
well-thought-out choice is the same everywhere, and it would not make sense 
to distinguish one from the other. 

In all these examples the principles determining the choice can be scrutinized, 
and this seems to be characteristic of bf:r. At any rate this is also true of the 
following examples. Moses chooses men to judge the people at all times (Ex. 
18:25). Joshua is given the commission to choose warriors that are capable of 
fighting the Amalekites (Ex. 17:9). Joshua chooses a special regiment of 30,000 
men to ambush the soldiers of Ai when they come out of that city (Josh. 8:3), 
cf. 2 S. 10:9. But it can also be said: when David is threatened by Absalom's 
rebellion, David's servants are ready to do whatever the king decides (2 S. 15: 1 5). 
In his situation Job chooses strangling instead of life (Job 7:15;  cf. Jer. 8:3). In 
my opinjon the critical passage, 1 S. 20:30, is to be understood in a similar way. 
Saul does not reprove his son Jonathan merely for being David's partner (thus 
the LXX), but he says much more significantly that the king's son had made a 
choice in favor of David which actually brought shame on the king and was in 
opposition to him, whether Jonathan intended it this way or not. 

13 Cf. KBL2. 
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2. With Yahwelz As Subject: Choice of the King. When we move from this 
idea to the examples in the OT where Yahweh is the subject of the choosing, 
then that which Quell has called the rational element, 14 i.e., the scrutiny of the 
criteria, is simply confirmed. First, as one likes to emphasize with Quell, 15 the 
prophetic call does not belong here, because Yahweh's prophetic word is char
acterized by the unexpected and the unforeseen. Therefore, it does not seem 
very likely to me that Isa. 42: 1 means God's servant is chosen as a prophet is 
chosen. With Westermann, 16 it is much better to think of a homo politicus, 
whose politics, of course, are fundamentally different from politics as it is usu
ally understood. 17 On the other hand, it must be regarded as typical that the 
root b�ir plays a role in some priestly famiJies. The oracle in 1 S. 2:28 probably 
comes from a rather early period: ''I chose it (i.e., the house of your father) out 
of all the tribes of Israel to be my priest, to go up to my altar, to burn incense, 
to wear an ephod before me. ' It is immediately clear that he who is appointed 
to determine what sacrifices are suitable n1ust himself be carefully chosen, and 
it is obvious that the one who makes this choice is Yahweh himself. 

This example is important for the choice of the king, which I would view in 
exactly the same way. The kjng is also an official who is appointed over holy 
things which he must attend to with great precision and consistency. Since he is 
the man who leads Y ah web's wars, and since Yahweh himself is present in the 
camp as the commander-in-chief, the way the war is conducted is under strict 
rites. That bfJr plays a role in very old tex-ts is in harmony with this, for the 
word vanishes thereafter and does not reappear until we come to the Deuter
onom.ic and Deuteronomistic material and to Haggai. It is restricted to Saul and 
David with one reference to Absalom (2 S. 16: 18), and thus appears in a time 
when the rites of the Yahweh war were still playing an important role, as the 
Saul tradition in particular shows. 1 S. 10:24 speaks of Saul's choice (the text 
of 2 S. 2 1 :6  is questionable). This verse belongs to the narrative in 10 : 17-27a 
(27b is uncertain) which has been edited only at the beginning (vv. 18,19a) by 
the Deuteronomistic historian. Two elements in this narrative point to the sphere 
of the wars of Yahweh. (a) Saul is chosen by casting lots, which is known other
wise only in the Yahweh war in Josh. 7: 16ff. (Casting lots was a way in which Yah
weh indicated his choice and was not considered arbitrary by the contemporaries 
of this author.) (b) After Yahweh chose him to be king (here the people merely 
acclaim him as king, while 1 S. 1 1 : 15 describes the political elevation of the king), 
Saul created a standing army at Gibeab whose hearts God had touched (10:26), 
i.e., it is an army un.derstood in a sacral sense. In addition perhaps we should 
refer to two other points. (c) The conflict described in 1 S. 1 5 can be under
stood only if the central issue is not merely the difference between sacrifice and 
the devoted thing, but also that Saul, as head of the tribes of Israel (v. 17), was 
explicitly responsible for observing the precepts of the Yahweh war and failed 

li Quell, 152. 
lG Ibid., 156f. 
16 Westermann, ATD, i11 foe. 
17 See below . 
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in his office by disobeying them. Under these circumstances, Saul's r-emoval from 
office is actually the proper way to resolve the conflict. (d) In co.nnection with 
Saul's anointing Yahweh tells Samuel (9: 17) that Saul was supposed to restrain 
the people c·a1sar here does not mean ''to rule," as many scholars like to trans
late it). Since Saul is assigned the task of leading Israel in war against the Philis
tines in 9: 16, and since 9: 17 refers back to this, something of a military nature 
must be intended in v. 1 7  also. In my opinion, it denotes the military �consolida
tion of the widely divergent tribes of Israel, which could be consolidated only 
by summoning them to follow Yahweh, their military commander-in-chief. 

Summarizing, we may say that the use of b�r in 1 S. l 0:24 most easily denotes 
a careful choice of the official by Yahweh him elf, i.e., by the commander-in
chief, for the purpose of fighting the war of Yahweh. 

In the biblical tradition, the choice of David has been connected with that of 
Saul. 2 S. 6:21 puts the following words in the mouth of David: ''It was before 
Yahweh, who chose me above your (i.e., Michal's) father, and above all his 
house, to appoint me as nagl1idl1 (prince) over Israel, the people of Yahweh, 
that I humbled myself.' The connection with the choice of Saul is clear, but the 
event lo which this passage refers is not: when was David chosen in. the man·ner 
described in 2 S. 6:21? The only real narrative of David's choice is found in 1 S. 
16: 1 - 13, and it is almost universally agreed that the interpretation in. 2 S. (5:2) 
6:21 does not refer to this passage. Rather, 2 S. 6:21 simply expresses positively 
what 1 S. 15:28 had said negatively: ''And Samuel said to him (Saul), Yahweh 
has tom the kingdom of Israel from you this day, and has given it to a neighbor 
of yours, who is better than you.'' 1 S. 25:28 and 2 S. 5:2 explain the sense in 
which David is Saul's neighbor: after Saul's rejection and before David's flight 
it was David who conducted the wars of Yahweh and led out and brought in 
Israel, and not the king. Thus finally, it remains to be asked whether the reason 
behind 2 S. 16: 18, which certainly contains a cajolery of Hushai1 is that Absalom 
(according to the words of Husbai) conducts the war of Yahweh. against David, 
because Absalom had stolen the hearts of the men of Isra.el under the pretext 
that he would judge righteously (15 :6) and therefore fought against the very 
David whom he had denounced because he was doing a poor job as judge. · 

From the time of David on, the word b�r disappears from the language used 
to describe the raising up of a king. This could be due to an accident in trans
mitting the traditio.n. But it is much more likely that this word disappeared be
cause David changed the military arrangement in Israel and with one exception lJJ 
the levy was no longer used. Thus to me it seems impossible to avoid the con
clusion that Dt. 17 : 15a in the Deuteronomic law of the k·ing is the remnant of a 
very old tradition, to which reference is also made in 1 S. 8:9b and 10:25.10 In 
no case does Dt. 17: 15a represent a Deuteronomic addition; this motif is too 
isolated in Deuteronomy for this to be the case, and furthermore the Deuter
onomistic history uses b�1r in connection with the choice of a king only in 1 K. 
8:16 and 1 1 :34. These passages seem to refer to the Deuteronomic law so that 

1s On this ee No� History of Israel (trans. 1958), 194f. 
19 See ZA W, 11 (1965), 286ff. 
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the Deuteronomistic hlstory does not consider any dynasty to nave been chosen 
by God except the house of Sau] and the house of David. To be sure, Jeroboam I 
was called ( 1  K. 1 1 :29ff.); but he brought upon the northern state those sins 
which sealed their fate. one of his successors deviated from these sins, and 
thus after David n.othing more of a fundamental nature could be said about a 
divine election. It is clear that b�zr is used here in a way different from the way 
it is used in the primjtive trarution in that the choice of the royal house in the 
Deuteronomistic history is made parallel to the ch.oice of Jerusalem. It preserves 
no recollection that originally the choice of the king was connected with his 
responsibility to conduct the war of Yahweh but it treats the choice of David 
(like the choice of the sanctuary) as a factor in salvation. Ho\vever, this was not 
formulated into a system and a dogma until the Chronicler s history (1 Ch. 
28:4ff.; cf. Ps. 78:67-70). Finally we must mention Hag. 2:23. Here in an oracle 
of Yahweh the announcement is made that Zerubbabel will be chosen as Yah
weh's signet ring. One should not think of leadership in war here, because 
Yahweh himself will overthrow the throne of kingdoms and destroy the strength 
of the nations. Zerubbabel will be Yahweh's attorney, although the text does not 
specify the sense in which this is meant. He may be regarded as carefully tested, 
since among other things he advocated the separation of Jerusalem from Samaria 
and thus a strong Yabwistic policy. 

Consequently, in biblical accounts dealing \Vith the choice of the king b�r 
experienced an important change. \Vith regard to king Saul b�rr meant quite 
simply a proper choice of a commander-in-chief for the sanctity of war. Thus 
there is hardly any justification for speaking of a pronounced ideological use of 
b�zr20 unless one \vants to see an ideology in the sanctity of war and in the careful 
choice of a king to c-0nduct it. The view in 2 S. 6:2 L (David) was still fundamen
tally the same b11t this use of b�1r stops with David (Absalom). b�ir appears as 
a primitive concept in Dt. 17: 15a, but as a primitive idea it becomes the bearer 
of a new idea in the Deuteronomistic scribal circle. Now David and his dynasty 
are regarded as the chosen representative of the kingdom, and the original simple 
concept of choice receives an ideological component inasmuch as the purpose 
of the Deuteronomistic history is to show that Yahweh recognized the choice of 
the David.ides until Manasseh brought this dyna ty to an end. Thus b�1r gets a 
meaning that is defined more forcibly in 2 S. 7 than in 6:21. The Chronicler s 
statements affirming that Solomon was also chosen ( 1 Ch. 28:5), which probably 
are intended to cast the blame for the division of the kingdom entirely on the 
northern kingdom, stand in the Deuteronomistic tradition, although the Chron
icler entirely omits the northern kingdom as an element restricting and correcting 
the Davidides. While the choice of David is rather peripheral and quite insignif
icant in c-0mparison with the choice of Jerusalem in the Deuteronomist,s view, 
the dogma of David is co.mplete in the Chronicler's work even though neither 
of these historical works a igns a present significance to the kingdom. b�r 
points not backward but forward in Hag. 2:23 and especially in Isa. 42: 1, which 

20 Contra. Quell, 149, 36f. 
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sees a chosen one whose features are to be surmised rather than specifically 
comprehended. 21 

3. Choice of the Priest/1ood. Now briefly let us take a look at the choice of 
the priesthood. We have already mentioned the choice of the Elides above. In 
view of the development of b�r in the interpretation of the choice of the king, 
the following observations can be made. In 1 S. 2:27ff. the prevailing viewpoint 
seems to be that Yahweh carefully chose a family to perform a specific task, and 
thus it is logical that Yahweh can reject this family if it despises him instead of 
honoring him (v. 30b). This choice is not absolute, but is determined by a purpose 
and can be revoked if those chosen deviate from that purpose. In my opinion, 
this is also the meaning of b�r in Dt. 18:5. However, the situation is different in 
21 :5, a very casual statement concerning the choice of the Levitical priests. Here 
the choice includes a privilege that guards the Levitical priests against the claims 
of other (would-be) priesthoods-it is given a dogmatic character. Of course, the 
idea of Yahweh's choice is not a central point in the theology of the Deuteronomic 
and Deuteronomistic writing circle. Therefore the word b�r is not strengthened 
or even emphasized in this .material, but would seem to be simply a reflection of 
Dt. 18:5. Its use in Nu. 16:5,7; 17:20(5) is certainly different. In these passages 
the major point of interest is the process of choosing and not so much the priestly 
qualifications. Therefore, the main idea is the conviction that a religious practice 
cannot be invented or managed arbitrarily; this reform program was probably 
thought through carefully first in the Deuteronomic cult formula and is the 
result of the bitter experiences of the preexilic period with cultic acts. 

4. ''Tlie Place Wlticli Yahweh Chooses." The formula ''the place which Yah
weh has chosen . . .  

,, 
does not occur in the Deuteronomistic history. The only 

exception is Josh. 9:27b, but it has no coun·terevidence since it is part of an addi
tion to the primitive tradition in Josh. 9 (this is not a Deuteronomistic gloss as 
Noth assumes, 22 since the Deuteronomistic maqom, ''place,'' is not used, but part 
of the later history as Hertzberg thinks). 23 The Deuteronomistic history says 
either ''the city . . .  ,

, 
or ''Jerusalem . . .  ,

,, 
and therefore must be omitted in search

ing for the explanation of the meaning and origin of this formula. 
The Deuteronomic formula appears in six variations: 
a. The short formula ''the place which Yahweh has chosen'': Dt. 12: 18,26; 

14:25; 15 :20; 16:7,16; 17:8,10; 18:6; 31 : 1 1 (Josh. 9:27). 
b. The short formula plus ''in one of your tribes'': 12:14. 
c. The short formula plus ''to make his name dwell (leshakken) there'': 12 : 11 ;  

14:23; 16:2,6, 1 1 ;  26:2. 
d. The short formula plus ''to put (lasum) his name there'': 12:21; 14:24. 
e. The short formula plus ''out of all your tribes'' plus ''to put his name there'' 

plus ''to make his habitation there'' (leshikhno ): 12:5. 

21 Von Ra� OT .Theo/, II (trans. 1965), 247. 
22 Noth, Josua2, in foe. 
23 Hertzberg, A TD, IX, in Joe. 
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As the Massoretic pointing stands, the construction of this last sentence is un
usually involved. It reads: '1But to the place which Yahweh your God has chosen 
out of all your tribes to put his name there-ye tum yourselves to its inhabita.nt, 
and thou shalt go thither.'' leshikhno was probably inserted, because darash 
when construed with 'el always refers to a person (God, othe.r gods, spirits of the 
dead), and never to a place. Consequently, it does not seem best to suppose that 
the textual error was made in the punctuation of leshikhno. Rather, it seems to 
be the insertion of leshikhno thidhreshu, ''ye turn yourselves to its inhabitant," 
that has changed the emphasis. The context seems to call for an emphasis on 
the idea that the Israelites are not to make many altars arbitrarily, but are to go to 
one chosen sanctuary (read thabho'u, ''you [pl.] shall come," instead of ubha'tha, 
''and thou [sing.] shalt come''), but as the MT now stands the emphasis is on the 
idea that they are not to go to the sanctuaries of other gods, but to Yahweh's 
sanctuary. In any case Dt. 12:5 contains the most expanded stage of the formula 
and need not be considered any further. From an analysis of the other formulas, 
it does not seem best to regard the short formula as the origin of the Deuteron
omic cult formula, because although there can be no question that it means the 
central sanctuary everywhere, this does not prove that as such we are forced to 
conclude that it means one sanctuary, as is clear in that it was thought necessary 
to add ''in one of your tribes'' in 12: 14. 2,.. The only two forms that can even be 
considered as the possible original form are d. and e., which expand the short 
form by adding a final infinitive clause. This clause does not specify the purpose 
of the choice, as Hulst has cor:rectly seen-it stands naturally in the normal wor
ship. Instead, the author states the basis on which the sanctuary was chosen. To 
paraphrase, the two forms have the following meaning: one cannot worship 
Yahweh in every place that has been designated as a place of worship. Rather, 
Yahweh. himself determines the place where he can be worshipped in an accept
able manner. In principle, then, it would be possible for Yahweh to choose more 
than one place to be worshipped; but the place he has chosen is determined by 
his having made his name dwell there or having put his name there. Of course, 
if it is asked where such a place is to be found, most of the sanctuaries are ex
cluded from the very outset. There is no record of this sort of place at Beer
sheba or Tabor, at Gilgal or Mizpah, or at Shiloh or Bethel or Shechem. Yahweh 
may have appeared at these places, but this does not mean that he has made his 
name dwell there. Thus th.e concluding phrase in Dt. 12:5 already contains the 
program of reform; it does not contain a theology of the name of God, but, as 
de Vaux has shown, an affirmation of ownership. 2J This represents a strict inter
pretation of the broad statement in Ex. 20:24b: ''in every place where I cause my 
name to be remembered I will come to you and bless you." 

But the OT has preserved this kind of affirmation of ownership only with 
regard to Jerusalem. It is portrayed clearly and entirely apart from Deuteronomic 

u A. R. Hulst in his important review of Vriezen, Die Erwiihlung Israels, in BiOr, 19 
(1962), 61, holds otherwise; but he does argue that the short formula denotes the central 
sanctuary. 

25 R. de Vaux, BZAW, 105 (1967), 219ff. 
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influence in the ancient text in Ps. 132: 13f. This psalm, which is certainly pre
exilic, 26 represents the Zio·n theology, in which Yahweh's occupation of Zion is 
not attributed to the king's will, but to Yahweh's own act. The choice of the king 
is based on the choice of Zion, so that the power of the king emanates from Zion 
(Ps. 1 1 0:2). This significant theology has so permeated OT thought that in reality 
Royal Hymns like Pss. 1 10 and 2 have become Hymns of Yahweh. But the pre
requisite for this was the affirmation of Yahweh's ownership of Zion, which 
provided the institutional assurance of independence guaranteed in relationship 
to and by the kingship itself. The document th.at contains this extremely im
portant conception of throne and altar is Ps. 132, which states: 

For Yahweh has chosen Zion; 
he has desired it for his habitation: 
''This is my resting place for eveT; 
here I will dwel.4 for I have desired it'' (vv. 13f.}. 

Thus, when we survey the whole situation, the following interpretation seems 
to be demanded. (a) The short formula always simply refers to one of the long 
forms. (b) The short formula with the inf. lasum, which (apart from the distended 
form in Dt. 12:5) occurs in only two subordinate clauses (12:2 1 ;  14:24), is al-so 
found in the Deuteronomis.tic history ( 1 K. 1 1 :36; 14:21 = 2  Ch. 1 2:13;  2 K. 21 :7), 
which is not the case with the short formula plus leshakken. This seems to in
dicate that there is a significant difference between these two long forms, and 
that only one of them was acceptable to the Deuteronomistic historian. In light 
of this, two things are worthy of note. (1)  The formula sum shemo, ''to put his 
name," is exactly equivalent to the Akk. expression sakanu sumlu, which ap
pears in two letters of Abdi-ijepa written from Jerusalem in the pre-Israelite 
period (EA No. 282, lines 60-63; No. 288, lines 5-7). It has the ring of a dis
tinctively Jerusalemite tradition. (2) The same expression is well suited to the 
desire of the Deuteronomistic historian to proelaim that the son of David built 
a house for Yahweh's name. By way of contrast the short formula with leshakken 
gives the impression that Yahweh himself provides a dwelling place for his name, 
because a man-made structure would be superfluous. The temple building must 
have always called to mind its builder Solomon, whose name undoubtedly con
tinued to be inseparably connected with the division of the kingdom. But the 
Ieshakken, bypassing Solomon. seems to be connected with king David and the 
unity of the tribes under one name. (c) The most appropriate introduction to the 
Deuteronomic cult formula seems to be in the speech in Dt. 12:(8)9-12, which 
is continued .in v. 13 in the singular. 

As has already been pointed out, the Deuteronomistic history does not use 
maqom, ''place," in connection with this formula. Instead it speaks of the city 
and its temple. This programmatic statement appears in 1 K. 8: 16f.: ''I (Yahweh) 
chose no city in all the tribes of Israel in which to build a house. But I chose 
'Jerusalem that my name might be there, an.d I chose' David to be over my 
people Israel. Now he (Yahweh) was with the heart of David my father to build 

26 Cf. Kraus, BK, in loc. 
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a house for the name of Yahweh, the God of Israel." It is not Zion, but all 
Jerusalem, that is the place where Yahweh's name wouJd be, and the chosen 
kingdom was entrusted with the task of building a house to his name. Else
where in the Deuteronomistic history the concept of choice is mentioned in 
only three connections: (a) the dedication of the temple, 1 K. 8:16,44; (b) the 
so-called division of the kingdom, 1 K. 1 1 :13,32,36; 14:21 ;  (c) king Manasseh 
and the rejection of the city and the temple, 2 K. 21 :7; 23 :27. The last two con
texts are of particular interest. In the account of the division of the kingdom, the 
perpetuity of the dynasty of David is not based simply on the choice of David 
(this is peripheral in 1 1 :34), but on the choice of Jerusalem, as is stated most 
impressively in 1 1 :36, and then in 1 1 : 1 3,32, which are derived from it. This 
makes it probable that the Deuteronomistic historian had already taken into 
consideration the tradition of the City of God (cf. Ps. 101 :8) on which Yahweh 
wished to confer his special protection. For this reason it is that much more 
terrible and decisive that Rehoboam the Davidide, to whom Yahweh gave the 
kingdom. and whom Yahweh allowed to live in the chosen city, did that which 
was evil in the eyes o[ Yahweh. Thus from the very beginning, the Deuteronom
istic historjan felt it necessary to bring accusations against the Davidic dynasty 
until the city and the temple were rejected because of the sins of the Davidide 
Manasseh (2 K. 23:27). While the Deuteronomistic historian spared his people 
nothing concerning the severity of the judgment, the Chronicler re.peats only 
words that express a positive attitude toward the temple and the city, in spite of 
2 K. 23:27 (see 2 Ch. 6:5; 7 :12,16; 12 :13;  3.3:7). But Zechariah announces the 
new choice of Jerusalem (Zec. 1 : 17 ;  2: 16(12]), which means that he is not willing 
to admit the abrogation of the divine choice of this city, and therefore here and in 
Isa. 14:1 "odh is to be translated by ''further.'' But in my view the Deuteronomistic 
historian and Zechariah think that the choice of Jerusalem can be nullified just 
as the author of 1 S. 2:28 thinks the choice of the house of Eli can be nullified, 
because this choice is not based on the city's relatio.nship to God"' but Jerusalem 
was c.hosen for a particular purpose. 

5. The Election of the People. Up to this point, the meaning of the word 
bhr throughout has turned out to be ''choice'' in co.nnection with intelligible, 

• 

verifiable categories. This also applied to the cult place, which was determined 
by Yahweh's name having taken up its dwellmg there�an occurrence that had its 
unforgettable mooring in Israel s history. It has been shown that the same thing 
was true with regard to the choice of the people, and the word b�r is not broad 
enough to cover the range of ideas included in the German word Erwahlung 
(English choice) or the dogmatic rubric electio. 27 Instead bl}r conveys a rela
tively narrow portion of this idea when it is used in the OT to speak of Yahweh's 
choice of Israel to be his people, and the fundamental idea of b�r only rarely 
stands at the center of what is meant by electio. 

Everywhere that bl}r occurs in relationship to persons, it denotes choice out 

21 So correctly Vriezen, passim. 
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of a group (generally out of th.e totality of the people), so that the chosen one 
discharges a function in. relationship to the group. Thus tltrougbout, b�r includes 
the idea of separating, but in the sense that the one separated by b�r, ' choosing, 
selection, • stood that much more clearly in the service of the whole. In my 
opinion the election of the people in the OT is to be treated in a similar way. 
The horizon of the election of the people of Israel is the peoples of the world, 
in relationship to which as a whole the ''individual ' israel was chosen. b�r as 
a technical term for the election of the people of Israel stands under the symbol 
of universalism. 

At the very outset, this investigation is faced with a. difficulty: As soon as 
b}Jr is clearly used to convey the concept of the election of the people of Israel 
(and this is the case in the Deuteronomic/Deuteronomistic writing circle), it is 
mentioned so casually and unemphatically that it cannot possibly be a deliberate 
proclamation there. The important passages where b�r is used in this sense are 
Dt. 4:37; 7:6f.; 10: 14f.; 14:2; and 1 K. 3:8. We read in Dt. 14: 1f.: 'fYou are 
the sons of Yahweh your God; you shall not cut yourselves or make any bald
ness on your foreheads for the dead. For you are a people holy to Yahweh your 
God, and Yahweh has chosen you to be a people for his own possession, out of 
all the peoples that are on the face of the earth.'' If we compare this passage 
with the Deuteronomic cult formula, where the concept of choosing something 
or someone out of a whole also occurs twice (Dt. 12:5,14) we find this idea: 

• 

Israel, which was chosen as a peculiar people from among and in relationship 
to the peoples of the world cannot adopt those kinds of superstitious practices 
which are described in 14 :1 .  28 Here again b�tr is entirely rational and under
standable. Yahweh bas worked in behalf of his people so that they would be a 
peculiar (holy) people. As the people that is distinguished by the unique unalter
ability of its God, Israel has its role in the circle of nations. It might be said that 
Israel is Yahweh's witness, although this is not specifically stated before Deutero
Isaiah. In Dt. 14:2 b�r is used only very casually in a subordinate clause and 
not as a proclamation. The same is true of its use in 7 : 1f[. In this passage Israel 
is commanded to defeat the peoples of Canaan, to utterly destroy them, to make 
no covenant with them, and to show them no mercy; and then this reason is 
given: ''For you are a people holy to Yahweh your God; Yahweh your God bas 
chosen you to be a people for his own possession, out of all the peoples that are 
on the face of the earth'' (v. 6). This text assumes that Israel was quite willing 
to come to terms with the Canaanites, to learn from them, and to intermarry 
with them. It assumes that the Canaanite way of life and religiosity had a great 
attraction for Israel and the required unyieldingness was felt to be a strange Jaw. 
If such unyieldingness is required, something important must be at sta,ke, and 
actually the Deuteronomist sees in the Canaanite religion simply those things 
which are not sanctioned by God, viz., altars made by men; rites devised by 

!?8 Otherwise Vriezen, 51ff .• who is influenced too m.ucb by the motif of the holy people 
in bis view of the Deuteronomic passages, and thus interprets them in the direction of the 
Deuteronomic Torah. Furthermore, it seems to me that Vriezen does not take into account 
sufficiently the contingency of the election in Deuteronomy. 
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men; this entire embellishment of deities with the spirit of the blessing of grain, 
oil, and wine, of the womb and of the flock, which Hosea ca11ed the spirit of 
harlotry, and in which there are no standards other than that of securing a bless
ing. In this sort of religion God does not really have anything to say, but is merely 
the guarantor of human interests, which are also restricted to everything that can 
be represented in the liieros gamos (sacred marriage). If Israel does not take an 
inflexible stand against this religion she can. never be the people of Yahweh, 
because he can never be understood as he really is as long as Canaanitism is 
connected with him. But in this case bJ:r means that in her struggle against the 
Canaanite spirit Israel is the people cb.osen with reference to all peoples, in that 
all religions have to take their stand in the struggle Israel undertakes paradig
matically and in the final analysis inflexibly. 

That which is stated concerning individual regulations in Dt. 14: l f. and 7:1ff. 
is applied to the entire law in 10: 14f. (pl.); it is not necessary to discuss this io 
detail here. However, 7:7f. is important: 'It was not because you were more in 
number than any other people that Yahweh. set his love upon you and chose 
you, for you were the fewest of all peoples; but it is because Yah\veh loves you, 
and is keeping the oath which he swore to your fathers, that Yahweh has brought 
you out with a mighty hand . . . .  '' The nation of Israel always saw the necessity 
of viewing the greatness of the nation in light of the greatness of her God. This 
viewpoint is clearly expressed in this passage. Israel is smaller than all peoples; 
her God is not that of national power, and the viewpoint of her election is not 
determined by the number of people that occupy the land. 7:7f. also speak quite 
positively of the undemonstrable mystery of the love of God for his people, as 
Rowley has shown so impressively. 29 But it is crucial that the choice of Israel 
is to be understood not in terms of national might, but of the love with which 
Yahweh loves his people. 

The statement found in Solomon's prayer at Gibeon in 1 K. 3:8 seems to con
tradict Dt. 7:7f., because at first glance Solomon seems to be speaking of the 
important chosen people which he must rule. However, the text follows a differ
ent line of thought. V. 9 uses the language of international wisdom when it says: 
''Give thy servant therefore an understanding heart to govern thy people, that I 
may discern between good and evil." 30 Here the king wishes something for all 
nations representatively, and the people that Yahweh chose stands at the center 
of the nations. 

Jn all these passages, with the possible exception of Dt. 10: 12ff. (which is cer
tainly not very early}, it almost goes without saying that b�r is not emphasized. 
Is the situation any different in Deutero-Isaiah? It seems to me that the point 
in Deutero-Isaiah is not that this prophet is proclaiming the choice of Israel, but 
that the catastrophe of the exile confums this choice. To be sure, the prophet 
leaves no doubt that be considers the existence of the people as a people obliter
ated; but to him this fact and the message he has to proclaim are not an occasion 
for despair, but for witnessing. Yahweh declared that which was going to happen. 

2D H. H. Rowley, TJ1e Biblical .Doctrine of Election, chap. 1. 
30 Cf. H. Brunner, croas borende Herz." ThLZ, 19 (1954), 697ff. 
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Because that which he had announced came to pass, Yahweh is proved to be the 
only real God in the lawsuit with the nations, since no god does what Yahweh 
did, viz., deliver his own people to destruction in order to give those tha·t remain 
the prospect of truth; or, to state it differently, since Yahweh did not renounce 
his deity for the sake of saving his people (Isa. :43:8ff.). Thus the extinguished 
people are a people of hope because at the very moment they know they are 
extinguished they are placed in a situation where they can observe the unique
ness of their God, and thus are instructed to proclaim to the nations that Yahweh 
i the only God because he shows no respect of persons (43:10). Consequently 
the choice is by no means abrogated ( 4 1  :8ff. ). For r11erly Yahweh led up Israel, 
in the person of Abraham, from a corner of the earth; what would cause him 
to save his people from Babylon? Indeed, water must flow in the wilderness for 
the chosen ones (43:20), and the emperor Cyrus is called to burst the bonds of 
the miserable people who are no more and who have merely t'he unique God as 
their only God (45:4). Thus Yahweh will pour water on the thirsty ground and 
Israel will spring up like fresh grass (44 : 1 ff.). Israel's existence is not gone. On 
the contraryl Her importance to the world is just arriving. 

Thus it is clear that also in Deutero-Isaiab bltr is not a new motif, but one 
• 

that is well known. It is used paradoxically in the preaching of this prophet to 
show vividly and clearly that Israel was ch.osen for the nations, and at the very 
moment she was destroyed was put in a position where she could enter into a 
law uit with the nations. 

We mention Ezk. 20:5 only in passing. Here b�zr seems to be used in an 
entir·ely absolute sense, but we must always keep in mind that when Yahweh 
speaks, it is the ruler of the world of Ezk. 1 who speaks and not the God of the 
ark. However like Deutero·Isaiah, Ezekiel concentrates almost exclusively on 
the exiles and proclaims God to the dispersed people as the God of the whole 
world wbo does not reject his people, but afflicts them when they are obstinate. 
Isa. 1 4 : 1  is different. It announces a new choice of the people of Israel, which 
is perhaps analogous to the Deuteronomistic concept of the rejection of Jeru
salem and to the new choice of Jerusalem proclaimed by Zechariah. 31 

If one raises the question of the origin of the b�r .motif which is assumed as 
already well known in all these passages, in my opinion it is most natural to look 
to the influence of the hymnic tradition. This is stated most simply in Ps. 1 17: 
''Praise Yahweh, all nations!/ Extol him, all peoples! For great is bis steadfast 
love toward us;/ and the faithfulness of Yahweh endures for ever. Hallelujah!'' 
In th.is hymn all nations of the earth, the globe, and the heavenly court are ca:lled 
to praise, but the object of praise is what Yahweh had done for and with Israel. 
A biblical writer can use b�tr to convey this idea, and he can do this quite 
incidentally and without displaying any programmatic concept by using bJ:r 
merely to make his readers aware of what he is saying, as is the case in Ps. 33:8-
15. The words in Ps. 135 : 1 ·4 are addressed to the servants of Yahweh in the 
outer court. But this much can be said: the election of the people of Israel did 
not attain the level of a dogmatic topic in the OT under the word bJ.rr. On the 

• 

31 Contra Vriez.en, 74. 
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other hand, it is worthy of note that in Isa. 65:9,15,22; Ps. 105:6,43; 106:5; 
1 Ch. 16: 13 the ''sons of Jacob'' are calJed chosen ones (bechirim). Like bachur 
in the sense of ''elect, cho en,'' bach'ir in these pas ages actually paved the way 
for a consciousness of being chosen of God, and it has only little in common 
with the way b�zr is used to describe the choice of the people of Israel, and denotes 
the members of God's family. It is no longer a question of mission; rather their 
di tinctiveness is derived from the God who chose them. There is a growing con
sciousness that as a true Israelite one bears the yoke of the kingdom of God. 

6. Human C/1oices As Acts of Religious Confession. Nothing certain can 
be determined about the meaning of b�1r in Jgs. 5:8 because of the textual 
problems in this verse. Thu , it is from Deutero.nomy on that b�r first appears 
as an act of religious confession. Dt. 30: 19 admonishes the hearers of the law 
to choose life i.e., the author strongly affirmed that Israelites had chosen and 
still were to choose differently from others. Thus in this passage b�zr exhibits 
a n.e\V consciousness, viz., that here the author is primarily concerned with the 
difference between that \Vhich Yahweh wants and that which Israel chooses, 
and undeTstands Israel's existence as the result of an act of confession. The 
classical expr.ession of this is found in Josh. 24: 1 5,22 (from the Deuteronomistic 
historian). In a historical iote:rpretatio� the Deuteronornistic historian brings to 
a level o{ consciousness something that lay below the surface from the beginning 
in Israel's faith, viz., that Israel had made a decision to serve Yahweh and now 
she can and will be affected by this choice. 32 In Jgs. 10 : 14 this choice comes 
into conflict with the choice of other gods, i.e., Israel does not fall into the power 
of other gods, but chooses them, because one cannot serve other gods without 
denying the uniqueness and exclusiveness of Yahweh� Similarly, 1 S. 8: 18(12: 13) 
speaks contemptuously of ''the king \\1hom you have chosen.'' Just as no other 
god can be put alongside Yahweh if Yahweh is to remain himseU, so n.o other 
power can be put alongside him whlch as a worldly power would also guarantee 
life (1 S. 8:8)-national common sense ·corrupts religion. 

Now a later use of the word bJ:ir agrees with this use of the word. It is more 
concerned with the aspect of deciding, so that b�r is not so much the carefully 
weighed choice as the careful activity of choosing itself. Thus the author of Isa. 
56:4 can declare that if a eunuch (who was considered to be unworthy to par
ticipate in the cult and thus stood on the outer fringe of the Yahweh community) 
decided (b�ir) to do the things that pleased Yahweh, then Yahweh would ac
knowledge him for what he had done. Conversely, the reproof in 65 : 12  (cf. 66:4; 
Prov. 1 :29) says that those who are addressed have not decided to do that which 
pleases Yahweh but sanction other points of view. And even Yahweh himself 
can be reported to say that he could not decide in favor of a specific form of 
fasting which was being practiced, because it was inappropriate at that time, and 
in place of it be stated the form of fasting on whlch he had decided (Isa. 58:5f.). 
In Ps. 25: 1 2  we almost have an ambiguous teaching. This poem says that anyone 
who wishes to be instructed by Yahweh will be instructed by him concerning the 

32 For details cf. Perlitt, 239ff. 
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way he should choose, i.e., in favor ·Of which he should decide. The choice is and 
remains an action of the godly. Life and death will be set before him, and tacitly 
he is made aware of the risk that is involved in choosing life. Here one would do 
well to compare Ps. 1 19:30,173 where the worshipper emphasizes that he has 
chosen the way of faithfulness, the way of Yahweh's precepts. Finally, we must 
mention Job 34:4,33 which mark the transition to the meaning ''to examine," 
which occurs in Aramaic .. These verses state that in a legal case a decision must 
be made as to what is good and what is bad. In these passages b�r is not quite 
identical with the Aramaic word meaning ''to examine,'' since the context is not 
limited to examinin.g the evidence, but also involves passing judgment. Never
theless, throughout this passage the examination is an aspect of the choosing 
intended by the word b�ir, and thus the transition to this idea is not surprising 
at all. 

7. Summary. An investigation of the use of bJ:r in postexilic Judaism lies 
outside the scope of the present study. Unfortunately the views expressed in 
TDNT 33 make no attempt to comprehend the religious problem posed in post
biblical Judaism by the word b�r and the concept of election. 

V riezeo correctly stated the fundamental concept conveyed by the OT word 
b�r when he wrote: ' In the OT the choice is always the action of God, of his 
grace, and always contains a mission for man; and only out of this mission can 
man comprehend the choice of God."34 However, this general explana·tion may not 
be applicable to the term bechirim1 ''chosen ones,'' which is used of the godly. sis 
Instead this seems to be a defensive term which indeed still shows a consciousness 
of mission, but carries the idea that one must be tested by suffering and that only 
Yahweh himself can produce in one the sense of being chosen. But this also takes 
us beyond the use of b�1r in the OT. In any case, in the OT b�r is used not to 
describe that which constitutes the basic relationship between God and his 
people (this concept is conveyed by the yadha·, to know,' of Am. 3: 1), but to 
denote that whi.ch results from this. basic relationship. Thus when Neh. 9:7 says 
that Yahweh has alrea.dy chose.n Abraha� this fits the situation of the prayer 
in this context, the purpose of which was to make known in the syncretism of the 
time of Ezra and Nehemjah that Judah has the mission of maintaining 'her identity 
and of resisting the temptation to be assimilated by the nations, as long as elec
tion is to mean a mission to the nations. 

33 TDNT, IV, 170-17.2, 182ff. 
3� Vriezen, 109. 
35 Contra Vriezeo, 109. 
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M'Q:;t barach; np� betach; it��� biJcl1iiJ1 ; 

iin�� bitfiich611 ; n��Q 1t1iblz{ach 

np� batach 

Contents: I. Etymology and Forms. Il Meaning. TII. Usage: 1.  Security That ls Taken 
for Granted; 2. False Security; 3. Security in God. IV. Historical Development. 

I� Etymology and Forms. The root b{J: is preserved in Middle Hebrew and 
in Jewish Aramaic, but it can hardly be traced with certainty in other Semitic 
languages. The Arab. ba{aJ:a has an entirely different meaning: ''to knock down, 
throw down.'' Whether ba-ti-i-ti which occurs in EA 145, 56 is really cognate 
with Heb. b!J: is at least not so clear that any absolute conclusions can be based 
on it. So the meaning of b!IJ can be determined only by its usage . 

. Kohler, to be sure, did attempt to determine the original meaning of batach. 
He compares ·abhattichim, '"watermelons,'' with Arab. ba{aJ:, attested by Musilf 1 
which ''means a mare which is so pregnant that the offspring can be felt. It 
is easy to see what the fully pregnant mare and watermelons have in common. 
Both are 'plump, taut! '' Thus Kohler thinks that the same root lies behind both 
words and that it means ''to be plump, taut'' = ''to be firm, tight.'' But it would 
be just as natural to conclude that it meant ''to be swelling, growing;' or ''to be
come round.'' In any case the meaning ''to be firm, tight,'' cannot be inferred 
with certainty from a comparison of these two words. Thus it is unlikely that this 
root inferred by Kohler is identical with the root ba{al), ''to feel secure." The 
proof Kohler gives for making this identification is th,at in all cases, ''to be firm'' 
is the original meaning of the words that mean ''to trust, be confident, rely on.'' 
But this is questionable linguistically. Thus if one wishes to trace Heb. • abhattichim 
and Arab. batah ba,ck to the same roo� which is still worth considering, he must 

• • 

distinguish it from b{� ''to feel secure.'� Indeed, in Hebrew bomonymous roots 
are nothing uncommon. 

But perhaps Kohler's conjecture about the existence of a root bafaJ.t, ''to be 
plump taut swelling growiDg,'' might help solve a crux interpretum. mabhtichi 
in Ps. 22:10 (Eng. v. 9) poses difficulties for commentators: can one expect an 
infant to trust? But would not the context be clear if this text were translated: 
''For thou didst take me from the womb, thou didst make me plump (fat) on my 
mother's breast '? To be sure, the basis for this interpretation is weak. But still 

ba(ach. J. Blau, "Ober homonymc und angcblich homonyme WurzcJn,
,, VT, 6 (1956), 

244; R. Bultmann, �"The OT View of Hope," TDNT, n. 521-23; L,. Kohler., "Hebriiische 

Vokabcln. 18. O'no:iac 19. Die Wurzel nt>:i,., ZAW, 55 (1937)� 172f.; L. Kopf, "Arabische 
Etymologicn uod Parallclcn zum Bibelwortcrbucb," VT, 8 (1958), 161-215, btl;, 165-68; 
A. Weiser, "The Stem nt>:i," TDNT, VI, 191f. 

1 Musil, .Arabia Pttriia, 3, 273. 
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the context actually demands a concrete act of God on the worshipper from his 
youth on, and this would consist of God not only taking him from the womb, but 
also making him grow on his mother's breast Skoss thinks this should be trans
lated, ''who laid me on my mother's breast,'' 2 and Kopf, ''who caused me to lie 
(protected) on my mother's breast.'' 8 

G. R. Driver,• J. Blau, and especially L. Kopf take the Arab. ba{a/Ja, ''to knock 
down, throw on the ground," VII ''to fall down, to lie stretched out,'' etc., as the 
starting-point for the semantic investigation: ''but o.n the basis of the uses of the 
Hebrew root itself it is possible to demonstrate a transition from the meaning 
'to lie' to the meaning 'to rely on, to trust in.''' 6 The use of the verbs shakhabh, 
''to lie down, take rest'' (Job 1 1 :18; Hos. 2:20(18)), and rabhats, ''to lie down.'' 
(Isa. 14:30), with labhetach, ''in safety,'' also points to this original meaning of 
bth. 

• • • 

The proper name mb{l)yhw is found in the Lachish Ostracon I, 4;  and we 
encounter mb{l)yh, ''Yahweh is (my) confidence," and mp{l).yh in the Elephan
tine Papyri. 8 

Various words are derived from the root b{l,z: first there is a verb batach, 
which usually appears in the qal and rarely in the hiphil; then there is a noun 
in the segholate form betach, which is usually used adverbially; and there is also 
another .noun with the mem-preformative mibhrach. We may add to this isolated 
forms such as bitchah (Isa. 30: 15), bittachon (Isa; 36:4; Eccl. 9:4), and battuchoth 
(Job 12:6). Since the meaning varies in a similar way in all forms, it is appropriate 
to treat them together. 

II. Meaning. The derivatives of the root b!J.i first of all have the meaning 
''to feel secure, be unconcerned," or, specifying the reason for the security, ''to 
rely on something or someone.'' However, quite often this general meaning has 
a negative ring: the thing on which one relies turns out to be deceptive, so 
that the words derived from the root b!J.i are actually used to indicate a false 
security, a securitas. But these words are also used to convey the idea of com
plete security in God alone. This ambivalence is significant in understanding 
the use of the root b!IJ· It was also felt by the translators of the LXX. They 
rendered b[I) in the negative sense predominantly by pepoithenai, ''to trust in, 
believe in, put co:nfiden.ce in,'' but when a text used b!l.z to convey the idea of 
relying on God, they ordinarily used elpizein, ''to hope.'' The LXX translation 
of b!I) in Ps. 1 1 5  is perhaps of particular significance: in v. 8 (LXX 1 13:16) it 
is rendered by pepoirh6tes, but in vv. 9,10, 1 1  {LXX 1 13 : 17,18,19) by elpizein; 
cf. also Ps. 49:7(6) (LXX 48:7); 135:18 (LXX 134:18); 146:3 (LXX 145:3). Fre
quently b!�z is translated by pepoithenai in Isaiah and Jeremiah when the refer
ence is to false security. 

2 Skoss, Jewuh Studies Kohut (New York, 1935), 552. 
a Kopf, 166. 
• 0. R. Driver, Futschrift Robin.son (1950). 59f. 
15 Kopf, 166. 
e AP, 295a, 297b; BMAP, 181. 
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ill. Usage. 

1 .  Security That ls Taken for Granted. In passages where derivatives of 
the root b!J: are used to describe relationships between .human beings, frequently 
they describe security that is taken for granted, but which also turns out to be dis
appointed, i.e., a credulous, frivolous, or even arrogant unconcern and security . 

• 

The Shechemites were credulous (Gen. 34:25). They felt secure because they 
had made a berith, ''covenant, ' with Jacob. For this reason the deed of the two 
sons of Jacob was even more questionable when they took advantage of this 
unconcern! (In this text betach refers to ha·ir, ''th.e city'' ·  it was not the sons of 
Jacob who felt secure, but the inhabitants of the city.) The situation in Laisb 
(Jgs. 18:7,10,27) is similar. The city is completely unsuspecting and feels secure 
(shoqet ubhoteach); and for this reason it is taken by surprise when the Danites 
attack. Their gullibility is their do,vnfall. But at the same time the biblical writer 
censures the Danites for taking advantage of this situation. 

Prov. 3:29 explicitly emphasizes that when people take advantage of those 
who trust in them, it is a transgression against loyalty and trust: ''Do n.ot plan 
evil against your neighbor who dwells trustingly beside you." Therefore, it is evil 
when Gog devises a scheme to go up against a land that lives in complete un
concern (Ezk. 38 : 10, 1 1 ). The reproof in Mic. 2:8 probably has a similar meaning. 
Thus b{�t can denote an unconcern based on a security that is taken for granted, 
but which always poses a threat for those who possess it. 

The attitude of the Midianites who assumed that they would not be attacked 
by the Israelites after they had made a raid on them (Jgs. 8 : 1 1 ) is not so much 
the feeling of a security that is taken for granted, but a frivolous attitude. 

2. False Security. But frequently b!� is used to describe a person who thinks 
he is secure, but is deceived because the object on which his feeling of security is 
based is unreliable. When we take all the passages in which b!� is used in this 
sense we get a picture of everything to wh,ich the heart of man clings and on 
which he believes he can build his life, but \Yhich will end in failure. 

This includes many different things. First of all, these texts affirm that men 
cannot rely on riches: ''He who trusts in his riches will fall'' (Prov. 1 1 :28; Ps. 
49:7[6] and 52:9(7) aJso declare that it is vain to trust in riches). Thus Job 
explicitly denies that he had made gold the basis of his security (31 :24 ). 7 

Nor can one rely on bjs own house; the evildoer who attempts this will be 
frustrated, as Bildad emphasizes twice (Job 8:14;  18 :14). 

Fortified cities and walls ''in which you trust'' (Jer. 5:17;  Dt. 28:52) or chariots 
and horses (Isa. 3 1 : 1) are not reliable either, no matter how many they may be. 
And although Israel feels secure in the multitude of her warriors, they will not 
be able to help (Hos. 10: 13). Therefore, the prophet Amos also pronounces an 
oracle of woe against those who trust in Samaria (Am. 6: 1 ;  we may also mention 
Jer. 48:7 [according to the LXX text] and 49:4 here, which censure those who 
trust in strongholds and treasures). The psalmist recognizes this uatrustworthi-

1 On Jer. 48:7 and 49!4, see below. 
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ness of all weapons: ''For not in my bow do I trust, nor can my sword save me
,, 

(Ps. 44:7[6]). 
But .neither can one rely on man! It is not difficult to understand that this is 

true of a bogl1edli, a faithless man (Prov. 25:19). But'Jer. 17:5 contains a curse 
against the man who tru ts in man and thus m.akes flesh his strength. One cannot 
even feel secure in the help of princes (Ps. 146:3). These two ideas appear to
gether in Ps. 1 18:8f., which contains an emphatic contrast between b{�, ''putting 
confidence in, trusting in,

,
, man and princes, and chasah, ''taking refuge,'' in 

God. Quite often the OT states that one cannot rely on Pharaoh or on Egypt, 
as in the Isaiah .narrative in Isa. 36:4,5,6,9 followed by 2 Ch. 32: 10· and in Isa. 
3 1 : 1 ;  8 Jer. 2:37; 46:25; Ezk. 29:16. Egypt disappoints everyone that has any
thing to do with her. When Jgs. 9:26 states that the Sbechemites put confidence 
in Gaal, the implication too seems to be that he would disappoint them. A person 
can even be wrong about his friends; it can be dangerous to rely on them, as the 
warnings and laments in Jer. 9:3(4); Mic. 7:5; and Ps. 41 : 10(9) state. Thus, have 
no confidence in man or in a wild animal (Job 39:1 1). 

Most of all, man must not have confidence in himself. He must not trust in his 
own strength (Isa. 30: 12; Ps. 62: 1 1 [10]· Prov. 21 :22}, or in his own beauty, which 
is a gift of Yahweh, as the beauty he gave to Jerusalem (Ezk. 16:15), or in him
self, for ''he who trusts in his own mind is a fool ' (Prov. 28:26), or in bis own 
''righteousness'' (Ezk. 33:12), or even in his own ''wickedness," as the prophet 
says in. his reproach against Babylon (Isa. 47:10). 

Again, he who seeks for security in f'idols'' (•atsabbim, Ps. 1 15:8; 135: 1 8) or 
who trusts in 'images'' (Isa. 42:17; Hab. 2 :18) or ''Bethel'' (Jer. 48: 1 3) shall be 
put to shame. 

Jeremiah carries this skepticism still further. Judah believes that the temple is 
a reliable object of trust. After all, it is the temple of Yahweh (Jer. 7:4,14), and 
the Nabis (prophets) declared Yahweh's words affirming that the temple was 
inviolable. But Jeremiah states that Judah is deceived about this, for all these 
are deceptive words and one cannot rely on them (Jer. 7:4,8; 13:25; 28 :15;  
29:31). 

Thus in these passages b!!J means ''to rely on a thing of nought,'' as Isa. 59:4 
puts it, and this can only lead to shame. Thus the participle used absolutely has 
the meaning ''credulous, self-confident. • It appears in Prov. 14:16 as a char
acteristic of the ''fool ' :  ''The fool goes into a rage and feels secure'' ;  0 in Zeph . 
. 2 :15 it is used of Nineveh, in Isa. 47:8 of Babylon, in Jer. 49:31 of Hazor, in 
Ezk. 30:9 of Ethiopia, in Ezk. 39:6 of the islands (coastlan.ds), and in Isa. 32:9-
1 1  of the daughters of Jerusalem. In all these passages it refers to one who 
' thinks he is secure," but is wrong. 

No doubt this should also be borne in mind in explicating Beel. 9:4. Certainly 
every living thing has hope. But the word used here is bittachon, and the context 
includes the idea tha.t tbis ''hope'· also will be disappointed in the end, for all 

s See above. 
o With Rjnggren, ATD, XVI/1, in loc. 
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life ends in death, as the context states quite clearly. 10 Similarly Job 6:20 states 
that the kind of .hope that the caravans of Terna have wi]l be confounded. 

This absolute usage of b!J.z in its clearly negative sense shows first of all tha·t 
the negative meaning is characteristic of b{�· When one has the kind of ''self
security or tru t'' suggested by this sense of b{f}, it almost always leads into 
error and will be disappointed or will result in apathy, whether the object of 
trust is riches or weapons, princes or friends, powers and authorities or man him
self, his strength and. righteousness. Nor can one rely on idols or even on the 
temple of God. No matter what a man trusts in, he will be confounded! 

3. Security in God. In contrast to this clear linguistic usage of b!�' there 
is another that is even clearer. The community of Yahweh can know for sure 
that it can rely on him. This. certainty is expressed in texts that praise the person 
who relies on Yahweh. Thus we read in Jer. 17:7 (in contrast to 17:5) i1: ''Blessed 
(with a - iii:i blzruk/1) is the man who trusts in Yahweh,' and in Prov. 16:20: 
''Happy (with an --.. '"'" ·as11re) is be who trusts in Yahweh'' (see also Ps. 40:5 
(4]; 84: 13( 12]). Similar statements are made concerning the boteaclz, ''the one 
who trusts,'' and the botechim, ''those who trust,,

, 
in Prov. 28:25· 29:25; Ps. 

32: 10; 125 : 1 ;  they are refreshed, protected, surrounded by good things, and 
will not fall (cf. also Prov. 14:26 and Ps. 1 12:7). Since not only Jer. 17:7 but 
also Ps. 32:10 and 1 1 2:7 belong to the sphere of Wisdom, it is clear that there 
is a strong interest in Wisdom in these passages. 

The recurring admonition, 'cTrust in the Lord!'' can be understood in light 
of this. It is especially impressive in the antithetical statement in Prov. 3:5: 
' Trust in Yahweh with all your heart and d.o not rely on your own insight." It 
also appears in the twofold admonition in Ps. 37:3,5: ''Trust in Yahweh1'; in Prov. 
22:19; in the summons to the community in Ps. 4:6(5); 62:9(8); Isa. 26:4; and 
in the comprehensive summons to Israel, the house of Aaron, and all those who 
fear the Lord in Ps. 1 15:9,10, 1 1 .  We find similar expressions in Ps. 40:4(3) and 
9:11(10), the latter of which adds the reason, ' for thou hast not forsaken those 
who seek thee) ' and in Jer. 49: 1 1  and Isa. 50:10, the latter of which says: ''Who 
walks in darkness and bas no light, yet trusts in the name of Yahweh and relies 
upon his God. Thus in distress and darkness also, one is to seek security and 
support in God. 

This admonition is expressed in a most emphatic way in Isaiah when he shows 
Judah (perhaps again in a critical situation) where her strength really lies: ''In 
returning and rest you could be saved; in quietness and assurance shall be your 
strength. And you would not'' (Isa. 30:15). In another passage (7:9), Isaiah con
nects the continued existence of the house of David with ''faith." In a similar 
way, here he connects the continued existence of Judah with returning, rest, and 
quietness, i.e., with that inner security which is hidden in Yahweh and receives 
power and strength therefrom. 

In addition a .number of texts in the OT contain this confession: ''I trust in 

10 Cf. Hertz.berg, KAT, XVlI/4, and Zimm.erH, ATD, XVI/1, in Joe. 
11 Sec above. 
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thee, in thy mercy and grace!'' This appears in particular in the laments: Ps. 
13:6(5); 25:2; 26: 1 ;  28:7; 31 :7,15(6,14); 52:10(8); 55:24(23); 56:4,5,12(3,4, 
1 1); 86:2; 143:8; and 71 :5. But it is also found in Wisdom Psalms like 9 1 :2; 
1 19:42; occasionally elsewhere, as in 27:3; 33:21 ;  65:6(5); Isa. 12:2; 26:3; and 
in the narrative in Isa. 36:7,15. These passages are held together by a common 
bond, viz., that in time of need, whatever it may be, there is no way for man to 
survive but to take refuge in Yahweh, to trust in him, and to have confidence in 
him. This gives these confessions their peculiar strength; the inner power of the 
worshipper rests on this certainty. The Assyrian intermediaries try to determine 
this inner certainty when they refer to the other ''gods'' that were unable to save 
their worshippers from the Assyrian army. But Yahweh is not one among ·many 
gods; he is the only God and therefore man can put his confidence in him. 

In comparison with. the promise made to the boteacli, ''the one who trusts�" 
and with the admonition to ''trust'' and the confession of ''trust'', the simple 
statement that someone ''trusted'' or ''trusts'' in Yahweh is rather rare. 2 K. 18:5 
says concerning Hezekiah, ''He trusted in Yahweh, the God of Israel.'' 1 Ch. 
5 :20 makes a similar statement concerning the Reubenites. Sennacherib sends to 
Hezekiah and tries to shake his faith in Yahweh (Isa. 37:10), a_nd Jeremiah 
promises Ebedmelech a divine blessing because he has put his trust in God (Jer. 
39:18). Ps. 2 1 :8(7) says that the king trusted in the Lord, and Ps. 22:5,6(4,5) 
makes a similar affiimation concerning the fathers. It is quite difficult as well 
to find objective statements in the OT concerning present trust in Yahweh. It is 
easier to find statements concerning present lack of trust. Thus Zep.haniah (3:2) 
laments that Jerusalem had not trusted in Yahweh, and Ps. 78:22 laments that 
the fathers had not trusted in him. 

Thus the feeling of being secure in God is the only certain support for human 
life. When Israel lives securely, it is a result of divine guidance: 1 S. 12: 1 1 ;  1 K. 
5:5(4:25); Ps. 78:53. The phrase ''to dwell (lie down) securely (in safety)'' in 
particular is found repeatedly in divine promises: Isa. 14:30; Hos. 2:20(18); Dt. 
12: 10; 33: 12,28; Jer. 23:6; 33: 16; 32:37; Ezk. 28:26; 34:25,27,28; 38:8,14; 
39:26; Lev. 25 : 18,19; 26:5; Zec. 14: 1 1 ;  Isa. 32:17f. Thus it was especially in the 
time of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Deuteronomy, and the Holiness Code that Israel 
looked forward to a time when she could again ''dwell (lie down) securely (m 
safety)," i.e., when she could live under Yahweh's protection. This kind of 
security is also the substance of human confidence, as it is stated in Ps. 4:9(8): 
''Thou alone, 0 Lord, makest me dwell in safety' (cf. also Ps. 16:9 and Job 
24:23?). But it is also the result of a righteous life acceptable to God, as Prov. 
1 :33 says: ''he who listens to me will dwell secure'' (so similarly 3:23; 10:9; 
Job 1 1 : 18). 

Thus there is an intimate connection between ''seeking security in God'' and 
''security'' in external and internal life. 

By way of contrast, there are only a few passages where b!IJ is used in a 
positive sense with relationship to man. A man trusts in his wife (Prov. 31 : 1 1); 
a ''righteous man'' feels secure (28:1); he who hates suretyship is secure ( 1 1 : 15). 
The Israelites are not disappointed when they trust in the men in ambush (J gs. 
20:36). 
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IV. Historical Development. The historical development of the root b!IJ is 
hard to determine. This is partly because many passages, e.g., the pertinent 
psalms, cannot be dated precisely. Above all it is ·not clear how this root can have 
such a varied connotation that almost always it can have a negative meaning 
when appljed to man and a positive meaning when applied to God. Weiser refers 
to Isa. 30:15 and argues that Isaiah played an important role in the history of 
this word; but it is very doubtful whether he realJy gave so much impetus to its 
development. Perhaps it would be more appropriate to emphasize that the root 
b[IJ is intimately connected with Wisdom Literature. This would explain how it 
could be used in this material first of all ambivalently in statements concerning 
man, and onJy in a positive sense when it was applied to God. Isaiah, whose 
language is strongly influenced by Wisdom terminology, could have used the 
form bitchah in order to express the peculiar idea of ''trust,, in God. 12 After
ward th.ere arose a greater and greater distinction between the two usages of 
b!IJ. depending on whether a particular passage was speaking of man or of God. 

Man may be disappointed by man, but he can know there is security in God's care. 

i2 See above. 
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Contents� I. 1. Etymology, Evidence; 2. Meaning. ll. Concrete Uses in the OT: 1. Stom
ach and Consumption; 2. Womb and Reproduction; 3. From Birth (with 1r1in); 4. Acts of 
Prostration; 5. The lnner Man. Ill. Specific Theological Usages: 1. Life Begins in the Womb; 
2. Blessings and Curses; 3. Ezekiel and the Scroll. 

I. 1. Etymology, Evidence. The word beteri appears primarily in Hebrew 
with cognates in Aramaic and Arabic and South Canaanite, the last having been 
found as a gloss (ba!nu) in the A.mama Letters (232: 10; 233:14; 234:9). The 
basic meaning seems to be ''interior," 1 which would compare quite closely with 
the Gk. koilfa and gaster (both = ''hollow''), the two words used almost exclu
sively to translate beten in th.e LXX. In the Letters from Acebo of the Amama 
Tablets, it occurs three time to describe the upplicant s prostration. He bows 
down seven times ''on his belly and on his back." 

be1en. J. Behm, ''"t<otA.la,0 TDNT, ID, 786-89; M. Dahood, "Qoheleth and Northwest 
Semitic Philology," Bibi, 43 (1962), 349-365; idem, "Hcbrew-Ugaritic Lexicography," Bibi, 
44 (1963), 301; M. Gilula, "An Egyptian ParalJel to Jeremia 1 4-5," VT, 17 (1967), 114; A. R. 
Johnson, The Vitality of the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel (Cardiff, 21964), 
74f.; Pedersen, JLC, 1-11, 170ff. 

1 KBL3, 1 19. 
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2. Meaning. In the OT beten has the following meanings: 
(a) ''Belly'' or ''lower abdomen,'' either of a man (Jgs. 3:21,22) or a woman, 

where the belly usually refers to a ''pregnant belly'' (Hos. 9:11 ;  Cant. 7:3 [Eng. 
v. 2]). In Job 40: 16 we have a reference to the ''belly'' of Behemoth, the primor
dial ''bull of heaven." 

(b) ''Stomach'
, 

as the central digestive organ (Prov. 13:25; 18 :8=26:22; Ezk. 
3:3). 

(c) ''Womb'' or ''procreative organ''-in a woman it appears often in paralJel
ism with the more exclusive term -+ oni rechem, ''womb'' (Jer. 1 :5;  Isa. 46:3; Ps. 
22: 1 1 [10]; 58:4[3]; Job 3 : 1 1 ;  10:18,19; 3 1 : 15). A man can also speak of children 
as having come from bis beten. In the idioms peri bitni, ''the fruit of my womb," 
and bene bitni, ''the children (lit. sons) of my womb," the beten may well be 
a synecdoche for ''body''; the children come from bis body, not from his belly 
(Mic. 6:7; Job 19:17; 2 cf. Ps. 132:1 1). In Hos. 9 : 11,16, Ephraim is the person
ified nation of northern Israel with a beten. Deutero-Isaiah speaks of the nation 
also as having been formed in a beten (Isa. 44:2,24; etc.). 

( d) ' Inner parts'' of the body generally (Prov. 22: 18), similar to - 0''1l me ·im. 
(e) ''Innermost part'' of the upper cosmos, viz., the firmament (Job 38:29), 

as well as the lower cosm.os, Sheol (Jonah 2:3(2]). 
(f) ''Architectural projection," most likely upon which pillars of a building 

stood (1  K. 7:20); cf. lQM 5: 13, ''sheath'' or ''curve'1 on the sickle-shaped 
sword. 3 

11. Concrete Uses in the OT. Two of the primary contexts in which beten 
appears are those concerned with human consumption and reproduction. The 
belly is the primary digestive organ and it also functions, especially in the woman, 
to bring forth young. Birth from the womb is the terminus a quo of an individual's 
life and it is frequently used (hyperbolically to be sure) of the time when certain 
life-activities began. 

1 .  Stomach and Consumption. Words of gossip are like delicious bits ·of food 
that go down into the beten (Prov. 18:8). Traditional wisdom viewed a sated 
man as being righteous while the ''belly of the wicked suffers want'' (Prov. 
13:25). I t  made a difference, however, whether or not the filled belly and the 
wealth it represented were achieved by greed. We meet this argument in the 
speeches of Eliphaz and Zophar (Job 15,20), where, in disputing with Job, they 
point to his poverty as a sign of his wickedness (20:15,20,23). When judgment 
comes be vomits up what be has consumed (20:15). (Job, of course, has a 
counterargument in chap. 21 :  the wicked in fact very much live the good life.) 
Along similar lines is the account in Jgs. 3:21f. of Ehud plunging the sword into 
the beten of Eglon king of Moab. No doubt there was a feeling of justice when 
a well-sated ruler was put to the sword, as the narrator spares us few details in 

2 See on this Pope, Job. AB, XV, 132. 
3 YT, 5 (1955), 534; ThlZ, 81 (1956), 29f. 

• 
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his description. Eglon, we are told, was a ''very fat man'' (v. 17) in whom the 
sword went into the beten up to the handle (v. 22). 

2. Womb and Reproduction. For the woman, the belly is most happily the 
''pregnant belly.'' Rebekah was found to have twins in her beten (Gen. 25:24). 
One of them, Jacob, earned his name ''to take by the heel ' in the bet en (Hos. 
12:4[3]). Children were called ''fruit of the womb'' (peri beten, Ps. 127:3; Isa. 
13:18;  etc.). They could be derived from the man's body also. Job refers to bene 
bitni, ''the sons of my womb'' (Job 19: 17), and Yahweh swears an oath to David 
saying, ''O.ne of the sons of your body (mipperi bhitnekha) I will set on your 
throne'' (Ps. 132: 1 1 ). Micah asks rhetorically, ''Shall I give . . .  the fruit of my 
body (peri bhitm) for the sin of my soul?'' (Mic. 6:7). 

3. From Birth (with min). In Job 3 1 : 1 8  the idiom mibbeten refers to Job's 
birth. He says hyperbolically, ''from my youth I reared him like a father, and 
from my mother's womb (mibbeten 'immi) I guided her." "" In other words, Job 
has always been rearing orphans and guiding widows. 

4. Acts of Prostration. When one lies prostrate on the ground, his ''belly'' 
and his ''neck'' become major contact points. Dahood has correctly translated 
nephesh as ''neck'' in Ps. 44:26(25), where i t  appears in parallelism with beten 
to describe an act of prostration: ''For our neck (naphshenu) is bowed down 
to the dust, our belly (bitnenu) cleaves to the ground." This is corroborated by 
Egyptian reliefs depicting slaves touching the ground with their necks, 5 and we 
recall that the Amama texts used ''belly'' in a context of prostration. 6 The same 
is true in Ps. 3 1 : 10(9), which reads, �asheshah bhekha·as ·eni naphshi ubhitni, 
''my eye is wasted from grief, my soul and my body also.'' Here the eye is suffer
ing from weeping and the neck and belly are worn from continual prostration. It 
is possible, though not necessary, to view the beten as the place where the tears 
originate, following Dahood. 7 

5. The Inner Man. The beten also represents the ''inner man,'' in which 
thoughts are stored up and from which they issue forth. Man is advised to keep 
the words of the wise in his bete1i (LXX kardia), having them continually ready 
for a proper time when they may be spoken (Prov. 22: 18). The ruach, ''spirit,'' 
which carries forth these words, is also in the beten. Elihu, who has thus far 
restrained himself from entering the Job dialogue, can do so no longer, as the 
combination of the spirit (ruach) and words (millim) in his beten will make him 
burst if he does not release them (Job 32:18f.; cf. Jer. 20:9). In yet another 
attack upon Job (1 5:2), Eliphaz speaks disparagingly about ruach in bitno; a 
wise man should not be a ''bag of hot air." 8 The ''breath of man'' (nishmath 

• On the emendation of the text, see Pop� 198, 204. 
s Dahood, AB, XVI, 268. 
6 See above. 
'1 Dahood, AB, XVII, xxiv. 
s Pope, 108. 
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• adham) is the lamp of Yahweh which searches the chambers of the heart, 
clzadhre bhaten (Prov. 20:27), chambers that get periodic cleansings by means 
of physical punishment (v. 30). Evil thoughts can also be stored up in the beten 
(Job 15:35), but if a man has spoken well his beten is satisfied (Prov. 18:20). 
Finally, in the psalm of Habakkuk (Hab. 3 : 16), the beten trembles along with the 
lips as destruction approaches. Usually it is the ''bowels'' (me0im) and ''heart ' 
(lebh) that manifest inward fear and distress {cf. Jer. 4: 19; Lam. 1:20; 2 : 1 1 ;  
Job 30:27). 

ill. Specific Theological Usages. 

1 .  Life Begins in the Womb. (a) Yahweh creates man and bring_s him to 
birth. The womb is where Yahweh s creative activity takes place. The psalmist 
says, ''Thou didst knit me together in my mother's wo.mb'' (bebheten 'immi, 
Ps. 139: 1 3). Like many of Yahweh's other mighty works, this too is a mystery 
(Eccl. 1 1 :5). Yahweh also brings the child to birth; thus in theologis:al contexts 
mibbeten has two meanings: ''from within the womb'' (Job 1 :21 ;  Ps. 22:10[9]) 
or ''from birth'' (Jgs. 13:5; Ps. 58:.4[3); 7 1 :6). 

(b) Birth, then, being the terminus a quo in life, is often viewed both by Yah
weh and by man as the beginning of a relationship. Or, on the other hand, it may 
be the point at which a relatio.nship goes awry. After being taken by Yahweh 
from the womb, the psalmist sa.ys he was kept safe by Yahweh on his mother's 
breasts (Ps. 22: 10f.[9f.]; 7 1 :6). The wicked" by contrast, go astray merachem, 
''from the womb," and speak lies mibbeten, ''from birth'' (Ps. 58:4[3]). Yahweh 
also calls his chosen men from the womb. Samson is to be a Nazirite min 
habbaten, ''from the womb'' (RSV ''from birth,'' Jgs. 1 3:5,7). Calling Jeremiah 
to be a prophet, Yahweh speaks hyperbolically, saying, ''Before (beterem) I 
formed you in the womb (babbeten) I knew you, and before (beterem) you 
were born (tetse' merechem) I consecrated you'' (Jer. 1 :5). Similarly, we are 
often told that some god called Egyptian and Babylonian kings from the womb. 9 

(c) In Deutero-Isaiah the lordship and parental character of Yahweh burst 
forth, as we get a panoramic view of Yahweh's historical relationship with his 
servant. Yahweh formed the servant from the womb (mibbeten, Isa. 44:2,24; 
49:5). It was from the womb that he carried him (46:3) and called him to be his 
·ebliedh, ''servant'' {49: 1 ;  cf. v. 3). Israel was a rebel from the womb (48:8); 
but as a mother does not forget the ·ulah merachem, ''sucking child,'' nor lack 
compassion for the ben bi1nah, ''son of her womb,'' indeed even if she does, 
Yahweh will not forget his servant (49:15). 

2. Blessings a11d Curses. (a) ''Sons are a heritage from Yahweh, the fruit of 
the womb (peri habbaJen) a reward'' (Ps. 127:3). In Deuteronomy they are a 

9 A. Moret, Du caractere religieux de la royauti plraraonique (Paris, 1902), 65; R. Labat. 
Le caractere religieux de la royaute assyro-babylonienne (Paris, 1939), 45f.; cf. Gilula1 1 14. 
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blessing and their absence is a curse. If the peopJe do good Yahweh will bless 
the fruit of the body, the fruit of the ground and the fruit of the cattle (Dt. 7: 13 ;  
28:4, 1 1 ;  30:9). If they do evil, the same will be cursed (Dt. 28: 18)-tbe people 
will themselves aid in bringing the curse to pass; they are told: ''you will (then) 
eat the fruit of your own bodies'' (peri bitnekluz v. 53). The prophets are the 
ones who appropriate the curse. In Hosea, Yahweh speaks to a personified 
nation, Ephraim, sayin,g there will be ''no birth, no pregnancy, no conception'' 
(milledhali umibbeten umeherayon, Hos. 9: 11 ). Yet even if they do bear, Yahweh 
will destroy machamadde bhitnam, ''the beloved children of their womb'' (RSV 
''their beloved children," v. 16; cf. v. 12). Not only against Israel, but also against 
Babylon Yahweh will have no mercy on the peri bheten, ''frujt of the womb'' 
(Isa. 13: 18). With Job and Jeremiah, we hear them curse their own birth. Jeremiah 
wishes he had died in the womb (rachem) and thereby caused his mother com
paratively less. shame than his birth has brought her (Jer. 20:17). Job curses an 
impersonal cosmos (Job 3:3-11), not God, it is important to note, ''because it did 
not shut the doors of my (moth.er's) womb'' (dalthe bhitni). Would that he had 
died just after being born (vv. lOf.) and been carried from the womb to the grave 
(10:19). It is also in Job alone that we find a vestige of the common ancient Near 
Eastern view concerning Mother Earth. Looking to the continuity between birth 
and death, Job says in 1 ;21:  'arom yatsathi mibbeten 'immi 'arom 'asliubh 
shammah. Job came naked from the womb and he will return there (sltammah) 
naked. This is, of course, not the mother's womb to which he wilJ retl.""-n, but 
to the womb of Mother Earth. 10 Sirach also speaks of the life cycle as beginning 
in the mother's womb and ending when one returns to the ''mother of all," i.e., 
Mother Earth (Sir. 40: 1). 

(b) God also brings curses to the stomach. When one has accumulated unjust 
wealth, it may very well be sweet in the mouth (Job 20:12), but not satisfying in 
the beten. God's anger will enter the beten causing him to vomit it up (vv. 15,23). 
The stomach is probably also referred to in the curse of Ps. 17: 14, although it 
is coupled with the notion that the children will also be the heirs, thus a double 
meaning may be intended. 

(c) An ancie,nt ordeal is prescribed in Nu. 5:1 1-31 for a woman suspected of 
unfaithfulness to her husband. The woman is required to drink water mixed with 
dirt from the floor, along with written curses that are washed off into the solu
tion. This will enter her body and cause bitter pain. If she does not survive the 
ordeal which indicates. her guilt, then ''her body will swell and her thigh fall 
away

,, 
(tsabhethah bhitnah venaphelah. yerekhalz, v. 27). The yarekh, ''thigh,'' is 

no doubt a euphemistic term. It appears in paralleljsm with beten, '�body," and 
must refer to one of the female reproductive organs. We know that if she survives 
and is declared clean, she can conceive and have children (v. 28): thus non
survival either will result in damage to the female reproductive organs, or, if she 
has conceived in an extramarital affair, then it could refer to loss of the child. 

10 Pope, 16. 

• 
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3. Ezekiel and the Scroll. In the call and commissio,ning of Ezekiel, Yah
weh gives him a scroll to eat with words of judgment written upon it (Ezk.2:8ff.). 
In his mouth these words are ''sweet as honey'' (kidhbhash lemathoq; cf. Ps. 
1 19:103). Then they go down into his beten, ''stomach'' (Ezk. 3:3), and since 
they convey a bitter message, the words make Ezekiel bitter (3 : 1 4). Jeremiah 
also, in a context reflecting upon his call, tells of eating a scroll which was at 
first very good but later caused him much pain (Jer. 15:16-18). A final parallel 
occurs in the book of Revelation: a scroll to be eaten is sweet as honey in the 
mouth but bitter when it enters the stomach (koilia, Rev. 10:8-11). 

Freedman, Lundbom 

Contents: I. 1.  Etymology; 2. ln Ugaritic; 3. Forms in Hebrew. II. Semantic Analysis: 
1. In the QaJ; 2. Jn the Hipbil; 3. Jn the Hithpolel; 4. In the Niphal; 5. binal1; 6. tebhunah. 
III. Summary. IV. In the Qumran Literatu,re. 

I. 1 .  Etymology. The root byn is connected with the subst. bayin, ''interval, 
space between'' {analogous to Arab. bainun or baina, Old South Arab. byn, 
Ugar. bn, and Phoen.), 1 used as a preposition (hen, ''between''). Consequently 
the original meaning of byn was ''to distinguish, separate," a meaning that also 
appears in different n.uances in other Semitic languages: Arab. bana, ''to be 
clear, understandable," II ''to make clear, understandable," bayyinun, ''clear, 
distinct,'' Old South Arab. byn, ''to go away, carry off,'' Ethiop. bayyana, ''to 
distinguish, separate, observe, perceive,'' Ugar. bn, ''to understand,'' 2 Palmyrene 
aphel, ''to elucidate, state precisely," 3 Biblical Aram. byn. • 

2. In Ugaritic. The Ugar. bn occurs three times for certain, viz., in CT A,  3 
[V AB·], m, 24, ''in order that the earth's masses may understand," where it is 
in parallelism with yd', ''to know''; in CT A,  3, IV, 59, where it is used in a 
similar way; and in CT A ,  4 [TI AB], V, 122, ''Hear, 0 victorious Baal, Under
stand, 0 rider of the clouds," where it is in parallelism with sm.' ''to hear." The 
two other examples given in WUS, 50 must be interpreted differently. 

3. Forms in Hebrew. In Hebrew the verb byn occurs in the qal, niphal, polel, 
(hithbonan), hithpolel and hiphil; and the suostantives binalt, ''understanding,'' 

bin. See the literature l isted under � :'lt)::>n chokhmah, "wisdom." 

1 DISO, 34. 
2 wus, 50. 
s DISO, 34. 
' See below. 
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and tebhunah, ''understanding, knowledge," also come from this root. - o�n 
cl1ak/1am, ''to be wise,'' and -+ �:>It sakhal, ''to be prudent," are among the syn
onyms of byn, but this is not to imply that byn is .an exclusively Wisdom word. 

IL Semantic Analysis. 

1 .  Jn tlze Qal. The primary meaning of byn in the qal is ''to give heed to, to 
perceive.' The ''strange wo.man'' looks out of the window and ''perceives'' a 
young man (Prov. 7:7). Nehemiah ''perceives'' the evil that Eliashib bas done 
(Neh. 13:7). Job complains that God passes by him so quickly that be does not 
see or ''perceive'' him (Job 9: 1 1). Ezra ''observes'' (gives attention to) the people 
and finds that there are no Levites among them (Ezr. 8 :15). 

From the context in which byn appears this verb receives an ideoJogicaJ
theological emphasis. Frequently it is used. to convey the idea of giving atten
tion to God's deeds. In Moses' farewell song, the people are summoned to 
remember (- ,�, zokhar) the days of old, and to ''consider'' the years of past 
generations, in order that they might come to know bow Yahweh chose Israel 
(Dt. 32:7). The same song says concerning the foolish, apostate people: ''If they 
were wise, they would understand (sakhal in the biphil) this, they would dis
cern their latter end

,
' (- n,.,nac ·ach0r1th, Dt. 32:29). Similarly in Ps. 73:17 the 

psalmist says that he went into the sanctuary of God ''in order to 'perceive' their 
(i.e., the ungodly people's) end.'' Both passages declare the inevitable conse
quences of revolt against God. In the same sense, Ps. 50:22 admonishes those 
who forget God to ''give heed,'' and to consider the righteous judgment of God 
lest he rend them. Here byn .means to ''come to an understanding,'' which would 
lead to conversion. But the ungodly do not ''take heed to'' (regard) the works of 
Yahweh; therefore he will destroy them {Ps. 28:5). The prudent ''looks'' where 
he is going, but the pethi, ''simple,'' ''believes everything'' (Prov. 14:15). Ps. 19:13 
(Eng. v. 12) is a little different, ''Who can 'discern' his errors (sheghi'oth)?'' Here 
' errors'' is in parallelism with ''hidden {faults),'' and thus means errors which 
are not manifest, and which are not immediately perceptible. 

Daniel ''gives attention to'' (or ''perceives'') the number of years that Jeremiah 
had predicted (Dnl. 9:2), and derives apocalyptic instruction from this. Similarly, 
in 9:23 he is called upon to ''consider'' (qal) the word and to ''understand'' 
(hiphil) the vision and in 10:1 it is stated that he did just this. 

b)�n is connected quite naturally with terms meaning ''to hear'' and ''to see," 
and in such instances it obviously denotes the act of perceiving. Thus Job speaks 
of God as his legal partner: ''I would learn what he would answer me, and 'per
ceive' what he would say to me'' (Job 23:5). But wherever he looks (ra·ah, cha
zah) he does not ''perceive'

, 
him (23:8). In another place he says: ''My eye bas 

seen all this, my ear has heard and 'understood' it. What you know, I also know'' 
(13: 1l). G In Ps. 94:7 the ungodly say: ''Yahweh does not see; the God of Jacob 
does not 'perceive."' Contrariwise the worshipper in 5:2(1) asks God to give ear 
to (ha'azinah) his words and to ''give heed'' to his groaning; of course, he is also 

5 On the connection of byn with yd·, see below. 
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asking for God to intervene here. Two passages in Isaiah, viz., 6:9f. and 32:3f., 
are more illuminating. In 6:9f. the prophet receives the command to preach to 
the people, ''Hear and h.ear, but do not 'perceive'; see and see, but do not 'under
stand' (yd·).'' The idea is that the external seeing and hearing \Vill not lead to a 
deeper understanding of the situation, the heart of the people will become hard 
(fat, shamen in the biphiJ), so that they see, hear, and understand (byn) nothing 
that God might heal them. The prophet's use of the verb shubli may point to the 
idea of conversion (but it is also possible to translate: ''that they may be healed 
again''). Isa� 32:3f. has reference to the Messianic future, when the eyes of those 
who see will really see, the ears of those who bear will really hear, and the heart 
of the rash will ''have good judgment'' (lit. ''understand to know,'' yabhin 
ladha'ath). Thus the seeing and hearing will result in a knowledge of God. 

In the last two passages byn is connected with yd', ''to know.'' This is also 
the case in many other passages, and in fact in very different contexts: Job 15:9, 
''What do you know that we do not know? What do you 'understand' that is not 
clear to us?'' Prov. 24:12: God who weighs the heart ''perceives'' it, he who 
keeps watch over the soul knows that which man wants to deny. Job 14:21 : 
The dead does not know or ''perceive'' what happens to his children. Isa. 44:18:  
Idols see, hear, and ''discern'' nothing-tlie same thing is said of the ''sons of 
God'' in Ps. 82:5. The following passages contain ideas that are more clearly 
connected with Wisdom ideology: Prov. 2:5: ''Then you will 'understand' the 
fear of Yahweh and find the knowledge (da'ath) of God''; 19:25: ''Reprove a 
man of understanding (nabhon), and he will 'gain' knowledge (yab/iin da'ath).'' 

Accordingly, chakham, ''to be wise,'' is frequently used as a synonym of byn, 
even and in particular outside the Wisdom Literature strictly speaking. Thus, 
e.g., we read in the concluding verse of the book of Hosea (14: 10[9]): ''Whoever 
is wise, let him 'understand these things; whoever is discerning (nabhon), let him 
know (yd} them.'' The context here shows that the prophet is speaking of the 
ways of Yahweh. Similarly Jer. 9 :11 (12) says, ''Who is the man so wise that 
he can understand this? To whom has the mouth of Yahweh spoken, that he 
may explain why the land is ruined?'' Thus ultimately only the word that comes 
from Yahweh can give correct understanding. In Ps. 92:7(6) the Wisdom char
acter of the word byn is emphasized by antithetical concepts: ''The dull (brutish, 
� ,9:i ba'ar) man cann.ot know (yadha.), the stupid (-+ �'O:l kes/I) cannot 'under
stand' this,'' viz., the greatness of God's works and the depth of his thoughts. 
In Job 42:3 Job confe se that he has spoken. out of a lack of knowledge (beli 
da·ath), ''without understanding," things too wonderful for him, which he did 
not know (yd·). 

byn is also connected with ski in the hiphil, ''to have insight, to understand.'' 
We have already mentioned one example above (Dt� 32:29). Here we may also 
refer to Ps. 94:8: ''Understand, 0 dullest (b.r) of the people! Fools (kesil), why 
will you not be wise (sk()?'' and Dot. 12: 10: ''None of the wicked (rs·) shall 
'understand' ;  but those who are wise (maskilim) shall understand." Io this last 
passage, again the author has reference to apocalyptic understanding. 

Several times already we have seen that byn is translated by ''understand.'' 
There are several other examples of byn used in this sense: Neb. 8:8: the people 
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'1understood'' the book that was read; Job 36:29: no one ''understands'' the 
spreading of the clouds; Dnl. 12:8, ''I heard, but I did not understand'' {here 
the writer probably bas reference to a deeper unde.rstanding); with ki, ''that," 
in 1 S. 3:8: Eli understands that it is Yahweh who is speaking to Samuel; 2 S. 
12:19: because of th.e behavior of those who were present, David "understood'' 
(RSV ''perceived'') that the child was dead. Prov. 29:19: a slave will not be 
improved by djscipline, even though he ''understands'' he will not submit. Job 
1 8:2: '' 'Understand' (RSV 'Consider'), and then we will speak to each other!' 
Ps. 139:2: God •lunderstands ' (RSV ''discerns'') our thoughts from afar. Ps. 
49:21(20): a man without understanding (lo· yabhin; cf. v. 13(12], bal yalin
should we read yabliin here also?) is like the beasts. Prov. 28:5: Evil men do not 
''understand'' what is right (RSV 'justice,'' mishpat; cf. also 29:7). Isa. 43:10: 
''they will 'understand' (come to an understanding) and believe (he'emin) me 
and understand. (yd•) that I am He.'' 

Thus byn takes a number of objects. It is used of human understanding in the 
sense of wisdom or apocalyptic understanding or simply of man s knowledge of 
God. And it is also used of divine knowledge. It can denote both the under
standing and the deeds resulting from that understanding. 

2. In the Hiphil. Frequently the hiphil form of byn has the same meaning 
as the qal. Sometimes it means 'to give heed'' and sometimes ''to understand.'' 
The idea ''to give heed'' occurs, e.g., in Ps. 33:15: God ''gives heed to'' (RSV 
''observes'') the deeds of men; Isa. 40:21 :  ''Have you not known? Have you not 
heard? . . .  Have you not 'given heed' to the foundations of the earth?'' (the idea 
is that one should learn from earlier experiences and from God's act of creation); 
Isa. 57: 1 :  devout men are taken away without anyone noticing or giving heed 
to it. Four examples of this meaning of the hiphiJ of byn occur in the book of 
Daniel in passages that have to do with giving heed to the revelation (8:5,17; 
9:23; 10:1 1). Prov. 14:8: the wise man ''gives heed'' to his way. Neh. 8:12:  the 
people celebrate the Feast of Tabernacles, ''because they bad 'given heed to' 
{RSV 'understood') the words that were declared to them.'' Here the deed which 
results from the understanding is included in the idea conveyed by byn. 

When it has the meaning ''to understand," hebhin. is frequently connected with 
yd·, ''to know." Thus Mic. 4:12 says: ''(The foreign nations) do not know (yd•) 
the thoughts of Yahweh, and they do not 'understand' his plan'' (he will destroy 
them). This combination is quite frequent in the Wisdom Literature, e.g., in 
Prov. 1:2: ''That men may know (yd·) wisdom and instructio� 'understand' 
words of insight (bitzah)'� (cf. 1 :6, ''to understand a mashal, 'proverb,' and a 
melitsah, 'figure'''). In Dnl. 1 :4 the king commands that the young men be 
gathered ''who were skilful in alJ wisdom'' (maski/im bekhol chokhmah), who 
were endowed with knowledge (yodhe·e dha·a1h), and who understood learning 
(mebhine madda ·}-thus the entire Wisdom terminology! Dnl. 1 :  17: Daniel under
stood aJJ visions and dreams; 2:21:  Daniel traces hjs wisdom back to God (God 
gives mande·a· leyadh ·e bhinah, ''knowledge to those who have understand
ing''). Thus, in these passages in the book of Daniel we find Wisdom terminology 
used in the apocalyptic sphere. 
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hebhin also has this meaning elsewhere. Prov. 8:5 admonishes the petha·im, 
''simple ones '' and foolish men (kesi/im) ''to become prudent'' and to ''und.er
stand'' discretion (·ormali). Neh. 8:3 tells how Ezra read the law to those who 
could understand. The combination ''men, women, and kol mebhin lishmoa· (all 
who could hear with understanding)' in v. 2 seems to suggest that the last phrase 
refers to the children; the same thing seems to be intended by the expression 
kol yodhea· mebhin, ''all who have knowledge and understanding>'' in Neb. 
10:29(28) (cf. also 8:8: the people understood what was read). mebhin is also 
used to denote one who is skilful at doing something1 i.e., one who is an expert 
(cf. the verb in Dnl. 1 :17 above): 2 Ch. 34:12, ''those who ·were skilful with in
struments of music''; Dal. 8:23, ''experienced in plots (RSV riddles) (mebhin 
chidhoth}''; 1 Ch. 15:22: ''he was skilful in (directing music)." All these ex.amples 
are late; cf. 1 S. 16:18, yodhea· naggen, ''who is skilful in playing the .lyre.'' 

hebhin occurs twice with God as subject: Job 28:23: God ''understands'' the 
way to wisdom; 1 Ch. 28:9: Yahweh, who searches the heart, ''understands'' 
every plan and thought (yetser umachashabhoth). 

In conjunction with the original meaning of byn, in one passage hebhin means 
''to discern, ' viz., in 1 K. 3:9, where Solomon asks for understanding to discern 
between good and evil as a good judge (cf. 3 :1 1). 

Finally, as a true causative hebhin means ''to give understanding,'' ''to cause 
to understand, ' ''to teach.'' Of particular interest is Isa. 28:9, where the prophet's 
audience asks scornfully, ''Whom will he teach (yoreh) knowledge, and to whom 
will he impart revelation (yabhin shemu·ah)?'' Does be think that we are little 
children? Later v. 19 refers back to this text: when the punishment comes, it will 
be a terror ''to impart revelation.'' Isa. 40:14 asks, ''Whom did he (God) consult 
to teach him understanding (RSV, for his enlightenment, yabhin), and who 
taught (lamadh,) him the path of justice, and taught (lamadh) him knowledge 
(da.ath), and showed (yodhia·) him the way of understanding (tebhunah)?'' In 
a series of passages Ps. 1 19  speaks of gaining understanding in the command
ments of God (vv. 34,73,125,130,144,169). Dnl. 8:16 contains a request that the 
angel Gabriel may cause Daniel to understand a vision, and Dnl. 1 1:33 speaks 
of the people who are wise (maskile 'am), who will make many understand. Job 
6:24 says1 ''Teach (horu) me, and I will be silent, 'make me understandt how I 
have erred.'1 hebhin is used to express the effectiveness of the teacher in 1 Ch. 
25:8 (the teacher with his pupils); 2 Ch. 35:3 (the Levites taught all Israel); Ezr. 
8:16; Neb. 8:7,9. 

3. In the Hithpolel. The examples of byn in the hithpolel are found almost 
exclusively outside the Wisdom Literature (the exceptions appear in Job 1 1 : 1 1 ;  
23:15· 26:14; 30:20; 3 1 : 1 ;  32:12; 37:14 without Wisdom character; and in Sir. 
3:22; 7:5; 9:5). 

This form is used quite generally with the meaning ''to consider diligently;• 
''to look. at closely." The woman who brought her case before Solomon bad 
''looked at the child more closely'' and had discovered that it was not her child 
(1 K. 3:21). The shades in Sheol ''stare att' the king of Babylon (lsa. 14: 16). 
Though one ''looks well,'' he does not find the place of the ungodly (Ps. 37:10). 
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Job resolved not to ''look' upon a virgin (Job 3 1 : 1, quoted in Sir. 9:5). Elihu 
''gave attention'' to tb.e friends of Job (32:12). Twice hi1hbona1i stands in paral
lelism with a verb meaning ''to see'': Isa. 52:15, ''That which has not been told 
them they shall see, and that which they have not beard 'they hall understand,' ,, 
and Jer. 2: 10, ''Send to Kedar and 'examine with care'; see if there bas been such 
a thing''; once with a verb meaning ''to hear'': Job 37:14, ' Hear (he'ezin) this, 
0 Job; stop and 'considerJ the wondrous wor.ks of God''; once with zakhar, ''to 
re,member'': Isa. 43:18 :  ''Remember not the former things, nor 'consider' the 
things of old'' (now Yahweh is doing a new thing!); and three times with yadha•, 
''to know'': Job 38: 1 8, ''Have you 'looked at' (understood; RSV 'comprehended') 
the expanse of the earth? Declare, if you know all this'' (thus this knowledge is 
the result of looking); Job 1 1 : 1 1, ''For he knows worthless men; he sees iniquity 
and '(truly) gives heed' to it'' (lo', ''not," is either to be deleted or is to be inter
preted as an archaizing corroborative particle)· and Isa. 1 :3, ''Israel does not 
know, my people does .not 'understand''' (i.e., they cannot correctly evaluate 
their own situation, and they do not know God). In Job 30:20, Job says to God, 
''I cry to thee and thou dost not answer me; I stand, and thou dost (not) (read 
lo') 'heed' me.'' Ps. 107:43 speaks of giving heed to Yahweh's deeds, and Ps. 
1 1 9:95 speaks of giving heed to God's-words. Job 23: 1 5  says, ''when I consider, 
I am in dread of him.'' This ''giving heed'' or ''considering'' leads to comprehend
ing or understanding: Job 26: 14, ''the thunder of his power, who can 'under
stand'?''; Ps. 119:104, ''Through thy precepts 'I get understanding' '' (cf. v. 100, 
''I 'understan.d more' than the aged, for I keep [natsar] thy precepts''). Jer. 23:20 
and 30:24 announce that there will be a sudden understanding at the ''end of the 
days''; both of these passages have to do with the judgment of Yahweh's fierce 
anger. 

4. In the Niphal. There is only one example of the niphal of b)'n as a finite 
verb in tbe OT, in Jsa. 10:13, where the king of Assyria says: ''By the strength 
of my hand I have done it, and by my wisdom, for I have understanding 
(nebhl,nothi)." Elsewhere we find only the ptcp. nabhon, ''intelligent." It is a 
typical Wisdom word. In 1 8  of the 22 occurrences of this word in the OT, it is 
connected intimately or loosely with chakham, ''wise," or chokhmah, ''wisdom." 
Josep.h is ''a man discreet and wise'' 'Gen. 41 :33,39); Moses chooses wise and 
understanding men as heads over Israel (Dt. 1 : 13); Solomon has a wise and 
discerning heart (1 K. 3: 1 2);  Israel is a wise and understanding people (Dt. 4:6-
in this late chapter the law is an indication of the superiority of the people of 
God. as far as wisdom is concerned). Isaiah speaks of people who ''are wise in 
their own eyes, and consider themselves to be 'intelligent'

,, 
(Isa. 5:21), and of 

the time when God will intervene and bring to nought the wisdom of the wise and 
the discernment of the discerning (29:14). Jeremiah reproves the people because 
they are foolish (-+ ;,,M •e-vil), they know n.ot God, they are stupid children 
(banim sekhalim), they nave no understanding, and are skilled only in doing evil 
(Jer. 4:22). 6 

6 On Hos. 14: 10(9), see ll.1 above. 
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But nabhon is at home particularly in Proverbs. In 16:21 it is synonymous 
with cl1akham lebh, ''wise of heart''; according to 10:13 he who has understand
ing speaks wisdom and here the antithesis of nabhon .is chasar leblr, ''bim who 
lacks sense.'' In 1 :5  nabhon. is in parallelism with chakham, ''the wise man•t; 
according to 14:33 a man of understanding bas wisdom, and here nab/ion is 
contrasted with kesil, ''fool.'' In several passages nabhon is connected with 
da·ath, ''knowledge'' (14:6; 15: 14; 18:15;  19:25). nabhon also occurs in Prov. 
17:28; Sir. 9:1 1 ;  and Eccl. 9:1 1 ;  in the last passage it is connected with chakliam, 
''wise," and yadha ·, ''to know." 

Finally, nebhon dabhar means ''prudent in speec'h'' ( 1  S. 16: 18, of David), 
and nebhon lachash means ''expert in charms'' (Isa. 3 :3). 

5. binah. binah, ''insight understanding,'' is for the most part, but not exclu
sively, a Wisdom word. In 19 of the 39 times it occurs in the OT, it is explicitly 
connected with chokl1mah, ''wisdom '' and in 6 other passages {Prov. 3:5; 4:1 ;  
9:6· 23:4; 30:2; and Sir. 6:25) the Wisdom character of this word is assured by 
the sapiential context in which it occurs. 

binalz, ''understanding,'' can refer to arts and crafts (2 Ch. 2:12(13], yodhea • 
binah, ''endued with understanding''; 1 K.7:14 says, ''full of chokl1mah, tebhtlnah, 
and da'ath, i.e., wisdom understanding, and skill''), or to ''the timess' (evidently 
referring to diviners and astrologers, 1 Cb. 12:33) or to the office of king (22: 12, 
sakhel ubhinah, ''discretion and understanding''; 2 Cb. 2: 1 1  (12), of Solomon; 
Isa. 1 1  :2, transferred to the Messianic king: ''the spirit of wisdom and under
standing''). According to Dt. 4:6, the law is the peculiar wisdom and understand
ing of Israel. 7 According to Isa. 29:14 Yahweh will bring to nought the wisdom 
of the wise and the discernment of the discerning by intervening in bistory
so this text has reference to human. discernment altogether. The same is true of 
Job 38:4, which states that human understanding cannot comprehend God's 
wonders (cf. also Job 39:26). The inhabitants of the devastated .heathen city are 
a people without discernment (lo· 'am binoth hu'), and thus they do not under
stand the ways of God (Isa. 27:1 1). In the coming age of salvation those who err 
and those who murmur will come to understanding and will accept instruction 
(Isa. 29:24). The meaning of Job 38:36 is dubious: God has put wisdom in 
tuchoth, and given understanding to sekhvi-it is possible that this text is refer
ring to divination. s 

The Wisdom books emphasize how important it is to get (-+ :ilp qiinah; Prov. 
4:5,7; 16:16), to seek (23:23), or to learn (4: 1 ;  cf. 1 :2; 2:3) wisdom and under
standing. In Job 28: 12,20, the question is asked, ''Where shall wisdom or under
standing be found?''-God alone knows (v. 23). Thus we read, ''The fear of Yah
weh is wisdom, and the knowledge of the Holy One is insight'' (Prov. 9:10; cf. 
Job 28:28). Thus it can even be said: ''Trust in Yahweh and do not rely on your 
own insight'' (binah, Prov. 3:5; cf. 23:4). binah also appears in connection with 

7 Cf. ll.4 above. 
s See the commentaries. 
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personified Wisdom in Prov. 7:4: ''Say to wisdom, 'You are my sister,' and call 
insight your intimate friend.'' 

In the book of Daniel binah may have a very general meaning,, as when it is 
used of the wisdom and understanding of Daniel (1 :20). But there are a number of 
passages in this book where it has reference to the understanding of visions and 
auditions (8:5,15,16,17,27; 9:22; 10:1 1 1,12,14; 12:8,10). Isa. 33:19, which 
speaks of an incomprehensible c· en binah) language, is different. 

6. tebhunah. tebhunah, ''understanding," has strong connections with Wis
dom thought, just like binah (with which it stands in parallelism once, Prov. 2:3). 
Out of the 42 times tebhunah occurs in the OT, it appears 19 times in Proverbs 
and 4 times in Job; 22 times it is explicitly connected with chokhmah, ''"wisdom.'' 

Frequently tebhunah means skill in an occupation. Bezalel's technical skill is 
described as ''the Spirit of God, chokhmah, tebhunah., and da'ath, i.e., ability, 
intelligence, and knowledge'' (Ex. 31:3;  35:31;  cf. 36: 1 ). We are told that Hiram 
was full of wisdom, tebhunah, and da 'ath, i.e., understanding, and skill ( 1  K. 
7: 14). Ps. 78:72 extols David's understanding as shepherd of his people. Ezk. 
28:4 says that the king of Tyre bad gotten weaJth for himself by his wisdom and 
understanding. This may very well have reference to his ability in business, but 
it sounds more Jike the writer is degrading him for trusting in 'his own human 
understanding. The same thing may be said of Hos. 13 :2: they have made idols 
by their own understanding: h·uman technical skill can create no gods at all (cf. 
Isa. 44:19, the worshippers of idols are without understanding). 1 K. 5:9(4:29) 
speaks of Solomon's wisdom and understanding. In other respects the Wisdom 
texts that use tebhunah contain the normal statements, especially concerning the 
necessity of getting wisdom and understanding and of giving heed to instruction 
(Prov. 2:2f., 1 1 ;  5: 1), concerning the advantages of understanding (2: 1 1 ;  24:3), 
concerning the self-control of a man of understanding ( 1 1 : 12;  14:29; 17:27; cf. 
also 15:21), and concerning Wisdom's invitation (8:1). tebhunah is used in anti
thesis to chasar lebh, ''lacking understanding or sense'' (11 :12; 15:21), 'ivveleth, 
''folly'' (14:29; 15:21), and kesil, ''fool'' (18:2). Wisdom and understanding are 
gifts of God (2:6); they are found only with him (Job 12:13, as are 'etsah, 
''counsel,'' and da'ath, ''knowledge''), and no human wisdom, understanding, 
or counsel ("etsah) can prevail against him {Prov. 2 1:30). 

In contrast to binah, tebhunah is also used as a divine attribute. Thus, several 
• 

passages emphasize that God created heaven and earth by wisdom and knowl-
edge (Jer. 10:12; 5 1 : 15;  Ps. 136:5; Prov. 3:19; cf. also the text in Job 26:12, 
which contains mythological elements). His understand.ing is unsearchable ('en 
chaqer, Isa. 40:28) and beyond measure (�en mispar, Ps. 147:5). 

m. Summary. In light of what has been said above, it is difficult to write 
a history of the root byn or to assign it to specific genres. A great n11mber of 
examples of the use of this root come from the everyday language of the people. 
Someone ''perceives'' or ''observes'' something, or ''gives heed'' to it, or ''com
prehends'' it or ''understands'' it-this is simply stated without any hidden impli
cations. The texts that use byn in referring to a person's skill in a craft or an 

I 
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occupation are of particular interest. It goes without saying that several of the 
examples are to be found in the Wisdom Literature. Both binah and tebhunah 
appear as synonyms of -+ i'TD:>n chokhmah, ''wisdom,'' with all the nuances of 
meanjng of which it is capable. The root byn is also used remarkably often in 
the book of Daniel referring to apocalyptic understanding. 

IV. In the Qumran Literature. In the Qumran literature, binah (there is no 
example of teblzunah) occurs along with the other Wisdom terminology (da·ath, 
chokhmah, sakhal, ·ormah) in the sense of saving insjght, which at the same time 
arises from the study of the law and is based on revelatio� e.g., in the list of 
virtues in 1QS 4:3, and in the formula ''I know (or, we know) these things be
cause of thy understanding'' (1QM 10:16; 1QH 1 :21 ;  14:12; 15: 12). Man does 
not have this understanding in himself (lQH 1 :23; 2:19; 4:7; cf. 12:33, verb), 
but it is given to him by God (1QH 2:17; 14:8f.; 4,12). Accordingly, the hlphiJ 
of this verb is used to co.nvey the idea of instruction imparted in the community 
(lQS 3:13;  4:22, 6:15). The ptcp. mebhonan, ''learned," occurs in the Damascus 
Docu.ment referring to those who were familiar with the book hagho, ''the Book 
of Meditation'' (CD B 10:6; 13:2; 14:7). EJsewhere in the Qumran literature 
this verb is used in senses similar to that which it has in the Bible, e.g., ''to 
understand the marvels or works of God'' (lQS 11 :19; 1QH7:32; 1 1 :28; 12:27), 
''to understand all these things'' (lQH 17:21), ''the foolish of heart (kesile lebh) 
cannot �understand' these things'' (lQH 1 :37), ''no one understands thy wisdom'' 
(1QH 10:2). 
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L Etymology and Related Expressions in Hebrew. The primitive Semitic 
*bait- is quite prevalent in the Semitic languages. It can be recognized in Akk. 
bitu (Assyr. betu), Ugar. bt, Aram. byt, Ethiop. bet, Arab. bait, Phoen. bt, and 
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Heb. bayith. The word *bait- \\fas proba.bly a primary noun. It cannot be derived 
from any known verb. On the contrary, denominative verbs (like Akk. biatum/ 
batu and Arab. bataJ both meaning ''to spend the night'') were derived from the 
noun *bait-. Since the uses of Heb. bayith were so diverse and varied, it is im
possible to state any adequate synonym for it. Here we mention only approxi
mately S)�nonymous words. -+ ;<TN 'ohel, ' tent,'• meant more than a movable 
dwelling, Frequently it has to be translated ''home,'' ''dwelling,'' or ' family.'' It 
would hardly be possible to show that bayith had an earlier original meaning 
other than ''house.'' If the primitive Semitic word bait was used in the period 
of the cave dwellers, there hardly remains a trace of bait in the sense of ''cave.'' 
Instead, the ordinary Hebrew word for ''cave ' is me ·arah. Other Hebrew words 
denoting dwellings or buildings are birah, ''castle, palace,'' hekhal, ''palace, tem
ple,'' chatser, ''settled abode, settlem.e.nt, village," moshabh, ''dwelling, dwelling
place," ma·on, ''refuge, habitation,'' miqdash, ''sacred place, sanctuary,'' and 
mishkan, ''dwelling place, tabernacle.'' 

II. In the Ancient Near East. 

1 .  Egypt. The determinative sign for the usual Egyptian nouns for house 
(pr and l).t) is a rectangle with an opening on the lower side. This sign is simiJar 
to the outline of the wall of a one-room house. It i al o used as a determina
tive sign for other synonymous words: ·.t, ''chamber, room, department," ilvnn, 
''dwelling place of the gods,'' !Jn1v, ''interior, residence,'' m·lf·.t, ''grave, ceno
taph,'' lwy. t, ''house, sanctuary, ward, district.'' Egyp. pr (''house'') meant not 
only a building, but also a part of a house or (figuratively) a container: a box for 
ointments, a sheath for a bow or a mirror. As the house par excellence, pr meant 
the palace of the king, 1 which is also called pr ·1, ''great house.'' In the language 
of the New Kingdom, these words meant the pharaoh himself. Thus, the OT 
usually calls him paroh. In addition, pr frequently means ''temple,'' 2 and then 
usually appears with a suffix or a genitive to designate the deity Jiving there. Io 
many cases names of cities originated from this word, as pr Wsir, ''Busiris," 
pr ltmw, ''Pithom,'' etc. Pr is also used of the dwelling place of the dead (i.e., 
the grave), e.g., in the expression pr.f nfr 11 n�1�11 ''his beautiful house of eternity,'' 
or pr (n) cj.t, ''house of eternity." 

Pr also refers to the inhabitant or occupant of a house, e.g., pr lt.f, ''the family 
of his father,'' and also means ''houseb.old,'' e.g., grg pr, ''to establish a house-

"Kleioasien," HA rV, 3:1:3:3:1 (21957), 85-95, 118; P. Koschaker, "Familienformen," ArOr, 
18 (1950), 210..296; idem, ''Fratriarcbat, Hausgemeinscbaft und Mutterrecht in Keilschrift
recbtco," ZA, 41 (1933), 1-89; S. Krauss, Taln111dische Archiiologie, l, 19-48; I.  Mendelsohn, 
"The Family in the Ancient Near East.u BA, 11 (1948), 24-40; A Merrill, "The House of 
Keret," SE.J., 33 {1968), 5-17; 0. Michel, uotKo�" TDNT, V, 1 19-136; Pedersen, /LC, I-Il, 
46-60; D. M. Robin on, "Haus:• PW Suppl., VII, 224-278; A. van Selms, Marriage and Family 
Life in Ugaritic Literature (London, 1954); A. Sjoberg, "Zu einigen Verwandtschaftsbezeich
nungen im Sumeriscben," Heidelberger Studien z.um A I ten Orierat (1967), 201-231 ;  W. Roben
son Smith, Kinship and Marriage (London, 1885); R. de Vaux, Anc/sr, 19-23. 

1 Wb.AS, I, 512f. 
2 Wb.AS, I, 513, 7ff. 
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hold ' = to marry, nb.t pr, 'the lady of the house''= wife. But usually pr and J:.t 
should not be translated ''family, the terms for which are mhwt and Jbt; the 
determinative sign for both of these is a seated man and a seated woman. 

2. Mesopotamia. In the earliest Mesopotamian documents, the ideas of 
<'house ' and ''dwelling'' were expressed by Sum. e, ga, and es. On the whole, 
these words denoted the same group of ideas as Akk. bitu: ''house, dwelling, 
temple, sanctuary, palace (usually, however, e-gal), possession, storehouse, room, 
vesseJ, place, region, household, family, property.'' But the majority of Sumerian 
documents come from the time in which Akkadian had begun to replace Sume
rian as the spoken language. Therefore, it is very difficult to determine whether 
all these ideas originally inhered in the S11merian words or arose under the in
fluence of Akk. bitL,. The Sumerian word for ''family, tribe, ' was im-ri-a (or 
im-ru-a), which the Babylonian scribes translate by kimtu, nisutu and salatu. 
Akk. bitu means above all ''house, dwelling, building," but like Heb. bayith it 
contains many different subordinate ideas: ''space, room, place of residence, 
ship's cabin, container, box, s1able, pen, real estate, household, house com
munity, family.'' In the Akkadian lists of syno.nyms, the scribes used the word 
bitu to explain many technical terms such as alru, ''place, spot, abode,'' atmanu, 
''holy of holies, sanctuary, temple, ' diiru, ''walled place, fortification, citadel,'' 
emii.Su, ''an inner room of the temple '' geguna, ''temple on a terrace ' Jc4�u, 
''sanctuary,'' kummu, ''holy interior, sanctuary," kungu, a type of house, kiipu, 
a building masartu, ''arsenal''? mastaku, ''chamber, compartment,'' miparrul 
giparu, ''divine dwelling," saga, a type of temple, tu'u, ''chamber, niche,'' and 
uriisu, ''interior.'' 

Frequently the word bitu occurs as a 11omen regens (governing noun) in com
binations of words. Sometimes a construct expression denotes a building, e.g., 
bit ali, ''town hall," bit iii, ''house of God, temple,'' bit kili, ''priso�'' bit riduti, 
''house of succession, palace of the crown-prince," bit sarri, ''royal house,'' and 
bit !up pi, ''tablet ho11se, archive, school.'' Other construct expressions refer to 
spaces or rooms: bit ersi, '"bedroom,'' bit .rimki, "bathhouse or 'bathroom," and 
bit sinniJati, ''house for women'' in the palace. Occasionally such expressions 
allude to a container, e.g., bit niiri, ''lamp," bit qemi, ''flour sack." Construct 
phrases with bitu are also used to describe different kinds of territory. bit dulli, 
''field under the plow,'' bit tabti, ''salt desert''; or feudal possessions: bit narkabti, 
''feudal property for chariot warriors ' (cf. Ugar. bt mrkbt, Heb. beth markablzoth, 
''place of chariots," as a place name, Josh. 19:5; 1 Cb. 4:31), late Bab. bit sis1., 
''land for horses," feudal land for horsemen. 

A Mesopotamian family (bitu) was composed of the pater familias (father, 
abu), his wife (or wives, aJsatu), his sons (maru) and daughters (mZzratuli), his 
unmarried brothers and sisters, his clients (!elJO), and his domestic servants 
(a11apiru). Usually a distinction was made between the small family (bitu, kimtu, 
qinnu) and the great family (illatu, nisutu), ie., the tribe. 

3. Asia Minor in the Time of tlie Hittite Empire. The Hittite word tbat is 
translated ''house'' occurs in two primitive forms: per- and parn-. According 
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to Laroche, 3 per- originally denoted a rock dwelling (i.e., a cave). Outside the 
old Anatolian languages {Hittite, Luwian, Lycian, Lydian), words from the root 
*per-/*parn-, ''house, dwelling," are not known. This word is probably not 
primitive Indo-Germanic, but a word belonging to the old Asia Minor culture. 
I'ts similarity with Egyp. pr is only a·pparent. 

Friedrich suggests only ''house'' and ''estate'
, 

as nuances of this word. * But 
obviously the translation ''house'' also includes ' palace ' (baJsuwaJ per) and 
'temple ' (siu11aJ per). The word per-lparn.- (often written 1!) includes all build
ings and edifices on a site. Therefore the compound expression A .SA (''fields'1) 
and per-lparn- denotes the entirety of an estate. " The semi-ideographic terms £ 
tarnuwas and E 1Jalentuwa1, if they are intended to express the spoken forms 
*tarnuwas per and *!Jale11tuwaJ per, can be regarded as evidences for per-lparn-, 
''space, room, part of a building.'' per-lparn-, ''family,•' appears in the expres
sion per iya-lesJa-, ''to establish a family," 6 in the household lists of the Vow 
of Pudu-gepa, and in the census lists of the Hittite court. The Hittite family was 
composed of the pater f amilias (father, aria-), his wife (Sum. DAM}, his own 
and bis adopted children (Sum. DUMU.MES), his dependent relatives, and his do
mestic servants (Sum. LOAMA . A . TU = Akk. aitapiru). The Hittites distinguish 
between the small family (per-/parn-) and the great family or tribe (lJaisatar, 
pankur). 

4. Ugarit. In the Ugaritic texts the word bt, ''house," can be translated in 
different ways: ' house of a deity, temple, sanctuary•• (bt ·1), ''house of a king, 
palace'' (bl mlk), ''stable'' (bt •tpm}, ''storehouse for war-chariots (?)," (bt mrkbt; 
but cf. Akk. bit narkabti as a feudal property, and the Heb. place name betli 
markabhotl1). �wt, ' house, dynasty, kingdom," occurs as a synonym of be. Th.is 
!Jwt could be an Egyptian loanword (f}.t), 7 but it can also be a genuine Semjtic 
word which is evidenced in the Heb. chavvoth, ''tent-villages'' (Nu. 32:41; Dt. 
3: 14; Josh. 13:30; Jgs. 10:4; 1 K.4: 13·  1 Ch. 2:23). One could also recognize the 
same word in the proper name Clravvah, ''Eve.'' The Israelite narrator would have 
given it a new meaning and explained it erroneously as ''the living one'' (Gen. 3 :20). 
Another synonym of bt is sp�i, ''family, dynasty, ruler's house," which is cognate 
t.o the Heb. mislipachah, ''clan." In two Ugaritic epics, bt occupies the center of 
interest and bas sti1J different nuances of meaning. In the Baal Epic it is used of 
building a house (i.e., temple) for Baal, and in the Keret Epic, of the preservation 
of the dy.oasty. 8 

5. Early Greece. In the Homeric epics two related words are used to express 
the idea of ''house, dwelling, family," viz., ofkos and oikia. ofkos was already 

3 E. Laroche, RRA, 76 (1965), 52-54. 
• 1. Friedrich, Heth. Worterbuch, 162. 
G Heth. Geset'l.e, § 44b. 
G Cf. t:Jatt. m. 6. 
7 See 11.1. 
a Cf. esp. Merrill. 
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known in the Mycenaean period (13th century B.c.); it clearly appears in the 
so-called Linear B tablets (written wo-i-ko-de= woikonde, ''homeward''). This 
word originated from the Inda-European root ·�eik-l�ik-l!!oiko-, 9 ''house, settle
ment'' (cf. Lat. vicus and villa). In the Homeric epics oikos can be translated by 
the following words: house, dwelling, ca.ve (of the Cyclops), temple, palace, grave, 
treasury, treasurebouse, possessions, property, family, household. Other Greek 
words synonymous with oikos and oikia are d6mos, ''house,'' d{jma, ''house, 
housetop, roof,'' oikesis, ''house, dwelling," oikema, ''room, apartment,'' and 
genos, ''descendants, family.'' The family as described in Homer is very similar 
to the Semitic and Hittite families. It was composed of a father, his wife, his own 
and adopted children, dependent relatives, clients, and domestic servants (i.e., 
male and female slaves). 

m. Designation for a Building (or Part of a Building). 

1 .  House. Heb. bayith is a building (banah, ''to build," Gen. 33:17; Dt. 20:5; 
22:8; 28:30) made of wood (•etsim, 1 K. 5:22f.[8f.]) and stone ("ebhen, 1 K. 6:7; 
7:9; Hab. 2: 11 ;  Ps. 118 :22), in which a man and bis family live (Dt. 6:7; 19: 1 ;  
21 : 12f.). The OT emphasizes that it is vain to build a house without God's bless
ing (Ps. 127: 1; cf. Job 27:18). Amos reproves the building of extravagant houses, 
and as a punishment for doing so he proclaims that those who build them will not 
live in them. (Am. 5 : 1 1 ;  cf. also Zeph. 1 :13, and positively as a promise Am. 9:14-
wbich is probably secondary). 

2. Palace. If the main occupant of the building was the king, the building 
was called beth hammelekh, ''the king's house, the palace'' (Gen. 12:15; Jer. 
39:8). The royal official who had supervision over the palace bore th.e title 
·asher ·a1 habbayith, ''manager of the palace'' (1 K. 4:6; 16;9; 2 K. 15:5; etc.). 1° 
-+- ?::>,:i hekhizl, ''palace, temple," is a loanword from Sum. e-gal, ''great house, 
palace.'' 11 The same word occurs in the Ugaritic texts as hkl. 12 The earlier 
meaning, ''palace,'' is found in both Akkadian and Ugaritic, but the meaning 
''temple'' seems to be secondary. It arose from the idea that the deity was a king 
(or a queen) and thus was supposed to live in a palace (cf. 2 S. 7:2ff.). 

3. Temple. When a building was built to receive the deity or his servants 
(priests, musicians, etc.), it was called a beth ha'elohim, ''house of God, temple'' 
(Jgs. 17:5; Dnl. 1:2; etc.). The concept of ' temple'' is also expressed simply by 
beth before the divine name: beth yhvhJ ''temple of Yahweh'' (Ex. 23:19; 34:26; 
Dt. 23: 19[18]; etc., and also on the Arad Ostraca), 13 beth daghon, ''temple of 
Dagon'' ( 1 S.5:2,5; 1 Ch.10: 10), beth ·ashtaroth, ''temple of Astarte'' (1 S. 31 : 10), 

9 J. Pokorny, Indogermanjsches Worterbuch (1959), 1311. 
10 Cf. T. Mettinger, So/omonic State Officials (Lund, 1971), 70-110. 
11 KBL3, 234f .; AHw, 191!. 
12 UT, Glossary, No. 763. 
13 See Y. Aharoni, BA, 31 (1968), 16f. 
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beth · el, ''temple of El'' (Gen. 12:8), li beth ba ·a1 berith, ''temple of Baal-berith'' 
(Jgs. 9:4), and beth 'el berith, ''temple of El-berith'' (9:46). 15 

The temples in Bethel and Dan, which were regarded as the official sanctuaries 
of the state of Israel, are called beth mamlakhah, ''house of the kingdom,'' ''royal 
sanctuary'' (Am. 7: 13). The word hekhal is also used in the OT in the sense of 
''temple." 16 

Jn Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple (1 K. 8; 2 Ch. 6), the king 
states that even heaven cannot contain God, ' how much less this house which I 
have built'' (1 K. 8:27). And yet this house is called Yahweh's dwelling place 
(8:13), and the king asks. Yahweh to open his eyes toward this house where his 
name is (a Deuteronomistic expression) and to hear the prayers that are uttered 
there (8:29). This house is called by Yahweh's name (8:43, shimekha niqra· "al 
habbayith); here a person acknowledges (hodluih) his name and prays and makes 
supplication to him (8:33). Thus Yahweh is present in his house in a special way. 
And yet, several times the king emphasizes that he hears prayers in heaven, where 
he dwells (8:30,32,34,39,43,49). It is worthy of note that before Solomon began 
his prayer of dedication, the text states that Yahweh's kabhodh, ''glory," filled 
the house so that the pr1ests could not stand to minister (8: 11}-here als.o the 
Deuteronomistic historian uses the priestly expression kabhodh. Much more logi
cally, the Chronicler makes this statement after the prayer of dedication (2 Ch. 
7: lf.). 

In Isa. 56:7, the temple is called a ''house of prayer'' (beth tephillah). 
The Psalms reflect a high regard for the temple. 17 It is holy because God is 

there (Ps. 93:5). A person comes into Yahweh's house with burnt-offerings (66:5 
[4]), and there delights in fat (a sacrificial meal? 36:9[8]). It is Yahweh's cliesedh, 
''steadfast love," that one can find in the temple (5:8(7]). People go to the house 
of Yahweh in processions (42:5[4]; 55:15[14]), they express their desire for a 
divine blessing there (118:26), and thus secure the blessing. The psalmist is glad 
whe.n one says to him, ''Let us go to the house of Yahweh'' (122:1). A person 
loves ''the habitation (ma"on) of his house'' (26:8) because his kabhodh, ''glory;' 
dwells there. Psalmists express the desire to dwell (- �� yashabh) in Yahweh's 
house (23:6; 27:4), and those who dwell in his house ever sing his praise (84:5 
[4]). The righteous are like green olive trees ''in the house of Yahweh'' (52:10[8]; 
92:14(13])-probably referring to their growth and permanence. 

In his Temple Sermon, Jeremiah speaks out against a false temple, thus in
dicating a high regard for the temple (Jer. 7,26). ''Do not trust in these deceptive 
words: 'This is the temple of Ya.hweb, the temple of Yahweh, the temple of Yah
weh''' (7 :4 ). When the people do not improve their deeds and practice real 
justice, it is vain to stand before God ''in this house'' (7: 10). The house which 
is called by Yahweh's name has become a den of robbers (7: 1 1); thus it will not 
stand if the people continue in their false trust (7: 14; cf. 26:6). Thus the temple 

li Cf. H. Rioggren, Israelite Religion (trans. 1966), 23, and the commentaries. 
15 For additional names for the temple, see under Vllr. 
16 See lll.2 above. 
17 Cf. Ringgren, The Faith of the Psalmists (1963), chap. 1. 
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in itself is no guarantee of God's help, but if the people will live according to the 
will of Yahweh, it will be a sign of his presence and benevolence for ever (7:7). 

4. Room or Hall. If the ''house'' (i.e., palace or temple) was very large and 
was composed of several buildings, each building (and sometimes each room or 
ball) in the complex could be called a bayitl1. Accordingly, beth Jiaclioreph, 
''winter house," was the term used for the winter residence (i.e., a particular 
quarter in the palace) of the king (Jer. 36:22; cf. Am. 3: 15, which refers to a 
winter house along with a summer house, and KAI, 216.19 [Bar-rakib], which 
mentions a particuJar summer house). beth mishteh hayyayin (Est. 7:8) was the 
drinking hall of Ahasuerus. beth hannashim, ''house of the women'' (2:3), meant 
the harem, and beth ·abhadhim, ''house of slaves'' (Dt. 5:6), the slave quarter 
or the slave district (this expression is applied to the whole land of Egypt in Dt. 
5:6; Ex. 20:2; Dt. 6: 12; 7:8; 8: 14; etc.). 

IV. Designation for an Abode. As a place of residence for the dead, Sheol 
was regarded as a bayith (Job 17:13; 30:23). The grave was called a beth ·olam, 
''eternal home'' (Ps. 49: 12(1 1 ] ;  Eccl. 12:5)-a similar expression is found in 
Phoenician and Palmyrene. 18 Moreover, the authors of the OT documents used 
bayith to denote the habitat of moths (Job 27:18), a spider's web (Job 8: 14), a 
bird's nest (Ps. 84:4(3); 104:17), the human body (Job 4: 19), a box containing 
perfume, a perfume bottle (Isa. 3:20), 19 a holder for the bars of the tabernacle 
(Ex. 26:29), and a holder for the poles used to carry the table of showbread 
(Ex. 37:14). The battim mele'im kol tubh, ''houses full of good tidings," of Dt. 
6: 1 1  are clearly to be understood as ''treasuries, storehouses.'

, 

V. Designation for ''The Inside:• bayith occurs in the following construc
tions in the sense of ''the inside'' (in antithesis to chuts, ''the outside, outer''): 
bayethah (with the he-locale: 20 Ex. 28:26; 39:19; etc.), mibbayith (Gen. 6:14; 
2 K. 6:30), mibbayethah (1 K. 6: 15), beth le (Ezk. 1 :27), mibbayith le {l K. 6: 16), 
lemibbeth le (Nu. 18:7), and 'el mibbeth le (2 K. 1 1 : 15). 

VI. Designation for Family, Clan, or Tribe. bayit/1, ''family," includes the 
pater familias (father, � 1K "iibh), his wife (- i1!Z1K 'islishiih), his own and his 
adopted children (''sons and daughters," banim ubhano1/1), his dependent rela
tives his clients (- .,,; levi, ''Levite''; -+ -u ger, ''sojourner''; -+ �win toshiibh, 
''sojourner''), and his menservants and maidservants ('abhadhim va'amahoth). 
The household of Abraham was composed of Abraham, his wife Sarah, his con
cubine Hagar, his sons Isaac and Ishmael, his dependent relative Lot and bis 
family, his servants (including Eliezer of Damascus: Gen. 15:2), and his trained 
men (chanikhav, 14: 14), who are described as yelidhe bl1etho, ' born in his 

18 D/SO, 35; perhaps of Egyptian origin, E. Jenni, Das Wort ·olii111 im A T  (1953), 79ff. 
19 Otherwise Wildberger, BK, X, 143, "amulet." 
20 GK, § 90; E. A. Speiser, /El, 4 (1954), 108-115; UT, § 11.1. 
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house." This social unit (i.e., the household) is also described in legal and cultic 
contexts. The Sabbath law required the cessation of all work in every household 
(bayitli), which included sons, daughters, menservants, maidservants, cattle, and 
clients (gerim, ''sojourners," Ex. 20:10). According to the Deuteronomic laws, 
each man and his family celebrated the established festivals and presented all 
sacrifices as a group (Dt. 12:7; 14:26; 15:20). As the Passover meal. each .bayith, 
''household," was supposed to eat a roasted lamb together (Ex. 12:3£.). Accord
ing to the Priestly law, an unmarried daughter was to stay in her father's bayith, 
''house'' (Nu. 30:4[3]). A married woman was considered to be part of her hus
band's bayith (Nu. 30: 1 1 (10]). A childless widow (- iTlD;K ·armanah) or a divor
cee (gerushah) was to return to her father's bayith (Nu. 30: 10f.[9f.); cf. also Ruth 
1:8-14). In the genealogical hierarchy, the bayith was a subdivision of the clan 
(-+ iTMDPD mishpachah), which in tum was a subdivision of the tribe (-+ Dni 
shebhet) (Josh. 7:14). 

There has long been recognized in the OT a certain solidarity between a man 
and his house. If a man committed a serious sin, God's punishment fell on him 
and his house (Josh. 7 :1-15, etc.). Similarly, God delivered an innocent man (or 
an innocent woman) and his (or her) house from punishment (Gen. 7 : 1 ;  Josh. 
2:12; 6:22; 1 K. 17:15). Joshua tells the Israelite assembly at Shechem that he 
and his house will serve Yahweh (Josh. 24:15; cf. also Acts 16 in the NT). 

Units that were smaller than the tribe but larger than single families were 
also called bayith: bet/i. "aharon, ''house of Aaron'' (Ps. 1 15 : 10,12; 1 18:3); and 
beth makhir, ''house of Machir'' (2 S. 9:4). But ordinarily such a unit was called 
mishpacltah, 'clan'' (Nu. 26:6,57), and their members bene, ''sons of," + a 
proper name (Ex. 6:19; Nu. 3:20; etc.). Since bayith also meant ''descendants," 
the tribe was often called the '•house'' of its ancestor: beth Levi, ''house of Levi'' 
(Ex. 2:1), beth yehudhali, ''house of Judah'' (2 S. 2:4,7,10, 1 1 ;  12:8; etc.), beth 
• ephrayim, ''house of Ephraim'' (Jgs. 10:9), and betli binyamin, ''house of Ben
jamin'' (2 S. 3: 19; 1 K. 12:23; etc.). Above the tribe in the hierarchy stood the 
tribal league, which often formed a state. This league was also called a bayit/1. 
In the period of the judges and of the first three kings of Israel (Saul, David, and 
Solomon), this league was composed of twelve tribes. It was called beth yisra·e1, 
''the house of Israel'' (1 S. 7:2,3; 2 S. 1 : 12; 6:5,15; 12:8; 16:3). Beginning with 
the reign of Rehoboam we find two leagues: the northern league, which was 
called beth yisra'el, ''house of Israel'' (1  K. 12:21; etc.), and the southern league, 
which was called betli ye/1udhah, ''house of Judah'' ( 1  K. 12:21,23; 2 K. 19:30; 
etc.). It is worthy of note that Ezekiel frequently uses beth yisra · el as an address 
(182 times). 21 His term betli meri, ''rebellious house'' (Ezk. 2:5-8; 3:9,26£.; etc.), 
seems to be a derogatory synonym of ''house of Israel'' (like beth ·aven, ''house 
of iniquity,'' instead of beth "el, '"house of God," in Hos. 4:15). 

H the ancestor after whom the house was named was a king, we should trans
late the word bayitli ''dynasty'' (cf. the use of Ugar. !)wt mentioned above). 22 
This linguistic usage is found in the expressions beth s/1a'ul, ''house of Saul'' 

n Cf. G. A. Danell, Studie.s in the Na1ne Israel (Uppsala, 1946), 237f. 
22 Sec l.4 above . 
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(2 S. 3:1 ,6,8,10; 9:1-3; 16:5,8; 19:18[17]); betli davidJi, ''house of David'' ( 1  S. 
20:16; 1 K. 12:16; 13:2); betli ·acli ·abh, ''house of Ahab ' (2 K. 8:18,27); beth 
yehu', ''house of Jehu'' (Hos. 1 :4); beth yerobh ·am, ''house oC Jeroboam'' (1 K. 
13:34; 14:10; 16:3; 21 :22); and. beth ba·sha', ''house of Baasha'' (1 K. 16:3,7; 
21 :22). In the prophecy of Nathan (2 S. 7:4-17 = 1  Ch. 17:3-15), there is a word.
play on bayit/1. On the one hand it is used of the temple David wanted to build 
(2 S. 7:5,1 3), and on the other, of the dynasty of David which Yahweh promised 
to establish for ever (2 S. 7 : 11 , 16 = 1  Ch. 17: 10). 

VII. Designation for Household, Estate, or Wealth. The word bayith can 
also mean ''what is in the house,

,, 
i.e., possessions, tools, servants, and cattle. 

The original tenth commandment of the Decalog prohibits coveting the house 
of one's neighbor (Ex. 20:17a); the latter addition to this command (v. 17b) ex.
plains this as including wife, manservant, maidservantt ox, ass, and ''anything 
that is your neighbor's.'• After the death of Haman� his wh.ole ''house'' (i.e., 
estate) was given to Queen Esther (Est. 8:1). Jacob was concerned about the 
poor condition of his house (i.e., wealth, Gen. 30:30). Balaam regarded a reward 
amounting to melo • bl1etl1, ''a house full,'' as unacceptable for his task (Nu. 
22:18; 24:13). Similarly, a prophet of Judah refused a reward amounting to half 
of the bayitli of Jeroboam I (1 K. 13:8). The Egyptian Pharaoh appointed Joseph 
as overseer of his whole ''house'' (Gen. 39:4f.; 4 1 :40). The book of Genesis men
tions an anonymous official who was the steward of Joseph s house (Gen. 43:16, 
19; 44: 1 ,4). The Egyptian title for such an official was �zry pr, ''he who is placed 
over the house.'' 23 

VIII. In Place Names. Among places names the first element of which is the 
word bayith, we may mention the following: 

1 .  Those in which the second element is a divine name: beth ·el, ''Bethel'' 
(Gen. 12:8; etc.); beth ba"al me·on, ''Beth-baaJ-meon'' (Josh. 13 : 17; shortened 
to beth me·on, 'Beth-meon, ' Jer. 48:23, or be"on, ''Beon,'' Nu. 32:3); beth 
daghon, ''Betb-dagon'' (Josh. 15:41; 19:27); beth clioron, ''Beth-boron'' (Josh. 
16:5; 18: 13;  etc.); beth ·avnaveth, ''Beth-azmaveth'' (Ezr. 2:24; Neb. 7:28; 
12:29); betli 'anotli, ''Beth-anath'' (Josb. 15:59; 19:38; Jgs. 1:33); and beth 
slzemes/1, ' Beth-shemesh'' (Josh. 15:10; etc.); 

2. Those in which the second element is a topographical term: bet/1 lia ·arablwh, 
''Beth-arabah'' (Josh. 15:6,6 1 ;  18:18,22); bet/1 tsur, ''Beth-zur'' (Josb. 15:58; 
etc.); beth hayes/1imotli., ''Betb-jesbimoth'' (Nu. 33:49; Josh. 12:3; 13:20; etc.); 
beth dibhlathayim, ''Beth-diblathaim'' (Jer. 48:22); and bet/i ha'emeq ''Beth
emek'' (Josh. 19:27); 

3. Those in which the second element is a simple substantjve: betli lza'etsel, 
''Beth-ezel'' (Mic. 1 :  1 1); beth lebha.oth� 'cBeth-Iebaoth'' (Josh. 15:32; 19:6); 

23 Cf. Heb. 'al liabbayith under Ill.2 above; and see J.  Vergote, Joseph en Egypte (Leuven, 
1959), 99, 171. 
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beth gadher, ''Beth-gader'' (Josh. 12:13; 1 Ch.2:51); beth haggilgaf, ''Beth-gilgal,' 
(Neh. 12:29); betli hakkerem, ''Beth-haccherem,, (Jer. 6:1); beth lechem, ''Beth
lehem'' (Gen. 35: 19; according to some scholars, originally a divine name stood 
here instead of ''Bethlehem ); beth hammarkabhoth, '' Beth-marcabotli" (Josh. 
19:5; 1 Ch. 4:31); bet/1 tappuach, ''Beth-tappuah'' (Josh. 15:53); beth rechobl1, 
''Beth-rehob ' (Nu. 13:21; Jgs. 18:28; 2 S. 10:6); and beth liashsluttah, ''Beth
shittab'' (Jgs. 7:22); 

4. Those in which the second element is a proper name or a family name: 
betli chogh/a/1, ''Beth-hoglah'' (Josh. 15:6; 18:19,21); and beth yo'abh, ''Beth
joab'' (1 Ch. 2:54). 

Hoffner 
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Contents: I. 1. Occurrences; 2. Meaning and Usage. II. Secular Weeping: 1. In Con
nection with Excitement; 2. In Connection with Emotional Grief; 3. Ritual Mourning. 
Ill. Religious Weeping: 1.  Lament over Individual Distress; 2. In Connection with Popular 
Laments; 3. In Connection with Acts of Repentance; 4. Out of Awe; 5. In Escbatological 
Texts; 6. Cultic Wailing over a Deity. 

I. 1.  Occurrences. Since weeping is an act common to mankind, the verb 
bkh occurs in all Semitic languages (it is found in the OT ca. 130 times, and 
appears only in the qal and the piel [Jer. 3 1 : 15; Ezk. 8:14]). The substantives 
bekhelr, ''weeping'' (? Ezr. 10: 1), bakhuth, ''weeping'' (Geo. 35:8, ''oak of weep
ing' ; we shouJd probably read bakhuth, ''weeping," or bekhoth, ''to weep," in
stead of benoth, ''daughters, maidens," in Lam. 3:51), which occur once apiece 
in the OT, and bekhi, ''weeping,'' which occurs 30 times in the OT, are derived 
from this root. In Gen. 50:4, bekhith, ''weeping,'' is a collective denoting a 
funeral wake. A synonym of bkh is dm ·, ''to shed tears'' {the verb is found only 

bakhah. T. Collins, '"The Physiology of Tears in the OT," CBQ, 33 (1971), 1 8-38, 185-
197; P. Heinisch, Die Trauergebriiuche bei den Jsrae/iten. BZ/r, 13n-8 (1931); idem, Die 
Totenlclage i1n AT. BZ/r, 13/9-10 (1931); F. F. Hvidberg, Weeping and Laughter in the OT. 
A Study of Canaanit6-lsraelite Religion (posthumous Engli b ed., 1962); review in ZA W, 
51 (1939), 150-52; H. Jahnow, Da.$ hebraische Leichenlied. BZAW, 36 (1923); E. Lipinski; 
La litt1rgie penite111ielle dons la Bible. LD, 52 (Paris, 1969) ; M. Noth, ZThK, 47 (1950)= 
GSAT (1957), 188-229; J. L. Palacbe, "Ober das Weinen in der jiid. Religion," ZDMG, 10 
(1916), 251-56; K. H. Reogstod, "K�al<..>, KA.au0µ6<;," TDNT, m, 722-26; H. Rioggren, 
Israeli re Religion (trans. 1966); J. Scharben, Der Schmerl. im AT. BBB. 8 (1955), 1 1 1  f.; W. 
Schmidt, ZRGG, 15 (1963), 1-13; W. von Soden, RGG-3, I, 688f.; G. Stahlin, "1<6m<..>. Mourn
ing in the OT,0 TDNT, III, 836-841; A. I. Wensinck, "Ober das Weinen in den monotbeis
tiscben Religionen Vorderasiens," Festschrift fur E. Sachau (1915), 26-35; C. Westermann, 
"Struktur und Ge chichte der Klage im AT," ZA W, 66 (1954), 44-80; G. Widengren, Sakrales 
Konigtum (1955); E. M. Yamauchi, JBL, 84 (1965), 283-290; JSS, 1 1  (1966), 10-15. 
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in Jer. 13:17; Sir. 12:16; 3 1 : 13) with its subst. dim 'ah, ''tear'' (which occurs 24 
times in the OT); this root is also widely attested in the Semitic languages. 

2. Meaning and Usage. Like the Gk. kla1o and dakryo, and the L-at. fleo and 
lacrimo, Heb. bkh, ''weeping," comes from the mouth and voice, while dm ·, 
''shedding tears," comes from the eyes1 (thus Ps. 102:10 (Eng. v. 9] does not mean 
' I mingle my drink with tears," but ''amidst weeping'

,
). Of course, th.ese two 

ideas can be connected (par.: Isa. 16:9; Jer. 8:23(9: 1 ] ;  13:17;  3 1 : 16 [''voice/ 
weeping, eyes/tears'']; Ezk. 24:16; Mal. 2 :13;  Ps. 126:5f.; Lam. 1 :2,16). We en
counter de1na· or dim.ah. more in lyrical texts, esp . . in the Pss., Jer., and Lam.; 
in the Pentateuch and the Historical Books this substantive appears only in 2 K. 
20:5. Since bkh, ''to weep, bewail,'' has a broader meaning, it is used more 
frequently than dm' and can appear alongside a series of similar expressions� 2 
Even to the present day, Orientals do not weep quietly, but are quite inclined 
to loud weeping and lamenting, thus explaining the frequent connection of bklz, 
''weeping,'' with qol, ' the voice,'' in the OT. 3 Also bklz is modified by the adv. 
''bitter' (- ,D mar), • which expresses more the violent emotion connected with 
weeping: Isa. 22:4; 33:7; Jer. 31 : 15 ;  Sir. 38: 17;  cf. Ezk. 27:31. Verbs meaning 
''to laugh, to rejoice;• are used in antithesis to bkli in the OT: Isa. 65 : 19; Mic. 
1 : 10;  Ps. 30:6(5); 126:5f.; Eccl. 3:4; Ezr. 3 :13;  Bar. 4: 1 1 ,23. 

Using several examples, Collins tries to show that according to the popular 
and poetic idea, the source of tears was the inner part of man, especially the 
heart, from which they ascend into the throat and eyes. From a psychosomatic 
point of view, weeping is an outpouring of physical energy. 

II. Secular W ceping. 

1 .  In Connection tvitlz Excitement. Apart fro.m the weeping of little children 
(Ex. 2:6; Wisd. 7:3), weeping is an indication of the widest variety of excitement: 
in Nu. 1 1 :4,10,13,18,20 bkh is used to describe the behavior of the mu[muring 
people, and in Jgs. 14:16f. that of the angry wife of Samson. The weeping of 
those returning from exile (J er. 31 :9; 50:4) refers more to a feeling and anxiety 
about the future than real mourning. Likewise, Ps. 126:5f. probably reflects the 
concept of a type of grief which had become proverbial in the statement: ''They 
who sow in tears will reap with joy. ' We cannot be sure whether cultic wailing 
for a vegetation deity stands behind this line� 5 in any case, the ,postexilic poet of 
this psalm no longer knew of such an ancient background for it. People also 
weep in connection with the unexpected joy of meeting someone they had not 
seen before or for a long time: Jacob: Gen. 29: 1 1 ;  33:4; Joseph: Gen. 42:24; 
43:30; 45:2; 46:29; 50:17;  Tobias: Toh. 7:6f.; 1 1 :9,13. 

1 Collins, 20ff. 
2 Sec below, II.3. 
3 Cf. Collins, 37f. 
• ColLins, 35. 
s Hvidberg, 133f. 
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2. 111 Connection with Emotional Grief. But usually weeping is an expression 
of emotional grief (of course, this is not to overlook that there is such a thing as 
feigned weeping: Jer. 41:6; Sir. 12: 16), e.g., in cases like the weeping of Hannah 
who was gTeatly provoked 1 S. 1 :7 ,8,10·; Israel's weeping because of the distress 
they were suffering at the hands of a threatening enemy army, 1 S. 1 1 :4; 30:4; 
weeping because of a coming caJamity or a calamity that had already begun, 
2 K. 8 : 1 1f.; Isa. 15:3,5; 22:4; 33:7; Jer. 8:23(9:1); 9:9(10); 13 :17; 14: 17; 48:5, 
32=: lsa. 16:9; Mic. 1 : 10; 6 Lam. 1:2,16; 3:51;  weeping at a time of bidding fare
well, l S. 20:4 1 ;  2 S. 3: 16; Ruth 1:9,14; Tob. 5:16,22; weeping on the occasion 
o.f David's flight from Jerusalem, 2 S. 15:23,30; weeping of God's people in exile, 
Ps. 137: 1 ;  Bar. 1:5; 4 :11 ,23; weeping over the temple, Ezr. 3 : 12;  weeping be
cause of suffering and sympathy, Job 2:12; 16: 16; 30:25,31 ;  Eccl. 4 : 1 ;  weeping 
because of anxiety, Est. 8:3; Tob. 7:17; Rachel's weeping for her children, Jer. 
31 : 15 ;  and weeping over those who despise God's law, Ps. 1 19: 136. We may 
add to this in particular weeping on the occasion of the death of close friends or 
relatives: Gen. 23:2; 35:8; 37:34f.; 50:1,3; Nu. 20:29; Dt. 34:8; 2 S. 13:36; 19:2 
{1); Jer. 8:23(9:1). 

3. Ritr,al Mournir1g. In times of affliction and suffering of a private and 
public nature, frequently weeping was only one aspect of stereotyped mourning 
rites. These are enumerated along with weeping in a number of OT texts: Isa. 
15:2-5; 22:12; Ezk. 24:22f.; Joel 2:12f.; Est. 4: 1-3. A special case among these 
rites is the mourning for the dead. which was practiced by many peoples of anti
quity (- �lat ·ablial, ''to mourn''; saphadh, ''to wail, lament''). 7 Since these rites 
correspond to a great extent with the natural indication of grief, a magical effect 
for or against the dead is not likely, at least in the OT. The weeping of relatives 
and friends was a regular part of the lament over the dead. Professional mourners 
(Am. 5: 16f.; Eccl. 12:5; 2 Cb. 35:25), and especially mourning women (2 S. 1 :24; 
Jer. 9:16,19(17,20]; 49:3; Ezk. 32:16; Ps. 78:64; Job 27:15), were called to weep 
in times of death. Again the expression ''to weep'' in particular is used to de
scribe lamenting over the dead: 2 S. l : l lf.; 3:32-34; Jer. 22:10; 1 Mace. 9:20; 
Sir. 38:16f. There seems to have been an annual lament over the daughter of 
Jepb.thah and king Josiah (Jgs. 1 1 :40; 2 Ch. 35:25). However, the account of the 
daughter of Jephthah who bewails her virginity contains a problem which can 
hardly be resolved, viz., whether this text perhaps originally represented a differ
ent setting for the lament motif (a wedding custom? a cultic custom?), which has 
been ''bistoricized'' by the story of Jephthah's sacrifice. The more formal the 
lament, the more one would have to doubt the inner sympathy of the mourner; 
but usually sympathy was not Jacking (cf. Sir. 38:16-23). The poetic transition 
of the lament to an entire nation by the literary prophets (in particular using the 
verb ''to weep'': Jer. 9:9 16f.[10,17f.]; Ezk. 27:31) grew out of the popular la
ment. The purpose here is not consolation, but emotion. 

& Cf. S. J. Schwantes, YT, 14 (1964), 455. 
7 TDNT, ID, 836-39. 
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ID. Religious Weeping. 
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1 .  Lament over lndividc1al Distress. Ordinary human weeping has hardly 
any religious significance. The ''lament over distress'' has more theological sig
nificance and. is completely different from the lament over the dead. In his 
affliction, man weeps before God (Dt. 1:45; 2 K. 20:3= Isa. 38:3; 2 K. 22: 19= 
2 Ch. 34:27; Tob. 3 : 1 )  as a means of intensifying his prayer and of arousing 
God's compassion (Isa. 30:19; Ps. 6:7-9(6-8]; 39:13(12];  56:9(8]; Sir. 35: 17-20). 
Man knows that he is dependent on God, acknowledges his own destitution, and 
hopes for grace from the strong and yet compassionate judge (--+- 'abhal). Thus 
the consolation of God fol.lows the weeping of those returning home from exile 
(Jer. 31 :9). There is homesickness and trust in God in the tears of the lonely: 
Ps. 42:4(3); Job 16:20. Moreover, this sort of humble behavior is assumed in the 
well-known. genre, the Individual Lament, even if the word ' weeping ' does not 
occur. lo a prayer of thanksgiving we read: ''he delivered (kept) my eyes from 
tears'' (Ps. 1 16:8). The narrative in 2 S. 12: 15-23 relates a very peculiar set of 
circumstances: as long as the sick child is alive, David fasts and weeps in order 
to persuade God to spare the child; but after the lad dies, he stops his acts of 
penitence and grief. Heie the secular lament over the dead is transformed and 
is replaced by the lament over distress. But it should not be concluded from this 
that a general change of custom took place. 

2. In Connection witlt Popt1lar Laments. Quite similarly, ''weeping'' also 
occurs in texts dealing with the collective popular lament, either in connection 
with a threatening public distress or a public distress which was already a reality: 
Jgs. 20:23,26; 21 :2; weeping is connected with fasting in Zee. 7:3· Bar. 1 :5 ;  
1 Mace. 7:36; 2 Mace. 1 1 :6; 13: 12; Ps. 80:6 (5, ''bread of tears'').; Lam. 2:18. 
Its setting (Sitz im Leben) is usually an assembly for public worship. Combined 
cultic ''weeping'' is also mentioned in Nu. 25:6; Jgs. 2:4 (here with an etiological 
explanation of the name ''Bochim''). The Israelites weep because of remorse and 
shame (Jer. 3:21), and thus show their readiness to return to God. The people 
weep because God will not accept their sacrifice: Mal. 2:  13. 

3. In Connection witl1 Acts of Repentance. In the postexilic period, public 
confessions of sin are connected with general prayers of petition and lament 
where ''weeping'' is mentioned. In conjunction with such acts of repentance, 
''weeping1' is a sign of acknowledgement of sin and of remorse over having 
broken the covenant: Ezr. 10: 1 ;  Neh. 1 :4; Joel 2: 12-17. Collective penitent weep
ing is typically biblical, and is just as foreign to Greek texts of lamentation as is 
the weeping of imploring and hoping in prayer. 8 

4. Out of A we. In addition to all the forms of lament over distress and 
remorse, there is also a weeping which simply arises from a consciousness of 
the distance between smaJJ, weak man and God. It is the result of being over-

8 TDNT, Ill,  724. 

• 
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come by the Mysterium treme11dz.1m et fasci11osz1m (awful and fearful mystery). 
However, there is hardly any evidence of this religious motif in the OT (? Hos. 
12:5 [4]; eh. 8:9), but it does appear in the LXX of Ps. 95:6 (94:6 in LXX): 
' Let us weep before the Lord, our Maker'' (the LXX translator bas confused 
barak/1 with bakl1al1). Furthermore, in harmony with the predominant concept 
of God in the OT, God is never described as one who weeps in aay of its anthro
popathic statements. The onJy terms used to describe his emotional feelings are 
-+ :i137 ·a1sablz1 ''to be grieved' ; - oy:> 1ca·as, ' to be angry ; and - cnl nacham, 
' to be sorry, repent.'' 9 

5. /11 Escl1a1ological Texts. With the rise of escbatologicaJ expectations, 
we find promises to the righteous that Yahweh will wipe away tears from all 
faces (Isa. 25:8; cf. 65:19). Apocalyptists prepare themselves to receive visions 
by fasting and weeping (4 Esd. 5:13,20; 6:35; 2 Bar. 9:2). When the judgment 
draws near, there will be weeping (2 Bar. 48:41; 52:3) and the sinners especially 
will weep in th.e place where they are afflicted {l  En. 96:2; 108:3,5; 2 En. 7:2), 
an idea which forms a transition to the NT texts dealing with th.e final judg
ment. 10 

6. Ct1ltic Wailing over a Deity. In the lleathen cult drama, it appears that 
worshippers bewailed the death of different vegetation deities. Ezekiel sees the 
weeping for Tammuz before the JerusaJem temple (Ezlc. 8:14), which he con
siders to be an abomination. 

As bas already been mentioned above, representatives of the so-called Myth 
and Ritual school in particular believe that Jgs. 1 1 :34-40 and Ps. 126:5f. go back 
to such a custom, and they suppose that there are stiJI slight traces of it lying 
behind many OT passages. In their syncretistic rites, Israelites also probably 
wept over Yahweh as a dying and rising god; indeed, the sacral king himself 
probably represented him in the drama of the official cult. 11 It must be said 
that advocates of this view have to press their exegesis too far to arrive at such 
a position. The idea that such foreign custon1s were adopted by orthodox Israel 
is methodologically doubtful and purely hypothetical. But we do know, particu
larly from the reproaches of the prophets that the Baal cult po ed a threat to 
the Yah\veh religion from the very first. It i uncertain whether there was spe
cifically a weeping for Yahweh/Baal. 

Hamp 

9 Scharbert, 223. 
10 TDNT, ID, 7.24f.; on "wailing and gnashing of teeth," cf. BZ, N.P. 16 (1972), 12lf. 
11 Thus esp. Widengreo and more cautiously Hvidbcrg, cf. p. 136, with basic material 

concerning "cultic weeping." 
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Contents: I. The Root bkr: 1. Meaning; 2. Derivatives. ti. 1. bikkurim; 2. b�kh6r(oth) 
(of beasts) in the Law. Ul. "Firstborn": 1 .  In the Ancient Near East: a. Arabia; b. Meso
potamia in the Bronze Age, and Surrounding Regions; c. Ugarit; d. Egypt; 2. In Israel: 
a. Terms for "Firstborn"; b. The Concept "Firstborn"; c. The Position of the Firstbo.m 
According to the Law: a. Right of Succession; �· In the Cult; d. The Role of the Firstborn. 
and Its Theological Significance in the Narratives. 

I. The Root bkr. 

1 .  Meaning. The Arab. bkr (in different roots) means ''to arise, do (some
thing) early'' (so similarly in Ethiop.); Syr. bkr in the pael, ''to be the first, 
do (something) as the first''; the Middle Heb., Targum, Christian Palestinian, 
Aram. bkyr(h), ''early rain''; and the Middle Heb. bkyr, ''early cultivation.'' 
Akk. bukru, ''son,'' stands as an exception (it is used mainly in poetic texts and 
is applied chiefly to the gods and only very rarely to men). In different languages, 
we find mostly one-syllable substantives for ''firstborn'' derived from this root 
(Aram. bakr, Heb. bekhor, Arab. bikr, Ethiop. bakwer). 1 bakkaru, bakru, ''young 
camel, young ass," in Akkadian is probably related to this root (cf. Arab. bakr). 2 

These different terms indicate that the central meaning of the root bkr in Hebrew, 
''firstborn,'' is the original one. The nuances ''early (earliest)'' and ''offsprin.g, 
successor,'' are present in this idea in a similar way and in a close relationship. 
This original meaning of bkr occurs in all these languages (except Akk.), and 
also in vulgar Aramaic, Ugaritic, and South Arabic. 

2. Derivatives. Several verb forms are derived from the root bkr: the piel, ''to 
bear new fruit'' (Middle Heb., ''to ripen early," ''to bear or give birth for the 

b�khor. A.-G. Barrois, Manuel d'archeologie biblique, Il (1953), 28·30; I. Beminger, 
Hebriiische Archiiologie (31927), index, p. 416b; L. Delekat, BHHW, I, 434; 0. Eissfetdt, 
Erstlinge und Zehnten im AT. BWANT, 22 (1917); J. G. Frazer, Folk-Lore in the o·T, I (1918), 
429-566; abridged ed. (1923), 172-204; T. H. Gaster, IDB, IV, 148f.; B. S. Hartom, EMiqr, Il, 
123-26, 126-28; J. Hempel, ''Ein Vorfrage zum Erstgeburtsopfer," ZAW, 54 (1936), 311-13; 
J. Henninger, "Zum Erstgeborenenrecht bei den Semiten.'' Festschri/t fur W. Caskel (1968), 
162-183; Y. Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel, abridged by M. Greenberg (1960), 188f.; 
J. Klima, Untersuchungen zum altbabylonischen Erbrecht (1940), 15-33; V. H. Kooy, IDB, 
ll, 270-72; F. R. Kraus, "Vom altmesopotamiscben Erbrccht," Essays in Oriental Laws of 
Succession. Studia . . .  ad itlra orientis antiqui pertinentia, IX (1969), 1-13; idem, ''Erbrecht
licbe Terminologie im alten Mesopotamien." Essays, 18-57; W. Michaelis, '"rrpcu't6'tOKoc;, 
npcuTO'tOKEt.a," TDNT, VI, 871-881; J. Morgenstern, IDB, JI, 270; Pedersen, /LC, ill-IV, 
299-307, 313-322; W. R. Smith, Lectures on the Religion of the Semites (21907, 31927), 462-65; 
d.e Vaux, Anclsr, 41f., 53, 380f., 404, 490ff.; A. Wendel, "Erstlinget'' RGG3, II, 609f. 

1 AHw, 137. 
2 AHw, 97. 
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first time''), ''to treat (legally) as a firstborn''; the pual, ''to belong to Yahweh as 
a firstborn''; and the hip.hit, ''to bear or give birth for the first time.'' A number 
of nouns come from this same root: bekl1orah, •'position of the firstborn'' (the 
''firstborn'' is called bekhirah); bekher, ''young camel''; bikhrah, ''young sbe
ass'

, 
(in light of the context in Jer. 2:23f. 3 and of Akk. bakru, ''abundance of 

asses,'' it is hardly justifiable to translate bikhrah as ''female camel''•); bikkurah, 
''early fruit''; and bikkurim, ''firstfruits.'' In addition, three or four proper names 
are derived from this root, which are mainly Benjaminite. 

IL 1. bikkurim. bikkurim, ''firstfruits,'' usually has a cultic connotation. It 
is used generally and ambiguously in Ex. 23:19; 34:26; Nu. 18:13;  28:26; Ezk. 
44:30; Neh. 10:36 (Eng. v. 35); 13:31. It is used of the fustfruits of the field, 
including bread, in Ex. 23:16; 34:22; Lev. 2:14; 23:17,20; 2 K. 4:42; and of plants 
in Nu. 13:20 (grapes); Nab. 3 : 12 (figs); Neb. 10:36(35). The relationship of the 
firstfruits called bikkurim to those called - n'rdtti re 'shith and to those called 
re"shith bikkurim (Ex. 23:19; 34:26; Ezk. 44:30), and the specific significance 
of each of these in the cult, cannot be completely explained by the extensive 
synonymity of these expressions, especially since re'shith can also mean ''the 
best." 6 In what follows, the few passages that use only re'shith to denote ''first
fruits'' will be noted. According to the legislation in Ex. 23 and 34, the firstfruits 
(probably at the second pilgrimage festival) were to be brought into the sanc
tuary; but we are not told what was done with them there. The same thing applies 
to the legislation in P (Lev. and Nu.), except that this material states that the 
firstfruits are to be brought during the celebration of the Feast of Weeks, 8 and 
that they .are to be given to the priest as a tax. In Deuteronomy, which uses only 
re'shith (18:4; 26:1ff.), there is no technical term for placing the firstfruits in 
the temple. In 18:4, the firstfruits are purely priestly taxes (cf. Neb. 10:38[37)). 
Attempts to reconstruct a historical development of the use of firstfruits from 
these data fail to produce any conclusive results. 

2. b�khor(oth) (of beasts) in the Law. bekhor(oth) means ''firstborn'' of beasts 
(in apposition to or in connection with peter [rechem], ''that which first opens 
[the womb]''). In the law it is given, in a certain sense, a ''middle position'' be
tween vegetable firstfruits and human firstborn. The pertinent texts frequently 
deal with the firstborn of beasts in connection with these, and as far as possible 
from the same point of view. According to Ex. 13:2,12(f.); 22:28(29); 34:19(f.), 
the male firstborn of clean beasts are to be set apart for God; Ex. 13:15 expressly 
commands that they be sacrificed. The Jaws in P are similar to those in Exodus: 
the firstborn belong to God (Lev. 27:26[f.]; Nu. [3:41]; 8:17;  18:15,17f. [they 
are to be sacrificed, but usually this is done by the priests]). Unclean beasts are 
redeemed.; Exodus leaves it up to the owner either to redeem an ass or to kill it 

3 See Ben Yebuda's Worterbuch, 7620b, o. 
• KBL3. 
fl See G�sB, s.v. 
e Cf. Elliger, HAT, 4, 316. 

• 
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by breaking its neck. But according to Deuteronomy the owner must eat the 
firstborn in the sanctuary (12:6; 14:23; 15 :19f.). 15:19f. explains that they are 
holy and forbids any profane usufruct. Finally, Dt. 18:4 allots the first (re·shith) 
fleece that is sheared to the priests. 

m. ''Firstborn.'' 

1. In the Ancient Near East. a. Arabia. It seems reasonably certain from the 
material presented by Henninger that the pre-Islamic Arabs showed no prefer
ence for a firstborn son, at least as far as a right of succession was concerned. 
The Islamic law reflects nothing different from this. Deviations from this norm 
have been recorded occasionally in Palestine and Transjordan in more recent 
times, but too rarely and too unimpressively to require a reassessment of this 
picture. Henninger suggests the possibility ''that the law of the firstborn (among 
the Semites) arose in a culture of seminomads''; 7 however, in making this state
ment he allows himself to be led essentially by general historical viewpoints. 

b. Mesopotamia in the Bronze Age, and Surrounding Regions. There is no 
comprehensive study of the attitude toward the firstborn in ancient Mesopotamia; 
the works of Klima and Kraus, which are limited to conditions in Old Babylonia 
(ca. 1800-1600 B.c.), are the most important contributions on this subject. There 
is no word corresponding to Heb. bekhor in ancient Mesopotamia. Sum. ibila 
can mean ''firstborn, son who has claim to the inheritance'' (this is the oldest 
meaning), but it does not have to mean this {there is no evidence that Akk. aplu 
means ''firstborn'' or ''firstborn son who has claim to the inheritance''). 8 More
over, maru (or afJu) raba, ''greater elder son (brother)," occurs (the Heb. equiva
lent is found, e.g., in Gen. 27:42), which also means a son who is preferred to 
receive the right of succession. These two expressions also appear in combination 
(aplu raba). There is no evidence for a uniform law on the right of succession. 
The Babylonian collections of laws contain no statutes on. this subject, even 
though the Code of Hammurabi offered ample opportunity for such statutes, as 
in § 150 or 170ff. However, it is clear from private legal documents that on the 
whole in the Old Babylonian period the firstborn son enjoyed certain special 
privileges in .matters pertaining to inheritance in southern and middle Babylonia, 9 

but not in northern Babylonia. The ana ittislzu series, a formal juridical collection 
from th.e southern Babylonian city of Nippur, takes into account injustices done 
to the firstborn (6:1: 1-8). Here and elsewhere, the Sumerian term used to describe 
the privileged portion claimed for the firstborn is sibta, and the Akkadian term is 
elatu. By way of contrast, in an Old Babylonian letter concerning the northern 
Babylonian city of Sippar we read that contrary to the assumption of the female 
recipient, ''there is no institution concerning younger and older heirs (aplutum 
�e!J.ertum u rabitum) in Sippar.'' 10 There is a well-known document from the 

7 Henninger, 182. 
8 Cf. AHw, 58; CAD, 112, 173-77. 
9 See, e.g., M. Schorr, Urkunden des altbabylonischen . . .  Rechts (1913)1 No. 20. 

10 F. R. Kraus. Altbabylonische Briefe, I (1964), No. 92:16f. 
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city of Mari on the middle Euphrates from the Hammurabi period which explic
itly affirms the priority of the firstborn. " In Middle Assyrian Jaw, this privileged 
positjon is firmly established in legal statutes (Laws B § 1 = 0 § 3  [ca. 1350-1 150 
B.c.]), and according to evidence found in so·me documents 12 was actually prac
ticed. The right of the firstborn is also practiced everywhere in the H·urrian city 
of Nuzi ( 15th-14th centuries B.c.); 19 however, in wills of those who had died we 
encounter partial or complete deviations from this legal practice. 14 In contrast 
to this, in Alalach (in northwest Syria), which was influenced by Hurrians, no 
trace of the idea of the privilege of the firstborn bas been found, notwithstanding 
assertions to the contrary. 

The size of the portion given to the firstborn (bis normal inheritance plus a 
preferential portion) is not the same in the various cuneiform laws; but as far 
as we now know, usually the firstborn received twice as much as each succeeding 
son, but sometimes less. w 

c. Ugarit. From the life of the city-state of Ugarit in the middle or latter half 
of the 13th century B.C. we know the following concerning the privilege of the 
firstborn. A father leaves his two sons an inheri�nce divided equally between 
them, but allots to the older son a field as an additional portion; we do not know 
the size of the portion given to the elder son in relationship to the entire inheri
tance. 16 Another document dealing with an inheritance also may have said some
thing about the special position of the elder son in a damaged portion of the 
tablet. 17 FinaJly, there is a remote possibility that a third document refers to the 
priviJeg·ed position of the firstborn; 18 Nou.gayrol thinks that this is certain. 19 
The conclusions that had been reached about the primacy of the firstborn at 
Ugarit in the legal documents which were published befo-re 1968 have no founda
tion. In the documents belonging to the narrative literature, there are only one 
or two allusions to the position of honor and preference held by the firstborn 
child! King Krt and king Pbl strive to marry the ''lovely lJry, the child of thy 
firstborn," or perhaps ''thy firstborn child'' (spl} bkrk}. 2U In a later chapter the 
god El promises Krt many offspring and says in conclusion: �grthn • bkrn, 21 
which is usually translated, ''I will declare the youngest to be the firstborn.

,, 
As 

far as grammar and subject matter are concerned, this is incontestable; but in 
the portions of the text that have been preserved this interpretation has nothing 

11 ARM, VIII, 1. 
12 E.g., A/0, 20 (1963), 121f. 
1s E.g., E. M. Cassin, L'adoption a Nuzi (1938), 285-88. 
14 E.g. C. H. Gordon, AnOr, 12 (1935), 171f. (as well as CAD, XXl, 140b); E. A. Speiser, 

JCS, 17 (1963), 70. 
1s See Kl\ma, 29-32. 
16 J. Nougayrol, Ugari1ica, V (1968), lOf.: RS 17.36. 
11 Ibid., 12: RS 17.38, line 6; but cf. Gen. 43:33. 
18 JOid., 173: RS 21.230, Line 5. 
19 Ibid., 174, D. 1 .  
20 CT A, 14 [I K], IV, 144. 
n CT A, 15 [Ill KJ. III, 16. 
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to support it. Nor is there any basis for the outlandish explanations of this text 
that have been suggested. 22 

d. Egypt. We know nothing about the position of the fiistbom in the Jewish 
military colony of Elephantine (5th century B.c.). In Hellenistic Egypt the first
born was especially privileged, but th.ere is much about this that is still obscure. 23 

2. Jn Israel. a. Terms for ''Firstborn." The usual term for firstborn in the 
OT is bekhor. Sometimes gadhol, ''elder, eldest,'' means firstborn representa
tively (e.g., in Gen. 27: 1,42; 44:12). qaton and tsa0ir, ''younger youngest,'' occur 
in antithesis to both of these terms. Once rabJ1, ''elder,'' is used in the sense of 
firstborn, and tsa0ir appears in antithesis to it (Gen. 25:23: archaizing; cf. the 
Akk. rabu-�el]ru). 2i The Chronicler uses several expressions for the favored 
position of a son who is not a firstborn, and these occur in explicit contrast to the 
root bkr. Th.ese expressions are: gabhar, ''to become strong'' (1 Ch. 5:(1-)2, in 
dependence on Gen. 27:37); naghidli., ''prince'' ( 1 Ch. 5: (1-]2); and ro'sh, ''chief'' 
(1 Cb. 26:10). 

b. The Concept ''Firstborn." In the laws of Exodus and Numbers, especially 
in texts that treat human and animal firstborn together, and in Ezk. 20:26 the 
expression peter {rechem}, ''one who opens (the womb),'' is used frequently. 
This phrase defines the firstborn with reference to his mother. However, this 
definition could not have been the predominant one. Not only did it stand in 
opposition to the emphatic patriarchal character of the Israelite family, but also 
it would have seriously damaged the idea and legal custom of primogeniture, 
especially in the case of contemporary (occasional) polygamy. Israel adhered to 
laws of primogeniture through the father. The firstborn was called re'shith 'on, 
''the first of the (procreative) strength'' of the father, also and even particularly 
in texts that deal with polygamy (Gen. 49:3; Dt. 2 1 : 17; cf. Ps. 78:51 ;  105:36). 

c. Tl1e .Position of the Firstborn According to the Law. a. Right of Succes
sion. According to Dt. 2 1 : 15-17, a father is forbidden to disregard the order of 
the birth of his sons and to assign the privileged position of the major beneficiary 
of his possessions to his favorite son who is not the firstborn. This is called ''the 
right of the firstborn'' (mishpaJ habbekhorah), which is defined as ''pi slienayim 
of all that be (i.e., the testator) has.'' According to some scholars, e.g., Noth, :?G 
pi shenayim means. ''two-thirds,'' i�e., the firstborn received two-thirds of the 
entire inheritance, and all the other sons received an equal of the other third. 
Noth's reasons are: (1) the above-mentioned Mari text, 26 which has shittin, 
''two-thirds," in a situation comparable to that described in Dt� 21 : 15-17; and 

22 A. van Selms. Marriage and Fa1nily Life (1954), 140f.; J. Gray, The Krt Text 111 the 
Literature of Ras Sl1an1ra (21964), 60. 

23 P. W. Pestman, in Essays on Oriental Laws of Succession (1969), 65-67. 77. 
24- On peter (reche1n) and re'shitll '011, see under b. 
25 M. Noth, Die Urspriinge des a/ten Israel (1961), 19f. 
26 111.1.b . 
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(2) Zec. 13:8. However, this interpretation must be rejecte-d. 2-7 Actually, pi 
shenayim means ''a portion of two, a double portion'' (cf. Sir. 12:5). Thus, if 
there are three parties concerned, the firstborn would receive two-thirds; if there 
are four parties concerned, he would receive two-fourths, etc. This explanation 
is supported by a comparison with the pertinent texts from Mesopotamia. 28 lt 
is impossible to be sore whether it is true that the inheritance which the law has 
in mind applies only to movable possessions, while the other possessions remain 
in the family undivided, as de Vaux would like to assume; 29 but this is not likely 
{Dt. 25:5 and Ps. 133:1 30 probably do not have th.e normal situation in mind). 
Esau sold this special portion and nothing else (Gen. 25:3 1-34), just as in Old 
Babylonia and in Nuzi inheritances are the object of buying and selling among 
brothers. 81 Esau s rank and position are not affected by this transaction, as chap. 
27 shows quite clearly. On the other hand, the Elijah narrative uses the language 
of the law (pi slienayim be) symbolically to affirm and to defend the superiority 
of Elisha (2 K. 2:9) over the other prophets (vv. 3,5,7, and 15). 

In connection with this diversity of opinion as to th.e size of the inheritance 
of the firstborn, the alleged intention of the lawgiver to maintain th.e uniformity 
of agricultural production as much as possible can have played only a subordinate 
role at best. To the contrary, the Jaw of the firstborn is nothing but an expression 
of the exceedingly high esteem in which the first child was held, especially if that 
child was maJe. The first is the best. re'shith has both of these meanings, and 
in the expression re·s11ith 'on, ''the first of the (procreative) strength,'' the latter 
sense is quite clear. Thus, bekhor assumes the meaning ''excellent'' (par. to 
·ezyon, ''highest,'' Ps. 89:28(27]), and actually functions as a sign of the elative 
w.hen bekhor appears in the construct with n1aveth, ''the firstborn of death'' (Job 
18: 1 3), and dallim, ''the firstborn of the poor

,, (Isa. 14:30). 
fl� Jn tlie Cult. It is not only the best that belongs to God, but also the first. 

It would be prestimptuous for man to enjoy something without first giving God 
bis portion. The firstborn of man and beast and the firstfruits of field and garden 
(see also Lev. 19:23-25) are given to God as his portion by sacral consecration, 
and therefore can be set free for secular use only by redemption (usually - inD 
padha/1), i.e., substitution or ransom (Ex. 13:  13,15; 34:20; Lev. 27:26f.; Nu. 3:44-
5 1 ;  18:15-17; Dt. 14:23-26). The firstborn of nonsacrificial animals and the first
born of man must be redeemed. (Ezekiel's strange view of the plight of the first
born in 20:25f. can be understood only in light of the overall context of his 
speech.) However, in the legislation in the book of Numbers (P), the law con
cerning the redemption of the firstborn of man is always connected with the 
appointment of the Levites (Nu. 3:1 1-13140f.,44f.; 8:16-18; there is a transitional 
law in 3:46-48). The religio-phenomenological basis for God's claim on the first
born is his mighty acts in Israel's history (Nu. 3 :13;  8:17; anticipated by Ex. 

2'7 On this Mari text, see G. Boyet, ARM, Vlil. Te.xte.s juridiquu (1958), 182; Unguistically, 
Noth interprets Zee. 13:8 too narrowly. 

28 m.1.b. 
29 Anclsr, 53. 
so See H. Gunkel, in Joe. 
81 Schorr, Urkunden, 232; E. H. Cassin, L'adoption, 230-33. 
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13: 15): when God slew ''all the firstborn in the land of Egypt''(!), all the first
born fell to him (cf. Ex. 12: 12f.,23). It is true that he spared the firstborn of the 
Israelites, but this does not mean that he relinquishes his claim on them, but only 
that he changes its nature. 

d. The Role of t}le Firstborn and Its Theological. Significance in the Narra
tives. If civil and sacral law testify to a firmly established position of the firstborn, 
everything in the narratives is in a state of flux. The stories of Abel and Cain, 
Jacob and Esau, Joseph (Judah) and Reuben, Ephraim and Manasseh (Moses 
and Aaron, David and his brothers, Solomon and Adonijah) have some bearing 
on the subject, and usually refer to a direct or indirect intervention of God. It is 
not unlikely that the patriarchal narratives want to describe a time in which the 
firstborn {frequently) enjoyed no privileged position. Frazer wants to find inclica-
tions of an original ultimogeniture in Israel, 82 but this is little likely. But in their 
present form, these narratives are written for an audience which considers the 
laws of the firstborn to have full weight, and which, therefore, is fully aware of 
the tension between sacred history and present responsibility. The book of 
Genesis endeavors to present a heightening of this tension, as e.g., in the story 
of Ephraim and Manasseh in chap. 48, and this not only for aesthetic reasons 
but at least as much for religious reasons: God's freedom in leading his people 
in history preserves them from the usual human tendency to crystallize their 
traditions into an institution as they move from one generation to the next and 
as they form their society. From the diverse ideas and customs concerning the 
firstborn which. were present in the cultures around Is.rael (and in the beginning 
probably also in Israel), the OT chooses that of the pri.vileged position of the 
firstborn in the law and in the ritual of daily life in preference to the principle of 
equal prospects for the great lines of history. This principle .makes possible a 
historical presentation of the early period when (in a very natural way) there was 
no permanent position of leadership or privilege of one tribe above another. This 
makes it possible for the narrative to bestow on Israel, which was still in the 
process of being constituted and which was the youngest of the nations, the title 
of firstborn: ''Thus says the Lord, Israel is my firstborn son'' (Ex. 4:22; echoed 
in Jer. 3 1:8f.). When Jeremiah speaks of the holiness of Israel and of the protec
tion which God gives to bis people, in the final analysis he bases this on th.e idea 
(again, contrary to all historical reality) that Israel is the first (re·shith, RSV 
''firstfruits'') of Yahweh's harvest (Jer. 2:3), and therefore belongs to him and to 
him alone. 

Tseval 

u Frazer, 429-433, 481-84, abridged ed., 172-75, 202-204. 
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Contents: I. Etymo'logy. II. Usage and Meaning: 1. Physical and PbysiologjcaJ; 2. Figu
rative: a. Detcrioratjoo of the Cosmos; b. Transitoriness of Man; 3. Enjoyment; 4. Am
bivalence, Analogy to kalah. Ill. Theology: 1. Relevance Only from the Context; 2. God 
As Hidden Subject. 

I. Etymology. The radicals of the Heb. root blh form an ordinary Semitic 
root. 1 Outside the Hebrew language, it appears as a verb and a noun in Akkadian, 
in the later stages of Babylonian and Assyrian, meaning ' to die out (go out of 
use), waste away (perish), condition of nonexistence.'' 2 Short forms 3 or later 
expansions of short fonns are used as negatives, (negative) prepositions, and con
junctions in the entire spectrum of Semitic languages. bal, ''not,'' beli, 'not, with
out '' and bilti, ''not, except," .frequently with be, le, and min, are more closely 
related etymologically. • However, they are of little semantic or theological rele
vance for the verb and noun forms found in the Bible. The etymology of -+ ;�,;:a 
�liyya·a1, ''Belial," is uncertain, and in any case it is considered to have become 
semantically independent. To be surtr, beli inah (belimah) stands in parallelism 
to .tohu in Job 26·:7, but it should probably be interpreted as a preposition with 
a pronoun. Thus, these terms also are excluded from this discussion. 

Il. Usage and Meaning. 

1 .  Physical and Physiological. In the earliest texts in which blh occurs, it is 
used as a verb and as an adjective and means that something that is ordinarily used 
daily has become worn out, ''fragile," by time and use, and can hardly continue 
to be used. even if it is repaired: mebhuqqa • im umetsorarim, ''tom and mended'' 
(Josh. 9:4); metulla "oth, ''patched'' (9:5); hithbaqqa·u, ''they are burst'' (v. 13). 
At first sight, the wineskins, saddlebags, clothes, and sandals of the Gibeonites 
appear to, the Israelites to be old (in antithesis to chadhashim, ''new,'1 v. 13) and 
scarcely able to be used any longer (vv. 4,5,13). In this context and elsewhere, 
the LXX usually translates blh by some form of palai6o, •'to make old, become 
old." In Jer. 38: l lf., the subst. *beloyim or *be/o'im means ' rags, torn clothes." 

Therefore, the absence of natural deterioration during the forty years that 
Israel was in the wilderness is regarded as evidence of the special guidance of 

biilah. P. Haupt, "Semitic Verbs derived from Particles," AJSL, 21 (190511906), 257-261; 
H. Secsemann, "1taAat6c;," TDNT, V, 717·720. 

t Cf. UT, 19.474; AHw, 121. 
2 Cf. CAD, ll, 63, 70f .. 74f.; ABw, 100, 121; UT, 19, 474. 
a According to Haupt� 259: the etyrnologica1 origin of the verb. 
' Cf. KBL, s.v.; UT, 19.466 with additional literature; for usages in the Qumran material, 

cf. J. A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran Cave I. BietOr, 18A (21971), 95f. 
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God (Dt. 8:4; cf. the LXX ou katetribe ap6 sou, ''did not wear out from thee''; 
however, LXXB is not as literal: ouk epalai"the, ''did not become old [wear 
out] '; see also Dt. 29:4 [Eng. v. 5] and the free quotation in Neb. 9:21). In Gen. 
18 : 12, Sarah applies the ''coarse term''6 blh to herself as an old, withered woman 
(cf. ''and my lord [husband] is old,'' Gen. 18:12b; notice here the careful distinc
tion that is made between the idea that Sarah was ' old," blh, and that Abraham 
was ' old," - tt'•, z.aqen = presbyteros in the LXX of vv. l la and 12b; the LXX 
did not translate belothi as an inf., but Aquila, meta to katatrib�nai me, ''after 
I have worn out," and Symmachus meta t6 palaioth�nal me, ''after l have be
come old," probably did). 6 labbalah in Ezk. 23:43 probably means a woman 
worn out by li.centious living {the LXX understands fhis term as an interrogative 
particle expecting a negative answer plus a suffix: ouk en toutois . . .  , ''not in 
these . . .  ? ''). 

In describing the persecutions of the Davidides, 1 Ch. 17:9 reads lebhal/otho, 
''shall waste them,'' instead of /e'annotho, ''shall afflict them," in the parallel 
passage in 2 S. 7: 10. There is a cognate Aramaic form, yebhalle ·, ''be shall wear 
out ' (LXX ka1a1ripsei, ''he shall wear out''; Theodotion palailJsei, ' be shall 
become old '), which has a similar meaning, in Dnl. 7:25. 

2. Figurative. a� Deteriora1ion of the Cosmos. Israel s enemies are weak and 
feeble when God opposes them. In the third Servant Song of Deutero-lsaiah, first 
the prophet may be using the figure of the worn-out garment to describe them, 
and then (in parallelism) the figure of damage done by moths: Isa. 50:9, kullam 
kabbeghedh yibhlu, ''all of them will wear out like a garment'' This figure is 
expanded with parallel expressions in the variations (perhaps postexilic) that 
follow in this context: the heavens will vanish like smoke, th.e earth will wear 
out like a garment (ha·arets kabbeghedh tibhleh}, they who dwell in it will die 
like gnats, but God's salvation will be immovable (Isa. 5 1  :6; in 5 1  :8, the figure 
of the moth eating a garment stands alone). 7 Similarly, in Ps. 102:27(26) the 
author contrasts God's stability with the heavens and the earth, which are tran
sitory and easily replaceable like a garment. According to most ancient versions 
{but not the LXX), Job 14: 12  states that the dead will awake when the heavens 
disappear (bi/ti), i.e., never, because it is assumed that they will not disappear. 

b. Transitoriness of Man. In laments and wisdom texts, blh is used to describe 
the most severe distress of the worshipper (sometimes without the figure of a gar
ment): the bones have wasted away (Ps. 32:3, balu ·a1samai; LXX: epa/aio.the 
ta osta mou) or have been broken, while the flesh and the skin have wasted away 
(Lam. 3:4, billah bhesari ve·ori shibbar ·a1smo1hai; cf. also Ps. 49:15[ 14], which, 
of course, is critically very difficult}. The most general. statement of this kind is 
probably the latest one: Sir. 14: 17, ''All flesh becomes old like a garment,'' death 
alone is eternal law (kol habbasar kabbeghedh yibh/eh vechoq ·o/am gevoa' 
yighva·u). 

0 According to Gunkel, Genesis (71966), 198. 
6 Cf. Skinner, Genesis. ICC (1951), 301f. 
1 Cf. Westermann, ATD, XIX, 187-191. 
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3. Enjoyment. One or two examples stand in contrast to all these meanings. 
In Isa. 65 :22 we find this statement: uma 'aseh yedhehem yebhallu bliechirai, 
''and my chosen ones shall long enjoy the work of their hands.'• The complaint 
concerning the wicked in Job 21 :13  is similar: yebhallu bhattobh yemeliem, 
''they enjoy their days in prosperity." Context and parallelism clearly show 
that blh ,has a positive sense in these passages: ''to enjoy,'' 8 ''to use for one
self,'' ''not to be deprived of success by others.'' The LXX translators were not 
aware of this meaning. In Isa. 65 :22, they translate yebhallu by the common 
palailJsousin, ''they will become old.'' In Job 2 1 : 13, they read yekhallu, ''they 
complete (end):' instead of yebhallu, because it is often uncertain as to which 
of these was the original reading of the MT. A similar vacillation occurs in Isa. 
10:25, where several Hebrew manuscripts have takhlitham, ''their end,'' instead 
of tabhlitham, ''their destruction,'' as Ps. 139:22; Job 28:3 (from kalah). 

4. Ambivalence, Analogy to kmah. Semantically blh seems to be ambivalent 
between a positive and a negative extreme, just like kalah. It is even possible that 
the very frequent root klh had some influence on the very rare root blh, which 
was reassumed only in the later period (with theological overtones). blh may 
have been selected intentionaJly to replace klh, especially in poetic texts, and 
therefore may have a stronger theological significance than klh. This would ex
plain why the LXX translates the various forms of blh by some form of palaioo, 
"to become old,'' in all instances in which the Hebrew text reads some form of 
blh (the only exception is found in Dt. 29:4[5], which uses katetribe, ''(they 
were] worn out,,, which ma.y have been suggested by the idea of the tom sandals 
or selected for the sake of variety). By way of contrast, palai60 is never used to 
translate the more than 30 different occurrences of the various forms of klh. It 
seems that the LXX translators did not know how to render the rare word blh, 
and always translated it mechanically and thus poorly (perhaps following the 
translation of so.me text, possibly Josh. 9, as precedent). 

m. Theology. 

1. Relevance Only from the Context. The earliest examples of the use of 
blh (and the only ones that are pre-Deuteronomic, Josh. 9:4,5,13; Gen. 18:12) 
are in and of themselves ''natural," ''secular,'' and have theological significance 
only as they are viewed in connection with certain facts in the life and history 
of Israel. Josh. 9:4,5,13 have an etiological purpose (cf. Josh. 9:27,21 ,24). What 
is at stake in Geo. 18: 1 2  is the being or non being of the people, the reliability of 
God's promises. The theological idea in Dt. 8:4 and 29;4(5) is intensified by the 
marvelous events during the period of wilderness wandering and by the parenetic 
or recitative-liturgical context, 9 but probably without any conscious allusion to 
Josh. 9. 

• 

a KBL. 
9 Cf. N. Lohfink, Das Hauptgebot. AnBibl, 20 (1963), 62. 191; E.W. Nicholson, Deutero

nomy and Tradition (1967), 21. 
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There is no mechanical or technical idea connected with blh: the process this 
work describes is ''obvious,'' inevitable (Josh. 9; Gen. 18:12); therefore, if the 
process is reversed, only God can do it (Dt. 8:4; 29:4[5]); man has no power to 
bring about any change at all. 

2. God As Hidden Subject. Perhaps the early use of blh in a context that, 
although hardly based on theological considerations, still has to do with divine 
guidance, along with possible mythical ideas underlying 10 the figure of the wom
out garment which appears much later in the Bible, 11 were the main reasons 
why blh was popular in the prophetic contexL The use of blh in Isa. 65 :22 and 
Job 21:13 may represent a conscious effort to make concrete a frequently used, 
but perhaps somewhat faded idea of the anticipated time of salvation (cf . . Am . 
5:11 ;  Mic. 6:15; Dt. 28:30-33; Isa. 52:8f.), or to give new color to the old com
plaint about the inexplicable success of the wicked, reveal the time of salvation 
evocatively as a work of God's power, and connect it with that which had been 
begun already in times of salvation in the past. In any case, it is impossible to 
understand how the interpretation of blh as mere ''lesser value or valuelessness'' u 
in Isa. 65:22 and Job 21:13 can be correct. 

The .intensive forms with transitive meaning and human subject could also 
be due to this theological coloring which blh apparently has received. In the final 
analysis, disastrous events are not the work of man. God stands behind them, 
unseen but assumed, to prevent them {1 Ch. 17:9), or to make clear their proper 
relationship as events of the last time which immediately precede the great trans
formation (Dnl. 7 :25). 

• 

io Cf. Gilg. XI, 244-255, e.g., in ANET3, 96a. 
11 Cf. R. Eisler, Weltenmantel und Himmelsxelt, I (1910), Slff. 
12 Secsemann, 718. 

Gamberoni 

Contents: L Etymology, 0CCU1TCDCCS. n. 1. As a Term Referring to the Powers of Cbaos; 
2. In Juridical Contexts; 3. ln Connection. with the King; 4. In Connection with Cul tic 
Abuses. III. Usage in Late Judaism. 

I. Etymology, Occurrences. The etymology of beliyya 'al is uncertain and 
debated; the ancient versions help define the various nuances of its meaning in 

�liyya ·at W. von Baudissin, "The Original Meaning of 'Belial;" ExpT, 9 (1897/1898), 
40-45; G. R. Driver, �'Hebrew Notes,,, ZAW, 52 (1934), 51-56; K. GalJing, "Bclial," RGGS, 
l, 1025t; J.E. Hogg, "Belial in the OT," AJSL, 44 (1927/1928), 56-58; P. Joilon, "))";l 
Belial," Bibi, 5 (1924), 178-183; H. Kosmala, "The Three Nets of BeliaJ,0 AST/, 4 (1965), 91-

(continued on p. 132) 
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a general way, but d,o not illuminate the etymologjcal problem it poses. 1 The 
attempts to explain this word etymologically fall into three main groups: a. in 
origin, it was a mythological term or was derived from a mythological name; 
b. originally it was a Hebrew neologism composed of the negative beli + a 
positive concept (usually expressed by a verbaJ form); c. it was derived from 
a root -+ y?:i bala •. 2 

a. Some scholars argue that beliyya 'al evolved from the root - ?37:i ba ·al, 
''Baal,'' by deliberate metathesis and the addition of a diminutive lamedh. 3 
Nicolsky thinks it is a name for Azazel, composed of ba'al + ya'al, ' lord of 
be-goats.'' t Others maintain that it is a derivative of the name of the Akkadjan 
goddess Belili. Since this goddess was a deity of the underworld, the Heb. deriva
tive beliyya·al came to designate the underworld. 5 This interpretation is cer
tainly incorrect, because the character of BeliJi as a deity of the underworld is 
extremely doubtful. 6 

b. According to the Rabbinic interpretation, which was later adopted by 
Jerome, beliyya'al comes from beli + 'ol, ')'oke," and thus beliyya 'al means 
those who throw off the yoke of God. 7 However this explanation has become 
obsolete. In its place, two other interpretations in particular have become popu
lar. One .is that beliyya"al is a combination of beli + some form of the root 
"ala/11 ''to go up," and thus means either ''that which does not go up," i.e., ''that 
which is not successful,'' thus ''wickedness,'' etc., 8 or ''(the place from which) 
one does n,ot go up'' (or ''cannot go up '), and similar explanations which have 
reference to the underworld and are to be connected with the Akk. expression 
mat (er�et) la tari, ''the land from which there is no return.'' 9 However, most 

113; V. Maag, "BeUja"aJ im AT,'' ThZ, 21 (1965), 287-299; N. Nicolsky, Spuren magischer 
Formeln in den Psalmen. BZA W, 46 (1927); Pederse� /LC, f-JI; T. Stenhouse, "Baal and 
Belial," ZA. W1 33 (1913). 295-305; D. Winton Thomas, "?V,;l in the OT," Biblical and 
Patristic Studies in Memory of R. P. Casi!)' (1963), 11-19. 

Special literature on IJl: W. Bous et, Die Religion des Judentunis. HNT, 21 (31926); 
H. W. Huppenbauer, "Belia! in den Qumrantexten,0 ThZ, 15 (1959), 81-89; B. Noack, Sata
nds und Soteria (Copenhagen, 1948); P. van den Osten-Sacken, Gott und Belia/. Studien zur 
Umwelt des NT, 6 (1969). 

1 Synopses of the translations and paraphrases may be found in Hogg, 56f., and 
Thomas, 1 1  f. 

2 A synopsis of the usual explanations occurs in Thomas, 15-19. 
3 Steohouse 299f.; and Maag, Sch ThU, 20 (1950), 35f., refer to Ba ·al-yam. 
• icolsky, 86. 
:J Cheyne, ExpT, 8 (1896/1897), 423f.; and EMiqr, I (1899), 525-27; cf. the extensive 

discussion io ExpT, 8 (189611897), and 9 (1897/1898), between Cheyne, von Baudissin, 
Hommel, and Jensen. 

G Cf. WbMy1h, l, 67f.; A. FaJkenstein, Festschrift /iir W. Caskel (Leiden, 1968), 96-1 10. 
7 See Moore, Judges (1895), 419; cf. Thomas, 15. 

Baudis jn, 44; cf. KBL3, 128. 
9 According to Cheyne. loc. cit., as a popular etymological reinterpretation of the 

"mythological" derivative; cf. Nicol ky, 85; CAD, IV, 308; and Cross-Freedman, JBL, 72 
(1953), 22. 
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modern scholars think it is a combination of beli + some form of the root ya ·al, 
which means ''to profit, to benefit'' (this verb occurs only in the hiphil). Thus, 
the last element in the word beliyya ·al is usually interpreted as a verb in the qal 
or as a noun (neither form occurs in the OT), and beliyya·al is thought to mean 
''uselessness,'' ''negative actions '' ''nothingness,

,, 
etc. 10 These interpretations are 

supported by similar Hebrew forms (beli da'ath, ''without knowledge," and beli 
sh em, ''without name") n and by the Ugar. expression blmlk, ''no-king.'' 12 

c. la light of the cognate root in Arabic, some scholars argue that beliyya ·al 
comes from the root bala ·, which in tum can be interpreted in various ways. 
bala • III 13 is connected with Arab. balaga, and. means either ''to entangle, con
fuse," lf. or ''to harm, injure." 15 In view of this, beliyya·a1 could be taken as 
bala • with an afformative -l, which would mean either ''entanglement, confu.
sio.n, '' or ''harm damage'' (perhaps ''pest, vermin''). 18 Other critics retain the 
usual meaning of bala·, ''to swallow,'' and then take beliyya'al to mean either 
''destruction, '1 17 ''(devouring) abyss''= Sheol, 18 or personified ''(mythological) 
enemy." 19 

There is hardly a. convincing solution to the etymological problem posed by 
beliyya·a1. This much can be said, however: it is based on some mythological 
term whose meaning we are no longe.r able to recover or on some name, which 
has been ''interpreted'' by popular etymology as a negative with the prefix beli. 
The twofold emphasis that comes to be attached to beliyya ·al in the process of 
this development must be retained: concrete-personaJ and abstract-conceptual. 
Some scholars emphasize the abstract too strongly (''uselessness," etc.); others 
emphasize the personal: Beliyya·al. is a devil figure 20 (lit. ''a [being] without 
value''), a prince of the underworld, 21 or an 'idol." 22 But the one side must 
not be emphasized at the expense of the other, and so in what follows we shall 
leave the word untranslated. 

It is hard to say whether there is a reminiscence of mythological ideas in the 
frequent use of the phrase ''sons of belial. '' 23 It seems more likely that what 
we have here is simply another example of the Hebrew idiom using ben, ''son,'' 
with some term in order to indicate an intimate relationship between the person 

10 So the more recent Heb. lexicons, Pedersen, 413f ., 539, and many others. 
11 Baudissin, 44. 
u Galling, 102-5. 
13 KBL3. 
14' Driver, 52f. 
15 Guillaume, JTS, 13 (1962), 321. 
16 See Maag, 287. 
17 Burney, The Hebrew Text of Kings (Oxford, 1903), 246f. 
1s Thomas, 18f. 
19 .HaJdar, The Book of Nahuni (Uppsala, 1946), 33, 114. 
20 Jouoa. 
21 NicoJsty, 85. 
22 Galling, 1025. 
23 Stetibouse, 299. 
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and the character or activity suggested by that term. 24 In tum, other expressions 
like 'ish beliyya·al, debhar beliyya·a1, etc., grow out of this one. beliyya'al has 
the artic]e only three tirne-s ( l S. 25:25; 2 S. 16:7; l K. 2 1 : 13).2.1 It occurs 27 times 
in the OT, mainly in the Deuteronomistic history ( 1 5  times), only twice in the 
Prophets, 3 times in the Psalms, and not at all in the Tetrateuch. 

Il. 1 .  As a Term Referring to the Powers of Chaos. Scholars frequently seek 
to support the hypothesis that beliyya"al is a mythological name or at least has a 
mythological substratum from Ps. 1 8:5(4) ( = 2 S.22:5) and 41 :9(8). In the former 
passage, the king in peril of his life is said to be threatened by nachale b�eliyya ·a1, 
''torrents of belial." Here beliyya'al appears in parallelism with � n'D miiveth 
and -+ ;,_Md sJ1e• ol in a group of mythological figures. The ''torrents of belial'' 
clearly have an underworld quality and represent both death and the waters of 
chaos, because in Hebrew thought the underworld and the chaotic abyss are 
identical. 26 The use of beliyya'al in Ps. 4 1 :9(8) is quite similar. The enemies 
wish that ''a belial thing'' would come upon the sufferer (here the parallel terms 
are -+ ati&f sJ1av·, -- fi1t ·aven, and -+ ;iyi rii'ah). It is immaterial whether this 
expression has reference to sickness or death; both are manifestations of the 
power of Sheol. 27 Therefore, since beliyya·al is associated with death and chaos, 
it is easy to understand why it could be used more generally for anything that 
comes from the powers of chaos, and for the Israelites this is anything that is 
hostile to God and to society. Maag correctly emphasizes that beliyya·ar is found 
primarily in contexts that have to do with the dissolution of the order of social 
life, 2s although he interprets beliyya·a1 too abstractly as ''original evil." 29 

2. In Juridical Contexts. From what bas already been said, it should not be 
surprising that the word beliyya ·al occurs in purely juridical contexts. The con
tinuation of society depends on maintaining the law. Various wrongdoers are 
called ·anashim bene beliyya·al, ''men who are sons of belial,', in Jgs. 19:22; 
20:13 (the homosexuals at Gibeah); and 1 K. 2 1 : 10,13 (the perjurers in the law
suit against Naboth; in the last passage this expression occurs twice, the second 
time as ·anshe habbeliyya�af)� 30 In both instances, the basic social order is 
violated. Prov. 19:28 must also be understood against a juridicaJ background: 
·edh beliyya·a1 yalits mishpat, ' the belial witness mocks at justice'' (beliyya'al 
here stands in parallelism with � D,,&f., �shaim and � tiat ·aven in the following 
line). Dt. 15:9 should be interpreted in a similar way. Here the neglect of respon
sibility to the poor is said to be dabhar . . .  beliyya'al, ''a matter (something) that 
is belial." Finally, beliyya·al is used in a weakened sense in a couple of passages 

24 See the list of parallel expressions like bene • avlah, "sons of injustice/' etc., in Baudis
sin, 42f. 

� See Baudissio, 42; Joilon, 180. 
26 Pedersen. 463f.; Ph. Reymond, L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans /'AT. SVT, 6 

(Leiden, 1958), 212-14. 
27 Pedersen, 466-470; cf. Mowinckcl, Psalmenrtudien, I (1921), 18f. 
28 Maag, 294. 
29 Ibid., 295, 298. 
30 On the syntactical problem in Jgs. 19:22, sec Moore, Judges, 419. 
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where it is applied to persons who are hostile to society. In 1 S. 25:17,25 Nabal 
is described as ben beliyya"al, ''a son of belial,''' and ·is.h habbeliyya'al, ''man 
of belial.1• Surely the writer i thinking not only of his folly, but also of his 
asocial ''behavior. "3l In a similar way, the jealous soldiers of David are 
called kol 'ish ra' 11bl1eliyya'al, evil and belial-like men'' in l S .  30:22.32 

3. In Connection with the King. People who undermine the monarchy (one 
of the sustaining institutions of society) are bene bheliyya"al, ''sons of belial,'' 
or ' ish beliyya·a1, ''man of belial'': 1 S. 10:27 (Saul's enemies) ; 2 S. 20:1 (the 
rebel, Sheba) ; and 2 Ch. 13:7 (the supporters of Jeroboam I, who are also called 
reqim, ''unstable''). On the other hand, the agjtator Shimei calls David a ''man 
of blood and a man of belial'' (·ish haddamim ve·ish habbeliyya·a1, 2 S. 16:7). 
It is evident from Job 34:18 that this is a scandalous accusation: God alone Nin 
call the king beliyya'al and the nobles -.. 'rti raslziz", ''wicked.'' Here the .royal 
ideal shines through; a king who is beliyya0al is an impossibility. In one of the OT 
treatises on statecraft (''Ftirstenspiegel''), the king says he is free from any debhar 
beliyya'al, '�belial thing'' (Ps. 101 :3). And in a similar poem, which has been 
handed down as ''the last words of David'' (2 S. 23:1-7), beliyya"al is used as 
the antithesis to the righteous king (v. 6). The emphasis on - np-rY t�dhaqiih, 
''righteousness,'' in this passage is characteristic. This idea is ''society oriented.'' 
It denotes the quality that preserves society, which is attacked by beliyya0al. 33 
But in Israelite thought, the hostile king who opposes Yahweh and his people 
is an instrument of the powers of chaos; as a matter of fact, he is often identical 
with these powers. Therefore, the king of Assyria can also be described as yo "ets 
beliyya"al, ''one who makes belial plans'' (Nah. 1 : 1 1 ;  here this expression is in 
parallelism with choshebh ra'ah, ''one who plots evil''). In Nab. 2:1(1: 1 5), he is 
called (ben) beliyya0al, ''son of belial'' (the MT has only beliyya"al, but ben 
probably fell out by baplography). 84 

4. In Connection with Cultic Abuses. The cultic life also belongs to the social 
order which can be threatened by beliyya'al. 35 However, the word beliyya0al is 
rarely used in such contexts. The sons of Eli are called bene bheliyya "al, ''sons 
of belial, '' ''who do not know the Lord,'' i.e., who do not respect the cultic roles 
of the Yahweh worship (1 S. 2: 12). Hannah is afraid she will be considered a 
bath beliyya "al, ''daughter of beliaJ,'' when Eli thinks that she came into the 
house of God drunk (1 S. 1 : 16). Those who induce Israel to commit the cardinal 
cul tic sin, that of worshipping foreign gods, are • anashim bene bheliyya'al, ''men 
who are sons of belial'' (Dt. 13 : 14(13]). But of particular interest are two other 
passages that probably belong here. Prov. 6 :12 speaks of an ·;sh 'aven, ''a wicked 
man,'' and identifies him with an 1adham beliyya"al ''a belial man," who de-

n Maag, 290f. 
32 On this construction, see Joiion_, 181f. 
38 Sec Pedersen, 338·345. 
M Sec Horst, HAT, 14, 158. 
35 Maag, 294. 
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ceives those associated with. him by means of strange gestures. Accordjng to 
Mowinckel, these gestures are ''magical'' or ''powerful'' signs used by the worker 
of 'aven, ''iniquity," or sorcerer. ae lo this way, he abuses the medium of cultic 
power. The obscure passage in Prov. 16:27 may have a similar m.eaning: ''An 
'ish beliyya·a1 (a man of belial) cligs calamity•' (cf. 26:27). 

ID. Usage in Late Judaism. The Qumran Thanksgiving Psalms in partic
ular provide a bridge from the OT use of beliyya··a1 to its use in Late Judaism. 
Here we find several reminiscences of OT expressions using this word (nachale 
bheliyya·a1, yo •ets beliyya·a1, etc., often in connection with the roots -+ 001 
zamam, ''to devise plots,'' or .- .::J&'n chashabh, ''to devise '). 37 But the personified 
use of beliyya0al in the other Qumran texts and in the P eudepigrapha is more 
typical for this period. Here ''Belial'' or ''Beliar'' (so outside the Qumran texts) 
is identical with Satan (cf. 2 Cor. 6:15). In the dualistic Qumran theology, he is 
the prince of this world, the leade.r of the chjldren of darkness in the war against 
the children of light, and the tempter. 38 In the Pseudepigrapha (esp. in the 
Martyrdom of Isa. and Xll P.), Beliar is primarily the tempter who lures man 
into sin by his spirits and rules over sinful inan. 39 

;;.::J bll � )n biibliel 

36 Mowinckcl, Psalmenstudien, I, 24f. 
37 See Kuhn, Konkordanl (1960). 33; and Huppeobauer, 81-84. 
38 Huppenbauer, 84-89; van den Ostcn-Sackcn, 73-78, 1 16-120; etc. 
39 Bousset, 334f.; Noack 31-34, 44-49. 
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Contents: I. Etymology, Meaning. II. Linguistic Usage in the OT. 111. Specific Theolog
ical Significance. 

L Etymology, Meaning. The etymology of the root bl. has not been ex
plained satisfactorily because scholars have been unable to agree as to whether 
the examples of bit in the OT must be traced back to and understood in relation-

biila•. J. Barth, Beilriige zur Erkliirung des Jesaja (1885), 4f.; G. R. Driver, uHcbrew 
Notes," ZA W, 52 (1934), 52; H. Guillaum� "A Note on the V J;:J ," JTS, 13 (1962), 320ff. 
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shjp to one, 1 two, 2 or even three 3 roots. In most cases it is clear that the word 
under consideration comes from the root bl' meaning ''to swallow," which occurs 
in postbiblical Hebrew and in Aramaic, and has analogies in the other Semitic 
languages. 4' Therefore, it is etymologically certain that the original meaning of 
bl' was 'to guJp down ' or ''to swallow,' lit. ''to snatch with the mouth and to 
gulp down through the esophagus,'' which is obviously synonymous with 'kl, 
''to eat." 

Many scholars assume that there is a second root bl' cognate with Arab. 
balaga (original meaning= ''to reach, attain''), and they attempt to support this 
with various evidence. The case they try to make is not very convincing, how
ever because first of all the meaning they assign to this root ''to strike, torment 
torture,'' s is by no .means necessary in the OT texts to which they appeal (2 S. 
17:16; Isa. 3:12; 9 :15 [Eng. v. 16]; 19:3; 28:7; Ps. 35:25; 52:6[4]· 55:10[9]; 
107:27; Job 2:3; 10:8; 37:20; E.ccl. 10: 12), and. the other meaning ''to communi
cate, inform,'' 6 is excluded in 2 S. 17 :  16  by the context, and simply bas nothing 
convincing to commend it in Job 37:20, where the text is extremely difficult (cf. 
Prov. 1 9:28, w.here the conjectural reading is yabbia", ''pour out''). 

· 

Still others ·think that there is a third root bl' connected with blh and bll, and 
that it means ''to confuse." 7 However, there is no justifica.tion for this what-
oever, because there is no compelling reason to connect bl" with blh or bll, 

and the meaning ''to confuse'' is not necessary in the passages that are cited in 
defense of this view. Thus, the suggestions that there are two or three roots bl· 
must be rejected. 

II. Linguistic Usage in the OT. The root bl' appears in the OT as a verb 
in the qal, niphal, piel, pual, and hithpael, and as a substantive. 

The basic root means to swallow something (originally something edible). 
Thus the fundamental meaning of bt• is to swallow a delectable morsel (Isa. 28:4: 
a first-ripe fig), or some food that bas become scarce (Hos. 8:7: grain), eagerly 
and quickly before anyone else can get to it. It means to swaJlow food rapidly in 
connection with certain miraculous events: seven thin ears swallow seven fat 
ones (Gen. 4 1 :7,24), Aaron's rod swallows the rods of the Egyptian magicians 
(Ex. 7 : 12), Yahweh's right hand swallows the earth (Ex. 15: 12), a fish swallows 
the prophet Jonah (Jonah 2 : 1 ( 1 : 17]). 

bl' is u ed in a figurative sense, especially with .man as object. Here it means 
primarily to destroy or to remove men quickly so that they may no longer be 
found in their place. The company with Korab is swallowed up by the ground 
(Nu. 16:30 32,34; 26: 10; Dt. 1 1 :6; Ps. 106: 17), Israel is swallowed up by her 
enemies (Hos. 8:8; Ps. 124:3), the inhabitants of Jerusalem are swallowed up by 

1 BDB. 
2 Driver. Guillaume. 
a Barth; KBL. 
i See KBL, 129. 
5 Driver, Guillaume. 
6 KBL. 
'i Barth; .KBL. 
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Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 5 1 :34), and the godly are swallowed up (alive) by sinners 
(Prov. 1 : 12). 

bl. is also used figuratively to convey the idea of a person's downfall, as e.g., 
when one who has fallen into great distress is said to be swallowed up by the 
deep (Ps. 69:16(15]), or when one who has become drunk with wine is said to 
be swallowed up with wine (nibhle·u min hayyayin), and thus is confused and 
staggers (Isa. 28:7). bt• is also used figuratively to describe the seizure and ex
pending of wealth and possessions (Job 20:15,18). 

In the other conjugations (the intensive binions), bl. is used figuratively to ex
press more strongly a destructive effect. However, the emphasis differs from 
passage to passage, depending on whether the author has in mind the process of 
eating or consuming, or the end result of this process. 

Thus bt• can be applied (in the participial form) to the enemies of Israel 
as those who destroy her {Isa. 49:19), and on a different plane to uprooting 
someone from his ho,me and carrying him away (Job 8:18, referring to the 
destruction of the ungodly), to plunging people into adversity or to threatening 
peoples' lives with destruction {Isa. 9:15(16], associated with the concept of 
leading people astray; Ps. 35:25, referring to the worshippeI being destroyed by 
his enemies; Lam. 2:16, referring to the daug.hter of Jerusalem being destroyed 
by enemies: Eccl. 10:12, referring to a person being destroyed by the lips of a 
fool; Job 2:3; 10:8, referring to Job being destroyed by Yahweh; see also Job 
37:20: perhaps it would be told him [Yahweh] that he [man] would speak when 
someone says that he would be destroyed), to a violent destruction (Hab. 1 : 13, 
of the righteous being destroyed by the wicked), and even to a total annihilation 
(2 S. 17: 16, ref erring to David and his men being destroyed by Absalom 's men; 
Ps. 21: 10[9], referring to Israel's enemies being destroyed by Yahweh). This root 
is also used to denote squandering a treasure (Prov. 21 :20}, tearing out a tongue 
(Ps. 55:10[9]), destroying a heritage (2 S. 20:19f.), devastating a land (Lam. 2:2, 
5,8), inverting a tried and tested social structure (Isa. 3: 12), frustrating a plan 
(Isa. 19:3), foiling human wisdom (Ps. 107:27, hithpae1: to show that someone 
is foiled), tearing a covering (Isa. 25:7), and overcoming death (Isa. 25:8). 

bl• is also found in an expression which seems to have been common in the 
OT, viz., ·adh bit•i ruqqi, lit ''till I swallow my spittle'' (Job 7: 19), or kebhalra·, 
lit. ''as a swallowing'' (Nu.4:20), which is an idiom meaning ''only for a moment." 
It also occurs in Arabic. 

Finally the subst. bera·, which occurs only twice in the OT, actually exhibits 
one of the two main nuances belonging to the root bl·, since .it means that which 
is swallowed (Jer. 51 :44, referring to Bel in Babylon) and destruction (Ps. 52:6 
(4] , dibhre bhala•, ''words of destruction''; RSV, ''words that devour''). 

m. Specific Theological Significance. It is striking that bl. appears especially 
in contexts that have to do with the elimination and destruction of one who is 
persecuted without just cause, innocent, righteous, or a godly worshipper. Some
times it can also be found in passages describing the malicious attempts of external 
enemies to harm or destroy Israel; in these texts Israel is pictured as helpless or 
as one who is treated unrighteously. Israel's enemies seek her destruction (Isa. 
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49:19), they rise up against God's people to swallow them up· (Ps. 124:3), the 
wicked Egyptjans attack Israel and the nations like a greedy fisher of peoples 
(Hab. 1 : 13), and Nebuchadneuar plunders the inhabitants of Jerusalem like an 
insatiable mo.nster and leaves the land empty like an empty vessel (Jer. 5 1 :34). 
Or it may be used to describe the enemy from within who lies in wait for an 
indjvidual godly or righteous person1 or to portray the evildoer and sinner who 
loves words of destruction (Ps. 52:6[4]) and strives to destroy the life and poses
sions of the godly man {Prov. 1 : 12). It is even used to describe Yahweh, who takes 
everything away from his righteous servant except his life, as in the case of Job 
(Job 2:3; 10:8; 37:20). 

But bl' is also used to denote the punitive intervention and judgment of 
Yahweh. If this concept appears only indirectly in the picture of Israel being 
swallowed up by her enemies in Hos. 8:8, it is clearly expressed in the context 
referring to the downfall of Judah and Jerusalem in Lam. 2:2,S,8: in his wrath, 
like an enemy Yahweh has devastated Judah, its land and its strongholds. Also, 
when the company of Korab is swallowed up by the earth (Nu. 16:30ff.; 26:10; 
Dt. 1 1 :6; Ps. 106:17), this is explicitly interpreted as Yahweh's punitive response. 
But the destruction of Yahweh's enemies (Ps.21 : 10[9]) the tearing out of the slan
derous tongue of the evildoer (Ps. 55: 10(9)), and the frustrating of the plans of the 
Egyptians (Isa. 19:3), are also to be understood as judgments of Yahweh. bl' is 
also used to describe Yahweh's saving acts, when the picture of the earth being 
swallowed up by Yahweh's right hand. clearly refers to the wondrous destruction 
of the Egyptians and the salvation of Israel at the Red Sea (Ex. 15:12), and when 
the coming o.f the escbatological age of salvation is expressed in concrete terms 
as the tearing of a covering that protects and restrains the nations, and as the 
overcoming of death (Isa. 25:7,8). 

Schupphaus 

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Occurrences; 2. Meaning. IL 1 .  The Location of a bamah,· 
2. Archeological Evidence; 3. Appearance of and Furnishings for a bamah. m. The Reli
gious and Theologjcal Significance of a bamah: 1.  Legitimate or Illegitimate Cult Place; 
2. The Connection Between the bamah and the Cult of the Dead. 

I. 1 .  Etymology, Occu"ences. The word bamah, which may be of pre-Semitic 
origin, probably comes from the form *bahmat(u). 1 With slight variations this 

biimah. W. F. Albright1 "The High Place in Ancient Palestine," SVT, 4 (l9S7), 242-258; 
R. Brinker, The Influence of Sanctuaries in Early Israel (Manchester, 1946); D. Conrad, 
Studien zum A ltargesetz., Ex 20:24-26 (diss., Marburg, 1968}; 0. Eissfcldt, "Hcsekiel Kap. 16 
als Geschicbtsquelle," JPOS; 16 (1936), 286-292=KISchr, Il, 101-106; G. Fohrer, History of 
Israelite Religion (trans. 1972); C. C. McCown, '"Hebrew High Places and Cult Remains," 

1 Albright, 2.45, 256. (continued on p. 140) 
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root is found in almost all Semitic languages (Akk. bantil, banitrl, pl. bamati; 2 
Ugar. bmt; 3 Arab. buhmat). In Hebrew the spelling bomah (1 Qlsa) was al o 
c-0mmon along with bama/1; this could reflect dialectical differences within 
Hebrew. Tbe Mesha Inscription has hbmt. 4 

2. Mea1iing. The ,cognate word in Akkadian means ''back ' ' center of the 
body'' (of an animal), but also ' ridge,'• ''high place'' (in the territory). Similarly, 
Ugar. bmt denotes the ' back'' or ''torso'' of an animal. Accordingly, bamah 
has the following meanings in the OT: (a) It has the original meaning 'back," 
refer.ring to the back of a man (Dt. 33:29), and figuratively to the back of the 
clouds (Isa. 14:14· Job 9:8, he.re read �abh, ''cloud '' with several Heb. mss.). s 

(b) In close relationship, to this, bamah means ''ridge,' ''high ground'' (Dt. 32: 1 3 ;  
2 S. 1 : 1'9,25; Am. 4:13 ;  Mic. 1 :3; 3:12;  Isa. 58: 14; Ps. 18:34 (Eng. v.33]). (c) The 
primary meaning of bama/1 in the OT is ''cultic high place' or ''cult place'' (1 S. 
9:12; 1 K. 1 1 :7·  2 Ch. 33:17; Jer. 48:35). It is used in this sense about 80 times 
in the OT. Here bamali has been transferred from the topographical elevation 
to the cultic area so frequently found on that elevation but it is likely that bamalz. 
al o refers to the form of the cult place which rise above the surrounding ter
rain (cf. th.e explanation of the name bamali in Ezk. 20:28f.). 6 (d) bamali also 
means ''mound'' in the OT, because of the appearance of a mound in relation 
to the territory around it (Isa. 53:9, read bomatho with 1Qis0; 7 Job 27:15, read 
bamoth). As archeological discoveries in the Negeb of Palestine, the Sinai 
peninsula, and Southern Arabia show, it was common from the fourth century 
B.c. on to erect stones over the grave of a dead person according to a specific 
pJan, and these stones marked a clear elevation in. the area (cf. Josh. 7:26; 8:29; 
2 S. 18 :17). The twofold meaning of the Arab. buhmat= ''boulder

,, 
and ''holy 

sepulchre '' 0 is connected with this meaning of bamah and confirms it retro
spectively. (e) In addition, bamah bas the special meaning ''stela'' (on the Mesha 
Inscription, 10 and in the LXX of Lev. 26:30; Nu. 21 :28; 33:52). Besides the 
appearance of the elevation the frequent association of stelae with. cult places 11 

wouJd seem to have given rise to this meaning of bamah. 

JBL, 69 (1950), 205--219; T.Ocstreichcr, Reidutempel und Ortsheiligtumer in Israel. BFChTh, 
3313 {1930); H. Ringyen, Israelite Religion (trans. 1966); K.-D. Schunk, "Zentralheiligtum .. 
Grenz:heiligtum uod ··Hohenheiligtum' in I rael," umen. 18 (1971)� 132-140; A. Schwan.eo
ba�h, Die geogrophische Terminologie im Hebriiisclien des A T  (1954); de Vaux, Ancfsr, 11; 
L H. Vincent, "La notion biblique du baut-lieu,t• RB, 55 (1948), 245-278, 438-445; S. Yeivin, 
"The High-Place at Gibeon," RHJE, 1 (1947), 143-47. 

2 AHw, 101. 

3 wus, so. 
4: KAI, 181.3. 
G Cl. G. Fohter, KA. T, xvi. 195. 

6 Sec also below, Il.l. 
7 Cf. Albright. 24446; similarly B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja (51968), 402. 
8 Cf. S. !wry, JBL, 76 (1957), 225-232. 
o Cf. Lane, I. 268c. 

to KAI, 181.3; in additi<>n cf. Albright, 248. 
u CC. below, 11.3. 
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Il. 1 .  The Location of a bama/1. A natural elevation was preferred as a 
location for a bamal1 = ''cult place,'' even in the pre-Israelite period ( u. 2 1 :28). 
Similarly the barr101h of the peoples around Israel were built mainly on elevated 
places (Jer. 48:35; Isa. 15:2). Therefore, it is not surprising that the bafnotli of 
the Israelites also, whicl1 in many cases were taken over from the Canaanites, 
were usually located on elevated areas. Thus Samuel goes up to the nearby 
ban1ah or comes down again from it to the village ( 1  S. 9 :13f. 19,25), and he 
declare that Saul will meet a ban.d of prophets coming down from a bama/1 
( 1 S. 10:5). According to 1 K. 1 1 :7 and 2 K. 23: 1 3  Solomon built cult places for 
the gods Chemosh and Milcom on the Mount of Olives located east of Jerusalem; 
and in 1 K. 14:23; 2 K. 16:4; and 2 Ch. 28:4 the cult on the ba111ocli and the 
cult on the hills are mentioned side by side. 

But in addition, Israel knew of bamoth that were located in valleys or ravines. 
Thus, in the valley of ben Hinnom near Jerusalem there was a cult pJace of 
Topheth (Jer. 7:3 1 ;  19:5f.; 32:35), and according to Eik. 6:3 Yahweh announces 
to the ravines and the valleys as well as the mountains and hills that be will 
destroy their bamot/1. 

But even apart from these cult places which were connected with particular 
sections of the country around a city or village, there were also bamoth which 
were located in a settlement (1  K. 13:32; 2 K . 17:9,29; 23:5,8; 2 Ch. 2 1 : 1 1  [LXX]; 
28:25). Generally these cult pJaces were undoubtedJy built by men, as archeolog
ical excavations demonstrate, 12 and as the frequent connection of bamah with 
verbs meaning ''to build'' and 'to break down'' suggests ( 1  K. 1 3:32; 2 K. 17:9; 
23:8). 

As these last two types of bamot/1 show, the translation ''high place sanctuary '' 
which frequently occurs, does not give an adequate picture of the real nature of 
a bamalz. On the basis of arcbeological and bibljcal evidence, it would probably 
be best to translate bamah as ''a small elevation for cuJtic use'' 13 or ''cult place. ' 
Also, it is clear from all the evidence that, generally speaJcing, from the pre
monarcbical period on each village had its own bamah. 

2. Arcl1eological Evidence. The various possibilities for the location and 
structure of a banzali are established and illustrated more precisely by archeolog
ical investigation�. Thus, an oval platform approximately 8 to 10 meters wide was 
unearthed at Tell eJ-Mutesellim (Megiddo). It was made of uohewn stones and 
furnished \\1ith a flight of stairs. This structure, which is preserved up to 1.25 meters 
above the surrounding area and which bad the shape of a great round altar, was 
cJearly used for sacrificial purposes, and was used continually for everal centurie 
beginning with the middle of the third millennium B.c. In Nahariya near Haifa 
a heap of stones has been uncovered which also is almost circular in S'hape. It 
is approximately 6 meters in diameter and apparently comes from the beginning 
of the second millennium B.c. A similar platform has been discovered in a sane-

12 See below, J(.2. 
13 De Vaux. 
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tuary at Tell el-Qedah (Hazor) on the Wadi Waqqas dating from the thirteenth 
century B.c. 

In addition to this evidence there are also two tumuli which were excavated on 
a ridge southwest of Jerusalem, and which are to be dated in the eighth to seventh 
centuries u.c. They consist of an agglomeration of stones and earth covering 
an area measuring about 25 meters in <liameter. A person had to climb a flight 
of wide steps to go up on it, and it was surrounded by a polygonal wall. The 
excavators found no remains of a chamber or a grave unqerneath the heap of 
ston.es, therefore this also must have been a cult place. Finally, the remains 
of the Nabatean uhigh place sanctuaries'' at Petra can also help us determine 
the normal location and structures of a bamali . There can be little doubt that 
they go back to Canaanite and Israelite prototypes or cultic practices. 1� How
ever, the rows o.f stelae that have been discovered at Tell el-Jazar (Gezer) and 
Tell el-Qedah (Hazor) should probably be identified with a typical component 
of the bamah, the matstsebhah. 1u 

3. Appearance of and Furnishings for a bamah. In keeping with its character 
as a cult place, each bamah was furnished with an altar for offering sacrifices, 
which was a most important element (2 K. 21:3; 2 Ch. 14:2[3]; Ezk. 6:6). The 
altar was either built of stones separate from the bamali (2 K. 23:15, LXX; 2 Ch. 
34:3f .), or was made by the builders as a portion of the bamah itself. This may 
explain the Gk. bom6s= •'platform,'' ''altar," which seems to be cognate with 
the Canaanite-Israelite bamah. 16 

Besides the aJtar, the most importan.t furnishings of the bamah were a wooden 
pole=-+ ;ii!VIC •0sl1erah, and one or more stone pillars=� i1�n> matstsebhah 
( 1 K. 14:23; 2 K. 18:4; 23: 13f.; 2 Ch. 14:2[3]). Occasionally one or m.ore stone 
images (pasil) might also be found at a bamah as symbolic sculptured forms of 
the matstsebhah (2 Ch. 33:19; 34:3,7; Jgs. 3 :19,26?; the Hazor sanctuary). The 
·aslierah, which occasionally could be a live tree (Mic. 5 :13(14)), was a symbol 
of the goddess of fertility. However, two things could be suggested by the 
matstsebhoth: first, because of the influence of Canaanite religion, in a number 
of cases they symbolized the male deity (2 K. 3:2); and secondly, they were used 
as commemorative pillars for one who had died, i.e., as grave stelae (Gen. 35:20; 
2 S. 18:18; and Ezk. 43:7, where pegher has the same meaning as matstsebhah= 
''pillar,'' analogous to Lev. 26:30 and Ugar. pgr, 11 and the rows of stelae at 
Gezer and Razor). Both interpretations probably had their origin in the idea 
that the matstsebhah is a commemorative stela which functions as a testimony 
or witness. Just as the matstsebhah is a memento of a divine revelation and a sign 
of the divine presence, so it is also a witness to one w·ho has died. If the pesilim, 
''images,'' are symbolic extensions of the matstsebhoth, this interpretation of the 
matstsebhoth would help to explain why pesilim were built occasionally at the 
bamoth. 

u Cf. Albright, 257. 
io See below. 11.3. 
te Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (•1956), 202, n. 24; Ringgren, 177. 
17 Following D. Neiman, /BL, 67 (1948). 55-60. 
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Along with smaller cultic vessels like !avers and basins for cultic ablutions, 
ephod and teraphim, the incense altars (chammanim) were another important 
furnishing of the bamoth (Lev. 26:30; 2 Ch. 14:4[5]; 34:4,7; Ezk. 6:4,6; cf. also 
Hos. 4: 13). They were made of stone or clay, and in many cases were set up on 
the great altar (2 Ch. 34:4). 

Finally each bamah seems to have had a tent or a smaller or larger room 
covered with some sort of roof where the sacrificial meals were eaten and where 
the cultic vessels were stored (cf. Ezk. 16:16; 1 S. 9:22; moreover, when the 
author of 1 K. 3:5 describes Solomon's nocturnal dream at the bamah, he has 
reference to a building connected with the bamah in some way). 1 S. 9:22 calls 
this room, which had space for about thirty me� a lishkah =''hall.'' However, 
this would seem to be only one specific term, chosen in a particular case, used 
for the more general expression beth (batte) bamoth, ''house (houses) ·Of (on) 
the high places'' (1 K. 12:31 ;  13:32; 2 K. 17:29,32; 23:19). Albright argues' that 
beth bamoth means a ''stela temple.'' 18 In opposition to this, it s'hould be pointed 
out that the bamoth were always open cult p'laces built in the open air (cf. 1 K. 
14:23; 2 K. 16:4; 17:10), only a part of which were taken up by the beth, 
''house.'' 

• 

m. The Religious and Theological Significance of a bamah. 

1 .  Legitimate or Illegitimate Cult Place. In the Canaanite cult, the bamah, 
along with the temple building, represented a valid and wholly acceptable form 
of cult place (cf. Nu. 33:52). After the conquest of Canaan1 at first the Israelites 
also had a positive attitude toward the numerous bamoth they took over from the 
Canaanites. although the natural assumption was that now these banioth func
tioned as cult places for the Yahweh cult Thus, not only did the Israelites take 
over the habbamah haggedholah, ''great high place," of Gibeon from the non
Israelite Gibeonites as a legitimate cult place, but in all probability they even 
elevated it to the position of a royal sanctuary or central sanctuary under king 
Saul. 19 Accordingly, even king Solomon offered a great sacrific-e to Yahweh 
and received a revelation of Yahweh at Gibeon after his accession to the throne 
(1 K. 3:4f.). In a similar way, Samuel assumes as a matter of course that he will 
participate in a sacrificial meal on the bamah in his hometown, and also invites 
Saul (whom Yahweh bad already told him he had chosen to be king) to accom
pany him (1  S. 9:16-24). 

Even after the building of the temple (hekhal) in Jerusalem, which as a central 
sanctuary carries on the tradition of the hekhal at Shiloh, and after the establish
ment of a specific central sanctuary for the northern kingdom of Israel in Samaria 
and the so-called frontier sanctuaries in the divided kingdoms of Israel and 
.Judah, the bamoth continue to be regarded as legitimate cult places. This positive 
assessment is not changed in the territory of the northern kingdom of Isr.ael by 
the loss of national independence (2 K. 17:32), but it is conclusively rejected in 

18 Albright, SVT, 248, 253. 
19 Cf. K.-0. Scbunck, Benjamin. BZAW, 86 (1963), 134-37. 
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the southern kingdom of Judah by king Josiah (2 K. 23:8f.). Since the central 
sanctuary in Samaria and the temple in Jerusalem were at times given. over to 
foreign g.ods or to their images and cults (2 K. 10: 18-27; 21 :7), for centuries the 
bamoth, which were spread out over the whole land, championed the Yahweh 
religion primarily, in spite of their inclination to support a syncretistic cult. 

The predominantly negative estimation of the bamorlz found in the present 
form of the OT is due to prophetic criticism of th.e establishment of these cult 
places and of the type of cult practiced there, and to the Deuterooomistic move
ment which advocated the centralization of the cult at Jerusalem. The prophets 
recognized the great danger of a syncretistic religion and cult practices, which were 
represented by the presence of an 'asl1erah, ''sacred pole,'' and a n1a1s1sebhalz, 
'pillar," beside an altar of Yahweh. Old Canaanite fertility rites with their im

moral practices were kept alive in conjunction with the 'asherah, and it was not 
difficult for the people to conclude that the matstsebl1alz represented the deity 
himself (whether it be - �9:i ba·a1, ''Baal," in the earlier period, or Yahweh in 
the later). Other Canaanite practices like child sacrifice also appeared, which 
were carried on in these very cultic institutions that Israel had taken over from 
the Canaanites (Jer. 7:31;  19:5f.; 32:35). Thus .for the prophets the bamah, as a 
cultic institution, must have become a general symbol for a place that was detri
mental to the pure Yahweh faith and Yahweh cult, and \vhich therefore was 
to be rejected (Am. 7:9; Hos. 10:8; Jer. 19:3-5). In addition to this prophetic 
evaluation of the bamah, we encounter the view that there was no place where 
one could worship Yahweh acceptably except the Jerusalem temple, a view that 
probably was championed by priestly circles in Jerusalem. This idea, which is 
based on Josiah's reform and the centralization of the cult connected with that 
reform, was first used by the first redactor of the Book of Kings 20 as a criterion 
for determining whether the people and the individual kings of the kingdom of 
Judah conducted themselves as the commands of Yahweh required (1 K. 3:3; 
14:23; 15:14; 22:44[43] ; 2 K. 12:4[3]; 14:4; 15:4,35a; 16:4; 18:4; 2 1 :3; 23:5, 
&,13, 15). Then, under considerable prophetic influence, the Deuteronomistic 
history extended this criterion to cover the northern kingdom of Israel also (2 K. 
1 7:9,1 1), while the author of Ps. 78, probably living in the sixth century s.c., 
carries the illegitimacy of the bamoth back even into the period of the judges. 
Later, we find the same picture in tbe Chronicler's history as we do in Kings 
(2 Ch. 14:2,4[3,5); 15 : 17;  17:6; 20:33; etc.), and yet the Chronicler enhances 
the evaluation of the baniali at Gibeon by connecting it with the - iy'o �iTK 'ol1el 
mo·edlz, ''tent of meeting'' (2 Ch. 1 :3,13). 

2. The Connection Between tlze bamah and the Cult of the Dead. In spite 
of obscurity in details, it may be regarded as certain that the bamah also had 
some connection with the cult of the dead. For one thing a tumulus could be 
called bamah, and for another thing stelae erected in the bamah as a cult place 
had the function of preserving the memory of a deceased person who had been 
highly esteemed. Although the OT does not place any evaluation on the tumulus 

20 Cf. A. Jepsen. Die Quellen des Konigsbuches (21956), 60-76. 
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pro or con (Isa. 53:9, 1 Qls3; Job 27: 15, conjec.), the burial stelae of the cult 
places were subjected to the same criticism as the cult places themselves (Ezk. 
43:7, where pegher means ''stela''). 21 

The passage that is frequently cited as a classical example of the connection 
between the bamaJi and the cult of the dead, Isa. 6 : 1 3, 22 is not conclusive. The 
consonants bmh in 1 Qlsa seem to have reference to a bamah, but it is best to 
point this word bameh with Sawyer 23 following the analogy of Isa. 2:22; Mal. 
1 :6f.; and 3:7f., and to interpret it as introducing a commentary on the fore
going word of God. 

Schunck 
21 Cf. above, 11.3. 
22 lwry, 225-232; Albright, 254f. 
23 J. Sawyer, AST/, 3 (1964), 1 11-13. 

1� hen 

Contents: I. "Son" in the Ancient Near East; 1 .  Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Ugarit. TI. ben 
in the Semitic Languages: 1 .  Occurrences; 2. Etymology. Ill. Meaning in the OT. IV. The
ological Evaluation: 1. In the Human Sphere; 2. Divine Sonship: a. Israel As God's Son; 
b. The King; c. The Sons of the Gods. 

I. ''Son'' in the Ancient Near East. 

1 .  Egypt. The Egyp. sl means both ''son'' and ''heir." The idea that the 
oldest son is the father's heir is ancient and occurs as early as the Pyramid Texts 
(1538, 1 8 14). In the Middle Kingdom, however, the right of inheritance is fre
quently transmitted through the female line: thus the son of the oldest daughter 

hen. 0. Cooke, "The Israelite King as Son of God," ZAW, 73 (1961), 202-225; ide1n, "The 
Sons of (the) God(s)," ZAW, 76 (1964), 22-47; F. Dexinger, Sturz der Go11ersi5/ine oder 
Engel vor der Sintflut? (Vienna, 1966); H. Donner, "Adoption oder Legitimation?" OrAnt, 
8 (1969), 87-119; 0. Eissfeldt, uSohnespflichten im Al ten Orient,'' S:;r, 43 (1966), 39-47 = 

KlSchr, lV, 264-270; F. C. Fensbam, "The Son of a Handmaid in Northwest Semitic,'' VT, 
19 (1969), 312-321; G. Fohrer, TDNT, Vlll, 340-354; J. de Fraine, L'aspect re/igieux de la 
royaute israelite. AnBibl, 3 (Rome, 1954); idem, Adam und seine Nacliko111"1e11 (1962); 
W. Herrmann, "Die Gottessohne/' ZRGG, 12 (1960), 242-251 ;  P. Jouon, "Les unions cntre 
les 'FiJs de Dieo' et lcs 'Filles des hommes,' " RScR, 29 (1939), 108-114; H. Junker, "Zur 
ErJdarung von Gen 6,1-4," Bibi, 16 (1935), 2-05-212; A. Phillips, "The Interpretatjon of 
2 Samuel XII 5-6," VT, 16 (1966), 242-44; J. R. Porter, "Son or Grandson?'' JTS, 17 (1966), 
54-67; A. Safran, "La conception juive de l'bomme," RTP, 98 (1964), 193-207; J. Scharbert, 
"Traditions- und Rcdaktionsgescbichte von Gn 6,1-4." BZ, .N.P. 1 1  (1967), 66-78; W. H. 
Schmidt, "Anthropologiscbe Begriffe im AT," EvTli, 24 (1964), 374-388; A_ Vaccari, "De 
Messia 'Filio Dei' in Vetere Tcstamento," VD, 15 (1935), 48-55, 77-86; J. G. Williams, .. The 
Prophetic 'Father.' A Brief Explanation of the Term 'Sons of the Prophets,' " JBL, 85 (1966), 
344 48. 
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receives the inheritance. 1 In general, the son is considered to be his father's 
successor. In particular, he is responsible for the burial cult of his deceased 
father: he writes his epitaph and brings him necessary food on the various festival 
days. 2 

The oldest son is called sl smiw or sl wr (wr= ''great''). sJ tpy is a particular 
expressi.on for ''firstborn.'' 3 The king is usually called the son of various deities 
(sJ imn, etc.). The expression sJ.f n !J.t.f, ' his own son,'' places a particular em
phasis on phy ica1 sonship. The intimate relationship between the pharaoh and 
the god is expressed by the formuJa sJ. f mry.f, 'his beloved son." 4 sl mr. f, ''the 
son whom be loves,'' was applied to Horus in particular as the ideal son. The 
royal title sl R ·, ''son of Re,'' which is common from the fourth dy.oasty on, is 
significant. 

Proper names designating those who bear them as ''son of a certain man (or 
woman)'' are very common in the first interim period, but they are not used 
very frequently in the Middle Kingdom. G ·Occasionally we also find ''son'' with 
a place name: sl P, ''son. of Buto," etc. 6 ames that designate a person as son 
of a deity are inconceivable in the Old Kingdom, but they become more and more 
frequent later. 1 These names commend those who bear them to the special pro
tection of the deity. 

2. Mesopotamia. Akkadian bas two words for ''son'' (other then binu): 8 

aplu (Sum. ibila), 9 which originally meant "'heir,'' and miiru (cf. Ararn. mare, 
miirya',. ''lord,'' and Arab. imru ·, almaru, ''man' -Sum. dumu). It distinguishes 
between a person's own sons and daughters, who are ''his own flesh (nu-nu-ne, 
Jirsu) and blood (nu-sa-ne, damiisu)," his ''seed'' (zeru, - �.,, zera ·), and adopted 
sons. 10 Adoption was rather frequent in Mesopotamia. 11 Originally ''heir'' was 
identical with ''son.'' In general, from the first Babylonian dynasty on aplu means 
''heir," and thus includes adopted sons and collateral heirs. 

Among the Sumerians, if a man did not have a son, his daughter received the 
inheritance. 12 At a later time only sons received the inheritance, and it was 
di.vided equally among them. Occasionally, a Sumerian text will mention that the 
oldest son (� ,,:>l b�kh6r, ''firstborn'') received a larger portion. Only the son 
was responsible for carrying on the father's name and family, 13 and therefore 
sometimes ''name,'' sumu, is synonymous with ''son!' Consequently, the birth of 

1 Erman�Ranke. Agypten und agyptisches Leben im Altertum (1923), 183. 
z I bid., 184. 
a WbAS, Ill, 409, 3. 
• Ibid., 5. 
G Ranke, PN, 11, 176. 
I Ibid., I, 281. 
1 Ibid., II, 226; and idem, "Agypter als Go1terkindcr," Corolla L. Curtius (1937), 180ff. 
8 See below. U.1.a. 
9 However, cf. A. Falkenstein. Genava, N.S. 8, 313. 

10 RLA, ID, 10. 
11 David, RLA, I, 37ff. 
12 CAD, I/2, 176. 
13 Meissner, BuA, I, 394. 
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a son is very .desirable, and ''the heart of a husband is grieved over a wife who 
bas given birth to a girl, but not a son.,

, 
1* 

Like Heb. ben, maru is also used to denote membershjp in a group or a profes
sion or some other relationship, as e.g., mar awilim, ''cjtizen,'' marii. biirum, 
''baru priest;• mar iilim, 'son (i.e., citizen) of a city, I> mQT biti, ''house slave,'' 
mar siprim, ''son of the message," i.e., ''messenger." 1G 

Of particular interest are the cases in which a man is designated as son of a 
deity. Both apil and mar appear in proper names of this sort: Apil-Shamasb, 
Mar-Shamash, ''son of Sbarnash. '' 16 The intention of such names is to place the 
person named under the special protection of the deity. This is quite clear in the 
name amelu n1ar/apil iliJu, ''the man, son of his god '' referring to the particular 
tutelary god of the man. 17 In a special sense the king is known as son of the 
deity. 18 Different deities are referred to as father and mother of tbe king . . How
ever, the pertinent texts never state clearly what this sonship means. Some ex
pressions found in them leave the impression that it has reference to a physical 
birth or begettal; but since one and the same king appears as son of several 
deities, uch statements concerning the king's origin probably should not be 
taken too literally. 10 Labat believes that these statements have in mind a kind 
of adoption, but one has to admit with Sjoberg that nothing like this is ever 
explicitly stated. 20 It is certain that these expressions mean that in some way 
the king is indebted to a deity for his life. 

3. Ugarit. Several Ugaritic texts emphasize the importance of having a son 
as heir. Danel has no son, and entreats El to give him one. 21 The entire Keret 
Epic is concerned about procuring a woman who can bear Keret a son. An often 
repeated passage in the Aqhat text describes a son's responsibilities: he is to 
fulfil the cultic duties for the father, protect him from attack and slander, sustain 
him when he gets drunk, make his roof leakproof, and wash his clothes. 22 

Bergman-Ringgren 

II. hen in the Semitic Languages. 

1 .  Occurrences. ben is one of those words that occur most frequently in the 
Hebrew Bible ( 4850 times) � and that are most characteristic of the Semitic 
culture. It occurs in most Semitic languages. 

14 Ibid., 389f., following ABRT, I, 4, 13f. 
l!i AHw, 615f. 
10 Stamm, AN, 260f. 
17 P. Dhorme, La religion assyro--babylonienne (Paris, 1910), 198ff.; Seux, 159. 
ts Cf. the example given in Seux, 42, 159f., and for du1riu, 392(. 
1� Cl. A. Sjoberg, RoB, 20 (1961), 14-29. 
20 R. Labat, le caractere religieux de la royau1e asS}1ro-babylonitnne (Paris, 1939), 63f.; 

Sjoberg, Oritntalia Sueca11a, 21 (1 972), 87-112. 
21 CTA, 17 (11 DJ. 
22 CTA, 11, I, 27-34, 45ff.; 11, 1-8, 16-23; see A. van Selms, Marriage and Fatnily Life in 

Ugaritic Literature (London, 1954), lOOff.; K. Koch. ZA, N.F. 24 (1947), 2l4ff.; -+ :alt ·abh. 
23 KBL3. 
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a. With the exception of biinu (in late Babylonian texts), Bab. and Assyr. 
binu(m) means ''son." It is found in Old Akkadian and Late Babylonian poetic 
texts, and in Neo-Ass}'Tian proper names. It is used for both gods and men. Io 
a Late Babylonian list of synonyms, bin bini means ''grandson.' 

b. bn (pl. bnm) is very familiar in Phoenician and Punic texts. 2.i In the con
struct state, the n can be assimilated to the first consonant of the following 
word. 2.i Occasionall.y we encounter the forms bl and bn1. 26 The Ararn. form br 
occurs in two Phoenician inscriptions of Zinjirli. 27 Also in the Phoenician-Punic 
inscriptions bn bn means ' grandson.'' 28 As in Hebrew, 29 Phoen.-Pun. bn also 
d.enotes relationship or membership, e.g., in the expressions bn • ·m, ''the people,

,, 

bn 'dni ''the men ,, bn 'Im ''the gods ,, bn IJJnlk ''a royal prince ' bt s"mnm st I J I J I J 1 

'a woman of eighty years:t 30 bn msk ymm (?), ''son of a (small) number of 
days'' (?). 31 

c. The same ambiguity also occurs in Ugaritic. bn (pl. bnm) and bt (pl. bnt) 
mean first of all ''son•• or ' daughter.,, As a designation of relationship or 
membership, bn is used of an inhabitant of a land or of a city: b11 Jgrt, ' cit,izen 
of Ugarit.' We also encounter these expressions: bn 'mt, ''servant," and bt 'mt, 
''maidservant, ' 32 bn Jim mt, ''the god Mot,'' bn JI and bn Jim, 'gods,'' bn qrylm, 
''townsman,'' and bn. !IJ:nm, ''fellow-boarder.'' 33 Once we find the expression 
bn bn, ' grandson,,, in Ugaritic. :w 

d. In Aramaic texts bar, pl. banim, is the normal word for ''son.,, Here also 
bar bar means ''grandson.'' bar can also be used for the feminine sex in the sense 
of ''child," e.g . ., bari, ' my daughter." 35 We also encounter these forms: br btny, 
' my own son," bny byt/i, ''the members of his famjly," br by1·, ''royal prince, 
a member of the royal house," br ·(y)riS, ''someone," and br �rn, "a djstin
guished person!' In addition, bar can be used to describe a relation.ship or 
mem.bership: bnt mwq' sms, ''women who come from the East," bny fyrt ', 
''members of a caravan," bny qryt ·, ''the people of the village," and br snt 18, 
''a wife of 18 years.,, 36 

2t KAJ, 1.1 (Al;Uram); 10.1 (Yettawmilk); etc. On this form, cf. J. Friedricb-W. Rollig, 
Plaonir.isclr-Punische Grammatik (Rome, 21970), § 240.9. 

2� KAI, 6.1; 7.3; 8. 
26 Cf. Friedrich-Rollig, §§ 53 and 56b. 
2'1 KAI, 24.1,4,9; 25.3. 
:?8 KAI, 10.1; 14.14; lS; 16; 40.4; 124.1. 
:?9 Cf. below, m.s, 8, 9. 
30 These examples are given in DISO, 37. 
31 KAI, 14.3,12f. 
32 Contra UT, Glossary, No. 481, "daughter o{ a handmaid." 
33 Cf. ibid., and WUS, Slf.; but on the two passages mentioned last, cf. G. R. Driver, 

CML, 85. 
s.t CT A, 22 [Rp III], B, 3. 
3G BMAP

, 
Papyrus 6, line 3. 

36 These examples arc taken from DISO, 41ff. 
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e. Since it was possible, in the case of the Old Arab. form *bin""', for the 
vowel in context to fall out after an open syllable (e.g., *bi-bi11i-hi>bi-bni-hi), 
the context form (i)bn, which permeated into Arabic as an exclusive form, 
arose. 37 The plural of bin seems to have been read by the ablaut ban, 38 and by 
repeated connection the exterr1al plural ending was added to this form in the 
Arab. baniina and Heb. banim. The broken Arab. pl. form ·abna' is rare; how
ever it is best not to refer to it as a ''rare plural '' 30 because usually baniina 
stands for a small number. In Arabic, too ibn can denote relationship or member
ship and a person's age. In modern written Arab. ibn al-balad means resident 
in a locality, native,'' ibn al-�1arb means ''man of war, fighting man,' and ibn 
aan1sin sana means ''fifty-year-old.'' 40 

f. Undoubtedly it is due to more than a mere accident that Egyp. bn and its 
derivatives include the realm of creation and reproduction. Even as early as in 
the Coffin Texts bn has the meaning ''to copulate to beget.'' In its reduplicated 
form bnbn, the verb means ''to erect'" (the phallus). In its two meanings ''obelisk'' 
and ''a certain kind of bread," the subst. bnbn seems to have reference to the 
phallus. brmlvt means ''manhood, courage," bnnt the Chon stamp of Karnak 
understood as the primevaJ hill, and bnw the phoenix as a symbol of creation. '1 

2. Etymology. The etymology of the words ben and bar has not yet been 
explained satisfactorily. The pl. banim, which is also used for bar, seems to in
dicate that bar came from ben by means of a c.hange in sounds, through a transi
tion from n to r. Some scholars think that the Heb. noun ben is to be derived 
from the root banah, ''to build ' (which is also used of ''building a house''= 
''establishing a family'': Gen. 16:2; 30:3; 1 S. 2:35; 1 K. 1 1 :38; Ruth 4:1 1), and 
that the Aram. noun bar is to be derived from the root bara · , ''to create, bring 
forth. ' �2 However, both of these views are doubtful. It is better to assume that 
ben and bar, like other related forms, are primitive forms and thus are not to 
be derived from any root. 

Ill. Meaning in the OT. In the OT, ben and bar are used extensively to ex
press family and hereditary .relationships. Furthermore, when an 'intimate rela
tionship between two persons or some connection between two things continually 
exists, this is frequently described in terms of the father-so.n fo.rmula. 

37 Cf. W. Fischer, "Silbenstruktur und Vokalismus im Arabischen.lt ZDMG, 117 (1967), 
30-77. esp. p. 43. 

38 W. W. MillJer, in a letter to the author. 
30 Lane, I, 262a. 
•o The e examples are taken from .H. Wehr, A rab. Worterbucli /iir die Scl1ri/1sprache der 

Gegenwart (31958), s.v. 
41 Cf. W. A. Ward, ZAS, 95 (1 968), 66f.; J. Baines, 1'Bnbo: Mythological and Lingujstic 

Notes," Or, 39 (1970), 389-404. 
4::? Thus de Fraine, Adan1, 128, etc.; cf. the explanation of Arab. ibn, "because he is the 

father's building," in L.ane, I, 262a. 
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1 .  In the majority of cases, ben or bar means a son begotten by the father 
(Gen. 4:17 25f.; Ex. 1 :1 6; Nu. 27:8; DnJ. 5:22). The genitive of the father (Ex. 
6:25) or of the mother (Gen. 29: 12) can be added to be11 or bar when it bas this 
meaning. In Gen. 5:4, etc., sons and daughters (banim ubhanoth) are mentioned 
side by side. Sons begotten by a young father are figuratively called bene 
hanne'urim, 'sons of youth'' (Ps. 1 27:4), while ben z.equnim, ''son of old age," 
in Gen. 37:3 means a son begotten in old age. The pl. banim, lit. ''sons,' can 
mean children of both sexes (Gen 3: 16; 2 1 :7; 30: 1 ;  Ex. 21 :5; Ps. 1 28:3). 

ben l1ammelekl1, ''son of the king'' (or bene hammelekh, ''sons of the king
,
'), 

usually denotes the prince as son of the king (Jgs. 8 :18;  2 S. 9 : 1 1  · 13:4; with bar: 
Ezr. 6 : 1 0). However, in P . 72: 1 ben meleklt (par. to melekh) probably means 
the king himsell, and in 1 K. 22:26 it probably denotes a royal official. 43 

2. ben and bar can also denote other relationships. Thus brothers are called 
bene 'abhiklza, ''your father's sons'' (Gen. 49:8), or benlbene 'immofimmi, ''son! 
sons of his mother/my mother'' (43:29; Jgs. 8:19; Ps. 69:9 [Eng. v. 8] ; Cant. 
l :6). The bene bhanim ''sons' sons' or ''children's children," in Gen. 45 : 10; 
Ex. 34:7; and Jer. 27:7 are the grandchildren. Sometimes be11 by itself can also 
mean grandchildren, as in Gen. 3 1 :28; 32: 1 (3 1 :55) (Laban and the children 
of Leah and Raebel); 2 5. 19:25(24) (Saul and Meribbaal); 2 K. 9:20 (Nimshi 
and Jehu; cf. 9:14); Ezr. 5 : 1  (Iddo and Zechariah; cf. Zee. 1 :  1); Neh. 12:23 
(Eliashib and Johanan; cf. 12:10f.). In the case of the relations.hip between 
Nahor and Laban, however, the tradition in Gen. 29:5 differs from that found 
in 22:23.; 24:24,29. 

A nephew is called ben 'achiv, ''his brother's son'' (Gen. 12:5); daughters-in
Jaw neshe bhaneykha, ''your sons' wives'' (6:18); and a cousin, ben dodl1i. The 
offspring of animals are also called banim, without any necessary implication 
that male descendants e}Cclusively are intended (Gen. 32: 1 6[15] ; 49: 1 1 ;  Nu. 
15:24; Dt. 22:6f.; Zee. 9:9; Ps. 29:6; Job 4: 1 1 ;  39:4; Ezr. 6:9). ben can also be 
used in expressions denoting the bough or sprout of a tree (Gen. 49:22: ben 
porath, ''a fruitful bough''). The obscure statement in Job 38:32, which refers 
to the s_maller stars in the constellation of the lion, should probably be inter
preted in a similar manner. 

3. The custom of adding the name of the father, and frequently even the 
names of other ancestors, appositionally is in harmony with the genealogical 
concept of the Semites. In this c-0nstruction ben took on a patronymic conn.ota
tion which saw the individual in an organic, living connectio·n with the family 
and the tribe. Thus ben can be used to convey the idea that a person belongs to 
a people or to a tribe; the sons of Esau (Dt. 2:4,1 2,22,29), of Lot (2:9,19), of 
Hamor the father of Shechem (Gen. 33: 1 9; 34:2) of Seir the Horite (36:20; 
2 Cb. 25: 1 1), of Anak (Nu. 13:33· Josh. 15:14; Jgs. 1 :20), and of J·udah (Joel 
4:6[3:6]). The expression bene yisra·ez, ''sons (children) of Israel:' occurs very 

43 On the view that ben hn1111ne/ekh means "belonging to the palace of the king," cf. G. 
Brin, A/ON, 19 (1969)., 433-465. 
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frequently. It denotes the organized communi,ty of Israel as a unit, and is not to 
be understood to imply that the OT authors intended to place emphasis on one 
specific ancestor of the people. 

4. Frequently geographic and national entities are said to be sons of a place 
or of a land, as in the expressions sons of Bethlehem (Ezr. 2:2 1 ;  Neb. 7:26; Jer. 
6: 1 ), of Jericho (Ezr. 2:34; Neb. 7:37) of Jerusalem (Isa. 5 1 : 1 8 ;  54: 13 ;  60:4; 
Jer. 5:7; Joel 4:6(3:6]), of Zion (Isa. 49:22,25; Jer. 30:20; Joel 2:23; Zee. 9:13 ;  
Ps. 147: 13; 149:2; Lam. 4:2), of Samaria (Ezk. 23: 10), of Eden (2 K. 19:12;  Isa. 
37: 12), of Edom (Ps. 137:7), of Ammon (Nu. 2 1 :24; Dt. 2 : 19;  Jgs. 3 : 13 ;  Isa. 
1 1 : 14 ;  Jer. 9:25[26]; Ezk. 25:2f.,5 10) of Heth (Gen. 23:3 5,7,10,16,20; 25: 10), 
of Egypt (Ezk. 1 6:26), of Javan (Zec.9: 13 ;  cf. Joel 4:6[3:6]), of the East (Gen. 
29: 1 ;  Jgs. 6:3 33; 7 : 12; 8 : 10; 1 K. 5 : 10[4:30]· Isa. 1 1 : 14 ·  Jer. 49:28; Ezk. 25:4, 
10;  Job 1 :3), of Noph or Me.mph is (Jer. 2: 16), of Kedar (Isa. 2 1 :  17), and of 
Babylon (EzJc. 23: 15, 1 7,23). In Ezr. 2: 1 ,  bene hammedliinah means ''those who 
belong to the province of Judah.'' Jn Dt. 32:14, rams pastured in Bashan are 
called bene bliashan, ''sons (children) of Bashan. 

,, 
The tribal nam.e Benjamin, 

''son of the right band'' ( = of the south)= southerner, also belongs here . .. 
bene bhayith, ''sons of the house,'' are servants born in the house (Gen. 15:3; 

Eccl. 2:7); the bene ·ammi, ''sons of my people'' (Gen. 23: 1 1 ;  Jgs. 14:16), bttne 
·ammekha, '1sons of your own peop1e'' (Lev. 19 : 18 ;  Ezk. 3: 1 1 ;  33:2; 37: 18;  Dnl. 
12 : 1 ), bene ·ammah, ''sons of her people'' (Jgs., 14: 17)> bene ·amman, ''sons of 
their people'' (Lev. 20:17), and bene ·ammo, ''the sons of his people'' (Nu. 22:5), 
are ''countrymen.'' On the other hand the bene (han.)nekhar, ''sons of foreign
ness'' (2 S. 22:45f.; Ps. 18:45f.[44f.]; 144:7, 1 1 ;  Ezk. 44:7; Isa. 56:6; 60:10; 6 1 :5; 
62:8; sing. ben (han]neklwr, ''son of foreignness," Gen. 17:1 2,27; Ex. 12:43; 
Lev. 22:25; Ezk. 44:9; Neh. 9:2; Isa. 56:3), are foreigners. The men of the tribes 
of Israel are called bene shibhte bhene yisra ·el, ''the sons of the tribes of the 
sons of Israel'' (Nu. 36:3). The bene ·erets habberith, ''the sons of the land 
of the covenant'' (Ezk. 30:5), are the relatives of the chosen people. 

5. An individual is distinguished from the collective community of which he 
is a part or from mankind in general by the ex.pressions _. ai1e·1� ben 'adliam, 
''son of man1' {esp. in Ezk.; Ps. 8:5[4); pl. Dt. 32:8; Eccl. 1 : 13) ben ·enosh, 
''son of man'' {Ps. 144:3), bene 'anasha" (Dnl. 2:38; 5:21) or � z"M 'l:J b'ne ·ish, 
''sons of men'' (Ps. 4:3(2]; 49:3[2]; 62:10[9]; Lam. 3:33), ben mebhish, ''a son 
causing shame'' (Prov. 10:5), ben maskil (Prov. 10:5) or ben mebhin, ''a son 
acting prudently (wisely) ' (Prov. 28:7). A study of Ps. 144:3 (wheie 'adham is 
par. to ben 'enosh) shows that ·enosh, ''man, ' and ben ·adham, ''son of man,'' 
in Ps. 8:5(4) are synonyms, and that there is no intensification from the collec
tive to the individual. •u 

« For a discussion of this name, cf. G. Dossin, "Beojaminites dans Jes textes de Mari," 
Milonges Dusso11d, JI (Paris, 1939), 981-996, esp. p. 982; and H. Tadm.or, JNES, 17 (1958), 
130, n. 12. 

45 Contra L. Kobler, TliZ, 1 (1945), 77f.; cf. also p. 374. 
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That which is true of man al o applies to animals: ben baqar, ''son of cattle'' 
(Gen. 18:7; Ex. 29:1 · Lev. 1 :5: an individual cow), be11 yonah, ''son of a dove'' 
(Lev. 12:6; pl. 1 : 14: individual doves), and bene /1arammakhim, ''sons of mares'' 
(Est. 8: 10: individual mares). 

6. ben is used as an affectionate address to younger students or hearers in 
Isa. 1 9: 1 1 ;  1 S. 3:6,16;  24: 17(16);  26: 1 7!21,25; 2 S. 18:22; Prov. 1 :8,10; 2 : 1 ;  3 : 1 ,  
1 1 ,21 ; 4:10,20; 5 : 1 ;  6 : 1 ; 7: 1 ;  19:27; 23: 1 5 ;  Eccl. 1 2 : 1 2; Ps. 34: 12( 1 1 ). A certain 
degree of subordination is expressed by ben in Josh. 7: 19; 1 S. 4: 1 6 ;  25:8; 2 S. 
18:22; 2 K. 16:7, where ben and -.. 1:l9 ·ebhedh, ''servant," can stand in parallel-
• 

ism. 

7. ben is used in various figurative expressions. Isa. 5: 1 uses the phrase be1z 
shanzen, ''son of oil,'' to emphasize the fertility of a hill. Lucifer the morning 
star, is called ben sl1achar, ''son of the dawn'' (Isa. 14:12). Sparks flying up from 
a fire are called bene resheph, ''sons of fire {heat)'' (Job 5:7). Arrows are called 
bene qasheth, ''sons of the bow·' (Job 41 :20 [28]), or bene • aslipatho, ''sons of 
the quiver'' (Lam. 3 : 1 3). Zerubbabel and Joshua are honored with the title bene 
hayyitshar, ''sons of oil'' (Zee. 4: 14), because they will be given the messianic 
leadership in the End Time. 

· 8. ben and bar are also used to denote membership in certain social and 
professional groups. Thus bene ltaggolah, ''sons of exile," m.eans those who 
.have been carried into exile (Ezr. 4: 1 ;  6:20; 8:35; 2 Ch. 25:13;  Aram. Dnl. 2:25, 
etc.· Ezr. 6:16), ben cliorim, ''son of nobles, ' freedmen (Eccl. 10: 1 7; cf. Neh. 
4:8(14)), bene 'ebhyon, the poor (Ps. 72:4), bene hattosl1abhim, sojourners (Lev. 
25:45), and bene ha·am, the common people (2 K. 23:6; Jer. 26:23; 2 Cb. 35:5, 
7,12f.). 

The following expressions refer to professional groups: hen haraqqachim, 
''son of perfumers

, 
= perlumer (Neb. 3:8), and bene hameshorerim, singers {Neb. 

12:28). Ao entire group of singers can be denoted by their eponym, so perhaps 
bene qoraclt, ''sons of Korah'' (Ps. 42: 1 ;  44: 1 ;  46: 1 ;  47: 1 ;  49: 1 ;  84: 1 ;  87: 1 ;  88: 1 ;  
in Eng. this expression is printed in the superscriptions over each of these Pss.), 
and bene • asapfz, 'sons of Asaph'' (2 Ch. 35: 15). The priests are called bene 
hakkohanim, ''sons of the priests'' (Ezr. 2:61;  10:18;  Neh. 12:35; 1 Ch. 9:30), 
or, after their founder or eponym, bene ·a11aron, ''sons of Aaron'' (Lev. 1 :5, 1 1 ;  
2:2f.,10; 13:2; 2 1 : 1 ; Nu. 10:8; 2 Ch. 35:14), bene levi, ''sons of Levi'' (Dt. 2 1 :5; 
Ezr. 8 : 1 5), and bene tsadhoq, ''sons of Zado.k'' (Ezk. 40:46; 44: 1 5 ;  48: 1 1). The 
prophets and their disciples are called bene hannebhi'im, ''sons of the prophets'' 
( 1 K. 20:35; 2 K. 2:3,5,7, 1 5 ;  ·4:1 ,38; 5:22; 6 : 1 ; 9: 1 ;  sing. [!] hen nabhi1, ''a 
prophet's son," Am. 7:14), and a wise man is called ben chakhamim, ''son of the 
wise men'' (Isa. 19: 1 1).  

ben is used in the same way when a text refers to an animal that belongs to a 
certain species. Io Ps. 1 1 4:4 (where bene tso'n, 'sons of sheep," i.e., ''lambs,'' 
is par. to 'e/im, ''rams''), Ps. 147:9 {where bene ·orebh, ''sons of a raven," i.e., 
''young ravens," is par. to behemah, ''beast[s]''), and Prov. 30: 1 7  (where 'orebhe, 
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''ravens," is par. to bene nasher, ''sons of a vulture,'' i.e., ''vultures''), the par
allelism shows that the expressions using ben do not mean the offspring of these 
animals, but the sheep species, the raven species, and the vulture species respec
tively. 

9. ben or bar is also used to classify men individually in different groups 
according to ethical and moral standards: bene chayil, ''sons of strength," are 
the valiant ( 1 S. 14:52; 18:17;  2 S. 2:7; 1 K. 1 :52· 2 K. 2:16;  Dt. 3:18; Jgs. 18:2; 
21 : 10; 2 Ch. 17:7); bene ra·anuglz, ''sons of daintiness,' dainty sons or ''children 
of delight'' (RSV, Mic. 1 :  16); bene slzachats, ''sons of pride,'' the proud (beasts, 
Job 28:8; 41 :26(34]); bene meri, ''sons of rebellion,'' rebels (Nu. 17:25(10]); 
bene � ?»�?:> bt/iyya'al, ''sons of belial," worthless or base persons (Dt. 13: 14 
[13]; Jgs. 19:22; 1 S. 2:12; 10:27; 25:17;  1 K. 2 1 : 10,13; 2 Ch. 13:7), bene sha'on, 
''sons of uproar,'' noisy persons (Jer. 48:45); bene ·avlah, ''sons of injustice," 
wicked or violent persons (2 S. 3:34; 7: 10; Hos. 10:9; Ps. 89:23[22)); bene 
nabhal gam bene bheli shem, ''sons of a fool, also sons without a name," the 
wicked and dishonorable brood (Job 30:8); bene ·oni, ''sons of affliction,'' the 
afflicted (Prov. 31 :5); ben hameratstseach, ''son of murdering," a murderer (2 K. 
6:32); and bene haggedhudh, ''sons of the band (troop),'' a band of robbers 
(2 Ch. 25: 13). 

Fate or a threatening calamity also affects the people in a community: bene 
hatta"arubhoth, ''sons of pledges," means hostages (2 K. 14:14); ben temuthah 
or ben maveth, ''son of death,'' a person who deserves to die (1 S. 20:31 · 26:16; 
2 S. 12:5; Ps. 79: 1 1 ;  102:21 [20)); ben gorni, ''son of my threshing floor,'' one 
who will be threshed on the threshing floor (Isa. 2 1 : 10); and bin hakkoth, ''son 
of scourging or smiting,'' one who deserves to be beaten (Dt. 2-5:2). The ex.pres
sion bene shikkulayikh, ''sons of thy childlessness'' (Isa. 49:20), is boldly para
doxical. 

10. Finally, ben and bar are used in expressions that indicate a period of time 
or a person's age: bin laylah, ''son of the night," means one njght old, i.e., some
thing that grew up in a night (Jonah 4:10); ben shemonath yamim, ''son of eight 
days,'' eight days old (Gen. 17: 12); ben cha.mesh me•oth shanah, five hundred 
years old (5:32); and seh . . .  ben shanah, a one-year-old Jamb (Ex. 12:5). In the 
singular this kind of expression is usually connected with a suffix (Lev. 12:6; 
23:12; Nu. 6: 12,14; 7 [12 times]; Ezk. 46:13), but in the plural it always occurs 
without a suffix (Lev. 9:3; 23: 18f.; Nu. 7 [14 times] ; 28f. [15 times]; and Mic. 
6:6). 

IV. Theological Evaluation. 

1 .  In the Human Sphere. a. The value of a son is determined by the value 
of life, which is the highest good for biblical man. The life of parents is continued 
in their children. Thus, sons are the first consolation given to the first parents 
after they lose paradise: life continues (Gen. 4: 1f.). P states expressly th.at Adam 
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passed on to his first son not only life, but also the likeness and image of God 
(5:3). Even the judgment brought on man by the flood is not intended to call 
into question the continuity of human life, because Noah is instructed to take 
his three sons and their wives with him on the ark (6: 18;  cf. 7:7; 8: 1 8), and after 
the flood Noah's sons receive the blessing and the covenant along with him (9: 1, 
8). The idea that the descendants of the salvation bearer are recipients of the 
gift of sa1vatio.n just as fully as the salvation bearer himself, which is made con
crete in Israel (cf., e.g., Ex. 12:24; 13:  14-16) and in a ·unique way in the house of 
David (2 S. 7 : 12;  1 Ch. 17 : 1 1 ; 2  Ch . 13:5), is already prominent i

'
n these passages. 

b. The life of a father has meaning only insofar as it is contin.ued in his son 
(Gen. 1 5:2f.). Therefore, childlessness (Jer. 16:2) or the loss of an only son (Gen. 
22:2) is the most painful sacrifice. A son keeps the name of his father from being 
forgotten (2 S. 18 : 18). Consequently, the promise (Gen. 16: 1 1 ;  17: 16,19; 18: 10; 
Jgs. 13:3ff. ; 2 K. 4:16; 1 Ch. 22:9; Isa. 7 : 14) and birth (Gen. 16:15;  21 :2; 4 1 :50-
52; Jgs. 1 3:24; Ruth 4:13;  1 S. 1 :20; 2 K. 4:17;  Isa. 8:3; Jer. 20:15) of a son are 
the J1!.0St important events in the life of a man and his wife. This is particularly 
true of the firstborn son (- ii:>:J btkh6r), ''firstborn of man'' (Gen .. 49:3). Thus, 
OT writers liked to mention the age of a father at the time of the conception or 
birth of his first son (Gen. 5:3ff.; l l : lOff.; 2 t :5). Sons are the greatest pride of 
parents and especially of the wife. Rachel assails her husband Jacob, saying, 
''Give me sons, or I shall die'' (Gen. 30: 1 ;  cf. Ps. 1 13:9; 127:3f.; 1 28:3,6). To 
refuse to allow a father to kiss his children and his grandchildren good-bye is 
heartless (Gen. 3 1 :28; cf. 32: 1 [31 :55)). It  is surprising that a good man could 
mean more to his wife than ten sons ( 1 S. 1 :8), and that a good daughter-in-law 
could mean more to her mother-in-law than seven sons (Ruth 4:15). A man of 
God rebukes Eli because he honors his sons more than Yahweh ( 1 S. 2:29). 

c. This last passage ( 1  S. 2:29) is the only one in the OT that speaks of a 
parent ''honoring'' (verb --.. ,� kabhedh) his sons, and here this concept is 
presented in a negative sense. Ordinarily, it is the parents who are to be honored 
(Ex. 20: 12  par.; Mic. 7:6). The use of the verb kabhedh in these texts connects 
parents with the sacral sphere, since this verb is used. in the Hebre·w Bible only 
with reference to Yahweh or with reference to persons and things that have a 
sacral character (cf. also the sin of Ham in Gen. 9:22). However, the OT deals , 
soberly with the ''human weakness'' of parents as is clear from the principle 
that the children are not responsible for the sins of the fathers, which certainly 
cannot be later than Deuteronomy, and probably originated much earlier (Dt. 
24: 16; 2 Ch. 25:4; Job 2 1 : 19; Jer. 3 1 :29f.; Ezk. 18:2). Indeed, this human weak-
ness, or rather inhumanity, can go so far that in times of severe distress parents 
can even eat their own children (Lev. 26:29; Dt. 28:53-57· 2 K. 6:28f. · Jer. 19:9; 
but cf. Ezk. 5 : 10, w.here the prophet announces just the opposite, viz., that chil-
dren will eat their own parents). 

d. In the more restricted sense, the family of the OT consisted of parents, 
son and daughter, manservant and maidservant (cf., e.g., Dt. 16: 1 1, 14). Parents 
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are responsible for the moral life of their sons and daughters (Ex. 20:10 par.; 
Job 1 :5), and for instructjng their sons in particular in the Jaw (Ex. 13:14; Dt. 
1 1 : 19; Josh. 4:6f.,2lf.). To be sure, the OT urges that children be given strict 
discipli.ne (Prov. 13:24; 19: 18; 29:1 7), for a wise son makes a glad father (10:1); 
and Dt. 21 : 18-21 (cf. Prov. 19:26) even describes an extreme case in which 
parents, by mutual agreement, are to bring a stubborn and rebellious son before 
the elders of the city to be purushed by death. However, the compassionate love 
of a human father for his son remains the classic symbol for the compassionate 
paternal love of God (Ps. 103:13;  Mal. 3:17; cf. Lk. 15 : 11-32). 

2. Divine Sonsliip. a. Israel As God's Son. Frequently Yahweh's relation
ship to Israel or to the Israelites is represented as a father-son relationship. Thus 
Yahweh calls Israel ''my son'' (Ex. 4:23; Hos. 1 1 : 1), ''my firstborn son'' (beni 
bltekhori, Ex. 4:22; bekhori, Jer. 31 :9), and the Israelites ''my sons'' (Isa. 45: 1 1), 
or ''my sons and daughters'' (43:6); and OT writers refer to the Israelites as 
''sons'' (63:8), ''his sons'' (Dt. 32:5), or 'chis sons and daughters'' (32:19). Ac
cordingly, Yahweh is called Israel's father (-4 :uc 'abh, 32:6,18; Jer. 3 :4). The 

· whole people is addressed with the words banim 'attem, ''you are sons'' (Dt. 
14:1), and bene 'el cliai, ''sons of the living God'' (Hos. 2: 1 ( 1 : 10]). In pro
phetic accusations, the people are called ''sons'' without a suffix {Isa. 1:2), ''sons 
who deal corruptly'' {1 :4), ''rebellious sons'' (30:1), ''lying sons'' (30:9), ''faith
less sons'' (Jer. 3 : 14,22), ''stupid sons'' (4:22), and ''sons in whom is no faith
fulness'' (Dt. 32:20). Ephraim is an ''unwise son'' (Hos. 13 :13). On the other 
hand, dor baneykha, ''the generation of thy sons (children),'' in Ps. 73: 15  has 
reference to the godly. 

These expressions convey two ideas. For one thing, they emphasize the dis
tance between Yahweh and Israel and affirm that the people are subordinate 
to Yahweh. But they also express Yahweh's love for his people, and thus com
plement the biblical figures of Yahweh as shepherd, husband, and redeemer of 
his people. 

b. The King. The passages in which the king is designated as God's son (2 S. 
7:14 par.; Ps. 89:27f.[26f.] ;  2:7) are disputed. But the possible influence of 
ancient Near Eastern ideas of sacral kingship on this concept is restricted a 
priori in that Israel had no place for the idea of a physical begettal of the king 
by the deity. The king of Israel was not called ''son of God'' just because be 
was king or because he acceded to the throne. Rather, the only way he could 
become the ''son of God'' and thereby be given a portion of Yahweh's sphere 
of authority was for Yahweh officially to declare him to be his son. It is incor
rect to interpret this expression as a kind of adoption of the king by Yahweh '6 
(because the institution of ado,ption was not known in Israel). It is better to view 
it as ''a mythical element which has been transferred to the realm of metaphor.'' •7 

•e Cf. esp. M. Noth, "God, King and Nation in the OT/' The l.Aws of the Pentateuch and 
Other Essays (trans. 1966), 145ff. 

t7 H. Donner, 114. 

• 
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The present form of the prophecy of Nathan in 2 S. 7 is the result of com
plicated literary growth, in which. at least three stages can be distinguished. ts 

The statement with which we are concerned in this discussion ( 'I will be his 
father, and h_e shall be my son . . . , t, vv. 14f.) appears to belong to the middle stage. 
The most logical explanation of the use of this phrase here is that the human 
father-son relationship is used as a prototype for Yahweb.'s judging and saving 
activity with regard to the Davidic dynasty. However, since.. the OT refers to the 
Davidic covenant in such an implicit and matter-of-fact way {cf. 2 S. 23:5; 2 Cb. 
13:5· 21 :7; Ps. 89:4,29,35,40 [3,28,34,39]; Jer. 33:21), the father-son formula 
takes on the character of a covenant formula. 49 

Ps. 89 should also be understood as an expansion of the fundam.ental idea in 
2 S. 7. It .is true that the word ben is not used in this psalm with reference to the 
king. But still thls text clearly speaks of Yahweh's relationsbjp to th.e king in 
terms of the father-son relationship: for one thing, the king addresses Yahweh 
as -+ �K 'ab/1, ''father'' (v. 27a(26a]), and for another, Yahweh makes or appoints 
(natlian) the king the firstborn (bekJ1or1 v. 28a[27a]; cf. Jer. 1 :5: nabl1i· laggoyim 
netl1attikha, ''I appointed you a prophet to the nations '), the 'elyon, ''highest '' 
of the kings of the earth (v. 28b[27b]). Verse 29(28) states explicitly that the 
divine sonship of the king is rooted in the Davidic covenant (d1esedl1, ''steadfast 
love''; berirh, ''covenant"; cf. vv. 4,35,40(3,34,39]). The designation of the king 
of Israel as ''firstborn ' seems to imply that the kings of other nations were also 
considered to be ''sons'' of Y ah web. But this text affirms that the king of Israel 
is much closer to Yahweh than they, not only by calling him bekh,or, but even 
moTe by giving him the title • elyon, which only in this passage in the enfue OT 
refers to a man. ''This extraordinary statement approaches a deification of the 
king (cf. Ps. 45:7[6]):• vo 

Ps. 2:7, where Yahweh's decree t.o the king begins with the words, ''You are 
my son, today I have begotten you,'' brings us almost terrifyingly close to the 
idea of divine birth. But it is clear from the word ''today," which bas reference 
to the enthronement ceremony (cf. v. 6), that the author of this passage cannot 
have a physical fatherhood in mind either. Since the formula, ''you are my son, 
today I have begotten you,'' was not restricted to the royal ritual, but was at 
home in h.uman legal terminology, it would seem to refer less to the adoption 
of a foreign child than to the recogrution of a child born to a slave as the wife's 
representative. Although there are no examples of this formula, the practice, as 
is obvious from Hammurabi (CH, §§ 170f.) and the OT (Gen. 30: 1-13), was 
well known. 

The author of the oracle of salvation in Isa. 9:5f.(6f.), which is hardly an 
authentic oracle from Isaiah of J erusaJem, announces the coming of the Mes
siah ·upon the throne of David as a royal child and a prince. The parallelism of 

4-S Cf. esp. L. Rost, Die Oberlieferung von der Tlironnach/olge Davids. BW ANT, 3/6 
(1926), 47ff. 

•o Cf. N. Poulsseo, Konig und Te1npel /111 Glaubensz;eugnis des ATs. SBM, 3 (1967), 43f. 
50 H.-J. Kraus, BK, XV2, 623; .cf. also C. R North, ZA W, 50 (1932), 26; 0. W. Ahlstrom, 

.Psalm 89 (Lund. 1959), 1 1 1-13. 

• 
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''son'' and ''child ' indicates that he has in mind a thoroughly human birth. 51 

Nevertheless, this text views birth and accession to the throne in one glance ; 62 

and in the enthronement described in v. 5a�(6a�) on, the king receives the name 
·el gibbor (RSV, ''Mighty God' ), which brings us to the (likewise postexilic) con
text of Ps. 45:4(3) (-+ ,,:u gibbor, ''mighty''), 7(6) (-+ D'f1 at •e/oh1m, ''God' ). 

It is generally considered to be certain that the Egyptian coronation ritual 63 
(of which, admittedly, we have only an incomplete knowledge) had a significant 
influence on the formulation of the Jerusalem ritual. However, the fundamental 
differences between the Egyptian and Israelite royal theology must not be over
looked. The idea of a physical divine begettal rooted in myth M was clearly 
transformed into the concept of a divine sonship based on election and covenant. 
The only OT text that could possibly be used to support the view that the king 
was called -+ C'n?at•e1ohim, ''God," without qualification, is Ps. 45:7a,8b (6a, 7b). 
But it is not certain whether ·elohim is actually to be read as a vocative in these 
two verses. 65 And even if this were the case, this one instance would hardly be a 
sufficient basis for the assumption that the Egyptian or Mesopotamian ideas 
concerning the divine soaship of the king were simply taken over in Israel without 
modification. 56 It is especially noteworthy that in the three texts that are crucial 
to this issue (2 S. 7;  Pss. 2 and 89), there is no mention of a wife at all, but the 
whole event involves only God and the king. By way of contrast, Isa. 9:5f.{6f.) 
and 7:14 speak altogether of human conception and birth. Finally, the theme of 
Ps. 45 is not the birth, but the marriage, of the king. 

c. The Sons of the Gods. The connection of be11 or bar with bejngs that 
belong to the divine world is also a matter of dispute. The expressions that con
tinue to be under discussion are: bene ·elim, ''sons of gods'' (Ps. 29: 1 ;  89:7[6]), 
bene 'elyon, ''sons of the Most High'' (Ps. 82:6), bene (ha)'elohim, ''sons of 
God'' (Gen. 6:2,4; Job 1 :6· 2: 1 ;  38:7), and bar ·elahin, ''a son of the gods'' 
(Dnl. 3:25). (It is striking that ben is never used in construct before yl1vli.) These 
phrases are to be seen in connection with the ancient Near Eastern ideas con
cerning the assembly of the divine or heavenly beings (cf. also Ps. 82: 1 ;  89:6,8 
[5,7)). The expression bene /1a'elohim, ''sons of God:' in Gen. 6:1-4 has been 
the object of numerous investi:gations. 57 There can be no doubt that in this frag
ment of a mythical narrative the author of the original oral or written tradition 
was thinking of gods, especially in light of the Ugaritic parallels (where bn is 
often used to denote membership in a. group). :;s Many scholars correctly refer to 

Gt Cf. H. Wildberger, BK, X, 377. 
5� 0. Fohrer, Das Buch 1·esaja, I (21966), 141. 
G3 Cf. RAR, s.v. "Kronung" ("Coronation"). 
54 On this cf. esp. H. Brunner, Die Geburt des GottkiJnigs. Ag A bh (1964). 
56 So recently B. Couroyer, RB, 18 (1971), 233-241. 
56 Cf. esp. K.-H. Bernhardt, Das Problem der altorientalischen Konig..sideo/ogie int AT. 

SVT, 8 (1961). 
57 Cf. the bibliography from 1937 to 1961 in Scharbert. 
ss Cf. ILl.c; m.s. 
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CTA, 32 [UT, 2], 16f., as a classic Ugaritic parallel to the phrase in Gen. 6: 1-4: 

The offering which we offer, 
the sacrifice which we sacrifice, 
it ascends to the (father of the bn 11), 
it ascends to the dwelling of the bn 11, 
to the assembly of the bn 11. 59 

Dexinger wants to interpret the bene ha'eloliim, ''sons of God,'' in Gen. 6: 1-4 
as heroes, and he appeals to the Ugaritic literature to support his view; but he 
overlooks that in the Ugaritic material there is evidence only that the singular 
of bn JI has this meaning, and not the plural. 60 Another problem is the differ
ence between the way the Israelite narrator (J, but earlier a separate source) 61 

and the final redactor of the Pentateuch understood the phrase bene lia'elohim, 
' sons of God.'' It is highly probable that the earlier narrator was thinking of 
heavenly beings in the broader sense� This is certainly the case with the final 
redactor of the Pentateuch, even though the LXX renders bene ha· elohim in 
Gen. 6:2,4 by hoi huioi tou theou, ''the sons of God," and not by angeloi, ''an
gels,' as it does in Job 1:6; 2 :1 ;  38:7. At any rate, this interpretation 62 came 
into Jewish tradition and proved to be the springboard for legends about the fall 
of angels and the origin of demons growing out of them (cf. esp. 1 En. 6-36; 
Jub. 5:1 -10). The view that bene ha'elohim has reference to the descendants of 
Seth, which has been abandoned in more recent times by most scholars, but 
which has been advocated again by Scharbert, 63 can hardly be defended, because 
it does not adequately take into account the intentional contrast between the 
bene ha'elohim, ''sons of God,' ao.d the benoth ha'adl1am, ''daughters of men. ' 
The idea of a pantheon under the leadership of a supreme god is also clear in the 
bene 'elim, ''sons of gods,'' of Ps. 29:1 (originally this text probably read ''Baal'

, 

instead of ''Yahweh''), and 89:7(6) (where it is in parallelism to qehal qedhoshim, 
''assembly of the holy ones,,' in v. 6[5}, and sodh qedhoshim, ''council of the 
holy ones,'' in v. 8(7])." 

In Ps. 82:6, the bene ·elyon, ''sons of the Most High'' (par. to 'elohim, 
''gods''), which will be called into account by Yahweh, are not human rulers or 
judges. Rather, this phrase presupposes the idea that the other nations have their 
own gods, and that the bead of all the gods is �elyon. 65 We find the same idea 
in Dt. 32:8, which states that. •Etyon fixed the bounds of the peoples ''according 
to the number of the gods'' (MT bene yisra'el, ''sons [children] of Israel''; LXX 

69 Cf. the list of other Ugaritic texts on this subject in Dexinger, 31-37. 
eo Cf. the summary in ibid., 37. 
61. Cf. Scbarbert, 69-71. 
e2 For the history of thi interpretation. sec Dcxinger, 97-101. 
63 Cf. ibid., 106-108. 
6f. On the assembly of the gods, cf. H. Gese, Die Religionen Altsyriens (1910), lQ0.102, 

and esp. the expression kl dr bn 'Im, utbe whole sphere of the gods," KAI, 26A Ill, 19. 
6:S On the idea that •Elyon is ''the power standing above and before everything/' cf. Gese, 

116f. 
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angelon theou, ''angels of God''; 40 bene ·el [ . . .  ], ''sons of God''). 66 One should 
be very wary about identifying 'Elyon too quickly with Yahweh in this passage, &7 
even if the original text contains a summons to ''all 'elohini' (''gods,'' 40; LXX 
huioi theou, ''the sons of God'') to fall down before Yahweh. 

On the other hand, the old idea of the ''council of the gods'' bas lost much of 
its original color in the book of Job. Here, the bene (Jza)'elohim, ''sons of God'' 
(Job 1:6; 2 :1 ;  38:7) compose the heavenly court of ''angels'' which are com
pletely subordinate to Yahweh and thus must appear before Yahweh to give 
an account of their activities to him and to receive his instructions. Of course, 
the parallelism of bene ·elohim, ''sons of God,'� and k.okhebhe bhoqer, ''morning 
stars?' (38:7), would seem to point to an original connection between the bene 
'elohim, ''sons of God," and a pantheon. 

The book of Daniel stands in the stream of apoealypticism with its extensive 
angelology. Therefore, the bar 'elahin, ''son of the gods'' (Dnl. 3:25), is un
doubtedly an angel, just like 'ir veqaddish, ''a watcher, .a holy one'' (4:10, 14,20 
[13, 17,23]), and sar, ''prince ' {10:13,20f.). 

H. Haag 

66 Cf. P. W. Skehan, BASOR, 136 (1954), 12-15; R. Meyer, Festschrift fur W. Rudolph 
(1961), 197-209; cf. also M. Tsevat, "God and the Gods in Assembly," HUCA. , 40/41 (1969/ 
1970), 123-137, on this point, pp. 132f. 

67 With Meyer and Tscvat. 
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Contents: I. Occurrences and Meaning: 1. In Hebrew; 2. In Aramaic; 3. lo Phoenician. 
Il. Theological Significance: 1. In the OT in General; 2. In Ezekiel; 3. ln Danjel. 

I. Occurrences and Meaning. 

1 .  In Hebrew. a. In the Hebrew OT, ben "adham means a single man within 
the species or race, 1 and therefore as a rule it should be translated simply ''man'' 
(not ''son of man'' or ''human being''). Of course, a single man can also be denoted 

ben 'adhilm. A bibliography of recent studies on the "son of man" problem is given by 
R. Marlow, "The Son of Man in Recent Journal Literature," CBQ, 28 (1966), 20..30; cf. the 
supplement of J. 8. Cortes-F. M. Gatti, Bibi, 49 (1968), 458, n. 1; and TDNT, Vlll, 400f. 
Herc we will list only the most important recent works that are pertinent to the use of this 
expression in the OT. 

A. Bentzen, Messias, Moses redivivru, Mtnschensohn (ZUricb, 1948); F. H. Borsch, The 
Son of Man in Myth and History (London, 1967); J. Bowman, .. The Background of the 
Term 'Son of Man,'" ExpT, 59 (1947/1948), 283-88; C. H. W. Bre.kelmans, ''The Saints of 
the Most High and Their Kingdom," OTS, 14 (1965), 305-329; J. Y. Campbell, �'The Origin 

(continued on p. J{i()) 
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by -+ oi1< 'adham alone, or by -+ &"1< 'lsli, or by -+ itilK ·�nosh; and at the same 
time, ben ·adham can also mean ''men'' in general (Isa. 5 1 : 12.; Ps. 146:3). While 
ben ·enosh, ''son of man," occurs only once in the OT (Ps. 144:3), ben 'adham 
appears 152 times (in the sing. and pl. together). But apart from Ezekiel, 2 ben 
•at1ham is f.ound mainly in poetic texts (esp. in Pss., Prov., and Eccl.) and in the 
majority of cases in parallelism. 3 

The determinative form (ben ha'adham) does not appear in Hebrew in the 
singular. Only in lQS 1 1 :20 has a later scribe added a he above the word 'adham, 
which certainJy represents a literal rendering of the Aram. bar nasha •. The pl. 
bene /1a'adham, ''sons of man (men)'' (instead of the more common bene 'adham) 
occurs 14 times in the OT, ., and in Ecclesiastes is used exclusively (Gen. 1 1 :5; 
1 K. 8:39; Ps. 33:13; 145:12; Eccl. 1 : 13 ;  2:3,8; 3: 10,18f.,21 ;  8: 1 1 ;  9:3,12) . 

and Meaning of the Term Son of Man/' JTS, 48 (1947), 145-155; A. Caquot, •rLes quatre 
betes et. le 'Fils d'Homme,' " Sem, 17 (1967), 37-71; C. Colpe, "6 ulo<; -rou av0pc=>nou," 
TDNT, Vlll, 400-477; idem, "Der Begriff 'Mens.cbensohn' und die Mclhode der Erforschung 
mes ianischer Prototypen," Kairos, N.P. 1 1  (1969), 241-263; J. Coppens, "Le Fils d'Homme 
danielique, vizir celeste?" ETL, 40 (1964), 72-80; idem, "La vi.sion danjelique du Fils 
d'Hommc," VT, 19 (.1969), 171.-182; J. Coppens-L. Dequeker, ••Le Fils d'homme et les Saints 
du Tres-Haut en Daniel VU, dans les Apocryphes et dans le NT," Lowen (21961), 55-101= 
ETL, 37 (1961), 5-51; 0. Cullmann, Christology o/ 1he NT (trans. 1959), 137-192; E. Dhaois, 
"De Filio Horoiois in VT et in Judaismo," Greg, 45 (1964), 5-59; J. A. Emerton, "The Origin 
of the Son of Mao Imagery," JTS, N.s. 9 (1958), 225-242; A. Feuillet, "Le Fils de l'Homme 
de Daniel et la tradition biblique," RB, 60 (1953), 170-202, 321-346; A. Gelston, "A Sidelight 
on the 'Son of Man,"' SJT, 22 (1969), 189-196; H. Gressmann, Der Messias (1929), 341-414; 
R. Hanhan, "Die Heilige.n des H0chsten,'1 SVT, 16 (1967), 9().101; A. J. B. Higgins, .. Son of 
Man-Forschung since 'The Teaching of Jesus.•" NT Essays. Studies in Memory of T. W. 
Manson (Manchester. 1959), 119-135; H. L. Jansen, Die Henochgestalt (Oslo, 1940); C. H. 
Kraeling, Anthropos and the Son of Man. A Study in the Religious Syncrerism of the 
Hellenistic Orient (New York, 1927), U8-165; idem, "Some Babylonian and Iranian Mythol
ogy in the Seventh Chapter of Daniel," Oriental Studies in Honour of C. E. Pavry (London, 
1933). 228-231; H. Kruse, "Compositio Llbri DanieJis et idea Filii Hominis," VD, 37 (1959), 
147-161, 193-211;  T. W. Manson, "The Son of Man in Daniel, Enoch and the Gospels," 
BJRL, 32 {1949/1950), 171- 193; J. Morgenstern, 0The 'Son of Man' of Daniel 7,13f. A New 
Interpretation,'' JBL, 80 (1961)� 65-77; idem, Some Significant Anteceden1s of Christianity 
(Lciden, 1966), 61-80; S. Mowinckel, He That Cometh (Oxford� 21959), 346-450; J. Muilenburg, 
"The Son of Man in Daniel and the Ethiopic Apocalypse of Enoch," JBL, 79 (1960), 197-
209; J. Nclis, "Me.nschensobn," in BL2, 1 128-1134; M. Noth, "The Holy Ones of the Most 
High," The Lavis of the Pentateuch and Other Essays (trans. 1966), 215ff.; P. Parker, "The 
Meaning of 'Son of Man,"' JBL, 60 (1941), 151-57; L. Rostl "Zur Deutung des Menschen
sohnes in Daniel 7," Gott und die Gotter. Festschrift fur E. Fascher (1959), 41-43; E. Sjoberg, 
Der Menschensohn im iirhiopischen Henochbuch (Lund, 1946); idem, " DiM-ll und Wlte-il 
im Hcbriiischen und Aramai chcn," AcOr, 21 (1950/1951), 57-65, 91-107; G. H.P. Tbomp on, 
"The Son of Man; The Evidence of the DSS," ExpT, 11 (1961), 125; G. Vermes, "The Use of 
lfJ illttdl 4\) in Jewish Aramaic," M. Bla�k, An Aramaic Approach 10 the Gospels and Ac1s 
(OJtford, 31967), 310-328; J. L. C. Ylarri, "Los bene ba'elohim en Gen 6,14," EstBib, 28 
(1969), S-31; W. Zimmerli, Was ist der Mensch? GBttinger Universitiitsreden, 44 ( 1964). Cf. 
also the comms. on Ezekiel and Daniel. 

2 See 11.2. 
3 See below. 
� KBL3, 14 should be corrected accordingly. 
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b. ben 'adham appears in parallelism with � rrnac •enosh, ''man," in Isa. 5 1 : 12;  
56:2; Ps. 8:5(4); and Job 25:6; with -+ ld,K ''ish, ''man,'' in Nu. 23: 19; Jer. 49:18, 
33; 50:40; 5 1 :43; Ps. 80: 18 (Eng. v. 17); and Job 35:8; with nedhibhim, ''princes,'' 
in Ps. 146:3; and with gebher, ''man,'' in Job 16:21 (however, in this verse it 
would seem better to read ben, ''between,'' instead of ben, ''son''). In Dnl. 8:17, 
ben ·adham is taken over from Ezk. 2 : 1 .  

The pl. bene ·adham, ''sons of man (men)," 6 means single men in the plural, 
and is often a poetic expression for the human race (''mankind''): Jer. 32: 19; Ezk. 
3 1 : 14; Dnl. 10:16;  Joel 1 : 12; Ps. 1 1 :4; 12:2,9(1,8); 14:2; 3 1 :20( 19); 36:8(7); 
45:3(2); 53:3(2); 57:5(4); 58:2(1); 66:5; 89:48(47); 107:8,15,21,3 1 ;  1 1 5:16;  
Prov. 1 5 : 1 1 .  Also bene ·adham is used frequently in parallelism, viz., with goyim, 

nations'' (Dt. 32:8); ·anasl1im, ''men'' (2 S. 7: 14); ·isli, ''man'' (Isa. 52: 14; Mic. 
5:6[7]); �erets, ' earth ' (Ps. 2 1 : 1 1 [ 10];  Prov. 8:31);  bene 'isli, ''sons ·of man 
(men)" (Ps. 49:3[2] · 62: 10[9]); 'enosh, ''man'' (90:3); and ·;sfzim, ''men'' (Prov. 
8:4). Accordingly, sometimes bene ·adham in a genitive construction is translated 
''human," e.g., in 2 S. 7: 14 (''bu.man stripes ') and DnJ. 10: 1 6  (''h11man band''). 
bene 'ish, ' sons of man (men),'' in Ps. 4:3(2) and I.am. 3:33 means the same 
thing as bene ·ad ham, but the author of Ps. 49:3(2) seems to contrast bene 
•attham with bene 'ish (-+ �at '1sh). On the other hand, bene 'ish ·echadh (Gen. 
42: 1 1, 13) means ''the sons of one man." 

c. In the Qumran literature, ben 'adham or ben ha.adham is used as a collec
tive term for mankind in lQH 4:30 or lOS 1 1 :20(40184 4:4?), but never as a 
title for the figure of the eschatological savior. The phrase bene ·adham ( l OS 
1 1 :6, 1 5 ;  10H 2:.24; 4:32; 40181 1 : 1 ;  1 1 0Ps• 24: 1 5 ;  etc.) or bene 'ish {lOS 3 : 1 3 ;  
4:1 5,20,26; 1QM 1 1 : 14;  40184 1 : 17) means the human race or mankind. Here, 
as in the OT, 0 the emphasis is on human weakness in the presence of God (cf. 
lOS 1 1 : 1 5; lOH 5 : 1 1 , 1 5 ;  6:1 1 ;  1 1 :6). bene ha'adham in lQH 1 :27 means the 
same thing (however, in CD B 12:4 it means ''some people''; cf. 14: 1 1 : kol 
ha·adham = each one). It is worthy of note that the use of bene 'adltam is limited 
almost -exclusively to hymnic passages {lOS l l ;  lOH; 1 1 0Ps8 24[= Ps. 155];  
40184). 

2. Jn Aramaic. In Aramaic, which does not have the word 'adham, the ex
pression corresponding to Heb. ben ·adham is bar 'enash (- e'ilK '•n6sJi). bar in 
Aramaic was not as necessary to convey the idea of a single person as ben in 
Hebrew because 'enaslt alone can mean ' a man'· or ·'men, mankind!

, 
Thus, up 

to the present time only two examples of bar • enash have been discovered in 
inscriptions: KAJ, 224.1 6  (Sefire, 8th century B.c.), and the Aramaic-Greek 
bilingual text from Georgia, lines 19f. 1 (2nd century A.D.). In 'both cases, this 
e.xpression means ''someone.' In the Aramaic portions of the OT, the indeter
minate form 'enasli means an indefinite person or man (Dnl. 2: 10; 5:5; 6:8(7))· 

G On the form bene ha' adham, see above, a. 
e Cf. below. IJ.1. 
1 JNES, 15 (1956), 20, 24. 
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kol "enash, ''each, every, any, whoever'' (3:10; 5:7; 6:13 [12]; Ezr. 6: 1 1 ;  cf. kol 
di "enash, ''whoever,'' in a tomb inscription discovered at Jerusalem); 8 and the 
determinative form "ana(o)sha", men in general (Dnl.4:13f.,22,29f.[16f.,25,32f.]), 
but bene 'anasha" also means exactly the same thing (2:38; 5:21). bar ·enash 
means a single human being as distinguished from a single animal (7: 13). 

In the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch, Heb. 'adham is usually rendered 
by bar nash, and ha"adham by bar nasha'. But when ·adham is understood in a 
collective sense, it can also be translated by bene 'anasha' or bene nasha". In 
the Targumim to the Prophets and Writings, ben 'adham is rendered by bar 
nash(a'). In the Talmudic literature, Gen Rabba and lQGenAp, bar nash(a") 
and bene nash have a wide range of meanings, including ''the man,'' ''a man,'' 
''so.meone'' (or ''no one''), and ''people''; in fact, in some contexts bar nash(a') 
is the term for ''I.'' 9 

3. In Phoenician. The only Phoenician example of bn 'dm = men (par. to 
gods) that has been discovered th.us far appears on the base of a votive stela 
from Memphis 10 {2nd/1st century B.c.). bn • dm does not occur in Ugaritic liter
ature, an.d is completely unknown in Akkadian. 

II. Theological Significance. 

1 .  In the OT in General. Even if the only possible rendering of ben 'adham 
is ''man'' and the translations ''son of man'' and ''human being'' are to be rejected, 
it cannot be denied that this expression points to the weakness and frailty of man. 
For in almost all passages where ben 'adham occurs, it stands in emphatic con
trast to God. Yahweh comes down to see the tower the bene "adham have built 
(Gen. 1 1 :5). Nathan, to be sure, announces that the offspring of David will be 
chastened with the stripes of the bene "adham; but he also states that Yahweh 
will never take his chesedh, '�steadfast love," from him (2 S. 7:14f.). Yahweh 
looks down from heaven, his palace, on the bene "adham (Ps. 1 1 :4; 14:2; 33:13; 
53:3(2]; Jer. 32: 19), to whom he has given the earth for a dwelling place (Ps. 
115 : 16), and who, therefore, are ''under heaven'' (Eccl. 2:3). He rules with power 
over the bene ·adham (Ps. 66:5), he works his wonders amon,g them (107:8, 15, 
21,3 1 ; cf. 145:12), and they take refuge in the shadow of his wings (36:8(7]). 
Yahweh defends the godly from the bene 'adham (12:2,9[1,8]; 31 :20(19]; 57:5 
[4]), they are but a breath before him (62:10(9]; cf. 89:48(47]; 90:3), they go 
down to the Pit {Ezk. 31 : 14; cf. Eccl. 3:19,21), they are delivered over to mis
fortune (Eccl. 9 :12), and appointed for affliction (1 : 13 ;  3:10). When Yahweh 
destroys Babylon, no ben 'adham will dwell there any longer (Jer. 49:18,33; 
50:40; 51:43). There is no help in the ben 'adham (in contrast to Yahweh, Ps. 
146:3). Therefore, Israel trusts in Yahweh and not in the bene 'adham (Mic. 
5:6[7]). The king himself is on1y a ben "adham, and depends on Yahweh's help 

B RB, 65 (1958), 409. 
& Vennes. 

10 KAI, 48�4. 
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(Ps. 80:18[17]). In view of the comforts Yahweh gives, Israel does not have to 
be afraid of the transitory bene ·adham (Isa. 51: 12). 

The ·elim, ''gods," rule high above the bene ·adham (Ps. 58:2[1]). When. he 
looks at the firmament, it becomes quite clear to the ben 'adham that he is only 
a little less than God (8:5 (4]). According to Ps. 45:3(2), the king is the fairest 
of the bene 'adham. By way of contrast,. the ·ebedh, ''servant," is so disfigured 
that he no longer looks like a ben 'adham; this forms a striking contrast to his 
subsequent exaltation by Yahweh (Isa. 52:14f.). Divine Wisdom addresses her
self to the bene 'adham (Prov. 8:4,31), and the salvation Yahweh offers c-alls 
upon the ben 'adham to make a decision (Isa. 56:2). The son of man is weak both 
physically and morally. The bene ha'adham do evil (Eccl. 8:1 1), which, of course, 
affects not God, but the bene 'adham (Job 35:8). If the stars are not clean in God's 
sight, how could the ben 'adham ;be (25:6)? The heart of the bene ha'adham is 
full of evil (Eccl. 9:3), but it lies more open before Yah\\•eb than Sheol and Abad
don (Prov. 15:1 1). 

2. Jn Ezekiel. The way Yahweh addresses the exiJic prophet Ezekiel as ben 
'adham, whlch occurs 93 times in the boo.k of Ezekiel (2: 1 ;  etc.; cf. Dnl. 8:17), lJ. 
certainly is to be interpreted as an increased emphasis on the distance separat
ing God and man. As Zimmerli has appro.priately observed, 'the antithetical 
word · el (God) must be understood by implication1' when ben ·adham is used in 
Ezekiel. 12 The strange exclusiveness of this address is to be seen in connection 
with the one-sided emphasis on divine transcendence which began with Ezekiel, 
especially as it had come to be associated with apocalypticism. Whether one 
thinks it best to give Ezekiel the title ''father of apocalypticism'' 13 or not, 14· it 
cannot be denied that he is the first to use certajn typical apocalyptic techniques 
(the heaping up of visions, the systematic cultivation of symbo1is� initial sketches 
of an angelology, etc.). There is nothing in the address ben 'adham that would 
lead one to think it has an affectionate ring_, u for it emphasizes remoteness 
rather than nearness, and the rule of God rather than the fatherhood of God. 
I·o Ezekiel the translation ''son of man'' should be avoided more than in the rest 
of the OT, and ''man'' should be considered. the only possible render,ing. 

3. In Daniel. The expression bar ·enash in DnJ. 7:13 is of special significance, 
but more because of the way it is interpreted later than because of its meaning 
in its present context in Daniel. No additional evidence should be .required to 
see that in this passage also the only acceptable translation is ''man.'' Further
more, it may be regarded as certain that Dnl. 7 in its present form is not homo-

n Of th.e 93 occurrences, we find the expression ve • a11ah ben • adham, "and thou, son of 
man," 23 times. On the distinction between these two formuJas, cf. C. B. Houk, /BL, 88 
(1969), 184-190. 

12 W. Zimmerli, BK, Xffi, 70. 
13 So L Diirr, Die Ste/lung des Propheten Ezechiel in der israelitisch·jiidisclien Apoka/yp

tik (1923); etc. 
1� So G. Fobrcr, Die Hauptprobltme des Buches Etechiel. BZA W, 72 {1952), 164, 264. 
15 DUrr, 40. 
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geneous1 but a later expansion and adaptation of an earlier tradition (as is the 
case also with DnJ. 2), especially since the work of Noth on thls subject. 16 This 
can be seen most clearJy in the different meanings intended by the expression 
' the saints of the Most High." Undoubtedly Noth is correct in arguing that in the 
earlier stage of this tradition 'the saints of the Most High'' were understood to 
be .heavenly beings. 17 But in the second stage, they were that portion of the 
Jewish people who remained true to their faith during the persecution of the 
Jews by Antiochus IV Epiphanes. 18 The only difficulty is determining which 
parts of Dnl. 7 belong to this second stage. Although there will always be un
certainties on this point1 basically the view of Dequeker seems to point in the 
rig.ht direction. 

First of all, vv. 20-22 seem to belong to the later redaction (we cannot here 
investigate the question of an earlier and a later redactor of this chapter). They 
speak of the eleventh horn and of the subjugation of the saints until the Ancient 
of Days comes in judgment, and gives them power and grants them the king
dom. The later redactor is also responsi.ble for v. 24 (the eleventh horn). Noth. 
translates v. 25a this way: ''he will s.peak words agajnst the Most High and grieve 
the saints of the Most IDgh severely." 19 If we interpret ' the saints of the Most 
High' as heavenly beings (whic,h is improbable)1 v. 25a certainly cannot fit 
v. 25b, which states that the saints of the Most High will be given into the power 
of the insolent king for 3l/2 times. Vv. 26£. belong to the earlier stratum, 20 and 
it is necessary to attribute only ·am, ''people," in v. 27 to the redactor, for it is 
not correct to translate ·am qaddishe 'elyonim by ''band (troop) of the saints of 
the Most High'' on the basis of the Qumran literature, and to understand "the 
saints'' as heavenly beings. 21 In Daniel, ·am never means anything but ''people," 
and the striking parallel between v. 27, ''the greatness of the kingdoms under the 
whole heaven shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High,'' and 
2:44, ''and. the sovereignty of this kingdom shall not be left to a.nether people," 
should make it quite clear that ·am in 7:27 also means an earthly people. 

But we must not overlook that the alternation between early and late pieces 
begins in vv. 8-14. The original description of the vision breaks off in v. 7 and is 
not resumed untiJ vv. 1 lb,12. And if the ''Ancient of Days'' is a later element in 
v. 22, it must also be late in vv. 9f. The same is true of bar nasha', ''son of man," 
which is never mentioned in the expanded interpretation of the vision. V. 1 l a  
would also seem to be secondary. :?2 There can be no doubt that vv. 9f., 13f. are 
to be at,tributed to the redaction. 23 A whole series of expressions (sholtati, 
''dominion," malkliu, '*kingdom," ·am, ''people,t' pelach, ''to serve," and ·a/am, 
''everlasting'') shows that v. 14 was modeled after v. 27. Thus, it is natural to 

10 Noth, "The H.oly Ones of the Most High"; Caquot holds otherwise. 
17 R. Hanhan has denied thjs, but is incorrect. 
lB So correctly Dequeker, 50-54. 
I9 Noth, 214; cf. also Colpe, 424. 
20 Followjng Ocqueker, 31, 53. 
21 Noth, CoJpe. 
22 0. Ploger, KAT, XVJII. 104; Dequeker, 26f. 
23 Cf. Colpe, 422f. 
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conclude that the Ancient of Days (vv. 9f.) and the bar nasha', ''son of man,'' 
both belo.ng to the later stratum, which anticipates world dominion, not for the 
angels, but for the godly Jews. Thus bar nas11a · clearly refers back to the ''(people 
of the) saints (of the Most High)'' in vv. 2 1f.,27, understood as the faithful 
Israel. 

Therefore, we have no reservations about accepting the view that the bar 
• enaslz represents the kingdom of the people of Yahweh whose existence is from 
above, in contrast to the kingdoms that are hostile to Yahweh, represented by 
the four beasts, which come from below. The vague descriptio.n ' like a man'' 
(kebl1ar 'enash, v. 13) corresponds to the description of the beasts (''like a lion," 
v. 4; ''like a bear,'' v. 5; ''like a leopard,'' v. 6), and is characteristic of apocalyptic 
style. It cannot be implied from this that this ''man'' has a mysterious chara.cter. 
Nor can it be maintained that he ''is a heavenly being, i.e., an angel or even 
God,>' 24 on the basis of 10:16,18.  It  is obvious that Dnl. 10 is dependent on 
Ezk. 1 ,  and therefore, that ·ish (v. 5) and 'adham (vv. 16,18) do not mean an 
angel, but God himself (cf. kemar'eh ·adham., ''the appearance of a man," in 
Dnl. 10: 1 8  with kemar'e/1 ·adham, ''a likeness as it were of a human form, ' in 
Ezk. 1 : 26). But since the ''Ancient of Days'' in Dnl. 7:13 is God, the bar ·enaslz 
cannot be God too even though it is said that the son of man comes ''with the 
clouds of heaven.'' The clouds of heaven are not so much a personal attribute 
of the bar • enash as they are part of the heavenly scenery as a whole. 

The biblical and Ugaritic parallels to cattiq yomayya·, ''Ancient of Days," as 
a design.ation for Yahweh are well known. 25 The bar • enash is brought before 
him to receive the everlasting dominion. There is another reference to Israel's 
being brought before Yahweh to receive the kingdom in the account of Saul's 
election as .king in 1 S. 1 0:20f. (wh.ere the same verb qarabh, ''to bring," is used). 
However, in 1 S. 10 the kingdom is given to a representative of the kingdom, 
whereas in DnJ. 7 it is given to the whole .people; and in 1 S. 1 0  the kingdom is 
ephemeral. whereas in Dnl. 7 it is eternal. Neverth.eless in both texts, the king
dom is founded on the ancient kingdom of Yahweh. 26 Thus Dnl. 7: 13f. describes 
a great curve back to the beginnings of Israel. This alone also makes the expres
sion •attiq yomayya·, ''Ancient of Days," completely intelligible. This phrase 
does n.ot simply declare the eternity of Yahweh, but in tile distress of persecution 
expresses the theological belief, which Deutero-lsaiah in particular espoused, 
that the One who showed himself as Savior in the past will also show himself as 
Savior in the future; that the One who acted at the first will also act at the last 
(Isa. 4 1:4; 43 : 1 0,13; 46:4; 48 :12;  cf. Ps. 102:26-29[25-28]). 21 

H. Haag 

24- Ibid., 423; similarly, Coppens in Coppens-Dequeker, 61-67, sees in bar • enash a symbol 
for the angelic hosts. 

25 -+ ;i 'el 11.2.b. 
26 Cf. H. Wildberger, Jahwes Eigentumsvolk (Zurich, 1960)., esp. pp. 80-95. 
27 On hen ·adham in the Pseudepigrapha, see TDNT, VIII, 423-29. 
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:i�� banilh; :-t:� binyilh; ��� binyii11; 

·:i�:'f7;1 miblineh; M'�i1l1 tabl1nfth 

:'I�� banah 

Contents: I. The Root: 1. Etymology and Occurrences; 2. Meaning and Function. 
JI. General Usage: 1. Subjects of Building; 2. Objects of Building; 3. Types of Building 
Activity; 4. Figurative Usage. Ill. Theological U age: 1.  God Builds; 2. Refusal to Build; 
3. Judgment and Salvation; 4. Sacral Structures. IV. Derivatives: 1. binyah, binyan, 
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L The Root. 

1 .  Etymology and Occurrences. bnh is a well-known root in the various 
Semitic languages. It is found in Ugaritic (bny), Moabite (the Mesha Stela, 
line 9), Phoenician, Old Aramaic, Biblical .Aramaic, Arabic, etc. The meaning 
''to build., is connected with the radicals bnh (or bny or bnw) in Akkadian 
(bana) 1 and probably also in Ugaritic. 2 This root also means ''create'' in Ak
kadian and Ugaritic. In Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic, the predominant meaning 
of bnli is ''to build'' with its wide variety of nuances, all of which can be traced 
back to this original meaning. bnh is not restricted to certain literary complexes 
of the OT, although neither banah nor any of its d.erivatives occurs in Lev., Joel, 
Ob. Jona� Nab . . , Est. Including the Biblical Aramaic occurrences of this root, 
the different verb forms of bnh appear about 390 times in the OT, mostly in the 
qal (Aram. peal), and Jess frequently in the nipbal {Aram. hithpeel), which should 
be translated passively (''to be built''). When used in connection with other verbs 
which convey the idea of making something through a parti.cular type of crafts-

banah. W. F. Albright, The Archaeology of Palestine (1949, 1963); W. Andrae, Das Gottes
haus und die Urformen des Bauens im A /ten Orient (1930); idem, "Kultbau im AJten Orient," 
Milanges Syriens o//erts d M. R. Dussaud, Il (1939), 867-871; M. Avi-Yonah-S. Yeivin-M. 
Steltclis, The Antiquities of Israel (in Heb.), I (Tel Aviv, 1955), passim; R. Bach, "Bauen und 
Pflanzen/' Studien tur Theologie der alttestamentliclren. Oberlie/erungen. F estschrift fur 
G. von Rad (1961), 7-32; A�·G. Barrois, Manuel d'arclrlologie biblique, 1-11 (Paris, 1939-
1953), passim; H. K. Beebe, "Ancient Palestinian Dwellings," BA, 31 {1968), 38-58; I. Ben
zinger, Hebriiische A.rchiiologie (819'27), passim; G. J. Botterweck-G. Comfeld, eds., Die 
Bibel und ihre Welt (1969), "Ausgrabungen in Pali!tina," "Stadtanlage (israclitische)," 
''Tempel"; Tb. A. Busink, Der Tempel von Jerusalem, I :  Der Tempel Salomos (Leiden, 
1970); D. Conrad, Studien i.um Altargesetz., Ex 20:24-26 (diss., 1968); Dalman, Aus, VII 
(1942), 1-175; H.J. Franken-C. A. Frnnkcn-BatteFShill, A Primer of OT Archaeology (Leiden, 
1963); K. M. Kenyon, Archaeology in the Holy Land (31970), passim; 0. Michel, "olKo&o
µtc..>;' TDNT, V, 136-144, esp. pp. 137f.; H. H. NeJson-L. Oppenheim-G. E. Wright� "The 
Significance of the Temple in the Ancient Near East.'' BA, 7 (1944)� 41-63, 66-77; M. Noth, 
The OT World (trans. 1966), passim; idem, BK, IX/t (1968), 95-167; N. Poulssen, Konig 
und Tempel im Glaubenszeugnis des A Ts. SBM, 3 (1967); de Vaux, Anclsr, JI, passi1n; 
C. Watzingcr, Denkma/er Paliistinas, I (1933); 11 (1935), passim; G. E. Wright, Biblical Ar
chaeology (1962); W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel. BK, XIII/2 (1969), 980-1249. 

1 A.Hw, 103; CAD, II, 83ff. 
2 J. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan. SVT, 5 (21965), 189. 
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manship, frequently the meaning of banah is defined much more precisely in the 
OT. Again and again, bana11 is found in parallelism with "asah, ''to make,'' kun 
(hiphil), ''to make, prepare," yasadh (piel), ''to found, establish,'' qum {hlphil), 
''to erect, build,'"' chatsabh, ''to hew, hew out," natah, ''to spread out, pitch (a 
tent)," chazaq (piel and hiphil), ''to make strong, repair,'' ·amadh {hiphil), ''to 
set up, erec� '' and other verbs which go into detail even more. banah can be used 
with the accusative of the building material, 3 and thus frequently takes a double 
accusative. The object of banah c.an be expressed in different ways in Heb., viz., 
by the infinitive construct plus le, by direct prepositional statements, and by 
paratactic verbal clauses (''he built and dwelt''; cf. Dt. 8:12; 1 K. 12:25). A fairly 
accurate pictrue of the various meanings of the root bnh can be reconstructed 
by examining the various contexts in which it occurs. banah bas a literal meaning 
in the overwhelming majority of instances in the OT, but it is also used in a 
figurative sense in a considerable ,percentage of cases, yet without abandoning 
the basic idea in the root. 

Several nouns can be traced back to the root bnh, viz., binyan (''structure, 
building''), binyah (''building, temple''), mibhneh (the ''work,'' the ''building''), 
which occurs onJy in Ezekiel, and tabhnith (''pattern, copy, figure, representation, 
ground plan''), whlch is also used in different contexts, although apparently al
ways in late texts. There are 29 different substantival constructions involving 
nouns built from the root bnh in the OT (including one Aram. expression using 
*binyan in. Ezr. 5:4). Along with these, we must also add the proper names and 
place names (e.g., benayahu, ''Benaiah,'' yabhneh, ''Jabneh,'' etc.), which indi
cate various nuances of meaning contained in the root bnh, both literal and 
figurative . ..... t� ben, ''son," and - n::i batJi, ''daughteT," must also be listed 
among the derivatives of bnhlbny. • 

2. Meaning and Function. banah introduces us to the realm of craftsman
ship, where material products are made out of different kinds of material. There
fore, banah logically requires a personal subject, which can be either indi
vidual or collective. In two passages in the Wisdom Literature, the subject is an 
abstract idea (''Wisdom," choklimoth, Prov. 9: 1 ;  14:1), which is, of course, a 
personification. When the verb banah is used in a literal sense, it can take only 
external, concrete, solid objects as its object. It should be noted that banah 
describes not only an act performed on a certain object, but also the process of 
that object's coming into existence. A statement to the effect that a certain object 
was brought into existence frequently includes implicitly as well the purpose 
intended in producing that object Occasionally, of course, this is made specific 
by the addition of formal or syntactical clauses. 6 In its figurative usages, banah 
frequently functions in personal dimensions and in comparisons and sym·bols (e.g., 
in Am. 9: 11 , which states that the ''booth of David that is fallen'' will be rebuilt; 
and in Ps. 89:3 [Eng. v. 2], where the obj. of banah is an abstract idea, chesedh, 

3 See Brockelmann, Synt., on the accu ative. 
• Cf. KBL3 and WUS, No. 534. 
5 See above, Ll. 
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''steadfast love''). The meaning of banah is modified by the context, the double 
accusative, prepositional phrases, and parallel expressions; and these various 
nuances should be ta.ken into consideration in translating each passage where 
bana/1 occurs. In addition to ''build," banah may be translated ''build up,' ''re
build," • finish or improve (a building)," ''add to (a building)," ''demolish (a 
building) '' ''establish.:' ''found, ' ''erect, ' ''strengthen or fortify," ''restore," 
''make or construct," ''cast up (a rampart)," etc., ideas all of which grow logi
cally out of the original meaning. These meanings partially limit the broader 
concept of ''building ' and describe a particular aspect of the building activity 
which contributes to the ''building. ' Fundamentally, 'building'' always has to 
do with ''creating'' and ''bringing into existence," and it implies the functioning 
of creative powers. The context also clarifies the means by which the banah, 
''building, ' takes place. Sometimes we encounter detailed statements about and 
evidence of specialized ''building.'' banah is used in descriptions of secular and 
sacral buildings,. and of the manufacture of larger or smaller individual objects 
'(houses, towers, doors, walls, cities, etc., temples, altars, cult objects, etc.), and 
in references to technical structures built for military purposes (fortifications, 
strongh.olds, walls, etc.). banah is used figuratively to denote the ''building'' of a 
family, people, dy.nasty, or individual, and to describe the creation of the world 
in theological contexts. 

Il. General Usage. 

1 .  Subjects of Building. In conjunction with the transition to sedentary 
culture and life, at first the Israelite tribes made booths c·asalt SL�kkah) and 
pitched tents (natah • ohet), and th.en later in place of these dwellings they built 
houses (banah bayith), Gen. 33: 17  (J), 19 (E). The building (in part, rebuilding) 
of settlements and cities by individual tribes is repeatedly mentioned in summary 
notes, Nu. 32:34-38; Jgs. 18:28; 21 :23. Occasionally a city is mentio.ned as the 
collective subject of building activity (Ashur builds Nineveh, Gen. 10: 1 1 ). Under 
compulsory service, ''Israel'' builds store-cities for Ramses (Ex. 1 :1 1};  and the 
prophet Hosea condemns Israel and Judah collectively in his explanation for 
ana.ouncing doom 'because their building activity is ''against God'' (Hos. 8 :14;  
cf. Am. 3: 13-15). Within the various divisions of the people, individual classes 
and groups are called builders (Mic. 3 : 1 0).  Frequently the building projects of 
individuals are mentioned separately, especially those of the kings. The buildings 
of David and Solomon are well known (2 S. 5:9; 1 K. 5-9, passim; Solomon's 
desire to build, 1 K. 9:19:  chashaq libhnoth). The OT mentions in detail the build
ing (or improving) of cities and palaces by Israelite and Judean kings. 1 Ch. 7:24 
states that Beth-boron and Uzzen-sheerah were built by a woman (Sheerah, the 
granddaughter of Ephraim_, and daughter of one Beriah). It is obvious that build
ings were not built by individuals with their own hands. Thi can be seen very 
easily in the building program of the ''governor Nehemiah'' {Neb. 3-4). Accord
ing to Neb. 3 :  1 the high-priest Eliasbib and bis brethren the priests put their bands 
to the work. Elsewhere it is said that numerous slave labo.rers ( 1  K. 5:27-28 [ 1 3-
14); 9:20-2 1 )  and hired construction workers and artisans (5:20 32 (6,18]; 2 K. 
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12 : 12 ( 1 1 ] ·  22:6, [hab]bonim) were available for the construction of buildings in 
Israel and Judah. Tyre in particular was famous for its experts in bujlding artistic 
buildings (Ezk. 27:4). Strictly speaking, banah should be translated ''have built' 
in this context. Israel knows of early historical or prehistorical building activities. 
In the genealogy of Cain handed down by J, the writer states that Cain (or 
Enoch?) built a city {Gen. 4:17). Scholars are not agreed as to whether J, when 
he took up this note from the Cain traditions that had been handed down to him, 
was cau·tiously trying to criticize the kind of culture represented by Cain. In the 
Wisdom Literature, ''wisdom'' and ''folly'' are personified and can be the subject 
of different activities; cf. wisdom and that of building, Prov. 9:1 ;  14: 1 .  They are 
regarded as human powers, and as such they are treated as subjects in figures or 
in comparisons. 6 

2. Objects of B11ilding. The range of objects (the lists of ''structures ') that 
are connected with the verb banah in the OT is broad, especially if we consider 
the indications of various activities associated with building in different contexts, 
and these help us define the various ways in which banah is used. For detailed 
information pertaining to archeology and the history of culture, one should con
sult the pertinent studies in archeology and special publications. Also, i t  is not 
possible in this article to give a complete list of the objects of the verb banah 
found in the OT and to discuss each o.ne in detail. And yet, a general survey of 
these objects is instructive in an attempt to come to a better u.nderstanding of 
banah. Statistically, banah is connected with the building of cities (or a city) 
more than any other single object. Peoples, tribes, kings and individuals build 
cities (Geo. 4:17;  10: 1 1 ;  1 1 :4,8; Nu. 32; Jgs. 18:28; 2 1 :23; 1 K. 1 2:25), great 
and goodly (Dt. 6:1 O; Josh. 24:13) and established (Nu. 21 :27), together with 
their daughter villages (benotheha, 1 Ch. 8:12). In the time of Nehemiah the 
singers (lwmeshorarim) build for themselves villages (chatserim) around Jeru
salem (Neb. 12:29). Jerusalem is the benuya/1 the city that is built; Yahweh 
himself is the master builder (Ps. 122:3; 147:2); and therefore, .it is regarded as 
the ''city of the fathers' sepulchres'' which is to be rebuilt (Neb. 2:5). Destroyed 
cities (ruins, chorbhot/1 �olam, ''ancient ruins,'' hechorabhoth, ''waste ·places'') 
will be rebuilt or repaired (Jer. 31 :38; EzJc. 36:10,33; Isa. 58: 12; 61 :4; these 
texts use not only banali, ''to build," but also yeqomem, ''to raise up," and 
chiddes/1, ''to repair''). Omri buys the hill of Samaria and builds (on) it (i.e., he 
builds a city on. it, 1 K. 16:24). The OT repeatedly mentions fortifications in con
nection with the building of a city. It speaks of building ·are matsor (2 Ch. 8:5), 
·are metsuroth ( 1 1 :6-10), ·are mibhtsar (Nu. 32:36), and ·arim betsuroth, all of 
which mean ''fortified cities." Occasionally, the character of the fortification can 
be determined only from the context, e.g., when 1 K. 15 : 1 7  states that Baasha 
built Ramah. In addition to residential cities, the OT also mentions store cities 
(Ex. 1 : 1 1 ; 1 K. 9: 19: 'are [ham]miskenoth), cities for chariots, and cities for 
horsemen ( ·are harekltebh; 'are happarashim; 1 K. 9:19;  2 Ch. 8:4-7). Some late 
texts mention the building of fortresses (2 Ch. 17: 12; 27:4, biraniy)1ot/1). 

6 On this whole issue, cf. BRL, 81-83. 
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A seco.nd kind of object of banah in the OT is individual buildings directly 
connected. ·with the layout of a city. The OT gives an amazing amount of detail 
in describing these buildings. In these descriptions of course, synonyms of banali 
are used to some extent, and these help us to determine the meaning of this verb 
more precisely. E.g., 1 K. 16:34 speaks of rebuilding Jericho by laying (yasadh 
in the piel) its foundation and by setting up (natsabh in the hiphil) its gates 
(de/atl1e/1a). The erection or repair of a wall (or the closing up of breaches and 
holes in it) is an important part of building a city (1 K. 3 : 1 ,  chomath yerusltalayim 
sabl1ibh1 ''the wall around Jerusalem''; 2 Ch. 27:3; the wall of Ophel ; Ps. 5 1 :20 
[18];  2 Ch. 8:5· 14:6[7] · 32:5; Neb. 2:17; 3:35,38(4:3,6]; Mic. 7: 1 1, gadher). 
sabhibh, ''round about," in 2 S. 5:9, probably suggests th.e building of a wall. 
Gates and bars are parts of a wall (2 Ch. 8:5; 14:6[7); Neh. 3: 1,3,13). While some 
of the various terms used are synonyms, some of them probably denote different 
objects (e.g., gates and leaves of a door). Neb. 3:35(4:3) mentions a ''stone wall.'' 
Towers and battlements (mighdaloth, ''towers

,
'; tirath. keseph, ''battlement of 

silver'') could be built upon the wall (2 Cb. 32:5; Cant. 8:9-10). The -+ ;,m 
mighdal, ''tower,', is another individual structure in the layout of an ancient 
city which functioned as a fortification (Gen. 1 1 :  4; 2 Ch. 14 :  6 (7]; 26:9). Of 
course, watchtowers were built (banah) in a vineyard (Isa. 5:2), or in a field 
(2 Ch. 27:4), or even in the wilderness (26:10). ln Jerusalem, Solomon built 
(or completed) a kind of acropolis� which is called millo· in Hebrew (1 K. 9:15, 
24; 1 1  :27). The OT mentions houses (bayith, battim) and palaces (bayith, 2 S. 
5:.9; 1 K. 7:1-2; 10:4; hekhal, Hos. 8: 14; ·armon, Jer. 30:18) 7 within the city. 
Building houses is one of the primary functions of sedentary human life (Gen. 
33:17; Dt. 8:12; 20:5; 22:8; 28:30). According to the Deuteronomic law, cer
tain specific rules must be followed in building a bayith chadhash, ''new house'' 
(it must have a parapet on the roof, Dt. 22:8; the builder is to be protected 
between the time the house is built and the time it is dedicated [inhabited], 
20:5). 1 K. 22:39 indicates that sometimes luxurious houses were built in Israel 
(Ahab builds a beth ha.shshen, ''ivory house''; d. Am. 3 : 15). Amos mentions 
building houses of hewn stone (batte ghazith, 5: 1 1 ;  cf. Isa. 9:9 [ 10]). banah is 
used of building balconies (or upper chambers, Am. 9:6, coojec.) and of con
structing an inner wall (chayits, Ezk. 13:10). 8 With the exception of building 
a sacred house (temple, etc.), 9 there are no further djstinctioas in the meaning 
of banah when it is used in connection with building a house. Nu. 32: 16,36 de
scribe the building of sheepfolds (gedherah)10 and houses or cities in conjunction 
with the beginning of sedentary life. Neh. 2:5 mentions that sepulchres had been 
built in the· city of Jerusalem. The meaning of the chorabhoth (RSV ''ruins

,
') 

wb.ich kings and counselors built, according to Job 3: 14, is disputed; some say 
this word means ''sepulchres,'' and others that it means ''pyramids." 

1 Cf. BRL. 
a See KBV. 
9 See below. 

10 KBL3, "stone sheepfold." 
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A third type of object connected with banah. in the OT .is special structures 
for war. We have already mentioned towers, walls, battlements, fortified cities, 
and strongholds, i.e., constructions within the city. In addition, we should men
tion siegeworks which were built for the purpose of besieging fortified cities, 
including the matsor (Dt. 20:20, offensive rampart; Zee. 9:3, defensive ram
part), the dayeq (sabhibh), ''bulwark (round about)'' (2 K. 25: 1 ;  Jer. 52:4; Ezk. 
17:17;  21 :27[22]; this is described in detail in the account of the symbolic act 
of Ezekiel in Ezk. 4:2), and the metsodhim gedholim, ''great siegeworks'' (Eccl. 
9: 14). 11 In order to specify the whereabouts of the dead who are left unburied 
(unnoticed) after a battle, a tsiyyun (sign) was set up (banah) beside \etslo) a 
bone of the deceased, until the grave-diggers performed their duties (Ezk. 39:15). 
Finally, Ezk. 27:5 makes a part of a ship, viz.,. the ship's planks (luach, kol 
luchothayim), the object of banah. It is important to study the context of this 
passage carefu'lly in order to understand the techniques of ancient shipbuilding 
in detail, because ·this is not described by the verb banah alone (27:5-7). 

3. Types of Building Activity. As .has already been pointed out, the OT 
speaks of those acquainted with building materials, carpenters, a.nd .specialists. 
We can learn the types of building they did f:rom the qal active participle of 
banah (boneh or bonim), the verbs used to describe their work, and specific 
statements concerning their work in various contexts where it is mentioned. 
Thus, e.g., the builders of Solomon and Hiram hew (pasal) stones, obviously to 
build the palace (1 K. 5:32[18)), but they also prepare (kun in the hiphil) timber 
and stones for the same purpose (libhnoth habbayith, ''to build the house''). 
Prior to this process, they select stones they think are suitable for building, and 
''reject'' (ma 'as) those they consider to be useless (Ps. 1 18:22). Other bonim, 
''builders," lay foundations (yissedhu., Ezr. 3: 10), and still others make perfect 
(kalelu) the beauty of what is being built (Ezk. 27:4). On the other band, in 
2 S. 5 : 1 1  (1 Ch. 14:1), charaslte ·e1s, ''workers in wood= carpenters,'' charashe 
·eblzen., 'workers in stone= masons,'' and charashe qir, ''workers on a wall = 
masons," are all used as subjects of vayyibhnu, ''built." Carpenters, stone
masons, godherim, ''masons," chotsebhe ha·ebhen, ''stonecutters," ·ose ltam
meta•khalr, ''workmen'' (2 K. 12:12f.[1 l f. ] ;  22:6), and choresh nechosheth, 
''worker in bronze ' { 1  K. 7: 14), appear in paTallelism to bonim, ''builders," in 
the OT. We may conclude from this that the verb banah can also be used in 
speaking of specialized building. Therefore, one proverb states that a house is 
built by cl1okhmah, ''wisdom,'' and tebhunah, ''understanding'' (Prov. 24:3; d. 
9: 1 ;  14: 1 ;  here wisdom and understanding are described as building instruments). 
According to 1 K. 7: 14, workers in metal must have ''wisdom,'' '''understanding,'' 
and da•atli, ''knowledge, skill," although in this passage these terms are not 
directly connected with banali. 

The OT mentions several building materials, including stones (Neb. 3:3.5(4:3]), 
bricks and hewn stones (1 K. 15:22; Am. 5:1 1 ;  Isa. 9:9[10]), and in particular 

11 See the com.ms. in loc., conjec. metsurim. 
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different kinds of wood ( 1  K. 1 5:22), especially cedar (2 S. 5 : 1 1 ;  Ezk. 27:5; Jer. 
22: 14-15), cypress, and oak (Ezk:. 27:5-7). On the other hand, Dt. 20:20 contains 
a prohibition against using the wood of fruit trees for building purposes. The OT 
also refers to ivory (1 K. 22:39; Ezk. 27:6), silver (Cant. 8:9), bronze and ''costly 
stone'' ( 1  K. 7:9, 14ff., here only m.entioned in the context, and not directly con
nected with banaJi) as building materials. It follows from this that still other 
''bujlding materials'' might be listed, and that those mentioned in connection 
with the verb banaJz represent only a portion of them. It is curious that no build
in_g tools are mentioned in connection with banah in the OT (with the exception 
of 1 K. 6:7). However several passages in the OT contain detailed statements 
about different structures, e.g., 1 K. 7 (halls, pillars, capitals, etc.), Cant. 4:4 
(tower with stone ledges or layers of stone), 12 and Jer. 22:14-15 (spa.cious, 
breezy upper rooms). This further indicates that banaJz in the OT is used to 
denote entirely different kinds of structures, including general building, special 
building, and even manufacturing artistic embellishments. But at the same time, 
it is impossible to draw conclusions from tb.e absence of banah in specific con
texts that deal with the phenomenology of building. E.g., the context of 1 K. 7 
is very broad. This chapter contains some very specific statements about the 
building of Solomon's palace (using entirely different verbs!), and yet in vv. 1-2 
these are all subsumed under the principal term banah. 

4. Figurative Usage. Just as building procedures are used as parables, sym
bols or figures so banaJi can have a figurative meaning. The ideas suggested by 
banal1 are so versatile that this verb can be used to describe situations in areas 
that have nothing to do with building. The hopes false prop.bets arouse in their 
hearers are like the irresponsible work of a builder who uses whitewash to make 
it appear that a wall made without cement is strong and durable (Ezk. 13:10). 
In a symbolic act, Ezekiel portrays the siege of Jerusalem (be builds a wall sym
bolically, Ezk. 4:2). Yahweh tells Jeremiah that he is to be a fortified city, an 
iron pillar, and bronze walls (Jer. 1 : 18) thus transferring a picture from the 
realm of building to a historical function! Yahweh sets Jeremiah over ('al) the 
nations in order to break. down and destroy but also to plant and to build 
(libJ1notJ1). The text here compares not th.e existence, but the activity, of the 
prophet with that of a master builder {Jer. 1 : 10; cf. 1 8 :9). 13  There is a time to 
build up and a time .to break down; everything has its time (Eccl. 3:3). In the 
descriptive songs of Canticles prominent parts of the body are compared with 
building structures (Cant. 4:4, ''your neck is kemighdal davidh . . .  banuy letluzl
piyyoth, like the tower of David, built for an arsenal''; cf. 8:9). Under specific 
conditions (adopting the oath cltay yhvh, ''as Yahweh lives''), the nations around 
Israel shall be built up in the midst of the people of Israel (Jer. 12: 16, venibhnu 
betlwkh 4ammi, ''then they shall be built up in the midst of my people ). The 
idea of a tribe or a nation 'being built up'' by its descendants should also be 
mentioned here {Gen. 16:2; 30:3, bana/1 in the nipbal; Ruth 4: 1 1 : Leah and 

u See K.BV. 
13 See R. Bach, Festschrift fur G. von Rad (1961}, 7-32. 
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Rachel built up [bat1u] the bet/1 yisra'el, ''house of Israel' ). ''To build up a (hi ) 
brother's house'' is a technical term in the DeuteTonomic Levirate law (Dt. 25:9). 
The expression baruz/1 bayitli, ''build a house,' is used by Nathan in the dynastic 
promise to David (2 S. 7). It is not hard to understand why the figurative use of 
banali plays an important role in conveyi·ng theological ideas. 14 

III. Theological Usage. 

1 .  God Builds. In the OT God also clearly appears as subject of banah 
actjvities which are quite concrete and extensive, e.g., in J s creation theology 
(Geo. 2:22, ''and Yahweh built the rib . . .  into a woman '), in doxological con
texts as in the Amos tradition (Am. 9:6, Yahweh builds his upper chambers in 
the heavens, and founds his vauJt upon the earth; cf. Ps. 104:2-3), and in the
ological statements concerning salvation which are modeled on creation theology 
(Ps. 78:69, Yahweh built his sanctuary like the high heavens, like the earth, which 
he has founded for ever; cf. Isa. 66: 1 -2). In this connection we should also men
tion Ps. 89:3(2), which states that Yahweh s steadfast love was established for 
ever, and bis faithfulness is firm as the heavens. Yahweh is regarded as the master 
builder of Jerusalem (boneh yerushalayim) and of his sanctuary (Ps. 78:69; 
147:2), even though it is assumed that men actually built them (Jer. 32:31). 
Also, he will again build up Zion which is lying in ruins (Ps. 102:15-17(14-16]). 
The fortified city of Jerusalem is a subject of rejoicing for pilgrims (122: 1-3). 
Yahweh promotes and restrains the building of the temple (2 S. 7:5,7,13; 1 Ch. 
1 7:4,6,12). Actually, no house can be built ·unless Yahweh builds it; the builders 
labor in vain without Yahweh (Ps. 127:1). Structures that men build are at Yah
weh,s disposal (Dt. 6:10;  Josh . . 24:13), and he gives them to whomever h.e will. 
Buildings made for war (ramparts) are of no profit to a warrior without Yah
weh's will (Ezk. 1 7 : 1 7 ;  but see 2 1 : 27[22]). According to this very strongly deter
ministic theological world view, God has the power not only to build, but also 
to break down. This motif, which is especially important in Jeremiah (45:4), is 
expanded even more by the figure of planting and uprooting (Jer. 1 : 10; 18:9; 
24:6; 42:10; Mal. 1 :4). If God tears down, no one can rebuild without his help 
(Job 12:14). Several passages that have already been mentioned show that this 
meaning of banah is transferred to the realm of history (Jer. 3 1 :4: ''again I will 
build you, and you shaIJ be built, bethulath yisra'el, 0 virgin Israel!'' Jer. 3 1 :28; 
33:7; Ezk. 36:36). This is particularly clear in the dynastic promises, where the 
symbolic character of banah is demonstrated by the figurative use of bayith, 
''house'' ( = descendants, seed, dynasty, 2 S. 7 : 1 1,27; Ps. 89:5[4] [with zera·, 
''seed ' and kisse·, ''throne''];  1 Ch. 17:10,25; rebuilding the faJlen sukkafh, 
davidli, "booth of David," Am. 9 : 1 1 ;  the dynastic promise to Jeroboam I, 1 .K. 
1 1 :38; the promise of a bayith ne 'eman,. ''sure house," to the faithful and loyal 
priest who was to be raised up in place of Eli, 1 S. 2:35). A man's good fortune 
is understood as ''being built up'' by God (Job 22:23, 'if you return to shaddai, 

• 
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the Almighty, you will be built up''). The godly can pray against the wicked and 
evildoers: May Yahweh break them dow.n and build them up no more (Ps. 28:5). 
The knowledge that gam niblinu ·ose rish ·ah, ''those who do evil are built up:' 
is bard to bear (Mal. 3: 15). 

2. Re/l,sal to Build. The Rechabites, who were considered to be particularly 
loyal worshippers of Yahweh (2 K. 10), refuse the distinctive blessings of the 
civilized land, including the building of houses, because of a nomadic ideal (Jer. 
35:7-9). Qoheleth decries the disadvantages of civilization (in the course of which 
he says, banithi Ii battim, ' I build houses''), which he considers vain and un
profitable (Eccl. 2:4, 1 1). Jeremiah censures Jehoiakim for his desire for luxury 
which manifested itself in the lavish building program on his palace, because it 
involved treating the poor with injustice and unrighteousness (Jer. 22: 13-15). 
The fact that Jehoiakim ''builds his house by unrigh.teousness'' is indicative of 
the instability of his entire governmental system. About a hundred years before 
Jeremiah, Micah announced that the upper classes in Jerusalem would be over
thrown because they built Zion bedhamim, ''with blood,'' and Jerusalem be 'av/ah, 
''with wrong'' (Mic. 3 :10;  cf. Hab. 2 : 12). If the social problem (forced labor) 
is raised in these pr.ophetic passages, the injustices they depict are the occasion 
of basic declarations. In the final analysis, the strength and durability of a build
ing depends on doing the will of Yahweh, i.e., on practicing justice and righteous
ness. The OT can tell of hybrid building (presumably for one's own honor, Gen. 
1 1 :4). Hosea laments that Israel and Judah bad forgotten Yahweh their Maker 
and built palaces and cities (Hos. 8: 14). Sometimes the announced disaster is 
that Yahweh will destroy that which has been built. 

3. Judgment and Salvation. The OT speaks of Yahweh causing buildings to be 
tom down as a judgment or curse. It also states that the wicked will build houses, 
but shall not dwell in them (Zeph. 1 : 13; Dt. 28:30). Furthermore, OT oracles of 
judgment include the announcement that a certain city shall not be built again 
(Dt. 13: 17(16]; Ezk. 26:14; Josh. 6:26 (1  K. 16:34, the rebuilding of Jericho 
was possible only at the price of child sacrifice]; Isa. 25:2). Man's determination 
to build cannot stand against God's determination to punish sinners (e.g., Edom 
in Mal. 1 : 4). 

Conversely, the positive assurance that certain people will. dwell securely (build 
and dwell) roust be regarded as a gift of salvation {Ezk. 28:26; Ps. 69:36{35]; 
Isa. 44:26; 65:21-22). Jeremiah's instructions in his letter to the Babylonian 
exiles to build houses, plant gardens, and establish families are intended as a 
hopeful and salutary sign of God's faithfulness (Jer. 29:5f.,28). The time of 
salvation is characterized by energetic building or rebuilding activity. All the 
nuances of meaning of banah, including the figurative, appear in descriptions 
of the time of salvation. Yahweh is the one responsible for this gift of salvation 
(Ezk. 36: 10,33,36; 28:26; Jer. 30: 18; 31 :38(-40]), although he may use human 
powers to accomplish it, e.g., Cyrus (lsa. 44:28) or foreigners (60: 10). The OT 
speaks of the rebuilding of Jerusalem, cities (Ps. 69:36(35]; Isa. 58:12;  61 :4), 
walls (Mic. 7 : 1 1 ;  Ps. 51 :20(18]; Neb. 2:5, 17-20; 3 :1), vineyards and fields, but 
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especially the temple (Isa. 44:28; Ezr. 1 :2[-5]; Ps. 102:15-17(14-16); Hag. 1 ;  
Zec. 1 : 16; 6:12f.,15; 8:9). The rebuilding (banah) of Israel as the beth yisra'el, 
''house of Israel,'' or the bethulath yisra· el, ''virgin Israel,'' as a historical power 
(Jer. 24:6; 31 :4,28; 33:7; Am. 9:14f.) and the reestablishment of the Davidjc 
dynasty (Am. 9: 11 ), lie on the horizon of Israel's expectation of salvation. Thus, 
fundamentally the activity suggested by banah is used to describe the world 
restored according to the will of God. 

4. Sacral Structures. Throughout the OT there are references to cult places, 
altars, temples, and sanctuaries as objects built by man, which either are ordained 
or at least instigated by Yahweh, or represent man's response to a divine act. 
The earliest history refers to the building of an altar (mizbeach, Gen. 8:20, Noah). 
In the patriarchal narratives handed down by J and E, the patriarchs build altars 
in different places in Palestine (or on the mountain of God) (Gen. 12:7, Abraham 
at Shechem; 12:8, Abraham at Bethel; 13: 18, Abraham at Mamre-Hebron; 22:9, 
Abraham on Mt. Moriah; 26:25, Isaac at Beer-sheba; 35:7, Jacob at Bethel). The 
technical term for this in these narratives is vayyibhen sham NN mizbeach leyhvh, 
''and so-and-so built there an altar to Yahweh.,

, 
The old Gideon tradition also 

knows of this custom of building an altar at a. site where God had appeared (Jgs. 
6:24). In the account of Gideon's conflict with Canaanitism, Gideon is charged 
to destroy the altar of Baal and to build an altar of Yahweh (bamma'arakhah, 
''in the right order,'' RSV ''with stones laid in due order,'' Jgs. 6:26,28). The 
Book of the Covenant (as well as Dt.) contains instructions as to how an altar 
should be built. If it is an altar of stone (in contrast to an altar of earth, Ex. 
20:24), then only 1inhewn stones are to be used (Ex. 20:25; Dt. 27:5f.). The OT 
contains accounts of several prominent figures building altars, e.g., Moses after 
the battle with the Amalekites (Ex. 17:15, E) and in connection with the making 
of the covenant on the mountain of God (Ex. 24:4, E, which mentions the build
ing of an altar and of 12 matstsebhoth, ''pillars,'' according to the ntimber of 
the tribes), Joshua on Mt. Ebal (Josh. 8:30), the Transjordanian tribes as a 
witness to their fidelity to Yahweh (Josh. 22:10f.,16,19,23,26-29), Samuel at 
Ramah {1 S. 7: 17), Saul {1 S. 14:35, possibly in connection with the great stone 
which had been rolled [galal] nearby, v. 33), David at the threshing floor of 
.Araunah (2 S. 24:18 with qum in the hiphil, ''rear, raise up''; 24:21,25 with 
banah, ''build'') in response to the command of the prophet Gad for the purpose 
of averting the plague that was spreading among the people (cf. 1 Ch. 21 :22,26), 
Solomo.n (1 K. 9:25; 2 Ch. 8: 12), Elijah on Mt. Carmel (1 K. 18:32, with the 
stones he built an altar beshem yhvh, ''in the name of Yahweh''), Manasseh 
(2 Ch. 33:16, qere), and Jeshua ben. Jozadak and Zerubbabel ben Sbealtiel (Ezr. 
3:2; v. 3 with kun in the hiphil, ''set''). According to the Balaam-Balak tradition 
of E, it is necessary to build seven altars to prepare for the divine revelation 
(Nu. 23:1,14,29). Also in one of the appendices of the book of Judges (Jgs.21 :4), 
the people of Israel build an altar so that they might establish contact with God 
in a time of oppression {cf. 1 S. 14:35). 

The OT speaks of the building of different cult places, altars, and cult objects 
which were used in the worship of other gods. These practices were condemned 
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especially in the Deute.ronomistic and Chronicler's historical works, and in the 
Prophetic literature (2 K. 17:9,10-12). Ex. 32:5 occupies a remarkable inter
mediate position. 1() The context condemns Aaron's action, but Ex. 32:5 seems 
to refer to the building of a legitimate altar. Also in 1 K. 3:2 the ''cult on the 
high places'' which Solomon and the people under him practiced is justified be
.cause the temple bad not yet been built (cf. 3:3; is v. 3 an addition by a later 
scribe?). 16 The OT does not look with approval at Solomon's building of a -+  :tr.i:J 
bamah, ' high place,'' for the Moabite god Chemosh and the Ammonite god 
Molech or Milcom ( 1  K. 1 1 :7;  see also 2 K. 23:13). The OT mentions the build
ing of bamoth, ''high places)" in connection with � nl:J�r.i matstsebhoth, ''pillars," 
and -+ O'i;7M '0sherim, ''Asherim," in the time of Rehoboam (1 K. 14:23). T.his 
text also bas in mind local phenomena, probably in connection with pillars and 
Asherim in particular, when it says, ''on every high hill'' and ''under every green 
tree.'' Ahab built (banalt) a Baal terJple (bayith, ''house'') in Samaria, in which 
he erected (qum in the hiphil) an altar for (le) Baal ( 1 K. 16:32,33). The kind of 
altar the priest Uriah built before the Jerusalem temple, at the command of and 
according to the pattern given by king Ahaz while he was visiting Tiglath
pileser III in Damascus, is not entirely clear (2 K. 16: 1 1). But in light of 2 K. 
16:14 and 2 Ch. 28:16-27 (esp. v. 23), it is likely that it was regarded as an ille
gitimate altar. Manasseh in particular went to great extremes in building up the 
idolatrous cult, according to the Deuteronomistic history (2 K. 2 1 :3-5; 2 Ch. 33:3-
5,15,19, which use banah in connection with bamotli, ''hig.h places," mizbechoth, 
''altars," for ''all the host of heaven'' in the two outer courts of the temple, as 
well as qum in the hiphil, ''to erect, set up,'' ·asah, ''to make," and sim in the 
hiphil, ''to put," in connection with altars for Baal, Asherim, pesilim, ''images," 
etc.). Jeremiah and Ezekiel lament the apostasy of Jerusalem a.nd Judah from 
faith in Yahweh by the building of the bamoth J1attopheth, ''high places of 
Topheth'' (Jer. 7:31), the bamotlz habba·al, ''high places of Ba.al'' (Jer. 19:5; 
32:35), a gabh, i.e., a mound on the base of the altar, perhaps for the purpose 
of cultic prostitution, 17 and a ramah, a ''lofty place'' (Ezlc. 16:24f.). 

One must not overlook that the building of the temple (banah with bayith, 
''house,'' miqdash, ''sanctuary," and hekhal, ''temple'') has a far-reaching the
ological significance in the OT. This is clear in the account of the building of 
Solomon's temple and in the record of the erection of the second temple after 
the exile. According to the sources, banah is used far more extensively in con
nection with the building of Solomon's temple (the Deuteronomistic and Chron
icler's histories) than with the building of the second temple (the Chronicler and 
the postexilic prophets). In spite of the difficulty of determining the internal 
relationships of the so-called Prophecy of Nathan (2 S. 7:5,7, 1 1 , 13) either by 
the traditio-historical method or by analyzing the subject matter, it is clear that 
the central point in this complex and (as it seems) in the whole tradition of the 

15 CT. Noth, A TD, V, in loc. 
16 See Noth, BK, IX/1, 49. 
17 See KB£2. 
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building of the Solomonic temple lies in the ambiguity of the bayith (some
times meaning temple," and sometimes ''offspring,'' i.e., dynasty) that is to 
be built. David's desire to build a temple for Yahweh or for his ark is rejected 
because of his military activities (1  K. 5: 17[3]; 1 Ch. 22:8), and instead of this 
David is promised that his zera·, ''seed," would build the house of God (2 S. 
7: 13). l K. 5 : 17,19(3,5) explicitly refer to this. Even if 2 S. 7 : 13  is secondary, 
the idea of a promi e as the theological basis i firm)}' rooted in the tradition of 
the bujlding of the temple. David' de ire is rejected becau e Yahweh alone may 
choose the time, place, and person for the building of the temple ( 1  'K. 8: 16-20). 
Like the Deuteronomi tic hi tory, Chronicles ha unqualified intere t in this the
ological foundation. David charges Solomon to build the temple ( 1 Ch. 22:6) a" 
cording to the special promise of God, which is given to Solomon in conjunction 
with the gift of d·iscretion and understanding succe s in building, and Y-ahweh's 
presence to help him through David's mediation ( tated in the ju ive, 22:9-12). 
According to 1 Ch. 28: 10 (cf. vv. 2-6), the assumption lying 'behind the buildjng 
of the temple is God s choice (-+ in:J bachar), and encouragement and comfort are 
intimately connected with God's promise. David even intercedes for Solomon 
(that be might .have a leblzabh slialem, ''whole heart 1 Cb. 29: 19). Solomon 
defends the greatness of the work of building the temple on the ground of the 
ab olute greatne s of his God (2 Ch. 2:4,8 [5,9]) although the fundamental the
ological problem remains that it is impo ibJe to build a hou e for the God of 
Israel (aJready empha ized in D at 1 K. 8:27), and that no one should be so bold 
as to build the temple since the heaven of heavens cannot contain Yahweh (2 Ch. 
2:5[6] · 6:18). The p cial workers and pecial building materials are represented 
as provided by God (2 Ch. 2:6f.(7f.]). The succes ful completion of the building 
of the temple is .interpreted as proof that Yahweh 'has kept (qi1n1 in the hiphil) his 
word. The temple that has been built is tl1e center of the entire cult community 
the focal point for members of the community who are sojourning far away, to
ward which they face when they pray { l  K. 8:44,48; 2 Ch. 6:34,38). God appear 
to Solomon \Yhen he dedicate the temple ( 'as he had appeared to him at Gibeon '), 
con ecrates it, and declares it to be the perpetual dwelling place for His name 
eyes, and heart (1 K. 9:3; 2 Ch. 7:12 16). 

In the tradition of the building of the temple there are numerous detailed 
statements describing the way the temple was built, but we will not be able to 
deal with these individually here. The reader is given an astonishing amount 
of information concerning the measurements { l  K. 6:2-4), materials, building 
methods, individual building elements and structures (e.g., walls, wings, outer 
courts, internal features, taking into consideration only term connected with 
banalz, ''to build''!), and special v.iorkers and their tasks {which are clarified 
by words that are used in parallelism with banah, e.g., pasal, ''to hew out,'' kun, 
''to prepare," ·asah, ''to make,'' ·achaz, '•to grasp, take hold of,'' yasadl1, ''to 
found, establish," etc., 1 K.5:3lf. [ 17f.]; 6f.; and par. in 2 Cb. 3f.). Several dif
ferent kinds of tools are also mentioned in conn.ection with banalz in this one 
passage ( 1 K. 6:7, hammer, chisel, iro.n tool). banah occurs an unusually large 
number of times in these chapters, and has a variety of technical meanings 
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depending on the different specialized ways it is used in conn.ection with the 
building of the temple, its various parts, and its substructures. 18 

In the tradition of the Chronicler, a so-called ''edict of Cyrus'' lies behind 
the rebuilding of the temple. But following the theology of Deutero-Isaiah, the 
Chronicler declares that God charged Cyrus to build the Jerusalem temple ( vehu • 
pliaqadh 'alay libhnoth lo bliayith, ''and he has charged me to build him a 
house," 2 Ch. 36:23; Ezr. 1 :2-4; 6:3-5 [this last text is in Aramaic]). A special 
divine stimulus was necessary to motivate the returning exiles to begin the work 
of rebuilding the temple (he'ir ruach /a'a/01h /ibhnoth, '' [God] had stirred up 
[their] spirit to go up to rebuild,'' Ezr. 1 :5). According to Ezr. 4:3, the Samaritans 
were forbidden to help in the work of building the sanctuary. The difficulties and 
postponements resulting from this are attributed to the opposition of the Sama
ritans in this text, but in Hag. 1 :2 they are attributed to the widespread belief of 
the Jews that the time to build the temple had not yet come. In tltis context also, 
the reader learns a great number of details about the materials, dimensions, 
building methods, etc., connected with the rebuilding of the Jerusalem temple 
(Hag. 1 :8 ;  Ezr. 6:3-5; 4 6). The theological significance of this second temple 
is strong.Jy emphasized by Zechariah when he announces that the building of the 
temple will be undertaken by a messjanic figure, the lsemach, ''branch," who 
is both priest and king (Zee. 6 : 12f.). This figure cannot be Cyrus. Zee. 6: 15, 
which states that those who are far off shall come and help to build the sanctuary, 
is connected with Ezr. 1 :5. The repeatedly mentioned prophetic encouragement 
and support that .must accompany the building of the temple during its various 
stages, e.g., between laying the foundation. and rebuilding (Zee. 8:9; Ezr. 5:2), 
is worthy of note. We have already mentioned that the rebuilding of the temple, 
the city, and the fortification is an expres ion of God's salvation. 19 

IV. Derivatives. Some of the Hebrew nouns built from the root bnh should 
also be translated as nouns in English. Although there are nouns derived from 
this very root in Ugaritic in Syria-Palestine at a relatively early period, 20 the 
Hebrew derivatives to be treated here appear without exception in late literary 
contexts of the OT. 

1 .  binyal1, binyan, •mibhneh. binyaJ1, binyan, and *mibhneh are found ex
clusively in the bloek of traditional material ascribed to Ezekiel that deals with 
the program of building the temple, in chaps. 40 48, or more particularly in 
c'haps. 40 42. mibhneh occurs only in the construct in the expression kemibhneh 
'ir, ''like the structure of a city," and means a group composed of several build
ings but looking Jike a ingle building when taken as a whole. 21 Similarly, a Phoe-

18 On this whole issue, see BRL! 
10 See 111.3. In addition to the comms., see K. Galling, Studien zur Geschichte Israels 

i1n persischen Zeitalter (1964), esp. chaps. 2, "Die Proklamation des Kyros in Esra 1," and 
6, "Serubbabel ond der Hohepriester beim Wiederaufbau des Tempels in Jerusalem." 

20 Cf. WUS, No. 534. 
�1 Fohrer-Galling, HAT, in foe., "layout of the city"; Zimmerli, BK, in loc., "city-like 

rructure." 
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nician inscription uses the phrase mbnt l}�r bt 'Im, 22 w.hich seems to have refer
ence to the general impression that related structural units make on the observer. 
binyah in Ezk. 41 :13 (which is also a bapax legomenon) means one part of a 
building alongside others, which belongs to the whole structure as an individual 
part. 23 The same thing ap.plies to binyan, which occurs seven times in Ezk. 40-42. 
In 40:5 it is used of a wall, which is aJso called chomah in the same verse. How
ever, binyan is not used to emphasize the function of the wall as a protection or 
boundary, but the wall as a product of the building process with a certain height 
and breadth. 

In 41 : 12  (twice) and 41: 15, the same noun is used of a certain exceptionally 
large building located west of the temple yard; but it is not described in further 
detail. 2t The binyan mentioned in 41 : 12,15 in describing various structures in 
the temple complex is used in 42: 1,5, 10 as a fixed reference point to describe the 
location of other buildings in the area. :?� Thus binyah and binyan mean individual 
buildings in a complex of buildings (miblz.neh) located in a prescribed area. It 
seems that the only derivative .of the root bnh in Biblical Aramaic, binyana • 
(determinative), has the same meaning (Ezr. 5:4). To be sure, Aram. binyana' 
certainly means the temple, but this is to be understood in the sense the Samar
itan governor had in mind when he questioned Zerobbabel and Jesbua, namely, 
as an individual building located in the building that is supposed to be a temple 
(bayith, ''house''). The Samaritan governor does not make this distinction (using 
bayith in Ezr. 5:3, and then banayin in 5:4) primarily to cast disdainful dis
paragement on that whic.h he found the Jews doing. Instead, he uses these terms 
primarily to distinguish an individual building which is part of the building com
plex, but which is not yet a temple with all the chambers and buildings that go 
together to compose it. 

2. tabhnith. The meaning of tabhnith is much more diff.icuJt to ascertain than 
the derivatives discussed in IV .1 above. ·26 P's Sinai tradition preserves the ac
count of Moses receiving detailed instructions from Y abweh on the mountain of 
God concerning the building of the sanctuary, the individual pieces of furniture 
for the cuJt, and the cult service. Yahweh shows Moses the pattern of God s 
holy tabernacle and all its furniture (Ex. 25:9 [twice], 40). Here tabhnith means 
''pattern, model." It may well be that P fills in the details of the description of 
what Moses was supposed to have seen from the details of the Jerusalem temple 
as he knew it (it makes little difference whether this was the first or second 
temple for the interpretation of this context), and thus tabhnith couJd be under
stood as ''building'' in the true sense. At the same time, it is also true that in 
this whole narrative P separates tabhnitli from the Jerusalem temple, transfers 
it to the theophanic, visionary aspect of the Sinai event, and now intends it to 

22 KAI, 60.2; cf. 65.1. 
23 Cf. Zimmerli, BK, in loc. 
24- Cf. Zimmerli, BK, XIII, 1038-1043; Fohrer-GaJling, HAT, 13, 232f., 264. 
2G Cf. K. Elliger, "Die grossen Tempelsakristeien im Verfassungsentwurf des Ezechiel 

(42,lff.)," Geschichre und AT. Fe�tschrift fur A. A It. BHTh, 16 (1953), 79-103. 
26 Cf. the eight different meanings given to this word in KBL2. 
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be understood as ''first copy,'' ''prototype," or even ''pattern." tabhnitlz seems 
to be used with its most primitive meaning in Ps. 144:12  (structure of a temple 
or palace) and Josh. 22:28: a structure of the altar of Yahweh which our fathers 
made (casah). Josh. 22:28 is to be found in those passages in the book of Joshua 
that are closely conn.ected with the thought of P. 27 Of course, the author might 
have intended that tabhnith be taken in the sense of ''likeness'' or ''copy'' in 
this passage in the narrative, since the altar here was not used as such, but was 
looked upon as a witness (a memorial); however, the preceding verses clearly 
speak of the building of an altar. On the other band, tabhnith must be translated 
''copy'' (RSV ''pattern'') in 2 K. 16:10, although ''instruction in building" would 
not be incorrect. tablinith means ''ground plan'' in 1 Ch. 28 in the account of 
the instructions David gave his son Solomon for building the temple and its 
furniture (vv. 1 1 , 12, 19), while tabhnith hammerkabhah in v. 18  probably should 
be translated ''pattern'' or ''structure of the chariot." 28 To be sure, here aJso 
tabhnirh appears in a text that has to do more with the intention to build a 
chariot than with information about the structure of the chariot after it has 
been built. Perhaps it would be best to translate this passage as follows: ' . . .  also 
for the chariot (which they were planning) to build . . .  , ' ' thus placing tabhnith 
in the same category as the other furnishings described in this chapter. The for
mula vethabhnith kol 'asher hayah bl1aruacl1 ·immo le, ''and the plan of all that 
he had in mind for,'' in v. 12  .is worthy of note. This certainly refers not to a 
plan or model which David was given in a vision, but rather to the well-formu
lated design and clear idea David had for the construction of the temple com
plex. 29 28:19  says that ultimately these ideas came from Yahweh. 

tabhnith is found several times in connection with sacral art in Dt. 4, which 
is a late chapter. The Israelites are forbidden to make any kind of image of their 
God, whether it be in the form of a man or of some kind of beast (4: 16, 17,1 8). 
The context here tends to interpret tabhnith in the sense of ''graven image," but 
first of all it means merely the likeness of some sort of ljving creature. Th·is pas
sage says nothing about how such an image might have been made or the material 
that might have been used to make it. Dt. 4 does not condemn the act of making 
an image, but making it to serve as a pesel, ''idol," or a seme/1 ''image," since 
such is a ''graven image." Deutero-Isaiah describes in detail the way such images 
were made as they were shaped into the tabhnith 'ish, ''figure of a man'' (Isa. 
44:13). 

After entering through a door in the wall into the outer court of the temple, 
Ezekiel sees all kinds of images (kol tabhnith . . .  ) of creeping things and beasts 
portrayed (mecl1uqqeh) upon the wall, and the performance of a cultic ceremony 
before them (Ezk. 8:10). lo this passage, tabl1nith means the representation of 
the relief or the pictures portrayed on the wall, and here in Ezekiel it again has 
the specific sense of ''graven image." tabhnith means the same thing in Ps.106:20, 
where Ex. 32 is interpreted in the sense of idolatry (tabhnith shor, ''image of an 
ox''). 

21 Noth, HAT, ?, 133-35. 
28 Cf. Rudolph, HAT, 21, 188. 
29 Contra ibid. 
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Finally, twice Ezekiel uses tabhnith in the sense of ''such a thing as," ''some
thing like'' (a man's hand). In 8:3 he uses this word to describe the grip with 
which Yahweh had seized a lock of his head (''and he put forth the form of a 
hand''), and in 10:8 he wants to convey the idea that the cherubim which he had 
seen in a theophany have ''such a thing as (something like) a mants hand." These 
two passages are trying to express realities of the divine sphere which transcend 
human conception. In order to emphasize that God and the cherubim work ''per
sonally ' in human life, Ezekiel describes their activity as the work of a band. 
Their functions may be compared with the functions of a hand. It is a hand, and 
yet not really a hand, but a tabhnith yadh, ''form of a hand." The indefinite 
character that tab/1nith deliberately establishes in this context develops naturally 
from the original sense attaching to the root bnhlbny, viz., ''structure," ''image," 
''pattern.'' 
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Wagner 

Contents: I. 1. Etymology and Secular Use; 2. Use as A Divine Name in the Ancient 
Near East. 11. The Canaanite Baal Outside the OT: 1. Forms and Character; 2. Consort; 
3. Mythology; 4. Cult. Ill. Baal in the OT: 1. Names and Forms; 2. Historical Outline; 
3. Overall Picture; 4. Indirect Statements; 5. Theo1ogica1 and Religious Significance. 

L 1 .  Etymology and Secular Use. The common Semitic word ba·/u 1 means 
''lord,

,, 
and with the following genitive frequently ''owner." A few examples 

may be menti.oned: Akk. be/i, ''my lord," Ugar. b ·1y1 ''my lord''; Akk� bel 
biti, ''owner of the house," bel eqli, ''owner of the field," bel �eni, ''owner of 

ha 'al. W. F. AJbright in Festschrift fiir A. Bertholet (1950), 1-14; idem, Yahweh and the 
Gods of Canaan (London, 1968), 108fi; H. Bacht, A Baomstark, T. Klauser, F. Notscher, 
RAC, I (1950), 1063-1113; W.W. Baudissin, RE, 11 (31897), 323-340; idem, Adonis und 
Esmun (1911), esp. pp. 24ff.; ideni, Kyrios a/s Gottesname im Judentu1n, I-IV (1929), 389ff.; 
H. Bauer, ZAW, 51 (1933), 86ff.; L. Bronner, The Stories of Elijah and Elisha as Polemics 
against Baal Worship (Leiden, 1968); E. Dhorme, AnSt, 6 (1956), 57-61; H. J. W. Drijvers, 
Ba·a1 Sliantin, de Heer van de Heme/ (1971); R. Dussaud, Les decouvertes de .R.as Shamra 
(Ugarit) et l'A T (Paris, 21941), esp. pp. 97ff., 1 15ff.; 0. Eissfeldt, Baal Zaphon, Zeus Kasios 
und der Durchz.ug der Jsraeliten durclis Meer (1932); idem, K/Schr, I (1962), 1-12; I I  (1963), 
171-198; IV (1968), 53-57; H. Gese, RdM, 10/2 (1970), 3-232, esp. pp. 1 19ff. (see the Index, 
472f.); J. Gray, Tlie Legacy of Canaan. SVT, 5 (21965), esp. pp. 20ff., 163ff.; H. Gressmann, 
BZAW, 33 (1918), 191-216; N. C. Habe1, Yahweh versus Baal (New York, 1964); R. HilJ
mann, Wasser und Berg. Kosmische Verbindungslinien z.wischen dem kanaaniiischen Wetter
gott und Jahwe (1965); M. Hofner, WbMyth, I (1965), 429!., 431, 480f.; J. Hoftijzer, Religio 
Aramaica (Leiden, 1968, see lodex); 0. Kaiser, Die rnythische Bedeutung des Meeres in 

1 Cf. K.BL3, 137. (continued on p. 182) 
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sheep''; Phoen. btl bqr, ''owner of a herd of cattle," b"l �·n, ''owner of sheep''; 
.Aram. b ·1y rkb, ''owner of a war-chariot," b ·1 ksp, ''owner of silver''; Heb. 
ba·a1 hashshor, ''owner of the ox'' (Ex. 21 :28), ba·a1 habbor, ''owner of the 
pit'' (Ex. 21 :34), and ba0a.l habbayith, ''owner of the house'' (Ex. 22:7 [Eng. 
v. 8]). In this sense ba ·a1 is also used in tbe plural of respect, of an individual 
owner (Ex. 21 :29; Isa. 1:3). 

The husband is ''owner'' of his wife, and therefore b ·1 also means ''husband'' 
(e.g. in PRU, II, No. 77; DISO, 40 under 2c; Gen. 20:3; 21 :3,22; Dt. 22:22; 
24:4; etc.). Moreover, he is ''lord of the house," ''head of the family'' (Akk. 
bel bi ti; Ugar. b ·1 bt), and the king is ''lord'' 2 over lands, cities, and subjects. 3 

In another sense, b ·1 can indicate that a person participates in a community. 
Thus b•l is used of a member of the city aristocracy (DJSO, 40 under 2d; Jgs. 
9:2; 20:5; 1 S. 23: 1 U. ;  2 S. 21 : 12;  etc.) and of a partner in a covenant, Akk. 
bel ade or Heb. ba·a1 berith (Gen. 14: 13). b .l is even more idiomatic in expres
sions that describe an activity or a characteristic, e.g., in Akk. bel birki, ''runner,'' 
bel dami, ''murderer,'' or Ugar. b.l J:z?-, ''the archer,"4 b.l knp, ''the winged one,"6 
b 'l qrnm w4nb, ''one having horns and tail," 6 and the Hebrew expressions cor
responding with them, as ba'ale chitstsim, ''archers'' (Gen. 49:23), ba0al kanaph, 
''bird'' (Prov. 1 :  17;  cf. Eccl. 10 :20), and ba 0al haqqeranayim, ''having two horns'' 
(Dnl. 8:6,20). 

2. Use As a Divine Name in the Ancient Near East. In the appellative sense 
belum is used very early in Mesopotamia as an epithet for different gods, at first 
probably in a genitive construction where the word in the genitive indicates the 
domain or object controlled (''lord of . . .  ''), and soon also as an abso1ute epithet 
(''the lord '). 7 Then belum occurs regularly with this meaning. Thus, the moon
god Sin is the Bel-!Jarran ( = b "l IJ.rn, KAI, 21 8), ''lord of Harran''; see also 

Agypten, Ugarit und Israel. BZAW, 18 (21962); A. S. Kapelrud, Baal in the Ras Shamra 
Tuts (Copenhagen, 1952); H. Klengel, JCS, 19 (1965), 87-93; J. KiihJewein, ThAT, I, 327ff. ; 
J. C. de Moor, .The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba·lu. AOAT, 16 (1971); idem, 
New Year with Canaanites and Israelites, 2 vols. (1972); M. J. Mulder, Ba·al in het OT 
('s-Gravenbage, 1962); idem, Kanaanitische Goden in het OT (Den Haag, 1965), 25-36; 
U. Oldenburg, The Conflict between 'El and Ba"al in Canaanite Religion (Leiden, 1969); 
G. Ostbom, Yahweh and Baal in the Book of Hosea and Related Documents. LUA, 5116 
(Lund, 1956); M. H. Pope-W. Rollig, WbMy1h1 I (1965), 253-273; H. D. Preuss, Verspottung 
fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT, 5/12 (1971); E. Rossler, Jahwe und die Gotter im 
Pentateuch und im dtr. Geschichtswerk (1966); H. H. Rowley, BJRL, 39 (1956157) 200-233; 
idem, BJRL; 42 (1960) 190-219; W. H. Schmjdt, Konigtum Gottes in Ugarit und Israel. 
BZAW, 80 (21966); idem, ZRGG, 15 (1963), 1-13; R. Stadelmana, Syrisch-paliistinensische. 
Gottheiten in Agypten (1967), 15ff., 32ff.; J.  Starcky, Palmyre (Paris, 1952), 85-106; R. de 
Vaux, BMB, 5 (1941), 7-20; idem, in Ugaritica, VI (1969), 501-517. 

2 CAD, II, 194. 
s E.g., Ugaritic, CT A, 1 [VI AB], IV, 6; 2 [ill AB], I, 17; 6 [I AB], Vl, 57; 15 [111 K], IV, 

28; PRU, V, No. 60:11,13,15,19. 
f PRU, II, No. 1, v. '3; see Gaster, Myth, Legend and Custom (New York, 1969), 671. 
5 CT A, 36, 6. 
a Ugaritica, V, chap. III, No. 1, v. 20; sec De Moor, VF, 2 (1970), 350. 
7 See Tallqvist, Akk. Gotterepitheta (1938), 40ff.; CAD, Il, 193f. 
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Ugaritic CT A, 24 [NK], 41f., 11/l b'l gm/1 ''Hilal, lord of the (shepherd's) crook''; 
KAI, 24.16, rkb ·1 b 'l bt, ''Rakib-EI, lord of the house''; and KAI, 145.5, htr 

• • 

myskr . . .  b"l l)rdt, ''H-M . . .  , lord of terror.'' 8 

The practice of calling a god simply '�lord
,
' without feeling any desire or 

necessity of adding other titles probably originated from the religious hesitation 
to utter the actual divine name of the deity (_... l'iac ·adhon). It is impossible to 
determine where and when this first took place. 9 

In Old Assyrian texts Belum appears as the name of a specific deity. 10 His 
character cannot be defined more precisely, but he is clearly distinguished from 
Adad and Ashur. Perhaps he is to be identified with Enlil. 11 From the Kassite 
Period on, Bel as ''the Lord'' par excellence means in Babylonia the national god 
Marduk, ·who probably took this title over from Enlil. In certain cases, both of 
these gods exhibit certain features of a storm-god, and yet they are never able 
to supplant the true storm-gods. 12 The name of Bel also appears later in non
Akkadian sources. 1s 

The divine name b ·1 also occurs in Amo rite proper names from Mari, Tell al
Rimah, and Chagar Bazar. 1• Howeve.r, it is not entirely certain that b ·1 bad 
already become a proper name for the storm-god here. In light of expressions 
like dJM bel Kallassu and dJM bel Halab, both of which were found at Mari, it 

• 

might be regarded as unlikely that the ideogram of the storm-god was already 
read as b �1 at that time. However, this argument is not conclusive, because 
Ugaritica, V, chap. I, No. 18, 4 reads dfM be-el gur. sag !Ja-i:i for the simple 
b ·1 �pn of the alphabetic version. Further, it shou1d be observed that the stonn
god of lJalab in Ugarit is not called •hd (hdd/.dd) b"l !Jib, but simply b'l !Jib. 
Finally, the Ugaritic texts themselves sh.ow that the home of Baal's father was 
in Tuttul in northern Mesopotamia. 15 Thus, it is quite possible that the Amorites 
of northern Mesopotamia and northern Syria called the storm-god ba'lum as 
early as the eighteenth century B.c. 

In the seventeenth century s.c. b ·1 is found several times in Egypt as an ele
ment in Asiatic proper names, 16 but again it is uncertain whether it was applied 
to the storm-god. From the fourteenth century B.C. on, however, the storm-god 
was worshipped in Egypt also under the proper name b ·1. Even earlier, possibly 
beginning in the eighteenth century B.C., the Asiatic storm-god was identified with 

8 For examples in Old Arabic see, e.g., Ryckmans, Les religions arabu prli:slamique..s 
(Louvaio, 21951), 46; Hofner, 493f. 

9 Jn any case, the name BaaJ is not to be found in an Egyptian cylinder seal of the Old 
Kingdom from Byblos, as thought by P. Montet, Byb/os et l'Egypte, Texte (Paris, 1928), 
62ff.; Le drame d'Avaris (Paris, 1941), 25. Contra, sec Goedicke, MD.Al, 19 (1963), 1-6; 
Albrigh� BASOR, 176 (1964), 44!.; 179 (1965), 39. 

10 H. Hirsch, BA/0, 13/14 (1961), 22ff. 
11 Cf. R. Frankena, Tiikultu (Leiden, 1954), 87. 
12 See E<lzard, WbMyth, I, 135ff. 
13 KBL3, 126; .KAI, 264; Hoftijzer, 26ff., 55. 
1' Huffmon, APNM, 100, 174f.; Walker, Iraq, 32 (1970) 27ff.; Loretz, AOAT, 3, 19. 
15 See below. 
16 Yeivin, JEA, 45 (1959), 16U.; Hetck, AgAbh, 5 (1962), 81; Stadelmann, 13. 
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the Egyptian god Seth, but there is no clear identification of Baal and Seth until 
the Ramessid period. 17 

In the fifteenth century B.c., the name of Baal appears sporadically in proper 
names of the Alalakh IV stratum. (Alala'kh Tablets 132, 3;  207, 26; 18 short names 
which probably contain the name of the god). The Amama Letters from the four
teenth century B.c. show a rather uniform distribution of proper names contain
ing the component b ·1 over the whole of Syria and Palestine. 19 Here it should be 
noted that sometim.es the syllabic writing of the name b '/ is used interchangeably 
with the ideogram of the storm-god (d/M). In the Amarna Letters the same 
ideogram is also used for the storm-gods Haddu and Teshshub. However, in 
light of Egyptian parallels, it is absolutely certain that EA 147, 13-15 (Tyre) is 
de.scribing Baal's thunder {th·us we should read ki-ma dba·ta in line 14). 20 

In Ugarit, df M should usually be read ba 'Lu, but sometimes it should be taken 
as haddu. 21 'U stands alongside d/M for ba'lu and ba'lWria (pl. of respect, cor
responding to secular usage). 22 Here, of course, ba'lu always means the storm
god. 

It is bard to imagine that the Egyptians, the Amarna scribes, the Ugaritic 
scribes, and perhaps also the Amorites and later the Phoenicians, the Punic 
scribes, and the Israelites" would have called the storm-god simply b'l, if this had 
not been clearly understood as his proper name, but could have been interpreted 
as an epithet which was not intelligible without more precise definition. Thus, 
no J:ater than the middle of the second millennium a.c. on, when Western Semitic 
peoples used b ·1 or b •tm in an absolute sense, they were thinking of a single god 
Baal, who could probably assume different forms and certainly existed in many 
local settings, but in general represented the same concept of deity. 

However, when b ·1 is not used in an absolute sense, but is connected with a 
genitive that defines it more precisely, it is frequently bard to decide whether 
b 'l should be understood as a proper name or as an appellative honorific title 
of another god. The former possibility should not be dismissed too hastily, be
cause other divine names were also frequently connected with genitives (some 
Ugar. examples are: ·�rt frm, '!trt b·r, '!trt sd, rsp gn, and rsp �bl). Thus, it is just 
as legitimate to translate b 'l X 'cBaal of X'' as it is to translate it ''lord of X." 
Further111ore, it has been convincingly demonstrated that b ·1 followed by a geni
tive frequently means simply the storm-god Baal. In the Ugaritic texts, b 'l 
(mrym) fpn is used interchangeably with b•l(m) and hd (Haddu) quite regularly. 
Since th.is god was the national god of Ugarit b 'I Jgrt, which sometimes appears 
outside the literary texts, probably should also be interpreted simply as a local 
manifestation of the great god. 

11 Gressmann, 198ff.; Heick, AgAbh, 5 (1962), 482ff.; Stadelmann. 15ff., 32ff.; Zandee, 
ZAS, 90 (1963), 144ff.; Te Ve1de, Seth, God of Confusion (Leiden, 1967), 109ff. 

18 Cf. WO, s (1969nO), 64, and UF, 1 (1969), 39, n. 26. 
19 Gres mann, 195; Rainey, AOAT, 8, 88. 
20 See also CT A. 4 [Il AB], VII, 29-31; with AOAT, 16, 159, 162. 
21 Grondahl. PNU, 116f., 132f. 
22 See above, and Rainey, IEJ, 19 (1969), 108f.; De Moor, UF, 2 (1970), 219, 226; for 

Israel, see below. 
23 Sec below. 
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Similarly, in the Phoenician inscription in KAI, 26, b'l is obviously identical 
with b'l krntry:S. The juxtaposition of KAI, 78.2, t•dn. lb'/ smm wlrbt ltnt pn b 'l, 
KAI, 105.1 / 'dn lb'I �mn wlrbt ltnt pn b'l (cf. KAI, 79.lf.; 85.lf.; 86.lf., etc.), 
RES, 330, 1, l'dn lb'l ·dr wlrbt ltynt pn b 'l, and KAI, 137.1, l'dn lb'/ wltnt 
pn b'/, shows that no great distinction can have been made between b'J hnm, 
b'l !Jmn, b'l 'dr, and simple b'/. If it is legitimate to compare these with KA.I, 
14.18, bt /b'l �dn wbt /'strt sm b'l, as seems natural, then the Baal of Sidon 
could be added to these examples. In this connection, it should also be men
tioned that in some Neo-Punic inscriptions vows are made lb'l, ''to Baal,'' with
out any additional specification, although it is certain that b 'l means b 'l IJ.mn in 
Nort·h Africa. 2• 

Nevertheless, frequently different Baals are mentioned side by side: so e.g., 
in KAI, 24.15f., b'l �md is mentioned with b 'l )Jmn; in KAI, 78.2-4, b'/ smn 
with b'l !Jmn and b'l mgnm; in KAI, 162.1, b'l )Jmn with bl "dr ( = b'l 'dr); 
in Borger IV 10, "Ba-al-sa-me-me with "Ba-al-ma-la-ge-.e and dBa-al-�a-pu
nu; 25 and in RE-S, 329, b 'l • dn with b 'l 1)11in. At first glance, this seems to 
contradict the material cited above. Generally speaking, though, these terms 
reflect distinctions which may have been important on a local level, but most of 
which on the whole are rather unimportant, as will be shown below under 11.1. 
However, one cannot exclude the possibility that other gods are hidden under
neath names of this type, i.e., b.l can function as an epithet. KAI, 47.1, lmlqrt b•t 
�r shows how difficult it can be to determine the meaning of b ·1 in some con
texts. Should this be translated ''Melkart, lord of Tyre,'' or ''Melkart, Baal of 
Tyre?'' Undoubtedly, Melkart was distinguished from other Baals, 26 but as we 
have seen, this is not decisive. We also know that Baal was worshipped. as the 
storm-god in Tyre (EA 147, 13-15; 27 cf. 1 K. 16:31f.; 18: 16ff.). Like Baal, 
Melkart was married to Astarte, and like Baal, he was a dying and rising god. 28 
Unfortunately, this does not solve the problem, because Josephus (Contra A pion. 
i.18[1 18]) speaks of a temple of Zeus ( = Baal) and of a temple of Heracles ( = 

Melkart) �t Tyre; and Cicero also (De nat. deor. iii.16) distinguishes between a 
Tyrian Zeus ( = Baal) and a Heracles that was worshipped at Tyre. 

II. The Canaanite BuJ Outside the OT. 

1 .  Forms and Character. When the Egyptian sources make explicit references 
to Baal, 29 they are not very instructive, and yet they show cleaTly that Baal was 
regarded as the god of the storm. He is a war-god who wields the ktp-weapon, 
like Baal in the Ugaritic myth. 30 Anat and Astarte are mentioned as consorts 

24 RES, 303, 326, 1545. 
2j Borger, BA.JO, 9 (1956), 69. 
26 Ibid.: IV, 10, 14. 
21 See above. 
28 Lipinski, CRIU, 17, 30ff. 
29 See above, 1.2. 
30 CT A, 6 [I AB], V, 3. 
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of Seth/Baal. Moreovert the passage in EA 147, 13-15 :n also designates Baal 
as the god of thunder. 

Other than this, outside the OT, 32 we find the term Baal used only in expres
sions that qualify it more precisely, e.g., in b•l 'dr, *b.l bq·h, b"l �mn, b•l bib, 
•b•t krml, b'l krntrys, ·b·1 mrqd, b'l pn ·,�, b'l �dn, b'l �md, b'l �pn, b'l sd, 
and b 'l Imm (we have disregarded orthographic variations; the names with 
asterisks beside them have not yet been found in Semitic sources). Frequently 
we know so little about a certain Baal that it is impossible to determine his 
character more precisely. But in cases where more information is available, the 
characteristics of a storm-god are attached to b 'I repeatedly (this is true of 
b"l bq·h, b'l bib, b.l krml, b.l �pn, and b•t smm). As the giver of rain, b'l is 
responsible for the growth of vegetation (this is seen in b·r bq'h, b'l �mn, 
b ·1 krntrys, b ·1 �pn, b ·1 sd, and b 'l smm). Therefore, he was also repeatedly 
identified with Zeus and Jupiter (this is the case with b'l 'dr, b•t bq'lt, b'l �mn, 
b'l krml, b'l mrqd, b'l �pn, b·r sd, and b•l smm). The consort of these Baals 
is always a goddess of love and fertility (this applies specifically to b 'I • dr, 
b'l bq'h, b'l �mn, b'l bib, b•l �dn, b'l �pn, b'l sd, and b•t smm). His symbol 
is the bull (this can be shown explicitly for b'l bq'h, b'l bib, b'l krntryJ, b'l 
�pn, and b·z smm). Some of his names can be traced back directly to Ugaritic 
mythology (b'l mrqd, b•l pn ·,�, b�l !md, b'l �pn, and b'l smm). 

Finally, it should be made clear that these �'local'' forms of the storm-god 
were worshipped far beyond the borders of their original home. E.g., the storm
god of .ijalab was also held in high esteem outside the country of Y amhad which 
was ruled from Halab. The same is also true of b.l spn, whose cult extended ... . 
from Antioch in northern Syria to Egypt, and from Marseilles to Jordan. Such 
a widespread veneration would scarcely have been possible if these Baals had 
been regarded as foreign gods. Rather. we are compelled to suppose that they 
were popular representatives of a single well-defined god figure. The many 
''local'' representations of Baal worship could be compared with those of the 
Roman Catholic Mary worship. Just as one can speak of Notre Dame (Our 
Lady) of Paris, or of Lourdes, or of the North, one can also speak of the lord 
of �apin, or of Sidon, or of Ugarit, even though one has in mind merely varia
tions of a single figure. 

From the Ugaritic texts, b'l �pn is by far the best known of all the Baals. His 
dwelling place was on Jebel el-Aqra• {1759 meters above sea level), about 
40 .kilometers north of Ugarit. The Semites called this mountain $apanu (later 
- l'DT tsaphon), and the non-Semites called it !Jazi (later Kasios). Sanctuaries 
of b'l �pn were established roun.d about the Mediterranean Sea, e.g., at the port 
of Prw-nfr at Memphis under the eighteenth Egyptian dynasty. 

Because of its extraordinary location, from the very first Mt. �apanu was an 
ideal point of orientation for sailors. Its name could very well have meant ''ob
servation post.'' This could explain the unusual popularity of b 'l �pn in the 

st See above. 
32 See below, m. 
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port cities. However, he was also worshipped in Jordan, 3:J and it is certainly 
not too bold to assume that there was a time when all of Canaan was guided 
spiritually by this mountain, so that tsaphon came to be synony.mous with the 
''North ' in Palestine. 

In Ugarit b •1 f pn was plainly and undoubtedly the national god. Nevertheless, 
usually the ''canonical'' lists of gods from Ugarit put him in fourth place, after 
llJb, the god of the fathers, JI, father of the gods and head of the pantheon, 
and dgn, the father of Baal. And yet, in other lists Baal is promoted in Ugaritic 
thought at the expense of these older gods, 34 so that his father Dagan, who no 
longer played any role in the Ugaritic religion, was often ''forgotten.,

, 

The real name of the Ugaritic Baal ·was Haddu (=Hadad, Adad), but this 
name was used only in the sacred texts. Even as early as the Old Babylonian 
period Baal had been represented as the son of Dagan under the name Adad. as 
Thus it is not a peculiarity of Ugaritic religion when. it frequently calls Baal
Had bn dgn1 ''son of Dagan.'' According to Ugaritica, V, chap. ill, Nos. 7,15 
this Dagan was the god of Tuttul in northern Mesopotamia, which is confirmed 
by the Mari and Terqa texts. It is likely that Baal-Had infiltrated into the Old 
Amorjte pantheon of Ugarit from that region at a relatively late time. This was 
explained theologicaJly by the assumption of a marriage between him and Anat, 
the daughter of El. :se 

The late acceptance of Baal into the Ugaritic pantheon is perhaps reflected in 
the peculiar tension between Baal and the .family of El, which is mentioned 
repeatedly. El supports his son Yam in his plot against Baal 37 and does not give 
Baal any opportunity to defend. himself when the messengers of Yam demand 
bis extradition. 88 Baal is successful in persuading El to give him permission to 
build a palace only with the greatest effort. 39 When Baal dies through the in
strumentality of Mot, another of El,s favorite sons •0 El indeed mourns, but he 
does not intervene; his consort and his sons rejoice over the death of Baal. 41 

On several occasions Baal has to defeat the sons of Bl and Atirat. 42 In another 
-

myth, � again it is El who creates the monsters who mortally wound Baal. Some-
times even Anat and ·A!tart could turn against Baal's best interests. « 

Undoubtedly, at Ugarit b ·1 �pn is above all the storm-god. He rules over 
clouds, winds, thunder, lightning, rain, dew, and snow. In these semiarid regions, 
all life was dependent on a sufficient amount of precipitation. Therefore, Baal 
is the ''Almighty'' c·11yn), the ''Exalted One

, 
c·1y), the ''Sovereign, Lord of the 

33 Eissf eldt, Baal Zap hon, 9f. 
M De Moor, UF, 2 (1970), 217ff. 
3S Dossin, CRRA, 3, 129. 
36 De Moor, AOAT, 16, 111 .  
37 CT A, 1 [VI AB], IV; 2 [Ill AB], Ill, see AOAT, 16, 1 16ff. 
38 CTA, 2 [Ill AB), I. 
39 CTA, 3 [V AB], E-P; 4 [IJ ABJ, l-V. 
� CTA, 5 [I• AB], VI. 
41 CTA, 6 [I AB], 1, 39-41. 
42 CTA, 2 [Ill AB], IV; 6 [I AB], V, 1,  VI, 16ff.; cf. 4 [II AB], 11, 24-26. 
43 CT A, 12 [BH). 
44 CTA, 2 [Ill AB). 40, IV, 28, and in the legend of Aqbat. 
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Earth'' (zbl b 'l ·r�), the king above whom no other can stand •s the one who 
gives substance to all Jiving creatures. �  When his sweet rain revives field and 
seed, the heads of the peasant farmers are lifted up. 47 When his return to the 
earth is announced men begin to dream of streams of oil and honey, 48 the 
symbols of abundance. But when he withdraws and the parched land cannot be 
plowed 49 or the vegetation withers, 50 this naturally gives rise to despair. 51 It is 
no wonder that a myth was created here to attempt to explain the change of the 
seasons. 52 

Baal is also a war-god, ' the Mighti.est of Heroes'' ('lly qrdm). He fights against 
monsters like ltn 53 (cf. Leviathan in Isa. 27:1), tnn (Tunnan.n = Tannin), 34 and 
'klm, � conquers dangerous enemies like Yam "8 and Mot, 61 and defeats many 
cities. 5 His equally violent lover1 Ana� frequently helps him in battle. 59 

As is often true in the history of religion the warring aspect was connected 
with that of sexual love. ·several texts from Ugarit deal with the amorous affairs 
of the lovers Baal and Anat. 60 However, it is not Baal who gives men children, 

· but El, ''the father of men'' ('b 'dm) even if it is at Baal's intercession. 61 

Even though Baal is re.presented at Ugarit in basically anthropomorphic terms, 
sometimes he also has intercourse with a cow. 62 This should not lead one to 
conclude that the people of Ugarit sanctioned bestiality, 63 but rather that Baal, 
as a potent fertility-god, could assume the form of a bull. But Baal is never 
explicitly called a "bull," which is probably due to his inability to displace the 
old bull-god El completely from his role as procreator (bny bnwt) . . fM 

2. Consort. In the late period of Ugarit's history Anat came to be associated 
with Astarte more and more so that the two of them together formed a pair of 
goddesses. � Thus, it is not surprising that elsewhere Astarte or both these love-

45 CTA, 3 [V AB], E, 41; 4 (11 AB}, JV, 44, Vll, 49f. 
46 CT A, 4 [11 AB], VlJ, 5()..52. 
47 CT A, 16 [11 K], Jn; cf. AOAT, 16, 99. 
48 CT A. 6 [l ABJ, rrr. 
•o CTA, 6 [I AB], IV, 25-29. 
00 CT A. 19 [I  DJ. I, 18, 30f., 61 rr.; cf. 12 [BH]. 11, 44. 
:i1 CT A, 19 [I 0) I, 34ff. 
52 See below, 11.3. 
G3 CT A, 5 [I+ AB}, I, 1�3. 
M PRU. 11, No. 1, v. 1.  
ss CT A, 12 [BH]. 
:.o CTA, 2 [Ill AB], IV; 4 (11 AB], Vll, 2-5. 
67 CT A. 6 [I AB], VI, 16ff. 
tiB CTA, 4 [fl AB], VTI, 6ff. 
S9 E.g., CTA, 3 [V AB], 0, 34ff.; 10 [lV AB], ti, 23-25; see Kapelrud, The Violent God-

dess (0 lo, 1969). 48ff. 
eo See below, II.2. 
61 CT A, 15 [Ill K], 11; 11 [fl O], I. 
62 CTA, 5 [I* AB1 V. 18ff; cf. CTA, IQ..11 [IV AB]; PRU, V, No. 124. 
63 See AOAT, 16, 188, n. 17. 
M Seo UF, 2 (1970), 313, and CTA, 23 [SS]. On the mythology and cult of b'I iPn, see 

fllrther below. IJ.3-4. 
as Gese, 161f .; De Moor, UF, 2, 228. 
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goddesses appear as c-0nsorts of Baal. Later they were united in the one figure 
Atargatis or succeeded by other fertility-goddesses like Tinnit, Ba'alat Belti, 
Aphrodite, and Venus, but sometimes also by a 'more maternal figure like 
Ashera.h (-+ :iirdK �0s/1eraJi), Hera, or Juno. Thus, it is no longer possible to con
ter:id that Baal had more than one consort (perhaps consisting of two persons); 
to the present time no arguments to this effect have proved valid. 66 

It is certain that Anat (btlt), Tinnit (Virgo Caelestis), and Atargatis (Virgo) 
were regarded as virginal deities. This probably does not mean that they were 
virgines intactae (i.e., that they bad never had sexual relations), but only that 
they had never brought a divine child into the world, 67 which is related to their 
being considered hermaphroditic beings. 68 

These names of Baal's partners are hard to understand: Ugar. •!trt sm b ·1, 
Phoen. 'Slrt sm b 4[, Phoen. sml b ·1, and Pun. tnt pn b ·1. However, the meanings 
sml ( likeness ') and pn (''face'') are clear in and of themselves. Frequently, the 
name (sm) of a deity is to be understood as his external visible being, his 'appear
ance'' (- crd sliem). Therefore, perhaps sml, pn and Im should be interpreted 
in the sense of ''alter ego,'' ''better half'' (cf. keneglido, ''fit for him,'' in Gen. 
2 : 1 8,20). 69 

3. Mythology. We find myths about Baal only in Ugaritic, Hittite, and Egyp
tian tradition. But if a single idea of deity lay behind the local Baals whose 
manifestations differed more or less from place to place, ;o one might expect 
local variations of these mythological narratives, but not a completely different 
mythology, among the Canaanite worshippers of Baal. 71 . 

The most extensive mythological series from Ugarit consists of six tablets 
written by a certain Ilimilku. 72 CT A,  7 and 8, and Ugaritica, V, chap. III, Nos. 
3-4 contain somewhat divergent fragments of the same myth. T.here is practical
ly unanimous agreement among scholars concerning the order of the tablets in 
CT A,  4-6, but there is wide disagreement as to the order and relationship of the 
fragments CT A ,  1-3. According to a recent theory 73 the tablets should be read 
in the following order: 3-1-2-4-5-6. In this case, the myth can be seen to relate 
in chronological sequence how the course of the normal climatic, agrarian and 
cultic year of the people of Ugarit came to be determined by the experiences 
and deeds of Baal. 7� Therefore, we find here the mythological patterns of the 
seasons (symboliz.ed by the succession of Baal-Yam-Baal-Mot/'A!tar-Baal to 

66 AOAT, 16, 8lf. 
67 UF, 1 (1969) 182, 224. 
68 On Anat/Astarte, see UF, 1, 171; AOAT, 16, 132, 193; on Tinnit, see Albright. Yahweh 

and 1/1e Gods of Canaan, 1 12f. 
69 Other views are given in part in W. Herrmann, MIO, 15 (1969), 22f.; but see also 

Dolger, Anrike und Christe11tun1, I (1929), 93. 
10 See above, 1.2; Il.1. 
11 Cf. AOAT, 16, 52ff. 
12 CTA, 1-6 [VI AB, ID AB, V AB; JI AB, l* AB, J AB]. 
73 De Moor, AOAT, 16. 
74 For other views, see AOAT, 16, 9ff. 
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the throne), of the highlights in the life of the peasant and fisherman, of the 
most important festivals and rites, and, of course, of the origin of the cult center. 
The narrative was probably recited at the Autumn New Year Festival. 75 

Another myth (which, unfortunately, is fragmentary) 76 relates how Anat goes 
out in search for Baal while he is chasing wild cows in the region around Lake 
Huleb. Overwhelmed by her beauty, Baal promises her wonderful ecstatic love. 
But since Anat herself cannot give birth to a child, 77 she enters into a wild cow, 
she and Baal have sexual relations, and she gives birth to a bull. 78 

According to CTA, 12 [BH], Baal makes two slave-goddesses pregnant at 
their entreaty, and then in the desert they give birth to monsters that are similar 
to wild bulls. Baal chases them, but .be is wounded and lies in the mire sick 
with fever for ''seven, yea eight'' years. The earth dries up during his absence 
until his relatives finally find him. 79 

A fragment in the Hittite language from Boghazkoy 80 contains a Canaanite 
myth in which Asherah (� �,!PK •0sliera/1) tried to seduce the s�orm-god. 

4. Cult. For a description of the Baal cult, Ugarit again furnish.es the greatest 
amount of material. At the present time, four great festivals for Baal are more 
or less discernible. The most important was the New Year Festival in the 
Aut11mn. 81 It was celebrated during the first seven days of the month, rls yn 
(''the first of the wine,'' September-October). The king organized sacrificial 
meals to honor Baal in Ugarit and on Mt. �apan. Baal's return from the under
world and his enthronement on Mt. $apao were probably celebrated. At the same 
time it was the vintage festival in which new wine was drunk in large quantities. 
On the first day of the festival the king offered sacrifices on the roof of the 
temple where tabernacles had been erected (cf. Jer. 32:29; Neb. 8 :10). On the 
same day, a bunch of grapes was offered to El. According to CTA, 3 [V AB], 
A, 9-17, Baal drank the new wine out of a holy cup, which no woman was allowed 
to witness. This ritual of drinking wine probably took place in those cult associa
tions of Baal worshippers called mrzl.r. 82 

As in the Assyrian New Year Ritual in KAR, No. 214, 83 many gods are 
invited to drink with Baal-Had in the ritual in Ugaritica, V, chap. III, No. 2. 
This agrees with other Ugaritic texts which state that on this occasion much wine 

75 See below. For another, very incomplete version of the Yam episode from Egypt, see 
Stadelmann, 127ff. 

76 CT A, 10 [IV AB]. 
11 See above, Il.2. 
78 Other fragments of the same type may be found in CTA, 11, RS 22.225 and perhaps 

in PRU, V, No. 124; similar narratives concerning Baal and Anat were known in Egypt, 
Stadelmann, 13Uf. 

79 For fragments of additional Baal myths from Ugarit, sec AOAT, 16, 6f. 
80 ANETS, 519. 
81 On this festival, see De Moor, New Year with Canaanites and Israelites. 
82 For Ugarit: 0. Eis feldt, Ugaritica, VI, 187ff.; Miller, AnOr, 48 (1972), 37ff.; for Sidon: 

KAI, 60.1; for �:farseilles: KAJ1 69.16; for Palmyra: Hoftijzer, 28f. 
83 ct Fraokena, Takultu, 23.ff. 
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was distributed among the gods; provisions were also given to men and even to 
the dead. Wine, bread, and meat for the sacral meals were taken from the annual 
taxes. At the meals people were crowned with garlands, and sang, played, and 
danced before Baal. 

There are other events which seem to have taken place during the New Year 
Festival, although we cannot be certain about this. The great Baal myth was prob
ably read. There was a holy marriage between El, Aprat, and �y (perhaps 
Anat), which presumably was represented in the cult by the king, the queen, and 
a priestess. The festival was also regarded as the official beginning of the prepara
tion of purple. There was a four-day ritual battle of Anat with the concluding rite 
of the ''rain maiden," probably performed by a princess. 

Presumably other Canaanites also celebrated the Autumn New Year Festival 
with Baal-Had. " To some extent this also lies behind the Israelite Feast of 
Harvest or of Tabernacles (chagh ha"asiph, � :T:lO sukkah). Azitawadda calls 
it zb� ymm, ''Festival of the Yearly Sacrifice,'' 85 whic.h is very similar to the 
terminology in 1 S. 1 :21;  2 :19  {cf. the annual fees and the alleged drunkenness 
of Hannah); and 20:6 (note that this feast lasted several days beginning with 
the New Moon, as in Ugarit). 

The other three festivals of Baal can be reconstructed only in very vague out
lines. They are: the .Festival of the Dedication of the Temple about the time 
of the spring equinox, which possibly corresponded to the beginning of the 
civil year; 86 the Festival of Mourning for Baal a month later, presumably with 
a rite of the first sheaf, sacrifices on �apan, and a procession of Anat-Astarte; 87 
and the Festival of the Destruction of Mot in June, presumably with a rite of 
the last sheaf. 88 Other than referring to numerous establishments of temples, 
stelae, and votive offerings, the other Canaanite sources furnish only very little 
material that would help in describing the Baal cult. Azitawadda offered sacri
fices not only on the New Year, but also at the time of plowing and at the time 
of harvest. 89 Also the sacrificial texts from ·ugarit, 90 Marseilles (b ·1 �pn), 91 and 
Carthage (perhaps b ·1 J:imn) 92 offer information about types of sacrifices, mate
rials used in sacrifices, and fees paid to the priests. Human sacrifice to Baal is 
unknown at Ugarit. Greek and Latin authors refer to human sacrifice, however, 
to b ·1 l)mn, among others, and yet accorrung to the Punic inscriptions he was 
satisfied with substitute sacrifices of animals. 93 

According to sources in the OT, late classical antiquity, and early Christianity, 
many obscene rites took place in the cult of the Baals and their partners. There 

M Cf., e.g., KAI, 214.21f. 
Su KAJ, 26 A fill, C IV.4; see AOAT, 16, 59, n. 45. 
86 AOAT, 16, 6lf., 155. 
87 A.OAT, 16, 195f., 200f. 
88 AOAT, 16, 212ff. 
89 KAI, 26 A IJJ.lf.� C IV.5. 
oo Enumerated in UF, 2, 188f. 
91 KAI, 69. 
92 KAI, 74, 75; CIS, � 168-170,. 3916, 3917. 
9B KAJ, Il, 76f.; Gese, 174f.; Teixidor, Syr, 46 (1969), 321. 
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is lit1le trace of this. in the Ugaritic material. If we disregard the ritual described 
in CT A, 23 [SS], which deals with the holy wedding of El, the only other evi
dence of obscene rites at Ugarit is found in the mythological love scenes between 
Baal and Anat. 94 But since certain scenes of the myth were acted out. symbol
ically in the Ugaritic cult, this might be assumed here as well. In any case, it is 
certain that (quite differently than in Israel) the queens, princesses, and other 
women (Jnst, 'amiable maidens•') activel.y participated in the Ugaritic cult, 
which suggests, but does not prove the conjecture that sacral prostitution was 
practiced in this cult. 

de Moor 

m. Baal in the OT. 

1 .  Names and Forms. As a divine name, ba 'al occurs 76 times in the OT: 
58 times in the singular (always with the article) and 1 8  times in the plural. For 
a long time scholars nave thought that Baal with the article was only an appel
lative to denote different local numina whose real names were otherwise un
known. However the discoveries at Ras Shamra and other places os have hown 
that Baal can be the propeT name of a specific deity. ba'al with the article be
longs to the category of common nouns and adjectives \Yhich can be regarded 
as proper names when referring to a specific individ.ual. 96 

It is doubtful whether the pl. habbe"alim (Jgs. 2: 1 1 ;  3:7; 8:33; 10:6,10; 1 S. 
7:4; 12:10· 1 K. 18:18; Jer. 2:23; 9: 13[14];  Hos. 2: 15,19[ 13,17];  1 1 :2; 2 Ch. 
17:3;  24:7; 28:2; 33:3; 34:4), whi.ch occasionally also appears in secular usage, 97 

should be regarded as a ''plural of respect'' (as at Ugarit). 98 To be sure, ba·a1 
and be'alim are frequently used indiscriminately (cf. Jgs. 2: 1 1  with 2:13;  2 :13  
with 10:6; 1 S. 7:4· and 12: 10; Jgs. 8:33a with 8:33b; 1 K. 18 :18  with 18: 19ff.; 
Hos. 2:10,18[8,16] with 2: 15,19[13,17];  2 Ch. 23: 1 7  with 24:7; and 2 K. 2 1 :3 
with 2 Ch. 33:3), but the ''lovers•' of Hos. 2 and ''the strangers'' of Jer. 2:25 
(cf. 2:23) show clearly that liabbe·alim \Vas understood to mean everal mani
fe tations, although evidently it was believed they were more or le s similar to 
'the one Baal. 00 Also opposing the idea that habbe:alim. is to be taken as a 
plural of respect is that this word often appears in stereotyped Deuteronomis
tic formulas which expre s a negative attitude toward it, e.g. ·abhadlz 'etl1 
habbe·alim, ''to serve the Baals'' (Jgs. 2: 1 1 ;  3:7; 10:6; 1 S. 1 2: 1 0) and halakh 

• 

·achare habbe.alim., ''to follow (lit. go after) the BaaJs.'' And, elsewhere the 
OT authors have shown anything but respect for Baal. In Jer. 1 1 :13 (cf. 3:24; 
Hos. 9:10) ba'al is replaced by bosheth, ''shame," 100 and the same is true of 

o.t See above. 
9:; See above. 
96 Brockelmann, Synr., § 2tc. 
97 See above, 1.1. 
98 See above, 1.2; cf. GK § 124i. 
99 See above, 11.1. 

100 Probably not in the Lacbish Ostraca, KAI, 196.6, as Michaud, Sur la pierre er /'argile 
{NeucbateVParis, 1958), 101, propose . 
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proper names in the books of Samuel that originally were compound names 
using ba·al, e.g., 'esliba·al, ''Eshbaal'' {l Ch. 8:33; 9:39}="ish-bosheth, ' Ish
bosheth'' (2 S. 2:8,10,12,15; 3:8,14f.; 4:5,8,12); yerubba'al, ''Jerubbaal'' (Jgs. 
6:32; 7 :1 ;  8:29,35; 9: lff.; 1 S. 12: 1 1}=yerubbesheth, ''Jerubbeshetb' (2 S. 
1 1 :21); meri(b[bh])ba·at, 'Merib-baal'' (1  Ch. 8:34; 9:40) =mepJiibhosheth., 
''Mephibosheth'' (2S. 4:4; 9:6ff.; 16:1,4; 19:25f.,31 [24f.,30] ;  21 :7f.). 101 

Here it should be emphasized at the start that the OT writers show a basic 
aversion to idols in general (cf., e.g., Jer. 10: l ff., or Isa. 44:6ff.). Moreover, we 
must take into consideration an interpretatio israelitica. 102 It was not the inten
tion of the biblical writers to teach their readers in detail concerning the char
acter or the peculiarities of Canaanite religion. In addition, they were inclined 
to speak of Baal and his worship in pejorative terms. This is cJear not only from 
the transformation of ba"al into bosheth, ''shame," but also from the ·various 
titles used for Baal-peor in the OT: Baal-peC?r (Baal of Peor) (Nu. 25:3; Dt. 4:3; 
Hos. 9:10; Ps. 106:28), Peor (Nu. 25:18; 3 1 : 16; Josh. 22:17), bosheth, ''shame,'' 
and * · ohabh, ''object of love'' (Hos. 9:10; cf. shiqquts, ''detestable''), which 
clearly emphasizes the religious. aversion of the different writers. 103 

This brings out th.e importance of carefully distinguishing between earlier and 
later witnesses. Thus, old narratives can be incorporated into a later redaction 
(e.g., the Deuteronomistic history), as in the case in the book of Judges. l().l 
Parallel pericopes in the books of Kings and Chronicles also contai·n djfferences 
(cf., e.g., 2 K. 21 :3 with 2 Ch. 33:3). Furthermore, the books of Chronicles con
tain midrashic notes which come from the pen of later scribal authors, e.g., in 
2 Ch. 17:3; 24:7 (cf. 2 K. 12:8[7]); 28:2 (cf. 2 K. 16:3); and 34:4 (cf. 2 K. 23:5f.). 
The use of the feminine article with Baal in different texts of the LXX (2 K. 21 :3; 
Jer. 2:8; 12: 16; etc.) and in the NT (Rom. 1 1 :4) indicates that there was a grow
ing aversion to using the name Baal in the later period. Baal s name was replaced 
by he aiscliyne, ''the shame." 105 Perhaps prophets like Hosea (2:18f.[16f.]) and 
Jeremiah (11 :  13) provided the stimulus for these titles of Baal as well as for 
those which are pejorative. 

''Baal'' occurs much more frequently in the singular than in the plural (Jgs. 
2:13;  6:25ff.; 1 K. 16:31f.; 18:19ff.; 19:18; 22:54(53]; 2 K. 3:2; 10:18ff.; 1 1 :18; 
17: 16; 21:3; 23:4f.; Jer. 2:8; 7:9; 1 1 : 13,17; 12:16; 19:5; 23: 1 3,27; 32:29,35; 
Hos. 2: 10[8]; 13 :1 ;  Zeph. 1:4; 2 Ch. 23:17). It is clear from many of these pas
sages that habba«al here cannot be regarded as an appellative of different 
Canaanite gods, but onJy as the n.ame of a specific god with which Israel came 
into contact from the period of the settlement in Canaan to the exile. 108 The OT 
does not reveal whether another unknown divine name Ji.es bjdden behind the 
name ''Baal," e.g., Hadad. 107 However, it does confirm the impression made 

101 Cf. Mulder, VT, 18 (1968), 113!. 
10.2 Mulder, NtdTl1T1 24 (1969), 414. 
103 Cf. M·utder, Ba •ar, 133. 
10f See above. 
10� Dillmann, MKP A W  (1882), 601ff.; Mulder, Ba ·a1, 174ff. 
106 Y. Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel (Chicago, 1960), 133ff., holds otherwise. 
101 See above, II.1; Dussaud, RHR, 113, Sff. 
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by the Ugaritic texts that it has in mind Baal par excellence, the god of storm 
and fertility, who .appears in different local manifestations and nuances. 

These local manifestations are revealed in the names of Baal that contain 
geographical or other elements. Baal-peor, Baal-berith, and Baal-zebub are titles 
of the god Baal wo.rth special attention. Baal-peor (Nu. 25:3,5,E; Dt. 4:3; Hos. 
9: 10; Ps. 1 06:28) was worshipped on the mountain of Peor in Moab east of the 
Dead Sea. According to Nu. 25, his cult was characterized by sacral prostitution 
an.d' by eating a sacrificial meal, by means of which an intimate relationship was 
established between the god and his worshippers (tsamadh in the niphal, ''to 
yoke,

,, 
Nu. 25:3,5; Ps. 106:28, or na'l.llT in the niphal, ''to consecrate oneself," 

Hos. 9: 10). This Baal was worshipped in a sanctua_ry, as is clear from the expres
sion beth pecor, ''house (temple) of Peor'' (Dt. 3:29; 4:46; 34:6; Josh. 13:20). 108 

The location of this sanctuary has not yet been determined. 109 

Baal-berith (Jgs. 8:33; 9:4) is the god of Shechem. Jgs. 9:46 speaks of El
berith, but it is questionable whether this god is to be identified with Baal-berith 
or whether we are to assume that there were two gods with two temples in 
Shechem. 110 The precise meaning of the name Baal-berith (''Baal of the Cove
nant,') has not been explain.ed satisfactorily enough for us to be able to under
stand the function of this Baal in Shecbem, 111 or even to be able to explain his 
significance in the history of Israelite religion. 112 It may be regarded as certain 
that the account in Jgs. 8:33, which. says that this Baal was a Canaanite god, is 
reliable. This is supported by Jgs. 9:27, which speaks of a thanksgiving festival 
in the sanctuary of the god after the grape gathering. 113 Thus Baal-berith was 
certainly also a god of vegetation and a local manifestation of the Baal par 
excellence. 

Baal-t.ebub is mentioned as the god of the Philistine city of Ekron (2 K. 1 :2f., 
6,16). The only discernible function of this deity is that of giving advice and 
help in cases of illness or injury. Baal-zebub (''lord of the flies'') is probably 
a deliberate distortion Of b �, zbl Of zbl b cl. Ut 

In addition to these three titles of Baal, the name ''Baal', frequently occurs in 
geographical names: 115 Baal-gad, Baal-hamon, Baal-hazor, Baal-hennon, Baal
meon, Baal-perazim, Baal-shalishah, Baal-tamar, Baal-zapho.n, 116 Bamoth-baal, 
(Gur) Baal, 117 and Kiriath-baal. As far as history of religion is concerned, very 

1os For other titles of this Baal. see above. 
109 Noth, ZAW, 60 (1944), 19ff.; Henke, ZDPY, 15 (1959), 160ff.; Wolff, BK, XJV/1, 213( 
110 Cf. Mulder, Ba·a1, l36f.; contra, Clements, JSS, 13 (1968), 26, n. 3. 
1-11 The different hypotheses are critically evaluated in Clements, 21ff. 
112 However, see Nielsen, Shechem. A Traditio-Historical Investigation (Copenhagen, 

21959). 
us See above, Il.4. 
11• This title occurs jn the Ugaritic material, see above, JI.l.; for other views see Mulder, 

Ba'al, 141ff.; Gaston, ThZ, 18 (1962), 247ff.; Fensham, ZAW, 19 (1967), 361ff.; and -+ :t:li 
dibbah. 

11s This is discussed in detail' in Mulder, Ba'al, 144ff. 

ue Sec aJso Cazellcs, RB, 62 (1955), 332fL 
117 See Lipinski, RSO, 44 (1969), 83ff. 
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little is to be learned from these place names; but this list shows how widespread 
the Baal cult was in Palestine. 

2. Historical Outline. According to Nu. 25, 118 there was a conflict between 
Yahweh and Baal even before the settlement in Canaan. But it is worthy of note 
that the OT never refers to a struggle between Yahweh and El, the head of the 
Canaanite pantheon. This is probably connected with the fact that El was often 
identified with Yahweh, especially in the book of Genesis (-+ ;w "el). 119 Parallels 
have frequently been drawn between the tension between El and Baal in the 
Ugaritic texts 120 and that between Yahweh and Baal in the OT, and some have 
even concluded that Y abweh was identical with El. in However, many of the 
questions encountered here still need clarification. 

By the time of the period of the judges, Y abweh and Baal are presumed to 
be in conflict (Jgs. 6:25ff., E). During the night, Gideon destroyed an altar of 
Baal and the -+ :i,ef• ""sheralz, ''Asberah,'' that was standing beside it. He also 
built an altar to Yahweh, his God. Afterward his father had to protect him 
from the threat of the people of the city. He said, ''If Baal is a god, let him con
tend for himself.'' 

Later, a greater conflict between Yahweh and Baal took place under the 
Omrides (1 K. 18: 16ff.). This narrative is anticipated by the note in 1 K. 16:31f. 
that Omri's son, Ahab, took .for wife Jezebel, the daugbte_r of Ethbaal, king of 
the Sidonians, and at the same time began to serve Baal. He erected an altar 
for Baal in the house of Baal which he bad built in Sama.ria. According to 
Josephus (Ant. viii.13.l [317)), this text has reference to the Baal of the city of 
Tyre, and, in connection with the description of the divine judgment on Carmel, 
it has of ten been assumed that this god was Melkart. But for one thing, it is un
certain whether Melkart can be identified with the Baal of Tyre, 122 and more-
over, it cannot be inferred .from the account in 1 K. 18 that the Baal of Carmel 
was the city-god of Tyre. Undoubtedly certain elements in the description of the 
scene on Carmel would seem to correspond to the ritual of Melkart, 123 but the 
Baal of Carmel is never identified with Melkart-Hercules in any interpretatio 
graec� of this god. Also, nothing in the text points to a ''modified funeral pile 
ritual.'' 12• Finally, in a theological evaluation, 1 K. 21:25f. shows that the OT 
writer regarded the actions of Ahab as a continuation of the cult ''of the Am
orites, whom Yahweh had cast out before the people of Israel." The author's 
purpose is not to depict the Baal of Carmel as a foreign element in a real sense. 
He regards this Baal as a local manifestation of the storm-god that bad been well 
known since ancient times. 123 

us Cf.. Rossler, 94ff. 
119 Eissfeldt, KlSchr, Ill. 386ff.; Weidmann, FRLANT, 94 (1968) with Jiteratu:re. 
120 See above, 11.1. 
ll1 Oldenburg, 164ff. 
122 See above, 1.2. 
ua De Vaux, BMB, 7ff. 
12t Galling, Gtschichte und AT (1953), 109, contra de Vaux. 
126 See Alt, KlSchr, II, 135ff.; Galling, 105ff.; following Eissfeldt, ZAW, S1 (1939), 20ff., 

Baalsbamem; a synopsis of other views is given by Rowley, BJRL, 194. 
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But the events on Carmel by no means brought Baal worship to an end. 1 K. 
22:54(53) and 2 K. 3:2 tell how Ahab's sons worshipped Baal, and 2 K. 10: 18ff. 
describes Jehu s extermination of Baal worship from the northern kingdom. But 
in the meantime the Baal cult blossomed out again in Judah as a result of the 
support of Athaliah, the wife of Joram and daughter of Ahab. 2 K. 1 1 : 18 states 
that the people of the land broke into the Baal temple at Jerusalem, tore down 
his image, and killed his priests. The erection of altars for Baal is mentioned 
among the 'abominable practices'' of Manasseh enumerated in 2 K. 2 1 :2ff. 
Finally, Josiah's reform would seem to have brought the Baal cult to an end in 
Judah (2 K. 23:4ff.; cf. 2 Ch. 34:4). By abolishing all decentralized cult places, 
where foreign cults always had good chances of surviving, he was successful in 
preventing at least an official apostasy into Baalism. 

The appearance of prophets offered a great deal of support to this reform 
movement. Jeremiah had a direct influence on it. But also the earlier work of 
Hosea in the northern kingdom was not without influence in the attempt at 
restoration in the time of Josiah. The danger of a syncretism of the Canaanite 
vegetation religion with the Yahweh religion was by no means imaginary in that 
time. 126 Although Hosea used the word ba ·al itself only a few times, he con
tinually reproved the Baal religion of the northern kingdom which was posing 
as a type of Yahwism. His words are often taken from the Baal cult or the 
Baal mythology, and his marriage (Hos. 1 and 3) is not merely a likeness of 
Yahweh s love for bis people, but it also gives us insight into the situation of 
the people who bad yielded to the Baal cult. 

Many hypotheses have been proposed to explain Yahweh's command to Hosea 
to tak_e 'a wife of harlotry and children .of harlotry'' (Hos. 1 :2). Is this an ex
ample of a general fertility rite common in the Baal cult described by Lucian 
(De Dea Syra 6) and Herodotus (Hist. i.199; cf. also Dt. 23: 18f.[17f.]; Prov. 
7: 13ff.; aod esp. J gs. 1 1  :34ff., the ''bewailing of virginity''), 127 or is this a unique 
command, intended to empnasize the prophet's task? Against the background 
of other statements in the OT (e.g., Hos. 4:13ff.), Rost has called the custom of 
young women offering themselves for sale to strangers and thus being called 
''women of harlotry'' an injtiation rite. 128 HoweveI, other scholars have denied 
that this custom was widespTead in Israel. 129 

Like Jeremiah and Zephaniah, other prophets censured the Baal cult without 
always having to use the name of Baal explicitl,y. Ezekiel condemns Jerusalem s 
infidelity in harsh words (cf. Ezk. 16; 23; etc.), but he does not mention Baal a 
single time by name, not even when he speaks of Jerusalem's idolatry (he does 
refer to Tammuz in Ezk. 8: 14). After the exile, ''the names of the BaaJs were 
removed from Israel's mouth

,, 
(Hos. 2: 19(1 7]). But it is questionable whether 

the Baal cult entirely vanished, especjally if ''the abomination that makes des-

126 On this, cf. also G. W. AhJstrom, Aspects of Syncretism in lsraelit.e Religion {Lund, 
1963). 

121 l'n addition cf., e.g., \Volff, BK., XlV/t, 13ff., 107ff. 
12 Ro t, Festscltri/t A. Ber1hole1 (1950), 45lff. 
129 Rudolph, ZA W, 15 (1963), 65ff. 
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of Dn1. 9:27; 1 1 :31;  and 12: 1 1  is interpreted to mean that a cult object 
was erected for Baal-shamem in the Jerusalem temple. 130 

3. Overall Picture. If we now consider the overall picture that can be drawn 
from djrect statements concerning the god Baal as presented in the OT, first of 
all it is clear that the OT never speaks of a pantheon of Baal. The goddesses 
-+ ;,ildac 'asherah, ''Asherah'' (Jgs. 3:7; 1 K. 18:19; cf. 1 K. 16:33; 2 K. 23:4) and 
-+ n'lind� 'ashtllroth, ''Ashtaroth'' (Jgs. 2:13;  10:6; 1 S. 7:3f.; 12:10) probably 
are intimately associated with this god, 131 although some scholars believe that 
habbe'a/im veha·ashtaroth, ''the Baals and the Ashtaroth,' together mean simply 
''gods and goddesses," like Akk. i/oni u istarllti. 132 

Once child sacrifice is attributed to Baal rather than to Molech (Jer. 19:5). lSJ 
As far as the Baal cult is concerned, we are told that altars (in Ophrah, Jgs. 
6:25ff.; on Carmel, 1 K. 18:26; in Samaria, 16:32; in Jerusalem, 2 K. 1 1 : 18) and 
temples (in Shecbem, Jgs. 9:4; in Samaria, 1 K. 16:32; in Jerusalem, 2 K. 1 1 : 18) 
were built to him. Sometimes the cult place was fortified (Jgs. 6:26), or was 
built on a - :tDl biimiih, ' 'high place'' (Jer. 19:5; 32:35; cf. Nu. 22:41; Josh. 
13: 17). Sometimes incense is offered to Baal on rooftops (Jer. 32:29). 13• Certain 
geograpbjcal names indicate that the Baal cult was practiced near or on moun-

• 

ta1ns. 
According to the OT, Baal had many worshippers as early as the period of 

the judges (Jgs. 6:25ff.; 8:33; 9:4; etc.), but he also h.ad many worshippers later, 
as the statement that only 7000 people had not bowed the knee to Baal (1  K. 
19: 18) impressively emphasizes. The personnel of the Baal cult consisted of 
priests (2 K. 10:19; 1 1 :18;  cf. hakkemarim in Zeph. 1 :4) and/or prophets (1 K. 
18 : 19ff.; 2 K. 10: 19) who sacrificed, performed cultic dances, 13� became ec
static, 136 and ''prophesied'' (Jer. 2:8; 23:13). Finally, the king could sacrifice 
to Baal (2 K. 10:25). 

In addition to altars, the Baal cult also had -+ n':i:ro matstsebhorh, ''pillars'' 
(2 K. 3:2; 10:26!.), and images ( 1 1 : 18; Hos. 1 1 :2· 13:2; cf. the golden calves 
mentioned in Ex. 32: 1ff.; 1 K. 12:28ff.; the bull was a symbol of Baal). 137 An 
'asherah stood beside the altar (Jgs. 6:25; cf. 1 K. 16:32f.; 2 K. 17: J6 ·  2 Ch. 
33:3). -+- O'lDn chammanim, ''incense altars,'' could stand on the altar (2 Ch. 
34:4). Scholars frequently identify these with small, slender limestone altars 
which have been found sever�] times in excavalions, and understand them as 
decorative altars placed at the corners of a great altar of burnt-offering. 138 

130 So Eissfeldt. ZA W, 57 (1939)J 24. 
131 See above, ll.2. 
132 Caquot, Syr, 35 (1958), 57. 
133 See above, 11.4, and Mulder, Ba'al, 75ff. 
lat See above, ll.4. 
135 Cf. BaaJ Markod1 RAC, I, 1077f. 
136 Cf. the Mari prophets and the Wen-Amon narrative, ANET, 25ff. 
137 See above, 11.1, and also Noth, BK, 001, 283ff. 
138 GaJling, RGG3, I, 254; and with cautio� Haran, VT, 10 (1960), 1 18ff. 
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The OT uses different words to denote cultic actions: -+ ,� 'abhadh, ''to 
serve', (Jgs. 2 : 1 1,13; 3:7; 1 K. 16:31 ;  22:54(53]; etc.); -+ 11inn!d11 ltishtacli0vlzh, 
''to bow down' ( 1  K. 16:31 ;  22:54[53]}; _.. 11� kara·, ''to bow the knee,'' and/or 
� i'Wl nashaq, ''to kiss'' (an image or a matstsebhah, ''pillar'' ;  1 K. 19:18; Hos. 
13:2). 

The verb -+ 11lT zanah, ''to play the harlot,'' OCCUIS frequently in the immediate 
context of descriptions of the Baal cult (Jgs. 8:33, and esp. in Hosea: 1 :2; 2:7(5]; 
3:3; 4: 10ff.; 5:3; 9 :1 .;  cf. zenunim, ''harlotry," 1 :2; 2:6(4]; 4:12; 5:4; and zenuth, 
''harlotry," 4: 1 1 ;  6:10). It is possible that this refers to sacral prostitution. 139 
The OT presents no evidence that there was also a ''holy marriage'' among the 
Canaanites which was acted out cultically. 140 Sometimes incense was offered 
to Baal (2 K. 23:5; 2 Ch . . 28:4 ; Jer. 7:9; 1 1 : 13,17;  cf. Hos. 2:15 [13]; 1 1 :2; on 
roofs, Jer. 32:29), people inquired of him by means of the oracle (2 K. 1 :2ff.}, 
and swore by him (Zeph. 1 :4), an action that could have the character of a con
fession of faith (Jer. 12: 16). The OT mentions solemn processions for Baal (Hos. 
2:15'[13]; cf. Dt. 4:3; Jer. 2:23; 9:13[14): halakh -+ ,,nit 'ach0re habbe'alim, ''to 
follow [lit. go after] the Baals''). Canaaojtes and also Israelites called on the 
name of Baal ( 1  K. 18:24ff.; Hos. 2: 19(17)). They offered bloody and non
bloody sacrifices ( 1  K. 18:23; 2 K. 10:24; .Hos. 1 1 :2; and 2 K. 23:5; Jer. 7:9; 
1 1 : 13,17), bulls (Jgs. 6:25; 1 K. 18:23ff.), but also children (Jer. 19:5) to him. 
They ate sacrificial meals which were designed to bring about an intimate rela
tionship between Baal and. his followers (Nu. 25:3ff.; Ps. 106:28; Hos. 9: 10). 
Festival assemblies are mentioned in Jgs. 9:27 an.d 2 K. 10: 19f. 1•1 Possibly a 
special kind of garment (2 K. 10:22} or other valuables (Hos. 2: 10,15(8,13]) 
were worn in the cult. 

According to the OT, Baal is primarily a fertility-god. as, e.g., 1 K. 18 and 
Hos. 2 indicate. The greatest gift Baal can give is rain, :w as well as everything 
that is necessary for life (Hos. 2). The OT knows that the mountain tops are the 
dwelling place of this deity, 143 and also that Baal is a god of heaven, since it 
frequently mentions him in connection with the host of heaven, the sun, the 
moon, and the sym.bols of the zodiac (2 K. 17:16; 21 :3; 23:4f.; cf. Jer. 32:29). 
It is doubtful whether this justifies the view that he should be identified with 
Baal-shamem. 1" Perhaps it may be concluded from the scene of th.e divine 
judgment on Carmel that Baal's adherents on this occasion believed that he 
disappeared in the summer and they expected him to return in the autumn 1•5 
( 1  K. 18:27; He cf. also Hos. 6:1ff.). 1•7 

1.89 See above, rn.2. 
tfO See above, Il.4. 
1t1 For festivals in Ugarit, see above, ll.4. 
'1t! On 1 K. 18, cf. De Moor, AOAT, 16, 95. 
113 See above. 
1« Eissfeldt. 
1•� See above, II.1 and 3. 
ltG Colpe, AOAT, 1, 23ff. 
lt'f On this passage, cf. Wolff, BK1 XIV/1, 150. 
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4. /ndjrect Statements. These direct statements about the Baal cult are 
supported by indirect statements concerning it: the latter show just how great 
the impact of the Canaanite religion was on Israel. This applies not only to 
Israel's literary and ideological borrowing from Canaanite culture, which was 
far superior to the nomadic standards of the wandering Israelites, but also to the 
many not unimportant theological concepts of the Israelite community. Among 
the literary borrowings we can mention, e.g., those texts in which Yahweh was 
praised with epithets similar to those which were applied to Baal in the Canaan
ite epics. 148 Like Baal in the Ugaritic texts, Yahweh rides upon the clouds (rkb 
'rpt; cf. Ps. 68:5[4] ; and also 104:3; Dt. 33:26), and makes himself known in the 
tempest and the storm {Ps. 29; 18:14[12]; 46:7[6] ; 77:19(18]; 97:4; 104:7; 
etc.). If this literal agreement in the wording proves clearly that Israel applied 
Baal's character to Yahweh, the case for this becomes even stronger when Israel 
adopts complete mythological ideas from Baalism: just as Baal fights against 
the ltn, the b[n brl}, b[n 'qltn, and tnn, u9 Yahweh fights against .Leviathan (-+ 
1n,,; livyathan), the nachash bariach, ''the fleeing serpent,'' nachash 'aqallathon, 
''the twisting serpent,'' and ha/tannin, ''the dragon,'' in Isa. 27:1 (cf. Ps. 74:14; 
104:26; and also Job 3:8; 40:25(41:1]). It is quite possible that to some e_xtent 
psalms like Pss. 29 and 68 are songs originally written for Baal and later trans
ferred to Yahweh. The examples can be multiplied easily. 

There are other examples of Isra.el borrowing Canaanite ideology and theol
ogy. Thus, Israel inherited at least the form of Yahweh's kingdom from the 
Canaanites, 100 no matter how much the content of this concept was unique in 
Israelite religion. 

The extent to which these lines of thought should be followed in detail must 
remain undecided here. Frequently it is impossible to say precisely whether 
certain elem.ents are to be traced back to Baal, El, or some other deity. In general 
it may be said that Yahweh took over many characteristics of El, but strongly 
resisted an integration of Baal into Y ah web's domain, in spite of several indi
vidual elements that Yahweh borrowed from Baal. 151 Certain elements stood in 
the way of achieving an identification of Baal and Yahweh, e.g., the yearly dying 
and rising of BaaJ. 

5. Theological and Religious Significance. It is clear from what has been 
said that the theological significance of the Canaanite storm- and fertility-god, 
his cult and bis mythology, for Yahwism must have been unusually great. Behind 
the local differentiations in his name and character, he was the Canaanite god 
par excellence, with whom the nomadic tribes of Israel who co.nfesse<! Y ahweb 
came into contact from their emigration from Egypt till after the exile (cf., e.g., 
Zec. 12:1 1). In Palestine, a nomadic culture from the wilderness came into con
flict with a rural culture which had already been settled for a long time in. the 
land. Without intending to idealize the wilderness period for Israel, the prophets 

1.a See above, D.1; and also Gray, Hillmann, Kaiser, and Schmidt. 
149 See above, 11.1. 
150 Schmidt; cf. also Maag, SVT, 7 (1960), 129ff.; NedThI, 21 (1966), 176t 
151 Cf. Maag, NedThT, 21, 180ff. 
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frequently saw clearly the difference between a religion of the wilderness and 
a religion in a civilized land (cf., e.g., Hos. 2:16f.(14f.]; Ezk. 20:10ff.; Jer. 35), 
which was related to the conflict between Yahweh and Baal. i:.2 However, the 
important differences between the worshippers of Yahweh who immigrated from 
the wilderness and the settled agricultural worshippers of Baal could not prevent 
Israel from borrowing from the very first both secular and religious customs and 
practices, wbjch were assimilated rather quickly from the settled population in 
Canaan. 103 This led to a struggle between Yahweh and Baal in whlch Israel 
began to view elements of the Baal religion polemically. Baal's ability to be 
assimilated or to appear under different names could lead to the idea of a Baal 
polytheism. Later OT writers did not fail to take advantage of this i.dea by 
speaking contemptuously of habbe·alim, ''the Baals," false deities or idols, in 
order to emphasize the unity of Yahweh by way of contrast. The word ba ·a1 
itself, which formerly could also be applied to Yahweh (be·alyah, ''Bealiah,'' 
1 Ch. 12:6[5]),1M. came to have such an evil sound that at a later period it was 
not only avoid� but was even replaced by other words. 155 Hos. 2:18f.(1 6f.) 
indicates that this epithet (''Baal'') evidently was preferred in the Baalized Y ah
weh cult. 

Since the Baal cult was synchronized with the cyclical events of nature, which 
had great significance for the agricultural population of Canaan, its fertility rites 
(sacral prostitution) appeared obscene to the worshippers of Yahweh and their 
myths deifications of nature. Therefore, these religious customs of the Baal 
religion were condemned by the prophets, and the worshippers of Yahweh 
were forbidden to take part in any aspect of this religion. Elijah and his col
leagues found it easy to ridicule Baal and his worshippers, because they saw 
the one distinction between Baal and Yahweh that affected everything else: 
according to the Israelite view, Yahweh was the only sovereign over the whole 
cosmos, which was bis special creation; but even according to Baal's own wor
shippers Baal was lord only over a part of the cosmos, which he merely pre
served. To be sure, at Ugarit Baal was called the ''Almighty," and ''the king 
above which no other can stand''; 156 but the worshippers of Baal themselves 
considered this to be a pious exaggeration. Aocording to the theology of Ugarit, 
the Great King El stood above his vassal Baal; 1�7 and Baal was humiliated and 
defeated by other gods, like Yam and Mot, precisely because they had more 
power over the other spheres of creation than he did. The Canaanites could 
explain the change from one season to another and differences between good 
and bad years only by believing that sometimes Baal was weak, sick, or even 
dead. This was a basic assumption of their religion. But such ideas were foreign 
to monotheistic Yahwism. Mt,/der 

152 Cf. the description of the nomadic pole and its historical understanding with that of 
the sedentary Canaanite pole and its naturistic understanding in Maag, NedTltT, 21, 165ff. 

1G3 Cf. the Feast of Tabernacles, above, 11.4. 
lM See Noth. JPN, 121. 
1G5 See above, Ill.I. 
iise See above, 11.1. 

161 See AOAT, 16, 121. 
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Contents: 1. The Roots. n. "To Burn.'' Ill .  "To Ext.erminate." IV. UTo Feed On, Graze." 
V. "To Be Stupid." 

I. The Roots. The words that contain the consonants b ·, present a very 
confused picture with regard to both etymology and meaning. There are at least 
three different roots containing these consonants: (a) One means ''to bum'' 
{cf. the Jewish Aram., Christian Palestinian b"r, ''to burn,'' Ugar. b"r, perhaps 
''to bum,''· 1 the Phoen. root meaning ''to bu.rn'' (?] in the dubious example in 
CIS, I, 86, A 6, Moabite mb "'r, ''altar,'' 2 and perhaps also Arab. bagara, ''to 
have an unquenchable thirst,'' and waga/ira, ''to be ho� angry''). (b) Another 
means ''to exterminate, feed on or graze'' {also in Jewish Aram.; cf. Syr. b·r, 
''to ascertain attain '' pael ''to search thoroughly, gather, glean, destroy''). 
(c) Still another means ''to be stupid,'' which is derived from ba·ir, ''beast, 
cattle'' (cf. Arab. ba·ara, ''to drop dung," ba"ir, ''camel,'' Syr. be•ira, ''camel,'' 
Old South Arab. b 'r, ''beast,'' esp. ''camel,'' Ethiop. be·era, ''beast, ox''). The 
Ugaritic examples are not clear. Driver records only the meaning ''to bum,'' 3 

Aistleitner gives only ''to exterminate,'' but in the causative conjugations ''to 
drive on, urge, incite,'' � while Gordon thinks b ·r has 'iseveral meanings'': ''to 
devastate'' 6 (cf. Isa. 5:5), ''to reject, disappoint,'' 6 ''to lead, guide,'' 7 and ''to 
drive away'' (an ene.my, RS 24.247). 8 

Il. ''To Burn.'' b'r with the meaning ''to burn'' is found in some tradition 
complexes that are rather easy to define. Purely concrete examples are rare, but 
cf. Jgs. 15: 14. 

In the first place, b·r appears in descriptions of theopbanies. The bush in 
which Yahweh reveals himself to Moses bums (b1r), but is not consumed (again 
b1r} by the fire (Ex. 3:2.f.}. 9 In the Prologue of Deuteronomy three times it is 

b • r. D. N. Freedman, "The Bumjng Bush," Bibi, SO (1969), 24Sf.; J. L'Hour, "Une legis
lation criminelle dans le Deuteronome," Bibi, 44 (1963), 1-28; R. P. Merendino, Das deutero
nomische Guetz. BBB, 31 (1969). 

1 But see below. 
: W. L. Reed-F. V. Winnett, BASOR, 172 (1963), 1-9. 
3 Driver, CML, 163. 
• Aistleitncr, WUS, No. 559. 
6 UT, 2114, 9. 
6 UT, 2065, 21. 
7 CT A ,  14 [l K], 101, 190; UT, 1002, 52; does the twofold meaning "to lead" and "to 

shine" occur in CT A, 4 [ l l  AB], IV, 16? 
8 See UT, Glossary, No. 495. 
o On this, cf. Freedman. 
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stated �at Mt. Horeb ''burned with fire'' (bo·er ba"esh) in connection with the 
revelation of Yahweh (Dt. 4: 1 1 ;  5:23; 9:15). Also, in Ps. 18 Ya.hweh appears 
in smoke and fire and ''with burning (RSV glowing) coals'' (gechalim ba'aru, 
v. 9 [Eng. v. 8] ; cf. ba'aru gachale 'esh, ''coals of fire burned [RSV flamed 
forth],'' 2 5. 22:13; Ps. 18 othe.rwise, -+ �n1 g�f). 

Secondly, b ·, frequently appears in connection with the wrath of God, in 
Isa. 30:27 in a description that is like a theophany: ''the name of Yahweh comes 
from far, burning with his anger'' (bo·er ·appo; -+ '1" ·aph). The same section 
also says that ''the breath (neshamah) of Yahweh is like a stream of brimstone, 
which sets his fireplace (-+ ncn topheth) on fire'' (bo 'arah bah, Isa. 30:33). Thus, 
this passage emphasizes the burning power of the divine wrath. b"r also occurs 
in connection with wrath in Isa. 42:25; Jer. 4:4 (chemah, ''wrath''); 7:20 (·aph 
vechemah, ''anger and wrath'-,); 21:12 (chemah, ''wrath''); 44:6 (chemah ve"aph, 
''wrath and anger''); Ps. 2:12 ('aph, ''anger''); 89:47 (46) (chemah, ''wrath''); 
and Est. 1 : 12. Several of these passages emphasize that no one can quench this 
burning (Jer. 4:4; 7:20; 21: 12). -+ :iac1p qin 'ah, ''jealousy,'' can also be used as 
the subject of this verb (Ps. 79:5). Similarly, the day (---. o,, y6m} of Yahweh is 
''burning'' (Mal. 3:19 (4:1]). 

Thirdly, b·r is used with '"'fire,'' which is depicted as God's instrument to 
p\1nish the wicked. The anger of Yahweh was kindled (charah) against the mur
muring people in the wilderness, ''and the fue of Yahweh burned (ba·ar) among 
them, and consumed some outlying parts of the camp'' (Nu. 1 1 :1); so the name 
of that place was called Taberab (tabh ·erah) (this explanation is probably 
secondary, and is possibly a derivation from b·r, ''to remove, consume," or 
ba ·,, ''dung'�). This section is quite similar to descriptions of theophanies. Else-
wb.ere, too, b·r appears in connection with Yahweh's judgment by fue, e.g., ·in 
lsa. 1 :31 :  the strong and his wo.rk shall burn together, with none to quench them; 
Isa. 9: 17(18}: wickedness (rish·ah) burns like a fire, and consumes every herb 
(figure for destruction); Isa. 10:17: the Holy One of Israel will become a flame, 
which will burn and devour Iris thorns and briers; Ps. 106:18, referring to the 
fire that destroyed Dathan and Abiram. 

As an expression of an intense emotion, b·r is used not only with anger, but 
also with sorrow and agony. Thus the author of Ps. 39:4(3) says, ''my heart 
became hot (cham) within me; as I mused the fire burned (b ·r)," to express his 
emotional grief. 10 And Jeremiah confesses that when be wanted to be silent a.nd 
not to proclaim the word of God, a fire was kindled in his heart which he could 
not suppress (Jer. 20:9). 

Usually the piel form of b·r bas a more literal meaning: Ex. 35:3 (the Israelites 
are not to kindle a fire on the sabbath day) ; Lev. 6:5(12) (the priest is to keep 
a fire burning on the altar, cf. Neh. 10:35[34]; Isa. 40:16); Jer. 7:18 (the Jews 
kindle sacrificial fire to the queen of heaven); Isa. 44:15 (wood serves as kin
dling); Bzk. 39:9 (the Israelites are to burn the weapons of their enemies). The 
pual forms also have a more literal meaning, as in the reference to the fire 

10 CT. Berger, UF, 2 (1970), 8. 
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burning in the brazier in Jer. 36:22 (cf. 2 Ch. 4:20; 13:11 ,  which refer to lamps 
burning). Sometimes this form is also used of the fire of divine punishment (Ezk. 
21  :4[20:48]; cf. Isa. 50: 1 1). The hiphil form of b ·, also usually has a literal 
meaning: Ex. 22:5(6) (he who has kindled a fire in the field shall make full 
restitution); Jgs. 15:5 (Samson sets fire to the torches and bums up the grain
fields of the Philistines); Bzk. 5:2 (Ezekiel is to burn a third part of his hair 
which he had cut off); and 2 Ch. 28:3 (Ahaz burns his children in the fire; -+ ,;D 
melekh). The only passage in the OT where the hiphil is used of the fire of divine 
punishment is Nab. 2:14(13). 

III. ''To Exterminate." Perhaps the passage in which b ·, most clearly means 
''to exterminate'' is 1 K. 14:10, where the p_rophet Ahijab announces Yahweh's 
judgment against Jeroboam I in this way: ''I will bring evil (ra·ah) upon the 
house of Jeroboam, and will cut off (karath in the hiphil) ftom Jeroboam every 
male, both great and small (RSV, both bond and. free in Israel), and will utterly 
cons11me (b.r) the house of Jeroboam, as a man bums up dung until it is all 
gone.'' Elijah proclaims a shorter variation of this against Ahab in 1 K. 21 :21  
(cf. also 1 K. 16:3, which uses the hiphil of b ·r). In 1 K. 21:21, again ra·ah, 
''evil,'' and karath, ''to cut off," are used in parallelism with b"r. b"r has a 
similar meaning in 2 S. 4:11 :  David will ''exterminate from the land'' (RSV, 
destroy from the earth) the men who killed lsh-bosbeth. Here we may also 
mention the use of b0r in 1 K. 22:47(46) (with the coll. obj. qadhesh, ''male 
cult prostitutes''); 2 K. 23:24 (with the objs. ''mediums and wizards''); 2 Ch. 
19:3 (with the obj. ''the Asherahs''); Dt. 26:13f. (with the obj. ''the tithe'' as a 
holy gift); and perhaps also Isa. 4:4 (ruach ba·er exterminates uncleanness and 
murder; this Heb. phrase can hardly mean ''the spirit of burning''); u and Nu. 
24:22 (Kain falls to ba0er, and is taken into captivity). 

A group of casuistic laws in Deuteronomy is of very special interest. In these 
laws the punishment is positively characterized by the words, ''you shall exter
minate (RSV purge) the evil from your midst.'' 12 The oldest sections in this 
group (Dt. 19:1 1-13; 21 : 18-21;  22:22; and 24:7) deal with the crimes of murder, 
stubbornness of a son, adultery, and kidnapping, and have a counterpart in the 
motli yumath (''shall be put to death'

,
) series in Ex. 21 : 12-17. 18 The precept in 

Dt . . 22:22 has been expanded by additional precepts for specific cases (vv. 13-21, 
23f.; the bi"arta formula is missing in vv. 25-27). In addition to these, we also 
find this phrase in Dt. 19: 16-19 in connection with a false witness; and in 21 : 1-9 
this formula is used of an unknown murderer, but like 19:1 1-13 the object of 
b"r is not ''the evil,'' but ''innocent blood." In 17:8-13 this expression is used 
in connection with disregard for a priestly decision in a difficult case; here the 
precept is understood in a very general way and is hardly old. Finally, this for
mula is used in some laws concerning idolatry: Dt. 13:2-6(1-5), (7-12[6-1 1]) 
(13-17(12-16], without the formula); and 17:2-7. The basic idea is clearly the 

u See Wildberger, BK, X, 151, 159. 
12 L'Hour. 
13 Merendino, 336. 

• 
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purification of the tribal or national comm11nity: the evildoer must be rejected. 
Of course, thls idea is still completely relevant in regulations concerning idolatry. 

This expression is probably based on an ancient form·ula for excommunication, 
which von Rad compares with the use of karatli, ''to cut off," in H and P (''that 
man shall be cut off from among his people,'' Lev. 17:4,9,14; 18:29; 19:8; 20: 17; 
22:3; 23:29 [H] ; Nu. 9:13;  15:30,3 1 ;  19: 1 3,20; Lev. 7:20,21,25,27 [P]). 14 But 
it should be observed that the karath formula expresses the punishment itself, 
whereas the ba·ar formula (in the texts presently under discussion) comes after 
the announcement of punishment. karath is used to express the idea of exco.m
munication, while ba·ar is used to express the idea of purifying the community. 
The same thought is found in Jgs. 20:13 (the evildoers in Gibeah are to be put 
to death and thus the evil will be exterminated), and in the examples mentioned 
above in 1 K. 22:47(46); 2 K. 23:24; and 2 Ch. 19:3. 

IV. ''To Feed On, Graze.'' b·r quite explicitly means ''to feed on, graze'' in 
the law in Ex. 22:4(5): when a man causes a field or vineyard to be grazed over 
(b ·, in the hlphil), or lets his beast (ba'ir) loose, and it feeds (b ·, in the piel) 
in another man's field, he shall make restitution. b ·r seems to have a similar 
meaning in three passages in Isaiah where many exegetes have interpreted it to 
mean ''burn down ' JG or ''destroy.'' 16 In Isa. 3:14 and 5:5, the object of b ·, is 
cl.early Israel represented as a vineyard, and thus only the meaning ''graze, feed 
on," fits. Isa. 6:13 has to do with the destruction of Israel represented under the 
figure of a fallen tree; here also ''graze, feed on,'' fits better than ''burn down." 

V. ''To Be Stupid.'' ba'ir means ''beast, cattle,'' and is quite concrete and 
commonplace (Gen. 45: 17; Ex. 22:4(5]; Nu.20:4,8, 1 1 ;  Ps. 78:48). Tbe verb b·r 
in the s�nse of ''stupid ' is related to this noun. It occurs five times in Wisdom 
contexts. An "ish ba·ar (RSV ''dull man'')" knows (yadha·) nothing, a stupid 
man (kesil) understands (- t':J bin) nothing (Ps. 92:7 [6]). He who bates reproof 
(to.khachatJ1) is ba·ar, ''stupid''· he who loves musar, ''discipline,'' loves da'ath, 
"knowledge'' (Prov. 12:1). Like the wise, the fool (kesil) and the stupid (ba·ar) 
must die and perish (Ps. 49: 1 1 ( 10)). In these passages, ba'ar is certainly part of 
the vocabulary of Wisdom as a word meaning ''the unwise.'' Two passages affirm 
that the ba·ar, ''stupid fellow,'' does not have human intelligence, viz., Prov. 
30:2, ''I am ba·ar me"ish, too stupid to be a man, and I do not have binath 
·adham, the understanding of a man''; and Ps. 73:22, ''I am ba·ar, stupid, with
out knowledge (lo " "edha.), I have become a beast (behemoth) toward thee." 
Thus, such a person is like a stupid animal. 

Several times the verb b ·, means ''to be stupid'' (3 times in the qal, and 4 times 
in the niphal). In Jer. 10:8, the worship of idols is described as foolish (ksl) and 
stupid (b ·r). In Ps. 94:8, the stupid (b·r, RSV ''dull'') and the foolish (kesil) are 
invited to gain insight and understanding-this is addressed to those people who 

i.i Von Rad, OT Theo/, t (tran . 1962), 264, n. 182. 
u KBL. 
lG GesB. 
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are not willing to acknowledge the omniscience of Yahweh. In Jer. 10:14 ( = 5 1 : 1 7), 
the worshippers of idols are described as stupid creatures (nibh ·ar) without 
knowledge (midda.atli). Jer. 10:21 speaks of stupid (nibh 'ar) shepherds, i.e., 
leaders of the people who have not inquired of (� it*.,, darash) Yahweh. Isa. 19:  1 1  
says that the Egyptians are foolish (- ,,,K 'evil), and their counselors give stupid 
(nibli ·ar) counsel. Finally, Ezlc. 2 1 :36(3 1)  states that in his wrath Yahweh will 
deliver the Ammonites to ·anashim bo ·arim, i.e., to barbaric and savage men 
(cf. the LXX andron barbaron). 

Ringgren 

31¥� betsa' 
• 

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3.  Meaning. Il. To Be Cut Off=To Die. 
111. The Theological Criticism of Profitmalcing. 

I. 1 .  Eryn1ology. The root b.r' does not appear in Akkadian. The reference 
to such a root in GesB, which is traced back to P. Haupt, is dae to a wrong 
reading. b�· is found in Arabic as ba<fa·a, ''to cut (e.g., meat in pieces), hew 
in pieces, cut up, dismember, dissect.'' The verb b4' occurs in Old South Arabic 
with the limited meaning ''to cut off (the head or the lifecord} = to behead, kill.'' 1 
The noun b<f·, ''division, divided piece of ]and = region, territory,"2 lies within the 
scope of the meaning of this verb. The pla.ce name b� ·1m seems to corr.espond 
to the modern Bag'a, 3 and, like the prep. bb<f', ''near," • and ''according to,'' � 
presumably belongs to the root btf.'. Ethiop. bii<f 'a (with the variant b�·a), 
meaning ' to decide, evaluate,'' and then specifically ('to set something aside 
for God= to consecrate,'' is derived from the original meaning ''to cut, cut ·off." 
This root should also be compared \Vith the Tigre baf·a, ''to make a promi e," 6 

and (in cJose relationship to the root) bef ·at, ''(leather) cloth,"' while Leslau's 
note 7 that the Amharic bii!{a, Ge'ez biitl)A., ''make an incision," is ''related to 
Hebrew bs'," 8 seems rather doubtful . 

• 

The dispute over whether the verb b.r' is found in Ugaritic can be regarded as 
resolved in light of the publication of the uncertain text CT A,  5, I, 20f. To be 
sure, C. Virolleaud, H. Bauer, T. H.  Gaster, H. L. Ginsberg, G. R. Driver, .A. 

1 E.g., CIH, 353, 13; 397, 11;  407, 25; RES, 3943, 2; and Ja 586, 22; 631, 31; 649, 11,18, 
35,37; 665, 35. 

2 E.g., RES, 3945, 6; 3607, 2; Ja 555, 3. 
a Cf. H. von Wissmann, SBA W, 246 (1964), 351. 
• Gl 1693, 11.  
5 Gt 1 150, 4. 
6 Littmann-Hafner, Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache (1962), 301. 
7 Leslau, Hebrew Cognates in A"iharic (Wiesbaden, 1959), 35. 
8 So already Dillmann, Lexicon Linguae Aethiopicae (1865), 544. 
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Jirku, J. Aistleitner, and W. F. Albright read hm sb· ydt yb�· in lines 20/21, 
and then arrive at the translation, ''behold, seven pieces are apportioned:' or 
the like. However, the photograph of this tablet 9 and its transcription 10 reveal 
that there is a space between ydty and b�·, which may have conta,ined a word 
divider, but which in any case clearly establishes the word division. Therefore, 
a C. H. Gordon ugge ted fir t in his Ugaritic Ma11ual ( 1 955), this text must be 
read, /zm sb· ydty b�·, and translated, ''behold my seven pieces (I \viii eat) out 
of the dish!' Thus, in spite of Aistleitner's claim, u the root bs· is n.ot found in 

• 

Ugaritic. Also, the Egyp. root wq·, ''to divide, separate,'' and then: ''to separate 
parties to a dispute= to judge," is certainJy cognate with the Semitic root b<!:. 12 
On the other hand, the supposed connection between this root and a Chado
Hamitic root written * 'bvsA, and meaning ''to break in pieces,'' is is doubtful. 
Cushite cognates are also uncertain. 

N'o conclusion can be draw.n concerning the specific meaning of the verb in 
Nabatean 'from the two occurrences of b�· in Nabatean in the Papyrus Fragments 
A 5 and B 7. t• In A s·  the reading is not entirely certain. Starcky thinks the 
meaning is, ''to quarrel (about the price)'' or ''to divide (the contested amount)." 15 
In B 7, the poor condition of the fragment makes it impossible to determine the 
context in which the verb stands. In line 6 of the Neo-Punic inscription in KAI, 
1 19  from Leptis Magna, we find the phrase wbf·m n ·mm, which perhaps means 
''cheerful contributions,'' and a little later nb�· or mb�· , which possibly means 
''giving a contribution.'' The inscription is destroyed at the end of the line, and 
so it is impossible to reconstruct the complete continuity of thought with cer
tainty. 10 With proper caution, it may be ar�d that the root bf" occurs in Neo
Punic, and th.at its �aning has evolved from ''cut off, make a profit,,, to ''give 
a consibution, '' and thus b� · is understood throug.hout in a positive sense. 

2. Occurrences. Altogether, the Heb. root b�· occurs 39 times in the OT. 
The noun 'form betsa • occurs in the majority of cases, while the verb appears in 
the qal only ten times and in the piel only six. If one considers the distribution 
of these occurrences in the biblical books, one will discover that a good two
thirds are found in the prophetic literature. 

3. Meaning. The original meaning of the verb is ''to cut off,' and presumably 
it was used at an early period as a technical term in the manufacture of carpets 17 
with reference to the weaver · 'cutting off'' a ready-woven piece of material from 
the thrum. It is not difficult to see how this gave rise to the figurative meaning 
''to cut off the lifecord'' on the one hand, and ''to cut off a piece, i.e., to take 

9 CT A, Plate XI. 
10 CT A, Fig. 18. 
11 Aistleitner, WUS, No. 562. 
u Cf. W. W. Millier, Mus, 14 (1961), 201; and W. A. Ward, ZAS, 95 (1969), 65f. 
13 Cf. Jozyld A/rfki (Moscow, 1966), 28. 
1f Cf. J. Starcky, RB, 61 (1954), 161-181. 
15 Ibid., 170. 
1e On the possible reconstructions of this sentence, cf. KAI, Il, 125f. 
'17 Dalman, AuS, V, 123f. 
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one's cut, profit," on the other. The meaning of the noun is limited almost en
tirely to this latter idea. In almost all the passages in the OT where it occurs, 
betsa • means ''a piece that is cut off, (illegal} profit or gain.'' 

Il. To Be Cut Off =To Die. The OT refers to death as a ''being cut off,'' 
e.g., in Ps. 88:6 (Eng. v. 5), where the poet says that Yahweh remembers the 
dead no more because they are cut off from his hand (nighzaru; cf. also Isa. 
53:8; Ezk. 37: 1 1 ;  Lam. 3:54), or in Job 21 :21, where death is compared with 
the number of a person's months being cut off (chutstsatsu). 

The most figurative passage in which b�· (piel) appears with the meaning 
''to die'' is Isa. 38: 12. Begrich clarifies the meaning of this verb when he writes: 
''The life of the singer has been woven to the end. Yahweh has rolled it up, and 
does the last thing which the weaver has to do with a piece of woven cloth, i.e., 
he cuts the last thread.'' 18 This use of bf· as a technical term of the weaving 
profession also occurs in Middle Hebrew, as Kutscher has shown. 19 There
fore, in the other passages where bf·, ''to cut off,'' appears with the meaning 
''to die,'' the figure of weaving can also be assumed, even if other figures like 
that of the cutting off of tent cords were considered. 

Thus, in the oracles against foreign nations in Jer. 46-51, these words are 
addressed to Babylon in 51 : 13: ''Your end has come, the ell of your being cut 
off'' ('ammath bits"ekh; the text is not to be contested!). In Job 6:9, Job ex
presses the wish ''that God would let loose (yatter) his band and cut me off 
(vibhatstse'eni)''; and in a similar way, a gloss in Job 27:8 says that God cuts 
off a person's life (read pi yebhatstsa·), i.e., he puts an end to his life. 

m. The Theological Criticism of Profitmaking. The story of Jacob's use 
of craftiness in order to gain abundant flocks (Gen. 30:25-43) shows that the 
OT is not fundamentally opposed to making profit and gaining riches and posses
sions as a Iesult of striving to get gain. Sir. 42:5 emphasizes that there is no need 
for a merchant to be ashamed of his profit. 

The noun betsa • originally had a neutral connotation. Of course, it is true that 
there are no passages in the OT that use betsa • in the sense of a positive striving 
for gain, but all the examples of betsa • that do not speak of gain in the material 
sense reveal that originally the root b� · did not convey a negative idea exclu
sively. Thus, Judah asks his brothe_rs: ''What would we have (what profit, mah 
betsa·, would it be to us) if we slay our brother?'' (Ge.n. 37:26), and the wor
shipper in Ps. 30: 10(9) asks God, ''What profit (mah betsa ') is my blood to 
thee?'' Similarly, the use of betsa· in Job 22:3 and Mal. 3:14 shows that betsa•, 
''profitmaking,'' in and of itself is not illegal according to OT thought. 

In the account of the new method for administering justice which Moses 
introduced upon the advice of his father-in-law in Ex. 18:13-27, the qualifica
tions for the men who were to be chosen for this work are that they must fear 

18 J.  Begricb, Der Psalm des Hi.skia (1926), 31. 
19 E. Y. Kutscher, Tarbiz, 16 (1944/45), 45. • 
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God, be trustworthy, and hate (unjust) gain (sone'e bltatsa·, Ex. 18:21, E), which 
are considered to be indispensable virtues of a judge. The context makes it clear 
that here betsa • means unjust gain, and thus a bribe. The same meaning appears 
in 1 S. 8:3, where the sons of Samuel, Joel and Abijah, are described much like 
the sons of Eli, viz., they did not walk in the footsteps of their fat hers, but went 
after their own gain (vayyattu 'achare habbatsa'). The meaning of betsa ' is ex
plained in the parallel lines that follow: 'they took bribes and perverted justice.'' 
Here, as in Ex. 18:21,  the immoral practice of trying to aid justice by requiring 
baksheesh is described as wicked greed. 

The late insertion in Isa. 33: 15b contains the answer to the question, ''On 
what conditions can on,e have a part in tbe kingdom of God?'' This answer 
emphasizes even. stronger that the godly not only despises the profit of oppres
sion (mo'es bebhetsa• ma'asliaqqoth), but even shakes his hands, lest they hold 
a bribe. 

In the ann.ouncement of judgment in Isa. 56:9-12, the leaders of the people 
are condemned because they are interested only in their own profit; each one 
pursues his own (unjust) gain ('is/1 lebhits'o, 56: 1 1b). 57: 17 must also be inter
preted in this way if the traditional text is correct: God was angry with Israel 
because of the iniquity of their striving after unjust gain (ba·avon bits·o). 20 Jer. 
6:13 (w.hich is identical with 8: 10) also condemns the greed of the entire people: 
''every one is greedy for (unjust) gain'' (kullo botsea· batsa·). and the parallel 
stich explains: ''every one deals falsely." 

The oracle concerning King Jehoiakim in Jer. 22:13-19 describes the typical 
Oriental despot, who is concerned only with his own profit (.al bits'ekha, v. 17), 
and thus does not hesitate to oppress, extort, or even murder under cover of 
the law. 

Ezekiel also denounces greed. In Ezlc . . 22: 12f., the sinful Israelites are re
proved because they defraud their neighbors by force. Yahweh claps his bands 
together to call attention to the dishonest gain and murders that were taking 
place in the midst of the people. In 22:27, the officials are condemned because 
they get gain by bloodshed and murder. Finally in 33:31 the exiles are reproved 
because of their greed. To be sure, the people come to the prophet and hear him, 
but they do not obey his words· their heart is set on lying and getting gain. ''As 
the motive for getting gain, greed is regarded as protection from harm,'' 21 Hab. 
2:9. ''Like the bird who builds .his nest as high as possible, thinking that in this 
way be can protect himself from aJJ danger, so the world power intends to pro
tect itself from danger, and thus from God and his punishment, by getting all 
'gain' . . . . '' 22 In Ps. 1 19:36, the worshipper prays: ''Incline my heart to thy 
testimonies, and not to gain!'' 

Finally, the Wisdom Literature warns that pursuit after gain destroys one's 
life, but promises that ·he who hates gain and bribes will have life (Prov. 1 : 19; 
15:27; 28: 16). D. Kellermann 

:?O Duhm reads, "the iniquity of his covetousness," but cf. Torrey, 436! 
21 EUigcr, ATD, 45. 
22 Ibid . 
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,R� baqar 

Content : I. 1. Etymology and Semitic Dialects; 2. Occurrences in the OT; 3. Words for 
"Ox"; 4. E.\pressions U ing baqar; 5. The LXX. II. 1. baqar As a Domestic aod Gregarious 
Animal; 2. baqar As a Work .Animal; 3. Meat and Sour �til.k; 4. baqar tn Commerce, Law, 
and Treaties; 5. baqar A Booty; 6. baqar in Figures for Peace. Ill. 1.  baqar As a Sacri
ficial Animal; 2. Images and Representations of a baqar. 

I. 1 .  Etymology and Semitic Dialects. The etymology of baqar cannot be 
determined precisely. l t  is unlikely that it is a derivative of bqr I piel, ''to in
vestigate, pay heed to. ' 1 baqar is found mainly in West Semitic dialects. 

a. In a Mari letter, 2 it is reported: ''The soldiers and the cattle (buqaru) are 
in good condition," i.e., the soldiers and their supply of meat are in good order. 
No other examples from Mari are known. 3 

b. There is no example of buqaru in Assyrian; but cf. b/pug!qurru. 4 bugurra 
appears in KAR, 154, verso 1 1  as a sacrifice, and in S·V AT, 13, 34 verso 1 with 
the determinative UZU as sacrificial meat of an ox & or a sheep. 6 There is prob
ably no relationship between baqar and Assyr. bakkaru, 'young camel,', ''young 
ass,'' cf. Heb. bekl1er. The Akkadian word that corresponds to Heb. baqar is 
litu ( m) II, later littu I, ''cow." 7 

c. In Northwest Semitic dialects, bqr does not appear in Ugaritic, Moabite, 
or Amurritic. Phoen. bqr 8 occurs in the Kilamuwa Inscription (825 u.c.) 9 
along with sheeir-flock of sheep, cattle ('/p)-herd of cattle (bqr), linen-byssus, 
as wealth and possessions. The reading of the example of Inscription II from 

bliqlir. F. S. Bodenheimer, The Animals of Palestine (Jerusalem, 1935); idem, l1a}Jai 
b�'artsor/1 ha111n1iqrii '1 ll, 355-362; Dalman, AuS, VI (1939), 168-178; fndex, 380; K. Elliger, 
HAT, 4 (1966), Index; J. Feliks, The Animal World of the Bible (Tel Aviv, 1962); 1'.i.-L. 
Henry, Das Tier im religiostn Bewussrsein des alttesramentlichen Menschen. SgV, 220/221 
(1958); H. Kraemer, PW Supplernenr, VII, cols. 1161, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1 170; 0. Michel, 
TDNT, IV, 760-62; W. Pangritz. Das Tier in der Bibel (1963); R. Pinney, The Aninials in the 
Bible (Philadelphia, 1964). 

1 Cf. M. Wagner, Die /exikalischen und gran11natikalischen A ran1ais1nen im a/11es1a111en1-
lichen Hebraisch. BZAW, 96 (1966), No. 45. 

2 A RM, IL No. 131, 39. 
3 AHw, 139a; CAD, II, 323, buqiiru; but cf. biilum, AHw, 137, and 1enun1. 
• AHw, 136: piece of meat; CAD, II, 307: an edible organ of a sacrificial animal. 
u Von Soden. 
6 CAD. 
7 AHw, 551f. 
8 DISO, 41. 
9 KAI, I, 24, 121; II, 30-34. 
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Larnax Lapethos 10 is disputed: some read smdt bqr, ''a yoke of oxen,'' 11 while 
others read, [k]tbt wsmrt bqr, [the tablet of bronze] which I . . .  wrote and 
fastened on the wall." Middle Hebrew has the words baqar, ''cattle," baqrut, 
''cattle-shed, stable,'' and baqqar, ''cowboy." 

d. bqr and its derivatives are found in Western and Eastern Aramaic, and 
baqora, ''herdsman,'

, 
''herd of cattle," 12 and baqra, ''herd," ''paddock," 1s occur 

in Mandean. 

e. In Southwest Semitic dialects, we may compare Arab. baqar, pl. buqur, 
abaqir, ' ox," ''cow," ubqur, ''cow,'' ''ox," and perhaps baqqar, ''breeder of 
oxen.'' 1• In the Old South Arab. Inscriptions, bqr appears often among the 
spoils: children, cattle (b .r) (camels, oxen [bqrm], asses, small livestock). 15 

2. Occurrences in the OT. baqar occurs in the OT 183 times: Gen., 17 times; 
Bx�, 9;  Lev., 12; Nu., 50; Dt., 10; Jgs., 1 ;  1-2 S., 19; 1-2 K., 14; Isa., 5; Jer., 4; 
Ezk., 6; Hos., Joel, Am., Jonah, Hab., and 'Pss., 1 each; Job, 4; Eccl. and Neh., 
1 each; and 1-2 Ch., 24. 61 examples c-0me from the Priestly source, and 12 go 
back to J. The examples in Ezk. are related to P, while those in Am., Job, and 
Eccl. come from a Wisdom background. Only 8 certain examples are found in 
the Prophets. 

3. Words for ''Cattle." The following Hebrew words have essentially the 
same meaning as baqar (183 times): behemah, 188 times; miqneh, 16; ·eghel, 35; 
·eghlah, 12; par, 131 ;  and shor, 19. baqar is defined more precisely in the OT 
by z.akhar, ' male,'' 4 times, and once each by tobh, ''good," and neqebhah, 
''female.'' 

4. Expressions Using baqar. a. tso·n ubhaqar, ''sheep and oxen (or cattle)," 
or ''flocks and herds,'' appears as a stereotyped expression in the OT 32 times 
in the absolute, and 12 times in construct expressions or divided o.nly by numer
als or related terms. In lists of men and animals, groups of animals, or even 
groups of sacrifices, this expression occurs in the singular in contrast to the 
plural forms aroun.d it, and in construct forms (cf. 1 S. 15:9; Jer. 31:12; 2 Ch. 
32:29; 1 S. 15:21;  30:20) it is treated as a syntactical unit. In the list in Ex. 10:9, 
which contains pairs of opposites, tso·n, ' flocks," is set in contrast to baqar, 
''herds." Thus, the ftrst redactor of P unites kebhes, ''lamb,'' and ·ez, ''goat,'' 
under tso'n (Lev. 1 : 10), 16 and makes tso 'n a separate species from baqar. The 

10 RES, Ult, line 13. 
u Friedrich, Phonir.isch-punische Grammatik (Rome. 1951), 21. 
:t2 MdD, 49. 
13 Lidzba� Ginza, 431. 
l<t Cf. also LidtEph, IL 350. 
16 RES, 3945, 19=649, 40f. bqr is also used of a sacrificial tax or fee in CJH, 540, 43, 

89; 541, 124, etc. 
its Cf. Elliger, HAT, 4, in loc. 
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expression tso"n ubhaqar is found 13 times in Genesis, while the same phrase 
in reversed order, baqar veiso'n, ''cattle (or oxen) and sheep'' or ''herds and 
flocks'' (which appears a total of 25 times in the OT), is found only 8 times in 
P, but it occurs 7 times in Deuteronomy, 17 which is worthy of note. This phrase 
in reversed ord.er appears above all in regulation.s concerning sacrifice (cf. also 
the 4 examples in Cb.), because the most valuable material is always mentioned 
first in lists of sacrifices. 

b. The sequence par[im] hen baqar, ''young bull,'' ·ayil, ''ram;' keblies, 
''lamb," is rigidly followed in Nu. 7: 1 5-87 and in the sacrificial calendar in 
28: 1 1-29: 17. The construct form par ben baqar, 'lyoung bull'' (which occurs 
30 times in the OT) appears exclusively in P and Ezekiel. In the phrase ben 
baqar, ben can be understood as a determinative 18 to convey the idea that what 
follows belongs to a certain species or class. 19 

c. In the expression miqneh bhaqar (RSV ''flocks and herds," or ''herds and 
flocks," Gen. 26:14; 47: 1 7 ;  Eccl. 2:7; 2 Cb. 32:29), baqar represents the un
interchangeable generic character, and miqneh assumes the collective function; 
the situation is different in N·u. 7:88. 

5 .  The LXX. baqar is translated by the following words in the LXX: 
bouk6lion, herd of cattle," 13 times; boas, ''ox, cow," 101 ;  damalis, ''heifer, 
young cow,'' 1 2; ktlnos, ''domesticated animal," and moscharion, ''little calf,'' 
twice each; and m6schos, ''calf, young bull,'' 33. 

Il. 1 .  baqar As a Domestic and Gregarious Animal. Like all other cattle, 
baqar constitutes part of the possessions and wealth of the family and the tribe. 
The baqar appeared in Palestine first in the Late Stone Age, 20 and is like the 
lean Arabic ox, which produced on1y a small amount of milk and meat. This 
animal was driven in. herds. It consists of three breeds, to which the humpback 
ox also belongs. baqar appears for the first time in the OT as a possession of 
Abraham and Lot: 

baqar is depicted as a material possession along with other animals and with 
·abhadhim, ''menservants'' (Gen. 12: 16; 13:5 with ·ohalim, ''tents1'; 20: 14; 32:8 
(7]; Eccl. 2:7), with animals and ·abhuddah, ''servants'' (Gen. 26: 14; Job 1 :3), 
and with silver and gold (Gen. 24:35; 13:5). For Sarah's sa,ke, the p.haraoh 
dealt well with (hetibh) Abraham, who was rich in herds, ''sheep, oxen, he-asses, 
menservants, maidservants, she-asses, and camels'' (Gen. 12: 16; this is a literary 
addition of the Yahwist, whose intention is to prepare the reader for the con
sequence in Gen. 13). 21 Lot's wealth is designated by connecting ''flocks and 

11 See above. 
1s Oberbuber, VT, 3 (1953), 2-45: oo this point, p. 34. 
19 GK, § 128v, paragraph 2. 
20 Cf. Bodenheimer, A.nimal Life, 36f.; Thomsen, Reallexikon, XI, 142. 
2'1 R. Kilian, Die vorpriesterlichen Abrahams-Oberlieferungen. BBB> 24 (1966), 13. 
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herds" with 'ol1el, ''tents,' a combination that occurs only .in Geo. 13:5 in the 
OT. Jacob returns to Palestine with herds giving suck (baqar ·arorh, 33: 1 3). l n  
ancient times, wealth was reckoned not in terms of money, arable land, or 
possession of houses, but in terms of cattle (cf. 12:16;  26:14; 30:43; 46:32; 
Dt. 3:19;  1 S. 25:2; Job 1 :3). In lists of animals indicating a person's possessions, 
usually tso 'n, ''sheep," are mentioned first, and then baqar, '•cattle." This pro
vides another explanation for the reversal of these two terms in the priestly 
regulations, which were not concerned with the number of livestock a person 
had, but with the value of sacrificial animals. tsemedh, ' a  pair;· was used as a 
standard term in computing the number of a person's Iivestock. The domestic 
servants which are necessary to work and to tend the animals are mentioned 
after the animals (Gen. 12:16;  26:14), because slaves are regarded not as legal 
individuals, but as legal objects and assets. 

Gen. 24:35 (J) and Job 42: 12 do not regard possessions aod wealth as human 
achievements, but as blessings of Yahweh. Thus a list of possessions including 
baqar can aJso occur in an oracle of doom (Isa. 7:21), or one can confiscate 
another person's property (2 S. 12:2-4). 

\Vben Joseph expresses his desire that bis family be near him (Gen. 45: 1 0), be 
has in mind all the possessions of his famiJy and household. Since the existence 
of his family is at s,take, Joseph tells the pharaoh not only about his father and 
his brothers, but also about tso·nam ublieqaram, 'their flocks and herds," and 
all that they possess (47: 1). The existence and environment of a family and of 
an individual are affected when the cattle or the flocks are in dan.ger. Thus, the 
pharaoh attempts to restrain the Israelites by making them leave their tso ·n 
ubl1aqar, ''flocks and herds," behind while they go to serve Yahweh (Ex. 10:24); 
but Moses demands that he release them with all their possessions (12:32). 
According to Jonah 3:7, the king of Nioeveh decrees an official repentance, 
in which the cattle are included, because they are part of the household and 
community of fate of the Ninevites, and therefore must participate in the process 
of fasting and repentance. In an oracle of doom in J.er. 5 : 14-17, the prophet 
speaks of the total destruction of the Jand, its inhabitants and its produce, in
cluding its flocks and herds (v. 17), because they are necessary to the continuation 
of life and of the household. In 3 :24, a later glossator seems to have interpreted 
the ''acquired property'

, 
{RSV, ''all for which our fathers labored,'' yeghia ') as 

''their flocks and their herds, their sons and their daughters." 

2. baqar As a Work Aninial. In agriculture, the ox is the most important work 
animal. Elisha plowed with twelve yoke of oxen, which he abandoned when he 
met Elijah in order to follow him (1  K. 19:19,21). According to 1 S. 1 1 :5, Saul 
was coming from the field behind the oxen (baqar). Job 1 :  14 tells of Job's ser-
vants plowing with oxen (baqar clioresl1oth). .. 

Thus Dt. 21  :3 explicitly states that only an ox (RSV ''heifer'') which has not 
been pulled in the yoke and which has never been worked can be offered as an 
atonement for murder and thus as a restoration to acceptance in the cult. The 
neck of the ox (heifer) was broken in this unique act of atonement. Thus, we 
are not dealing here with a sacrifice, but, in light of the way the animal was 
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slaughtered and of the place where it was slaughtered, with a ''magical process 
for removing a sin.,, 2� 

The Ark Narrative preserves the tradition that oxen pulled the cart carrying 
the ark of the covenant but the oxen put it in danger (shamat, RSV ''stumbled''; 
cf. 1 Ch. 13:9). Therefore, baqar, ''oxen," were not as suitable for pulling a cart 
as paroth ·aloth, ''milch cows,'' which did not get off the road (cf. 1 S. 6:7, 
10,12). 

3. Meat and Sour Milk. However, the value of a cow depended not only on 
its ability to work but also on its production of meat and milk. To the three 
travellers who came to his tent, Abraham served ben baqar, ''a calf,'' meal, flat 
cakes soft butter, and milk, to show his hospitality (Gen. 18:7). In this original 
narrative, the young calf is described as especially tender and good (rakh vatobli). 
baqar appears along with natural produce and meal as a part of the royal meal 
that was eaten when David was exalted by his mighty men as king over Israel in 
Hebron (1  Ch. 12:41[40]). 

The significance of this sort of meal, which is composed of baqar in particu1ar, 
is al o shown in 1 K. 1 :9: baqar, ''oxen," together with tso 'n, ''sheep,'' and 
meri', ''fatlings," are used for a communal meal which Adonijah, as David's 
successor, must proclaim. At Solomon's court, the daily consumption of ten fat 
oxen (baqar beri'im) and twenty pasture-fed cattle (baqar re·i) was common 
(5:3[4:23]). However, we do not have more precise information about this. Prob
ably these numbers simply indicate the huge size of Solomon's royal household. 

In Joel 1 : 18, baqar is not part of the luxury of a rich royal household, but, 
like the grain of the granary and the seed of the field, a vital necessity for man. 
Therefore, the fact that the livestock are perplexed by the distress is a sign of 
the imminent day of judgment over Israel. In this text, -+ nD;i) behemah, ''beasts,'' 
is used in parallelism with the herds of baqar, and flocks of tso 'n, ''sheep," which 
are mentioned afterward. In this antithesis, again baqar can only mean the species 
''cow'' or ''ox,'' which was put in jeopardy especially because of the dryness of 
the pastures. When Moses complains to Yahweh because the Israelites do not 
have meat to eat in the wilderness (Nu. 1 1  :22, J), he receives the promise of 
divine help which will ''more than satisfy'' their craving. Thus the narrative 
expresses the idea that a miracle of the ''divine hand'' will take place and even 
Moses himself will be astonished. 

Dt. 14:4 explicitly allows the Israelites to eat beef, which indicates that a 
baqar, ''ox, cow, ' can be slaughtered in a purely secular sense, and its meat can 
be used to provide nourishment. This is confirmed by similar examples in 1 K� 
19:21 and in the accusation in Isa. 22: 13. In addition to the meat, the chem'ath 
baqar, ''curds from the herd'' (Dt. 32: 14), and the shephoth baqar, ''cheese from 
the herd'' (2 S. 17:29), were also eaten. The herds of Bashan (Dt. 32:14) were 
regarded as especially fat and fine domestic animals. Not only do OT writers 
know of cattle in the pastures (cf. Joel 1 : 18), but also of fattening cattle in stalls 
(cf. Hab. 3 : 17). 

22 G. von Rad, A TD, Vill, 97. 
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4. baqar in Commerce, Law, and Treaties. The importance of cattle in 
commerce, law, and treaties is clear when Joseph exchanges bread for cattle in 
the time of the famine (Gen. 47 :17). David in particular sets a royal official 
over the herds of cattle (baqar, 1 Ch. 27:29). David bought baqar, ''oxen," from 
Araunah for silver (2 S. 24:24). 

In harmony with this, a particularly high restitution is required for stealing 
an animal because of its high value, and, of course, also as a punishment for a 
deliberate violation of the law: five oxen for one ox (Ex. 21 :37(22:1 ]). 

Finally, baqar, ''oxen," are also used in connection with making a covenant 
or a treaty, as, e.g., when Abraham made a covenant with Abimelech and gave 
him tso ·n ubliaqar, ''sheep and oxen'' (Gen. 21 :27; cf. also 15:8ff.). Saul sym
bolically cuts an ox (baqar) in pieces in order to bind the tribes to put forth a 
united effort ( 1  S. 1 1 :7). 

5. baqar As Booty. baqar is mentioned frequently in the OT as a part of 
the booty (- n:i biizaz.) taken by a conquering army, and with two exceptions 
(Nu. 3 1 :28 and Job 1 : 14) always follows tso ·n, ''sheep'' (Nu. 3 1 :33,38,44; 1 S. 
14:32; Geo. 34:28; 1 S. 30:20). In such contexts, twice it appears in connection 
with chamorim, ''asses'' (Nu. 3 1 :28; Gen. 34:28); once each with ha·adham, 
''persons'' (Nu. 3 1 :28), and ·arhonoth, ''asses'' (Job 1 : 14), and once with a col
lective idea, viz., 'eth ·asher ba·ir . . .  bassadheh, ''whatever was in the city and 
in the field'' (Gen. 34:28). Here also baqar is to be understood as a species in 
contrast to 'adham, ''man,'' and tso·n, ''sheep." The twofold appearance of 
baqar in 1 S. 14:32 is worthy of note. First of all, baqar is used in the general 
sense to refer to a species, and is not defined more precisely with regard to sex, 
age, or quality. Then the bene bhaqar, lit. ''sons of cattle'' (RSV ''calves'"'), are 
mentioned, which are distinguished from the general species ''cattle or oxen'' by 
referring to age, ''young cow or ox.'' baqar also occurs in the sense of the species 
''cattle or oxen'' in connection with the ban or devoted thing { 15:9,14,15,2 1 ;  
27:9). 

6. baqar in Figures for Peace. In lsa. 1 1 :7, the restoration of peace between 
man and beast is illustrated by the figure of the peaceable coexistence of ani
mals. The lion shall eat straw like the ox (cf. Isa. 65:25). The strained relation
ships between men and animals which presently exist will be overcome and the 
original situation in Paradise will be restored. 

m. 1 .  baqar As a Sacrificial Animal. baqar plays a special role as a sacri
ficial animal in the laws concerning sacrifice. The condition and suitability of 
the sacrificial animals are important to priest and layman alike. 

a. The expression baqar tamim, ''ox (cow) without blemish,'' is used 16  times 
in the OT (always in the priestly regulations) to describe the quality essential 
to a sacrificial animal. The ideas included in this phrase are described in detail 
in Lev. 22: 17-25: � C'Dn tiimim, ''complete, whole, entire," is a technical term 
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in sacrificial language (1 :3, 10; 3 :1 ,6,9; 4:3,23,28,32; etc.). 23 This ''completeness, 
wholeness,'' is defined by the exclusion. of six defects in the animal in 22:22 (cf. 
2 1 : 1 8-20). Under these provisions, baqar is used as a sacrificial animal mainly 
in three types of sacrifices. 

It is used .in the burnt-offering ('o/ali: Lev. 1 :3; 23: 18 ;  Nu. 15:3,8,24; 28: 1 1 , 
19,27; 29:2,8,13; Dt. 12:6; Nu. 7 : 15,21 ,27,33,39,45,51,57,63,69,75,81,87; 2 S. 
24:22; Ps. 66: 15; 1 Ch. 21 :23), in which the whole ox was burned. 

It is used in sacrifices involving a communal meal (zebhaclz, ''sacrifice,'' 
zebhach sl1elamim, ''peace offering'': Lev. 22:21;  3: 1 ;  Nu. 15:3,8; Dt. 12:6; 16:2; 
1 S. 15 :15; 16:2; 1 K. 8:63; 19:21; 2 Ch. 7:5; 15 : 1 1 ;  Nu. 22:40; 1 K. 19:20; 2 Ch. 
1 8:2), in which the animal was divided up between Yahweh, the priests, and 
those offering the sacrifice; cf. the sacrifice of oxen with a communal meal in 
Lev. 3 : 1-5, and the sacrifice of sheep with a communal meal in 3:6- 1 1 .  Whereas 
the ox offered for a burnt-offering can only be a maJe (hence the addition of 
zakhar, ''male,'' in 1 :3; 22:19), the regulations pertaining to a sacrifice involving 
a communal meal also allow a female animal to be offered (neqebhah, ''female," 
3 : 1). 

baqar lechatta•th is a sacrifice in the form of ''an ox (RSV young bull) for a 
sin-offering'' (Lev. 4:3,14; 9:2; Nu. 8:8; Lev. 16:3; Nu. 15:24; EzJc. 45:18), which 
in particular atones for sins (committed unwittingly) against the commandments 
(mitsvah} with a blood rite. 

In P, qorban, ''offering," includes the burnt-offering and the sacrifice involving 
a communal meal. 2., The qorban baqar, ''offering from the herd,'' is sacrificed 
in particular to atone for the sins of the high priest and of the people. In the 
burnt-offering, the animal is chosen (laqach, lit. ''taken'') from the species baqar 
to be a qorban, and is brought to be slaughtered (shachat) before the door of 
the tent of meeting (Lev. 1:3). 

b. A stereotyped series of sacrifices seems to have been developed corre
sponding to the sacrificial calendar (Nu. 28f.}. In this series, baqar, as a valuable 
animal, is always mentioned in first place. The content of Nu. 28f. presupposes 
texts from the exilic and postexilic periods, and m.ust be dated after 15 : 1-16. 
This collection of cultic and. ritual regulations concerning the addition of cereal
offerings and drink-offerings (Nu. 1 5), with a parallel expression �ishsl1eh layhvh 
'o/ah 'o zebhach (she/amim), ''an offering by fire to Yahweh for a burnt-offering 
or for a sacrifice (or for a peace-offering)'' {15:3,8), goes beyond Lev. 1-7, 
because it contains regulations not only for animal- and cereal-offerings, but also 
for drink-offerings. ''The scale of values of the sacrificial animals rises from 
the (male) sheep, via the ra·m to the bull . . . .  '' 25 But even in earlier lists of 
sacrifices, baqar is mentioned at the beginning (cf. Lev. 1 :21 redactor). In a con
struct expression typical of the law of centralization of the cult, Dt. 12:6 speaks 
of bekhoroth baqar, ''the firstlings of the herd.'' A comparison with the lists 

23 Cf. Elliger, 299, n. 6. 
2-i- Cf. ibid., 34, n. 2. 
25 Noth, Nu1nbers. OTL (trans. 1968), 1 14. 
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of sacrifices used for the sin-offering (Lev. 4:3, 14; 9:2; 16:3) shows that in the 
main offerings oxen (RSV ''young bulls'') were used as sacrificial animals, and 
that (after a sheep and a ra,m) a par ben baqar, ''young bull,"' was regarded as 
the most valuable sacrificial animal. In opposition to Lev. 4:22-35, the first 
P redactor 26 has also expanded the law with a new regulation concerning the 
sin-offering of the qahal, ''congregation. ' In doing this, in keeping with sacri
ficial procedure, he replaced ''young bull'' (par), ''originally probably any young 
male animal,'' 27 with se·ir ·;zzim, ''goat," and, as in 16:3 aod 23: 18, assigned 
it to the species baqar. 

c. In this process of expanding earlier regulations, the expression par ben 
baqar, ' young bull of the species ox (or cattle)'' (Lev. 4:3,14; 16:3; 23: 18; 
Nu. 7 [12 times] ; Ezk. 43: 19,23,25; etc.) came to be used in legal language as 
a technical term for the main sacrificial animal. P probably intentionally avoided 
the related term ·eghel, ''calf,' because of the criticism of the cult places Dan 
and Bethel: Lev. 9:3 does mention the young bull (·egh,ef), but this comes from 
an earlier stratum. However, in the literary expansion in 9:2, this has been cor
rected by the addition of ben baqar, so that when all is said and done the young 
bull is not used at all in P. Ezekiel and supplementary laws like Nu. 15 :24 are 
oriented toward this legal language. In the context of the legislation concerning 
the centralization of the cult, baqar takes on a theologico-historical relevance 
in Dt. 16:2, for in connection with zabhach pesach, ''you shall offer the pass
over, ' it indicates that an official community festival at the central cult place 
arose out of the passover as a family festival. zabhach, ''to offer, sacrifice," is 
usually connected with ben baqar, ''calf," i.e., a special relationship or com
munion was supposed to have been expressed by the slaughter of the ox or 
young bull and the meal that was connected with it. Thus, e.g., according to 
Nu. 22:40, Balak tried to establish a fateful communion with Balaam by sacri
ficing oxen and sheep. 

2. Images and Representations of a baqar. According to 1 K. 7:44 (par. 2 Ch. 
4: 15), 25 (2 Cb. 4:3); and 2 K. 16: 17, the bronze sea was carried by twelve oxen. 
Om amen ts with lions and oxen were set in th.e frames of the ten stands of bronze 
( l  ,K. 7:29). The captain of Nebuchadnezzar's guard had these representations 
broken in pieces when the Babylonians destroyed the temple (Jer. 52:20). 28 

26 Elligcr: Pol. 
21 Elligcr, 69. 

Beck 

2� On the significance of the ox in the history of religion and in art, cf. the synopsis 
under -+ .,,� shor, "ox ... 
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Contents: I. In the Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia. II. Etymology: 1. The 
Root; 2. Derivation. Ill. Occurrences: 1 .  In Extrabiblical Literature; 2. In the OT; 3. Syn
tax. IV. Meanings: 1. Daybreak; 2. Tomorrow (Morning); 3. Day. V. ''Help in the Morn
ing.

,
. 

I. In the Ancient Near East. 

1. Egypt. The usual Egyptian word for ''morning'' is dwJ(w) or dwl(y).t. 1 
Another word is bkl, which occurs less frequently. 2 Often the time intended is 
defined more precisely, as, e.g., in the expression tp-dwl(y ). t, which possibly 
means ''the beginning of the morning," and which is translated ''dawn ' or ''early 
morning." But also, like dwJ(y).t alone, this phrase usually refers to the sunrise. 
Therefore, it does not seem to be used for the purpose of emphasizing the time 
just before the rising of the sun. It is interesting to connect dwl(y).t with the 
verb dwl, ''to praise, extol,' 3 which if there is a relationship between these two 
words, means lit. ''to praise in the morning." 

The religious life of the Egyptians is in many ways oriented to the rising sun. 
Even in prehistoric time it is possible to trace the practice of burying a corpse 
with the face toward the east, which agrees completely with the custom in the 
Old Kingdom. t Thus, East is the holy direction and morning the holy time, 
which is confirmed again and again by the sun theology, which gradually became 
more and more predominant. 

Usually a temple was built with its long sides in an east-west direction (at least, 
this was the ideal). This indicates that the Egyptians put a great deal of stock in 
the east and in the morning. A special ''morning house' played an important role 
in the morning ritual. 5 The purification and adorning of the king/priest took 
place in the morning house. 

The morning service occupies a special place in the daily temple ritual. 6 As 
the first of three daily rituals, it represented the wholly predominant divine ser-

boqer. C. Barth, "Tbeopbanie," EvTh, 28 (1968), 521-533; M. Bic, "Der Prophet Arnos
ein Haepatoscopus," VT, 1 (1951), 293-96; L. Delekat, "Zurn hebr. Worterbucb," VT� 14 
(1964), 7-9; H. R. Stroes, ''Does the day begin in the evening or morning?" VT, 16 (1966), 
460-475; J. Ziegler, "Die Hilfe Gottes 'am Morgen,'" Festschri/t F. Notsclter. BBB, 1 (1950), 
281-88. 

1 WbA"S, V, 422. 
2 WbA"S, I, 481; see below. 
a WbA"S, V, 426. 
� RAR, 564ff. 
5 H. Kees, RT, 36 (1914), lff.; A. M. Blackman, JEA, 5 (1918), 148ff. 
6 A. Moret, Le rituel du culte divin journalier en Egypte (Paris, 1902); M. Alliot, Le culte 

d'Horus a Edfou (Cairo, 1949), chap. 2. 
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vice which had come to be representative of the great festival rituals. In this 
morning service, there is a special morning address of the deity, which was used 
as early as the Pyramid Texts, and gradually grew into a litany: ''In peace. May 
thy awakening be peaceful. Thou shalt awake in peace. Etc.

,, 
7 The main ele

ments of this morning ritual are these: opening of the naos, awakening of the 
deity, bathing, clothing, and feeding of the deity. Originally, this was probably a 
morning service of the pharaoh in the royal palace. To be sure, the rising of the 
sun did not play a role in this ritual, but sometimes solar elements appear. 

Egyptian literature emphasizes especially that the morning, with its revival 
of the whole of nature, is the natural time to begin the sun's rotation. Thus, a 
favorite theme in this material is the rejoicing of newly revived nature, which is 
well known especially in the great Hymn to Aten. 8 Assmann deals in detail with 
the cultic function of the Songs of the Sun appearing in ''narrative'' form. 9 This 
hymn form primarily appears to be cultic, and not to have been used until a late 
time in funerary contexts. Since it often bears the title dwl, ''praise, exaltation," 
this could be a bridge between dwl, ''to praise," and dwJ, ''morning." 

Bergman 

2. Mesopotamia. The Akk. seru, ''morning," is related etymologically to 
-+ .,nrd shachar, ''dawn,'' and is antithetical to lilatu or tamaatu, ''evening," in 
some contexts, and to urru, ''day," in others. The morning is mentioned in con
nection with ''becoming bright'' (namaru), 10 and with the rising of the sun (ina 
seri kima dSamas �e, ''in the morning with the rising of the sun''). The hymns 
to the Sun repeatedly testify to the cheerful mood in the sunrise, though without 
using the word ''morning,'' as, e.g., in these statements: ''At the sight of thee, all 
princes rejoice, the lgigu exult altogether''; 11 ''Thy glory has covered the moun
tains that stand out clearly, the lands are full of thy brilliance altogether''; 12 

''As soon as the glare of fire shines at thy rising, the stars of heaven are hidden, 
in heaven thou alone art glorious, none among the gods can compare with thee.

,, 
l3 

In the (late) New Year Ritual of Anu from Uruk, 14 there is a morning service 
for the supreme god. The gods gather together before him, and the supreme god 
is bathed and fed. This ritual clearly reflects the morning service in the royal 
palace. 15 

Ringgren 

7 Cf. also A. Erman, "Hymnen an das Diadem der Pharaonen," APAW (1911), 15ff.; 
A. Barucq, L'expression de la louange divine (Cairo, 1962), 86ff. 

s AO'J"'i, 15ff. 
9 J.  Assmann, Liturgische Lieder an den Sonnengott, I (1969), see Register (Index) B s.v. 

"Epipbanie" and "Sonnenaufgaog." 
10 AHw, 769, with examples. 
11 SABG, 240. 
12 SAHG, 241. 
13 SAHG, 248. 
14 Tbureau-Dangin, .Rituels accadiens (1921), 89ff. 
15 A. L. Oppenheim� Ancient Mesopotamia (1964), 193. 
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Il. Etymology. 

1 .  Tl1e Root. bqr is a common Semitic root but there is no clarity about the 
''original meaning'' and its relationship to the different ''derived' or ' figul"'ative'' 
meanings. According to Palache and Seeligrnann, 16 the original meaning is to 
be perceived in Arab. baqara, ''to split, open.'1 The use of bqr as a technical 
term for inspecting a sacrifice could be connected with this meaning; cf. the 
Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, ''to examine (the intestines of sacrificial 
animals)• ; Mowinckel on bqr in the piel in 2 K. 16:15; Ps. 27:4; 17' and the 
Nabatean mbqr (a priestly title; cf. also mbqr, the overseer of the community, 
in lQS and CD).18 In any case, this helps explain the oft recurring meaning, ''to 
examine, investigate," cf. the Biblical Aramaic, Syriac, ''to bore through, search 
after''; Mandean ''to split, test' ; Ethiop. baqala, ''to examine, punish''; and 
Heb. baqar in the piel, ''to examine' (Lev. 13:36); ''care for (RSV earch, seek)'' 
(Ezk. 34: 1 lf.); ''to consider, reflect' (Prov. 20:25.; Sir. 1 1 :7). The Akk. blpaqaru, 
''to claim, demand �' stands somewhat by itself· cf. Bab. b/paqru, ''(c1aim of) 
vindication '' which might help explain the difficult biqqoretli in Lev. 19:20. 19 

Both the common Semitic -i- ip:i baqar, ''cattle," and presumably also boqer, 
''morning,'' which occurs only in Hebrew, are derivatives of bqr, although the 
semantic relationship is obscure in both cases. 

2. Derivation. a. The meaning of boqer might be explained by establishing 
a connection between the idea of ''splitting," ''opening, ' or ''boring through," 
and ''breaking through, piercing'' (sc. of light), i.e., ''daybreak' '= ''morning." 20 

The related roots bq•, ''to split'' (Heb., Middle Heb., Jewish Aram.; Ugar. bq·; 
the .intran itive Moabite bq·, cf. the Mesha Inscription, line 15, z1 mbq• hs�rt, 
of the breaking of the dawn; I a. 58:8, yibbaqa· kashsliachar 'orekha, ''your 
light shall break forth like the dawn''; and Arab. baqi·a. ''to be contrasted, 
distinguish '), and pq·, ''to split'' (Middle Heb., Jewish Aram., Christian Pales
tinian, Syr., Mandean · and the intransitive Arab. faqa·alfaqa·a) support this 
derivation. On the other hand, that this interpretation assumes an intransitive 
mean.ing of bqr, which this verb never has in Hebrew, s.peaks against this deri
vation. In this case, boqer could have attained the supposed ''proper ' meaning 
''daybreak'' only under the influence of related roots which have an intransitive 
meaning. Negatively speaking, it is also significant that, disregarding Hebrew, 
none of the Semitic languages developed a noun from the root bqr corresponding 
to boqer. 22 

Levy is indulging in semasiologicaJ fantasy when be contends that bqrlbwqr 
comes from the root word bqr, ''to search for, examine' (sc. objects becoming 

16 See KBL3. 
17 Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien (1961), 11 146. 
18 See KB.La. 
19 Cf. KBL3, 145b. 
20 So GesB. KBL, KBL'J. 
Z1 KAI, 181. 
22 On the Arab. bukrat, see below, c. 
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perceptible by the breaking daylight}; cf. shachar, ''early," [rom the root shachar, 
' to seek' ; and 'ereb/1, ''evening," from the root ·arabh, ''to mix.'' 2s 

b. On the basis of the cultic meaning of bqr (''to undertake the examination 
of a sacrifice''), 24 Bic has suggested that originally boqer might have meant 
the act of examining entrails in the morning; later it came to be used for the 
time that this act was done. 2� But there is no evidence that such an act was 
performed each morning, and the textual foundations for this derivation of 
boqer are too meager. 

c. GesB and KBL3 have discussed the possibility of a. semantic relationship 
between boqer and the common Semitjc root -+ .,:>:i bakl1ar. The idea of firstborn 
or firstfruit is almost universally associated with this root and its derivatives. 26 
However, presumably Syr. bkr an.d Arab. bakara have preserved the original 
meaning, to be/do early '; 27 with this agrees Arab. bukra(t), ''momjng'' (Mod
em Syr. also ''tomorrow ,, eras), bakir, ''matutinal," etc. � But if boqer in the 
sense of ''early'' > ''morning," is cognate with bkr, then of course it is necessary 
to explain the ''defective'' way it is spelled, i.e., with a qoph. Jn the absence of 
emphatic sounds (as in teth, tsadhe, tav, etc.), this cannot be explained as a 
consonantal dis imilation from kapl1 to qop/1 (or vice versa). However, the 
qoph could very weJt bave come into use without a conscious relationship to the 
root bqr. 

d. The Egyp. bkJ, ''morning," presents another possible root from which 
boqer could have been derived. 29 The reason boqer has no cognates outside 
Hebrew could be that it is an Egyptian loanword unkno\vn in the other Semitic 
languages. 30 II this is the ·Correct explanation, the sound and manner of writing 
boqer are still big problems. 

m. Occurrences. 

1. In Extrabib/ical Literat11re. Thus far, boqer has been found only one 
time in extrabiblical Hebrew. In the marginal inscription of the Lachish 0 tracon 
No. 4 31 we find the words ky ·m . btsbt [.] Jibqr. This incomplete sentence can 
be restored at be t by conjectures. If the word tsbt (root sbb) means something 
like ''cour e'' (it could al o perhaps mean ''change, turn '), then the sender of 

:!a J. Levy, WTJ.f, I (1924). 
�• See above, 1. 
2s M. Bic, 295. 
26 See KBL3, 125b. 
27 See GesB. 
28 Cf. Blacherc�Cbouemi. II, 770f. 
:!!t See KBL3, 145a; on the other band, Calice, Grttndlagen der iig.-sernit. Wortverg/eichung 

(1956), 6lf., argues that bk] is cognate with the Heb. and Aram. bkr, "to be early," and bqr 
with Arab. baqara, l(to split." 

no But cf. W. Bnumganner in K.BLl, XXIX. 
31 KAT, 194.9. 
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the letter promise to do something specific ''in the morning'' (''when morning 
comes again,' a2 or ' in the course of the morning''). 33 There is no exact a·nalogy 
to this expression in the OT. 

2. In tlie OT. boqer is found in the OT 213 times. 34 The different number 
given in KBL3 (ca. 200 times) is partly because the authors of this work regarded 
the expression babboqer babboqer, ' morning by morning, every morning," which 
occurs 13 times in the OT, as only one occurrence. boqer is distributed in the OT 
as follows: Pentateuch 80 times (Gen. 19;  Ex. 36; Lev. 9; Nu. 12; and Dt. 4); 
Fonner Prophets 52; Latter Prophets 32 {lsa. 1 1 ;  Jer. 2;  Ezk. 10; Minor Proph
ets 9); and the Kethubhim or Writings 49 (Ps. 18;  Jo'b 7). Thematic reasons ex
plain the relatively frequent occurrence of boqer in Exodus (it occurs 10  times 
in Ex. 16  alone!). These statistics show a uniform distribution of boqer in the 
OT, and thus do not permit any conclusions with regard to the age of its .liter

ary use. 

3. Syntax. a. boqer is used 1 7  times without the article, without a preposition, 
and without a preceding nomen regens (governing noun) (Gen. 1 :5,8,13, 19,23, 
3 1 ;  Ex. 16:7; Na. 16:5; Dt. 28:67b; 2 S. 23:4; Hos. 7:6; Ps. 5:4 [Eng. v. 3] (twice] ; 
55:18[17]; Job 24:17 ;  38:12); it is in these very passages that the interpretation 
is often difficult. � 

b. boqer often appears with a preposition. In almost half the times boqer 
occurs in the OT, it is used with be, ''in," and the article (babboqer is found 
105 times, including the 13 occuTrences of the expression babboqer babboqer, 
' morning by morning, every morning''). The prep. "adh, 'until," with boqer 
follows in second place c·ad/1 boqer appears 16 times; "adh habboqer, 12;  cf. 
also ·ad/1 'or habboqer, ''until the light of the morning,'' 6). The prep. le, ''to, ' 
usually occurs before the singular (labboqer, 1 8  times), and le s frequently 
before the plural (labbeqarim, 5 times, determinate in Isa. 33:2; Ps. 73: 14; 
1 01 :8; Lam. 3:23 indeterminate in Job 7 : 18). min, '�from," is seldom used with 
boqer (mel1abboqer, 3 times; and min /1abboqer, min boqer, and mibboqer once 
each). One should also note lipl1noth (hab)boqer, ''at the turn of the morning'' 
(RSV, ' when the morning appeared," Ex. 14:27; Jgs. 19:26; Ps.46:6[5]}; beterem 
boqer, ''before morning'' (Isa. 17 14); me'az (me' or, from the light of,'' s.bould 
probably be read) habboqer, ''from time of morning'' (RSV, ''from early morn
ing,'' Ruth 2:7); be'or habboqer, 'when the morning da.wns'' (Mic. 2:1); and 
bihyot/1 lzabboqer, ''wbe.n the morning came'' (RSV, ' on the morning of," Ex. 
19:16). 

32 KAI. 
as Cf. ANET2, 322b: "[but 1 will send] tomorrow morning!' 
M G. Lisows.k.y, Konkordanz 4un1 AT, 276f. 
3:; See below, IV.1,2. In order to explain boqer in Ps. 5:4b(3b), KBL3, 145a, referring to 

Mowinckel, proposes a bqr I, "sacrifice for omens''; but uch a noun does not occur else
where; cf. Bi�. 

• 
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Expressions like mibboqer la·erebh, ''from morning to evening'' (RSV, ''be
tween morning and evening," Job4:20); min. habboqer "adh ha·arebh, ''from 
morning till evening'' (Ex. 18: 13f.); me·ereb/1 "adh boqer, ''from evening to morn
ing'' (27:21 ;  Lev. 24:3; Nu. 9:21); and mehabboqer ve·adh hatstsohvrayim, ''from 
morning until noon'' (1 .K. 18:26; cf. the Mesha Inscription, line 15, mbq· hS�rt 
·d h�hrym), 36 are important in understanding the use of prepositions before 
boqer. 

c. boqer appears with a preceding substantive that functions as a governing 
noua in the expressions ·or /iabboqer, ''light of morning (morning light)'' (cf. 
·adh 'or /iabboqer); 37 ke·or boqer, ''like the morning light'' (2 S. 23:4; in be·or 
habboqer in Mic. 2: 1, 'or is probably an inf.); 38 kokhebhe bhoqer, ''morning 
stars

, 
(Job 38:7); ka·anan boqer, ''morning cloud'' (Hos. 6:4); ·ashmoreth hab

boqer, 'morning watch'' (Ex. 14:24; 1 S. 1 1 : 1 1); motsa·e bhoqer, ''the outgoings 
of the morning'' (Ps. 65:9[8]); mareh habboqer, ''the vision of the morning'' 
(Dnl. 8:26); ·olath/·oloth habboqer, ''morning sacrifice(s)'' (4 times); and min
chatli /1abboqer, ''morning oblation'' (twice; cf . . 2 K. 3:20). 

d. As a subject, boqer occurs only in the expressions boqer hayah, ''morning 
came (RSV, it was morning)'' (Ex. 10: 13); ·aihah bhoqer, ''morning has come 
(comes)'' (Isa. 21: 12); and habboqer 'or, ''the morning was light'' (Gen. 44:3); 
and as an object only in Job 38:12 (Dt. 28:67b is doubtful). 

e. A favorite motif especially of the narrative parts of the OT is the expres
sion 'to rise/set out early,'' in which boqer regularly appears (-+ o•:>ldi'1 hishkfm 
babboqer is found 29 times; cf. also Isa. 5 : 1 1 ;  Prov. 27:14; Job 1 :5 ;  qum bab
boqer occurs 7 times). 

IV. Meanings. In order to determine the various meanings of boqer, it is best 
to begin with the two certain meanings, viz., ''morning," i.e., time of the sunrise, 
and ''tomorrow morning.'' 

1 .  Daybreak. a. It is clear from statements found in certain poetic texts that 
boqer does not mean so much a period of time as a moment of time. It means 
''daybreak," 39 i.e., the moment when the darkness and the dawn (neslteph, 1 S. 
30: 17; ba·alotli hashshachar, Jonah 4:7; possibly also /iphnoth habboqer) no 
longer rule, but the light (� ,,M ·or). habboqer /1ayaJi, ''it became (RSV was) 
morning'

, 
(Ex. 10:13; cf. Gen. 1 :5ff.), means th.e same thing as habboqer 'or, 

''the morning be-eame (RSV was) light'"' (Gen. 44:3). In the phrase ·or hab
boqer, •0 'or bould generally be understood 41 as an infinitive i.e., as an event, 

36 KAI, 181. 
s1 See above, b. 
38 See below, IV.l.a. 
39 See .KBLB, 1. 
•o Sec above, 1 IT.3.c. 
41 KBL3 on 'or: only Mic. 2:1. 
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and thus is not to be translated ''Jjght,'' but ''become bright." Temporally, this 
''becomin.g light'' coincides with the rising of the sun, cf. babboqer kizroach 
hashshemesh, ''in the morning as soon as the sun is up'' (Jgs. 9:33), and ke'or 
boqer yiuach shamesh boqer lo' ·abhoth, ''he dawns on them like the morning 
light like the sun shining forth upon a cloudless morning'' (2 S. 23:4). In this 
sense, the sunrise may be designated as a synonym of boqer, cf. Gen. 32:32(31); 
Ex. 22:2(3); 2 K. 3:22; Jonah 4:8; Ps. 104:22. Light (� .,," 'or) as such is not 
identical with the sun (cf. Gen. 1:3f.), though it emanates from the sun, which in 
that respect can be called 'or (Job 3 1 :26; Hab. 3:4; Ps. 136:7), or me'or, ''lumi
nary'' (Gen. 1 : 14-16; Ps. 74:16). In some instances, ·or can denote daybreak 
instead of boqer (Zeph. 3:5; Job 24: 14; Jgs. 19:26; Neb. 8:3). Whether boqer in 
this sense means the moment of daybreak can only be inferred from the context. 

b. The use of prepositions before boqer t: plays an important role in deter
mining its meaning, but of course, not always a decisive one. babboqer usu
ally means (e.g., in the expression hishkim babboqer, ''to rise early'') ''in the 
morning'' = at daybreak, but often (esp. in babboqer babboqer, ''morning by 
morning, every morning'') this understanding seems too narrow. 43 Also, in 
most cases labboqer means ''in the morning'' =  at daybreak (Am. 4:4; 5:8; Ps. 
30:6(5 ) ;  59: 17(16); Ezr. 3:3; Ps. 49: 15[14) [the text here is corrupt]; in Jer. 
21 :  12, Rudolph reads labbeqarim, ''continually''); but sometimes it could also 
mean ''till daybreak'' (Zeph. 3:3; Ps. 130:6). H liphnoth habboqer, literally ''at 
the turn of the morning'' (RSV, ''when the morning appears'') means the brief 
period of time immediately before daybreak, thus ''toward morning'' '15 (cf. 
liphnoth ·erebh, ''at the turn of the evening'' (RSV, ''when evening comes on''], 
Gen. 24:63; Dt. 23:12 [ 1 1 1). mehabboqer means ''(only) toward morning'' in 
2 S. 2:27, <le but in 1 K. 18:26 it means ''from daybreak on'' (like mibboqer in 
Job 4:20 and min habboqer in Ex. 18: 13f.), viz., till noon (1adh hatstsohorayim) 
or till sundown (/a0erebh, 1adh ha·erebh, ·adh ·erebh; on ·erebh as the moment 
of sundown, cf. Dt 16:6). Also beterem boqer means ''before day'' (Isa. 17:14). 
Greatest caution is necessary where 1adh occurs before boqer or habboqer. The 
prep. ·adh means ''to,'' ''even to,'' frequently including the goal or purpose. •7 
Thus, as a rule 1adh boqer, ·adh habboqer, and 0adh ·or habboqer mean ''even 
to daybreak,'' including daybreak, but there are cases where daybreak is clearly 
excluded, because the context obviously has in mind only the duration of the 
night (e.g., Ex. 12:22; Lev. 6:2[9]; Jgs. 16:2; 2 K. 10:8,9). 4 

2. Tomorrow (Morning). a. If boqer with the .meaning ''daybreak'' is some
how related to the preceding night� then Heb. also knows a use of the word 

4.2 Cf. the survey under 11.3.b. 
f.3 See below, 2.b.; 3.b. 
H For another meaning, see below, 3.b. 
4-5 DcJekat, 8. 
•e KBL: ''Not before morning." 
47 See GesB. 
•S Note fllrther 3.b! 
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which clearly refers to the preceding day. Even in this case, boqer mean pri
marily a specific moment, viz., the dawn of the next day, thus ''tomorrow morn
ing''; but then it can also mean a period of time, viz., the next morning, which 
can sometimes mean the whole next day, thus ''tomorrow.

,, 
Of the passages 

mentioned under 111.3.a, certainly Ex. 16:7 (''tomorrow you will see'') and Nu. 
16:5 ( 'tomorrow Yahweh will show'') come into question as possibly having 
this meaning, and probably also Ps. 5:4a and b (3a,b). •0 In Hos. 7:6� the tradi
tional translation, ''in the morning '' is to be retained, GO because hete the con
trast is clearly between night and day (not between yesterday and tomorrow). 61 

b. AJso in several cases where boqer is used with the prepositions be, le, and 
·adh, we must reckon with the possibility that it might mean ''tomorrow'' or 
''tomorrow morning.

,, 
52 It seems quite certain that in the expression. h islikim 

babboqer, 53 babboqer means 'in the early morning,,'' and not ''on the next 
morning ': 54 taken alon.e, .hishkim and qum mean simply ' to set out''/ ''to rise," 
whereas ''early,>' which is the thrust of this phrase, is brought out clearly by 
boqer. If fhe writer wishes to express the idea ''tomorrow,'' then this is added 
(cC. 1 S. 5:4, VCl)•yashkimtl bhabboqer mimmochorath, ''but when they rose early 
on the next morning''). On the other band, babboqer in Ex. 7 : 15 ·  34:2a; and 
1 S. 9:19 (like boqer in Ex. 16:7 and Nu. 16:5) probably means ''tomorrow morn
ing.'' Delekat has not shown any convincing reasons for interpreting babboqer 
''tomorrow'' in Ps. 90: 14 and 143:8. 55 Moreover. the context of Isa. 1 7: 1 1  · Ezk. 
24: 18;  and 33:22 56 does not demand that babboqer be translated ''on the follow
ing day.'' 07 

The meaning of labboqer diverges from its usu.al sense in Ex. 34:25 and Dt. 
16:4: in these two texts, GesB translates it ''until the following day," and KBL3, 
''until the next morning.'' But in these passages, labboqer does not include 
merely daybreak, but the entire morning or day following (in distinction from 
or in antithesis to the previous day). Ex. 34:2aa with its vehyeh nakhon, labboqer, 
''be ready for the coming morning," 68 also belongs here. labboqer in Am. 4:4 
has a distributive meaning (''every morning''). 59 

When ·adh boqer and ·adh habboqer are found in contrast to the previous 
day, they can also mean ' until the next morning'' or ''until tomorrow''; cf. Ex. 
12:10; 16:19f.,23f.; 23 :18;  29:34; Lev. 7 :15;  19:13;  but not Nu. 9:15,21 ;  etc. 

'19 Cf. GesB and Delekat, 7, against KBL and KBLS. who want to understand the "dis-
similative" boqer only in u. 16:5 in the sense "tomorrow." 

GO With H. W. ·wolff, .BK, XIV/l, in Joe., and W. Rudolph, KAT, Xlll, in foe. 
Gl On Ps. 5:4(3), see further under IV. 
52 See GesB. 
63 See above, Til.3.e.; IV.2.a. 
M So GesB and KBL3, 4! 
55 Delekat, 8. 
56 Cf. W. Zimmerli, BK, XIll/2, in loc. 
67 Delekat, 7. 
68 G. von R.ad.. ATD, in loc.; cf. C. Barth, EvTh, 530f. 
69 See below, 3.b. 
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c. There can be no doubt that in numerous passages boqer is intimately re
lated to the next day as viewed from the day before. Therefore, it is in order 
to compare boqer with the word normally used for ''tomorrow," viz., machar 
or mimmochorath. boqer and machar were never really synonyms. The differ
ence between them seems to be that machar generally meant the entire day that 
followed, while boqer .meant specifically the beginning of that day. Generally 
spea.king, noon (tsohorayim) was regarded as the time after which boqer no 
longer applied (Ps. 55:18(17];  Jer. 20:16; Ex. 16:2 1 ;  1 K. 18:26; cf. the Mesha 
Inscription, line 15). 60 

d. In connection with the meaning ''tomorrow," we must consider the possibil
ity of whether boqer can mean the same thing as ''early,'' ' soon,'' or ''speedily'' 
in certain contexts. Martin Luther translated sabbe·enu bhabboqer chasdekha 
in Ps. 90:14, ''Satisfy us early with thy grace." John Calvin renders babboqer 
in Ps. 143:8, tempestive vel celeriter (promptly or swiftly). Similarly, the Roman 
Psalterium of 1 945 translates babboqer in Ps. 90: 14 and 143:8 by cito (''speed
ily''); 01 and Delekat points out that these two psalms are concerned not with 
help in the morning, but with help by this time tomorrow, thus with quick help
as soon as possjble. 42 Nevertheless, Ziegler is certainly right when be protests 
against translating babboqer by cito (''speedily''). This mere ''paraphrased ren
dering'' does not agree with the sense of this word in the context any more than 
Delekat's translation, ''tomorrow morning," which presupposes an antithesis and 
tension between ''today'' and ''tomorrow'' which is not present in the text at all. 63 

3. Day. a. However, Delekat has rightly emphasized a separate, though 
secondary, meaning of boqer. In some cases (esp., it seems, in poetic speech), 
this word can mean the whole day from morning till evening. 64 When boqer 
and laylah, ''night," are contrasted with each other (' athah bhoqer vegham 
laylah, ''morning comes, and also the night,'' Isa. 21 : 1 2; lehaggidh babboqer 
chasdekha ve • emunathekha balleloth, ''to declare thy steadfast love in the morn
ing, and thy faithfulness by night," Ps. 92:3[2]), this correspon.ds exactly with 
the antithetical pairs of words, 'or-choshekh, ''light-darkness,'' and yom-laylah, 
''day-night'' (Gen. 1 :5,14); cf. the contrasting terms boqer-tsalmavetli, 'morn
ing-deep darkness'' (Am. 5:8;  Job 24: 1 7), and 'or-tsalmaveth, ''light-deep dark
ness'' (Job 12:22). The pars pro toto use of boqer for the entire period of daylight 
is easily explained from the close relationship between boqer and ·or, ''light.'' e:1 

b. A different question is whether boqer can also mean ''day'' in expressions 
that must be understood as distributive, as babboqer babboqer, labboqer lab
boqer, and labbeqarim (KBL3: ''each/every morning, ' '  morning by morning' ). &e 

60 KAI, 181. 
61 Ziegler, 282. 
62 Delekat, 7f. 
ua On Ziegler's explanation, see below, V. 
64 The evening itself being excluded (Delekat, 8). 
e::i See above, 1.a. 
66 See above, Ill.3.b. 
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Delekat thinks this is the meaning of boqer in Isa. 28:19; 50:4 (babboqer bab
boqer); 33:2; Ps. 73: 14; 101 :8; Job 7:18; Lam. 3:23 (labbeqarim); and even in 
Jer. 21:12 and Am. 4:4 (/abboqer, ''each day '). 61 He wants to find the narrower 
sense (''each morning'') only in those passages where reference is made explicitly 
to the morning time (Ezk. 46:13-15; 1 Ch. 9:27; 23:30; 2 Ch. 13: 1 1 ). Then in the 
poetic passages, the meaning of this expression would be ''day after day afresh 
(anew),'' perhaps an equivalent to the more prosaic phrases yom· yom, yom 
beyom, etc., ''day by day," in which sometimes (!) the following night is in
cluded. It  is impossible to deny completely the validity of this position, but in 
dealing with each respective passage involved, it must be asked whether the 
rendering of boqer by ''day'' does not represent a paraphrase (which may be 
basically correct). a 

V. ''Help in the Morning.'' Ziegler has pointed out that in the OT the morn
ing is the ''proper time for divine help.'' 69 This concept does not belong in the 
realm of the philological ''meanings'' 10 of boqer. Ziegler's thesis, w.hich thus 
far has been fundam.entaJly opposed only by Delekat, 71 was anticipated by H. 
Gunkel and F. Notscber. Referring to Ps. 46:6(5); 90:14; and 143:8, Gunkel 
speaks of the morning as a ''time of good fortune.'' In 1947, Notscher spoke of 
the morning as a ''time of good .fortune an.d of God's favorable hearing of a 
request." 72 In order to understand this thesis, it is important to note that it is 
not an attempt to interpret the meaning of boqer in a new way, but to explain its 
use in certain contexts where it is repeated quite frequently in a specific way. 
The idea that God helps ''in the morning'' is ''clothed either in the form of a 
statement of faith or of a prayer of confidence in the Psalms and in Psalm-like 
songs of the OT . . . . '' 73 In particular, the passages cited in support of this view 
are: Ps. 46:6(5) (liphnoth boqer, ''at the tum of the morning,•• RSV ''right 
early''); Lam. 3:23; Isa. 33:2 (labbeqarim, lit ''to the mornings,'' RSV ''every 
morning''); Ps. 90:14; 143:8 (babboqer, ''in the morning''); 88:14(13) (ubhab
boqer, ''and in the morning' ); 5 :4(3) (boqer, lit. ''morning," RSV ''in the mo.m
ing''); 59:1 7(16) (labboqer, lit. ''to the morning," RSV ''in the morning''); 30:6 
(5) (velabboqer, lit. ''and to the morning," RSV ''with the morning''); as well 
as 2 S . . 23:4; Zepb. 3:5; etc. According to Ziegler, it is not the accused sleeping 
in the temple 7• or the morning sacrifice, 75 but the expectation of the help of 
God ''in the morning'' (whose form, content, and motivation is attested only in 
the OT) that explains the use of boqer in these passages. 

81 Cf. T. H. Robin"SOn, HAT, 14, in loc.; H. W. Wolff, BK, XIV/2, in /oc. 
68 Cf. Ziegler, 282, on the rendering of boqer by ciro, "speedily," omni rempore, "at all 

times," and coridie, "daily, every day." 
69 Ziegler, 282. 
10 Cf. Delekat, 9. 
11 Ibid. 
1� Cf. also J. Lindblom on Ps. 17:15 in ZAW, 59 (194211943), 12f. 
73 Ziegler, 281. 
7t H. Schmidt, BZA W, 49 (1928) and HAT, 15 (1934); cf. Oelekat, 9: priestly incubation. 
'iG Cf. B. Duhm, KHC, XIV (21922). 
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It is to Ziegler's undiminished credit that he has called attention to the special 
use of boqer in the Psalms. But we must express reservations about various 
details in his position. 

1 .  He bas combined many heterogeneous elements under the concept ''help 
of God." And yet, only Ps. 46:6(5) (cf. also possibly Ex. 14:30; 2 Ch. 20:17) 
actually uses the word ''help'' explicitly. In contradistinction to this, Ps. 5:4a(3a); 
143:8; and 90:14 (reading l1asl1mi'e1111, ''let us hear '' in tead of sabbe'enc,, ''sat
isfy us ?) have to do with Yahweh s favorable Jiearing of the worshipper's request 
(a priestly salvation oracle?): Ps. 5:4b(3b) and 88:14(13) speak of prayer and 
a cry for help in the morning, and Ps. 59:17(16) of thanksgiving in the morning. 
Again, the faithfulness and compassion of Yahweh which are really new and. 
which are to be requested anew ''every morrung'' in Lam. 3 :22f. and Isa. 33:2 
are something entirely different. Under these circumstances, it is hardly possibJe 
to speak of a clearly outlined ''conc�pt'' or of an idea common to all the pas
sages cited on the 'help of God.'' 76 

2. Also the precise time intended by the expression ''in the .morning'' in the 
passages cited is not clear. liphnoth boqer, ''at the tum of the morning'' (RSV 
''right early'') in Ps. 46:6(5) does not mean ''over night,'' 77 nor does it coincide 
temporally with the ''morning,'' i.e., with daybreak. Whether the two occurrences 
of boqer in Ps. 5:4(3) mean ''in the morning'' or ''tomorrow morning,'' 78 and 
whether the ·e·eroklz /ekl1a (RSV, ''I prepare a sacrifice for thee' ) in Ps. 5:4b{3b) 
refers to a morning sacrifice or not, 70 is debatable, to say the least. One must 
also question whether labbeqarim in Lam. 3:23 and Isa. 33:2 refers as specifically 
to the breaking of each new day, 80 as Ziegler thinks. Of course, the expression 
babboqer, ''in the morning,'' stand in Ps. 90: 14; 143:8: and 88: 14(13), but the 
different nuances of meaning that are possible for the word boqer 81 make it 
impossible to speak of a homogeneous ''concept'' even in these texts. 

3. But the threefold explanation Ziegler proposes for the phenomenon of the 
expectation of help ''in the morning'' is particularly problematic. Undoubtedly 
there is a biblical (and ht1man!) symbolism for sunrise and sunset, morning and 
evening, day and night, and light and darkness, and this symbolism is certainly 
connected with real experiences of Israel (and of man!) in its world. evertheless, 
to deduce the time of God's help from events and experiences of nature is far 
from OT thought. 82 Connecting the time of God's help with the hour of judgment 
common in Israel causes further difficulties. CertainJy the language of the OT 
is influenced in many respects by Israel's legal life. But a conscious or even. 

1s Cf. Delekat, 9. 
77 Cf. Delekat, 8. 
78 See above, IV �2.a. 
79 Cf. Delekat, 9, o. 1. 
so See above, IV.2.b. 
s1 See above, 1.  on Ps. 88: 14(13). 
82 Cf. G. voo Rad, uThe Theological Problem of the OT Doctrine of Creation," Prob/e1n 

of the Hexateuch and Other Essays (trans. 1966), 131·163. 
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merely actual analogy of ideas concerning civil legal terminology and the revela
tion of Yahweh in the temple (salvation oracle) seems doubtful. 83 On the other 
hand, there is great merit in Ziegler's suggestion of a connection between Israel's 
historical experiences and the help of God ''in the morning.'' There is much that 
favors the idea that Ps. 46:6(5) has in mind the liberation of Jerusalem in 701 s.c. 
(2 K. 19:35; Isa. 37:36), and perhaps also the miracle at the Red Sea (Ex. 14:30). 
However, in both instances the help occurred before dawn (liphnoth boqer), and 
what happens in the morning (babboqer) is only the subjective recognition of 
the help (2 K. 19:35 = Isa. 37:36). But even if a connection between the Exodus 
tradition and the Zion tradition could actually be established here, this still would 
not justify the conclusion that all or even some of the texts cited really contain 
the motif of the expectation of salvation. The other examples cited in favor of 
the motif of help ''in the morning'' (1 S. 1 1 : 1-13; 2 Ch. 20:1-30; 2 K. 3:9-20) fail 
to prove the point, because the crucial passages (1 S. 11  :9 and 2 Ch. 20: 16) use 
not babboqer but the vague machar, ''tomorrow'' (Ziegler: ''tomorrow morn
ing''!), and in both passages help comes around noon, whereas in 2 K. 3:20 it 
comes at night. Finally, the motif of help ''in the morning'' grounded in historical 
experiences is missing right where it could have been included most easily (in the 
traditions of the ''wars of Yahweh''), so that from this aspect also, Ziegler's ex
planation of these passages in the Psalms is unlikely. 

If Ziegler's explanation of the phenomenon of the expectation of help ''in the 
morning'' is not acceptable, then it is imperative that we seek for a better ex
planation. H. Schmidt's view that these passages have in mind the accused 
''sleeping in the temple'' awaiting a morning ordeal, and Delekat's suggestion 
that they reflect the ''requirements of the oracle technique,'' 84 do not solve the 
whole complex problem. If a solution is ever found, it will come only as the 
result of a more precise understanding of the Jerusalem temple cult in the pre
exilic and postexilic periods. Three things need to be borne in mind if one under
takes an urgently needed new study of this problem. 

a. In OT literature, there is no example of a figurative or spiritual use of 
boqer in the sense of good fortune, salvation, help, etc. The earliest examples 
of such a use are found in the earlier MidclJe Hebrew. � 

b. In the OT, therefore, salvation is expected "toward morning," ''in the 
morning,'' ''tomorrow (morning),'' or ''every morning,'' not because these times 
of day by their own virtue were thought to be times of salvation. Morning ac
quires the quality of the different, new, and future only in context, i.e., in con
trast to the night or to (dark) today. 

c. The different, new, and future thing that is expected ''toward morning," 
etc. is not directly the content of salvation and help. It was primarily the new 
presence of Yahweh in a theophany and in an oracle which made the morning 
the time more than any other when the oppressed and ''Israel'' expected help. 

• 83 Cf. Delekat, 9. 
84. Ibid. 
8j Cf. Levy, WTM, I, s.v. ii'll;>1:l 

Barth 
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tZ?j?.:;l biqqes/1; :ii�� baqqashizh 

C-Ontents: I. The Root: 1. Etymology and Occurrences; 2. Meaning and Related Words. 
Il. General Use: 1. Seekjng in the Literal Sense; 2. Seeking in the Figurative Sense; 3. Seek
ing As a Legal Term. Ill. Theological Use: 1.  Seeking God; 2. God Seeks. IV. The Deriva
tive baqqashah. 

I. The Root. 

1 .  Etymology and Occurrences. bqs is a Semitic root apparently used pri
marily in the Syrian-Palestiruan region, which appears in Ugaritic. 1 It is found 
in the OT over 220 times. It also occurs in Phoenician, 2 and is used in the 
Oum.ran literature and in postbiblical Hebrew texts. In all these language areas, 
except possibly the Qumran writings that are known thus far, bqs .means ''to 
seek

,, 
in the literal sense of the word. Beyond this, in the OT and in Middle 

Hebrew texts important expansions and figures are connected with this root. In 
the Qumran texts (thus far), from the first a less literal and more figurative use 
of bqs seems to be favored. In the overwhelming maj.ority of OT examples of bqs, 
it is found in the piel, and the pual as the passive of the pieJ appears in only 
three passages. The late book of Esther and one passage in Ezra use an Ara
maized form derived from bqs, which has a nominal function (baqqasliah), and 
means ''request,'' ''desire," ''wish," ''entreaty." Even though bqs is not found 
in several OT books (Joel, Ob., Jonah, Mic., Hab., Hag.), and appears only 
once in others (e.g., in Proto-Isa., Job, Lev.), it can be said that this root is 
widely dispersed in the OT. Both earlier and later OT literary contexts know 
and use this root. The same thing can also be said for the different speech 
forms of the OT. There is no genre in which bqs is preferred. 

2. Meaning and Related Words. The literal meaning of biqqesh is ''to seek," 
an activity that assumes a personal entity (in Prov. 18: 15, ''ear' functions as 
pars p_ro toto) as subject and persons or things as object. This activity has in 
view the fjnding of an object which really exists or which is thought to exist, 
which is not close at hand to the subject at the tim.e of seeking, but is desired 
most earnestly and initiates the seeking. biqqesh bas to do with satisfying lliis 
desire. What is sought may temporarily be absent; it may be intentionally hidden 

biqqesh. 0. Garcia de La Fuente, unavid busco el rostro de Yahweh (2 Sam 21,1)," Aug, 
8 (1968), 477-540; H. Greevcn, "l;11'tEc.:>, l:ft"CT)ol<;, tKl;T)TEc.:>, tntl;T)TEc.:>,'' TDNT, II, 892-96; 
J. Reindl, Das Angesichr Go11es fm Sprachgebrauch des AT. Er/ThSt, 23 (1970), esp. pp. 
164-174, and the appropriate notes; C. Westermann, "Die Begriffe filr Fragen und Suchen 
im AT;• KuD, 6 (1960), 2-30. 

1 WUS (31967), No. 572, possibly also used as a proper name in the expres ion bn bqs, 
cf. No. 571. 

2 KAI, 14.5, the Sarcophagus Inscription of 'Eshmun·azar. 
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or it may never bav� been found before. ''Seeking'' in the OT and elsewhere 
must be understood as a conscious act wi·th a specific goal in mind, and some
times it must be accompanied by a great deal of effort (Prov. 2:4, as in prospect
ing for sil.ver), shrewdness, and imagination. The meaning of biqqesh varies 
accordjng to the degree of intensity and the difference in the mode of seeking 
(''to seek out '' ''search '' ''search for '' ''seek '' ''wish '' ''long for '' ''desire '' > I I f 

''demand or ask,'' etc.). Along with material things and objects, seeking can 
also take abstract objects e.g., conflict (Jgs. 14:  4), fal ehood (Ps. 4 :  3 [Eng. 
v. 2]), evil (1 K. 20:7), good (Neh. 2: 10), faithfulness (Jer. 5 :1), wisdom (Prov. 
14:6; 15 : 14), uoderstanwng (Dnl. 8: 15), life (Prov. 29:10) peace (Ps. 34: 15(14]), 
the word of God (Arn. 8:12) the name of God (Ps. 83: 17 [ 1 6)), a vision (Ezk. 
7:26). Frequently the object of biqqesh is an additional activity of one's own, 
which is expressed by the infirutive construct of another verb plus le, as e.g., 
in 1 S. 14:4, biqqesh yonathan la'abhor, ''Jonathan sought to go over:

, 
In this 

syntacticaJ construction, biqqesh assumes the meaning ''to want to," ''strive," 
''intend," ''pursue a goaJ," or ' plan.'' Occasionally this idea is also expressed 
by an ·as11er cJause (Dol. 1 :8) or by a verbal noun (9:3, lebhaqqesf1 tephillah, 
''seeking by prayer'). 

In all these cases biqqesh takes on the character of an auxiliary verb, which 
gives the activity expressed by it a voluntary and final color. It is also easy to 
understand how the transition from a literal to a figurative understandmg of 
''seeking'' is possible through the abstract objects and the auxiliary function of 
biqqesli. Sometimes the verb form· used with biqqesh implies another activity 
which is not specified more ptecisely but whose meaning is clarified from the 
context. Jer. 5:1 does not mean that ·emunah, ''faithfulness," will be sought 
and found, but that it should be practiced and done. Quite frequently, this abbre
viated mode of speaking is used to express the idea of ''killing'' or "wanting to 
kill J in the phrase biqqe-sh r·eth) nephesh ( + suf.) (''to seek the soul, the life, 
of someone '' i.e., ''to make an attempt on someone's life''), e.g., in Ex. 4:19;  
1 S. 23: 1 5 ;  Jer. 19:9. This construction must be understood positively, in the 
sense of furthering life, in only one passage, Prov. 29:10. In addition to this 
abbreviated speech form, the idea of ''wanting to kill'' is also expressed by the 
direct m.ode of speaking with biqqesh and the infinitive construct of muth 
(hiphil) or haragh plus le (Jer. 26: 2 1 ;  Ex. 2 :15;  4:24). Sometimes, this character 
of biqqesli implying another activity is expressed by a prepositional phrase (using 
.. el, min, or le). In 2 S. 3:17, the elders of tsrael do not seek David merely to 
meet with him but· fQr the purpose of making him king, or better still, to have 
him as a king over them (heyithem mebhaqeshim •eth davidh lemelekh 'alekhem, 
''you .have been seeking David as king over you''). The young roaring lions ask 
for their food from God (me·e1, Ps. 1 04:21). Legal elements come into play in 
this expansion of the meaning of biqqesh to ''wish,'' ''ask for," or ''demand." 
This occurs very clearly in the statement about ''seeking the blood of a man'' 
(halo• ·abhaqqesh 'eth damo miyyedhekhem, ''shall I not now require his blood 
at your hand?'' 2 S. 4: 1 1 )  where biqqesh can assume the sense of ''avenge, take 
revenge on." ''Seek'' and ''wish'' can also be used in the sense of ''wishing that 
something would happen to someone.'' In certain passages, it can even be asked 
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whether an applicative element might not be involved, e.g., in 1 S. 24:10(9); Ps. 
122:9. In the cuJtic sphere, biqqesh is found in expressions and formulas that 
require the meaning ''ask,'

, 
''pray," ''implore'' (Ps. 27:8; Ex. 33:7). In general, 

the phrase ''seek the face of God'' has in mind a cul tic activity, without clarifying 
the manner in which it was performed. 

When one considers terms that appear in context with or words that are used 
in parallelism to biqqesh, and thus help in defining its meaning, it becomes 
apparent that there is a remarkable varia'bility in the 'USe of this word. Words 
appearing in parallelism to biqqesh include -+ &+ii darash, ''to seek>'' -+- 'I,., 
radhaph, ''to pursue," - �at&+ shii 'al, ''to ask," - ipc piiqadh, '"'to visit,'' -+ .,n:i 
bachar, ''to choose," etc.; and terms that appear in context with biqqesh are 
-+ ,,, yadha", ''to know,'' -+- i'laci ra'ah, ''to see,'' -+ i'ID"i tsaphah, ''to look out, 
watch,'' -+- "Ultr1 shamar, ''to keep," -+ -ui dibber, ''to speak,'' -+- m.i haghiih, ''to 
utter, meditate," - :i:iat ·ahabh., ''to love,'' etc. To a much greater extent than 
has been observed with regard to other verbs, the function and meaning of 
biqqesh is determined by the object .it takes in any given context. The many 
different objects biqqesh takes in various contexts give rise to the transition 
from the original meaning ''to seek'' to other meanings, as e.g., in Isa. 40:20, 
''to choose'' wood to cut; Est. 4:8, ''to entreat for someone''; and Zec. 1 1:16, 
''to care for." Of course, most of the figurative meanings of this verb can be 
traced back to the original meaning and explained on the basis of this meaning. 

ll. General Use. 

1 .  Seeking in the Literal Sense. Only Eccl. 3:6 mentions ''seeking'' in and 
of itself as a pure function which, together with other fun.ctions (e.g., ''planting'' 
and ''plucking up''), defines human existence; its purpose is to illustrate that all 
human activities are bound to time and determined by kairos. 3 The general and 
proper use of biqqesh is modified by its function in each context, as in German 
or English or any other language. An unnamed man asks Joseph, '.-What are 
you seeking?'' and Joseph replies, ''I am seeking my brothers'' (Gen. 37:15,16; 
first the impf., then the participial form). The objects of ''seeking'' in the OT 
are understandably quite diversified: lost asses ( 1  S. 9:3; impv. form, indicating 
that one person can motivate another to seek something by means .of an order 
or a command; 10:2,14), runaway slaves ( 1 K. 2:40), Elijah, who had gone up 
by a whirlwind into heaven (2 K. 2:16f.), water (Isa. 41 : 17), bread (or livelihood, 
Ps. 37:25; Lam. 1 : 1 1,19), grazing places (1 Ch. 4:39, for the flocks), records 
proving that people belonged to certain families (Neh. 7:64; Ezr. 2:62), Levites 
who were needed for the dedication of the city wall (Neh. 12:27), Saul, who was 
to be made king after the lot had fallen upon him (1 S. 10:21), the expert, the 
musician (16:16, ·ish yodhea", RSV, ''a man who is skilful''), the medium at 
Bodor (28:7), and comforters in time of calamity (Nah. 3:7). biqqesh takes on 
the precise meaning of ''searching out'' in the passage that tells how a beautiful 

3 K. Galling, HAT, 18 (21969), 93f.; W. Zimmerli, A TD, XVI, 169. 
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maiden was to be sought to perform special services for the aging David (1  K. 
1 :2f.; in essence, the meaning of biqqesh in Est. 2:2 is no different). Here, 
biqqesh can be translated simply ''choose." 

Frequently the process of ''seeking ' implies additional actions \vhich are 
already inherently present in the meaning of ''seeking.'' Seeking after the culprit 
who bad destroyed the altar of Baal and the Asherah implies that he will be 
punished (Jgs. 6:29). Saul's purpose in seeking for David is to seize and eliminate 
his rival (1 S. 23: 14; 24:3(2]; 26:2; 27: 1 ,  ''search for," ''lie in wait for''; 27:4, 
''pursue''). The acts that are involved when the OT speaks of finding wh.at is 
being sought help define the concept of ''seeking.'' This is the case, e.g., when 
the Philistines seek David (2 S. 5 : 17; 1 Ch. 14:8). Here even military intentions 
are described by the verb ''seek." Occasionally, this intention which is inherent 
in the action of seeking is defined more precisely by a parallel verb, e.g., by 
radlzapli (''to chase,'' ''pursue''; Josh. 2:22; Jgs. 4:22; 1 S. 23:25; 26:20). The 
radius of the function of biqqesh as its meaning expanded, e.g., in the expression 
''seeking an inheritance (a nachalah)'' in Jgs. 18: 1 ,  is determined very clearly 
by the object. Here, ''seeking'' includes all actions from military conflict between 
the Danites and the pre-Israelite inhabitants of the land, to settlement to the 
securing of the Danites in their new territory. The same is true of Naomi's state
ment about ''seeking a resting place for Ruth'' in Ruth 3:  1 .  Quite apart from the 
fact that presumably Naomi is using a legal term, the ''seeking'' here also includes 
all individual acts leading to the legal enfranchisement of Ruth in the Bethlehem 
society. The peculiar tendency of biqqesh to widen its connotations far beyond 
the basic meaning is something that occurs in various realms, as in relationships 
between two people who love each other (Cant. 3 : 1f. ;  5:6; 6 : 1 ,  ''I sought him 
whom my soul loves''; cf. Hos. 2:9[7]), in the royal court (Prov. 29:26, ''seek 
the face of the ruler," viz., for the unexpressed purpose of uttering petitions or 
requests or of obtaining favor), or in the broad sphere of religion. ' The OT uses 
only persons as subjects of biqqesh. They may be individua]s or groups (Saul, 
David, families, tribes, people, etc.), or even God. Prov. 18 : 15  (where 'ozen is 
subj.) only appears to be an exception. 5 The reference to hearing as a function 
of ''seeking'' in this passage is interesting. 

The three occurrences of bqs in tb.e pual first of all convey the passive mean
ing, ''to be sought'' Jer. 50:20 says, ''the sin of Israel and Judah will be sought'' 
(yebl1uqqash), but it shall no longer be found because Yahweh bas forgiven it. 
According to Ezk. 26:21, the judgment over Tyre is so complete that this de
stroyed city will be sought (thebhuqesh1) in vain. In both passages (but with 
greater probability in Jer. 50:20), the passive can also be understood as repre
senting an indefinite active with the meaning, ''one will seek." The context of 
Est. 2:23 demands that ''seek'' be interpreted more precisely as ''examine, in
vestigate," and thus in this passage also as a passive (vayebhuqqash /1addabhar, 
RSV, ''when the affair was investigated''). 

• See below. 
t> See above. 
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2. Seeking in tlze Figurative Sense. Of the various possible ways of using biq
qes/1 in a figurative sense, the constructions with an infinitive construct of another 
verb followed by le after some form of bqs compose a relatively large group. 
Furtherm.ore, if the infinitive construct plus le syntactically denotes intention to 
do something, 6 this is strengthened even more by adding biqqesh. The instances 
in which OT writers express a negative intention (shortening life) are notably 
more numerous. This is frequently the case with biqqesh + the inf. const. of 
muth in the hiphil with le (Ex.4:24 [J] and Jer. 26:21, without le) and of haragh, 7 

'to seek to put to death," and sometimes with biqqesh plus lehakkoth; ''to seek 
to smite'' { l  S. 19:10; 2 S. 21 :2), lehashmidh, ''to seek to destroy' (Zec. 12:9; Est. 
3:6), and lishloach yadh be, ''to seek to lay bands on'' (Est. 2:2 1 ;  6:2; 4QpPs37 
2:17f.). This negative aspect also appears in the expression ''he sought (biqqesh) 
to draw you away from Yahweh'' (Dt. 1 3: 1 1 (10]). The few passages in which this 
particular construction is used to express a positive intention can be enumerated 
quickly. They include the use of biqqesh with the inf. const. of halakh, ''to seek. 
to go

, 
(1 K. 1 1 :22; Zee. 6:7) 0abhar, ''to seek to go over'' ( 1  S. 14:4), bo·, ''to 

seek to come'' ( 1 S. 23:10; 4QpNah 1 :2), matsa·, ''to seek to fio.d'' (Eccl. 12:10: 
the Preacher's conscious endeavors to find the right word), bakhah, ''to seek 
(a place) to weep'1 (Gen. 43:30: Joseph's desire to have an opportunity to weep 
because of his emotions which were aroused by the meeting with his brothers), 
sliama·, 'to seek to hear'' ( 1 K. 10:2,4; 2 Ch. 9:23: the official demarcbe of seek
ing a ruler [biqqesh ·e1h pene shelomoh, ''sought the face of Solomon''] in order 
to hear his wisdom), and yadha·, ''to seek to know'' ( l QS 5 : 1 1 :  seeking and 
inquiring concerning the precepts in order to know the hidden matters). It has 
already been suggested that a strong element of intention is present in this con
struction, which gives to the activity being described the character of desire and 
of resolute will and action beyond mere intention. 

The negative intention, viz., to kill another person, is also expressed 'by the 
shortened phrase biqqesh (•eth) nephesh,, lit., ''to seek the soul (life)," which. 
occurs 30 times in the OT. Almost half these occurrences are found in Jeremiah 
(e.g., Jer. 1 1 :2 1 ;  19:7; 44:30). This phrase also appears rather frequently in the 
Psalter (Ps. 35:4; 38:13(12]; 40: 15[14]; 54:5(3]; 63:10[9]; 70:3[2]; 86:14). Of 
course it occurs in both earlier and later literary contexts (Ex. 4:19; Ps. 38:13 
(12);  lQH 2:21). In the Psalter this expression, occurs almost exclu.sively in the 
Individual Laments. O.f the psalms where this phrase occurs, onJy Ps. 63 contains 
elements of trust and thanksgiving along with those of lament, which has led some 
scholars to speak of this psalm as an Individual Song of Thanksgiving. Never
the_less, this would not be outside the context of lamentation, trust, and thanks
giving for help shown. This fact justifies the view that this expression typically 
belongs in the Individual Lament. In Jeremiah (with the exception of Jer. 4:30) 
and in some psalms, the participial construction mebhaqeshe ( mebhaqeshim , eth) 
napl1sl1i {and other suffixes), ''those seeking my soul (life),'' occurs. It follows 

s Cf. Brockelmana, Synr. § 47. 
7 Sec above. 
R See above, 1.2. 
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from the context and immediate parallel expressions that in this form biqqesh 
denotes the personified effort to take the life of someone else, an enemy or a 
mortal foe. Along with this shortened form, we also find the long form biqqesh 
'eth nephesh leqachtah, ''to seek someone's life to take it away'' (1 K. 19: 10,14; 
cf. Ps. 40: 15(14] with lispothah, ''to seek to snatch away,'' and Ps. 63:10[9], 
where hemmah lesho·ah, ''they in vain [?)'' precedes this expression). It is diffi
cuJt to say which form is more original. 

Of the various possible ways of using biqqesh in a figurative sense, the con
structions with an abstract as object of the verb, mentjoned above, 9 must be 
noted. Jeremiah condemns Israel's efforts to rebel against Yahweh and to run 
after foreign gods under the figure of seeking after lovers (Jer. 2:33). Here also, 
biqqesh does not mean simply ''seeking,'' but implies the fulfilment of ''love'' 
( == apostasy) after the lovers are found, as the wording of this passage shows. 10 

In this connection, attention should be calJed to the expressions ''seek good'' 
and ''seek evil (or m.y evil or hurt)'' (Ps. 122:9; 71: 13,24; 1 S. 24:10(9]; 25:26; 
1 K. 20:7; Est 9:2), where an applicatory element is at work alongside the 
active. In connection with the general judgment which comes upon the land, 
Baruch desires ''great things'' (gedholoth) for himself, but Jeremiah can promise 
him only that Yahweh will spare his life (Jer� 45:5, using biqqesh in the sense 
of ''wish," ''desire''), which again also includes actions to guarantee his welJ
being (in contrast with Est. 2:15, ''to desire nothing," lo' bhiqeshah dabhar). 
In 1 Ch. 2 1 :3, biqqesh must be translated ''require. ' In addition to the figurative 
meanings mentioned under 1.2. above (near the end), we may also mention Dnl. 
1:8,  where a form of biqqesh together with an 'asher clause must mean ''to seek 
permission'': ''Daniel sought permission from the chief of the court officials not 
to defile himself.'' 11 In the inquiries he makes concerning their wisdom and 
understanding, the king fm.ds Daniel and his frien.ds ten times more intelligent 
than all bis own professionals in this field (Dnl. 1 :20). The context here shows 
that biqqesh contains the element of examination and comparison, which corre
sponds to the concluding expression using matsa', ''to find.'' u But also, biqqesh 
has a figu.rative meaning in the expression biqqesh dabhar mehem, ''he sought 
a matter of them," which is used to denote the king's examination of their in
telligence. -.. :tl'l &*pl, biqqesh binllh, ''to seek to understand," in. Dnl. 8:15 can 
be translated, ''to meditate about the meaning (of a vision)." Prov. 23:35 uses 
biqqesh plus yasaph in the hiphil and ·odh, ''I will seek another drink,'' to 
describe the dissipation of one who drinks wine. 13 This further confirms in detail 
the quite significant changes to which biqqesh can be subjected by contextual 
relatiomhips, where its meaning can be altered by the object or the infinitive 
which is dependent on biqqesh, or by idiomatic peculiarities. Semantically, this 
root must always have been open to such figurative meanings and modifications. 

9 Sec above, 1.2. 
10 Cf. the statements made above under II.1. on Jgs. 18:1 and Ruth 3:1, as wcU as baqqesh 

shalom, "seek peace," in Ps. 34:15(14). 
u Cf. Jerusalem Bible, German edition. 
12 Cf. the Legal Terminology; see below, ll.3. 
13 Cf. Ringgren, A.TD, XVI, 9Sf., and other comms. in loc. 
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But the other thesis that all figures go back to the original meaning ''to seek'' 
and can be explained in light of this meaning is equally true. 

3. Seeking As a Legal Term. There are some contexts in the OT where 
biqqesh can be interpreted in no other way than as a legal tertn. In these pas
sages, ''.seek'' must be understood in the sense of ''require.'' One of the earliest 
illustrations of this meaning is to be found in the story of David's rise, where 

• 

David avenges the assassination of Esh-baa!, the son of Saul, on his murderers: 
''shall I not now require his blood at your hand!?'' (2 S. 4:11). This legal idea 
is also found in the commission of Yahweh to the prophet Ezekiel, when Yah
weh put him under obligation (legally) by requiring at his hand the blood of the 
sinner who has fallen under judgment if the prophet failed to warn him (Ezk. 
3:18,20; 33:8: vedhamo miyyadhekha 'abhaqqesh, ''but his blood I will require 
at your hand''). The corrupt passage in 1 S. 20 : 16 (today frequently, recon
structed on t�e basis of the LXX) also seems to deal with rendering an account. 
It is found in the context of the account concerning the sworn friendship be
tween David and Jonathan. The situation described here assumes the char
acter of a legal contract when reference is made to David's oath to Jonathan 
(v. 17). Demands for compensation, such as that mentioned, e.g., in Gen. 31:39 
(E, perhaps even before this in J), belong in the same context of legal ideas. In 
the discussion between Jacob and Lal:!an, Jacob explains that while he was 
serving Laban he accepted the responsibility for everything in the flock which 
had been stolen or torn by wild beasts (''of my hand you required it," miyyadhi 
tebhaqeshennah). In the story of Joseph, there is a reference to the law of surety 

• 

(Gen. 43:9). Judah offers himself as surety to his father Israel for Benjamin, 
whom he wants to take with him to Joseph in Egypt: ''of my hand you shall 
require him, if I do not bring him back to you . . . .  ' ' Mention should also be 
made of the use of biqqesh in a demand for something that someone claims 
is due him or for something that someone claims legally. The claim to the 
priesthood by th� Levites (Korah) and the opposition to this claim by Moses 
(Nu. 16:10 [P], ubhiqqashtem gam kehunnah, ''and would you seek the priest· 
hood also?'') lead us into the field of cultic law. Also, biqqesh plus the prep. 
min is used to pescribe the exaction of interest (Neh. 5: 12). Nehemiah himself 
waived his claim (lo· bhiqqashti, ''I did not demand'') to the revenue (RSV 
''food allowance'') of the governor (Neh. 5:18). Finally, this legal idea can also 
be used in the realm of ·natural law in OT poetry to describe that which is re
quired by a creature for his existence (Ps. 104:21); the young lions roaring for 
their prey claim their food (that is due them) from God (ulebhaqqesh me' el 
'okhlam). In this connection, the construction with biqqesh plus the prep. min 
is typical. Reference has already been made above 14 to Ruth 3 : 1. Here biqqesh, 
together with words related to it, is a very comprehensive (complex) legal term 
including different acts which, to be sure, are related to each other. Further, 
it must be asked whether the pual construction in Est. 2:23 ( vayebhuqqash 
haddabhar, ''when the affair was investigated'') should be reckoned as legal 
terminology. However this may be decided, in this particular passage the critical 

14 See above, Il.1. 
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expressio.n must be translated, ''the case was investigated," and the result of this 
investigation seems to have been expressed by the niphal of matsa· (yimmatse· 
or lo· yimmatse", ''it was found'' or ''it was not found''). Possibly the second 
of the three examples of the pual of biqqesh (Jer. 50:20) also points in the same 
direction. Here we find yebhuqqash 'eth ·avon yisra'el with the negative state
ment ve'enennu, RSV, ' 'iniquity shall be sought in Israel, and there shall be 
none.'' The next line, which is in parallelism with this and reads ve • eth clzatto ·th 
yehudhali, ''and sin in Judah," is dependent on the same pual form. Then the 
result of this investigation is expressed by lo' with matsa·, ''and none shall be 
found." Beyond this, Jer. 50:20 points to the tbeol-0gical use of biqqesh.15 It is 
conceivable that the maxim in Prov. 29:26, ''many seek tbe face (RSV favor) 
of a ruler," represents a legal formula (cf. 1 K. 10:24; 2 Ch. 9:23). Thus, it must 
be taken into account that ideas originally belonging to the legal realm came to 
be employed in connection \vi th the theological use of biqqesh (e.g., in referring 
to the sin of Israel, or in demanding that which belongs to the God of Israel). 
Finally, it should also be kept in mind that in all the passages that speak of 
making an attempt on someone's life, whether it be in a shorter or more expanded 
or more direct manner of speaking, the effort to gain a legal retribution may be 
expressed. E.g., those who sought the life of Moses (Ex. 4: 19) did so on the basis 
of his violation of the law (2: 1 1-15). It follows clearly from all this that biqqesh 
occupies a fixed position in the legal terminology of the OT. · 

ID. Theological Use. The functions of 'seeking'' are obviously also con
nected with God in the OT, whether God is the object or the subject of the act 
of seeking, i.e., biqqesh is used theologically. Here also there is evidence for a 
movement from the literal to the figurative connotation. If it was significant that 
biqqes/1 stood in parallelism with darash in general usage, this must certainly be 
kept in mind in trying to understand the theological use of this root. Only a 
detailed investigation can show whether a particular shade of meaning demands 
that these roots be distinguished from one another. 16 Very frequently a promis
cuous use is to be observed� 

1 .  Seeking God. The OT uses different formulas for expressing the idea of 
''seeking God.'' The simplest is biqqesh (0 eth) yhvh, ''to seek Yahweh'' (Ex. 
33:7) or even shorter, a form of biqqesh plus a pronominal suffix referring to 
Yahweh, e.g. mebhaqeshekha, ''(all) who seek thee1' (Ps. 40: 17(16]). The name 
of Yahweh (83: 17(16]), the word of Yahweh (Am. 8 : 12), and even the Torah 
(Mal. 2:7) can take the place of Yahweh as the object of ''seek." The OT also 
speaks rather frequently of ''seeking the face of God," biqqesJ1 'eth pene yhvh 
(2 S. 2 1 : 1), and once again it is possible to have an even shorter expression using 
panim with a suffix instead of in construct (Hos. 5 : 15 ;  Ps. 27:8). It is difficult to 
say which of these two formuJas is more original, whether it be the shorter in
direct phrase ''seeking God'' or the longer direct phrase using panim, ''seeking 
the face of God.'' The latter is more descriptive and immediately understand-

15 See ill. 
16 Cf. Reindl and Westermann. 
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able. In the secular realm, it is used in referring to the king� ''seek the face of the 
king·' (Prov. 29:26; cf. 1 K. 10:24; 2 Ch. 9:23), evidently meaning to '"obtain the 
favor of the king.'' This is hardly to be interpreted in a spiritual and figurative 
sense, but assumes the personal movement of the one seeking toward the one 
being sought To be sure, these few passages do not explicitly state that the 
audience did this in a fixed ceremony, and yet this can be inferred from a general 
knowledge of court ceremonial in the ancient Near East and in the OT. With
out maintaining that the religious usage is dependent on the secular, it may be 
assumed for m.utual understanding that the same .idea is at work in both realms. 

From the standpoin.t of the history of religion, it may be conjectured that the 
idea of seeking the statue of a deity in the sanctuary stands behind the direct 
formula with panim, 'face," in theological usage. Sucl1 an interpretation is ex
cluded in the OT because of the prohibition against making idols. The Israelite 
does not seek an image of God in the sanctuary; rather, he is fully convinced 
of the invisible presence of Yahweh, whether it be in the future, the past, or 
the present. The phrase ''seeking the face of a deity'' always refers to a com.
prehensible cultic rite at the holy places (temple, sanctuary), where it would have 
been possible to ''seek God'' directly or mediately. The oldest examples of this 
longer, direct formula appear in 2 S. 2 1 : 1  and Hos. 5: 15, as well as in the Psalms 
(24:6; 27:8; assuming that these Psalms are to be regarded as preexilic). Further
more, there are several examples of the short form ''seek God, ' which (in the 
context in which they now occur) must have a cultic rite in mind. This leads to 
the obvious conclusion that it is necessary to begin with the cultic rite in order 
to understand this phrase, but at the same time it ·is impossible to say which of 
the two forms of this phrase is original rather than the other. The short form 
also occurs in Hos. 5:6, where it clearly has reference to a cultic act; the situation 
is similar in Ex. 33:7 (J or E?). Of course, to locate this phrase in a ''cultic rite'' 
is too general, and in some passages in the OT more precise statements can be 
made about its setting. 17 Hos. 5:6 expJjcitly mentions ''going with flocks and 
herds'' ' to seek Yahweh,'' and thus refers to a cultic act which is connected with 
a sacrificial act (cf. 2 Ch. 1 1 : 16;  15: 15). Zee. 8:21-22 (cf. also v. 23} also has in 
mind seeking Yahweh in the Jerusalem sanctuary. The setting of the Individual 
I .ament in Ps. 27:7-14 (assuming that these verses do not belo.ng with vv. 1-6} 
presupposes Yahweh's presence in the temple (a lament with cultic instruction), 
and thus Ps. 27 :8 also has in mind an event in the divine worship which is denoted 
by the phrase, ''seek God's face.'' The hymn found in 1 Cb. 16  calls those who 
praise God ''those who seek God'' (vv. 10, 1 1). The imperative of ''seek'' is nor
mally used as a summons to worship (v. 1 1 , which uses darash and biqqeslz). In 
the summons to conversion and the descrjption of repentance that which is done 
or that which will be done positively, etc. is called ''seeking God'' (Dt. 4:29; 
Hos. 3:5· 5 :15;  7:10; Jer. 50:4; 2 Cb. 7:14; 15:4; cf. Jer. 29:13). A cultic rite 
certainly cannot be excluded a priori in Hos. 3:5 (cf. v. 4!) and Jer. 50:4; and 
perhaps also in the two passages in the Chronicler's history (on 2 Ch. 15:4, cf. 

11 Cf. Reindl, n. 439, whose schematiz.ation must be understood as one possible sugge • 

tion: other interpretations are also possible. 
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v. 3), even though these texts use the idea of conversion to express an inter
nalizing of man's relationship to God. The much discussed phenomenon of the 
criticism of the cult in ancient Israel (e.g., by the prophets) does not necessarily 
have to be understood in the sense of a rejection of the cult. 

The meeting at the ''Tent of Meeting'' mentioned in Ex. 33:7 is also to be 
understood as a ''cultic rite,•• a revelatory event. Here, to be sure, it is presented 
in connection with Moses, but it seems to include an interrogation of Yahweh 
which is possible for the Israelites as mediated by Moses. The expression ' seek 
the face of Yahweh'' in 2 S. 2 1 : 1  should probably also be interpreted in the same 
way. Here David inquires of Yahweh. Elsewhere in the OT, the idiom used to 
express this concept is - �Md shll0al bayhvh, ''to inquire of Yahweh'' (1 S. 23:2,4; 
etc.), which sometimes was done with the help of an ephod (1 S. 30:7,8), and 
sometimes (in an inquiry through an oracle) with the help of a cuJtic ceremonial 
act. An inquiry through mediums and wizards was regarded as an abuse of this 
practice (Lev. 19:31). In the announcement concerning the future in Mal. 3 : 1 ,  
the promise is made that Yahweh will come to his temple. At that time it will be 
possible to have a (cultic) meeting with him (yabho' 'el Jiekhalo Jra'adlion 'asher 
·a11em mebhaqeshim, ''and the Lord whom you seek will come to his temple'') 
after a process of refining and purifying shall have restored the right offering. 
Perhaps seeking torah from the priest, who, as 'the messenger of Yahweh 
Sebaoth," keeps knowledge on his lips and instruction in his mouth, can also 
be regarded as a ''cultic rite.'' Ps. 24:1-5, including v. 6, also speaks of imparting 
and seeking torah: ''So it happens to the generation which seeks him (doreshav), 
and which seeks your face, 0 (God of) Jacob'' (following the Jerusalem Bible). 
It is not clear whether the desperate and futile efforts lebhaqqesh • eth debhar 
yhvh, · to seek the word of Yahweh," of Am. 8:12 should also be understood in 
an institutional sense (v. 1 1  already mentions hungering and thirsting after the 
word of God or ''hearing the words of God''). Seeking God in Isa.45:19 is not 
to be interpreted institutionally. Fundamentally, this passage bas reference to 
God's being revealed through his acts in creation and history (cf. v. 18). Here 
biqqesh bas the sense of ''seeking after a revelation, ' of ''knowing God in his 
deed." The same que tions arise in connection with the same formulas, ''seeking 
God, ' or seeking the face of God,' when they are used to refer to the phenome
non of petition prayer, intercession, as e.g., in David's intercession for the ailing 
son of Bathsheba (2 S. 12: 16, with the prep. be·adh, ''on behalf of ) which is 
accompanied by fasting. Similarly, in Ezr. 8:2 1-23 the prayer that God might 
grant much success to the project of his people is strongly supported by tasting 
(biqqes/1 nie'elohim, ''to seek from God"· RSV ''to beseech God''). Here also a 
' rite performed in the worship service'' is not to be excluded a priori. Prayer and 
fasting are also intimately related in Dnl. 9:3. It is questionable as to whether a 
''private'' prayer is conceivable here. Other examples in which biqqesh + min is 
used before a term for ''God'' or a divine name in reference to prayer appear 
in Ps. 27:4 and 2 Ch. 20:4 (twice, once with min and once without it). min can 
also be replaced by an objective genitive, as in Mal. 2 : 15, mebhaqqesh zera· 
·elolrim, ''waiting for the offspring of God'' (this verse is difficult in other respects 
as well). Neb. 2:4; Est. 4:8; and 7:7 also show that in the secular realm biqqesh, 
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with or without min, can mean ''to ask, make a request." In addition,. the expres
sion containing biqqesh in Est. 4:8 means ''to entreat for the people'' (.al ·ammah). 
The hearing of prayer is expressed by matsa·, ''to find," in Isa. 65:1, as in general 
the concept of the successful accomplishment of biqqesh, ''to seek,'' is to find 
(matsa') the goal of the action expressed by biqqesh (cf. Dt. 4:29· Jer. 29:13). If 
Hos. 5 : 6, 15  point to an expansion of the concept of ''seekin,g God'' beyond 
the realm of divine worship and the institutional sense to ao .internalizing and 
deepening of godliness which must be proved true above all by fulfilling ethical 
responsibilities, Zeph. 2:3 {where biqqesli is found 3 times�) seems to express this 
idea even more clearly. In this passage, ''seeking God'' stands in parallelism with 
seeking tsedheq, ''righteousness," and ·anavah, ''humility,'' and with doingmishpat 
yhvh, ''the judgment (RSV commands) of Yahweh'' (cf. Dt� 4:29; Jer. 29:13; Isa. 
51 : 1). 

Finally, attention must be called to a group of examples in which a participial 
construction meaning ''seekers of Yahweh'' (or a construction using a finite verb 
meaning ''those who seek Yahweh'') is found. Here one is moving even farther 
away from the original meaning of biqqesh, since the expression ''seekers of 
Yahweh'' here means .members of the ancient covenant people, Israelites, or 
perhaps godly Israelites. Such an interpretation is possible, e.g. in Zeph. 1 :6: 
''those who do not seek Yahweh, but have turned away from him, who bow 
down to the host of heaven, etc.,'' are members of the people of God who have 
fallen into judgment. The phrase mebhaqeshe yhvh, ''seekers of Yahweh'' (or 
lcol mebhaqeshekha, ''all who seek thee,'' or something similar) appears in a 
positive sense .in the Psalms (Ps. 40: 17 (16]; 69:7 [6]; 70:5 [4); 105:3-4; 1 Ch. 
16:10-1 1 )  and elsewhere, e.g., Isa. 5 1 : 1 ;  2 Ch. 1 1 : 16; Ezr. 8:22 (perhaps also 
Hos. 3:5). mebhaqeshe yhvh, ''those who seek Yahweh," are contrasted. with 
'anshe ra·, ''evil men," in the antithetic parallelismus membrorum of a wisdom 
maxim (Prov. 28:5, in the collection of proverbs made by the ''men of Hezekiah,'' 
which possibly originated about the middle of the monarchical period). This raises 
the question of whether the contrast should be understood as one between two 
groups in Israel, or wheth.er it should be interpreted more generally as a con
trast between those who follow God and those who deny him. It would seem best 
to opt for a more general understanding, which was adapted to the Israelite Y ah
wistic situation. 

It is possible to interpret ''seeking God'' and ''seeking the face of God'' in 
different ways in the OT. This would demand that a distinction be made as well 
between the various kinds of ''cultic rites'' associated with biqqesh. But the 
formal expressions can expand their meaning, and thus move away from their 
original connotation to a more general understanding of the ''seekers of God'' 
as Israelites. However, the connection between these later :meanings and the 
original cultic situation is still perceptible in the more general use of this rool 11 

2. God Seeks. The number of examples in which God appears as subject of 
''seeking'' is disproportionately smaller. Nevertheless, this concept is not absent 

is Cf. Reindl. 
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from the OT. The ''seeking which God does'' is expressed in quite different ways. 
In the Saul tradition, especially the tradition concerning Saul's rejection, ''Yah
weh seeks out for himself (lo) a man after his own heart," and appoints him 
''naghid/1 (prince) over his people'' (1 S. 13: 14, here biqqesh= ''to choose, des
ignate''). The auxiliary use of biqqesh followed by the infinitive construct of a 
different verb and then le to denote intention is also found with God as subject, 
e.g., in Zee. 12:9: ''I desire ('abhaqqesh) to destroy all nations that come against 
Jerusalem." In a prayer to Yahweh in Ps. 1 19: 176, the worshipper asks Yahweh 
to seek (visit) hi!J1 (he feels that he is lost). In showing the sin of the covenant 
people who had fallen under God's judgment, in a severe reprimand in which 
the hearers are reminded of their various crimes in detail, Ezekiel declares to 
Yahweh that he had found no one who could prevent the judgment by building 
a dam against the people's sins and by interceding for the people (lephanay, 
''before me," Ezk. 22:30, va'abhaqqesh mehem 'ish . . .  ve/o' matsa'thi, ''and I 
sought for a man among them, . . .  but I found none''). This idea plays the same 
role in Jer. 5: lff., except that this passage summons those who hear the announce
ment of judgment to go and search for a man who 'oseh mislzpat mebhaqqesh 
'emunah, ''does justice and seeks truth," while according to Ezekiel Yahweh 
himself had searched for such a person in vain. 10 

In Josh. 22:23, a late passage written by P, 20 in a controversy between Trans
jordanian and Cisjordanian tribes (over an altar which the former had built), 
the tribes east of Jordan suggest that Yahweh ''investigate'' the affair (yhvh hu' 
yebhaqqesh, ''may Yahweh seek," RSV, ''may the Lord himself take vengeance''), 
search for any unlawful action, and (if necessary) take appropriate measures. 
Job's lament in 10:6 also speaks of a divine investigation (biqqesh + le, and in 
the parallel line darash + le) for the purpose of establishing iniquity and sin. 
These thoughts bring to mind Ps. 139, except that in this passage other verbs 
are used to describe the same kind of situation c� �pn c/1iiqar, ''to search," 
bachan, ''to examine, test, try," and ra'ah, ··to see''). In Eccl. 3:15, biqqesh 
appears in a maxim which affirms that all phenomena are determined by God, 
and thus he is able also to seek that which has ''disappeared." •1 Once biqqesh 
is also used in the sense of God's requirements (expectations) (Isa. 1 : 12, ''who 
seeks this (i.e., the sacrificial cult] of your hand?'' Yahweh expects something 
different!). In the statements in Ezekiel on the theme of the shepherlf and his 
sheep (chap. 34, which is not homogeneous), 22 the prophet delivers a Woe Oracle 
against the ''shepherds'' (cf. Zec. 1 1 : 16). In this connection, reference is made 
to the shepherd's responsibility of seeking his sheep which are lost (have gone 
astray, vv. 4,6; in v. 6 biqqesh is found in parallelism with darash). In contrast 
to this, Yahweh himself will perform the responsibilities of a shepherd and in 
doing so, along with many other acts, he will seek the lost (v. 16). Here, perhaps, 
a few passages may be mentioned in which the saving deed of God is represented 

1• Cf. Zimmerli, BK, XIII/I, in loc. 
20 Cf. Noth, HAT, 1, i11 /oc. 
21 Cf. Zimmerli, ATD, XVI, 168, 173, 174; Galling, HAT, 18, 93-95; but cf. for a different 

view the Jerusalem Bible: ''God cares for (yebJ1aqqesl2) the persecuted." 
22 See the comms.! 
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by depictjng God as summoning the godly to seek for his adversary, his accuser, 
or his affliction in order to establish that they no longer exist because God has 
removed them (Jer. 50:20; Isa. 4 1 : 12;  Ps. 37:36). Finally, reference should be 
made to Eccl. 7:29 and 8 : 17. These two passages seem to be intimately related. 
Eccl. 7:29 states that God created man yashar, ''upright,'' but that man has 
''sought'' (biqqesh) many '·devices ' (cliishsheblionoth), i.e., he has become en
grossed in deliberations, calculations, and compli_ations, which are in conflict 
with his nature as a created being. Nevertheless, his lot is lebhaqqesl11 ''to seek,'' 
but he is limited in that lo· yukhal limtso ·, ''he cannot find out," he cannot 
fathom, because everything is the work of God (8:17), fixed and determined by 
him. In this context, biqqesh means ''to investigate," 'to fathom," as a human 
function, which again and again enables man to succeed in spite of his basic na
ture, but \Vhich again and again is transcended by God through hi determinations. 

Even though the number of passages that ascribe a biqqesh event to God ·is 
small, they present a wide variety of divine activities: choosing, seeking salvation, 
determining and inve tigating, demanding expecting requiring, going after the 
lost like a shepherd; even the deliberate element of a completion of an action, 
expressed by biqqesh, is present. Of course, the main emphasis in the theological 
use of biqqesh lies in the realm of the relationships between man and. God, where 
God is depicted as the goal of seeking. 

IV. The Derivative baqqashah. baqqashah, which appears seven times in 
Esther and once in Ezra (Est. 5:3,6,7,8; 7:2,3; 9:12; Ezr. 7:6), is formally an 
(Aram.) pael infinitive with very strong noun characteristics. In all eight pas
sages, this infinitive has a suffix attached to it. Several times she'e/ah stands .in 
parallelism to baqqashah, which means ''petition," ''wish," ''desire," ''longing,'' 
''request.'' In. Esther, she· elah is always used in· the same expressions as baq
qashah both in content and in form. The expressions in which it is found are 
so stereotyped that one would be justified in concluding that it is part of a fixed 
form in the ceremonial of the court, which also was the setting for baqqashah. 
Sometimes it means the petition {the request, etc.) of a subject or a subordinate 
to the king, his superior, to grant a specific wish, which could also be completely 
rejected. Such a request could be made only on specific occasions {by particular 
audiences). 23 Ezr. 7:6 confirms this interpretation of baqqasl1al1. The term is used 
in connection with nathan (''to give'') and ·asah (''to do'') when one is speaking 
or thinking of the expectations of the one making the request. The one in a 
position to grant a request {at least in Esther) enables a person to .make a request 
by asking: mah baqqashathekh, ''What is your request? ' It is no longer possible 
to decide whether baqqasliah (perhaps together with she·elah) means the irrecus
able petition which, according to Herodotus (Lx. 1 1 0  1 1 1), wa po ibJe at the 
royal banquet. 24 At aJI events, in the OT this word. is found exclu ively in Ji,terary 
contexts that have their setting in the Persian period. The textual form of Ezra 
and Esther is late. Wagner 

23 Cf. the comms., esp. Bardtke, KAT, XVII/S, 337f. and passim; Ringgrcn, A TD, XVI, 
39lf. and passim; Wurtbwein, RAT, 18, 185 and pas.si1n. 

2• .Bardtkc bas called attention to this custom related by Herodotus. 
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Contents: I. In the Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia. II. 1. Etymology; 
2. Occurrences; 3. LXX. Ill. Meaning. IV. Theological Usage: I. Of Cosmic Powers; 
l. In the Historical Realm; 3. Of Individual Persons; 4. Other Theological Uses. V. In 
the Qumran Literature. 

I. In the Ancient Near East. 

1 .  Egypt. The Egyptian terminology for creation is very plentiful and varie
gated. Statements concerning the creation and origin of the world are inter
twined in a remarkable way, and wholly concrete acts are connected with events 
that are understood abstractly. Thus, expressions for all sorts of handicrafts 
alternate with conc�pts of origin through emanation and birth. Moreover, the 
idea of a creation by the word is common. 

The two most. important common Egyptian verbs for creation are iry and if.ml, 
which are usually translated ''to make'' or ''to create." They often stand side by 
side, e.g., Ptah is described as ''the one who made (lry) that which is, the one who 
created (!<mi) that which exists." The verb iry covers the entire range of meaning 
from ''manufacture, produce'' to a divine ''creation''; it also means ''to beget'': 
ir-.fw, ''his (the king's) begetter." kmi can also denote the creation itself, 1 and 
also is used synonymously with lry. Light, fire, seasons, etc., appear as objects 
of this verb, and lJ:ml-sw, ''his begetter," occurs. The use of lry and kmJ as syn-

• 

onyms in the Book of the Dead 15 A is typical: Re is ''lord of the heavens, lord 
of the earth, who made the things which are above (the stars) and the things 
which are below (men?), . . .  who made the countries and created (�ml) man, 
who made the sea and created (if.mi) the Nile, who made the water and gave 
life to that which dwells therein, who established the mountains, who formed 
man and beast.'' ''Heaven, earth, and everything which is between them," • the 
uriderworld, gods and men, plants and animals, are objects of the creative iry; 

biira ". F. BOhl, •'M"'l::i, bQrii. a1s Terminus der WeltschOpfung im alttestamentJic.hen Sprach
gebrauch," Alttestamentl. Studien. R .. Kittel zum 60. Geburtstag. BW ANT, 13 (1913), 42-60; 
H. Braun, 1'tt0Lt(,;)11' TDNT, VI, 458-484; E. DantJnne1 ''Cr-Catjon et s!paration.,," Mut, 14 
(1961), 441-451; W. Foerster, "K�[l;Ol,'' TDNT, Ill, 1000·1035; P. Humbert, "Emploi ct 
portee du vcrbe bard (cr6er) dan• l'AT," ThZ, 3 (1947), 401-4Z2; idem, Opuscu/es d'un 
tiebraisant, Memoires de l'universi1I de NeuchUtel. 26 (1958), 146-165; J. Korner, 11Die 
Bedeutung der Wuizo! barii im AT," OLZ, 64 (1969), 533-540; l. van der Ploeg, "Le sens du 

verbe hebreu 1<i: biira," Mus, 59 (1946), 143-157; N. H. Ridderbos, "Genesis 11 und ,," OTS, 
12 (1958), 219-223; W. H. Schmidt, Die Schopfungrgesc/1ichr• der Prierter•chrifr. WM ANT, 
17 {'1967), 130l., 164·67, 182-85; C. We•termann, BK, I (1967), 120, 136-39. 

On I. 1.: S. Morenz, Egyprian Religion (trans. 1973), 159!f.; M. Sandman-Holmberg, The 
God Ptah (Lund, 1946), 31f!.; S. Sauneron·l. Yoyotte, La naissance du monde se/on rEgypte 

• 

ancienne. Sources ori�ncales, 1 (Paris, 1959), 17ff. ; J. Zandee, De hymnen aan Amon van 
Papyrus Leiden I 350 (Leiden, 1947). 

1 Zandce. 38. 
• E. Chassinat, Le remp/e d'Edfou, I (1892), 133, 8, 
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this also applies to the creator himself in a paradigmatic way. 3 An interesting 
combination of internal and external creation appears in the expression� ' that 
which the heart cre.ated (�mJ) and the hands made.'' 4 I t  should be observed 
that �ml can also mean ''to forge or refine metal," and thus could be listed 
among verbs used to describe the work of artisans. 

Other common Egyptian verbs used to denote creation are si· and .Sbpr. sl", 
''to begin,'' is usually construed with another verb: Horus, who first created 
all things (sl' �m?; R. Lepsius, Denkmaler [ 1849ff.], IV, 53a). Thoth is ''the one 
who by .his command originated that which is.' r; The creator-god js also called 
sJ· bpr, ''the one who first brought into being.'' A favorite way of expressing con
tinuous creation in Egyptian was by using .S(Jpr, ''to form, bring into being, cause 
to arise." 6 

Other verbs of creation denote the activities of artisans; but the concrete 
meaning is insignjficant for the most part in comparison with the general mean
ing ''to create." Thus we find, e.g., (a) nby, 7 'to form, establish," which origi
nally denotes the smelting of metals, a.nd is often used of Ptah; 8 it takes as an 
object gods, kings, heaven and earth., and limbs of men; 9 (b) kd, lit. ''to fashion

· 

pots, build," used especially with living creatures; it takes gods, men, and ani
mals as objects (the potter par excellence is Khnum); (c) �mw, ''to make," 
used especially of the carpenter, e.g., Amun, ''who has made himselr' {Leiden 
Papyrus I, 350; II, 2.6), Ptah., ''who made the earth. according to the plans of his 
heart'' (Berlin Papyrus 3048, Ill, 1). 10 Later, in the same hymn (VII, 6-8), 
Ptah is praised as the one ''who formed (nby) the gods and men and all animals, 
who made (try) all lands, beaches, and the great ocean in bis name 'Maker of 
the Earth' (�mw tl). '' 

But creation is also understood as an emanation from the original god. Some
times this is expressed by the general term sbpr, ''to bring into being, cause to 
arise," and sometimes by wt!, ''to beget,'' 11 an.d mfy, ''to bring forth, give birth 
to." 12 The emanation concept received its classic shape and continuation in the 
genealogy of the Heliopolitan gods: ''It was indeed their children who brought 
into being a number of types of creatures in this world in the form of children 
and grandchildren.'' 13 The original god is even wt! sw <Js.f, ''the one who has 
begotten himself." 1• It is important to note how closely the expressions for 
creation and begettal are related to each other. 

3 Zandee, 38. 
• Examples appear in WbAS, V, 36, 2. 
5 Chassinat, Edfou, fl, 16, 4f. 
6 Wb.AS, IV, 240ff. See esp. the well-developed bpr theology of the Bremner-Rhind 

Papyrus 26, 21ff. aod 28, 20ff.; translated in Sauneron-Yoyotte, 48ff. 
1 Wb.AS, 11, 241. 
s Sandman-Holmberg, 46f. 
9 Zandee, 38. 

10 On Ptah as an artisan, see Sandman-Holmberg, 45ff. 
11 W b.AS, I, 381ff. 
12 Wb.AS, 11, 137f.; Morenz. 162f. 
13 The Bremner-Rbind 'Papyrus 29, Sf., Sauneron-Yoyotte, 48ff. 
14 WbAS, l, 381, 15. 
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The idea of creation by the word 15 is found in the so-called Teaching of the 
Gods from Memphis. 16 The creative words of Ptah are ''conceived in the heart 
and commanded with the tongue'' (lines 56f.). A particular example of this 
teaching from Heliopolis states that the divine pair Hu (''utterance'') and Sia 
(''understanding'') are products of the creation of Atum. 17 It should be observed 
that the ideas of creation by the word are often closely related to statements of 
an entirely different type. Bergman 

2. Mesopotamia. The common Akkadian word for ''create,'' banu, 18 also 
means ''to build'' (e.g., a house, a city), 10 ''to set up, make'' (e.g., a stela, an 
image, a boat), 20 and ''to beget'' (esp. in the ptcp., abu banua, ''my father and 
begetter''). 21 It is used with gods as subject in various cosmogonic contexts in 
the sense of ''create.'' The expression ''to create with the hands'' (e.g., EnEl V, 
135, ''the earth which your hands created'') 22 is especially instructive. The 
opposite of banu is ablitu, ''to destroy," as is clear from EnEI IV, 22: Marduk 
obtains the power to create and to destroy by his word. banu is used several 
times of the creation of the world in EnEI, e.g., III, 121, ''May everything which 
I create be unchangeable''; IV, 45,47, Marduk creates the wind; IV, 136; VI, 
2, with niki/tu, ''artistic work," as obj.; IV, 145, with the heaven as obj.; VI, 7, 
with man as obj. In the cos111ogonic introduction to the well-known exorcism 
against toothache, 23 it says: ''After Anu had created (ibnu) heaven, heaven had 
created the earth, the earth had created the rivers, the rivers had created the 
trenches, and the trenches had created the mire, the mire created the worm." 
Gods and abstract ideas like wisdom, strife, adjuration, and righteousness, also 
occur as objects of banu. 2• blinu, ''creator,'' appears several times as a divine 
epithet, •• e.g., in ban kal!imi, ' 'creator of all," biinu kibrliti, ''creator of the 
regions of the world," ban same u ereeli, ''creator of the heaven and of the 
earth,'' biinil nise, ''creator of man," but also biinu kiniiti, ''creator of righteous
ness,', bQnU tereti, ''creator of omens," and biinU nimeqi, 1 1creator of wisdom." 
Ashur is even called blinil ramiinisu, ''he who created himself.'' 

But other verbs are also used in EnEI in connection with the creation, e.g., 
epiisu, ''to make'' (with the obj. man, VII, 90; regions of the world, VII, 89; and 
the storm, I, 126), ba8iimu D, "to form'' (with the obj. the dwelling place of the 
.gods, V, 1) and izuzzu S, ''to set up, bring into being'' (with the obj. dragons, 
etc., I, 141; man, VI, 5; and the stars, V, 2,4). 

10 Morenz, !63ff. 
16 ANET, 4ff. ; Sauneron-Yoyotte, 62ff. 
11 RA'R, 318f., 715. 
18 AH1v, 103; CAD, II, 83ff, 
10 CAD, II, 85f. 
20 CAD, II, 86f. 
21 CAD, II, 94f. 
22 Cf. ANET", 502. 
23 CT 17, 50; AOT, 133!. 
2< CAD, II, 88f. 
25 CAD, II, 94f.; Tallqvist, Akk. Gotterepit/1eta (1938), 68ff. 

Ringgren 
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II. 1 .  Etymology. As yet, the root br bas not been found in the older 
Semitic languages outside the OT. Possibly it is related to the Old South Arab. 
root br ''to build," mbr, "building," cf. Soq. ''to bring forth, give birth to''; 26 
the Pun. root br' seems to mean ''a sculptor." 27 As far as its meaning is con
cerned, this root is more closely connected with the use of the common Semitic 
root bny, ''to build.'' However, from the viewpoint of the history of language, 
bny is hardly to be derived from a postulated common Semitic root br ·. 28 The 
Heb. root br probably has the original meaning ''to separate, divide.'' 21> 

2. Occurrences. bara· occurs 49 times in the OT, an.d that primarily in 
texts dating clearly from the exilic period or later: Deutero-Isaiah (17 times), 
Genesis P (10), Trite-Isaiah (3), Ezekiel (3), Malachi (once), and Ecclesiastes 
(once). The majority of examples of the occurrence of this word in the Psalms 
also belong to the same period (Ps. 51 : 12  [Eng. v. 10]; 102:19[18]; 104:30; 
148:5). Its occurrences in Gen. 5 : 1 ;  Ex. 34:10; Isa. 4:5; Jer. 3 1 :22; and Am. 
4: 13  are to be ascribed to redactional work in the late exilic or the postexilic 
period. Its appearance in Dt. 4:32 is Deuteronomistic. The only passages using 
bara • that can even be considered as preexilic are Nu. 16:30 (twice) and Ps. 
89:13 48(12,47) 30 and even in these texts the preexilic date is clisputed. 31 There
fore, it can be regarded as certain that bara • was introduced into OT literature 
as a theological idea for the first time in the exilic period. Its prior history is 
unknown. The exilic authors who introduced it into the OT may have taken up 
an old \Vord and given it a new character. The occurrences of bara· in Deutero
Isaiah, Trito-Isaiah, and the Psalms could favor the assumption that this word 
originated in the cultic language, 32 but there are no certain indications of this. 
The absence of bara· in Job and to a great extent in the Wisdom Literature is 
striking. Bernhardt 

3. LXX. The LXX translates hara· by ktizein, ''to create," 1 7  times (6 times 
in the Pss., 4 times in Deutero-Isa., twice in Ezk., and once each in Dt., Jer., 
Am., Mal., and Eccl.), poiein, ''to make," 15 times (9 times in Gen., 5 times 
in Deutero-Isa., and once in Trite-Isa.), archein, ''to begin," gennan, ''to beget,'' 
deiknyein, ''to show," deiknynai, ''to show'' (once each), gi11esthai, ''to become," 
katadeikny1wi, ''to show clearly, make known, establish'' (3 times each), and 
kataskeuazein, ''to build, create'' (twice). In Genesis, hara· is rendered by ar
c/rein, ginestlrai (3 times), and poiein (9 times), in spite of the fact that more 

26 KBLB. 
27 DISO, 43: "engraver." 
.2s So J. Banh, ZA, 3 (1888), 57; cf. Komer, 534f. 
29 Dantinne; cf. the derivation from an original bjradical root br in G. J. Botterweck, 

Der Triliterismus im Semit. BBB, 3 (1952), 64f. 
so By no means can Dt. 4:32; Jer. 31:22; or Am. 4:13 be considered as preexilic, as 

Korner, 535, again recently has sapposed. s1 See comms. in loc. s2 Bohl; Humbert, Opuscules, 161f. 
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frequently poiein is the Greek equivalent of Heb. ·asah 33 and does not denote 
the work. of God exclusively. By way of contrast, ktizein is not found in Genesis. 
In later translations that f ollo\ved the translation of the Pentateuch, bar a· seems 
to have been rendered more by kt[zein when it was used of divine creation. 34 

The Hexaplaric translations choose kti.zein as a technical term. 
Botterweck 

m. Meaning. The scope of the use of the verb bara' is greatly limited. It 
is used exclusively to denote divin.e creati.on and appears predominantly in the 
qal in the OT (38 times), and less frequently in the niphal (10 times). The rare 
nominal form b�r1·a11, ''a creation created thing,'' occurs once (Nu. 16:30). As a 
special theological term, bara • is used to express clearly the incomparability of 
the creative work of God in contrast to all secondary products and likenesses made 
from already existing material by man. However, in poetic texts bara • is used in 
parallelism with - ;,w31 ·asal1, ''to do, make'' (Isa. 41 :20; 43:1,7; 45:7,12,18; 
Am. 4: 1 3), -+ "\?' yatsar, ''to form'' (Isa. 43:1,7; 45:7, 18 ;  Am. 4:13), -+ l,, kiln, 
''to establish'' (Isa. 45 : 18), - io' yasadh, ''to found'' (Ps. 89,: 12( 1 1 ]), and - win 

clilzdl1ash, ''to renewj' {51 : 1 2(10]), and to a certain extent this results in a level
ling of its meaning. 

IV. Theological Usage. 

1 .  Of Cosmic Powers. The theological concern connected with the intro
duction of bara·, as a designation for God's creative work, into the language 
of the account of creation in Gen. 1 : 1-2:4a is especially clear. In this section, 
the Priestly redaction has interpreted an earlier tradition by making additions 
and changes in that tradition. 35 However, the text of this earlier tradition used 
·asah, ''to make,'' for the formation of the individual elements of creation by 
God. Sometimes, P placed a corresponding command of God before this mechan
ical description of the events of creation, which was done in the earlier tradition 
only in v. 26 in the account of the creation of man. But in this redactional 
process, the descriptions of creation using ·asal1 in the earlier tradition lost their 
autonomy and became mere illustrations of the act connected with the creative 
word. Moreover, P introduced bara· into particularly important passages and 
thus implicitly prevented a misunderstanding of ·asa/1 in the earlier narrative. 
This occurred at the beginning of the account of the creation of the animal world 
( 1 :21) and in the description of the creation of man ( 1 :27). The creatio.n of ma.n 
was particularly important to the Priestly redactor. Thus, be uses bara· three 
times in v. 27 alone (cf. also 5:2 and 6:7). Finally, in his injtial superscription 
( 1 : 1) and in his comprehensive concluding remark (2:3,4), P used bara· ex
plicjtly to refer to creation as a whole, and thus superimposed his view of the 

3S Cf. TDNT, VI, 459. 
M Cf. TDNT, ID, 1027. 
Sa For details, see Schmidt, 160ff. 
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nonpareil character of the creative work of God on the entire pericope. It must 
be emphasized that P did not concern bara' with some figurative idea. This verb 
does not denote an act that so.mehow can be described, but simply states that, 
unconditionally, without further intervention, through God's command some
th.ing comes into being that had not existed before. ''He commanded and they 
were created'' (Ps. 148:5). 

Outside of P, bara' is used only relatively rarely of the creation of cosmic 
powers. Usually, appropriate examples of this are found in contexts that praise 
the majesty of the Creator God (Isa. 40:26,28; Am. 4:13;  Ps. 89: 13(12]; 148:5), 
while others are related to the creation of man (Dt. 4:32; Isa. 45 : 12; and also 
Ps. 89:48[47]). Between these two groups lie lsa.42:5 and 45: 18, where (as in P) 
the creation of man is represented as the most important work of creation. Ac
cordingly, Isa. 45: 12  states that Yahweh ''made'' ('asah) the earth, but ''created'' 
(bara") man. 

• 

2. In the Historical Realm. In Deutero-lsaiah in particular, bara' also takes 
historical powers and events as its object. Theologically, this extension of the 
use of this verb is very significant, because it is based on the view that Yahwe'h's 
acti,vity in history obtains the quality of the nonpareil work of the Creator God. 
In this connection, of course, Deutero-Isaiah does not connect his theology of 
creation with a general theology of history, but with the o'ld theology of election. 
Thus, indeed, mankind as a whole is the creation of God (Isa. 45:12); and yet, 
among the nations that have arisen during the course of history, Israel alone is 
said to have been created by Yahweh (43 : 1,7,15). The same thought appears in 
Mal. 2:10. (Basically this view is already anticipated in the Pentateuchal sources 
J and P by the genealogical connection between creation and the history of 
Israel, which points to Israel.) By being connected with the theology of election, 
the historically oriented bara· in Deutero-lsaiah takes on a soteriological c.bar
acter. 36 bara· no longer denotes an act of Yahweh merely in remote primitive 
tjme, but also in the immediately imminent future. Thus, the change of fortune 
for the exiles is interpreted as a new creative act of Yahweh: 'attah nibhre·u 
velo · me'az, ''they are created now, not long ago'' (48:7). This new creation. 
also extends to natural powers, as the wonderful transformation of the wilderness 
into a fruitful ·wooded land shows (41 : 18ff., bara· is found in v. 20). The use of 
bara' in 54:16 shows the extent to which Deutero-Isaiah un.derstands the creative 
work of God as an act of salvation for Israel: enemy powers can find no fault in 
the newly established Jerusalem, the new creation, since in the final analysis 
those w.ho make weapons and those who fight have also been ''created'' by 
Yahweh. 

A similar linguistic use of bara· is also found outside Deutero-Isaiah. Thus, 
'am nibhra· in Ps. 102:19(18) can only mean ''a newly created people,'' in 
parallelism with dhor ·acharon, ''a generation to come.'' In postexilic prophetic 
texts, the creative act of God in the historica.I realm expressed by bara· is trans-

36 Cf. von Rad, OT Theo/, II  (trans. 1965). 238ff. 
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ferred to the End Time (Isa. 4:5; possibly also the difficult passage in Jer. 31 :22).37 
ln Trito-Isajab, it includes the new creation of the wh.ole cosmos (65: 17f.). 

hara· appears in only two passages having to do with the prehistory of Israel 
(Ex. 34:10; Nu. 16:30). Here also, that which Yahweh creates bas the character 
of the wonderful, of the entirely new. Ex. 34:10 (''marvels such as have not yet 
been created'') is concerned with the whole issue of the history of election in 
general, while Nu. 16:30 (bara· beri·ah, lit., ''to create a creation,'' RSV, ''to 
create something new'') is limited to a single divine intervention, viz., to the 
opening of the ground to swallow up the opponents of Moses. This connection 
of the verb bara· with an act of divine punishment is unique. 

3. Of Individual Persons. The dissociation of the idea of creation from 
primordial times also made it possible for wisdom thought to discern a. direct 
work of the creator (bore') in each individual (Eccl. 12: 1). This concept is found 
in. the sense of a creatio continua (continual creation) of all creatures in Ps. 
104:30. In the corrupted passage in Ps. 89:48(47), bara' seems to express the 
important idea that the vanity (transitoriness? tt'\li shav ") of man is founded on 
his creation by God. 

In Ezekiel, bara • is used to refer to individual foreigners. yom hibbara • akha, 
''the day that you were created,'' seems to mean the day of the birth of the prince 
of Tyre (Ezk. 28:13,15). 2 1 :35(30) shows that this refers not only to the physical 
event, but in a general way to the creation of men or human communities in a 
certain time and place. 

4. Other Theological Uses. a. The intimate relationship between creation 
and expectation of salvation in Deutero-Isaiah sometimes results in the use of 
bara • to refer to specific manifestations of future salvation. According to Isa. 
45:8, Yahweh ''creates'' the condition in which yesha·, ''salvation,'' and tsedha
qah, ''righteousness," thrive in rich abundance. Similarly, the hymns of thanks
giving on the lips of those who before had mourned are also Yahweh's creation 
(Isa. 57: 19). 

b. The role bara· plays in Isa. 45:7 is unique. When the prophet emphasizes 
that Yahweh creates light and peace as well .as darkness and evil, probably his 
intention is to reject the dualism that was so widespread in the Persian Period. 58 
In any case, the emphasis in this passage is on Yahweh's creation of darkness 
and evil, for only these two ideas are connected with the important word bara·, 
while light and peace are simply objects of yatsar, ''form,

,, 
and ·asah, ''make." 

c. Ps. 5 1 : 12(10) goes beyond the creation of salvation and corruption. Here 
the worshipper prays (''unmatched in boldness'') 39 that God might ''create'' in 
him a clean heart. This passage also understands man as alone the work of God 
in harmony with the view of God as Creator. 

37 See comms. in foe. 
38 Cf. Konig, Jesaja (1926), 386f.; Fohrer, Jesaja, III (1964), 85f. 
39 Kraus, BK, XV, 388. 

Bernhardt 
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V. In the Qumran Literature. In the Qumran material, the concept of crea
tion appears mainly in contexts having to do with the predetermination. of human 
destiny. In the War Scroll, it is stated that God created the earth with all its 
natural phenomena and man {lQM 10:12); in doing this, he obviously deter
mined the location of each phenomenon. The first column of the Hodayoth 
affirms that God created the earth by his power {lQH 1:13; cf. 13:8, where 
hakhin, ''thou hast established through wisdom,'' stands in parallelism with 
''thou createdst ') and that he knew the works of men before he created them 
(lQH 1:7). Similarly, he created ''a spirit in the tongue'' and knows its words in 
advance (lQH 1 :27). I·n the Hodayoth, it is also stated that God created the just 
(tsaddiq) and the wicked (rasha1) {lQH 4:38), and another passage, which, 
unfortunately, is 1broken, seems to say that he created the wicked for a specific 
purpose {15:17). This agrees with the statement in the catecheticaJ part of the 
Manual of Discipline which says that God created (bara") man to rule over the 
earth and allotted (sim) unto him two spirits (lQS 3:17,18); but it can also say 
that be created (bara·) the two spirits (3:25). 

Thus bara· expresses above all the idea that everything basically has its o.rigin 
in the will of the creator and has been predetermined by him. In the Damascus 
Document, beri'ah, ''creation,', is almost identical with ' nature'': The rule ''one 
man1 o.ne woman,,, is the ''foundation of creation'' (yesodh habberi"ah, CD 4:21; 
cf. also 12: 15). 

lQH 13:11f., libhro· chadhashoth, ''by creating things that are new,1' and 
lQS 4:25 (which, however, reads 'asoth chadhashah, ''until the new creation'') 
possibly refer to a new creation of the world. 40 

Ringgren 

40 See E. Sjoberg, StTh, 4 (1950), 44ff.; 9 {1955), 13Sff. 

Contents: I. General Use. II. In the OT: 1 .  The Verb; 2. The Adj. bariach; 3. �riach, 
"bar." 

I. General Use. In Middle and more often in Late Akkadian we find a verb 
bara!Ju, 1 the subst. bari!Ju (a shiny or translucent stone [?)), 2 bura!Ju, ''shining, 
radiant," which appears exclusively in proper names, a and (also only in proper 

barach. K. Aartun, "Beitriige zum ugaritischen Lexikon," WO, 4 (1967), 282-84; G. R. 
Driver, "Proverbs XIX.26," ThZ, 11 (1955), 373f.; C.H. Gordon, "The Authenticity of the 
Phoenician Text from. Parahyba," Or, 37 (1968), 75-80; C. Rabin, ''BARJAH," ITS, 47 (1946), 
38-41.  

1 CAD, II, 101; AHw, 105. 
2 CAD, Il, 110. 
3 CAD, Il, 326; cf. AHw, 139. 
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.names) the adj. barbu with the same meaning. t The etymological and semantic 
relationships of these words are not clear. It is usually assumed that the mean
ing of the root is ' to shine, radiate.'' � A verb br!J. is known in Phoenician-Punic 
in the G stem (basic stem), 6 possibly also in the causative stem, 7 and in a deverbal 
nominal form brl},t. Depending on the context, Donner-Rollig interpret this 
root to mean ''to flee," 0 or ''to lose'' or 'loss," 10 while Gordon's proposal, ''to 
control, rule over,'' is attractive because it seems to fit all the passages where 
this root occurs. 11 For the Ugariti.c root, Gordon suggests three homophonous 
roots, 12 which seem paraJlel to the biblical texts. 13 In RA, 63 (1969), 84, .lines 
Sf., ba-ar-bu is clearly identified with Akk. nu ·a, ''stupid, barbaric,'' but this 
may be simply an approximate explanation of this word. Examples of this root in 
Arabic (bara�a, •e.to leave, set out,'' bar�, ''grief, sorrow''), which are more abun
dant and more widespread, have been cited in support of certain meanings of 
this root in the 'biblical texts. it 

.ll. In .the OT. In the OT we fmd the verb barach, and the nouns bariach 
and beriach. Because of the obscure etymological and semantic relationships 
of these words it is impossible to seek or assume that a common root lies behind 
them. Instead, we must deal with each of these three words in succession. 

1 .  The Verb. The verb barach can be used in the hiphil to denote the ex
puJsioo or banishment of men ( 1 Ch. 8:13;  Neh. 1 3:28) or the flight of animals 
(Job 41 :20 [Eng. v. 28)). But in the great majority of cases, this verb appears in 
so.me form of the qal. To be sure, it means ''to flee•' in these instances, but it 
hardly refers to flight from a threatening battle or an acute danger, but rather to 
evasion of and escape from continuing unpleasant, dangerous situations, e.g., 
tensions and tragedies within the tribe. It bas this meaning when it is used of 
Hagar (Gen. 1 6:6,8) Jacob (27:43), David and Saul (1 S. 20: 1 ;  2 1 : 1 1 [10] [cf. Ps. 
57: 1 = Eng. superscription] ;  23:6; 27:4; 2 S. 4:3), and David an.d his undutiful 
sons (2 S. 13:34; 15 : 14; 19: 10(9]; 1 K. 2:7 (cf. Ps. 3 : 1  =Eng. superscription], 
39). Sometimes it is used of the political exile of important men (1  K. 1 1 :  17 ,23, 
40; 12:2; cf. Neb. 13 : 10) or of a flight in panic (Jer. 4:29; 26:21 ;  39:4; 52:7). 
In Jer. 26:21, barach is followed by vayyablio·, ''and came'' (RSV ''and es-

' CAD, ll, 110; cf. AHw, 107. 
G Ct CAD, ll, 110; AHw, 105, with reference to Syr. barralJ, "to make transparent, 

clear,' or �!barrah., "to shine." 
G The A�iram Inscription, KAI, 1, 2�  on the debated inscription from Parahyba, cf. 

Gordon, 76; L. Dclekat, PhOnit.ier in A merika. BBB, 32 (1969), 7ff. 
7 The Table of Curses from Carthage, KAI, 89.4. 
a Ibid�, KAI, 89.6 .. 
o KAI, 1, 2. 

10 K - 6 Al, 89.4, . 

t1 KAI, 89.4, 6; contra DISO, 43: "to flee." 
12 UT, 19, 514-16, "to flee," "cviJ," "bar." 
13 Cf. Aartun, 2S2-84, who, however, accepts only the meaning "fugitive." 
t• Esp. Aartuo, 282ff. 
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caped''), and in Jer. 39:4 and 52:7, by vayyetse'u, ''and went out'' (cf. 2 S. 
13:37f.). This verb in combination with an infinitive with a preposition in Dnl. 
10:7 means ''disappear'' (vayyibhrechu behechabhe', RSV, ''and they fled to 
hide themselves''; cf. Neh. 6 :11). The word may point to the idea of ''secrecy,'' 
but this concept seems to come more from· the circumstances described in the 
text than from the word itself (e.g., in Gen. 31 :20-27).15 Expressions like berach 
lekha, ''Away with you!'' sometimes with another imperative of motion before 
it (e.g., in Gen: 27:43; Am. 7:12), may simply be a fuller way of saying lekh 
lekha, ''You go�'' 15 In Nu. 24: 1 1 ,  barach intensifies the authoritative tone, ''Be 
off with you!'' and thus Balaam replies with the plain statement, hineni ho/ekh, 
''Look, I am going'' (Nu. 24:14). 

barach can also mean the act of fleeing, and thus be translated ''to be in 
flight." Therefore, it can stand before, after, or between verbs of flight, motion, 
or escape (Jgs. 9:21; 1 S. 19:12); cf. Isa. 22:3: ''they have taken to flight (nadh
edhu) . . .  , '' therefore merachoq barachu, ''they fled far away." (The min is not 
to be corrected, but indicates the point of view of those who remained behind, 
or of the speaker.) In Isa. 52:11f., the dramatic ideas of the first exodus in 
the Priestly Code (Ex. 12: 11), Deuteronomy (Dt. 16:3), and the old Pentateuchal 
strata (Ex. 12:31-36) are excluded from the new exodus. In spite of this, barach, 
which is used for the first exodus in Ex. 14:5 (J), reappears in connection with 
the new exodus in Isa. 48:20. Probably this is because the latter text wishes to 
emphasize the incredible and the miraculous nature of the deliverance more 
strongly than the elements of -hastening <1nd fleeing. 

When the OT mentions ''fleeing," naturally it usually speaks of one fleeing 
from someone (/iphne), but it can.also speak of one fleeing to someone whom 
he wishes to join because he espouses his cause (1 S. 22:20, vayyibhrach 'achare 
dhavidh, ''and he fled after David''). Thus, as· has already been pointed out, 
sometimes the OT emphasizes that the purpose or result of barach, ''fleeing,' '  
is deliverance (1 S. 19 :18, vayyimmalet, ''and he escaped''). 

It is hardly correct to translate yabhriach in Prov. 19:26 simply by ''flee'' or 
''put to flight." G. R. Driver thinks this word is cognate with· the Arabic form of 
the same root and suggests that it be rendered, ''make life difficult'' or ''thorough
ly disgust." 17 In the book of Jonah, barach means the earnest attempt of the 
prophet to evade God's commission (Jonah 1 :3,10; 4:2; cf. Hos. 12:13[12] ; Job 
27:22). Job uses the verb barach in complaining about the transitoriness, the 
brevity, the ''too early end'' of life (Job 9:25; 14:2). On the other hand, the 
scoundrel cannot escape (barach) from his fate (Job 20:24; 27:22). Thus, under 
certain circumstance�, it can convey the idea of inescapability if a divine decree 
is added to or implied in the thought. When an OT text goes beyond the physical 
meaning of barach, in general there is somewhat of a confessional eJement in the 
verb, perhaps not least because it is more select and solemn than -+ iii nadhadh 
and ...,. oii niis, which occur more frequently. 

ii; This has been emphasized by Rabin, 40� but rather too strongly. 
10 Cf. Brockelmann, Synt., §§ 107f. 
11 G. R. Driver, ThZ, 373f. 
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2. The Adj. bar1ach .. Perhaps a nominal form in Isa. 27: 1 ,  which has not yet 
been explained satisfactorily, should be connected with the verb barach, viz., 
bariacl1, in the statement, ·al livyatl1an nacl1ash bariach ve·az livyathan nacl1asl1 
·aqallathon, RSV, ''Leviathan the fleeing serpent, Leviathan the twisting serpent." 
The point of interest here is the meaning of bariach as an adjective in apposition 
to Leviathan in the first stich. There is a passage in the Ugaritic cycle of Baal 
a·nd ·Anat which is parallel to this text, and which has almost the same struc
ture: 18 in this passage, ltn is not repeated in the second stich, and thus Isa. 27: 1  
has in mind one or the only Leviatha� 19 In both stichoi of the Ugaritic text, 
b�n (=pet hen, ''venomous serpent'') stands in apposition to ltn. The meaning 
of the difficult bariach in Isa. 27: 1 is still debated. KBL3, 149, and recently 
Aartun, think it should. be translated ' fleeting'' {from barach = ''to flee'') and 
(possibly because of the relationship of meaning and the context) ''swift." There 
is some support for this in the (secondary clarifying and facilitating?) reading 
bwr�i in l Qfsa. Rabin (41) allows himself to be Jed by alleged common Semitic 
original meanings, and thinks that bariach might mean ''convulsive'' or ''tortu
ous' {thus fo.rming a parallelism with the second apposition, nachash ·aqallathon, 
''twisting serpent''), or ''slippery," in agreement with the two common Semitic 
original meanings of the verb barach, ''to twist'' and ''to be hairless, smooth, 
bright.'' 20 Gordon 21 an.d Aistleitner 22 argue that bariach should be translated 
''evil'' because of the Arabic root 23 Isa_ 15:5 seems to be speaking of fugitives. 
Here again, lQJsa apparently has a participle, this time with a suffix and mater 
lectionis (br�vh). 2t In Job 26: 1 3, presumably bariach means a constellation; 
there is no parallel to it in thls verse to provide additional help in determining 
its meaning. 25 Is the expression in Isa. 27: 1 and Job 26: 1 3  a stereotyped epitheton 
orn,a11s (embellishing epithet), whose meaning bad already been forgotten in the 
prebiblical tradition? 

3. befiach, ''bar." In the Priestly stratum of the Pentateuch, beriach is a 
technical term denoting a small part of the wilderness sanctuary, viz., a horizon
tal transom which held the vertical boards together (Ex. 26:26-29; 36:31-34; 
cf. 35: 1 1 ;  39:33; 40:18; Nu. 3:36· 4:31). 26 This function of the beriach is ex
p.ressed twice in the OT paronomastically by verb forms that are considered 
to be normal for denominatives: ''to bar, bolt'' (Ex. 26:28, mabhriach; 36:33, 
liblrroacl1). But apart from any context of this kind, the b.iphil form vayyabhrichu 
in 1 Ch. 12: 16(15) {RSV, ''and [they] put to flight'') seems to have a similar 
character and meaning. 27 Without any special theological emphasis, beriach also 

18 UT, 67:1:1-2, 
19 Cf. below on Job 26:13. 
20 Cf. above on the Assyr.-Bab. and Syr. 
21 Gordon, UT, 19. 515. 
22 Aistleitner, WUS, 511. 
23 Cf. Aartun. 283. 
24 Cf. BHS. 
25 Cf. the determinative for star used with Akk. bara[Ju, CAD, II, 101; AHw, 105. 
26 Sec Galling, RAT, 3, 135. 
27 Cf. Rudolph, HAT, 21, 105; Myers, AB, XII, 92. 

• 

• 
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means a bar on the gate of fortified cities, 28 and synecdochically the entire forti
fication (cf., e.g., Am. 1:5; 1 K. 4: 13;  .and possibly Isa. 43: 14). 29 In Prov. 18: 19, 

beriacJi is used figuratively to convey the idea of the impregnable (i.e., implac
able) stubbornness of a brother who has been grievously offended. Anticipating 
a possible reversal of the normal order of the cosmos,, beriach is used figuratively 
in Job 38:10, which speaks of God setting 'bars and (wings of) gates'� as in
surmountable boundaries for the sea. The underworld also has bars, which make 
it impossible for one to return from there (Jonah 2:7[6]). 80 

Gamberoni 
28 Cf. tbe concordances. 
29 However, cf. Dahood, Sacra Pagina, I (1959), 275. 
so Cf. UT, 1001: rev 8 and 19, 516: brlJ "rt; H. Gunkel, Schop/ung und Chaos (21921), 36, 

38; M. Dahood, "Ugaritic Lexicography," Melanges Eugene Tisserant, I =Studi e Testi, 231 
(Rome, 1964), 85; idem, Ugaritic-Rebrew Philology. BierOrJ 11 (1965), 28. 

Contents: I. Etymology. Jl. Meaning. lfl. Semantic Range: 1. Commitment; 2. Friendship) 
Peace, and Benevolence; 3. Establishing a Covenant; 4. Violation of the Covenant IV. 1. Cove
nantaJ Ceremony· 2. Function. V. Covenant and Law: 1.  Sitz im Leben (Life Setting); 
2. Affinities with Ancient car Eastern Treaties; 3. Scene of the Covenant. VJ. The Cove
nants with Abraham and David; The Royal Grant. VII. The Covenant and the Origin of 
the Apodictic Law. Vin Covenant TheoJogy. IX. The Covenant in Prophecy. X. Tb.e 
Origin of the Covenant Concept. 

I. Etymology. The etymology of berith is not altogether clear. The deriva
tions that have been suggested are these: 

1. berith is a fem. noun from brh, ''to eat, dine'' (2 S. 3:35; 12:17; 13:5,6,10; 
Ps. 69:22 [Eng. v. 21); Lam. 4:10), and refers to the festive meal accompany
ing the covenantal ceremony. 1 With this one could compare the Gk. spond� 

bertth. K. Baltzer, Covenant Forn1ulary (trans. 1970); J. Begrich, "Berit," ZA W, 60 
(1944), 1-11; E. Bikerman, ''Couper une alliance, .. Archives d'huloire du droit oriental, 
5 (1950), 13.3-156; H. C. Brichto, The Problem of "Curse" in the Hebrew Bible (Philadelphia, 
1963), 22-76; F. C. Fensham, "Malediction and Benediction in Ancient Near Eastern Vassal
Treatjes and the OT, .. zA·w, 74 (1962), 1-9; G. Fohrcr, uAJtes Testament-'Amphiktyonie' 
und 'Bund,'

,. ThLZ, 91  (1966), 801-816, 893-904; R. Franlcena, ''The Vassal Treaties of 
Esarhaddon and the Dating of Deuteronomy," OTS, 14 (1965), 122-154; J. C. GreenticJd, 
"Stylistic Aspects of the Sefire Treaty Inscriptions," AcOr, 29 (1965), 1-18; J. Harvey, "Le 
'Rib Pattern', requisitoire propbetique sur la rupture de l'alliance," Bibl, 43 (1962), 172-196; 
D. R. Hillers, Treaty Curses and the OT Prophets. BietOr, 16 (1964); H. 8. Huffmon, "The 
CovenaPt Lawsuit in the Prophets," /BL, 18 (1959), 285-295; A. Jepsen. "Beritb. Ein Beitrag 

1 E.g., E. Meyer, KBL; L. Kohler, JSS, 1 (1956), 4-7. (continued on p. 254) 
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(=libation) for '-'covenant,'' which reflects the ceremony pedonned when con
cluding the covenant. The noun form would then be similar to shebhith, which 
comes from sbh. The formal analogy could even be carried further by comparing 
the form biryah, 'cfood'' (from brh, 2 S. 13:5, 7,10) with shibhyah, ''captives'' 
(from sbh). However, brh is not the normal verb for ''eating.'' Rather, it is 
associated with recuperation or convalescence, so that this proposed etymology 
is quite dubious. 

2. berith is identical with Akk. birit, ''between, among,'' and corresponds to 
the Heb. prep. ben, which indeed occurs in connection with berith (cf. berith . . .  
ben . . .  ubhen, ''covenant between X and Y''). 2 This equation is based on the 
assumption that the prep. birit has been developed into an adverb and then into 
a noun_, an assumption that cannot be accepted without reservations. The main 
difficulty, however, is the coupling of berith, ''between," with the overlapping 
·prep. ben, which results in a tautology. 

zur Thcologie der Exilsz.eit;' Verbannung und Heimlcehr. Festschrift fur W. Rudolph (1961), 
161·179; V. KoroJec., Rethitisch.e Staatsvertriige. LRSt, 60 (1931); E. Kutsch, "Gesetz und 
Gnade.'' ZAW, 19 (1967), 18-35; iMm, useheo uod Bestimmen. Die Etymologie von n,,:>," 
Festschrift fur K. Galling (1970), 165·178; 0. Loretz, "n'-U·Band-Bund,'' YT, 16 (1966), 239· 
241; D. J. McCarthy, Treary and Covenant. AnBibl, 21 (Rome, 1963); G. Mendenhall, "Cove
nant Forms in Israelite Tradition:� BA., 17 (1954). 50-76; W. L Moran, '"'The Ancient Near 
Eastern Back.ground of the Love of God in Deuteronomy," CBQ, 25 (1963), 77-87; idttm, 
"A Note on the Treaty Terminology of the Sefire Stelas," JNES, 22 (1963), 173-76; M. Noth, 
"Das aJttestamentliche Bundschlicssen im Lichte eines Mari·Text�·� GS.AT (1957), 142·154; 
Pedersen, ILC, I-Il, 265·310; L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WM.ANT, 36 (1969); S. 
Poro� II patro nuovo in Isa/a 40-66. AnBibl, 8 (1958); G. Quell, "5la9�K"li'' TDNT, II, 
1()6..129; J. A. Soggin, "Akkadlsch TAR. Beriti and hebr. n,,� n,:>,'' YT, 18 (1968), 210-15; 
B. Volkwein, "Masoretiscbes ·edut, • edwot, ·edor-'Zeugnis' oder 1Bundesbestimmungen'?" 
BZ, 13 (1969). 18-40; M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford, 
1972); idem, "The Covenant of Grant in the OT and in the Ancient Near East," JAOS, 
90 {1970), 184-203; idem, "lll1:Jn-,C, O"lpr.t nJ9," usonenu, 36 (1971·1972), 3-13; idem, 
ion:ti n,�,," LeJonenu, 36 (1972), 85-105; idem, JAOS, 93 (1973), 190-99. 

Texts: H. Bengtson, Die Staatsvertriige des Altertums, JI-Ill (1962·1969); R. Borger, 
Die l�chriften Asarhaddons. BAJO, 9 (1956), 107-109; E. Clvaignac, "Daddassa-Dattasa," 
RHA, 10 (1933), 65ff.; E. Ebeling. Bruchsrucke eines politischen Propagandagedichtes aw 
eintr assyr. Kantlei. Epos auj Tukulti-Ninurta I. MAOG, 1212 (1938); J. A. Fitzmyer, The 
Aramaic Inscriptions of Se/ire. BietOr, 19 (1967); J. Friedrich� Staatsvertrage des Hatti
Reiches in hethitischer Sprache. MYAG, 31/1 (1926); 34/1 (1930); idem, "Der hethitische 
Soldateoeid," ZA, N.F. 1 (1924), 161·192; A. Goetze, MadduwattaJ. MY AG, 3211 (1927); 
C . . F. Jean, uttre.s diverses. ARM, U (19SO), No. 37; J.  Kohler-A. Ungoad. Assyrische Rt!chts
urkunden (1913); J. N. Postgate, Neo·Assyrian Royal Grants and Decrees. Studia Pohl, Ser. 
maior 1 (1969); E. von Schuler, Hethitische Dienstanweisungen. BA/O, 10 (1957); Thoreau· 
Dangin, SAK, 10ff., 36ff.; L. Waterman, Royal Cc"npondence of the Assyrian Empire 
(Aon Arbor, 193().1936), Nos. 1105, 1239; E. F. Weidner, Politische Dokumente aus Klein· 
asien. Die Staatsvertriige in akk. Sprache aus dem Archiv von Boghaz,kOi. BoSt, V8-9 (1923); 
idem, ''Der Staatsvertrag ASSumiriris Vl von Assyrien mit Mati·ilu von Bit-Agusi,'' A/0, 8 
(193.2133), 17·34; D. J. Wiseman, The Vassa/.Trearies of Esarhaddon. Iraq, 20 (1958), 1·99; 
idem, The Alalakh Tablets (1953); idem, "Abban and Alalab,'' JCS, 12 (1958), U4-29. 

2 See M. Noth, GSAT, 142-154. 
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3. Most recently E. Kutsch suggested the derivation of berith from brh Il, ''to 
look for, choose'' (cf. Akk. bara, ''to look''). According to Kutsch, the meaning 
of this verb developed into ''determining'' or ''fixing.'' The main evidence for 
this etymology comes from the word l)zhl!Jzwt, which is parallel to berith in 
Isa. 28:15,18. The verbs J:,zh and r'h have indeed the meaning of ''selecting'' 
or ''determining'' (cf. Gen. 22:8; Ex. 18:21), but the connection between ''select
ing," ''determining," and ''pledging," which berith actually implies, 3 is not self
evident. 

4. The most plausible solution seems to be the one that associates berith with 
Akk. biritu, '  ''clasp,'' ''fetter'' (cf. the Talmudic byryt). This is supported by 
the Akkadian and Hittite terms for treaty: Akk. riksu, Hitt. isf}iul, both meaning 
''bond.'' The concept of a binding settlement also stands behind Arab. caqd, Lat .. 

vinculum fidei, ''bond of faith,'' contractus, ''contract,'' and is likewise reflected 
in German Bund. This etymology might support the reading ma"asoreth habberith 
in Ezk. 20:37 (''I will make you enter into the bond of the covenant''), suggested 
long ago. The Greek terms for covenant, synth�ke, harmonia (Iliad xxii.255), 
synthesia (ii.339), and synemosjne (xxii.261), also express the idea of binding/ 
putting together. The ''bond'' metaphor explains the use of ''strengthening'' or 
''fastening' to convey the idea of the crvalidity'' or ''reliability'' of the treaty. 
Thus we find in Akk. dunnunu riksate, ''to fasten the bonds'' ( = to va.lidate the 
treaty), or riksu dannu, ''strong persistent bond'

, 
( = a  valid and reliable treaty), 

and similarly in Aram. lethaqqaphah • esar, ''strengthen the bond'' (Dnl. 6:8). 
The Greek term for annulling the pact is lyein, ''to loosen,'' which also points 
to the understanding of the treaty as a bond. 

II. Meaning. The original meaning of the Heb. berith. (as well as of Akk. 
riksu and Hitt� iS!Jiul) is not ''agreement or settlement between two parties,," as 
is commonly argued. berith implies first and foremost the notion of ''imposition,'' 
''liability," or ' obligation,'' as might be learned from the ' bond'' etymology 
discussed above. Thus we find that the berith is commanded (tsivvah beritho, 
''he has commanded his covenant," Ps. 1 1 1 :9; Jgs. 2:20), which certainly cannot 
be said about a mutual agreement. As will be shown below, berith is synony
mous with law and commandment (cf., e.g., Dt. 4:13;  33:9; Isa. 24:5; Ps. 50:16; 
10.3: 18), and the covenant at Sinai in Ex. 24 is in its essence an imposition of 
laws and obligations upon the people (vv. 3-8). 

The same applies to the Akk. riksu and Hitt. isf}iul. The formulas riksa irkw 
in Akkadian and is!Jiul iS!Jiya in Hittite occur in connection wi,th a set of com
mandments imposed by the king on his officials, his soldiers or citizens, as well 
as his vassals. 5 A berith of this kind with soldiers 6 is to, be found in 2 K. 1 1 :4. 
Jehoiada gathers the centurions, ''cuts a covenant to them, and makes them swear�' 

s See below. 
• So CAD, Il, 254f.; however, AHw, 129f., has bilertum. 
� Von Schuler, Sf.; ABL, 1105; Weidner, A/0., 17, 257ff. 
& Cf. tb.e "Hittite soldier's oath," ANET2, 353ff. 

• 
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(vayikhroth /ahem berith vayyashba ' 'otham), which is undoubtedly an oath of 
allegiance in connection with the revolutionary task they are to undertake. The 
expression karath berith le in contrast to karath berith 'eth ' indeed implies the 
;mposition of terms upon the vassal or the subordinated (cf. Josh. 9:15;  l S. 1 1 : 1 -

2). Th;s mostly involves a promise by the master or suzerain to take his vassal 
under protection, as this is expressed, e.g., in Dt. 7 :1-2, where we read in v. 2, 
lo· thikhroth /ahem berith ve/o • techonnem, RSV, ''you shall make no covenant 
with them, and show no mercy to them," which actually means ''do not grant 
them gracious terms." 

berith as a commitment has to be confirmed by an oath (-+ n;11 • iiliih; _,. nJillll 
sh•bhu 'iih): Gen. 21:22ff.; 26:26ff. ; Dt. 29:9ff.(10ff.); Josh. 9: 15-20; 2 K. 11:4; 
Ezk. 16:8; 17:13ff.; which included most probably a conditional imprecation: 
''May thus and thus happen to me if I violate the obligation." The oath gives 
the obligation its binding validity, and therefore we find in the Bible as well as in 
the Mesopotamian and Greek sources the pair of expressions: berith ve'a/ah, 
''covenant and oath'' (Gen. 26:28; Dt. 29: 1 1, 13,20[12,14,21 ] ;  Ezk. 16:59; 17:18) 
in Hebrew, riksu u miimitulriksiite u mamite in the Akkadian of the second 

• 

millennium s.c., ade miimite in the Neo-Assyrian period, and h6rkos kaf syn-
th�ke, ''oath and covenant,'' or h6rkos kaf spondl, ''oath and libation,'' in Greek. 
This hendiadystic term, first attested in the Hittite treaties, has been most prob
ably crystallized in the middle of the second millennium B.c., in the wake of the 
establishment of political relations on an international scale between the ancient 
Near Eastern states. Though originally these two terms express two different 
concepts, commitment on the one hand and oath on the other, in course of time 
they merged, and one could use either of them in order to express the idea of 
pact. Thus, e.g., instead of ''cutting a covenant'' (karath berith), one could use 
''cutting an oath'' (karath ·a/ah, Dt. 29:11(12]), 8 and instead of ''entering a 
covenant'' ('abharlba' babberith), one could say ''entering an oath'' ("abharlba' 
be 'a/ah, Dt. 29:11[12]; Neh. 10:30[29]). Similarly, in Greek, for establishing a 
covenant one can use spondas temnein, ''to cut the covenant'' (lit., ''libations''), 
or h6rkia temnein, ''to cut the oaths.'' · 

The common term for covenant in Gk. is syntheke. The LXX, however, for 
theological reasons, renders berith with diathlke, which rather means ''will'' or 
''testament," which in a sense renders the original meaning of berith. 

III. Semantic Range. The terms for ''covenant'' in the ancient Near East as 
well as in the Greek and Roman world (which most likely borrowed their political 
formulas from the East) 9 are distributed according to two semantic fields: oath 
and commitment on the one hand, love and friendship on the other. As has 
been shown above, the basic terms for ''covenant'' in Heb. ('alah, ''oath," berith, 
''covenant''), Akk. (riksu, miimitu), Hitt. (isf}iul and lingai), and Gk. (synthl1ke, 
h6rkos) express pledge and commitment, which actually create the covenant. 

• Begrich, S. 
B Cf. the Phocn. krt 'It, KAI, 21.8. 
9 Weinfeld, JAOS, 93, 190ff. 
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On the other hand, any settlement between two parties is conditioned by good 
will or some kind of mutual understanding which enables the conclusion of an 
agreement, and this is why covenantal relations were expressed by terms like 
''grace,'' ''brotherhood,'' ' 'peace," ''love," ''friendship," etc. 

1 .  Commitment. Besides berith, ''covenant,'' and "alah, ''oath," --+- n1i11 
'edhflth, ''testimony'' (and the pl. 'edhoth/'edhevoth) is used to indicate ''cove
nant.'' This can clearly be seen by the parallel terms luchoth ha'edhuth, ''tables 
of the testimony," and luchoth habberith, ''tables of the covenant''; and 'aron 
habberith, ''ark of the covenant," and "aron ha'edhuth, ''ark of the testimony.'' 
'edhuth has its counterpart in the Akk. adu (pl. ade) and Old Aram. 'dn (em
phatic 'dy ', Sefire Treaty). These occur always in the plural and in this respect 
resemble Heb. 'edhoth/'edhevoth, which go mostly together with chuqqim, ' 'stat
utes," and mishpatim, ''judgments,'' and are therefore to be translated ''stipula
tions," which seems to be also the correct rendering of Akk. ade and Aram. 
'dn. The distinction between 'edhutn and 'edhoth/'edhev(Jth is not altogether 
clear. The Deuteronomistic literature uses 'edhoth/'edhevoth, whereas the Priest
ly literature prefers 'edhuth. 

Other synonyms for berith in its obligatory sense are: a. -+ ,,, diibhiir, 
''word,'' cf. Hag. 2:5: haddabhar 'asher karatti, ''the word that I cut,'' i.e., the 
promise that I made; Dt. 9: 5: lema'an haqim 'eth haddabhar 'asher nishba', 
''that he may confirm the word which he swore" (cf. 8 :18: lema'an haqim 'eth 
beritho 'asher nishba', ''that he may confi1111 his covenant which he swore''); 
Hos. 10:4: dibberu dhebharim, ''they utter words," i.e., they make agreements;10 
and Ps. 105:8 (where dabhar appears in parallelism with berith) ;  cf. also 1 S. 
20:23. The Akk. awiitulamatu, Sum. enim, and Hitt. memiyas also denote ''cove
nant'' or ''covenant stipulations," as does Gk. hretre (Odyssey xiv. 393). 

b. --+- n�» 'etsah, ''counsel," and -+ iio s8dh, ''counsel," cf. Isa. 30:1; 11 Hos. 
10:6; Zee. 6 :13 ('atsath shalom, ''peaceful counsel'' [RSV ''understanding''], 
which is equal to berith shalom, ''peaceful covenant''); Ps. 25:14 (where sodh 
appears in parallelism with berith) ; cf. 'et hy�d in lQS. 

c. chozehlchazuth, ''agreement,'' in Isa. 28:15,18. 12 

d. -+ ��1n torah, ''law," cf. Hos. 8:1, 'abheru bherithi ve'al torathi pasha'u, 
''they have broken my covenant, and transgressed my law''; Isa. 24:5; Mal. 2:8; 
Ps. 78: 10; and 2 K. 22-23 (cf. lehaqim 'eth dibhre habberith hazzo"th hakke
thubhim 'al hassepher hazzeh, ''to perform the words of this covenant that were 
written in this book,'' 23:3, with lema'an haqim 'eth dibhre hattorah hakke
thubhim 'al hassepher, ''that he might establish the words of the law which were 
written in the book,'' in 23:24). 

10 Weinfeld, LeSonenu, 36, Bf. 
11 And see below on nesekh, 4'drink offering, libation.'1 
12 See above, I.3. 
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e. piqudhim, ''expenses," mishpat, ''judgment," choq, ''statute,'' mitsvah, 
''commandment,'' "imrah, ''word:' along with torah, ''law," dabhar, ''word,'' 
and ·edhuth, ''testimony," which express the word of God and his command 
(Lev. 24:8 [cf. v. 9]; Dt33:9; 1 K. 1 1 : 1 1 ; 2 K. 17: 13; Isa. 24:5; Ps.50: 16; 103:18; 
105:10). That an ancient source like Dt. 33:9f. mentions in one breath berith, 
''covenant,'' "imrah, ''word;' mishpat, ''ordinance," and torah, ''law," indicates 
that the synonyms under discussion are of old stock. As has been demonstrated 
above, berith in its original sense is indeed close to ''command'' and ''obligation.'' 

.f. linsokh massekhah, ''pour libation," in Isa. 30: 1 is the equivalent of the 
Greek term for covenant making: spondds spendein, 13 and actually parallels 
making a pact (with Egypt): ·asah ·e1sah. 

g. "aTTUJnah, ''firm covenant'' (Neh. 10: 1 [9:38]; 1 1 :23), "emunah, ''faithful
ness'' (Ps. 89:25,34,50[24,33,49];  98:3; etc.), and "emeth, ''faithfulness'' (Mic. 
7:20; Ps. 132: 1 1 ;  146:6, and esp. in chesedh ve"emeth, ''steadfast love and faith
fulness''), which have their counterpart in Akk. kit tu, 14 Gk. pistis (connoting 
''treaty''), and Lat. fideslfoedus. The Akkadian equivalent for "amanah seems 
to be dannatu, ''valid document.'' The Heb. verb � 1oac 'amen as well as Akk. 
danimu signify strength and persistence (cf. bayith ne"eTTUJn, ''sure house," 
in 1 S. 2:35; 25:28; makkoth ne'emanoth, ''lasting afflictions,'' and cho/ayim 
ne·emanim, ''lasting sicknesses," in Dt. 28:59; which should be compared with 
Akk. mi!Ji�tu dannat = ''persistent blow'') and hence validity and reliability, 15 

cf., e.g., tsir ·emunim in Prov. 13 : 17  with na$paru dannu, ''reliable messenger.'' 18 

h. mesharim, ''uprightness," .in Dnl. 1 1 :6 (la'asoth mesharim, RSV ''to make 
peace''), which is correctly translated in the LXX, poi�sasthai synth�kas, ''to 
make a treaty." lo the Mari documents, iSaris dababu, ''to speak with upright
ness,'' is synonymous with ''making a treaty.'' 17 

2. Friendship, Peace, and Benevolence. The aspect of friendship is expressed 
by the following synonyms of berith: a. -+ ion clzesedh, ''steadfast love'' Dt. 7:9, 
12; 2 S. 7: 15 ;  22:51 ;  1 K. 3:6; Ps. 89:25,50(24,49]; Isa. 54:10; 55:3; etc.), 18 used 
mostly in connection with the Abrahamic and Davidic covenants, which belong 
to the type of the covenantal grant. 19 It is equivalent to Akk. damiqtuldeqtu, 
w.hich, together with fabtu, 20 is used as a covenantal term. 21 This term appears 
in Akkadian and Hebrew very often in the plural: chasadhim ( = Ak.k. damqate), 
Isa. 55:3; 63:7; Ps. 89:50(49); etc. 

lS See above. 
1t Cf. Moran, JNES, 22. 
13 Weinfeld, Wontnu, 10f. 
te VAB, IV, 276, 17f. 
17 Weinfeld, Wonenu, 11 .  
18 Cf. Glueck, lOff., 16ff. 
19 See below, VI. 
20 See below. 
21 Moran, JNES, 22. 
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b. tobhahltobhoth, ''good'' (1 S. 25:30; 2 S. 2:6; 7:28); 22 cf. the Akk. !abtu/ 
tiibuttu, and the Aram. tbt'. 23 
• • 

c. - c'?cd shalom, ''peace'' (Josh. 9:15;  Nu. 25:12; 1 K. 5:26(12]; etc.); cf. 
Akk. sulummu and salimu, Gk. eir�ne, and Lat. pax. 

d. ·achavah, ''brotherhood'' (Zee. 1 1 : 14), corresponding to Akk. abbiitu, and 
berith ·achim, ''covenant of brotherhood,'' in Am. 1 :9; cf. Gk. symmachia and 
Lat. societas. 

These expressions are often combined into pairs, which is characteristic of 
covenantal terminology of all periods and all civilizations. Thus, chesedh 
ve'emeth, ''loyalty and truth,'' which appears in a covenantal context (Gen. 
24:49; 2 S. 2:6; Mic. 7:2-0), equals Akk. kittu !iibuttuldamiqtu, which also im
plies covenant; habberith vehachesedh, ''covenant and steadfast love'' (Dt. 7:9, 
12; 1 K. 8:23; etc.), is identical with •dy• v!bt• in the Aramaic Sefire Treaty 
and ade !iibtu in Akkadian; berith shalom, ''covenant of peace'' (Nu. 25:12;  Isa. 
54:10; Jer. 33:9; Ezk. 34:25; 37:26), equals Akk. riksu u saliimu of the second 
millennium B.C. and ade salime of the first millennium; shalom vetobhah, ''peace 
and prosperity'' (Dt. 23:7[6]; Jer. 33:9), 2� equals Assyr. {iibtu u sulummu. To 
the same category belong the Gk. expressions pliilia kai symmachfa, ''friendship 
and alliance," synthtke kai symmachia, ''treaty and alliance, philla kai euergesia, 
''friendship and kindness," and h6rkos kai eir�ne, ''oath and peace." 25 

3. Establishing a Covenant. The most common expression for concluding a 
covenant is karath berith, ''cut a covenant." The same idiom is seen in Aram. 
gzr "dy·, 26 Phoen. krt •zt •tm (cf. the incantation from Arslan Tash), 21 and Gk. 
h6rkia temnein, ''to cut oaths.'' It seems that this idiom derives from the cere
mony accompanying the covenant, viz., cutting an animal, which was common 
in the West. 28 However, it is equally possible that ''to cut'' is figurative for 
''decide, decree," as in Akk. parasu, ''to decide," Aram. gzr, Lat. decidere, 
German entscheiden, etc. The particles used with karath berith are le, ·;m, 'eth, 
and ·at. karath berith le, ''to cut a covenant to,'' is used of a superior, particularly 
a conqueror, prescribing terms to an inferior (Ex . . 23:32; 34:12,15; Dt. 7:2; 
Josh. 9:6,7,1 1,15,16; Jgs. 2:2; 1 S. 1 1 : 1), or granting rights and privileges (Isa. 
55:3; etc.), and also of one making the inferior party swear or commit itself 
(Josh. 24:25; 2 S. 5:3; Hos. 2:20(18]). (karath berith le'lohim, ''to cut a cove
nant to God,'' in Ezr. 10:3 and 2 Ch. 29:10 is a late and irregular usage.) How
ever, the same idea might be expressed sometimes by karath berith 'eth (cf. Gen. 

22 See Weinfeld, LeJonenu, lOf. 
23 Moran, JNES, 22. 
� See D. R. Hillers, BASOR, 173 (1964), 46. 
2n See Bengtson, Indices. 26 Sefireh I A,7. 
27 KAJ, 27.9 . 
. 28 See below, IV.1. 
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15:18; 2 K. 1 1 :17; 17:35; 23:3; Jer. 34:8). karath berith 'im, ''to cut a covenant 
with,'' implies an agreement of mutual character (Gen. 26:28; Dt. 5:2; 1 S. 22 :8). 
karath berith le . . .  'im . . .  (cf. Hos. 2:20[18]) involves a mutual pact between 
two parties sponsored or imposed by a third mostly superior party. karath 
berith 'al, ''to make a covenant upon'' (Ps. 83:4[3]), means to set terms (make 
an agreement) against somebody. 

Not only does one ''cut'' a berith, but also a dabhar, ''word, promise'' (Hag. 
2:5), 'a/ah, ''oath'' (Dt. 29:13[14]), and 'amanah, ''firm covenant'' (Neh. 10: 1 
[9 :38]), which are synonyms of berith. In two instances, karath without an object 
is enough to express the concept of concluding a covenant (1 S. 1 1  :2; 22 :8). 

Other terms expressing the concluding of a covenant are: (a) sam berith! 
'edhuth, ''to set (establish) a covenant/a testimony'' (2 S. 23:5; Ps. 83:6[5]), 
which is attested in the Aramaic Sefire Treaty I A,7 (sm 'dy'), and is equivalent 
to Akk. ade sakiinu; (b) nathan berith, ''to give a covenant'' (Gen. 9:12; 17:2; 
Nu. 25:12), which is equivalent to Akk. riksa nadiinu2'l and Gk. h6rkon did6nai, 
''to give an oath''; (c) 'arakh berith, ''to arrange (set in order) a covenant'' (2 S. 
23:5), which is equivalent to Akk. riksa rakiisu ('arakh in the context of sacrifice 
and war is also expressed in Akk. by rakiisu); (d) heqim berith, ''to erect (raise, 
establish) a covenant'' (Gen. 6:18; 9:9,11; 17:7,10,19; Ex. 6:4; Lev. 26:9; Dt. 
8 :18;  2 K. 23 :3;  Jer. 34:18; in later passages he'emidh berith, ''to establish 
[appoint] a covenant,'' Ps. 105:10;  and lishmor 'eth beritho le'omdhah, ''and 

• 

that by keeping his covenant it might stand,'' Ezk. 17: 14), which has its parallel 
in Greek, e.g., in the expression st�sai philian kai symmachian, ''to establish 
friendship and alliance,'' to make a covenant (1 Mace. 8:17). 

The verbs heqim, ''to erect," nathan, ''to give,'' and sim, ''to set,'' which are 
used with berith, imply ti).e notion of ''establish'' or ''institute'' ;  cf. heqim! 
nathan! sim in connection with appointing a ju�ge, a king, a prophet, etc., and 
likewise Akk. sakiinu, nadiinu. heqim, @req1yyem, the pie\ bf qum (cf. Ps. 
119: 106; Est. 9:21ff.), has two meanings, viz., ''to establish'' and ''to fulfill'' (for 
qiyyem in the sense of ''establishing,'' cf. Ruth 4:7, and in the sense of ''ful
filling,'' Ps. 1 19:106; Est. 9:21f.; and for heqim in the sense of ''fulfilling," cf. 
Nu. 23:19; Dt. 8:18; 9:5; 1 S. 1:23 ; 3 :12; 1 K. 2:4; Jer. 29: 10; 33:14; 34: 18) ; but 
whereas in qiyyem the idea of ''fulfilling'' is prevalent, in heqim the idea of 
''establishing'' is dominant . 

• 

Another expression for establishing a covenant is ba '/hebhi' babberithlbe'alah, 
''to enter into a covenant (oath)'' (1 S. 20:8; Jer. 34:10; Ezk. 16:8; 17:13; 20:37; 
Neh. 10:30[29); 2 Ch. 15:12); cf. 'abhar babberith in Dt. 29:11(12); Assyr. ina 
ade erebu, Gk. eiserchesthai eis tas spondas, ''to enter into the libations,'' •0 and 
Lat. in amicitiam venire. The standard verbs for ''keeping'' and ''observing'' a 
covenant are natsar!shamar, ''to keep'' (Gen. 1'7:9,10; Ex. 19:5; Dt. 33:9; Ps. 
25:10; 78:10; 103:18), and zakhar, ''to remember'' (Gen. 9: 15; Ex. 2:24; 6:5; 
Lev. 26:42; Ezk. 16:60; Am. 1 :9), the same verbs that are used in the covenantal 
context in the Akk. expressions adel(iibtu natiiru or ade!/iibtu !Jasiisu, and in 

20 Cf., e.g., PRU, IV1 43, 47. 
30 Thucydides v.36.2. 
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Aram. n�r tbt'. 31 In connection with the patriarchal covenants, a particular 
usage of this phrase is to be discerned, viz., shamar habberith vehachesedh le, 
''to keep the covenant and the steadfast love to (for)'' (Dt. 7:9,12; 1 K. 3 :6;  8:23; 
cf. natsar chesedh le, ''to keep steadfast love to [for]," in Ex. 34:7), and zakhar 
berith le, ''to remember a covenant to (for)'' (Ex. 32:13; Lev. 26:45; Ps. 106:45), 
which has to be understood in the sense of ''keeping/remembering in favor of'' 
the descendants of the patriarchs. 32 

Other expressions for the observance of the covenant are hecheziq b.abberith, 
''to hold fast the covenant'' (Isa. 56:4,6), and ne'eman babberith, ''to be true 
to (persistent and strong in) the covenant'' (Ps. '78:37). 

The covenant has to be observed faithfully and sincerely. This is why the 
covenant terminology is replete with expressions such as: ''with the whole heart 
and with the whole soul'' (2 K. 23:3, bekhol lebh ubhekhol nephesh; cf. Dt. 6:5), 
and ''to be sincere,'' expressions encountered in the Hittite and Assyrian treaties: 
ina kul libbi, ina gummurti libbi, ina kitti sa libbi, etc. These expressions found 
their way into Greek-Hellenistic treaties, where we find such expressions as: 
meta pases de prothymias kai eunoias, ''with all readiness and favor," 33 kardia 
pllrei, ''with whole (full) heart," ek PsYChes, ''from (with) the soul'' (1 Mace. 
8: l lff.). Though the latter terms might have been influenced by Hebrew usage, 
as by belebh shalem or bekhol lebh ubhekhol nephesh, the fact that the same 
expressions are attested in treaty vocabulary from the Hittite empire onward 
does not allow us to deny compl<(tely their authenticity. 

4. Violation of the Covenant. The most common term for violating the 
covenant is hephar (-+ ��� piirar) berith, ''to break a covenant''- (Gen. 17:14; 
Lev. 26: 15,44; Dt. 31 :16,20; Jgs. 2 : 1 ;  1 K. 15:19; Isa. 24:5; 33:8; Jer. 1 1 : 10 ;  
14:21; 31:32; 33:20,21; Ezk. 17:15,16,19; etc.), equivalent in meaning to Akk. 
miimita para�u and Lat. foedus frangerelrumpere. The term for violation in the 
Greek-Hellenistic treaties is spondas lyein, ''to loosen the treaty''; the LXX 
rendering of hephar is diaskedazein, ''to scl\tter, disband." Another term for 
violating a covenant is 'abhar berith, ''to transgre,ss or trespass a covenant'' (Dt. 
17:2; Josh. 7:11,15; 23: 16; Jgs. 2:20; 2 K. 18:12; Hos. 6 :7 ;  8 :1); 'abhar is equiva
lent to Akk. etequ and Gk. parabainein. The phrase 'abhar berith is characteristic 
of the Deuteronomistic literature, whereas hephar berith is preferred by the 
Priestly literature. Close to 'abhar berith is the expression pasha' 'al, ''transgress 
against'' (Hos. 8:1), which reminds us of Akk. ana ade 1Ja£u, ''to sin against." 
Another common term for violating a covenant is 'azabh berith, ''to forsake a 
covenant'' (Dt. 29:24[25] ; 1 K. 19:10,14; Jer. 22:9; Dnl. 1 1 :30), which is equiva
lent to Akk. riksa wussuru. 34 Other Jess common expressions are shiqqer. bab
berith/be'emunah, ''to be false to a covenant/faithfulness'' (Ps. 44:18[17] ; 89:34 
[33]), which is attested in the Sefire Treaty III, 7, sqr b'dy";  and shaqar le, 

31 KAI, 266.8. 
32 Weinfeld, JAOS, 90, 187f.; 93, 193f. 
33 Bengtson, III, 528.20=Polybius vii.9.1. 
34 PRU, IV, 36, 24. 
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''to deaJ falsely with,'1 which is found in a covenantal passage in Gen. 21  :23 \im 
tishqor Ii ulenini ultmekhdi, '•that you will not deal falsely with me, my offspring, 
or my posterity''), and in the Sefire inscriptions (III, 4) (cf. also in connection 
with the Davidic covenant, 'im ledhavidh 'akhazzebh, ''I will not lie to David," 
P . 89:36(35)). To thi category also belong ·asah mirmah, ''to make fraudulent 
alliances'' (Dn1 . 1 1 :23), which is paralleled by ·bd mrmt in the Sefire Treaty III, 
22. In the Greco-Roman treaties, we find indeed clauses about deceit and treachery, 
e.g4 ad6los kai aprophasfstos, ''guilelessly and honestly,'' m�te doll> ponero, ''with
out evil deceit'' ( = the Lat. sine dolo malo ), etc. Other terms expressing scorn and 
negligence of a covenant are: ma ·aslbal.ah berith, ''to despise a covenant'' (2 K. 
17:15; cf. Isa. 33:8, ma'as ·ed/1im [?}, ''testimonies ( = treaties) are despised''; Ezk. 
16:59; 17:18), which is paralleled by Akk. ade se{u; shakhacJi berith, ''to forget a 
covenant'' (DL4:23,31 ;  Prov. 2:17), which is aJso attested in the Assyrian litera
ture in the expression ade maJu; 35 chilel berith, to profane a covenant · (Mal. 2: 
10; Ps. 89:35 [34)), shichetli berith, ''to corrupt (violate) a covenant'' (Mal. 2:8), 
ni'er beriJh1 ''to desecr.ate (?) {abhor, renounce) a covenant'' (Ps. 89:40[39]), 
and kipper (Isa. 28: 1 8), which, like Assyr. pasiisu (cf. paJasu), means ''to annuJ'' 
(originally ''to rub or graze ' the face of the document, cf. vekhapharta . . .  bak
kopher, ''and cover [it] . . .  with pitch," in Gen. 6:14). Other, less explicit terms 
are shubh min, ''to tum back from'' r emeth lo .. yashubh mimmennali, ''a sure 
oath from which he will not tum back," Ps. 132:1 1), which parallels the Neo
Assyr. tiirtu turru 36 and ana kutallu tdru, ''to turn back'' ( =withdraw) in the 
Hittite treaties, 37 and shanah, ''to change'' (Ps. 89:35[34], lo· ·acliallel berithi 
umotsa· sephathai lo '  ·ashanneh, ''I will not violate my covenant, or alter the 
word that went forth from my lips't), which is equivalent to Akk. ena occurring 
in treaty contexts. 

IV. 1 .  Covenanlal Ceremony. Though it is mainly the oath that validates the 
covenant, the covenantal pledg.e is most often accompanied by a ceremony. In 
Gen. 15 A and Jer. 34, we hear about cutting animals into pieces and passing 
between them, a ceremony that makes palpable the punishment befalling the one 
who will violate the pact (cf. esp. Jer. 34: 18-20). This reminds us of another 
covenantal rite, viz., ''touching the throat'' (napista lapiitu), which is attested in 
the Mesopotamian sources (EnEl VI, 98), and which also comes to exemplify 
the punishment of the trespasser. Cutting the animals, however, is not as purely 
symbolic an act as it appears. In Gen. 15;  Ex. 24; Ps. 50; the documents from 
Mari and AJaJakb, and Greek sources, the animals brought at the scene of the 
covenant are considered sacrificial, and therefore are subordinate to a fixed 
ritual procedure. Jn Gen. 15, three animals (a calf, a goat, and a ram, each three 
years old) are offered (cf. 1 S. 1 :24 in the Oum.ran fragment and LXX). 39 Sacri-

SS BA.ss, 2 (1894), 629. 10. 
3G Wiseman, Vas.ral·Trtaties, 77f.; Borger, ZA, 54 (1961), in Joe. 
37 Weidner, Polit. Dok., 42, 26; PRU, IV, SS, 19. 
38 On this see N. Lobfink, Dit Landvtrhtissung als Eid. SBS, 28 (1967). 
39 See Loewenstamm, YT, 18 (1968), SOOU. 
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fices in Greece and covenantal sacrifices in particular are likewise three in. num
ber (trittys), most frequently a ram, a goat, and a boar, all three years of age. •0 
From the Mari documents we learn that the king's officials were anxious to 
pedorm the covenantal ceremony according to the standard rites. Thus, e.g., 
we hear from the representative of King Zimrilim that at a covenant occasion 
which he had to supervise, he was offered a goat and a puppy for the covenantal 
ceremony, but he insisted on sacrificing or killing a donkey, which seemed to 
be the more legitimate rite. •1 The same is reflected in the Greek covenantal 
documents where the parties declare that the sacrifices were done epichiJrion, 
''according to the local custom,'' which seems to be equivalent to h6rkos n6mi
mos, ''lawful oath.'' In the Alalakh documents, the animal brought at the covenant 
occasi.on is explicitly called ''sacrificial.'' '2 

In Ex. 24 also, the covenantal ceremony is accompanied by sacrifices ("oloth 
ushelamim, ''burnt offerings and peace offerings''), but these are not cut in pieces 
in order to pass between them in Gen. 15 and Ier. 34; only the blood is used for 
the ceremony. Moses divides the blood of the slaughtered animals in two: one 
half is thrown upon the altar and the other upon the people, i.e., their represen
tatives (Ex. 24:6-8). The blood ceremony in connection with a covenant is also 
attested in Zec.9: 11, and mentioned in Herodotus (iii.8) in reference to the Arab 
tribes. Another ceremonial act that comes to ratify the covenant is a solemn meal 
(Gen. 26:30; 31 :54; Ex. 24: 1 1 ;  2 S. 3:20). Apparently, salt played a significant 
role at this meal, and this is why the covenant is sometimes called berith melach, 
''a covenant of salt'' (Lev. 2:13;  Nu. 18: 19; 2 Ch. 13:5; cf. also in a Neo-Bab. 
letter: ''all the persons who .have tasted the salt of the Jakin tribe,'' •3 and foedus 
salitum, ''covenant of salt," in Lat.). Other ceremonies a�companying the pledge 
were: 

a. Libations, which gave rise to the Greek term for covenant, spond�, and 
(as we have seen) are reflected also in Isa. 30:1 (nesokh massekhah, lit., ''to 
pour out a libation,'' RSV, ''make a league''). 

b. The use of oil and water at the ceremony. " 

c. Touching the breast, in the Assyrian sources, ._15 and putting the band un
der the thigh, in Israel {Gen. 24:2,9; 47:29; in connection with dealing chesedh 
ve·emeth, ''loyally and truly''), or simply giving the hand (cf. Ezk. 17: 18). 

d. The exchange of clothes by the parties (1 S. 18:3f.). 

The covenant is sometimes accompanied by an external sign or token which 

•o Stengel, Griech. Kultusaltertiimtr (81928), 119, 137. 
n ARM, Il, 37. 
ti Weinfeld, JAOS, 90, 196f . 
..a ABL, 747 rev. 6. 
ff Wiseman, Yassal-Treatiu, 154-56; E.nEl VI, 98; Borger, Asarhaddon, 43, St. 
f5 Wiseman, loc. cit.,- Borger, 43, S.  
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may remind the parties of their obligation, such as erecting a monument (Gen. 
31  :45f.; Josh. 24:26f. [cf. the rajsing of the st�lai, ''stelae," at the conclusion of 
the covenant in the Gk. sources]), which is called 'edh(ah), ''a witness ' or testi
mony. In other instances, we hear about a physical change in the body as a token 
for the covenant (cf. 1 S. 1 1 :2). In Israel, circumcision wa consid.ered as the 
''sign of the covenant'' ('oth berith) of God with Abraham (Gen. 17:1 1). The 
expression 'oth berit/1 is especially characteristic of P, who also explains the 
Sabbath (Ex. 31 : 16f.) and the ''rainbow ' (Gen. 9:17) as ''signs of the covenant.'' 
The Sabbath, the rainbow, and circumcision are, in fact, the three great cove
nants established by God at the three critical stages of the history of mankind: 
the creation (Gen. 1 :  1 ;  2:3; Ex. 31 :  16f.), the reestablishment of .mankind after 
the flood (Gen. 9:1 -1 7), and the birth of the Hebrew nation (Gen. 17). 

2. Function. Covenants are established between individuals (Gen. 21 :22f.; 
26:23ff.; 3 1 :44ff.; 47:29 [chesedli ve'emeth, ' loyally and truly'']; 1 S. 18:3; 
23: 1 8), between states and their representatives (1  K. 5:26[12]; 15:19; 20:34; 
cf. also 2 S. 3: 13,21), between kings and their subjects (2 S. 5:3; 2 K. 1 1 :  17), 
between the (military) leader and his soldiers (2 K. 1 1 :4), 46 and between husband 
and wife (Ezk. 16:8; Mal. 2:14; Prov. 2 : 17). t7 On the figurative level, we find a 
covenant between men and animals (Job 5:23; 40:28(41 :4]; cf. Hos. 2:20[1 8]}, 
and also a covenant with death (Isa. 28: 15,18). 

In certain instances, the covenant is sponsored by a third party, i.e., throngh 
mediation, cf. the Gk. brabeutis, ' judge, arbitrator, umpire.'' Mediation of the 
covenant is especially characteristic of the covenant with God, where the man 
of God (priest, prophet, etc.) serves as a .mediator. Thus, Moses (Ex. 24} and 
Joshua (Josh. 24) mediate the covenant between God and Israel; but we find 
also Jehoiada the priest fulfilling the same function (2 K. 1 1 : 17). The latter 
serves as a mediator in a double covenant: the covenant between God and the 
king/people on the one hand, and between the king and the people on the other 
(apparently because the king was still a minor). Another covenant of this kind 
is the one mentioned in Hos. 2:20(18), where God is to establish a covenant 
between the people and the beasts of the earth, etc. 48 The people conclude a 
covenant with their king. Thus, David concluded a covenant with the people 
when they made him king (2 S. 3:2 1 ;  5:3). The same is reported of other kings 
(2 K. 1 1 :  17). Zedekiah made a covenant with. the people to proclaim a liberation 
of the slaves (Jer. 34:8ff.). When the Book of the Law was found under Josiah, 
the king made a berith with the people that they should observe the Jaws (2 K. 
23:3). A similar scene takes place in the assembly at Shechem (Josh. 24:25). •B 

The covenant mostly has ''eternal validity'': ledlioroth, ''throughout their 
generations,•' 'adh ·01am1 J'for ever,'' berith ·olam, 'everlasting covenant''; cf. 
adi dlzriti and ume sati in the Akkadian legal documents, and the formulas in 

• 

46 Cf. above, IT. 
47 Cf. Begrich. 3; on the covenant with God, see below. 
ts Cf. H. W. Wolff, "Jahwc als Bundesmittler," YT, 6 (1956), 316-320. 
49 Pedersen, 306f. 
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the Greek treaties: eis ton hapanta chr6non, eis t6n aiona chr6non, ''for all 
time," etc. This is especially salient in tb,e divine covenants (Gen. 9:12; 17:7; 
Ex. 31 : 16; 2 S. 7:16 25 29), but is also found in secular covenants, e.g., in 1 S. 
20:15. However, as may be learned from the ancient Near Eastern and Greco
Romao legal documents, covenants were mostly renewed either because of a 
break o:f the previous relationship (cf. the renewal of the covenant with God in 
Ex. 34; 2 K. 1 1 : 17; 23 :1-3), or as a regular annual arrangement. 60 

The covenant has to be recorded either on stone (but sometimes on metal 
tablets), on clay (particularly in Mesopotamia), or on a scroll (leather or papyrus). 
For the stone tablet, Biblical Hebrew uses luach ( =le'u in .Akk.), cf. luchoth 
habberith, ''tables (tablets) of the covenant," while sepher connotes every kind 
of written document (cf. sepher J1abberith, ''book of the covenant," in Ex . . 24:7). 
Breaking the covenant tablets means annulment of the covenant (cf. Akk. (Uppam 
bepa), and this explains why Moses broke the tablets in Ex. 32. 

V. Covenant and Law. 

1 .  Sitz im Leben (Life Setting). As already indicated above, the covenant 
at Sinai was mainly the instrument by means of which a set of legal ordinances 
was imposed on the people. The nature of this covenant and the way it was 
implemented have been discussed by several scholars. Mowinckel l'il investigated 
the Sitz im Leben, i.e., the provenance, of the Sinai covenant, and came to the 
conclusio.n that it reflects an annual celebration including a theophany and a 
proclamation of the law. His arguments were mainly based on Ps. 50:5ff. and 
Ps. 8 1  where theophany is combined with covenan.t making and decalogue for
mulas (cf. Ps. 81 :10f.[9f.,);  50:7, 18f.). 

Mowinckel bas been followed by Alt, 152 who, investigating the ''life setting'' 
of the genuine Israelite law, argued that the so-called apodicric law 53 had been 
recited. at the Feast of Tabernacles at the beginning of the year of release (cf. 
Dt . . 3 1 :10-13). In his opinion, this periodic convocation bound the congregation 
sacredly and is reflected in the Sinai covenant. 

Von Rad cw went a step further. He raised the question of the significance of 
the peculiar structure of the book of Deuteronomy: history (chaps. 1-11), laws 
(12: 1-26: 15), mutual obligations (26:16-19), and blessings and curses (chaps. 
27-29). He correctly observed that such a strange combination of elements could 
not be an invention of scribes, but must have had its roots in a certain reality. 
He suggested, therefore, that this structure, and similarly the stru,cture of the 
Sinai covenant: history (Ex. 19:4-6), law (20:1-23:19), promises and threats 
(23:20-33), conclusion of the covenant (24:1-1 1), reflect the procedure of a 
covenant ceremony which opened with a recital of history, proceeded with the 

:,a Cf., e.g., Baghdader Mi11eilungen, 2 (1963), 59 IV 19, and .for the classicaJ sources 
Thucydides v.18.9. 

51 Mowinckel, Le Dlcalogue (1927). 
52 A. Alt, Die Urspriinge des israelitischen Rechts (1934). 
53 See below. 
M G. von Rad, Problem of the Hexateuch (trans. 1966), 1-78. 
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proclamation. of the Jaw (accompanied by a sworn obligation), and ended with 
blessings and curses. Since according to Dt. 27 (cf. Josh. 8:30-35) the Blessings 
and the Curses had to be recited between Mt. Gerizim and Mt. Ebal, which are 
located at the site of Shechem, he pointed toward Shechem as the scene of the 
periodic covenant renewal in ancient Israel. This suggestion lpoks quite plausible, 
though one must admit that the periodic covenant festival is still· obscure, and 
there is no evidence about its factual implementation. It is true that Dt. 31:9-13 
provides for an assembly every seven years for the purpose of reading from the 
Book of the Law, but nothing is found in this passage about a covenant celebra
tion. 

2. Affinities with �ncient Near Eastern Treaties. However, although no real 
evidence about a covenant festival has been found thus far, the very observation 
made by von Rad that the literary structure of the book of Deuteronomy and of 
Ex. 19-24 reflects a covenantal procedure has been confirmed by later investiga
tions. It became clear that the covenant form, as presented in these texts and 
especially in Deuteronomy, had been in use for centuries in the ancient Near 
East. In 1954, Mendenhall compared for the first time the structure of Israel's 
covenant with God with that of the Hittite treaties of the fourteenth and thir
teenth centuries B.C. •• He found that the Hittite treaty (whose fo1111 and structure 
had already been carefully analyzed by Korosec) •• has a structure identical with 
that of the biblical covenant. The basic common elements are: 1 .  Titulature. 
2. Historical introduction, which served as.a motivation for the vassal's loyalty. 
3. Stipulations of the treaty. 4. A list of divine witnesses. 5. Blessings and curses. 
6. Recital of the treaty and the deposit of its tablets. Indeed, the Sinai covenant 
described in Ex. 19-24 has a similar structure, although jt is not completely 
identical. o1 Thus, the divine address in chap. 19 opens with a historical introduc
tion stressing the gr.ace of God with the people .and their election (vv. 4-6); then 
follows the Jaw (20:1-23:19); !hereafter comes a series of promises and threats 
(23:20-33); and finally the ratification of the covenant by means of a cultic 
ceremony and the recital of the covenant document (24:3-8). 

We must admit that the analogy is no.I a complete one, since what we have in 
Ex. 19-24 is not a treaty such as is found in the Hittite documents, but rather a 
narrative about concluding a covenant. Nevertheless, it is clear that that narrative 
is organized and arranged in line with the treaty pattern. M!-lch clearer is the 
treaty pattern of the book of Deuteronomy. This book, which is considered by 
its author as one organic literary creation (cf. the expression, sepher hattorah 
hazzeh, ''the Book of this Law'') and represents the covenant of the plains of 
Moab, follows the classic pattern of the treaty in the ancient Near East. Unlike 
the Sinai covenant in Exodus, which has no list of Blessings and Curses, Deuter
onomy (like the treaties, esp. of the first millennium B.c.) has an elaborated series 
of Blessings and Curses, and likewise provides for witnesses to the covenant: 

•• Mendenhall, BA, 50-76. 
us V. KoroSec, Hethitische Staatsvertriige. 
01 Cf. also Baltzer, McCarthy, etc. 
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''heaven and earth'' (4:26; 30:19; 31 :25f.), which are missing altogether in the 
previous sources of the Pentateuch� Deuteronomy also makes explicit reference 
to the deposit of the tablets of the covenant and the Book of the Law in the 
divine ark (10:1-5; 3 1 :25f.). The ark (- 1,,. 'iiron), as is well known, had been 
considered as the footstool of the Deity in ancient Israel (the cherubim con
stituting the throne), and indeed, it is at the feet of the gods that the treaty 
documents had to be kept according to the Hittite legal tradition. In Deuter
onomy, as in the Hittite treaties, we find a command to recite the law periodically 
before the public (3 1 :9-13); and, as in the Hittite treaties, so also Deuteronomy 
demands that the treaty be read before the king or by him (17:18f.). 58 

The historical prologue in Deuteronomy (chaps. 1-1 1) recalls to a great extent 
the historical prologue in the Hittite state treaties. In this section, the Hittite 
suzerain recounts the development of the relationship between him and the vassal. 
Here, e.g., we read about the commitments and the promises of the overlord to 
the vassal's ancestors. This theme is broadly described in Deuteronomy's re
curring references to the promise made to the patriarchs (4:37f.; 7:8; 9:5). On 
the other hand, the historical prologue dwells upon the rebelliousness of the 
vassal's ancestors and its consequences, a feature also broug.ht to expression in 
the historical introduction of Deuteronomy, whjcb deals amply with the rebel
liousness of the wilderness generation. 

The historical p.rologue in the Hittite treaty frequently refers to the land given 
to the vassal by the suzerain and to its boundaries, a theme that is fully elabo
rated in Deuteronomy (Dt. 3:8ff.). Similar in fashion to the Hittite sovereign, 
who urges the vassal to take possession of the given Jand-''See I gave you the 
Zippasla mountain land, occupy it'' 59-God says in Deuteronomy: ''I have given 
the land before you, go occupy it'' (1 :8,21). In this context, the Hittite king warns 
the vassal. not to trespass beyond the set boundaries. Thus, e.g., Mursilis II says 
to Manapa-Dattas: ''Behold I have given you the Seba river-land . . .  , but unto 
Masbuiluwas I have given the land Mira . . .  , whereas unto Targasnallis I have 
given the land tJapalla.'' 60 In the historical prologue of Deuteronomy, we bear 
similarly: ''Behold I have set the land before you'' (1 :8), ''I have given Mt. Seir 
unto Esau'' (2:5), and ''I have given Ar to the sons of Lot'' (2:9). The purpose 
of these reminders is to justify the command forbidding the trespass of the fixed 
borders of these nations. 

The analogies are mostly drawn from the Hittite treaties, as these have been pre
served in fairly large number and in relatively good condition. However, the few 
treaties known to us from the first millennium B.c., as the Aramaic treaty from 
Sefireh, the treaty of Ashumirari V with Mati.ilu of Bit-Agusi, and the treaty 
of Esarhaddon with his eastern vassals, do not differ principally from the Hittite 
treaties; in fact, it seems that there was a continuity in the treaty pattern for 
approximately 800 years. This might explain why a late book like Deuteronomy 
preserves elements that also occur in the Hittite treaties from the fourteenth 

58 Cf. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 64, n. 3. 
59 Madduwatas, MVAG, 32 (1927), recto 17, 19, 46. 
60 MVAG, 31 (1926), No. 3 § 3; 34/1 (1930), No. 4 §§ tot. 
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and thirteenth centuries B.C. In spite of this continuity in pattern, however, care
ful analysis reveals certain significant differences between the treaties of the 
second millennium and those of the first. This applies to the political treaties 
in the ancient Near East as well as to the theological covenants in Israel. While 
the Hittite treaties and the Sinaitic covenant have a very short list of curses, 
those of the first millennium and the covenant in Deuteronomy have long lists 
of curses. Furthermore, Dt. 28 has preserved a series of curses which has an 
exact parallel in a Neo-Assyrian treaty, viz., the treaty of Esarhaddon with his 
eastern vassals regarding the coronation of his son Ashurbanipal (concluded in 
672 B.c.). In this treaty, which was published in 1958, we find a series of curses 
identical in content and order with the curses in Dt. 28. 61 An investigation of 
those curses has shown that their origin has to be sought in Assyria, since their 
order can be explained by the hierarchy of the Assyrian pantheon, whereas the 
order in Deuteronomy has no satisfactory explanation. •• It is legitimate, then, 
to suppose that a series of Assyrian tre,aty curses has been incorporated into the 
sections of curses in Deuteronomy. It has been rightly conjectured 03 that in his 
formulation of the covenant, the author of Deuteronomy imitated the Assyrian 
treaty documents. By this imitation, he undoubtedly intended to make it clear 
that the pledge of loyalty to the Assyrian emperor had now been replaced by 
the pledge to Yahweh, a shift that has to be understood against the background 
o.f Josiah's liberation from Assyrian domination. 

The shift of fealty, as it were, from one suzerain to another also explains some 
other similarities between the Neo-Assyrian treaties and the covenant in Deuter
onomy. Thus, e.g., we find a striking similarity between the laws of sedition in 
Dt. 13 and the warnings against sedition in the treaties of the first millennium 
B.C., especially those of Esarhaddon with his vassals. Like the vassal treaties of 
Esarhaddon, Dt. 13 warns against a prophet inciting to rebel or against any 
member of the family seducing to break faith with the overlord. In the Aramaic 
treaty from Sefire, we find among the clauses against sedition a clause con
cerning a rebellious city, which, like Dt. 13, commands that it be destroyed by 
the sword. The commands are almost identical in wording in both sources: vhn 
qryh h' nkh tkvh b�rb, ''and if it is a city, you must strike it with a sword," 
in the Sefire Treaty, and hakkeh thakkeh 'eth yoshebhe ha'ir hahi' lephi 
charebh, ''you shall surely put the inhabitants of that city to the sword,'' in Dt. 
13: 16(15). 

The exhortations in Deuteronomy to keep loyalty to God are very close in 
form and style to the exhortations in the political treaties. As has been shown 
by Moran, the concept of the ''love of God'' in Deuteronomy actually expresses 
loyalty, and it is in this sense that ''love'' occurs in the political documents of 
the ancient Near East. Deuteronomy abounds with terms originating in the 
diplomatic vocabulary of the ancient Near East. Such expressions as ''hearken 
to the voice of," ''be perfect with," ''go after," ''serve,'' ''fear'' (revere), ''put 

61 Cf. Wiseman, Vassal-Trea1ies, Jines 419-430 with Dt. 28:27-33. 
<2 Weinfeld, Bibi, 46 (1965). 417-427. 
63 Frankena, 152f. 
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the words on one's heart,'' ''not turn to the right hand or to the left," etc., are 
found in the diplomatic letters and state treaties of the second and first millen
niums B.C., and are especially prominent in the vassal treaties of Esarhaddon, 
which are contemporaneous with Deuteronomy. The exhortation occurring in 
Dt. 6:5 (cf. the covenant of Josiah in 2 K. 23:3,25), to ''love God with all the 
heart, with all the soul, and with all the might," seems to have its origin in the 
loyalty oaths of the vassal to his suzerain. Thus, the Hittite overlord demands 
that his vassals serve him with their armies, horses, and chariots, and with all 
the heart or soul, and that they love the suzerain as they love themselves. Similar 
exhortations are found both in the Assyrian and in the Greek treaties. 04 The same· 
postulate actually lies behind the above-mentioned scriptures, where me'odh has 
to be understood in the sense of ''strength'' and ''might," as in the LXX (dyna
mis). me' odh, ''might," like koachlchayil, implies here physical strength as well 
as material resources (=money), and therefore includes also money/property, as 
the Aramaic translators render it. 

3. Scene of the Covenant. The scene of the Josianic covenant in 2 K. 23: 1-3 
and the scene of the covenant in Dt. 29:9-14(1 0-15) are presented in a manner 
that is very close to the descriptions of the treaty ceremonies in the Neo-Assyrian 
documents. Thus, we read in Dt. 29:9ff.(10ff.): ''You stand this day all of you 
before the Lord . . .  , all the men of Israel, your little ones, your wives, . . .  that 
you may enter into the sworn covenant . . . .  Nor is it with you only that I make 
this sworn covenant, but with him who is not here with us . . .  as well as with him 
who stands here this day'' (cf. Dt. 5 :2-4). A similar declaration is found in the 
Esarhaddon treaty : ''You swear that you, while you stand at this place of the 
swearing . . .  wholeheartedly . . .  that you will teach (the oath) to your sons w/10 
shall be after the treaty'' (lines 385-390), and similarly: ''The treaty with Rama
tia . . . with his sons, . . .  his grandsons, . . .  young and old, . . .  with all of you . . .  
who will exist in the days to come after the treaty'' (lines 1-7). This section about 
the perpetual validity of the covenant occurs twice each in the Esarhaddon treaty 
and in the Deuteronomic covenant, viz., before the stipulations and after them. 

At the end of Dt. 29, we read: ''And the generation to come, . . .  and the for
eigner, . . .  will say: 'Why has the Lord done thus to the land?' . . .  and they 
will answer: 'It is because they forsook !lie covenant of the Lord' '' (vv. 21-24 
[22-25]). This theme of self-condemnation is also encountered in the Neo
Assyrian texts in connection with a breach of the treaty.' Thus we read in the 
annals of Ashurbanipal : ''The people of Arabia asked one another, saying: 'Why 
is it that such evil has befallen Arabia?', and they answered: 'Because we did 
not observe the valid covenant sworn to the god of Ashur' '' (Rassam Cylinder 
IX, 68-72). 

The difference between the Deuteronomic covenant which reflects the treaty 
pattern of the first millennium e.c., and the earlier covenants reflecting the 
pattern of the second millennium, may be clearly seen when one compares the 
covenant ceremonies in Genesis and Exodus with that of Deuteronomy. The 

04 Weinfeld, LeJonenu, SSf. 
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patriarchal covenants, secular and religious alike (Gen. 15:9ff.; 21 :22ff.; 26:26ff.; 
31 :44ff.), and the Sinaitic covenant (Ex. 24:1-11), are validated by sacrifices and 
holy meals, and the same is true of the covenants of the third and second mil
lenniums B.C. Thus, in the st el a of Eannatum of La gash from the third millen
nium B.C., which describes the concluding of a treaty with the Ummaites, we bear 
about sacrificing or consuming a call; 63 in the Mari letters, we find a reference 
to the killing of an ass at the conclusion of the covenant, 66 an.d in the Alalakh 
docu.ments, to cutting the throat of a sheep, 67 an act specifically said to be sacri
ficial. In the Deuteronomic covenant� and in the contemporary Assyrian and 
Aramaic treaty documents, it is the oath that validates the covenan� and no 
mention is made of a sacrifice or a meal (cf. esp. Dt. 29:9ff.[10ff]). Even when 
a ceremonial act is performed, like ·the beheading of a ram, it is then explicitly 
stated that this is no sacrifice, but comes to dramatize the punishment of the 
party who would violate the treaty (Treaty of Ashumirari V with Mati.ilu of 
Bit-Agusi). 68 

VI. The Covenants with Abr:aham and David; The Royal Grant. Aside 
from the covenant between Yahweh and Israel described in Exodus and Deu
teronomy, two covenants of a different type aie found in the Bible. These are 
the covenant with Abraham (Gen. 15;  17) and the covenant with David (2 S. 7, 
where chesedh = berith,· 69 cf. Ps. 89), which are concerned with the gift of the 
)and and the gift of the kingdom (dynasty) respectively. In contradistinction 
to the Mosaic covenants, which are of an obligatory type, the covenants with 
Abraham .and David belong to the promissory type. God swears to Ab-i:aham 
to give the land to his descendants, and similarly promises to David to establish 
his dynasty without imposing any obligations on them. Although their loyalty 
to God is presupposed, it does not occur as a condition for keeping the promise. 
On the contrary, the Davidic promise, as formulated in the vision of Nathan 
(2 S. 7), contajns a clause in which the unconditional natur·e of the gift is ex
plicitly stat�d: ''I will e tablish the throne of his kingdom for ever . . . .  When 
he commits iniquity I will chasten him, . . .  but I will not take my steadfast love 
fiom him)' (2 S. 7:13-15). By the same tokent the covenant with the patriarchs 
is considered as va'lid for ever (·adh "olam). Even when Israel sins and is to be 
severely punishe� God intervenes to help because he 'will not break his cove
nant'' (Lev. 26:44). 

Just as the obligatory covenant in Israel is modelled on the suzerain-vassal 
type of tr.eaty, so the promissory covenant is modelled on the royal grant Like 
the royal grants in the ancient Near East, so also the covenants with Abraham 
and David are gifts bestowed upon individuals who distinguished themselves 
in loyally serving their masters. Abraham is promised the land because he 

ts SAK, 16£., verso I, 37-40. 
&e ARM, II, 37, 6-11. 
e1 Wiseman, JCS, 126, n. 41.. 
M Weidner, A/0, 24ff.; cf. the covenant in Jer. 34. 
el> See above, Ill.2 . 
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obeyed God and followed his mandate (Gen. 26:5; cf. 22: 16-18), and similarly 
David was given the grace of kingship because he served God in truth, righteous
ness, and loyalty { l  K. 3:6; 9:4; 1 1 :4,6; 14:8; 15:3). The terminology employed 
in this context is very close to that used in the Assyrian grants. Thus in the grant 
of Ashurbanipal to his servant, we read: ''(Baliaya) . . .  , whose heart is whole 
to his master, stood before me with truthfulness, walked in perfection in my 
palace, . . . and kept the charge of my kingship (iffUr �farti). . . . I took 
thought of his kindness and decreed (therefore) his gi[f]t." Identical formulations 
are to be found in connection with the promises to Ab.raham and David. With 
regard to Abraham, it is said that ''he kept my charge'' (lit. ''my watch," shamar 
mishmarti) {Gen. 26:5), ''walked before God'' (24:40; 48: 15), and is expected 
''to be perfect'' (17: 1). David's loyalty to God is couched in phrases that are 
even closer to· the Assyrian grant tern1inology, as, ''he walked before God in 
faithfulness, in righteousness, and in uprightness of heart'' (1 K. 3:6), ''he fol
lowed God with all his heart'' (1 K. 14:8), etc. 

Land and ''house'' (=dynasty), the subjects of the Abraham and Davidic 
covenants, are the most prominent gifts of the suzerain in the Hittite and Syro
Palestinian provenance; and like the Hittite grants, the grant of the land to 
Abraham and the grant of the ''house'' to David are unconditional. Thus, we 
hear the Hittite king saying to his vassal: ''After you, your son and grandson 
will possess it; nobody will take it away ·from them. If one of your descendants 
sins, the king will prosecute him, . . .  but nobody will take away either his house 
or his land in order to give it to a descendant of somebody else.'' The same 
concept lies behind the promise of the ''house'' to David and his descendants 
in 2 s. 7:8-16. 

A Hittite grant typologically similar to the grant of the dynasty to David is 
found in the decree of Hattusilis concerning Middannamuwas, his chief scribe: 
''Middannamuwas was a man of grace (kanissanza UKU-aJ) to my father, . . .  and 
my brother Muwatallis was (kindly) disposed to .him, promoted him (kanesta), 
and gave him Hattusas. My grace (aJsul) was also shown to him . . . .  I committed 
myself for the sons of Middannamuwas, . . . and you will keep . . . and so shall 
the sons of my Sun and the grandsons of my Sun keep. And as my Sun, Hattusilis, 
and Pudugepas, the great queen, were kindly disposed (kanesta) toward the sons 
of Middanamuwas, so shall be my sons and gran.dsons . . . .  And they shall not 
abandon the grace (as.fulan anda le dali_..ianzi) of my Sun. The grace and their 
positions shall not be removed.'' 10 

Like the Heb. tobhahlchesedh, Akk. !abtuldamiqtu, and Aram. �bt•, the Hitt. 
alsul and kannesu!!ar connote kindness and covenantal relationship. As in the 
case of David, so in the Hittite grant, the promise is to be ''kept'' (shamar) for 
the f.uture generations of the devoted servant, i.e., ''the man of grace'' (cf. 
chasidhekha, ''thy faithful one,'' in Ps. 89:20[19]). The most striking parallel to 
the promise of David is the last sentence: ''they shall not abandon the grace . . . .  
Their positions shall not be removed." Hitt. (anda) dal!fa is equivalent to Akk. 

• 

10 Ooctze, lfattuJiliJ (1925, 21967), 40-44 . 
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ez.ebu and Heb. ·azabh, which is often employed in connection with chesedh/ 
chesedh ve'emeth, 'steadfast love/steadfast love and truth," while �ea, ''turn 
away'' (remove), is equivalent to Heb. sur, which appears in 2 S. 7 in a phrase 
similar to that of the Hittite grant: vechasdi lo· yasur mimmennu, 'but my 
steadfast love will not depart from him'' (v. 15). 

Similar imagery is found in the Assyrian grants, e.g., in the above-quoted 
text: ''I am Ashurbanipal, . . .  who does good (epis {iibti), . . .  who always re
sponds graciously to the officials who serve him, and returns kjndness (gimilli 
dumqi) to the reverent (pali!Ji), who keeps his royal command (n�ir amat 
sarrutisu) . . .  PN, a man of kindness and favor (bel {abti bel deqti), who from 
the succession to the exercise of kingship served whoJeheartedJy his master. 
I took thought of his kindness and decreed his gift . . . .  Any future prince from 
among the kings rn.y sons . . . do good and kindness (!iibtu damiqtu epu!) to 
them and their seed. They are friends and allies (bel !iibti bel deqt1} of the king, 
their master.' 71 

The gift comes, then, as a reward for the ''good and kindness'' shown by the 
official to his master, the king, and is considered itself as ''good and kindness'' 
(!iibtu damiqtu). Like the Assyrian king who, prompted by the kindness of his 
servant, promises ''good and kindness'' (!iibtu damiqtu) to his descendants, so 
does Yahweh to the offspring of Abraham: ''Know therefore that . . .  your God . . .  
keeps covenant and steadfast love (shomer habberith vehachesedh) with those 
who love him and keep his commandments (le'ohabhav uleslzomere mitsvothav), 
to a thousand generations'' (Dt. 7:9). Although trus verse is taken from Deuter
onomy, which is relatively late, its basic formula goes back to more ancient 
sources like Ex. 20:6 (cf. Dt. 5 : 10): ''the God who shows steadfast love ('oseh 
chesedh, cf. Akk. epis {iibti above) to thousands of those who love me and keep 
my commandments," and also, ''who keeps steadfast love (notser chesedh) for 
thousands'' (Ex. 34:7). 72 

The kindness (clzesedh) o.f God to David is likewise extended to the future 
generations, as may be seen from 2 S. 7 :15;  22:51 ;  1 K. 3:6; 8:23; Ps. 89:34f. 
(33f.). Furthermore, just as the official of Ashurbanipal is called bel !O.bti bel 
damiqti, ''friend and ally'' (lit. ''man of kindness and favor''), so Abraham and 
David are called ''the lovers'' and ''friends of God." The promises to Abraham 
and David, which originally were unconditional, were understood as conditional 
only in a later stage of Israelite history. The exile of North.em Israel appeared 
to refute the claim of the eternity of the Abrahamic covenant, and therefore a 
reinterpretation of the covenant was necessary, which was done by adding the 
condition, i.e., that the covenant is eternal only if the donee keeps his loyalty 
to the donor. It is true that even in the older sources the loyalty of the sons of 
the patriarchs is presupposed (cf. Gen. 18: 19), but this is never considered as 
the condition for national existence, as it is in Deuteronomy and the Deuterono
mistic literature. 

71 Postgate, Neo-Assyrian Grants, 21ff. (No. 9). 
72 Cf. J. Scharbe:rt. ''Formgeschicbtc und Exegese von Ex 34,6f.�" Bibi, 38 (1957), 130-150 . 

• 
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VIl. The Covenant and the Origin of the Apodictic Law. Though Israel
,
s 

law codes (esp. the Deuteronomic) are patterned after the model of the vassal 
treaty, it is clear that law as such belongs to the judicial sphere of .human activity, 
and not to the political sphere, which is the area the vassal treaties represent. It 
is little wonder, then, that in spite of the undisputed relation between law and 
covenant in ancient Israel (the Bible itself does not conceive of a law code with
out a covenant at its base), the question about the origin of the apodictic law 73 
is still open to discussion. The main problem is the origin of the apodictic style, 
and more precisely the legal sayicgs formulated in the 2nd person (sing. or pl.): 
''do'' or ''do not'' This kind of legal style is not attested in any of the ancient 
Near Eastern legal codes, and therefore scholars look for the origin of this .style 
in other areas. Thus, e.g., the observation was made by Gerstenberger 7! that 
since the apodictic (or, as he calls it, the prohibitive) style (we would rather call 
it the imperative style) is prevalent in the Wisdom Literature and in a series of 
oJd family laws, 7G its origin should be sought in the clan ethos, i.e., in the patri
archal milieu. 76 Others insist on treaty stipulation (formulated in the 2nd person) 
as the origin of apodictic law, while others cling to the view of Mowinckel, Alt, 
and voo Rad that its origin was in the cultic festival, where law was recited. 
However, an entire literary genre especially preserved in the Hittite culture has 
been disregarded by scholars dealing with this complicated problem, viz., the 
various so-called Instructions of the Hittite empire. These were promulgated for 
political officials, border commanders, 77 military personnel, 78 and temple offi
cials. '79 They are formulated mostly in the 2nd person (sing. an.d pl.) and, what 
is equally important, they are called isbiul, ''covenant.'' From the point of view 
of type and structure, they are identical with ''treaties.'' 80 Like the political 
treaties, these ''Instructions'' become valid by the oath accompanying them. In 
fact, along with the instructions dictated by the king's authority, we find a decla
ration of allegiance proclaimed by the officials themselves. 81 Fealty oaths of 
this kind are also found in later Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian documents 
in the political 82 and civil-professional sphere. 83 

These documents are characterized by the dialogue fo� i.e., the command 
of the superior formulated as an address in the 2nd person: ''You will keep, 
etc.,'' and the declaration of acceptance by the inferior party in the 1st person 

73 See above, V .1.  
7t Gerstenberger, Verkiindigung und Forschung, 14 (1969); 2-8-44. 
75 Cf. Elliger, ZAW, 61 (1955), 1-25. 
76 W. Richter, Recht und Ethos. StANT, 15 (1966). 
11 Cf. voo Schuler. 
78 Alp, Belleten, 1 1  (1947), 388ff. 
10 Sturtevant-Bechtel, A Hittite Chresroniathy (Philadelphia, 1935), U7ff.; ANETl, 207ff. 
80 Von Schuler, Historia, Eio.z.elschriften, 7 (1964), 45ff. 
81 Von Schuler, Or, 25 (1956), 209ff.; Otten, MDOG, 94 (1963), 3ff. 
82 Cf. ABL, 1 105, 1239. 
88 Cf. ABL, 33; see D. B. Weisberg, Guild Structure and Political Allegiance in Early 

Achaemenid Mesoporan1ia (New Haven, 1967). 
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plural: 'We shall keep, etc." 84 The same dialogue pattern is found in an oath 
made by craftsmen from the early part of the reign of Cyrus. 8;) 

We find a simiJar pattern in God s covenant with Israel in conjunction with 
the law imposed upon them. After Moses recites the law at Mt. Sinai, the people 
declare: ''all the words 86 which the Lord bas spoken we will do'' (Ex. 24:3; 
cf. v. 7 and 19:8). The dialogue is also reflected in Dt. 26: 17-19 at the conclusion 
of the Deuteronomic law and before the ceremony between Mt. Ebal and Mt. 
Gerizim (Dt. 27). Indeed, the recital of the curses and the 'Amen'' response of 
the people at thjs ceremony remind us of the ''Hittite soldiers' oath'' where the 
soldiers proclaim ''So be it'' after each curse recited by the officiating priest. 87 

The analogy with the Hittite ''Instructions'' may be strengthened by certain 
parallels in content. Several laws in the Covenant Code, which is chronologically 
the closest biblical law code to the Hittite treaties, are identical with the instruc
tions given to the Hittite commanders by their king: ''Whatever is right, that shall 
you do . . . .  He who has a complaint must judge it and set him right . . .  '' 88 
(cf. Ex. 23: 1 ff.; Lev. 19:15;  Dt. 16:18); ''A sojourner who dwells in the land . . .  , 
supply him . . .  ,, so (cf. Ex. 22:20f.[21f.]); ''Do not delay (the offerings)'' 90 (cf. 
Ex. 22:28[29]). The Hittite ''temple instructions," which are very similar in 
content to the Priestly laws in the Bible, 91 are also styled in the 2nd person 
(sing. or pl.) like the biblical laws. 

Legal o.11dinances imposed upon the people and sanctioned by a covenant 
with the local god are known to us from the third millennium B.c. Urukagina, 
the prince of Lagash (24th century s.c.) made a ''bond'' (kesda= covenant) with 
the god Ningirsu on the legal reform measures promulgated by him. In fact, all 
the Babylonian law codes are given divine authority. Like the treaties, they 
have Blessings and Curses at their end, and are inscribed on stelae .out in the 
temple. 92 

Thus, in Israel law and covenant are bound together from the beginning, and 
the 2nd person address, so prevalent in the Israelite law, can be explained only 
against the background of the dialogue relationship described above. The pattern 
of th.e vassaJ treaty, which dominates the structure of Deuteronomy, seems to 
have been superimposed later, and is not inherent in the law itself. 

Though the covenant of Moses seems to have given eternal authority to Is
raelite law, it nevertheless had to be renewed from time to time. Joshua is said 
to have promulgated the law at the covenant in Shechem (Josh. 24:25). Josiah 
makes the people commit themselves in a covenant ''to keep the commandments 

Sf E.g., von Schuler:. Dienstanweisungen, 8-9, § U.; ABL, 1239 in contrast to 1 105; Wise-
man, Vassal-Treaties, 1-493 in contrast to 494-512. 

85 Weisberg, Guild Structure, 5ff. 
86 On dabhar, ''word:' as a covenantal term, see above, lli.1.a. 
81 ANET2, 353f. 
88 Von Schuler, Die.nstanweisungen, 48, 28ff. 
89 Ibid., 48, 36. 
90 Sturtevant-Bechte'I, Chresromarhy, 164, 18. 
91 E.g., J. Milgrom, JAOS, 90 (1970), 204ff. 
92 Cf. above, IV.2. 
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of the Lord'' (2 K. 23: 1-3). Nehemiah cuts an 'amanah, ''a firm covenant," with 
the people (Neh. 10: 1[9:38]), which is a pledge ''to walk in God's law which was 
given by Moses'' (Neb. 10:30[29]), and by the same token the Qumran sect enters 
the oath ''to do what is good, . . .  as he (God) commanded by the hand of Moses'' 
(lQS 1 :2f.), which is accompanied by a ceremony of Blessings and Curses like 
that found in Dt. 27. It may be assumed that the covenant had to be renewed only 
after a break or violation of the old covenant, but it is equally possible that in 
ancient Israel (i.e., of the First Temple) the renewal of the covenant was done 
periodically, either yearly (Mowinckel) or every seven years (Dt. 3 1 :9-12, Alt). 
The annual renewal of the covenant in Qumran is not to be seen as the continua
tion of an old custom. Instead, this belongs to the laws of associations in the 
Hellenistic period. •a However, the very phenomenon of a communal pledge to 
keep a defined I?ody of rules and laws goes back to older times, 0• although it 
was especially fostered in the Persian (cf. the 'amanah, ''firm covenant," of 
Nehemiah) and Hellenistic periods, when the cult was no longer the responsibil
ity of the state, but was given into the hands of various sects an"d associations. 9" 

• 

VIII. Covenant Theology. Long before the para!! Is between the Israelite 
covenant and the ancient Near Eastern treaty had bee brought to light, W. 
Eichrodt recognized the importance of the covenant i 

· 

the religion of 
Israel. He saw in the Sinai covenant a point of departure for understanding 
Israel's religion. Basic phenomena in Israelite religion like the kingship of God, 
revelation, liberation from myth, personal attitudes toward God, etc., are to be 
explained against the background of the covenant, according to Eichrodt. 

The discovery. of the treaty pattern in the ancient Near East strengthened this 
hypothesis to a certain extent. The new developments in covenant research 
brought into broad relief especially the idea of the kingship of God. It now 
becomes clear that God as king of Israel is not an idea born during the period 
of the monarchy, as scholars used to think, but on the contrary, is one of the 
most genuine and most ancient doctrines in Israel. In the period of the judges, 
the tribes resisted an earthly kingship because of the prevailing belief that God 
is the real king of Israel, and that the proclamation of an earthly king would 
constitute betrayal. This is clearly expressed in Gideon's reply to the offer of 
kingship by the people (Jgs. 8:22f.), but is more salient in Samuel's denunciation 
of the request for a king (1 S. 8:6f.; 10:17ff. ; 12:17). Earthly kingship in Israei 
was finally accepted, but this was the result of a compromise. David's kingship 
was conceived as granted to him by the great suzerain (2 S. 7). 96 Thus, the king 
and the people alike were considered as vassals of God, the real overlord (1 S. 
12: 14,24f.; 2 K . 1 1 : 17). 

93 Cf. e.g., W. Erichsen, Die Satz.ungen einer iigyptischen Kultgenossenschaft aus der 
Ptolemaerzeit (1959). 

9'1- See above. 
&5 See, e.g., E. Ziebarth, Das griechische Vereinswesen (1896); M. San NicolO, A'gyptisches 

Vereinswesen zur Zeit der Ptolemiier und ROmer, I (1913); II (1915). 

96 See above. 
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It seems that this suzerain-vassal psychology has its roots in the political 
reality of the period of the judges. As is well known, Syria-Palestine in the 
second half of the second millennium B.c. was dominated by two great political 
powers in tum, viz., the Egyptians and the Hittites. The king of Egypt and the 
king of the Hittites respectively were overlords of the petty kingdoms in the 
area. The land and kingdom of these petty states were conceived as feudal grants 
bestowed on them by the great suzerain, in exchange for which these states were 
obliged to be loyal to their master. Israel's concepts of its relationship to God 
followed similar lines. The Israelites believed that they owed their land and the 
royal dynasty to their suzerain, God. Furthermore, as the relationship between 
the suzerain and the vassal bad to be based on a written document, i.e., a treaty, 
so the relationship between God and Israel should be expressed in written form. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that tablets of the covenant played. such an im
portant role in the religion of Israel. As already noted, the tablets bad to be 
deposited in the sanctuary at the feet of the deity, a procedure known to us from 
the Hittite treaties. Moreover, it appears that, as in the judicial sphere, the 
written document expresses the validity of the relationship. When the covenant 
is no longer in force, the document must be destroyed. Thus, the worship of the 
golden calf, which signifies the breaking of the covenant, is followed by the 
breaking of the tablets by Moses, the mediator of the covenant (Ex. 32). Indeed, 
the expression. for cancelJjng a contract in the Babylonian legal literature is "break 
the tablet'' (fUppam !Jepu). Follow.ing the judicial pattern, the renewal of the 
relationship had to be effected by writing new tablets, which explains why new 
ones had to be written after the sin of the golden calf, an.d accounts for the 
repetition of the Ritual Decalog in Ex. 34:19-25 (cf. 23:10-19). Renewal of a 
covenant with a vassal, after a break in relationship, by means of writing new 
tablets is actually attested in Hittite political documents. 

IX. The Covenant in Prophecy. 1 .  A new look at the covenant is apt to ex
plain basic phenomena in Israel's prophetic literature. The admonitory speeches 
of the prophets are often stylized in the form of a lawsuit {lsa. 1 :2ff.; Jer. 2:4ff.; 
Hos. 4:1ff.; Mic. 6:1ff.). God sues the people of Israel in the presence of wit
nesses such as heaven and earth and mountains (Isa. 1:2; Mic. 6:1f.), \vitnesses 
that appear also in the ancient Near Eastern treaties and in the Deuteronomic 
covenant. Political strifes in the ancient Near East provide parallels to prophetic 
denunciations. E.g., before going out to battle with the Babylonian king Kash
tiliash, the Assyrian king Tukulti-Ninurta accuses him of betraying and violating 
the treaty between them, and as proof he loudly reads the treaty before the god 
Shamash. In a similar way, the prophetic lawsuit represents the accusation of 
God before coming to destroy Israel for violating the covenant. This is clearly 
expressed in Am. 4:6-11 ,  where a series of curses, similar to those in Lev. 26, 
is proclaimed in the nature of a warning, before the final judgment or encounter 
(cf. v. 12, ''Prepare to meet your God, 0 Israel''). 97 

97 See W. Brueggemann, VT, 15 (1965), 1-15; otherwise Wolff, BK, in loc. 
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The maledictions in Israelite prophecy remind us of the curses in ancient Near 
Eastern treaties. Thus, the calamities predicted in the prose sermons of Jeremiah 
have parallels in the contemporary treaty literature. The most prominent of these 
are: (1)  corpses are devoured by the birds of heaven and the beasts of the earth; 
(2) joyful sounds are removed; (3) exile; (4) the land is made desolate and 
becomes a habitation for animals; (5) the dead are dishonored; (6) children are 
eaten by their parents· (7) people drink poisonous water and eat wormwood; 
and (8) the sound of the millstones ceases and the light of the oven (or of the 
candle) goes out. ns 

The purpose of the treaty curses was to portray calamities that would befall 
the vassal if he violated the treat)'. This was usually done by literary similes and 
a dramatic enactment of the punishment that wouJd befall the tr.ansgressor. Both 
devices were employed by the prophets. As in the treaties, so in the prophetic 
literature, the similes are drawn from various spheres of life, as is indicated, e.g., 
in Am. 2:13; 3: 12; 5:19; 9:9. The dramatization of the punjshment is also very 
close in form and C·Ontent to the dramatic enactment in the treaties. Thus, e.g., 
we read in the Sefire Treaty: ''As this calf is cleft, so may Mati'ilu and his nobles 
be cleft,'' 90 which, of course, reminds us of Jer. 34:18: ''And the men who trans
gressed my covenant . . .  , I will make like the calf which they cut in two and 
passed between its parts." 100 

2. Elsewhere in the earlier, preexilic prophets, berith is explicitly mentioned 
only rarely. 101 Amos knows the concept of election, but does not mention the 
covenant. Hosea prefers the marriage motif, and yet be does speak of transgres
sing (·abhar) the covenant twice (Hos. 6:7; 8: 1). Micah Nahum, Zephaniah, and 
Habakkuk never mention the covenant4 The following examples in Isaiah should 
be cited: Isa. 24:5; 28: 15,18; 33:8. 

The covenant idea is first given greater importance in Jeremiah. He speaks of 
the covenant that Yahweh had concluded with the fathers (Jer. 34:13·  cf. 1 1 :8), 
and censures the people because they had broken (parar) the covenant and 
served other gods ( 1 1 : 10; cf. 31:32). In bis intercession for the people, he refers 
to the covenant: ''Remember (zakhar) and do not break (parar) thy covenant 
with us'' (14:21). But be also knows of a new covenant which Yahwe·h will 
conclude with Israel in place of the covenant they had broken (31 :31ff.). To 
be sure this will consist of doing the torah, ''law,'' but wiJJ differ from the old 
covenant in that people will know and perform the will of God out of inner 
motivatio.n. Forgiveness of sins is the basis of this new covenant (v. 34). 

In the allegory in Ezk. 16, the prophet Ezekiel speaks of the covenant which 
Yahweh had made with the young Israel (16:8) but which Israel had broken 
(v. 59). But now Yahweh will make a new covenant (vv. 60,62), not because of 
Israel's faithfulness (v. 61), but because Yahweh himself will remember (zakhar) 

98 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 138ff. 
99 KAI, 222 A.40. 

100 For additional parallels, cf. RudoJ,pb, HAT, 12, 205. 
101 J. Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel (Oxford, 1962), 329f. 
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the covenant (v. 60). Elsewhere, also, be promises a new covenant (37:26), which 
will be a covenant of peace (34:25; 37:26), and an everlasting covenant (16:60; 
37:26; cf. also Isa. 61 :8). 

Deutero-Isaiah speaks twice of the Servant of Yahweh as a berith ·olam, 
·'everlasting covenant,' once of the rene\Ying of the Davidic covenant (Isa. 55:3), 
and once of Yahweh s covenant of peace (berit/1 shelortti, 54: 10  'vith referenc.e 
to the covenant with Noah). 

X. The Origin of the Covenant Concept. The idea of a covenant between 
a deity and a people is unknown to us from other religions and cultures. It is 
not impossible that some of the other ancient peoples aJso had covenants with 
their gods. Moab, e.g., is called ''the people of Cbemosh'' (Nu. 21 :29), as Israel 
is called ''the people of Yahweh'' (Jgs. 5 : 1 1 ;  etc.), and both may have had 
identical relationships with their gods. A covenant of the people of Ashur with 
Ishtar might be implied in an Assyrian text. 102 It seems, however, that the 
covenantal idea was a special feature of the religion of Israel, the only one to 
demand exclusive loyalty and to preclude the possibility of dual or multiple 
loyalties such as were permitted in other religions, ¥.�here the believer was bound 
in diverse relationships to many gods� The stipulation in political treaties demand
ing exclusive fealty to one king corresponds strikingly with the religious belief in 
one single, exclusive deity. 

The prophets, especially Hosea, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, expressed the idea 
of exclusive loyalty by describing the relationship between God and Israel as 
one between a husband and wife, which itself is a1so considered covenaotal. 103 
Although the idea of marital love between God and Israel is not explicitly men
tioned in the Pentateuch. it seems to exist there in a latent form. Following other 
gods is warned against with the statement ''For I the Lord your God am a jealous 
God

,, 
(Ex. 20:5; Dt. 5:9; cf. Ex. 34:14; Josh. 24:19). The root - Kli' qana·, ''to 

be jealous," is, in fact used in u. 5 : 14  in the technical sense of a husband who is 
jealous over his wife. Similarly, the verb used in the Pentateuch for disloyalty is 
-+ :t1t zanali, ''to play the harlot, to whore'' C achare, ''after''). Furthermore, the 
formula expressin.g the covenantal relationship between God and Israel, ''I will 
be your God, aod you shall be my people'' (Lev. 26: 12;  Dt. 29: 12[13] ;  etc.), is 
a legal formula taken from the sphere of marriage, as attested in various legal 
documents from the ancient Near East (cf. Hos. 2:4[2]). The relationship of the 
vassal to ,bis suzerain, and that of the wife to .ber husband, leave no place for 
double loyalty, and therefore are perfect metaphors for loyalty in a monotheistic 
religion. 

The concept of the kingship of God in Israel seems al o to have contributed 
to the concept of Israel as the vassal of God. It is true that the idea of the king
ship of God was prevalent throughout the ancient Near East. Nevertheless, there 
is an important difference between the Israelite notion of divine kingship and the 
corresponding idea in other nations. Israel adopted the idea of the kingship of 

102 BAss, 2 (1894), 628-29, ill, 6-10. 
10s See above, and esp. Bzk. 16:8. 
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God Jong before establishing the human institution of kingship. Consequently, 
for hundreds of years the only kingship recognized and institutionalized in Israel 
was the kingship of God. During the period of the judges, Yahweh was actually 
the king of Israel (cf. J gs. 8 :23; 1 S. 8: 7 · 10: 19), and was not, as in the other 
religions of the ancient Near East, the image of the earthly king. 

Weinfeld 

Contents: J . . Etymology and Oi�triburion: 1. Word-Formations in Hebrew and Their 
Occurr-cnces in the OT; 2. In Other Semitic Languages. Il. brk in the Sense of 0Btcss:• etc., 
in the OT: 1 .  The barukh-FormuJa; 2. The Piel.; 3. brk in Other Conjugations; 4. The 
Noun. l f l .  brk="To Bless," etc.: 1.  Jn Hebrew Inscriptions; 2. In the Qumran Literature; 
3. l n  the LXX. IV. The Blessing in OT Theology. 

I. Etymology and Distribution. 

1. Word-Formations in Hebrew and Tl1eir Occurrences in th"e OT. The 
Hebrew lexicons distinguish between two roots: brk I, which is attested by the 
qal meaning ''to kneel'' (Ps. 95:6; 2 Ch. 6:13), the hiphil meaning ''to m.ake 
(camels) kneel'' (Gen. 24: 1 1), and the noun berekh, ''knee'1 (sing. only in Isa. 

brk. 1 .  General Literature on �'Blessing
,,

: F. Ascnsio, "Trayectoria historico-teol6gica 
de la 'Bendici6n' biblica de Yahveh en labios del hombre," Greg, 48 (1967), 253-283; J. P. 
Audet. "Esquisse historique du genre litteraire de la 'benedictjon' juive et de l' 'Eocharisfie' 
chretienne/' RB, 65 (1958), 371-399; H. W. Beyer, 0£o"'A.oytc.>," TDNT, JI, 754-765; E. J. 
Bickerman, "Benediction et priere," RB, 69 (1962), 524-532; E. F. F. Bishop, "eoA.oY11T6c;," J. 
Goldtiher Men1oria/1 I (Budapest, 1948), 82-88; Sheldon H. Blank, ''Some Observations 
Concerning Biblical Prayer," HUCA, 32 (1961). 75-90; A. Charbet, "Todalr como 'sacrificio 
de Ac9iio de Gra�s."' Atua/idadu B1blicas [em memoria de J. J. Pedreira de Castro], ed. 
J. Salvador (Petr6polis, 1971), 105-114, esp. pp. 107-09; 1. Chelhod, "La baraka chez les 
Arabes," RHR, 148 (1955). 68-88; M. Cohen, "Genou, familJe, force dans le monde chamito
semitique," Memorial H. Basset (Paris, 1928), 203-210; F. C. Fensham, ''Malediction and 
Benediction in Ancient Near Eastern Va al-Treaties and the OT," ZA W, 14 (1962), 1-9; 
M. Fracnkel, "Berakab 'Segen,' " Das Neue Israel, 19 (1966), lTI-79; W. Gross) "Jakob, der 
Mann des Segens," Bibi, 49 (1968), 321-344: J. GuiJJct� "Le Jangage spontanc de Ja benedic· 
tion dans !'AT," RScR, 51 (1969), 163-204; W. J. Harrelson, in IDB, l, 446-48; 1. Hempel, "Die 
israelitischen Anschauungen von Segen und Fluch im Lichte altorientalischer Parallelcn:• 
ZDMG, 19 (1925), 20·1 10=8ZAW, 81 (1961), 30-113; idem, in RGG2, V, 388-393; C. Z. 
Hirschberg, in EMiqr, Il, 354-361; F. Horst, '�Segen und Segenshandlungcn in dcr Bibel " 
EvTh, 7 (1947/1948), 23-37; now in idem, Gotte.s Recht. ThB, 12 (1961), 1 88-202; idem, in 
RGG3, V, 1649-1651; P. van lmschoot in BL2 (1968), 1568f.; B. Jenni, Das hebriiische p;•er 
(Zurich, 1968), esp. pp. 216f.; H. Junker. "Scgen als 'heilsgcschicbtliches Motivwort im AT," 
Sacra Pagina, ed. J. Coppens� et aL, I. BETL, 12-13 (Paris, 1959), 548-,558; C. A. Keller
G. Wehmeier, in THAT, I (1971), 353-376; B. Landsberger, 0Das 'gute Wort,' " MA.OG, 4 
(192811929), 294-32 1 ;  J. Marcus, in Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, II, 391-93; S. MowinckeJ, 

(continued on p. 280) 
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45:23; the dual occurs 24 times from I to the Chronicler)· and brk IL for which 
the lex-icons list the foil owing derivatives and meanings: the qal pass. ptcp. 
barukh, ''blessed.," ''praised'' (17 times in the Pss., only 6 times in the Prophets, 
and elsewhere 48 times from J to the Chronicler) the niphal, ''to be blessed, to 
bless oneself' (Gen. 1 2:3 : 1 8:1 : 28: 14), the pie1, ''to bless, greet, praise'' (Gen. 
from I to P 59 times; Pss. 52 tim.es; Dt. 28 times; 1 and 2 Cb. 18 times; Nu. 
1A times; 1 arrd 2 S. 1A times; elsewhere 48 times; this form does not occur in 
Ezk., Cant., and Dnl.), the pual, ''to be blessed'' (1 3 times from J to the Chron
icler; this form does not appear in the Prophets), the hithpael, ''to bless oneself, 
bless one another'' (Gen. 22: 1 8: 26:4; Dt. 29:18 [Eng. v. 19]� Isa. 65:16 [twice]; 
Jer. 4:2; Ps. 72: 1 7), and the noun berakha/11 ''blessing praise ' (71 times from l 
to the Chronicler· in Isa. 1-39 only in 19:24; elsew.here in the Prophets 1D times 
from Ezk. on). The proper names barukh, ''Baruch'' (besides Neb. 3:20; 1 0:7[6]; 
and 1 1 :5, only in Jer.) barakh'el, ''Barachel'' (Job 32:2,6). berak/1ah, ''Beracah'' 
{J Ch.1 2:3), berekJi)'a(hu), ''Berechiah'' (for 6 different perso.ns), and yebherekh
yahu, ''Jeberecbiah'' (Isa. 8:2), are formed from this root. To these must be 
added the noun berekha/1, which the lexicons render by ''pool, water reservoir, 
basin,'' etc. (2 S. 2 : 13; 4: 12: 1 K. 22:38: 2 K. 18:17: 20:20; lsa. 7:3; 22:9,1 1; 
36:2; Nah. 2:9[8]; Cant� 7:5[4]; Eccl. 2:6; Neh. 2: 1 4; 3 : 15f.), but whose rela
tionship to brk I or to brk II is debated. 

ln the Aramaic portions of the OT brk I is attested by the noun berakh, 
''knee'' (Dnl. 6: 1 1  [10]), with the subordinate form 'ark/1ubbah1 ''knee" (5:6), 
and the peal ptcp. barekh., ''kneeling down'' (6: 1 1[10]), while brk II is attested by 
the pass. ptcp. berikh, ''blessed'' (3:28). and the pael barikh or barekh, ''to bless'' 

Stgen und F/uch in .Israels Kult und Psolmendichtung. Psalmenstudien, V (Kristiania, 1924); 
idem, The Psalms in Israel's Worship (trans. 1962), cf. Index s.v. 'blessing'; idem, Religion 
und Kultus (1953), 64-66; H. Mowvley, "The Concept and Content of "Blessing' in the OT," 
BT, 16 (1965), 74-80: H.-P. Muller, Urspriinge und Srrukturen alttestamentlicher Eschatolo
gle. BZA W, 102 (1969), 129-171; A. Murtonen, ''The Use and Meaning of the Words /1barek 
and berakhah in the OT" VT, 9 (1959), 158-177. 330; Pedersen, /LC, I-JI, 182-212: D. 
Piccard, "Reflexions sur l'interpretation chrCtienne de trois recits de ta Genese," Hommage 
a W. Vi.scher (Montpellier, 1960), 181-190, esp. p. 188; L Plassmann, The Signi/icaiion of 
Beriika (Paris, 1913)i L M. Robinson, ''Heilsgeschichte und Lichtungsgeschichte," EvTh, 22 
(1962), 1 13-141. esp. pp. 1 18-134� L Scbarbert. Solidaritiit in Segen und Fluch im A T  und 
in seiner Umwelt. B'BB, H (1958); idem, "'Fluchen' und 'Segnen' im AT," Bibi, 32 (1958), 
1-26: idem, Heilsmittler im A.T ''"d im A/ten Orient. QuaesrDisp, 23n4 (1964); idem, in 
LThK, IX (1964), 590·92; idt1n, in Bauer, Bibeltheol. Wb. (31967), 1240-49; H. Schmidt. 
"Griisse und Glilckwiinschc im Psalter," ThStKr, 100 (1931), 141-150� W. Schottroff, Der 
altisrae/it. Fluchspruch. WM ANT, 30 (1969), 163-198; S. Smith, "Note on Blessings," PEQ, 
8.1 (1949), 57; A Stuiber in RAC, VI, 900-08; W. Sibley Towner, " 'Blessed be YHWH' and 
'Bies ed art Thou, VHWH': The Modulation of a Biblical Formula,'� CBQ, 3013 (1968), 386-
399� D. Vetter, Jahwu Mitsein-ein Ausdruck des Segens. ArbT, � (1971); P. Vigouroux, DB, 
I.1580-83; K.-H. Walkenhorst, Der Sinai im liturgischen Verstiindnis der deuteronomistischen 
und priesterlicl1en Tradition. BBB, 3:3 (1969), 160-170: G. Wehmeier, Der Segen Im AT. 
Theo/. Diss., 6 (Ba el, 1970); C. Westermann, ''Frage nach dem Segen," ZZ, 11 (1957), 244-
253; idem, D�r Segen in der Bibel tmd im Handeln der Kirche (1968); idem, in BHHW, ID, 
1758; idem, in EKL, ID, 917-920. 

2. On Gen. 12:1-3 par.: L. Diez Merino, La vocaci6n de Abraham (Rome, 1970); L Hempel, 

(continued on p. 281) 
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(2: 19f.; 4:31 [34]). No noun for ''pool," etc., occurs in the Aramaic portions of 
the OT. Scholars are not agreed as to whether brk I and II etymologically go 
back to the same root. 1 

2. In Oth�er Semitic Languages. The other Semitic languages do not give 
additional help. Here, approximately the same three basic meanings, ''knee,'' 
''blessing," and ''water place,'' can be ascertained for the consonants brk. In 
Akkadian only the noun birku or burku, ''knee," occurs; the meanings ''womb," 
''genitals;' and ''virility'' (sa la isu birke = ''the one who is impotent'') are only 
expansions of the basic meaning or euphemisms. 2 The Akk. karabu, which 
the lexicons render ''to pray, bless, greet, consecrate,'' 3 agrees in meaning with 
brk II, ''to bless.'' The n.ouns karabum and ikribum, ''prayer, consecration, bless-

"Die Wurzcln des Missionswillens im Glauben des AT/' ZAW, 66 (1954), 244-272, esp. pp. 
252f.; J. Hoftijzer, Die Yerheissungen an die drei Envater (Leiden, 1956); R. Kilian, Die 
vorpriesterlichen A brahams-Oberlieferungen. BBB, 24 (1966), 1-15· R. Mosis "Gen 12,1-4," 
in J. Schreiner, Die alttestamentlichen Le.sungen, A/1 (1971), 73-83; J. Muilenburg, "Abraham 
and the Nations:• In, 19 (1965), 387-398; R. Rendtorff, "Gen 8,21 und die Urgeschichte des 
Jabwisten," KuD, 7 (1961), 69-78; J. Scharbcrt, Heilsmittler, 77-81; J. Schreiner, 11Segen filr 
die Volker," BZ, N.F. 6 (1962), 1-31; 0. H. Steck, "Genesis 12,1-3 und die Urgeschichte des 
Jahwisten," Probleme biblischer Theologie. Festschrift fur G. von Rad, ed. H. W. Wolff 
(1971), 525-554; H. W. Wolff, "Das Kerygma des Jahwistcn," EvTh, 24 (1964), 73-98; now 
in ThB, 22 (1964), 345-373. 

3. On Gen. 49 and Dl 33: C. Armerding, "The Last WoTds of Moses," BS, 114 (1957), 
225-234; C. M. Camtlchael, "Some Sayings in Genesis 49," JBL, 88 (1969), 435-444; J. Coppens, 
"La benediction de Jacob," SVT, 6 (1958), 97-115; P. C. Craigie, "The Conquest and Early 
Hebrew Poetry," TynB, 20 (1969), 76-94; F. M. Cros.s, Jr.-0. N. Freedman, ·�e Blessing of 
Moses,'' JBL, 67 (1948), 191-210; J. A. Emerton, ''Some D.ifficoJt Words in Genesis 49.'' 
Words and Meanings. Ftstschrift D. Winton Thomas, ed. P. R. Ackroyd and B. Lindars 
(Cambridge, 1968), 81-93; T. H. Gaster, "An Ancient Eulogy on Israel,'' JBL, 66 (1947), 53-
62; E. M. Good, ''The 'Blessing' on Judah," JBL, 82 (1963), 427-432; A. H. J. Gunneweg., 
"Ober den Sitz. im Leben der sog. Stammesspriiche," ZA W, 16 (1964), 245-255; H.-J. Kittel, 
Die Stammesspruche Israels (diss., Bertin, 1959); I. L. Seeligmann, "A Psalm from Pre-Regal 
Times," YT, 14 (1964), 75-92; B. Sellin, "Zu dem Judaspruch im Jacobsegen und im Mose
segen," ZA W, 60 (1944), 57-67; R. Tou:may, ''Le Psaumc et les benedictions de Moise " RB, 
65 (1958), 181-213; B. Vawter, "The Canaanite Background of Gen 49," CBQ, 11 (1955), 
1-18; H.-J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZA W, 95 (1965); idem, ''Die Stammes
spriicbe des Mose-Segens,'' Klio, 46 (1965), 83-92. 

4. On Lev. 26:3-13 and Dt. 2.S:l-14: D. J. McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant. AnBibl, 21 
(Rome, 1963), 120-130; E. M;rstad, 00verveielser til Dtn 28," NTT, 60 (1959), 224-232; 
idem, Wenn du der Stimme des Herrn, deines Gottes, gehorchen wirst (Oslo, 1960); J. G. 
Ploger, Literarkritische, formgeschichtliche und stilkritische Untersuchungen zum Deutero
nomium. BBB, 26 (1967), 130-217; G. Seitz, Redalctionsgeschichtliche Studien z.um Deutero
nomium. BWANT, 93 (1971), 254-302. 

5. On Nu. 6:22-27: J. Elbogen, Der judische Gortesdienst In seiMr geschichtlichen Ent
wicklung (81931), 67-72; M. R. Lehmann, " 'Yorn Kippur in Qumran," RevQ, 3 (1961). 117-
124, esp. p. 120; L. J. Liebreich, "l'be Songs of Ascent and the Priestly Blessing," /BL, 74 
(1955), 33-36; J. G. Plogcr, "Num 6,22-27," J. Schreiner, Die alttestamentlichen Lesungen, 
Bil (1969), 95-106; H. Ringgrcn, "Den aronitiska valsignelsen," Talenta quinque. Festschrift 
E. Gulin (Helsinki, 1953), 35-45. 

t On the various aUempts to explain the etymology of brk, cf. Wehmeier, 8-17. 
2 AHw, 129, 140; CAD, ll, 255, 330. 
3 AHw, 445£.; CAD, VIlI, 192-98. 
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ing, t are formed from this root. Whereas earlier scholars explained karabu as 
a metath.esis of brk, more recent critics are skeptical of this hypothesis and 
suppose that there was a separate root krb, especially since such a root occurs 
in Old South Ara"bic (''to consecrate, sacrifice''). ;; 

In Ugaritic, brk is found once meaning ' to kneel,'' 8 times meaning ''knee,'' 
once meaning 1 pool,'' and 13 times meanjng ''to bless'' with the nuances, ''to 
give the power of the gods (to a man), leave, commend someone to a deity for 
a blessing'' (brk I). brk with the meaning ''to bless'' frequently appears with the 
verb mrr= ''to be strong, give power.'' 6 

In Phoenician-Punic only the verb brk, ''to bless,'' is attested; the noun brkh, 
''blessing,'' in KAI, 147.3 is uncertain. The verb occurs in the following sentence 
patterns: (a) A (always a deity) brklybrk (B), ''A blesses (B). ' Here the verb is 
usually in the piel except that in Punic it certainly also appears in the qal and 
must be translated ''to bless'' in the sense of granting happiness, vitaJity, success, 
etc.· in numerous consecratory inscriptions, this phrase is the concluding formula. 
(b) b�ym mlqrt srs ybrk, ''May Melqart bless my successor with life.'' 1 (c) A (a 
person) brk B I  C (deity), ''A commends B to a deity for blessing.'' 8 (d) A (gods) 
ybrk' �·y, ''may the gods bless my way,'' i.e., may they cause my enterprise 
to succeed. 0 (e) In some consecrato.ry inscriptions we find ym n ·m wbrk; here 
we must read �baruk, and translate, ''a pleasant and blessed/successfuVfavor
able (for enterprises) day." (f) The beginning of th.e Karatepe Inscription, 10 

·nk 'ztwd hbrk b ·l, is uncertain; KAI translates, ''I am 'ZlWD, one blessed by 
Baal,'' which would co.nespond to Heb. berukh yhvh. (g) All other texts in 
which the qal or pual passive participle could be read are uncertain. 11 There is 
no example of a formula corresponding to the Heb. barukh PN, ''Blessed be 
So-and-so.'' 

In Aramaic texts we encounter the following forms and expressions: peal 
ptcp.: (a) bryk PN, ''Blessed be So-and-so''; (b) bryk PN qdm 'lh ', ''Blessed be 
So-and-so by the deity''; (c) bryk PN 1·1h ', ''May So-and-so be commended to 
the deity for a blessing.'' These expressions appear on tomb inscriptions and 
graffiti from Egypt in which the survivors of the deceased wish a gracious 
judgment of death on the deceased before the gods of the next world, and in 
Nabataean and Palmyrenian consecratory inscriptions. In th.e consecratory .in
scription from Hatra, two additional expressions occur: (d) bryk ·zh ·, ''the one 
blessed of God," 12 and (e) dkyr wbryk PN qdm 'lh ·, ''May So-and-so be 
remembered and blessed by the god So-and-so.'' 13 This last expression shows 

* AHw, 369f., 445; CAD, Vfl, 62-66; VUI, 192. 
o Cf. Wehmeier, l4f.; Keller-Wehmeier, 353. 
o Cf. Wehmeier, 18-26; J. Aistleitner, WUS, 58f.; UT, 376; Schottroff, 178f. 
7 A. M. Honeyman, Mus, St (1938), 285-298, line 3. 
8 KAJ, S0.2t. 
1> Plautus Poenulus 931, corrected. 

io KAI, 26 A 1.1. 
n Cf. Wehmeier. 26-47; Schottroff, 179-182; KAI, Ill, p. 5; DISO, 44. 
12 KAI, 243.2. 
13 KAI, 244 and 246. 
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that the ''blessing'' is understood as a laudatory commendation before (qdm) or 
to (I) the deit)'. (f) In letters, we find the greeting formula with the pael, A brk 
B (l'llz'), ''A blesses B before the d.eity or rather, ''A commends B, lauding 
(the deity for the ble sing)'' (at th.e beginning of the Hermopolis Papyri I-V; 
perhaps also on the .Elephantine Ostracon 70, cone. 3; however, here Vinnikov 
reads brktk as a noun, and translates, ''thy blessing is incumbent on Yaho and 
Khnum''). 1" (g) A papyrus in the Demotic script contains the formula ybrk • k • 
'lh. PN, ''May the god So-and-so bless thee (or the god So-and-so is ble sing 
thee?)." i:; (h) In an ostracon from Assuan, the noun brkl1 appears in the formula 
A b·rkh sl�. l B, ''A sends B blessing/greeting." Other expressions like ,lh ' ybrk 
PN, 'the deity blesses So-and-so,'' ''a fountain (spring) blesses = dispenses (tbrk) 
life-giving power, ' bryk Jmli 1 PN, ''Blessed is the name of the deity So-and-so,'' 
or bryk ·111 ·, ''blessed be the deity So-and-so'' (only in Palmyrenian) appear first 
in post-Christian texts. 16 In pre-Christian Hebrew inscriptions, the noun brkli = 
''pool , occurs (the Siloam inscription). 17 

Thus, in the Northwest Semitic texts, the favorite subject of the verb brk is a 
deity. If man is its subject in most cases the ''blessing'' means a laudatory 
commendation to the deity to bless someone, or merely a greeting formula. 
According to the context of these texts, the content of the blessing is Jong life, 
descendants prosperity, uccess, and power. The passive participle of the basic 
form con·notes the possession of powers to bestow happiness and promote life, 
or (when I and qdm are used with reference to the deity) the suitability of the 
blessing from the deity indi.cated by the commendation. Consequently, apparently 
the Northwest Semites always understood the deity as a true giver of blessing 
even when they do not explicitly mention him. 18 Thus far, the deity as object 
of brk bas been found only in Palmyra in pre-Christian times. 

In Old South Arabic, brkt and mbrk, ''cistern, water reservoir," and brk, ''to 
bless'' (with the deity as subj.) have been found, but this root bas not yet been 
found with the meaning ''knee.'' The Ethiopic lexicons Jist among the derivatives 
of the root brk the meanings ''to bless, blessing, ' and �to knee] knee. The 
Arabic dictionaries list under brk (without distinguishing between different roots) 
baraka, ''to kneel'' (only of camels), ''to rain continuously' ; 2: ''to utter a bless
ing ' ;  3: ''to bless, make happy, pray for someone''; 5: 'to be blessed, happy, 
to wish one Jue� to ask for a blessing'

,
; 6: ''to be praised ' (God as subj.), ''to 

be blessed, happy''· 8: ''to investigate (inquire into) something eagerly ,, ''to 
pour out much water'' (of clouds); 10:  ''to be blessed, regard someone as blessed, 
obtain a blessing''; barkun, ''a herd of resting camels''; birkun or birkatun, 
''pool''· barakatun, ''blessing, happiness, abundance, fruitfulness," etc. Jn the 
Koran, God appears almost exclusively as subject of the verb; 19 but in popular 

l* J. N. Vinnikov, Pales. Sbornik, 4 (1959), 222. 
lii R. A. Bowman, JNES, 3 (1944), 219-231, col. Vil, 3-6. 
16 Aramaic examples may be found in Webme�cr, 49-65; Schotrro� 182-88; Vinnikov, 

22lf.; DISO, 44; KAI, rn, p. 30. 
17 KAI, 189.S. 
1s Cf. Wehmeier, 66. 
19 Cf. Bisbcop. 
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Arabic belief the ''blessing ' was regarded as an impersonal power that produces 
fertility and prosperit)1, and is mediated to the tribe by the father or tribal chief, 
or to men in their own neighborhood. by a holy person, without specifically men
tioning God as its source or author. 20 The relationships Arabic lexicographers 
try to establi h between the meanings ''herd of kneeling camels,'' ''pool,'1 and 
''blessing'' are based on popular etymology and should not be taken seriously 
by the scholar. 

Il. brk in the Sense of ''Bless,'' etc., in the OT. 

1 .  The barukh-Formt1la. Like the 'arur-formula in connection with -+ ,, .. 
·arar (II. l )  the barukh-formula plays a special role in the use of the root brk. 
The pass. ptcp. barukh is the only form of the qal attested in the OT; it is used 
in the barukJ1-formula in a way analogous to the way 'arur is used in the ·arur
formu1a, and yet th.ere are important differences. The short formula, barukh 
'atta/ziattem, ''Blessed are you," or barukh PN, 1'Blessed is So-and-so," without 
additions is found only in later texts, while earlier texts have additions, result
ing in the following patterns: 

a. barukli PN ·asher . . . (verb in the perf.), ''Blessed be So-and-so who . . .  
,, 

: 
with a man as subject only in 1 S. 25:33 {Abigail and her discretion), with God 
as subject in Gen. 14:20; 24:27 (J); Ex. 1 8: 1 0  (E); 1 S. 25:32,39; 2 S. 18:28; 1 K. 
1 :48; 5:21 (7); 8 : 15  56; Ruth 4: 14; Ezr. 7:27; 2 Ch. 2: 1 1 (12); Ps. 66:20; 124:6 
(using she instead of 'asher) ; Dnl. 3:28 (Aram. di); in Ps. 28:6 and 31 :22 (21), 
ki corresponds to the relative pronoun 'asher (cf. c). 

b. barukJ1 PN leyhvh, etc., ''Blessed be So-and-so by Yahweh,'' etc.: Gen. 
14:19;  Jgs. 17:2; 1 S. 15 :13;  Ruth 3:10;  Ps. 1 1 5:15. 

c. barukh PN leyhvh ·asher/ki . . .  , ''May So-and-so be blessed by Yahweh, 
who/because . . .  '' (verb in the perf.; 'asher or Id refers to the subj. of the nominal 
sentence): 1 S. 23:21 {Id); 2 S. 2:5; Ruth 2:20 Casher). A person always utters 
this formula in grateful reaction to a good deed which has been done for him 
by the individual for whom he is invoking the blessing expressed in the formula, 
or which has been done for a third party �ith whom the speaker enjoys con
genial or friendly relations. The utterance of the formula is an acknowledgment 
of the solidarity that exists between the speaker and the person for whom the 
formula is intended, or at least, as in the cases where the formula is put in the 
mouth. of a non-Israelite and is intended for the God of Israel (Ex. 18: 10; 1 K. 
5:21 (7] = 2  Ch. 2: 1 1 [12)), respectful appreciation and grateful praise. This state
ment also applies to Jgs. 17:2: the mother utters the barukh-formula for the 
benefit of her son, because she is thankful that her son told her bow her money 
disappeared, and in this way she cancels the curse that otherwise would have 
come upon her own son without her suspecting it (cf. � :-r;ic ·alah, ''to swear,'' 

20 Chelhod. 
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II. l ). Thus, she reestablishes the solidarity with him who was destroyed by the 
curse against the thief, and commends him to Yahweh (leyhvh). Like the ·arur
formula, originally this formula did not have a cultic life setting; it was brought 
into this setting later (-+ iitc ·arar, ''to curse,'' ll.1). In most cases the formula
tion is in the 3rd person; but it appears in the 2nd person sjngular in special 
familiar addresses to an individual, and in the 2nd person plural in addresses to 
several persons. No basic difference can be ascertained between these formula
tions. 

d. The reason for a blessing can also be indicated by the participle. We find 
expressions such as those in Dt. 33:20 (barukh marchibh gadh, ''Blessed be 
he who enlarges Gad''); Gen. 27:29; Nu. 24:9 (both in J), where indeed baruklz 
comes after the subject (mebharakhekha barukh, ''they who bless you will be 
(may they be] blessed, par. to the ·arur-formula). In this case also, the formula 

• 

has to do with persons, referred to in the 3rd person, to whom those who are 
addressed, people with whom the speaker feels himself intimately connected, 
show or demonstrate good will, solidarity, etc. Here, however, the statement is 
no longer an immediate reaction to a good deed in the past, but a promise to 
those who demonstrate their good will, solidarity, or friendship to future Israel 
or one of its members. 

e. But also, the shortened formula barukh PN, ''Blessed be So-and-so," is 
not used of just anyone, as in greeting strangers, but only of people to whom 
one is particularly indebted ( 1 S. 26:25), or with whom one is connected socially 
or by the same faith (Dt. 33:20; Ps. 1 18:26). Then this formula implies an ac
knowledgment of associations with or sanctions of such persons. 

When Yahweh uses the formula barukh ·ammi, ''Blessed be my people," with 
reference to Egypt and Assyria in Isa. 19:25, be is saying that one day his 
intimate relationships with men given through the covenant will also be ex
tended to Assyria and Egypt, and he will acknowledge them as his own people 
just as he now acknowledges Israel. In the earlier period, the shortened formula 
in the sense of an acknowledgment of special solidarity with a kinsman or 
fellow tribesman or fellow believer seems to have been pushed into the back
ground, so that the one speaking the blessing did not name the one being blessed 
directly, but designated the God they both worshipped as the God of the person 
being blessed, ''barukh ylivh {Blessed be Yahweh), the God of Shem'' (Gen. 
9:26). In this way, not only does Shem's father contrast him with the accursed 
Canaan, but he also distinguishes him from J apheth, on whom he also pro
noun.ces a word of blessing (but without using brk!}. 

Since the short formula implied acknowledgment of an intimate relationship 
with the person named therein, it was also suited to express acknowledgment 
of Israel's covenant God. Thus we find the phrase barukh yhvh, ''Blessed be 
Yahweh,'' etc., frequently expanded by an epithet of Yahweh, by an expression 
for ''everlasting," etc. ( 1  Ch. 16:36; Ps. 41 :14(13]; 68:20,36(19,35]; 72: 18;  89:53 
[52]; 106:48; 135:21 ;  144:1). Occasionally the 2nd person pronoun, •attah, 
''thou," is inserted between barukh and yhvh, ''Blessed art (be) thou, 0 Yahweh'' 
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( 1 Ch. 29:10; Ps. 1 19:12). In such expressions, the divine name can be replaced 
by ''my rock'' (2 S. 22:47), ''the glory of Yahweh'' (Ezk. 3 : 12?), or ''his glorious 
name'' (Ps. 72:19: in an additional barukh-formula alongside barukh yhvh). All 
these examples are found in relatively late and always cultic texts, in which God 
is praised not for a specific reason, but in the liturgy or in the daily prayer of 
the godly. Except for the disputed text in Ezk. 3: 12, these ''benedictions'' also 
always appear in texts in which Yahweh is praised and his saving deeds to Israel 
or to the individual worshipper are mentioned even if the reason for the blessing 
is missing in the formula. Therefore, the original life setting, viz., the grateful 
praise for good deeds that ba.ve been received, seems to have given way to an
other setting. Here there is an important distinction between the barukh-formula 
and the 'ashre-formula, which has an entirely different life setting (- ,.,11N 'ashre). 
Later the barukl1-formula can be completely depleted of any religious connota
tion, e.g., when people rejoice because they have feathered their nest by unjust 
deeds (Zee. 1 1 :5). 

f. ln the examples cited thus far, a statement is to be assumed as the mode 
of the nominal sentence, and not a wish. Such a statement can also be expressed 
informally; then barukh is followed by the imperfect (yihyeh: Gen. 27:33, ''he 
will be blessed''; ril1yeh: Dt. 7:14, ''you shall be blessed''). But three times barukh 
is also used in a wish, and then the word order is reversed: yehi PN barukh, 
''May So-and-so be blessed'' (1 K. 10:9 with Yahweh as subj.;  Prov. 5 : 18  with the 
wife as subj.; and Ruth 2:19 with a third party with whom the speaker feels an 
intimate relationship as subj.). This word order, but without an imperfect of 
hayaJ1, 'to be,'' corresponds to the nominal phrase PN barukh, ''So-and-so sbalJ 
be blessed," in 1 K. 2:45; here, however, the subject of the nominal phrase is 
identical with the speaker of the formula (Solomon), because by uttering this 
blessing he desires to put himself at a distance from someone who had been 
cursed and apparently to guard himself against the curse resting on that person. 
Because of the context and the word order, it is likely that here also a wish is to 
be assumed: ''But may King Solomon be barukh (blessed)." Then Gen. 27:29 
and Nu. 24:9 (cf. d) probably also should be translated as a wish: ''Those who 
curse you, may they be cursed, and those who bless you, may they be barukh 
(blessed)." 

Even if the baruk/r-phrases are also to be understood as statements, still they 
should not be interpreted a priori as powerful words that work magic when 
people are the subject, as is usually done. zi Appeal cannot be made to Gen. 
27:33 in support of this view, because the formula is not used in this passage, 
but it is merely stated that Jacob shall still be blessed because Isaac bad already 
eaten the meal he had prepared. That the oldest texts refer to God (le) or mention 
God explicitly, and are used as praise or as a declaration of grateful solidarity 
rather than an incantation, speaks against the magical character of the barukh
formulas. 

Zl Mowinckcl, Pedersen, Hempel, and for the earlier texts, Westermann . 

• 

• 
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g. If the utterance of the barukh-formula is occasioned by a good deed that 
someone has experienced or by a declaration of anticipated solidarity, it can 
also be used as an announcement of recompense for a praiseworthy behavior 
(Jer. 17:7: ''barukh [Blessed] is the man who trusts in Yahweh''); and, along 
with the 'arur-formula, as a sanction for laws, as in Dt. 28:3-6. This text is very 
similar to the corresponding curse sanction (- iiN 'iirar, II.l.). The barukh
declarations concerning ''you'' in ''your coming in'' and ''your going out'' (v. 6) 
serve as a framework around the barukh-dec!arations concerning ''your'' earthly 
possessions (the fruit of the body, the fruit of. the ground, and the fruit of the 
beasts, v. 4), and the basket and the kneading-trough (v. 5). Here both people 
and their possessions are regarded as barukh, ''blessed," but still in the future 
and on the condition of fidelity to Yahweh's covenant law. 

h .  As in the Phoenician texts mentioned above under I.2.e., a day could be 
said to be barukh, ''blessed," in the OT. But we find this kind of barukh-formula 
only in a negative wish, ''Let the day (of one's birth) not be blessed'' ('al yehi 
bharukh, par. to ''Cursed be the day," Jer. 20:14). The barukh-formula can 
also be used to show special appreciation for a commendable quality in a man 
(as discretion: 1 S. 25 :33, here it is used with a batukh-statement addressed tq 
the person himself). 

i. Finally, the passive participle in the construct state can refer to a person on 
whom Yahweh has bestowed kindness in a special way, so that he has become 
successful and prosperous. This is expressed by the phrase berukh yhvh, ''blessed 
(one) of Yahweh," which appears as an address in the vocative (Gen. 24:31), and 
as a statement in the indicative, ''you are berukh(e) yhvh, a blessed one (blessed 
ones) of Yahweh'' (Gen. 26:29; Isa. 65:23). From this form-critical analysis, 
the following conclusions can be drawn with regard to the semantics of the pass'. 
ptcp. barukh: God, men, things or property, human qualities, and days can be 
called barukh, ''blessed.'' It is not clear that the OT traditionists use the par
ticiple in basically different senses. The examples cited under categories a-c 
seem to be less concerned with a blessing in the sense that the usual translation 
''blessed'' would suggest, and more with an extolling, grateful praise which both 
God and man can bestow.22 Then, the /eyhvh, ''by Yahweh,'' in b and c indicates 
that the extolling before Yahweh was a commendation extolling the person 
named, evidently for the purpose of inciting Yahweh to bless him in an appro
priate way. Accordingly, in most cases it would seem best to translate the 
expressions in a-c this way: ''So-and-so (who/because he did thus and so) is 
(gratefully) praised/is to be (gratefully) praised, is extolled and commended/is 
to be extolled and commended (by Yahweh).'' Naturally, this applies in partic
ular to the short formula discussed under e, used with reference to Yahweh, his 
name, or his glory, which has always been translated, ''Yahweh is praised,'' etc. 
This is the way the examples cited under h should also be translated. But the 
translation, ' 'Praised is . . .  , ' ' also gives a good sense in the passages listed under 

22 Charbel. 
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g: ''He who is faithful to the law, the godly man, will be praised (as a happy 
man)'' by his fellows ''in the city and in the field," ''"when he comes in and 
when be goes out," in contrast to the lawbreaker, against whom all kinds of 
curses and invectives will be uttered. The same thing applies to the ''fruit of his 
body, of his ground, and of his beasts," and to his ''basket and kneading-trough," 
because all are astonished by the way they have increased and been abundantly 
filled. Here, of course, the meaning ''blessed'' comes in unobtrusively. As a 
purely verbal adjective, barukh is not to be understood as ''one who enjoys a 
blessing.'' 23 

The meaning ''blessed'' is also predominant in the other expressjons using the 
pass. ptcp. barukh; however, the idea that the person under consideration de
serves appreciation, honor, and praise is clear throughout, just as (conversely) 
the thought that he is fortunate and enjoys respect and prosperity, and thus 
enjoys the ''blessing,'' is prevalent in the passages cited under a-c, e, and h. But 
it is particularly clear that the barukh-formula, when it is not reduced to empty 
talk as in Zee. 1 1 :5, is always a manifestation of an intimate relationship with 
the one for whom it is intended, or an acknowledgment of communion with 
him; thus it has to do with God's relationship to his people and his worshippers, 
but especially with Israel's relationship to her God. As an acknowledgment, it 
became a fixed element in the cult, perhaps beginning in the late monarchical 
period. There is no certain basis in the OT for Scbottroff's view that this formula 
bad its origin in the nomadic society of the Negeb or Sinai. The Aramaic
Nabatean texts he cites in support of this thesis are essentially later than the 
oldest relevant OT texts. But the occurrence of this formula in J, the earlier 
strata of D, and Ruth points to Jerusalem as the place of origin. Then it would 
be conceivable that its occurrence in the OT and among the nomads or semi
nomads in. the Negeb region is not accidental, but is due to the close connections 
between the tribe of Judah and its southern neighbors. 

2. The Piel. The conjugation in which the root brk appears most frequently 
is the piel. In the OT we find statements using this conjugation with God, other 
celestial beings (only in Gen. 32:27,30(26,29] ; Ps. 103:20f.), people, groups of 
people, other creatures or things (only in Ps. 103:22; Job 31 :20) as subject, and 
with God, people, nations, beasts, and things as object. Generally speaking, the 
sentence structure is the same: A brk B be, ''A blessed B with," followed by a 
statement about the goods being given, or by the name of the one who charged 
A to speak. However, there are marked nuances of meaning depending on the 
subject and object. It is possible to distinguish the following sentence patterns: 

a. A (superior) brk B (inferior), ''A blessed B'': (a) In the patriarchal narra
tives, brk is used to denote the blessing of the children by the head of the family. 
Here this phrase can always be translated, ''A blesses (blessed) B'': in J: Gen. 27 
(13 times); 49:28; also 24:60, where the brothers and sisters represent their late 
father; in E: 32:1(31:55); 48:9,15,20; and in P: 28:1,6. In 24:60; 28:1,6; and 

23 Wehmeier, 130f. 
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32:1(31 :55), the blessing is connected with bidding farewell to one's children 
who are leaving on a long journey, but in the other passages, with the approach
ing death of the father. In 27:27, the blessing is said to be made ''before Yah
weh,'' giving it a special importance and solemnity and indicating that it is 
sanctioned by God. Such a blessing is irrevocable, even if it is obtained surrep
titiously (v. 33). The double accusative in A brk B berakhah, ''A blessed B with 
a blessing," lies behind the formulation in Gen. 27:41 and 49:28: ''A blessed B 
with a (special, suitable) blessing." Even if formal blessings are announced only 
in 24:60; 27:29f.; 48:15f.,20; and 49:3-27, and are mentioned in rites (kissing, 
laying on of hands) only in 27:27; 32: 1 (3 1 :55); 48:10,17, here brk in the piel 
apparently always means uttering the blessing formula in connection with special 
rites. But the barukh-formula is not used this way because it h.as another life 
setting, viz., the promise of numerous descendants and their success in war, of 
dominion over others, of prosperity, fruitfulness of the fields, honor, etc. To be 
sure, in 27:28; 48: 15,20; and 49:25, God is mentioned, but this is due to the 
difference in formulation of J or E, and not to ancient traditional wording. 
Evidently the old benedictions taken over by the narrators did not mention God. 
The benedictory word of the father, especjally if he was the father.of a tribe or 
tribes, was effective as such, because the tribal father, by virtue of his own 
relationship with the God of the tribe, possessed within himself the power and 
authority to declare a word that could impart a blessing. David blesses ''his 
house," i.e., his family (2 S. 6:20 = 1  Ch. 16:43). In 2 S. 13:25, the blessing is a 
substitute for the personal appearance of the father at his son's feast. 

(�) Only rarely do the charismatic leaders in the early period of Israel's 
history ''bless'' the people or the army. According to P, occasionally Moses and 
Aaron ble.ss the people (Lev. 9:23). Only the Deuteron.omist gives more precise 
information about a blessing of Moses when he introduces the ''Blessing of 
Moses'' in Dt. 33:1 in this way: ''This is the blessing with which (double acc.) 
Moses blessed the Israelites.'' This is followed by a rehearsal of Yahweh's 
mighty acts in vv. 2-5, and then a collection of tribal oracles, w.hich are mixed 
with petitions to Y ah web for blessing and two barukh-formulas for individual 
tribes (vv. 20,24). Here the setting and form of the blessing follow the pattern 
of the blessing of a dying patriarch (cf. v. 1 with Gen. 27:7; cf. Gen. 48:9-49:33). 
Josh. 22:6f. says that Joshua blessed the Transjordanian tribes when they left to 
return to their own territory, which probably simply means that h.e sent them 
away with good wishes. 

(y) Occasionally persons in high position bless individual faithful subjects. In 
Josh. 14:13 and 2 S. 19:40(39) (in conjunction with a kiss), the blessing is pro
nounced in connection with bidding farewell. In Ex. 39:43 (P), Moses blesses the 
workmen who made the holy vessels, with gratitude and appreciation for their 
excellent work. 

(f>) As to kings, David (2 S. 6 :18 = 1  Ch. 16:2) and Solomon (1 K. 8:14,55 = 
2 Ch. 6:3) bless the assembled people on special cultic occasions (the transfer of 
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the ark., the dedication of the temple). David blesses '�th (be, RSV in) the name 
of Yahweh." In 1 K. 8 par., the blessing is a solemn liturgical act consisting of 
gestures, doxology, rehearsal of Yahweh s saving acts, petition, and parenesis. 
2 Ch. 3 1 :8 states t'bat Hezekiah and the ''princes,'' at the conclusion of the col
lection which was destined to make possible the reform of the cult, ''blessed 
Yahweh and his people," which probably means that by means of the barukh
formula they thanked Yahweh and the people for the generous collection. 

(E) J and E report that the non-Israelite mantic, Balaam, had the reputation 
of being able to bless and to curse. According to Nu. 22:6, he whom he blesses 
is blessed and he whom he curses is cursed (-+ .,.,x ·arar). But instead of cursing 
Israel, as the Moabite king expects, he blesses Israel (Nu. 23: 1 1,20,25; 24: 1,10; 
Josh. 24:10). Balaam does this cursing or blessing in liturgicaJ forms: be bas 
altars built on a high place, and sacrifices offered on them; he withdraws into 
solitude and waits for divine instructions. Then he formulates oracles that recall 
the patriarchal oracles of blessing (Nu. 23:7-.1 0,20-24· 24:4-9,17-24), and extols 
both the .mighty deeds Yahweh had performed in behalf of his people and Israel,s 
future victory and good fortune. A·ctually, the blessing here consists of the proc
lamation by a seer of words that are favorable to Israel. 24 In J and E, the seer 
knows that he cannot produce a blessing or a curse through a magical word, but 
that God merely gives him a glimpse into the past and future of Israel. Here, 
therefore, in reality ''to bless

,, 
means ''to announce good fortune," etc. 

(l.;) 1 S. 2:20 is the only passage that speaks of a priest blessing an individual 
worshipper. Here also, the wording of the blessing is given: ''Yahweh give you 
children by this woman . . . .  '' Thus, ''to bless'' means to wish that someone would 
receive what he desired. According to Lev. 9:22f., on special cultic occasions 
Aaron (alone or with Moses) blessed the assembled people with uplifted hands. 
According to 2 Cb. 30:27 Yahweh heard the priests and the Levites under 
Hezekiah when they ' arose a.nd blessed ·the people'' at the concJusion of the 
Covenant Renewal Festival. In Ps. 1 18:26, the priests bless the arriving pilgrims 
by speaking the barukh-formula over them. According to Nu. 6:23, the priests 
are summoned to bless the Israelites, and this is followed by the appropriate 
wording resembling ritual instructions (vv. 24-26). This blessing is d.escribed in 
v. 27 as ''putting the name of Yahweh on the Israelites," which is followed by 
the promise that then Yahweh will indeed bless. Here, ''to bless'' means to 
commend the people, assembled in the cult, to Yahweh's blessing. Thus, to be 
sure, because o-f this promise the priests are certain that Yahweh wilJ bestow 
blessing at their word, but they also know that their word of blessing is not 
magical. When Dt. 10:8; 21:5;  1 Ch. 23: 13; and Sir. 45: 15  say that Yahweh 
chose the tribe of Levi or Aaron ''to bless with (be) the name of Yahweh.,'' one 
certainly thinks of similar blessing formulas like Nu. 6:24-26. In the great liturgy 
of cursing and blessing at Gerizim in Dt. 27 (cf. Josh. 8:33), the priests and half 
the tribes have the responsibility of ''blessing the people,'' while the Levites 

2• Cf. D. Vetter, Seherspruch und Sege1Wchilderung. Calwer Theo/. Mon., 4 (1974). 
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and the other half of the tribes are to utter curses on those who despise the 
covenant law. Whereas ·arur-formulas are used for the curses, there are no 
corresponding blessing-formulas, but one of course thinks of analogous barukh
formulas. 

It is very d.ifficuJt to determine when the cultic priestly blessing was intro
duced. It probably originated when the king delegated the main role in the cult 
to the priest, perhaps in the middle of the monarchical period. It probably never 
was understood as a word that released magical power, but consisted of a prayer 
to Yahweh for blessing upon the people, as in Nu. 6:23-27 or in the barukh
formula, as in Ps. 1 1 8:26. 

b. The pattern A brk B, ''A blessed B," is also used in relationships between 
equals. Such relationships are assumed by J in the ptcp. mebharekhekha, ''those 
who bless you," in Gen. 12:3; 27:29; and Nu. 24:9. This participle refers to 
persons or tribes who are on friendly terms with the patriarchs and their descen
dants, and who demonstrate a solidarity and appreciation for them by uttering 
the barukh-formula in their behalf or by wishing them well. Gen. 14: 19 {whose 
original source is disputed) and 48:20 (E) indicate the structure of this kind of 
''blessing.'' Melchizedek uses a double barukh-formula in blessing Abraham: 
first he extols and commends Abram to El Elyon,, and then he praises El Elyon 
because he delivered Abram from his enemies. According to Gen. 48:20, Ephraim 
and Manasseh will be so overloaded with blessings that in the future, when some
one wants to bless someone else, he will say: ''God make you as Ephraim and 
Manasseh." In 2 S. 8 :10 = 1  Ch. 18: 10, the blessing consists of the king of Hamath 
congratulating David for his victory. In 1 S. 13 : 10; 2 K. 4:29; and 10:15, brk in 
the piel simply means ''to greet, to salute.'' These passages do not state how the 
greeting was worded, but it may have been in the fo1m of a wish as in Ruth 2:4, 
where Boaz greets his servants by saying, ''Yahweh be with you," and they reply 
to his greeting by saying, ''Yahweh bless you." In Ps. 129:8, the content of the 
benedictory greeting is stated this way, ' The blessing of Yahweh be upon you." 
Th.us, in all these cases, ''to bless'' means to greet someone by expressing the 
wish, ''Yahweh bless you,'' etc. It is difficult to determine whether brk in the 
pieJ means ''to bless," ''to greet in a friendly way," or ''to extol," in Ps. 62:5(4) 
and Prov. 27:14. According to Sir. 31(34):231 the lips of men ''bless'' a well-bred 
man; this probably means that they extol him, speak of him appreciatively, etc. 

c. In the pattern A brk B, ''A blessed B," B can be identical with A,, a.nd 
then the statement means, ''A boasts about himself'' (naphsho). This is the case 
in Ps. 49:19(18) and perhaps also in 10:3 although an object is missing in this 
passage and the MT is uncertain. 

d. The pattern A (inferior) brk B (superior) appears relatively rarely. Ac
cording to Gen. 47:7,10 (E), Jacob ''blesses" Pharaoh at the beginning and at 
the end of their interview. Here, ''to bless'' certainly has in mind a wish for bless
ing directed to God. The same seems to be the case in 2 S. 14:22, which speaks of 
Joab blessing David. When a debtor ''blesses'' his generous creditor (Dt. 24:13), 
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and a grateful subject his benevolent king (Ps. 72: 15), this certajnly means that 
he gratefully prays that he will receive a blessing. According to 1 K. 8:66, at the 
conclusion of the liturgy the people utter an intercessory prayer that blessing 
mjght be given to the king (cf. Ps. 20; 61 :7ff.(6ff.]; 63: 12(11 ]), and according 
to Ex. 12:32 (J), the pharaoh even asks Israel to bless him when they assemble 
for worship. In 2 S. 21 :3, apparently David expects something similar from the 
Gibeonites when their demand is satisfied by blood revenge, when he says, ''Then 
pray for the heritage of Yahweh." According to 1 K. 1:47, after the anointing of 
Solomon, the ''king's servants'' come to the aged David in order to ''bless'' him. 
But what they do is to express the wish that God will make Solomon greater 
than David. Thus, they bless the old king by asking God to bless his son. The 
honor that comes upon the father, David, is that he has a son who excels him. 
According to Prov. 30: 1 1, children also can bless their parents, but here brk 
in the piel is used in th.e negative in parallel with ''curse the father," thus, ''do 
not bless the mother." 

e. Interesting observations can be made with regard to the various uses of 
the pattern A brk yhvh, ''A blessed Yahweh." In Pre-Deuteronomic texts, it is 
found only in Gen. 24:48 (J), where Abraham s servant says that he ''blessed,' 
Yahweh, who (·asher) had led him on the way. The relative clause stating the 
reason for this blessing suggests that brk in the piel means to apply the baruk/1-
formula to Yahweh out of gratitude. brk is used by the Deuteronomist in a similar 
way in Dt. 8:10 and Josh. 22:33. In Josh. 22:33, the explicit reason for uttering 
the barukh-f ormula can be deduced from the context, viz. the settlement of the 
dispute with the tribes east of the Jordan. There is a relative clause stating the 
reason for a blessing in Dt. 8:10; but it no longer belongs to the old life setting 
of the barukh-formula., since it does not state a single reason, but assumes Israel's 
continuous gratitude for the gift of the land. Here the grateful praise of Yahweh 
took place regularly in the cult at appointed harvest festivals. Elsewhere in the 
narrative literature, this pattern occurs only in the Chronicler's work and in the 
corresponding Aramruc literary patter� A brk (in the pael) leyhv/11 ''A blessed 
Yahweh,'' in Daniel: 1 Ch. 29:10,20 (here once, perhaps under Aram. influence, 
leylivh appears along with the usual acc. obj.); 2 Ch. 20:26; 31 :8;  2j Neh. 8:6; 
9:5; Dnl. 2: 19f.; 4:31(34). In Daniel· the reason given for prrusing Yahweh is 
historical, but in the Chronicler's work it is cultic. Isa. 66:3 reproves those who 
''bless a monster ( = an  idol)," i.e., those who render it cultic praise. The con
struction with a relative clause stating the reason also occurs in Ps. 16:7: ''I will 
(gratefully) praise Yahweh (here, certainly meaning to utter the barukh-formula), 
who gave me counsel." Elsewhere, brk in the piel in praises to Yahweh is always 
found in songs that were composed for the cult or we.re adapted for cultic use, 
in appeals to oneself (Ps. 103 : lf. · 104: 1,35), in appeals to others (Jgs. 5:2,9; 
Ps. 66:8; 68:27(26]; 96:2; 100:4; 134:lf.; 135: 19f.; 145:10,21), and in promises 
(Ps. 26:12; 34:2[1]· 63:5(4); 1 15 : 18). In all these cases, brk appears in formal 
expressions without any historical reference. Thus the meaning ''to praise Y ah-

25 See abovet a.6. • 
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web'' for brk in the piel belongs to the postexilic cultic language, whereas in the 
earlier period it was used only sporadically in cases where the old barukli
formu1a with the statement of the reason for the blessing was normally employed 
(Gen. 24:48). Apart from the euphemisms discussed under i, brk in the pie] 
with God as object is found in the Wisdom Literature only in Sir. 35(32): 13;  
39:35; 50:22; and 51 : 12, where the wise appeal to themselves and others to 
praise Yahweh for his creative wisdom. This linguistic usage has not found any 
acceptance in the OT prophetic literature. Thus, the idea that one could ''bless'' 
God was not always evident. In the time of the Yahwist, it was customary to 
''bless'' Yahweh only when a particular situation called for some demonstration 
of gratitude to him; later this became customary in cultic situations. Finally 
statements like ''I/we will praise Yahweh," ''Praise Yahweh," etc., became 
purely liturgical formulas, and no one was actually expected to utter such an 
assertion or appeal from the heart, but merely was to recite the barukl1-formula. 
Indeed., these formulas existed only for their own sake, and not to praise Yah
weh; they became merely formulas of benedictions, whjch were equjvalent to 
the purely formal expression, barukh yhvh, ''Blessed be Yahweh.'' 

f. The OT speaks o.nly very rarely of a man blessing an object, objects bless
ing a man or God, and celestial beings blessing God. According to 1 S. 9: 13, 
Samuel must ''bless the sacrifice'' before those who are invited begin. to eat. This 
probably means that he asked God to bless those who participated in the sacri
ficial meal or that he praised God. When Job 31 :20 says that ''the loins'' of a 
poor man bless the benefjcent Job, the ''loins'' surely represent the whole person. 
Only in Ps. 103:20.ff. are Yahweh's ''works," angels, and heavenly host sum
moned to praise him. Here, the liturgical formula barakhu yhvh, ''Bless Yah
weh," is simply transferred to extra-human creatures. 

When we combine the suggestions that have been made under sections a 
through f, we see that brk in the piel always means to express solemn words 
that show the appreciation, gratitude, respect, joint relationship, or good will 
of the speaker, thus promoting respect for the one being blessed and, when 
a man is the object of brk, the wish that he might receive happiness, success, and 
increase of earthly possessions. Only in the oldest tradition strata of the patri
archal narratives do we find traces of magical thinking, where words spoken by 
a tribal father are thought to have power in themselves to produce or to increase 
the desired earthly possessions. 26 Elsewhere, brk in the piel with people or things 
as object and people as subject seems always to be understood as a commenda
tion or petition to God to grant success to the person being blessed. When God 
is the object, brk in the piel should always be rendered ''praise,'' etc. When 
persons are the object, it can be translated ''greet," ''congratulate," ''thank," 
''extol,'' but in most cases ''bless," depending on the context With the exception 
of the few passages where the speaker utters a blessing hypocritically, brk in the 
piel is always a manifestation of solidarity, an acknowledgment of communion 
with the one who is named as the object. This is also to be noted in texts where 

26 Westermann. 
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God is the object, whose intention is not to show the subservience of the creature 
and the sovereignty of God, but to express gratitude and the grateful manifesta
tion for the intimate relationship with the God of Israel. 

This is also the case when God is the subject and people and things are objects 
of the blessing. 

g. With regard to the use of the pattern yhvh brk PN, 'Yahweh blessed 
So-and-so,'' it is worthy of note that the idea that God utters a blessing formula 
appears very rarely and mostly in late texts, and that none of the promises to 
the patriarchs in Genesis or to David and Solomon in D is called a ''blessing''; 
the blessing is always simply held in prospect in the promise. 

In certain preexilic texts, a divine utterance is not mentioned in connection 
with brk. But the ''blessing'' that Jacob requests of the mysterious ''man'' at the 
Jabbok is certainly an uttering of words, probably accompanied by certain ges
tures (Gen. 32:27,30(26,29]}. A blessing formula, viz., the barukh-formula, fol
lows the statement ''whom Yahweh blessed," in Isa. 19:25. Ps. 109:28 probably 
has reference to a benedictory uttera.nce of God in contrast to the curse of a 
human opponent (here brk occurs in contrast to qll in the piel without an obj.). 
P knows a blessing of God with accompanying words in Gen. 1 :22,28; 5:2; and 
9 : 1 ,  where God blesses living creatures or man, and in 35:9 and 48:3, where 
Jacob is blessed and indeed he presents it in stereotyped formulas like, ''Be 
fruitful and multiply," or, ''I will make you fruitful and multiply your seed," etc. 
But in 1 7 : 16,20; 22: 1 7  (revised by P); 25: 1 1 ;  26:24 (revised by P?}; 28:3; Nu. 
6:24,27, the context does not indicate divine words of blessing; all these pas
sa,ges have in mind an immediate gift of fertility, wealth, respect, etc. This also 
seems to be the case with all other traditionists of the OT, in whose works ''bless'' 
can always be translated in the sense of ''giving vitality, prosperity, abundance 
or fertility'': J (Gen. 12:2; 26: 12;  49:25); E (Gen. 48: 16); the Book of the Cove
nant (Bx. 20:24); Deuteronomy ( 1 : 1 1 ;  7:13;  14:24; 15:4,6; 26: 1 5 ;  28:8; 30:16}; 
D (Jgs. 13:24; 2 S. 6: 1 lf.; 7:29); Ruth (2:4); the Chronicler's work (1 Ch. 4:10; 
13: 14; 17:27; 26:5· 2 Ch. 3 1 : 10); the Prophets (only in Isa. 5 1 :2;  61 :9); and 
Psalms (5 : 13[12]; 28:9; 45:3[2]· 67:2,7 [ 1 ,6]; 107:38; 1 1 5 : 1 2f.; 147 : 1 3). brk 
in the piel has the same meaning in Hag. 2 : 1 ·9  and Ps. 1 1 5 : 1 2  without an object. 
The recipients of blessings in these texts are the people of Israel, their tribal 
fathers or individual Israelites. Except for the tribal fathers (in J, E, and Isa. 
5 1 :2), whom Yahweh blesses out of pure grace, it is always assumed or (as in 
Ex. 20:24 and Dt.) demanded that the person being blessed or Israel deserves 
the blessing because of fidelity to Yahweh and his law. P recognizes all mankind, 
in fact all creatures, as recipients o.f the divine blessing. J says that God also 
blesses non-Israelites when they receive an Israelite or a tribal father of Israel 
and treat him well; then he blesses ''because of (b.ighlal} So-and-so'' (Gen. 30:27, 
30; 39:5); in general, he blesses all who bless the elect and their ''seed' (12:3). 
Alluding to Gen. 12:3 Sir. 44:21 says that God assured Abraham by an oath 
that he would 'bless the nations through his prosperity." Occasionally the con
structions brk be= ''to bless with/in something'' (Gen. 24: 1 :  bekhol = ''in all 
things, in �very respect''; Ps. 29: 1 1 :  beshalom = ''with salvation''), brk me'odh, 
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''to bless greatly'
, 

(Gen .. 24:35), brk ·adh koh, ''to bless to such an extent
,, 

(Josh. 
17: 14), and with the double accusative, and brk PN berakhothlberakhalz, ''to 
bless with the abundance of blessing/with blessing'' (Gen. 49:25; Dt. 12:7; 33:1), 
indicate that the blessing of God consists of giving vitality and possessions, etc. 
Jn Deuteronomy alone are there commonly to be found such expressions as ''to 
bless in (be) the work of your bands:' ''in (be) all that your hands undertake,'' 
and ''in (be) all your produce'': Dt. 12:7; 15: 10,18; 16:15; 23:21(20); 24:19. Only 
Ex. 20:24; Ps. 128:5; and 134:3 mention a sanctuary as a preferable place for 
Yahweh's blessing to be given. Foreign gods are never ''blessed'' in the OT. At 
the same time, it is worthy of note that Yahweh is hardly ever blessed in the 
prophets, except in Isa. 19:25; 5 1 : 2 ;  and 61 :9. 

h. Only rarely does the OT say that God blesses things or animals. In J once, 
apparently, Yahweh blesses the fields (Gen. 27:27), unless the double accusative 
in this passage should be translated, ''the field with which Yahweh blessed him.

,, 

In Gen. 1 :22, God blesses the animals with the multiplication fo·rmula common 
to P. 27 In Gen. 2:3 and Ex. 20: 1 1 ,  he blesses the sabbath,. which probably means 
that through it he mediates the divine blessing to the person who keeps it. Ac
cording to Job 1 : 1 0  and 42:12, God blessed Job's work, and the last part of 
his life after his misfortune ( _,.. n'in• • ach0nth, ''end''). He also blesses the habita
tion or abode of the righteous (Jer. 3 1 :23; Prov. 3:33), that which grows in the 
fields (Ps. 65: 1 1 [ 10]), and the provisions (Ps. 132:15). As a positive sanction 
for his law, God promises that he will bless the bread and water (Ex. 23:25: 
Book of the Covenant), the fruit of the body and of the ground (Dt. 7:13), the 
ground (26:1 5), and the substance (33 : 1 1) of him who observes it, i.e., generally 
speaking, ''all the work of your hands'' (28:12). Except for Gen. 27:27 and Ex. 
23:25, hardly one of these texts originated earlier than the time of Deuteronomy. 
Thus, the idea that God blesses things, possessions, or days was hardly known in 
the earlier period, and was only a little more familiar later. Since brk in the piel 
is found especially in connection with laws, it may have originated in general 
from legal sanctions. 

i .  The expression A brk 'elohim (vamelekh), ''A blessed God (and the king),'' 
in Job 1 : 5, 1 1 ;  2:5,9; and 1 K. 2 1 : 10,13, is a euphemism. Here brk replaces -+ �;p 
qaJal in the piel, ''to curse,'' which denotes a blasphemy or a degrading by con
temptuous speech, and sounded so scandalous to the narrators when God was 
the object that they sought to paraphrase it euphemistically. Therefore, brk in the 
piel is precisely the opposite of qll in the piel, which can denote cursing and 
showing contempt either by words or by acts. 

3. brk in Other Conjugations. Besides the qal and piel, brk occurs in the 
niphal, puaJ, and hithpael in the OT. 

a. The pual of brk is the passive of the piel. The life setting of the barukh
formula is reflected in J gs. 5 :24, which means that J ael is to be praised with this 

%'7 See above, g. 
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formula and extolled with an honorary rite. 28 Similarly, according to Ps. 113:2 
and Job 1:21, Yahweh's name deserves to be praised with the barukh-focmula. 
These last two passages appear in the form of a wish (yehi, ''may," ''would 
that''). To be sure, this wish has already become stereotyped like the correspond
ing pie! expression, barekhu yhvh, ''Bless Yahweh.'' Nu. 22:6 assumes the bene
diction of a mantic endowed with special powers to bless and to curse: ''he whom 
you bless (with a word bringing/promising good fortune) is blessed'' (mebliorakh). 
Thus, the pual denotes the effect of a word of blessing, which results in real 
blessing when it is uttered by someone who is particularly empowered with the 
ability to utter blessings. Therefore, the meanings ''to be remembered in a word 
of blessing'' and ''to be given auspicious power'' run into one another. 

The pual corresponds to the pie! with God as subject when the former denotes 
persons or things that have been blessed. When such constructions are used, the 
only passages that specifically mention Yahweh as author of the blessing are 
Dt. 33:13 (''His land is blessed by Yahweh'') ; 2 S. 7:29 (similarly 1 Ch. 17:27); 
and Ps. 37:22. But there can be no doubt that he is understood as author of the 

• • 

blessing when the OT says that the upright and the God-fearer (Ps. 112:2; 128:4), 
''he who has a bountiful eye, who shares his bread with the poor'' (Prov. 22:9), 
''will be blessed'' (yebhorakh). In Ps. 128, vv. 2f. define what is meant by ''being 
blessed'' in v. 4: it will be well with him who is blessed, he eats the fruit of his 
labor, has a fruitful wife and a large number of children around his table. Thus, 
the pual denotes experiencing auspicious powers, which come from Yahweh upon 
the godly or the chosen ones (David). 

b. The hithpael is found in the following contexts: Dt. 29: 18(19) spe"aks of 
someone (here, to be sure, someone who is unlawful and arrogant) who says, 
''It is well with me, I am safe,'' etc. Consequently, here the meaning must be, ''to 
consider oneself lucky, to believe oneself to be blessed, to pride oneself in being 
blessed," etc. Isa. 65:16 is to be understood in a similar way. Here the hithpael 
of brk stands in parallelism with nishba' be 'lohim == ''to swear by naming the 
name of God.'' Thus, hithbarekh be'lohim must mean, ''to consider oneself 
lucky/to believe oneself to be blessed, with reference to God," which can mean 
concretely, ''to regard oneself as berukh yhvh, blessed by Yahweh, to pride one
self in being blessed by Yahweh.'' In Gen. 22:18; 26:4; Jer. 4:2 (where bhekha, 
''in you," should probably be read instead of bho, ''in him'') ; and Ps. 72:17, the 
hithpael is also construed with be, but refers to the person mentioned or addressed 
earlier in the text (patriarch, Israel, king). In Ps. 72:17, the parallel line says, 
''All nations will call him happy," ye'ashsheruhu, -+ ,,IVN 'ashre). Thus, the ex
pression yithbarekhu bho also refers appreciatively to the king: all nations will 
pride themselves in being blessed with reference to the king of Israel, they will 
pride themselves in participating in the blessing of the king. The same idea must 
be intended in Gen. 22: 18 and 26:4: the other nations will pride themselves in 
participating in the blessing of Abraham or Isaac and their descendants. Here 
there is a declaration of ·solidarity with Israel and its tribal fathers or its king. 

28 Wehmeier, 175f. 
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c. Similarly, be is construed with the niphal in Gen. 12:3; 18: 18; and 28:14, 
but the meaning is disputed. 20 The pass. (''will be blessed/will come to know 
blessing, through So-and-so'

,
: Junker and almost the entire tradition with the 

old translations), middle (''to obtain a blessing through So-and-so'': Schreiner), 
and reflexive meanings (''to wish for oneself a blessing with reference to So-and
so," or ''with reference to the good fortune of So-and-so'': until now, Scbarbert, 
et al.) have been proposed. These interpretations do not contradict each other, 
when it is considered that in each case brk in the niphal denotes a declaration 
of solidarity with So-and-so, and on this basis the nations can depend on the 
blessing of Yahweh. On analogy with the hithpael construction, it is possible 
to capture the meaning of all three interpretations by translating the expression 
something like this: '' . . .  then all the nations of the earth shall confer on them
selves blessing under your name/with reference to you." If the traditionists had 
intended the passive idea ''will be blessed/will obtain blessing," they probably 
would have chosen the pual. ao 

4. T/1e Not111 . The range oC meaning of the noun is approximately the same 
as that of the verb forms, and appears in ,the following syntactical constructions: 

a. berakhali as subject: ''Blessing'' can be subject of a nominal phrase and of 
a phrase with the copula hayah, ''to be." If it is the ''blessing of Yahweh'' which 
is ''in (be) everything'' (RSV ''upon all

,
') that belongs to a man (Gen. 39:5), 

is ''upon ' (·al) someone (Ps. 3:9[8]), or ''comes upon'' someone {129:8: 'el, 
unless ·al is to be read here also), or if it is simply a ''blessing1' (with.out Yahweh 
being specifically mentioned) that is ''in'' (be) something (Isa. 65:8), usually 
the word ''blessing'' is used to denote the power coming from Yahweh that 
brings good fortune and prosperity to man. It can be regarded as a possession 
of the godly (''your blessing'') which, by good works can be brought ''to full 
measure'

, (tslm, RSV ''may be complete,'' Sir. 7:32). With this meaning, a bless
ing ''makes rich'' (Prov. 10:22); it ''comes upon'' the one who honors his father 
(Sir. 3:8f.). But it is also ''in everything that a man has'' (bekhol 'asher yesh lo, 
Gen. 39:5). According to Sir. 39:22, God's blessing ''flows out in profusion like 
the Nile'' over all creation. Sir. 50:20 says that ''the blessing of Yahweh was on 
(be) the lips'' of the bjgh priest, Simon. The first thing that comes to mind. here, 
perhaps, is the Aaronite blessing in Nu. 6:23-27, but one also thinks of the 
benedictory power that comes forth from Yahweh upon the people. 

It seems that Prov. 10:6 and 1 1 :26 should be understood in a similar way. On 
the one band, the ''blessings'' here are the words of blessing that men utter ''on 
the head (lero 'sh) of the righteous'' or ''of him who offers his grain for sale,'' 
and on the other, they are powers released by such utterances, produced by God 
and bringing good fortune to those who are blessed. In. the sa.me sense, ''the 
blessing of him who was about to perish comes upon c·at)'' the one who helps 
him (Job 29:13), and ' the blessing of good things (birkath tobh) upon'' righteous 

29 For a discussion, cf. Wehmeier, 177-79; Schreiner, "Segen fiir die Volker"; Junker. 
30 So correctly Wehmeier, 178. 
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judges (Prov. 24:25). ''The blessing of the upright'' that ''helps a city
,, 

(Prov. 
1 1 :  1 1 )  is certainly not merely the benedictory word, but also the benedictory 
power released by it. To be sure, in Dt. 28:2 ''these blessings

,
' (habberakhoth 

ha· elleh) which ''come upon you and overtake you'-, are first of all the following 
barukh.-formulas, but they are also benedictory powers released by them, which 
bring good fortune on Israel. berakhah can have various shades of meaning 
within the framework of this ambiguous concept involving benedictory word 
and benedictory power. Thus, the benedictory words of a tribal father and the 
full blessings (berakhoth) released thereby ''are mightier'' (gabheru ·al) than the 
normal 'bounties desired on the mountains and hills

,, 
(Gen. 49:26). Also, a 

fa th er can concentrate the fulness of the benedictory power at his disposal in one 
benedictory word to an only son, as a result of which the other children are 
subordinated to this chiJd · such a ''singular blessing'' is irrevocable and indi
visible when it is expressed and released (Gen. 27:37f.) ''before Yahweh'' (27:7). 
In almost all these passages, it is best to translate berakhah by the ambiguous 
word ''blessing,'' but the plural in Gen. 49:26 should probably be rendered ''full 
blessings, ' or something similar. 

b. berakhah as object: The same ambiguity is to be observed when berakhah 
is object. When men are the subject in the expressjon A berakh B berakhah, ''A 
blessed B with a blessing'' (Gen. 27:41; 49:28; Dt. 33:1), the context shows that 
the benedictory word is intended, but even then a word that also releases the 
auspicious power. In Gen. 49:25, the auth.or emphasizes the full blessings that 
cause the heavens to give rain, the subterranean water to sustain the arable land, 
and the ''breasts and womb'' to bear and suckle children. In all four passages, 
this expression should be translated, ''A blessed B with a blessing . . .  '' or ''with 
the full blessings of . . . .  

,, 
A person or tribe can be ''full of the blessing of Yah

weh'' (Dt. 33:23). ''The blessing and the curse'' that Joshua read in conjunction 
with ''all the words of the Torah'' (Josh. 8:34) probably are simply the blessing 
and curse sanctions formulated at the conclusion of the legal corpus. But when 
Yahweh ''commands'' (tsivvah) his blessing ''for you'' (Lev. 25:21), or ''in your 
barns and in everything that your hand undertakes'' (Dt. 28:8), or on a place 
(Ps. 133:3), again we must think of power emanating from Yahweh. When the 
worshipper gives the priest the prescribed dues, ''he causes a blessing to rest on 
his h.ouse'' (lumiach ·el bethekha, Ezk. 44:30), and when a worshipper partici
pates in th.e cult, ''he receives a blessing from Yahweh'' (nasa· bherakhah me•eth 
yhvh, Ps. 24:5). Yahweh ''pours out (yatsaq) his blessing on your offspring'' 
(Isa. 44:3); wherever he goes, ''he leaves a blessing behind him'' (hish ·;r "acharav, 
Joel 2: 14), and he ''meets the godly with goodly blessings'' (yiqdam birekhoth 
tobh, Ps. 21 :4(3]). On Israet•s head, ''he makes the blessing rest {n/Jh), and 
acknowledges him with blessing'' (Sir. 44:23). 

Expressions in which berakhah is used with nathan, ''to give," laqach, ''to 
take,'' and hebhi·, ''to bring,'' are ambiguous. Moses ''sets the blessing before 
Israel'

, (nathan liphne, Dt. 1 1 :26f.; 30:1,19); he does this by reciting to them the 
blessing and cursing sanctions of the law, and thus by giving his people the 
choice of putting into force blessing or curse by their response. According to 
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Dt. 11 :29, Israel is ''to set the blessing on Mt. Gerizim and the curse on Mt. 
Eba!'' (nathan "al har). The formula and the power it contains are one. But in 
Ex. 32:29, the Levites have ''a blessing bestowed on them," not through a word, 
but through their zealous deed. In Gen. 28:4, Isaac anticipates that God will 
give to his son Jacob ''the blessing of Abraham,'' which does l\Ot mean the 
formula of the Abraham blessing, but the prosperity of Abraham. Dt. 12:15 and 
16: 16f. also have in mind earihly possessions when they refer to Israel eating 
meat and grain in the sanctuary ''according to the blessing that Yahweh gives 
you." A blessing can also be a specific gift, e.g., a spring, as in Josh. 15:19 and 
Jgs. 1 :15. 

Esau is afraid that he will bring a curse upon himself instead of a blessing 
(hebhi' "al, Gen. 27:12); by ''blessing'' he has in mind both his father's words 
of blessing and the powers released by them. On the other hand, in 1 S. 25:27 
Abigail brings a ''blessing'' for David in the form of food; she brings a ''gift 
of greeting." 

If a blessing can be given and brought, it can also be ''received'' or ''taken 
away'' (laqach). Thus, the ''blessing'' which Naaman offers Elisha (2 K. 5: 15), 
or which Jacob offers Esau (Gen. 33:1 1), is very formidable; it consists of money 
and clothes or of cattle. On the other hand, the blessing that Jacob took away 
from Esau (27:35f., where 'atsal, ''to reserve,'' is used with berakhah along with 
/aqach) is first of all the father's benedictory word and only secondarily the 
auspicious power that is found therein. If curses or blessings ''come'' and ''l)re 
taken away'' according to whether a person ''loves'' (- :i.iK 'ohabh, ''to love, '' 
- yDn chaphets, ''to delight in'') one or the other, then imprecatory or benedictory 
words and the power they contain are identical (Ps. 109:17). The same thing 
applies to expressions like ''Yahweh turned the curse into a blessing for you'' 
(Dt. 23:6[5]; Neh. 13:2), and ''Yahweh curses ('rr) your blessings'' (Mal. 2:2). 
These have reference both to the sanctions of cursing and blessing in the law 
(Lev. 26; Dt. 28) and to the powers of good fortune or bad fortune that they 
set in motion. But in Mal. 3:10, ''to pour down the blessing'' means that the 
clouds pour out the fructifying rain. The meaning of 2 K. 18:3l =Isa. 36:16 is 
not clear: perhaps "asu 'itti bherakhah should be translated simply, ''Make peace 
with me.'' 

c. Other uses of the noun: A man who blesses others with abundant gifts is 
a nephesh berakhah, ''a person who dispenses blessings'' (RSV, ''a liberal man," 
Prov. 11 :  25). A region characterized by fertility is an "dn brkh, ''an Eden fruc
tified by blessing'' (RSV, ''a garden of blessing,'' Sir. 40:27), and a rain that 
brings fertility is a ''shower of (bringing) blessing'' (Ezk. 34:26). A faithful man 
is ''great in fulness of blessing'' (rabh berakhoth, Prov. 28:20). In these cases, 
the blessed power coming from Yahweh and its effect, prosperity and fertility, 
are the same. The same idea applies to berakhah in 2 S. 7:29; Sir. 4:13; 44:23. 
The barukh-formula or similar expressions refer to the liturgical praise of God 
when Yahweh is ''exalted above all berakhah (blessing)'' (Neh. 9:5), or when a 
place is called ·the ''Valley of berakhah (Beracah)," ''for there they blessed Yah
weh'' (2 Ch. 20:26). Prov. 10:7 probably has in mind the barukh-formula used 
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by a godly person: ''The mention (zekher) of the righteous took place for {the 
purpose of) blessing'' (libhrakl1ah). Ps. 37:26 seems to n1ean the same thing: the 
godly are ''for a blessing'' (libhrakhah without a verb). In the pattern A yihyelz 
berakhah, ''A will be a blessing," this meaning is already found in the Ya.hwist 
(Gen. 12:2), but after this it does not come to the surface again until Isa. 19:24 
and Zee. 8: 13. Ps. 2 1 :7(6) means the same thing when it says that God makes 
(shith) the king ''a blessing.'> In these passages, it is not clear, of course, whether 
the person or group under consideration is subject of the baruk/1-formula (as 
Isa. 19:24 would seem to indicate}, or whether he serves as an example in bene
dictory words or praises (after the analogy of the curse in Jer. 29:22). The text 
and meaning of Ps. 84:7(6) are quite uncertain. 

ID. brk=''To Bless,'' etc. 

1 .  In Hebrew Inscriptions. In pre-Christian Hebrew inscriptions, brk Il is 
found in only one ostracon from Samaria, where it appears twice. 31 But prob
ably the proper name Baruch should be read here. In addition, recently the 
barukli-formula has apparently been discovered in a tomb inscription from the 
monarchical period, in the vicinity of Hebron: brk 'ryliw lyhvh, ''may Uriah be 
praised by Yahweh.'' 32 

2. In the Qumran Literature. In the Qumran material the OT meanings of 
brk are retained to some extent, but a peculiar linguistic usage stands out. 

a. A certain archaism is noticeable in the use of the barukh-formula at 
Qumran in comparison with the late texts of th,e OT. It appears in the combina
tion of the formula for God and for man (cf. Gen. 14 : 19f.): ''Blessed be the 
God of Israel . . .  and blessed be all those who serve him'' (lQM 1 3:2f.), and in 
the reappearance of the old statements that give the reason for a blessing, with 
the verb in the perfect: ''Blessed be God . . .  , who (asher) did thus and so'' 
(IQH 1 1:27; 16:8; fr-ag111. 4,15; 1034 2:3); ''Blessed be God, because (ki) he . . .  '' 
{!QM 18:6; lQH 5:20; 10:14; 1 1 :32). In this material, of course, the act of God 
in the speaker's behalf is no longer regarded as even directly affecting hjm. This 
formula also appears with other ways of expressing the reason syntactically, viz., 
with be {''because of his holy plan," lQM 13:2), with a participle (''who hast 
opened unto knowledge,'' lQS 1 1 : 15 ;  ''who keeps favor/the covenant," lQM 
14:4,8; cf. also l lQPsa 19:7· 26:13), with special attributes (''the God of mercy,'' 
lQH 1 1 :29· ''my Lord, great in counsel," lQH 16:8). The baruklz-formula is 
used in the Qumran literature in a way it is never used in the OT, namely, with 
reference to Zion: ''Blessed . . .  be thy memory, 0 Zion'' (llQPsa 20:2). 

b. As far as the verb is concerned the hiphil with priests as subject and 
some sort of food as object is new in the Qumran material. It should probably 

31. KAI, 188.lf. 
s2 CL W. G. Dever, Kadmoniot, 4 (1971), 90-92. 
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be translated, ''speak the blessing over bread/wine, give thanks for bread/wine'' 
(lQS 6:5f., and accordingly the ptcp. in lQSam. 2: 19). The piel is used in the 
Qumran literature like it is in the OT. However, only priests and the ' Teach.er'' 
(maskil) bless the congregation, the individual members, and the ''Prince." In 
all the pertinent texts, this has reference to the blessing formula similar to the 
Aaronite blessing in which God's blessing is invoked ( lQS 2:1 ;  lQSa 2:21; 
lQSb 1 : 1 ;  5 :20). In the Qumran .material brk in the piel with God as object also 
means 'to praise'': lQS 1 : 19; 6:3,8; 7 : 1 ;  lQM 13:7; 14:3f.; 18:6; lQH 1 :31 ;  
2:30; 14:9; fragm. 4,17; 10,8; 22,7; 38,2; 1Q16 8:2. Occasionally the verb is 
construed with be='  because'' (lQS 10:16). The expression with the double 
accusative, berekh •et terumath sephathayim, ''to bless God with the offering 
of the lips'' (lQS 9:26; 10:6,14), and the twofold barukh-formula for God and 
the godly following the summons to ''bless'' God (lQM 13: 1ff.), are new in the 
Qumran literature. Here, then, brk means ' to praise (God)'' and ''to bless 
(men)." Thus, no difference in meaning is to be observed when brk takes God 
as object or when it takes man as object� Also, in the Qumran material, for the 
most part God ''blesses' the godly directly by giving him auspicious powers: 
lQS 2:2; lQSb 1 :3; 3:25; 40177 1 :  1-4:10. However, a new concept in the Qumran 
literature is that God ''blesses by the hand (beyadl1) of the masldl (Teacher)'' 
(lQSb 3:28; 4:23). The bithpael is found only in lQS 2:13, with the same mean
ing that it has in Dt. 29:18(19): ''to pride oneself (unlawfully) in the blessing 
(of God)." 

The noun is used of the word of blessing ( lQSb 1 : 1 ;  3:22), or the praise of 
God ( lQH 17:20), or the blessing of God in the sense of fertility, good fortune, 
and prosperity; in the latter sense it appears in the singular (lQM 1 :9; 12:3,12; 
17:7; 19:4) and plural ( lQS 4:7; lQH fragm. 21,4; lQSb 1:5; 4:23). 1QS 2 :1-4 
contains a whole ritual of blessing for the liturgi.cal blessing over the members 
of the community. 

3. In the LXX. The LXX translates brk II in the piel by eulogein, ''to bless. ' 
Exceptions to this are found in Ps. 10:3 = LXX 9:24 (eneulogeisthai, ''to bless''); 
Dt. 10:8 and 1 Ch. 23:13  (epeucliesthai, ''to wish, pray for, exult''); Ps. 100(99):4 
(ainei111 ''10 praise''); Isa. 66:3 (blasphemos, ''blasphemer'' =  mebharekh 'aven), 
and the euphemism in Job 1 :5 (kaka enen6esan pros the6n, ''they conceived evil 
things against God'') and 2:9 (legein ti hr�ma eis kYrion, ''to speak some word 
unto the Lord''). The passive form of eulogein is used to translate the pual except 
in Prov. 22:9 (where we find diatraph�setai, ''will be sustained, supported''). 

For the niphal of brk, the LXX bas eneulogeis1J1ai, ''to bless''; and for the 
hithpael it alternates between eulogeisthai and eneulogeisthai, except in Dt. 29:18 
(19), which has epiphemisetai, ''to maintain, affirm.'' With the exception of Prov. 
10:7 (where libhrakhah is translated by met• enkomion, ''with praises''), the 
LXX always translates the Heb. noun berakluih by eulogia, ''blessing." The Heb. 
ptcp. barukh is rendered alternately by the Gk. ptcp. eulogemenos and the adj. 
euloget6s; the latter is preferred when God is blessed. As an exception, the state
ment, ''Jet that day not be blessed," in Jer. 20:14 is rendered m� esto epeukt�, 
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''let (that day) not be longed for.'' The consistent translation of brk by some 
form of etllog- shows that the LXX translators apparently interpreted brk as 
'a praising, blessing, congratulating," as a speaking in which a person declares 

something good or praiseworthy that someone else has done, or promises some
thing good to a person or a thing, viz., happiness and success. 

The linguistic usage in the deutero-canonical books (Apocrypha) also con
firms this meaning. In this material the expression corresponding to the Heb. 
baTukli-fonnula is eulogemenon PN or eulogetos ( esti) PN, ''Blessed is (be) 
So-and-so. ' The latter is preferred when God is blessed (Tob. 3: 1 1 ;  8:5,15ff.; 
1 1 : 14; 13 : 18;  Jth. 13 : 17 ;  1 Mace. 4:30; 2 Macc. 1 : 17;  15:34; Song Three fre
quently); but it is also used of angels (Tob. 1 1 : 14, along with God) and of men 
(13:14; Jth. 13: 18). The former is generally used when men and angels are 
blessed (Tob. 1 1 : 17 ;  Jth. 13 : 18 ;  14:7; 15 : 10), and of God apparently onJy when 
the writer desires to vary bis terminology to avoid monotony (Jth. 13:  18;  2 Mace. 
1 : 17). But the manuscripts frequently confuse these two forms. It is interesting 
that the old expansjon with a statement giving the reason for the blessing in the 
past is also found in this ma·terial, introduced by h6ti, ''because,' in Tob. 8: 16f.; 
1 1 : 14; and by hos, ''who, ' in Jth. 13 : 18;  Tob. 13 : 18; 2 Macc. 1 : 17 ;  Song Three 
3f. The dative expansion tlJ thelJ, ''by God,'' occurs in Jth. 13:. 18. The verb 
eulogeln has the same meaning as Heb. brk in the piel. A father ''blesses'' his 
children before he dies (l .Macc. 2:69) when he bids them farewell (Tob. 10: 1 1), 
and at a wedding (Tob. 9:6; 1 1 : 17). In Tob. 9:6, where Tobias ' blesses'' his 
bride, the text could also mean ''praise.'' There is no example of a man ''bless
ing'' his wife or bride in the MT. In Jth. 15:9-12, where extolling praise is gjven 
to the heroine, eulogeln certainly means ''to extol.'' 

In the Apocrypha also, when God is object of brk, the verb always means 
'praise'' (Tob. 4:19; 8:15;  1 1 : 15£.; 12:6,17f.,20,22; 13:7,15, 18;  14:2,6f.,15; 
1 Macc. 13 :47; 2 Macc. 3:30; 8:27; 1 1 :9; 15:29,34). Frequently a formal eulogy 
is connected with these expressions. The statement about praising '•toward 
heaven'' ( 1  Mace. 4:24,55) and the use of the dative tl1 kyrio instead of the 
accusative (2 Macc. 10:38) are unique. Once, bidden providence is object of 
''praise

,, 
(2 Macc. 12:41). The passive of brk is very rare in the Apocrypha 

occurring ·only in Tob. 4 : 12  (the patriarchs were blessed in their children) and 
Wisd. 14:7 (in contrast to the wood of graven images, which is cursed, the wood 
of the ark is blessed). 

The noun eulogia occurs rarely in the deutero-canonical texts: Tob. 8: 15 (God 
is praised en pdse eulogia, 'in every blessing''); 9:6 (God gives ''the blessing of 
heaven '); 1 1 :17 (the bride and groom enter the house en eulogia kai cliara, 
''with blessing and joy'')· Wisd. 15:19 (the heathen even worship animaJs that do 
not have t6n tou theou epainon kai t�n eulogian autou, ''the praise of God and 
his blessing''). These last passages show how close ''praise," ''congratulation;' 
and ''blessing'' are. 

IV. The Blessing in OT Theology. Whereas several Hebrew roots are equiva
lent in meaning to Eng. ' curse ' (- :t?a« 'a/ah, -- .,,at ·arar, za'am, qobhahh or 
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naqabh, and -+ ;;p qalal), 33 we find what we call ''blessing'' only in the root brk, 
and yet semantically blessing'' does not exhaust the meaning of brk, which 
includes the concepts of greeting, congratulating, thanking, and praising. Dis
regarding the meanings ''knee'' and ''pool,'' perhaps we may outline the theol
ogical connections in which brk appears as follows: 

1 .  Just as the curse was intended to destroy a man's solidarity with others 
when he grossly transgressed the basic ethical norms of his clan, religious com
munity, or people, or to prevent his resisting powedul enemies, so the blessing is 
intended to strengthen solidarity with individuals and groups with w.hom he has 
or seeks particularly close social, racial, and religious relationships, to whom he 
owes special thanks, or whose works for his own community or for friends he 
appreciates. This solidarity was demonstrated by expressing congratulations, by 
uttering stereotyped formulas of blessing and appreciation (among which the 
barukh-formula was the most common), and by commending someone to God 
by e�olling him and praying that God might bless him. The greeting is also 
a demonstration of solidarity, and therefore uses brk. 

2. Like the curse, the blessing is rooted in magical thought, in the concept 
of the efficacious power of a solemn word uttered in stereotyped formulas. But 
there are only a few traces of this in the OT, above all in the pre-Yahwistic 
words of blessing spoken by a tribal father or a tribal mother (Gen. 24:60; 
49:8-12). By the time the Yahwist incorporated these words into his work in 
light of his theological view of history, the blessing (like the curse) had lost its 
magical connotation. In the OT the blessing is almost always attributed to God 
or closely connected with him. The godly man knew that the only kind of 
benedictory wishes he could utter were those which God alone could bring to 
reality. Since a blessing can be brought to reality by God alone, and since it 
denotes an attachment with or a strengthening of solidarity, it is necessary that 
the person uttering the blessing be in fellowship with God, seek it, or be worthy 
of it. Tberef ore, the blessing (like the curse) is revocable, and can be changed 
into a curse. 

Gen. 27:34-40 is not incompatible with this statement� In this text, one must 
keep in mind that the Y ahwist, merely on the basis of his own contemporary 
historical situation in which ''Jacob'' actually prevailed over ''Esau,'' took over 
the tradition of a blessing of Isaac and molded it into a narrative. Thus, it would 
have been wholly impossible for him to have even considered that the surrepti
tious blessing could be revoked. The logical flow of the narrative also prevented 
any possibility of a revocation. It de.alt with the blessing of the firstborn, to 
whom his brothers were subordinate. This kind of blessing is indivisible. More
over, it was uttered ''before Yahweh,'' i.e., with God as witness, and therefore 
has sacral sanction. A revocation of this blessing would have been possible only 
if Jacob had been cursed. It would not have been possible for the father, Isaac, 
to abandon all solidarity with Jacob, which would .have resulted in a curse on 

S3 Cf. J. Scharbcrt, Bibi (1958). 
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him. Consequently, the surreptitious blessing bad to remain in force, in keeping 
with the a;(iom ''Quod dixi, dixi'' (What I have spoken, I have spoken). Thus 
the blessing of Isaac was regarded as indivisible and irrevocable, not because of 
the magical ideas of the Yahwist or his source, but because of the special situation 
being described and the purpose that the Yahwist had in mind in this narrative. 

The close connection between word and power comes from the ancient 
mooring of the idea of ''blessing'' in magical thought. When people are object 
of the verb, brk almost always de.notes the uttering of words and formulas 
which (w.hen the proper stipulations are given and when the words are ex
pressed in a legitimate manner) release a power that brings happiness, pros
perity, success respect, fertility, etc., to the person 'being blessed, and even 
beyond his family restores all the blessings that establish friendly relations with 
the one being blessed. Therefore, in the noun and verb forms of brk, benedictory 
word and auspicious power are inseparably connected, and the barukh of the 
one praised with words is the same as the barukh which, as proof of the effect 
of those words (which indicated the use of the barukh-formula), is brought to 
reality by beneficial powers. 

3. The blessing has several life settings (usually analogous to the settings of 
the curse), which can change in the course of time. 

a. The oldest and most persistent setting is the association in house and 
family. Fathers or family heads bless their children, especially at a wedding 
(Gen. 24:60; Tob. 7:13), before a journey (Gen. 28:6; 32:1 (31:55)), and when 
they are nearing death (Gen. 27· 49). But also the father of the family and his 
domestic servants bless one another (Ruth 2:4). This setting of the family is 
assumed in the patriarchal narratives, mentioned in the narrative literature up 
into the Maccabean period, and also found in the Wisdom Literature (Sir. 3:9). 
Thus, it was in use throughout the OT period. 

b. One of the oldest settings for the curse was the law. It served as a deterrent 
to theft, receiving stolen goods, and embezzlement, and as a guarantee for a wit
ness or an oath (- :s;K ·atah; - .,.,. ·arar). There is no analogy to this for the 
blessing, e.g., to motivate to honesty someone who finds something, or to truth
fulness one who bears witness. The only relationship that the blessing has to the 
law is in the sanctions for legal corpora (Lev. 26; Dt. 28). Occasionally in ancient 
Near Eastern international treaties, benedictory wishes for partners who are 
faithful to the treaty appear along with curses for potential violators of the 
treaty; 34 but in contrast to curses, which became commonplace, they are very 
rare, and when they do occur they are brief and general, whereas the curses are 
very extensive and drastic. Also, in Lev. 26 and Dt. 28 the blessing formulas 
are brief and vague compared with the curse, and there are no ·blessing formulas 
corresponding to curse for.mulas in Dt. 27. Thus the bJessing seems to be a later 

:J.4 Cf. Fcnsham; McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant; K. Baltzer, Covenant Formulary (trans. 

1970), esp. pp. 14-16; - n''U b'rlth. 
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insertion in the legal sanctjons. Fulfilment of a treaty and keeping of a law were 
considered normal and undeserving of special reward. Promises of blessing were 
probably added to H in Lev. 26 and to Deuteronomy in Dt. 28 when the regula
tions collected in these complexes were no longer respected as llnquestionably 
binding and means had to be devised to persuade people to observe them. This 
also seems to have been the main reason why the blessing played no role at all 
in the preexilic prophets, whereas they did utter curses {although rarely). They 
considered the ethical and religious demands that they proclaimed so self-evident 
that they saw no reason to promise blessings to those who practiced them. This 
attitude changed when the exilic and postexilic prophets came to feel that they 
must convince the people, and so began to hold out before them Yahweh's 
blessing. 

c. The ''blessing'' was the most appropriate means of expressing gratitude 
and respect to a man or to God. Thus the barukh-fonnula was particularly suited 
for people who had rendered a spec.ial service to themselves, a friend, or their 
own people, or who had given help in time of distress or danger. In this connec
tion it was obviously appropriate to mention the meritorious deed as a reason 
for the blessing, and to commend to Yahweh the person being blessed. In any 
case, the expansions of the barukh-formula by leyhvh and by an ·asher- or a 
ki-clause giving the reason belong to the oldest traditio.n. Later the formula 
was modified and shortened, and thus became a cult formula used to praise 
Yahweh. But the use of the barukh-formula in DnJ., Jth., Tob., Mace., and 
Qumran shows that the ancient pattern of this formula was rediscovered in the 
late OT period as a possible means of showing appreciation for particular works 
and merits of a person, or expressjng gratitude to God for saving a person or 
the nation from a present distress. 

cl The original life setting of the barukh-formula with God as subject is not 
the cult either, but expressions of gratitude in response to God's gracious deeds 
in the present. The same thing is true of the piel of brk with God as object. This 
could have been possible only if the predominant meaning of brk in the piel 
was not 'bless," but ''extol, praise, give thanks." Therefore, the verb w.ith God 
as object was used only when one wanted to give thanks for a saving, helping 
deed. It was only later, perhaps shortly before the exile, that brk in the piel and 
the noun berakhah came to be used in the sense of praising God in the cult. At 
that time, the correct expressions for this formula were used, but without mani
festing any real gratitude for concrete help from God in a time of distress. In this 
period also, of course, expressions and formulas with brk, the '4benediction, '' 
and an acknowledgment of communion with and gratitude to God, continue 
to be used. However, now they are used not to show thanks for actual help or 
salvation experienced by an individual or the community, but to show gratitude 
and appreciation for creation, God's gracious providence, and the grace that he 
continuously imparted to Israel. 

In any case, a certain development in the idea that God blesses can be as
certained. From the very beginning it seems to have been thought unnecessary 
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for God to speak a word or a formula to set in motion a blessing on man and 
possessions. He simply brought about the blessing directly. It is not until later, 
especially in P, that one thinks of blessi·ng formulas used by God to release 
auspicious powers. The kind of clear distinction Westermann makes between 
God's saving deeds and1 God s blessings � is hardly feasible. God blesses the 
patriarchs, the people of Israel, and David and his dynasty by enabling them 
to ''possess the gate of their enemies'' (Gen. 22: 17; 24:60), by making the tribe 
or the dynasty a,nd the throne ·continue (2 S. 7:29), by causing the enemies of the 
people who are faithful to the covenant to be defeated (Dt. 28:7), and by giving 
the people peace so that they can lie down without being afraid of enemy inva
sions (Lev. 26:6). This is a blessing that not only guarantees powers of nature 
and life interwoven with the continuous providence of God (as we find in the 
majority of appropriate OT examples), but also helps to control extraordinary 
historical situations. 

e. The importance that the theology of Israelite history attributes to the 
blessing shows that it has something to do with history, and not merely with 
nature and creation, as Westermann thinks. The theology of history has become 
a constant setting for uttering blessings. 

The tribes in the pre-monarchical period traced their regulations, claims, and 
peculiarities back to a blessing or a curse that had been uttered or received by 
the tribal father. Blessing or curse remains an inheritance of the tribe as long as 
·that tribe acknowledges the regulations established by the fathers and the god 
of the tribal father. 30 Most of the tribal oracles found in Gen. 49 and Dt. 33 

originated in this clan thinking of the tribes and were handed down individually. 
As several of these tribes came to be intimately associated with each other, grew 
together completely as the proto-Israelite tribes at the end of the period of the 
judges, and became stronger and stronger at the beginning of the monarchy, 
such tribal oracles were combined in collections such as we find in Geo. 49 and 
Dt. 33, but also the tribal sayings, which at one time applied only to a specific 
league, were inserted into genealogical systems, so that all participating tribes 
came to be regarded as standing under the blessing of Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob. In addition to this, new blessing oracles originated, such as those found 
in Nu. 23 and 24, which came to be appljed to all Israel. 

Then, the Yahwist interpreted not only the history of the tribes and of the 
people of Israel,, but also the history of all mankind, from the viewpoint of 
blessing and curse. Accordingly, he placed primeval history, containing the 
curses in Gen. 3 : 17 and 4:1 1f., before his history of the patriarchs. Thus be 
views the whole history of mankind and the history of Israel as placed under 
curse and blessing as formative powers; and yet the blessing, as God's gift to 
Israel and to all nations (who are viewed as intimately associated with Israel), 
predominates over the curse. The turning point for the Y ah wist is the promise 

as Westermann, Der Segen in der Bibel . . .  (1968). 19-22. 
3e Scharbert, BBB, 14 (1958). 
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to Abraham in Gen. 12:2f., by means of which the power of the curse brought 
about by sin is broken. s1 

The Elohist tradjtion, which of course contains no primeval history, also sees 
the blessmg as a power in Israel's history emanating from the tribal fathers, 
pregnant with salvation. Whether this tradition also knows the inclusion of the 
nations in the blessing given to Israel depends on whether one attributes Gen. 
22:18 and 26:4 to it or to a later redactor. In any case Jer. 4:2 and Ps. 72 : 17  
adopted the idea that other nations could share in the blessing given to Israel 
if they acknowledged Israel or its Icing as bearer of the blessing. 

The Deuteronomist d.oes not say anything explicit about a blessing of the tribal 
fathers, but he is thinking of this when he speaks of the sworn promise of Yah
weh to the fathers (Dt. 1:8; etc.), and when he traces back to the God of the 
fathers the blessing that had already beco.me a reality to Israel (Dt. 1:1 1). But the 
blessing resting on the dynasty of David and the benedictory sanction resting on 
the covenant law are more important for him (Dt. 28). These two kinds of bless
ing had been Israel's guarantee that Yahweh would not forsake his people, and 
in the period of distress after 587 B.C. gave them hope that after they returned 
to Yahweh and his law, they would again r·eceive a blessing in place of the 
curse they were experien.cing. 

P sees all animated creation and all mankind standing under a. blessing of 
the Creator (Geo. 1 :22,28; 5:2; 9:1), but for Israel and her history he sees a 
special blessing at work, in competition with the curse of Lev. 26, which depends 
on fidelity to the law and is bestowed on the people by the priests in the cult 
(Nu. 6:23-27). According to P, no other people can participa.te in this special 
blessing to Israel. The final redactor of the Pentateuch combined and harmonized 
these wfferent views of blessing and curse, and thus handed down to Judaism. 
and Christiaruty belief in curse and blessing as powers emanating from God 
and put in force by human behavior in relationship to the wvine law, powers 
that finally determjne the destiny of all mankind, the nations, and the individual. 

f. Since blessing comes from God, the blessing of the people also has a cultic 
life setting. With regard to the great men of God in the pre-monarchical period, 
the OT says only that they blessed the people in connection with specific con
temporary situations. 38 We encounter a cultic blessing for the first time in 
connection with David and Solomon, but here also it does not yet seem to 
have been in. general use, but is practiced only in connection with specific cultic 
celebrations (the transfer of the ark, the dedication of the temple). 39 At the 
conclusion of these celebrations the people aJso bless the king. It was not until 
about the middle of the monarchical period that the blessing of the assembled 
people came to be limited to the priests, and became a regular part of the 
liturgy. tO 

37 Cf. Wolff, T/181 22; and Steck; the latter takes the position suggested here in opposition 
to Rendtorff, who thinks that the turning point is to be found in Gen. 8:21. 

38 See above, ll.2.a.�. 
39 See above, 11.2.a.f>. 
to See above, 11.2.a.l;. 

• 
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g. To be sure, the blessing of things (food) is testified in 1 S. 9 : 13, but in the 
OT as a whole it is rare, and denotes a ''benediction' by God rather than thanks
giving for food. In any case, thanksgiving for food is attested in postbiblical 
Judaism and in the NT. When legal sanctions and isolated. passages elsewhere 
in the OT speak of blessings on fields, cattle, and the 'work of one·s hands,'' 
the idea is that benedictory powers are released on them because of people that 
have been blessed. The same may be said of the blessing of the sabbath in P 
(Gen. 2:3). 

i:i� barar; ,�bar; i:ilbor: M"}:ilborit/1 

Scharbert 

Contents: I. Etymology and Use in Ancient ear Eastern Literature. 11. Use in the OT: 
1.  The Verb; 2. The Adjective; 3. The Substantives; 4. Summary; Religio-Ethical Meaning. 
Ill. Homonymous Words: 1 .  brr ll� 2. Grain; 3. Open Field. 

I. Etymology and Use in Ancient Near Eastern Literature. It is most likely 
that brr goes back to a root that originally meant ''to be free!' i According to 
Lane, the Arab. br, 1'to be free. be pure•> (e.g., of illness. of bad character), is 
very well attested. 2 Possibly brr, ''to be good, devout,• also belongs here. On 
the other hand, the meaning ''to separate, select,'' which is found in the OT, at 
Qumran, and especially in Middle Hebrew and Aramaic, 3 seems to be second
ary. In Akkadian, the adj. barru already has the meaning ''pure'' (of metaJ); 
similarly, the verb bararu means ''to glitter!' • The cognate Ugaritic root also 
demonstrates the antiquity of the meaning ' to be pure, to glitter." 5 Old South 
Arab. brr (causative) means ''to purify,'' and Ethiop. b�rur means ''silver." 6 

II. Use in the OT. 

1 .  The Verb. In the OT, the verb in the qal means ''to separate'' in Ezk. 
20:38 (pejorative: 'the rebels I am separating [RSV, I will purge] from among 
you," barothi mikkem). Here we may mention boru, '�select, choose,'' in 1 S. 
17;8, unless the MT beru is correct and is to be derived from a root br/1, ''to 

barar. F. Hauck-R. Meyer, "tea0ap6c;," TDNT, III, 413-42:3; W. Pascheo, Rein und Un-
rein. St ANT, 24 (1970); for funher literature, see under -+ "\tit> taher, "to be clean, pure." 

1 GesB, 119. 
2 Lane, I, l78f. 
3 Levy, WTM; Chald. Wb. 
t- AHw, l06f. 
5 WUS, No. 593; for No. 594, UT reads "clear, pure." 
6 Cf. KBLS. 
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decide, determine,, (the same root lying behind -+ n'"'� berith, ''covenant''). 7 

l1ibbaru (niphal) occurs in Isa. 52: 1 1 :  ''purify yourselves,'' or ''separate your
selves'' (LXX aphoristliete). Jer. 4 : 1 1  has in mind the cleansing of grain: 8 ''a 
hot wind, . . .  not to winnow or cleanse'' (lehabhar, hiphil inf.). The piel appears 
in Dnl. 1 1 :35: ''to refine (litsroph) and to cleanse (lebharer) them and to make 
them white (lalben).' The same three verbs occur in the hithpael in Dnl. 12: 10. 
In 2 S. 22:27 we find the wordplay, ''with the pure thou dost show thyself puTe'' 
(·im nabhar tittabhar, niphal and hithpael). According to Blau, the latter is a 
t-form of the hiphil; 9 in the parallel passage, Ps. 18:27 (Eng. v. 26), the correct 
form, tithbarar (bithpael), occurs. It is unnecessary to view this as a variation 
from the root gbr. 10 In Eccl. 3: 18 we find a qal infinitive with a suffix (lebharam. 
ha'elolzim, ''that God is testing them''). KBL3, 155, gives the meaning ''select 
(?)." Ginsberg's co.njecture, ''separate from," is hardly convincing. The context 
favors the translation ''test, examine'' (''may God test them in this way''); this 
can be connected with the other meanings,. ''separate, purify''; elsewhere the 
meaning ''test, examine," is very well attested for the Arab. root bwr. 11 Thus 
KBL3, 1 1 1 ,  assumes a special root bwr, ''to test, examine,'' as a cognate of brr, 
following Driver. 12 It also refers to Eccl. 9 : 1  as another instance of the same 
root meaning ''to explore,'' following Margoliouth. In light of this, the MT of 
Eccl. 3:18 and 9 : 1  can stand as it is. 

The ptcp. barur (Aram., Syr. bryr) is clearly attested. Its usage points to the 
mean1ng ''separate," 13 which supports the translation ''select, choose'' (LXX 
eklekt6s, ''chosen, select'') {Neb. 5 :18;  1 Ch. 7 :40; 9:22; 16:41;  it also appears 
in the Qumran literature: CD B 10:4, ·anasl1im berurim, ''chosen men''; and in 
Aramajc: Jerusalem Targum on Dt. 1 :23, gwbryn bryryn, and on Dt. 29:12(13), 
'wm· bryr'). The meaning in Zeph. 3:9 tends toward ''pure'': saphah bherurah, 
''pure lips'

, 
(cf. Isa. 6:5, ''unclean lips''); cf. also Job 33:3: ''my lips speak purely 

(that which is pure)'' (in KBL3, 148,, these two passages are listed separate from 
brr, p. 155, without any valid reason). 

2. The Adjective. The adj. bar always means ''pure'': Ps. 19:9(8): ''The 
commandment of Yahweh is pure'' (barah); Ps. 24:4: ''Qean (ne.qi} hands and 
a pure (ubhar) heart''; Ps. 73: 1 :  ''Those who are pure in heart'' (lebhare lebhabh); 
Job 1 1 :4: ''I am pure'' (ubhar hayithi; in 33:9 we find the synonymous phrase 
zakh ·ani, ''I am clean''); Sir. 40:21 :  ''a pure voice'' (IJwn brh). Prov. 14:4 is 
disputed. 14 Presumably ''pure crib'' means ''empty crib'' (1 ebhus bar). or one 
can read · ephes bar, ''no grain." Cant. 6:9 says that the bride is barah leyoladhtah. 

7 Cf. the lexjcons and J. Pedersen, Der Eid bei den Semiten (1914), 44f. 
8 BLe, § 443di. 
9 Blau, VT, 7 (1957), 387. 

io So still KBL3; cf. G. Schmuttermayr, Ps 18 und 2 Sam 22. StANT, 25 (1971), 100, n. 10. 
11 Lane, I, 274; Brockelmann, VG, 212 Aa: double •ayin and 'ayio vav/yodh verbs are 

often confused. 
12 Driver, I.BL, 55 (1936), 108. 
13 See above, Ezk. 20:38. 
li See the comms. 
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The commentaries usually translate this, ''selected, chosen (to· her that bore 
her)." But since elsewhere only barur is attested with the meaning ''selected,'' 1' 

it is probably best to suppose that here also the meaning of bar is ''pure.'' 16 In 
the following verse (10) we find the phrase, ''pure (clear, bright) as the sun,'' 
which also occurs in Ugar. km !ip.S dbrt (''like the sun that is pure''), Akk. kima 
!iam.fi zaki, 17 and the Jerusalem Targum on Ex. 22:2(3): bryr k!ims'. 

3. The Substantives. The abstract substantive bar means ''purity.'' It appears 
in the formulas bar kappekha, ''purity of your hands'' (Job 22: 30), and bor 
yadhai, ''purity of my hands'' (Ps. 18:21,25(20,24) ; v. ·21(20] is par. to 2 S. 22:21; 
while 2 S. 22: 25 has bori, ''my purity,'' which as opposed to Ps. 18 : 25 [24] 
is probably not original). bor, ''lye'' (a cleansing agent made out of the ashes 
of the soap plant), in Isa. 1 :25 and Job 9:30 is different, and presumably re
presents a later development. borith in Jer. 2:22 and Mal. 3:2 has approximately 
the same meaning. 

4. Summary; Religio-Ethical Meaning. The root brr (and its derivatives) 
occurs 35 times in the OT. No progressive development in the meanings ''to 
be pure, to separate, test or examine'' can be ascertained in the OT. This root 
does not appear at all in the Pentateuch, and, apart from the inserted song in 
2 S. 22, the only place it is found in the Deuteronomistic history is in the dubious 
text in 1 S. 17:8 mentioned earlier. This may be inconsequential, since the con
cept of ''purify'' hardly plays any role in historical accounts. The Elohistic 
statement in Gen. 20:5, ''In the integrity (tom) of my heart and the purity of 
my" hands (niqyon kappa{) I have done this,'' uses other roots. Thus Isa. 1 :25 
seems to be the oldest text in the OT that uses the root brr, and here it already 
denotes the cleansing agent bor (the conjec. trans. ''in the furnace'' is unneces
sary). But an early date is also to be assigned to Ps. 18 = 2 S. 22. 18 

The statements about the purity of the heart or of the hands are of religio
ethical importance. The washing of hands was originally a ceremony in the rite 
of atonement, 19 as seen from Job 9:30 (vahazikkothi bebhor kappai, ''and 
cleanse my hands with lye'') ; Jer. 2:22 (tarbi lekh borith; ''you use much soap''); 
Dt. 21:6 (yirchatsu 'eth yedhehem, ''they shall wash their hands''); the stereo
typed phrase, ''I wash my hands in innocence'' (Ps. 26:6; 73:13); and Isa. 1 :16 
(rachatsu hizzakku, ''wash yourselves, make yourselves clean''). But these and 
other passages also show that from the external rite there arose a purely figura
tive mode of expression; so that Jer. 4:14 can even speak of washing the heart 
(kabbesi libbekh) ; cf. Prov. 20:9, zikkithi /ibbi, ''I have made my heart clean.'' 
In Ps. 73:13 'erchats beniqqayon kappai, ''I washed my hands in innocence," 

' 

stands in parallelism with zikkithi /ebhabhi, ''I kept my heart clean,'' and v. 1 

15 See above. 
16 ZoreJI, Lex. Hehr., 126, calls attention to Arab. barr, ''pure, holy,1' and translates ''only 

beloved.'' 
17 wus, 593. 
18 Schmuttermayr, 17-24. 
19 Paschen, 70. 
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refers to the bare lebhabh, ''pure in heart.'' ''Purity of hands (or heart}'' cer
tainly is to be understood only ethically and comprehensively. ''Heart'' has to 
do more with the intention, and ''hand'' with the ethical deed. But these two 
terms are not clearly distinguished, and in the ''liturgy of the gate'' in Ps. 24:4, 
''clean hands'' is wholly parallel to ''a pure heart.'' External purification rites 
without ethical conversion cannot remove guilt (Jer. 2:22). The llJOst frequently 
used expression for Levitical purification and purity is -+ �"" {aher, ''to be clean, 
pure.'' zakhakh, ''to be bright, pure, clean," is much rarer. But frequently these 
words also mean ''pure'' in the general and moral sense, e.g., in Ps. 51 : 12(10) 
lebh tahor, ''clean heart'' ;  Job 17:9, tahar yadhayim, ''clean hands''; and Prov. 
22:11, tehar lebh, ''purity of heart.'' Ps. 19:9(8) states that the commandment of 
Yahweh is pure (barah); 18:3 1(30), that his word (RSV promise) is pure (or true, 
tseruphah); and 12:7(6)," that his words (RSV promises) are pure (tehoroth); 
see also' the other parallel expressions in Ps. 19:8-10(7-9) and.51 :4,9(2,7), where 
the cultic terminology is given a moral connotation, being used of the forgiveness 
of sins. Paschen has discussed the· approximate synonyms to brr. 20 

But in spite of the extensive use of taher, later circles, especially among the 
Wisdom teachers, seem to have used rather the noncultic root brr for moral puri
ty. In the Qumran texts, where brr and its derivatives appear so far 12 times, this 
root is used only of ethical purity. ' 'Purity of hands'' is mentioned in lQS 9: 15, 
kebhor kappav, ''the purity of his hand''; 1QH 16: 10, lehabher kappai, ''to 
cleanse my hands''; 1 1QPs• 21:17 ( = Sir. 51 :20), kpy hbrwty; cf. in addition 

' 

lQS 1 : 12, ''to purify their understanding'' (lebharer da'tam) ; 4:20, ''God will 
cleanse'' (yebharer ·el). The monastic community at Qumran attached a great 
deal of importance to ritual purifications, but at the same time they emphasized 
the inner purity of heart, as is indicated, e.g., in  lQS 5:13, ''they are not pure 
(lo' yittaharu) unless they are converted from their malice." The root taher is 
used frequently for Levitical purity, just as in the OT, but it is also used of 
ethical purity, especially in lQH. 21 

The absolute purity of God's words and laws agrees with the idea that he 
requites man according to the (ethical) purity of his hands (Job 22:30; Ps. 18:21, 
25,27(20,24,26] =2 s. 22:21,25,27). 22 

III. Homonymous Words. 
1.  brr II. GesB and KBL3 list a brr II, meaning ''to sharpen'' (an arrow), 

and refer to the Arab. barii, ''to sharpen.'' They appeal to Schwarzlose, 23 but 
he gives as possible meanings, ' 'to cut, pare'' (I;Iariri 54,1). The OT texts that 
come into question here are Jer. 51 :11 ,  ''Sharpen the arrows'' (habheru ha
chitstsim), and Isa. 49:2, ''he made me a sharp arrow'' (lechets barur). But in 

20 Paschen, 19-26. 
21 See K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten (1960). 
22 Paschen, 68-81, deals with tl\e und�rstanding of ''purity'' in the deed-reward view of 

the cult lyrical traditions. 
23 F. W. Schwarzlose, Die Waffen der a/ten Araber (1886), 295. 
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view of the meaning ''to smooth, polish, purify,'' or ''smooth, polished,'' it is 
unnecessary to assume a different root. According to l QM 5: 14, the hilt of the 
sword is qeren beruralz, ''of smooth, polished (?) born." On the basis of the 
meaning ''to sharpen," Paschen conjectures that originally the root brr was an 
onomatopoeic word meaning ''to rub grate, pare, scrape," which later came to 
mean ''to make smooth bright, pure''; then the original id�a would appear even 
in bor and borith., ''lye,'' since these substances produce foam in the process 
of rubbing or scraping. 24 All this of course, is merely hypothetical. 

2. Grain. Further the subst. bar ill = '  grain,'' Arab. burr, is well attested in 
the OT: 25 Geo. 41 :35,49; 42:3,25; Jer. 23:28; Joel 2:24; Am. 5 : 1 1 ;  8:5f.; Ps. 
65:14(13); 72:16; Prov. 1 1 :26 (the meaning of Prov. 14:4 is uncertain). 26 The 
derivation from bar, ''pore," is evident to the extent that it denotes purified, i.e., 
winnowed, grain. However, in Ps. 65: 14 (13) and 72: 16 it is used of grain stand
ing in the field, and thus its etymology is no longer in view. 

3. Open Field. The only ,passage in which bar IV= ''the open field ' occurs 
is Job 39:4. In Arabic, barr means the mainland, and the verb bwr means ''to 
be uncultivated.'' 27 In Middle Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac, the verb bur, 
''to be uncultivated desolate1'' and the subst. bar are found often, 28 and thus 
we are to assume that bar in Job 39:4 is an Aramaism. 29 chevath bara·, ''the 
beasts of the field,'

, 
appears frequently in Daniel. 30 But it is still questionable 

whether ''open land ' is to be conn.ected with the root br, ''to cut down trees, 
root out.'' GesB, which assumes that the original meaning of brr was ''to be 
free,'' derives bar IV from this root. 

u Paschcn, 20. 
25 Cf. KBL3, 146. 
26 Sec above. "pure.' 
21 Lan� I, 274. 
28 Cf. Levy, WTM, and KBL3, 146. 

Hamp 

29 M. Wagner, Die lexikal. undgrammatikal. Aramaismen im alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch. 
BZAW, 96 (1966). No. 47. 

30 KBL', 1059. 
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Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences, Usage in the Ancient Near East. 11. Secular Usage: 
1. Good News in General; 2. With tobh; 3. Sad News. Ill .  Theologico-Religious Meaning: 
1.  Proclamation of Yahweh's Saving Deeds; 2. The Messenger of Joy; 3. Intensification in 
Trito·Isaiah. 

I. Etymology, Occurrences, Usage in the Ancient Near East. In the OT 
the root bsr occurs 30 times in all: 14 times as a verb in the piel, once as a verb 
in the hithpael, 9 times as a substantival participle, and 6 times as a noun. Since 
the Hebrew knows only the intensive form, it seems likely from the start that 
a survey of the actual usage of this root in OT contexts will yield only a semantic 
analysis, and not an etymological conclusion. 

This root is well attested in the ancient Near East. Even if we encounter vary
irig s-sounds, comparative Semitic grammar shows that this is normal. 1 Akkadian 
has the forms bussurwpassuru and bussurtu meaning ''to bring a message (news)'' 
and ''message (news)'' respectively. 2 In itself, this word is neutral; consequently, 
the noun can be defined more precisely by adding other terms, as in the expres
sions bussurat lumnim, ''bad news," and bussurat dumqim, ''good news,'' or 
bussurat bade, ''joyful news.'' 3 In the majority of cases, both the noun and the 
verb forms denote a good message or good news. By way of comparison, Arab. 
bassara, Old South Arab. 'bsr, ._ Ethiop. absara, and Jewish Aram. bsr always 
mean ''to bring good news.'' In Ugaritic, the verb, bsr means ''to bring glad 
tidings,'' and in the t-form ''to receive it,'' while the noun bsrt means ''glad 
tidings.'' These occurrences appear in three passages: CT A,  10 [IV AB], m, 
34f., where Anat brings Baal the joyful news of the birth of a bull calf, causing 
him to rejoice (Jmb); CTA, 19 [I D], II, 37, in a broken. context which. evidently 
has to do with news of victory ; and CT A, 4 [II AB), V, 26f., where Anat brings 
Baal the news that a house is going to be built for him. 

bJr. M. Burrows, "The Origin of the Temi 'Gospel,'" JBL, 44 (1925), 21-33; G. Dalman, 
The Words of Jesus (trans. 1909); K.Blliger, BK, XI, 33·35; G.Friedrich, "EUcxyYEA(�oµal," 
TDNT, 11, 707-710; G. Godu, "Evangile,9' DA.CL, Vil (1922), 852-923; D. J. McCarthy, "Vox 
b§r praeparat vocem 'evangelium,'

,
. VD, 42 (1964), 26-33; J.  Scharbert, Heilsmittler im A T  

und im Allen Orient. QuaestDisp, 23/24 (1964); U. Stiehl, Einfiihrung in die allgemeine 
Semantik (1970); C. Westermann, The Praise of God in the Psalms (trans. 1966); P. Zondervan, 
"Het Woord 'Evangelium,9" Theologisch Tijdschrift, 43 (1914), 17S.213. 

1 Brockelmann, VG, 50. 
2 CAD, II, 346f.; A.Hw, 142. 
3 For examples, sec CAD. 
4 ContiRossini, 119. 
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II. ·secular Usage. 

1 .  Good News in General. Jn the OT we find bsr and its derivatives in three 
literary strata. We encounter the nontheolog.ical usage especially in the books 
of Samuel and Kings. The use of this word in the episode of the news about 
Absalom's death is significant for determining the biblical meaning. It does not 
lack a certain diaJectic, a.nd for this very reason is instructive. The messengers 
and David, who awaits their arrival, have entirely different ideas about the con
tent of th.e message: the messengers saw in the death of the insurgent Absalom 
the opportune occasion for their message, but David, as Absalom's father, 'hoped 
that the message would be that Absalom was still alive. Both parties, the mes
sengers (2 S. 18: 19,20) and David {18:25,26), speak of ''joyful'' tidings that are 
brought or expected by using various forms of bissar, mebhasser, and besorah. 5 

We find the same thing w.hen news of the death of Saul is brought to the land of 
the Philistines (1  S. 3 1 :9 = 1 Ch. 10:9) and to David (2 S. 4: 10); and in connec
tion with the discovery of the flight of the Syrians (2 K. 7 :9). David's lament over 
Saul and Jonathan bas the verb bsr in the piel in the first stich of 2 S. 1 :20, but 
its parallelism with samach, ''to rejoice," and ·araz, ''to exult," makes it clear 
that the Philistines must hav.e regarded the news as a joyful message. bsr is also 
used in parallelism with samach when news of the birth of Jeremjah is brought 
to his father (Jer. 20:15). Here undoubtedly bfr means ''news of a joyful event!' 

2. With tobh. In two passages in the OT, tobh( ah), ''good,'' modifies the 
root bsr.: once it modifies the noun (2 S. 1 8:27), and once the verb {l K. 1 :42). 
In both cases this may be because the person to whom the .message was carried 
was under great psychical tension: David anticipated from Ahimaaz, a ''good 
man,'' the kind of news he wanted to hear; in the midst of the celebration of ills 
self-appointment to the throne, Adonijah became very anxious when he heard 
an echo of the surp.rising proclamation of Solomon as king, and he hoped to bear 
from Jonathan, a ''worthy man,'' words of reassurance. Thus the reason for the 
addition of tobh in these texts is to emphasize that the recipients of tb.e tidings 
we.re hoping for ''glad'' tidings, and not to clarify the meaning of the root. Twice 
the noun besorah means ''reward given to a messenger'' (2 S. 4:10;  18:22). This 
also assumes that bsr means basically ''glad'' tidings. 

3. Sad News. In one passage mebhasser is used of a messenger who brings 
to Eli the priest the sad news of Israel's defeat and of the death of hls sons {l S. 
4:17). Does this singular negative use of the root bsr justify the conclusion 
(assumed in KBL2) that bsr is a neutral word in Hebrew, and must be modified 
by ''glad'' or ''sad'' or something similar to convey the idea of glad or sad tidings? 
Or are we to agree with Friedrich when he assumes that the original meaning of 
this root is ''glad'' tidings?· e In our opinion Friedrich is correct� because the use 

G On 2 S. 18:27, see below. 
6 TDNT, II, 707. 
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of this root in extrabiblical literature also reveals the tendency to connect the 
root bsr with ''glad'' tidings, as Ugaritic in particular shows. The actual use of 
bsr in Biblical H'ebrew starts at this semantic stage and further develops it. The 
exception in 1 S. 4: 17 can be interpreted as a levelling down, and does not com
pel us to postulate that the original meaning in Hebrew was neutral. 7 

Ill. Thcologico-Rcligious Meaning. 

1 .  Proclamation of Yahweh's Saving Deeds. Only the verb and the sub
stantival participle of bsr are used in a tbeologico-religious sense in the OT. 
Thus we \Yill leave besora/i out of our discussion from now on. The religious 
use of bsr is found in two rather strictly definable strata, the Psalms and the 
Prophets. 

The use of bsr in Ps. 68: 12  (Eng. v. 1 1), wh.ich speaks of ' female messengers 
of victory in great number," represents a definite transition from secular news of 
victory to news of victory in the sphere of salvation history grounded in· Yahweh. 
The text here is not undisputed, but recent commentaries and translations leave 
it as it stands. 8 The female messengers of victory are probably to be understood 
on analogy with the women who sang of the victories of Saul and David in 1 S. 
18:7f. Ps. 68: 12(1 1) does not have in mind. news of victory carried to a specific 
audience, but a joyful announcement of Yahweh's saving deeds, the ''declar
ative praise'' of God. 9 It is only a step from this. to the meaning that bsr 
assumes in certain cultic texts (Ps. 4·0:10(9] and 96:2= 1 Ch. 16:2-3). In the cult, 
b.Sr does not have to do with reporting news, but with joyfully proclaiming Yah
weh's great deeds as confession and in order to awaken religiou joy. 

2. TJ1e Messenger of Joy. This figure takes on new color in the dramatic 
sketch of the mebhasser who runs on the mountains to Jerusalem as a messenger 
of joy when Assyria falls (Nab. 2 : 1 ( 1 : 15]). Deutero-Isaiab has the same figure, 
and the more he connects it with basic promises of salvation, the more expressive 
it becomes. Isa. 52:7 deals not only with the exodus from Babylon (52:.l lf.), 
but also \vith the tidings that .in conjunction with this exodus God's royal domin
ion. has begun. In the first stich we find the substantival participle in the absolute 
meaning ''messenger of glad tidings''; then the second sticb is in synthetic 
parallelism, ending with the declaration of the sovereignty of God: here we 
encounter the significant words shalom, •'peace," tobh, ''good,'' and yeshu'ah, 
''salvation.'' In this parallel stich, the participle of bsr is not su'bstantival, but 
appears once with the obj. tobh, ''good '' between two mashmia' (''publjsb'') 
clauses in which the objects are shalom, ''peace," and yeshu'ah, ''salvation,'' 
respectively. The addition, tobh, is not adverbial and is not to be interpreted as 
a clarification of the particular nuance of bsr; instead, it is the second element 
in a threefold series of terms: peace, good, salvation. Similarly, tbe participle 

7 But cf. McCarthy, 32. 
8 Weiser, Kraus, Deissler, Zurcherbibel, Echterbibel, etc. 
9 Westermann, 31f. 
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of bsr appears in the absolute in Isa. 40:9 (twice) meaning ''female messenger 
of peace,' and in 41 :27 meaning ••messenger of joy.

, 
In Deutero-Isaiah mebl1as

ser always refers to Yahweh s victory and the beginning of salvation. 10 

3. l11tensijication in Trito-Jsaial1. In Trito-Isaiah we probably have the highest 
intensification of the meaning of bsr. First of all, thls root is used in the sense of 
a proclamation of the praise of God by benevolent multitudes from Sheba, etc. 
(Isa. 60:6). In Isa. 61 :  1 ,  it is more than a proclamation, but also more than a 
prophetic prognosis of the future. In. his own interpretation of bis mission, the 
prophet sees as his primary task lebhasser ·anavim, • bringing good tidings to 
the afflicted. ' Here the verb is absolute, and can denote only a saving message 
for the oppressed and poor, not a neutral message. The proclamation of a y,•ord 
of salvation, and thus of a joyful message of God, is a primary element in the 
work of the prophet along with healing, liberating, comforting, saving, etc., and 
is itself a saving event. The event-character of what is said in. tbjs entire pericope 
is clear to the extent that the proclamation of the prophet must be understood 
as an ''announcement . . .  which also gives rise to that which is proclaimed.'' 11 
Thus bsr acquires an active note. With the announcement of glad tidings, the 
fulfilment begins; Yahweh himself is present an.d active in his word. 

The height attained in Trito-Isaiah would be complete if we could find in 
bir the basis for the NT key word euange/ion, ''gospel' (to say something about 
the later history of this word). Unfortunately, the noun besorah is not used in 
Isa. 61 : 1  and we do not know which intermediate Aramaic word Jesus used 
when he spoke of t'he 'good .news of the kingdom'' (Mt. 4:23). 12 However, in 
light of the quotation of Isa. 6 1 : 1 in Lk. 4: 18f. and its adaptation to Jesus there, 
it is probably not far wrong to regard the translation of bsr by the Gk. deponent 
verb euangelizestl1ai in the LXX as the basis for the key word euange/ion. 13 

In summary, it can be said that the theologico-religious usage of bsr confirms 
to a great extent the established secular ense of ' bringing glad tidings'' and 
develops this in relation to the message of salvation. 

10 Cf. McCarthy; Elliger, 37f. 
ll. Scbarbert� 202. 
12 Cf. DBS, 5, 1621; Dalman, 95. 
13 TDNT, 110. 
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Contents: I. 1 .  Etymology; 2. Occurrences, Usage; 3. Meanings. LL. Religio-Cultic 
Usage: 1. Of Animals; 2. Of Man. Ill Use in Anthropological Sense: 1. Man's Nature; 
1. As a Term Used to Denote Relationship; 3. Nature and Importance. TV. Use in Theo
logical Sense (God and basar). 

I. 1 .  Etymology. The Heb. basar, ''flesh,'' has cognates in most of the Semitic 
languages. To be sure, Arab. baJar means ''hide" (baJarat, ''cattle''), 1 'but in 
Phoenician and in most of the Aramaic dialects, the meaning ''flesh'' for bsr 
is well attested 2 (Jewish Aram. bisra· or bisra·, Syr, besrii, also Mandean). The 
connection of basar, ''flesh," with Akk. bisru, ''small child, toddler,'' 8 and Pun. 
bsr, ''child, descendant,'' 4 is disputed. In Ugaritic, bsr, ''flesh, body,'' occurs ;; 
(more frequently, however, slr, -+ ,Rid she·ar, ''residue, remnant''). In Ethiopic 
we find bllsor as a loanword, 0 and in Old South Arabic bsr, ''flesh'' (also kl 
bsrn, ''all flesh'' = man). 7 There is no connection between basar and the verb 
-+ "lltl bsr, except that they are homonymous. 

2. Occurrences, Usage. The noun basar, whose main meanings are ''flesh'' 
and ''body," and which also occurs once in the plural (Prov. 14:30), is found 
in the OT about 270 times (3 times in Biblical Aram.: Dnl. 2 : 1 1 ;  4:9 [Eng. v. 12];  
7:5). It appears in all OT writings except Josh., Am., and Mal., occurring most 
frequently in the Pentateuch (138 times, 61  of these in. Lev. alone), Ezk. (24 

basiir. F. Baumgartel-E. Schweizer, "oapf,. B. Flesh in the OT," TDNT, VII, 105-110; 
N. P. Bratsiotis, ·Avepc.>noA.oy(a Tfic; naA.auxc; ALa0i)Kfl<;, I (Athens, 1967), 52-59, 61-93; 
H. Goeke, Das Menschenbild der individuellen Klagelieder (Bonn, 1971), 204-231; J. L. 
Helberg, "A Communication on the Semasiological Meaning of Basar," OuTWP (1959), 23-
28; A. R. Hulst, "Kol-basar in der priesterlichen Fluterzablung," OTS, 12 (1958), 28-68; H. 
Huppenbauer, ",iz7:i 'Fleisch' in den Texten von Qumran (Hobie 1)," Tl1Z, 13 (1957), 298-
300; D. Lys, B/Js/Jr. La chair dans l'AT (Paris, 1967); R. Meyer-.E.Schweizer, "oap�. C. Flesh 
in Judaism. D. Historical Summary." TDNT, VU, 1 10-124; E. R. Murphy, "Bsr in the 
Qumran Literature and Sarks in the Epistle to the Romans," Sacra Pagina, Il (Paris, 1959), 
60-76; J. Pryke, u•Spirit1 and 'Flesh' in the Qumran Documents and Some NT Texts," RevQ, 
5 (1964165), 345-360; W. Reiser, "Die Verwandtschaftsformel in Gen 2,23/' TltZ, 16 (1960), 
1-4; A. Sand, "Der Begriff 'FJeisch' in den paulinischen Hauptbriefen," Bibi. UnteTsuchungen, 
2 (1967), 221-237; 0. Sander, "Leib-Seele-Dualismus im AT?" ZA'W, 77 (1965), 329-332; 
J. Scharbert, Fleisch, Geist und Seele im Pentateuch. SBS, 19 (1966); 0. Schilling, Geist und 
Marerie in biblischer Sicht. SBS1 25 (1967); R. de Vaux, Anc/sr; C. Westermann, "Leib und 
Seele in der Bibel," Zeirwende, 38 (1967), 440-47. 

1 KBL3. 
2 DISO, 45. 
3 AHw, 131a; CAD, II, 270a. 
• I. Hoftijzer, VT, 8 (1958), 288-292; DISO, 45. 
:; wus, 60. 
6 Leslau, Contributions, 13. 
• ContiRossini, 1 19f. 
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times), Job (18), Isa. (17), Ps. (16), and Jer. (10). 8 Since this word appears with 
the meaning 'cflesh'' and ''body'' in all parts of the OT literature (including Sir.) 
and in the Qumran texts, it would be fruitless to attempt any sort of chronological 
analysis of its use. 

The texts in which basar appears show that it was used not only of people, but 
also of animals. In. addition to its primary meanings, this word exhibits a variety 
of secondary· meanings. The OT examples can be divided into secular, religio
cultic, and theological spheres. 

• 

3. Meanings. The examples of the use of basar in the secular realm can be 
subdivided into the following primary and secondary meanings. 

a. 'Flesh," used synonymously with -+ ·uwshe'er (Mic. 3:3), and in distinction 
from - oi» •etsem, ''bone'' (Job 10:1 1), .,,9 ·or, ''skin'' (Job 10:1 1), - oi diim, 
''blood ' (Isa. 49:26), etc.: 1 .  Flesh of living people (2 K. 5: 10; healthy, 2 K. 
5:14; cf. Job 33:25; rotting, evanescent, Nu. 12:12; Job 33:21 ;  Prov. 5 : 11 ;  Job 
19:20; Zec. 14:12; Isa. 17:4; Ps. 109:24; returning to its former healthy state, 
Ex. 4:7; cf. 2 K. 5: 14). 2. Flesh of animals (Gen. 41 :2,3,4,18,19). 

b . . Flesh as food: 1 .  Animal flesh as food. for people (Nu. 1 1 :4,13,18,21,33; 
Isa. 22:13; raw, 1 S. 2: 15; roasted, Isa. 44:16,19), as food for predatory dogs 
(Ex. 22:30[3 1]); 2. Human flesh as food for wild animals (Gen. 40: 19; 1 S. 
17:44; 2 K. 9:36; Ezk. 39: 17f.); 3. Human flesh as food for people, either hyper
bolically to illustrate extreme distress (Lev. 26:29; cf. Dt. 28:53,55; Jer. 19:9), 
or figuratively of the exploitation of the poor by the powerful (Mic. 3:3), of the 
abuse of a human flock by a harsh �hepherd (Zec. 1 1 :16), of a human flock that 
has come to be without a sbepheTd and whose sheep are devouring one another 
(Zec. 1 1 :9), of the enemies of Israel who are to devour one another (Isa. 49:26), 
of allies devouring one another in a. civil war (Isa. 9:19(20]), of the fool who 

eats his own flesh'' (Eccl. 4:5), and also in the sense of ''destroying'' (Ps. 27:2) 
or slandering'' someone (Job 19:22). 

c. ''Body," the physical in its entirety, as a synonym of - :i,i1 �viyyah, 
gaph., but also oi -+ :t?ll nebhelllh, and in distinction from she'er, ''flesh'' (Prov. 
5 : 1 1): 1 .  of living people (Ex. 30:32; Lev. 16:4; Nu. 19:7; Ezk. 1 1 :19; cf. 36:26; 
Job 6:12; healthy, Dnl. 1 : 15 ;  Prov. 14:30; diseased, Job 7:5; Prov. 5 : 1 1 ;  cf. also 
Ps.38:4[3]; 63:2[1]); 2. of dead people, i.e., corpse, and thus parallel to nebhelah, 
''body'' (Ps. 79:2), and to ramuth, ''carcass'' (Ezk. 32:5), of a dead boy (2 K. 
4:34); 3. of living (Job 41:15(23]) or dead animals (Lev. 17 : 1 1 ;  cf. v. 14). 

d. Fleshly parts of the body in conjunction with other parts of the body: 
frequently in connection with 'etsem, ''bone,'' and ·or, ''skin'' (both are used 
with basar in Lam. 3:4)· also with kesel, ''loin'' (Ps. 38:8(7]), mishman, ''fat'' 
(Isa. 17:4)1 gidh, ''sinew'' (Ezk. 37:6,8; Job 10:1 1), se'arah, ''hair'' (Job 4:15), 

8 Cf. the statistics in Lys� 15-19. 
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dam, ''blood'' (Isa. 49:26; Ezk. 39:17f.; cf. the later expression, basar vedham, 
''flesh and blo6d,'' Sir. 14:18), berekh, ''k11ee'' (Ps. 109:24), reghel, ''foot," 
·ayin, ''eye," lashon, ''tongue,'' peh, ''mouth'' (Zec. 14:12), etc. 

e. For the supposed original meaning ''skin,'' one could cite Ps. 102:6[5]; 
119: 120; Job 4:15; and Ex. 4:7; and yet in all these passages basar could also 
be translated ''flesll." However, this is not the case in other passages, where 
these two words stand side by side and are clearly to be distinguished (Lev. 
13:2ff.; Job 10:1 1 ;  19:20; etc.). 

f. Euphemistically for ''pubic region,'' ''genitals'' (Ex. 28:42; cf. Lev. 6:3[10] ; 
16:4), ''penis'' (Lev. 15:2,3,7; Ezk: 16:26; 23:20), ''vagina'' (Lev. 15:19), etc. 

g. A term used to indicate relationship. It is used as a basic element in the so
called relationship formula9 in Gen.2:23 ('etsem me'atsamai ubliasar mibbesari, 
''bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh''), and thus in the sense of ''my own kins
man (relative)'' (Gen. 29:14; 2 S. 19:13f.[12f.]; cf. Jgs. 9:2; 2 S. 5 : 1 ;  1 Ch. 11 :1 ;  
it has the same meaning also without 'etsem in Neh. 5:5, or with she'er, ''flesh,'' 
in Lev. 18:6; 25:49; basar is used alone to denote ''my own brother'' in Gen. 
37:27), and is expanded to mean ''relative'' (Isa. 58:7). 

h. kol basar, ''all flesh,'' which occurs about 40 times in the OT, has the fol
lowing meanings: 1 .  ''the whole body'' of a human being (Lev. 13:3; Nu. 8:7) or 
an animal (Lev: 4: 1 1 ;  cf. 17: 14); 2. ''all living creatures,'' including people and 
animals (Gen. 6:17; 9:11,15ff.; Nu. 18:15; Ps. 136:25; Dnl. 4:9[12]� Sir. 40:8); 
3. ''all men," ''all mankind'' (Isa. 40:5f.; 49:26; Jer. 25:31;  45:5; Ezk. 21:4,10 
(20:48; 21:4]; Joe1 3:1[2:28]; Zec. 2:17[13]; Ps. 65 :3[2]; 145:21; Job 12:10; 
34:15; Sir. 1 :10; 14:17); 4. ''every man'' (Isa. 66: 16,23f.; Jer. 12: 12), ''any man'' 
(Dt. 5:26); 5. ''all aninlals,'' the entire aninlal world (Gen. 6:19; 7 :15f.,21; 8:17; 
Sir. 13:16; 17:4). 

i. ''Man," like -+ oi� ·adham, ''man," or ___,,.. ttl�l nephesh, lit. ''soul'' (Lev. 
13: 18,24; Ps. 56:5(4]; cf. Ps. 38:8[7]; Dnl. 2:1 1). 

j. ''Fleshly'' (Ezk. 11:19; 36:26; Job 10:4; 2 Ch. 32:8), perhaps as an abstract, 
''corporeality'' (Prov. 14:30). 

II. Religio-Cultic Usage. In numerous passages, basar is used in a religio
cultic context, in various laws, admonitions, etc., sometimes referring to the 
basar of animals and sometimes to the basar of man. These passages, most of 
which are in P, deal first of all with laws concerning food, sacrifices, etc., second
ly with laws concerning purity, sanctification, and clothing, and thirdly with 

• • • 

c1rcumc1s1on. 

D Reiser. 
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1 .  Of Animals. a. Basically the OT allows the eating of animal flesh (cf. 
Gen. 9:3). However, ordinarily it was eaten only on solemn occasions, when 
one was showing .hospitality to guests, and especially at sacrificial celebrations. 
Usually the ''raw flesh (meat)'' (basar . . .  chai, 1 S. 2: 15) of a cow (Ex. 29:14; 
Nu. 18:17f.; 1 K. 19:21), sheep (Ex. 29:32; Nu. 18:17f.; Dt. 16:2), or goat (Lev. 
16:27; Nu. 18 : 17f.) was roasted (Ex. 12:8; 1 S. 2:15) or boiled (1  S. 2: 13). The 
eating of flesh was accompanied by the eating of bread (Isa. 44: 19), etc., and the 
drinking of wine (22:13). Ezk. 1 1 :3,7, 1 1 ;  24: 10 contain a proverbial saying: ''It 
(Jerusalem) is the pot, we are the flesh." 

b. In his covenant with Noah after the flood, God gave man for food ''every
thing that moves and lives'' (Gen. 9:3; cf. 1 :29), but with the crucial limitation 
that he is not to eat basar benaphsho dhamo, ''flesh with its life, that is, its 
blood'' (9:4). This general prohibition against eating blood significantly brings 
blood (-+ ci dam) into very intimate connection with ''soul'' (-+ lliol nephesh), 
but clearly distinguishes between nephesh and basar. It requires unconditionally 
that when a person wants to eat flesh, he let the blood flow out or be poured 
out on the ground when the animal is slaughtered (this is explicitly stated in 
Lev. 17: 13; Dt. 12:16,24). This is frequently repeated and new)y formulated in 
the Pentateuch, not only in an effort to emphasize, but also to explain and con
firm. Thus at the beginning of the Holiness Code, the reason for the prohibition 
limiting the eating of flesh is stated this way: ''For the nephesh (life) of the 
flesh is in the blood, and I have given it for you upon the altar to make atonement 
for your souls'' (Lev. 17 : 1 1). The blood belongs to Yahweh and is reserved for 
him alone; he receives it as sacrificial blood� and in this way effects vicarious 
atonement for each cult participant, who otherwise would have to die because 
of his sin. In order to avoid any misunderstanding, fhis duty is also binding on 
the stranger among the people (v. 12), and applies to all ''flesh,'' even that of 
wild game which was not offered in sacrifice (v. 13). Finally, the universal char
acter of the prohibition against eating blood is emphasized strongly by the twice 
repeated reason given to support it: ki nephesh kol basar damo . . .  hu ·, ''for 
the life of all flesh, it . . .  is its blood'' (v. 14). The same reason (but expressed 
more concisely) is also found in Dt. 12:23 with an ethical and humane color. 
Thus, instead of the blunt threat of destruction (Lev. 17:10,14), we encounter an 
appeal directed more to internal responsibility: ''OnJy be sure that you do not 
eat the blood'' (Dt. 12:23), connected with the promise that it will go well with 
those who seek Yahweh's pleasure (v. 25). But the tendency to balance the pro
hibition against eating blood with the pe�ission to eat as much flesh as one 
desires (12:23· cf. 12 : 15,20ff. 27) is also noteworthy: ''as much as you desire, 
according to the blessing of Yahweh your God which he has given you'' ( 12:15). 

c. In particular the OT food laws prohibited the eating of flesh: 1 .  of all 
unclean animals (cf. the lists in Lev. 1 1  and Dt. 14:3-21); 2. of any clean animal 
that dies or is tom by wild animals (Ex. 22:30(31 ] ·  d. Lev. 1 1 :39f.; 17: 15f.; 
and Dt. 14:21,  which states that the Israelites can give or sell its flesh to an alien 
or foreigner); 3. of an ox that is stoned because it gored someone to death (Ex. 

• 
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21 :28); and 4. of flesh that comes into contact with something unclean (Lev. 
7: 19). A decisive religio-ethic.al character can also be seen in these food Jaws 
in the respective positive urgent admonition to maintain purity, which also 
appears in a summons to holiness. Sometimes this summons is uttered by Yah
weh bjmself (Ex. 22:30(31 ] ;  Lev. 1 1 :43ff.; 22:8f.), and sometimes it is uttered 
in his name (Dt. 14:21). Yahweh s holiness, to which appeal is made again and 
again as a basis for the food laws, is also the motive for every charge to indjvidual 
purity and holiness. Along with this, the frequent emphasis on one's relationshjp 
to Yahweh (Lev. 1 1  :44; Dt. 14:21), on the personal attitude of every member of 
the people of God toward Yahweh and his commandments expressed in obe
dience and. fidelity (Ex. 22:30(31 ] ;  cf. Lev. 1 1 :43ff.; 22:8f.; Dt. 14:21), as a 
motivation for observing good laws, is noteworthy. Frequently when the OT 
designates flesh as unclean, it refers to a kind of flesh that plays a certain role 
in heathen cults. Thus OT food Jaws had a part in defining the distinction be
tween Israelites and heathen, and these took on greater .religio-ethical significance 
from the time of the exile on. Thus a postexilic prophet censures idolaters who 
eat forbidden flesh in connection with an idolatrous cult (Isa. 66: 17; cf. 65:4). 
Ezekiel also insists before Yahweh that he has conscientiously observed the food 
laws: ''I have never eaten what died of itself or was tom by beasts, nor has foul 
flesh come into my mouth 

, 
(Ezk. 4: 14). Daniel and his fellow believers at the 

heathen court in Babylon refuse to eat the king's food, in order to remain faith
ful to the law and not defile themselves (Dn1. 1 :8ff.). It is impossible to determine 
whether the ''king s food'' (path bagh Jiammelekh, Dnl. 1 :8; cf. Jth. 12: 1 ;  Tob. 
1 : 12;  2 Macc. 5:27-7:40) also means flesh sacrificed to idols; in general, it is 
striking that OT law contains no explicit prorubition against eating such flesh 
or against eating the flesh of animals killed by heathen. Possibly the general 
food laws of the OT also cover such cases. 

Dnl. 10:2f. tells about a thTee-week 'mourning fast'' (....,)- ?:i1t ·oohaT) during 
which Daniel ate no flesh, in preparation for receiving a revelation. Evident in such 
passages is the tendency always present in the OT to try to attain a direct rela
tionship to God by means of true asceticism. Standing in the foreground here is 
the idea that fasting (which is freqaently mentioned in the OT, -+ oir tsum; 
- itl9 ·anah) as a religio-ethical act can lead to the suppression of the appetite, 
because eating a large quantity of food (and flesh is included in this, cf. Jgs. 
6:19) disturbs the inner relationship with God and imperils fidelity to him (cf. 
Isa. 22: 13;  Prov. 23:20). To be sure, according to Dt. 12 : 15ff. each one may 
slaughter and eat flesh anywhere and ''as much as he desires," according to 
the blessing that Yahweh has given him although even here certain restrictions 
are imposed (Dt. 12 : 16,23). But the narratives in Ex. 16 (cf. vv. 3,8,12) and Nu. 
1 1  (cf. the frequent use of basar in vv. 4,13,18,21,33) also indicate that the in
ordinate desire for flesh (cf. esp. Nu. 1 1 :  18ff.), and not sjmply the people's 
hunger, lay behind Israel s murmuring and rebellion against Yahweh (so also 
Nu. 1 1  :20). A similar example is found in 1 S. 2: 12ff., where the sons of EJi 
demanded raw flesh from those who offered sacrifice in order that they might 
roast it and enjoy it, and thus blasphemed God because of their desire for flesh. 
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d. In cultic life, the flesh of animals served as ''sacrificial flesh'' (besar haq
qorban, Ezk. 40:43), which was regarded as ''holy flesh'' (besar qodhesh, Jer. 
1 1 :15;  Hag. 2:12). Generally speaking, the flesh of all clean domestic animals 
and some clean birds could be sacrificed. Depending on the kind of sacrifice 
being ,offered, the animal was called a par, ''bull,'' or se·ir, ''goat," hacl1at1a·1h, 
''for the sin-offering'' (Lev. 16:27); "el hammillu0im, ''the ram of ordination'' 
(Ex. 29:31); and its flesh besar hammillu ·im, ''the flesh for the ordination'' 
(29:34), besar zebhach todhath. slzelamim, ''the flesh of the sacrifice of peace
offerings for thanksgiving'' (Lev. 7: 15), besar zebhach hashshelamim, ''the flesh 
of the sacrifice of peace-offerings'' (7:21), or simply besar hm:.zabhach, ''the 
flesh of the sacrifice'' (7: 17). There were certain kinds of sacrificial flesh which 
no one was allowed to eat; instead, it was to be burned outside the camp: the 
sin-offering (Ex. 29:14; Lev. 4:1 1f.; 8:17; 9: 1 1 ;  16:2i), and the ''red heifer'' 
whose ashes were used in the preparation o.f the water of purification (Nu. 19:5). 
The flesh that was left over from the sacrificial meal was burned either after the 
rtrst day (Ex. 29:34; Lev. 7:15; 8:32) or on the third day (Lev. 7:17), because 
by that time it was considered to be unclean (piggul1 ''an abomination,'' 7: 18). 
The flesh that came in contact with something unclean had also to be burned 
(7:19). 

However, in other cases the sacrificial flesh was eaten, sometimes only by the 
priesthood, and sometimes by the laymen as well. Thus the priests alone were 
allowed to eat the sacrificial flesh of the ram of ordination (Ex. 29:31), and only 
in the sacrificial meal at the door of the 'ohel mo 'edh, ''tent of meeting'' (29:32; 
Lev. 8:31), after it had been boiled ''in a holy place'' (Ex. 29:31). Also, the 
priests alone were allowed to eat of the sacrificial flesh that they offered for 
the common people as a sin-offering, which was considered to be ''most holy'' 
(qodhesh qodhashim, Lev. 6:22(29]), so that any one who touched it was ''holy'' 
(6:20[27]). Furthermore, 1 S. 2:13 mentions ''the custom of the priests with that 
which the people sacrificed." The flesh of all clean firstlings (-+ ,,,l bekhor) 
that was offered in the sanctuary (Nu. 18: 15f.), and that which was given freely 
of the firstborn of men and unclean animals {18: 15,18), was also regarded as 
the custom of the priest. After the priest had received his portion of the shelamim 
(peace)-offering, the layman offering the sacrifice and his kinsmen were allowed 
to eat his portion in the sacrificial meal if it was clean (Lev. 7:19), for this flesh 
was basar miuebhach hashshelamim, ''the flesh of the sacrifice of the peace
offerings,'' which belonged to the Lord (7:20f.). Further, on the first night of 
the passover, the flesh of the paschal lamb, which had been roasted in the fire, 
was eaten (E.x. 12:8), and on.e had to be careful not to break any of its bones 
(12:46). It is also worthy of note that Dt. 12 gives the layman more privileges 
by allowing him to eat sacrificial flesh (v. 27), although it requires him not to 
forget the Levite (v. 19). Jgs. 6:19ff. tells how a banquet with boiled flesh which 
Gideon prepared was changed into a burnt-offering, and 1 S. 2: 12ff. gives an 
account of the misuse of priestly prerogatives with regard to sacrificial flesh by 
the sons of Eli. 

Some of the above-mentioned passages, especially those which designate the 
sacrificial meal as ''holy flesh.

, 
belonging to Yahweh, and the demands for purity 

• 
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on the part of those participating in the sacrifice that are dependent on. these 
passages, point to the religio-ethical value of sacrifice. Sacrifice is a means Y ah
weh uses to allow his people to demonstrate and promote their morally binding 
covenant communion with him. 10 The prophets do not oppose sacrifice as such, 
but its superficial use in the cult, where only the ritual is performed and the 
religio-ethical basis of this cultic reality is despised in their time. They emphasize 
the true meaning of sacrifice in the OT and its religio-ethical value. Thus Hosea 
condemns Israel's sacrifices, which in his day are merely a matter of slaughtering 
animals and eating their flesh, and do not conform to the will of the covenant 
God, because the inner motivation is missing. I eremiah also opposes the false 
idea that the people can draw near to Yahweh by eating animal flesh, while 
their deeds prevent them from drawing near to him. Thus with a certain irony, 
be quotes Yahweh as ca11ing to his people: ''Add your burnt-offerings to your 
sacrifices, and eat the flesh'' (Jer. 7:21). The eating of the flesh of the burnt
offering (which actually was not supposed to be eaten) reveals the hypocrisy 
of the one offering the sacrifice, because ostensibly everything he is doing is 
for Yahweh, when in reality it is done without him and therefore brings about 
his displeasure. Further, in Jer. 1 1 : 15 (cf. already Isa. l:lOff.) Yahweh asks 
what his beloved was seeking in his house and whether ''holy flesh'' could avert 
her doom. In Ps. 50:13 Yahweh asks a similar question, which also points to 
the true meaning of the sacrificial cult in the OT: ''Do I eat the flesh of bulls?'' 
Here he condemns the false idea that he needs sacrificial flesh. 

2. Of Man. In religio-cultic life, human basar is also used in the sense of 
''body.'' 

a. A large number of the passages that use basar in this way mention laws 
of purity and holiness. 11 Thus, when some sort of skin disease appears on ''the 
skjn of his (a person's) body'' (be·or besaro), the priest pronounces him ''un
clean'' (-+ Meo tame�, Lev. 13:2ff.,10f.,14ff.,18,24,43) or ''clean'' (-+ .,,i'To tahor). 
In the sexual realm, a man is unclean when he has a discharge from his basar 
(RSV, ."body''; 15:2,3,7), 12 and a woman is unclean during her menstrual period 
(15: 19). Other laws direct various people to wash (-+ rni rachats) their bodies 
in water: this is the case with the high priest before putting on holy garments 
(16:4) or his festival robes (16:24), the man who lets the goat go to Azazel 
(16:26), those who bum the s� flesh, and dung of the animal offered for a 
sin-offering (16:27f.) or of the red heifer (Nu. 19:7f.), anyone who comes in 
contact with unclean animals (Lev. 22:6), a person who eats meat of animals 
that died of themselves or that were tom (17: 16), and one who has recovered 
from a skin disease (14:9), emitted a discharge (15: 13) or semen (15: 16). 

The Levites are supposed to shave their whole ''body'' (Nu. 8 :  1·); the. 
anointing oil for the priests is not to be poured upon the ''body'' of a layman 

10 Cf. further H.-J. Kraus, Worship in Israel (trans. 1966), 112ff.; and de Vaux, 11, 447ff. 
11 De Vaux, II, 460ff. 
12 See above, 1.3.f.; otherwise Scharbcrt, 49. 

• 
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(Ex. 30:32). Both priests (Lev. 21 :5) and laymen (19:28) were forbidden to 
make cuttings in the fles·h. Further, according to Ex. 28:42 the priests must 
cover ''the flesh of their nakedness'' (besar 'ervaJ1), i.e., their pubic region, with 
linen breeches when they go into the most holy place or when they approach 
the aJtar, ''lest they bring guilt upon themselves and die'' (v. 43). Lev. 6:3(10) 
and 16:4 contain similar laws concerning the clothing of the priest when he offers 
the burnt-offering, and of the high priest o.n the day of atonement, but in these 
passages basar alone is used. In order to humble himself before Yahweh, a person 
put sackcloth (� per saq) upon his naked body (·al basar, 1 K. 2 1 :27; 2 K. 6:30). 
The religio-ethical element can hardly be denied also in the laws of purification 
for the human body. In these laws one can recognize a means of separating 
Israel from her secular or heathen environment, and of indicating her relation
ship to Yahweh. They also serve as preparations for an inner purity and holiness 
to which Yahweh calls his covenant people (Lev. 19:2; cf. 1 1 :44f.; 20:7,26; 
21  :8; etc.). 

b. The use of basar in connection with the circumcision (- ;,D mul) of the 
foreskin in Gen. 17: 1 1 ,14,23-25; Lev. 12:3 (besar ha'orlalz, ''the flesh of the 
foreskin," where basar probably means ''penis'') on the one hand, and in Ezk. 
44:7,9 c·erel basar, ''uncircumcised flesh'') on the other, is striking since basar 
is never used in this way anywhere else in the OT. In Gen. 17:10ff., the circum
ci ion of the besar ha"orlah is traced back to Yahweh's covenant with Abraham, 
but is said to be perpetuated in his descendants. Thus this act of circumcision, 
which was aJso practiced in the heathen nations around Israel, was given a new 
pronounced religious meaniog, which Y ahweb himself defines in the following 
way, velwyah le •oth berit/1 beni ubheneklzem, ''and it shall be a sign of the cove
nant between me and you" (17:1 1). Thus the circumcision of the besar J1a ·orlal1 
as a covenant responsibility is a crucial sign (-+ n'K "oth) of the separation of 
Abraham and his descendants from the heathen world around them, and also 
of their reception into covenant communion with Yahweh. Thus circumcision 
is a sign of the covenant ('oth beritli, 17:  1 1 ), which makes the covenant of Yah
weh visible in the basor of the indjvidual participants in the covenant (17:13;  
cl. Sir. 44:20). 13 It also excludes all ''uncircumcised flesh'' (·ere/ basar, Ezk. 
44:7,9) from this Yahweh covenant or from the covenant people (Geo. 17: 14), 
and the uncircumcised besar lza 'or/ah is the sign that a man is a heathen. In 
Ezk. 44:7,9, ·erel basar, ''uncircumcised flesh," is supplemented by 'ere/ lebh, 
''uncircumcised heart'' (cf. Dt. 10: 16; Jer. 4:4; 9:25f.), which indicates that cir
cumcision is not only an external sign of the covenant, restricted to the body, 
but bas in mi11d the whole man, body and soul, and requires inner motives. 
In this connection, reference can be made to Ezk. 16:26; 23:20 (here basar= 
''penis''), which speak of Israel's ("ishsl1al1, ''woman, wife'') violation of the 
covenant and disloyalty to Yahweh (•ish, ''man, husband'') in a figurative sense 
as harlotry with foreign men who have gidhle bhasar, ''large penises.'' 

is See also the excellent observations made by Scharbert, 50f., 55. 
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ID. Use in Anthropological Sense. 

1 .  Man's Natt1re. basar is probably the most comprehensive, most important, 
and most frequently used anthropo1og.ical term for the external, fleshly aspect 
of man,s nature and when used in this sense it can be translated by the two 
main meanings of this word, ' flesh'' or 'body," depending on the context. 

a. Usually basar denotes the form of man in its entirety, i.e., the physical, 
consisting chiefly of flesh, which is recognized throughout the OT as the work 
of God s hands (Isa. 45: 1 l f.; 64:7[8]; Ps. 1 19:73; 138:8; Job 10:8ff.; 3 1 : 15 ;  etc.). 
However, it is worthy of .note that basar is not explicitly mentioned in the account 
of the creation of man (Gen. 2:7), although basar occurs elsewhere in Gen. 2 in 
its two main senses (vv. 21 ,23f.); instead, the author uses neshamah, ''breath:' 
and nephesli, ''soul." And yet, basar appears in other passages alluding to Gen. 
2:7 (thus Job 34:14f.). The disparate anthropological statements in the OT af
firm that the human body is clothed with ·or, ''skin," and basar, knit togetheT 
with - cJ� •etsem, ''bo.nes," and gidh, ''sinews'' (Job 10:1 1), and perfused with 
- ci dam, ''blood.'' Further, God has provided it with a lebh, ''heart'' (Ps. 
33:15) kelayoth, ''kidneys'' {Ps. 139:13), etc., and especially with a nephesh 
(Jer. 38 : 16), so that the whole man is a nephesh cl1ayyah1 ''living soul,'' as long 
as the - "'., raaclz, ''spirit,'' given by the neshamah, ''breath," of God dwells in 
the basar (cf. Job 34:14f.}. 

b. In its most important meaning, ''body,'' frequently basar also denotes the 
whole external being of man. Thus, e.g., Job asks, ''Is my body (basar) made of 
bronze?'' (Job 6:12); and when he thinks of his misfortune, a shuddering seizes 
his body (basar, 21 :6). One psalmist laments over his physical weakness: ''My 
basar (body) is failing and has become thin'' (Ps. 109:24), and another says that 
because of the anger of God there is no soundness in his ''body'' (38:4,8(3,7}). 
The Preacher declares: ''Much study is a weariness of the flesh'' (Eccl. 12 : 12). 
·aklial, ''to devour'' (Isa. 9: 19[20]; 49:26; Zec. 1 1 :9; Ps. 27:2), and sablza•, ''to 
be satisfied'' (Job 19:22), are used with basar to denote the destruction of the 
whole outer existence of man. We encounter a clear distinction between the 
physical and the spiritual in passages where basar is used for the outer man, 
and lebh, ' heart,'' for the inner. But instances of this sort have in mind the whole 
man with bis twofold, psychosomatic nature. Thus the words of the wise must 
be kept in the heart (lebh), because they are healing to the whole body (basar, 
Prov. 4:20ff.), just as a tranquil heart is healing to the body (14:30). The Preacher 
says that one must remove vexation fro.m his heart and thus put away pain from 
his body (Eccl. 1 1 : 10). He aJso warns against bringing guilt on the body through 
the mouth (5:5[6]; in v. 1 (2] peh, ''mouth," appears in parallelism with lebh, 
''heart''). 

The equaJJy clear distinction that is made between basar an.d nephesh, ''soul," 
is quite remarkable, especially in those texts where both ideas are aJso used to 
denote the external or the internal, spiritual aspect of man. Here again, man is 
viewed as a whole, in.eluding his external and his internal being. The psalmist's 
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neplzesh, ''soul,'' thirsts for God, and his basar, ''flesh, body,'' faints for him 
(Ps. 63:2[1]}; his nephesh longs, yea faints, for the courts of Yahweh, his heart 
and basar sing for joy to the living God (Ps. 84:3[2)); his heart is glad, his soul 
( � ,,:l::> kiibhodh, ''glory'') 1• rejoices, an.d his basar dwells secure (Ps. 16:9). 
Thus the whole man is devoted to Yahweh, body and soul. The clear distinction 
between basar and nephesh can probably be assure{) in Job 14:22 (the specific 
exegesis of which is disputed}, as well as in 13:14 and 12 : 10, where moreover 
kol chai, ''every living thing,'' stands in parallelism with kol besar 'ish, ''aJJ 
mankind,'' and neplzesh with ruach, ''spirit.'' Undoubtedly the probably pro
verbial expression, minnephesh ve 'adh basar, RSV, ''both soul and body'' (Isa. 
10:18, ''wholly''), 16 also testifies to this distinction, which seems to have been 
ingrained in the consciousness of the people at that time. It is impossible to 
miss the distinction intended in these passages, and yet we are not to think of 
it as a dualism of soul and body in the Platonic sense. Rather, basar and nephesh 
are to be understood as different aspects of man's existence as a twofold entity. 
It is precisely this emphatic anthropological wholeness that is decisive for the 
twofold. nature of the human being. It excludes any view of a dichotomy between 
basar and nephesh, ''soul,'' as irreconcilably opposed to each other, and reveals 
the mutual organic psychosomatic relationship between them. Thus it also gives 
to the concept of personality a compact uniformity, which is expressed by a 
distinct consciousness of unity. On this point one should also keep in mind the 
passages mentioned above where basar is also prominent as an expression of 
the spiritual, and exerts spiritual activity, which is characteristic elsewhere of 
nephesh or of lebh, ''heart.'t 

2. As a Term Used to Denote Relationship. In this connection we must 
mention the frequently emphasized similarity of all men, which is based on the 
fact that all men have something in common. Thus the OT refers in particular 
to the common creator of all men (Isa. 64:7[8]; etc.), or to the descent of all 
men from the first .human being (Wisd. 7: 1ff.; -+ D"m ·adham), to man's comm.on 
origin (Job 33:6), existence, death (34: 15; Wisd. 7:5f.), birth (Job 3 1 :  15), to the 
common nature of all men (10:10ff.; Ps. 33:15); etc. Generally speaking, all 
these things that men have in common can be denoted by basar, which, as the 
physical aspect of man, represents his tangible reality in an emphatic way, and 
makes clear the similarity of human nature dependent on this as well as the 
relationship of men to one another as a collective idea, conditioned by the 
fleshly. 

a. Thus basar appears in the sense of ''man'
, 

as a synonym of --+ oiM 'adham, 
with a neutral meaning in Lev. 13: 18,24· and with a negative connotation in 
Ps. 56:5(4); Dnl. 2 : 1 1  (Aram.); cf. Gen. 6:3; Jer. 17:5; Ps. 78:38. 16 

lt- Cf. F. Notscher, YT, 2 (1952), 358ff. 
:w Cf. the unlikely interpretation. "from the throat to the genitals." suggested by Sander. 
1e See below. 
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b. Further, the frequent expression kol basar, lit. ''all flesh,'' is instructive, 
especially when it has the meaning ''all mankind,'' ''every man,'' ''any man.'' 11 

Moreover, this expression calls to mind kol nephesh, ''every soul," or kol nephesh 
chayyah, ''every living soul,'' kol neshamah, ''everything that breathes," kol 
chai, ''all life, every living thing,'' but it has a different nuance of meaning (cf. 
Gen. 9: 15f.), and usually does not occur in the positive sense. Since the negative 
qualities of human nature are connected with basar in the OT, kol basar .normally 
appears in a derogatory sense. Consequently, men {all of whom a.re indeed 
basar), in their existential situation and in their general relationship to each 
other, a.re placed before God and in sharp contrast to him. Wherever kol basar 
appears as an idiom (thus with the exception of Lev. 4: 1 1 ;  13:3; Nu. 8:7; etc.), 
the idea that the basar that all men share in common is used to denote their 
distinction from God and to emphasize their distance from him lies behind it more 
or less clearly. As the almighty Creator and Lord, majestically from above God 
alone rules, judges, and passes judgment on kol basar, ''all flesh,'' as his crea
tion. 18 

c. Sometimes .kol basar also includes the animals subordinate to man, and 
then it means the whole creation. 19 Even Gen. 1 (cf. vv. 24ff., where the animals 
are created on the same day as man) and 2 (cf. vv. 19f.� where animals a.re formed 
''out of the ground'' or ''from the earth,'' just as man is in v. 7) indicate a certain 
relationship between man and animals, which has to do with the external, the 
fleshly. At the same time, not only in Gen. 1 :26f.,28 and 2:19f., but also in 
6:19ff., animals stand below man. Thus the flood narrative states that man's 
behavior also brings divine punishment on the animals (6:12), and that God's 
decision concerning the fate of man also affects the animals: ''I have determined 
to make an end of all flesh; for the earth is filled with violence through them 
(i.e., men); behold, I will destroy them with the earth (6: 13). But the animals 
a.re also included in the expression kol basar in Yahweh's covenant of salvation 
with Noah, where, significantly, kol basar is used in connection with kol nephesh 
chayyah, ''every living soul (RSV creature)'' (9: 1 1,15ff.). 

d. kol basar is used a few times in the flood narrative to refer to animals 
alone. In these cases, it is explicitly distinguished from man (Gen. 7:21), and it 
appears with min, ''from'' (6:19; 7:15f.; 8:17), in order to indicate that species 
of animals not mentioned are excluded. 

e. The relationship shared by all men in that they all are basar is specifically 
applied to the blood relationship through the so-called relationship formula. 20 
In this formula, which, in light of the text as it now stands, goes back to Gen. 

11 See above, 1.3.b. 
18 For further elaboration, see below. 
19 See above, 1.3.b. 
20 Sec above, 1.3.g. 
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2:23, basar is again used in a neutral sense, because here the main emphasis is 
placed on the relationship itself. Thus 'adham (man? Adam?), after he has been 
made aware that his nature is different from that of the animals, and after he 
has declared that they have a subordinate position to man by giving names to 
the various species, states as -+ Viac "ish (man) the concrete and predominant unity 
with the 0ishshah (woman) that God took from him, a unity based on basar, 
and their common nature which is obvious at first glance: zo'th happa·am 'etsem 
me 'atsamai ubhasar mibbesari, ''This at last is bone of my bones and flesh of 
my flesh'' (Gen. 2:23). This striking formula is also used in the OT to emphasize 
an existing blood relationship and to stress the responsibilities that this implies. 21 

f. basar -+ inat • echadh, ''one flesh," in Gen. 2:24 is a special case. One can 
find here a reference to monogamy (d. Mal. 2: 14ff.; Prov. 2 : 17), but also an 
allusion to the consummation of marriage: that which was basar 'ecl1adh be
fore the creation of the 'ishshah, ''woman'' (Gen. 2:2 l f.), is again united into 
basar • echadli through the consummation of marriage (2 : 24 ), and the basar 
·echadh attested thereby bears undeniable witness to its complete unity. Perhaps 
an attempt to interpret the relationship formula can also be seen here. 

3. Nature and Importance. a. The twofold appraisal of man presented above 
clearly sets in relief the relevant anthropological statements, which in turn make 
it possible to work out more completely the OT teaching on the nature and im
portance of man, as well as .his situation before God. The characteristics, then, 
of basar are its creatureliness, its absolute dependence oo God, its earthly nature, 
and its weakness, inadequacy, and transitoriness. If God, ''in whose band is the 
soul of every living thing and the breath of aJJ mankind'' (Job 12: 10) ''should 
take back his spirit and gather to himself his breath '' (34 : 14), ''all flesh would 
perish together'' (34:15), ''in which is the breath of life'

, 
(Gen. 6:17), and men, 

''who are dust'' (3: 19; cf. Ps. 103:14), ''since they are but flesh, a wind that passes 
and comes not again'' (Ps. 78:39), ''will return to dust'' (Job 34: 15; cf. Gen. 3 : 19). 
Thus all men must die, because they are ''flesh'' and ' dust." Then ''the dust 
returns to the earth as it was, and the spirit returns to God who gave it'' (Eccl. 
12:7). Yahweh has so ordained it (Gen. 6:3; cf. 3:19). basar ''passes away'' 
(- t1}:l balah, Lam. 3 :4), ''wastes away'' (-+ t1?j kalal1, Job 33:21 ;  Prov. 5 : 1 1), 
''dissolves, ·rots'' (maqaq, Zee. 14: 12), is not ''bronze'' (nachusl1, Job 6: 12), is 
overcome by weariness (Eccl. 12 :12), ''becomes gaunt" (kachash, Ps. 109:24), and 
its ''fat'' (mishman) grows lean (raz.ah, Isa. 17 :4). All these characteristic features 
of basar, which denote its nature, fate, and importance, define its situation before 
God. The ·metaphor in Isa. 40:6f. especially makes this clear: ''All flesh is grass, 
and all its beauty is like the flower of the field. The grass withers, the flower 
fades, when the breath of Yahweh blows upon it'' (cf. Ps. 103: 15f.). 22 And yet, it 
must be observed that not only is there a reference to the sadness of the 
fate of kol basar in this passage but also a gentle breeze of recognition, even of 

21 See above. 
22 See Bratsiotis, 68ff., 73ff . 

• 
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appreciation for basar, blows through it lightly, because in connection with all 
the transitoriness of basar, it also refers to its simple and natural beauty and 
adornment (chesedh, v. 17). 

b. Many statements allow an ethical evaluation of basar, which also appear 
''as ethically susceptible'' ·and ''inclining toward sin.'' 23 Eccl. 2:3; 5:5(6); and 
1 1 :10 must be taken into consideration in making such an evaluation. In these 
passages, basar appears to be inclined toward moral excesses, and thus suscep
tible to sin. Gen. 6: 12, which attributes the corruption of the earth to the general 
corruption of all flesh, points in a different direction. V. 13 connects the fore
going evaluation of kol basar, ''all flesh," with the announcement of God's 
resolution: ''I have determine-0 (resolved) to make an end of all flesh (the LXX 
has characteristically pantes anthropoi, all men); for the earth is filled with 
violence through them (i.e., men).'' Thus kol basar (and not kol nepl1esh, ''every 
soul'') shows itseli to be unworthy and sinful before God, not only because it 
bas fallen into sin, but also because it is the cause of corruption in the sur
rounding world. The continually problematic passage, Gen. 6:3, where Ya.hweh 
appoints a specific length for man's life in view of his depravity, is very im
portant. Here Yahweh says: lo· yadhon ruchi bha·adham /e'olam beshaggam 
hu • bhasar, ''My spirit shall not abide in man for ever, for he is flesh." Whether 
this means that God wants to protect his spirit ''against being exposed to too 
much danger through the flesh'' 2� cannot be said with certainty. But it cannot 
be denied that in this passage sin is intimately connected with basar, and that 
it is also used to denote the ethical aspect of man, in spite of the cosmic dualism • 
between ruach ylzv/1, ''the spirit of Yahweh,'' and basar (which is here par. to 
·adham, 'man''). Moreover, it can be maintained with certainty that basar as 
a designation of man (so esp. in Ps. 56:5(4]; 78:39.; as well as kol basar), � and 
especialJy as an antithesis to God (so Jer. 17:5; Job 10:4; 2 Ch. 32:8), 26 not 
only emphasizes all the characteristics of basar that have been mentioned� but 
also ref1ec.ts its ethical inadequacy and inclination to sin as well as its physical 
nature. 

The positive attitude toward basar in Ezk. 36:26 (cf. 1 1 : 19), where Yahweh 
promises to give a ''new heart'' and a ''new spirit'' to the true Israel, and to 
take out of their flesh (basar) the ''stony heart'' and give them a ''fle-shly heart'' 
(lebh basar), is an exception. Here lebh chadhash, ''new heart,'1 is equated with 
lebh. basar, ' fleshly heart," in contrast to lebh ha·ebhen, ''stony heart.'' Con
sequently, this passage represents a significant step in the direction of bridging 
the gulf between ruach and basar, because it places them side by side, not as 
opposites, but as positive powers, or one might say as allies. To be sure, all this 
will take pla_ce in the future. And yet the ethical dimension of basar is also 
illuminated by the statement made here. 

23 Scharbert, 77. 
u So Scharbert, 80. 
2i See above. 
2e In addition, see IV. 
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IV. Use in Theologica� Sense (God and basar). It is significant for the OT 
concept of God that, in spite of the frequent use of anthropomorphisms in the 
OT, God is never referred to as being basar as in the case of nephesh, ''soul." 
Rather, the OT emphasizes that God is not basar, and sharply distinguishes him 
from all basar. Whenever basar is connected with God, it simply emphasizes 

• 

the immense distance and difference of flesh from God, the complete dependence 
of flesh on God, and the striking antithesis between flesh and God. This serves 
to bring out the nature and characteristics of God, especially his superiority, 
eternity, omnipotence, goodness, holiness, providence, etc., in short, everything 
that stands in contrast to the nature and characteristics of man. In the OT, this 
contrast is expressed in particular by the word ruach, ''spirit." While man is 
characterized as basar to distinguish him from God, generally speaking God is 
characterized as ruach. In addition to Gen. 6:3, which has already been men
tioned, Isa. 31:3 .should also be cited: ''The Egyptians are men, and not God; 
and their horses are flesh, and not spirit." Not only does this statement contrast 
• adham, ''man," with 'el, ''God," and basar with ruach, but it also places these 
opposites in parallelism with one another, so that 'adham-lo • 'el, ''men-not 
God," is synonymous with basar-lo • ruach, ''flesh-not spirit." In this sense, 
Job asks God in Job 10:4: ''Hast thou eyes of flesh? Dost thou see as man sees?'' 
(cf. the LXX rendering of basar by brotos, ''mortal man'') . Here ra'ah 'enosh, 
''man sees,'' which stands in parallelism·with 'ene bhasar, ''eyes of flesh," is the 
opposite of divine seeing. Similarly, in 2 Ch. 32:8 the ''anr1 of flesh'' stands in 
contrast to ''Yahweh our.God will help us." In Jer. 17:5 (''the man who trusts in 
man and makes flesh his arm, whose heart turns .away from Y <1hweh''), 'adham 
and basar form the antithesis to yhvh. Similarly Ps. 56:5(4) characterizes man 
as flesh, and contrasts 'elohim, ''.God," with basar (cf. also Dnl. 2:11). 

Except in Ezk. 10:12, where kol basar is used in a figurative sense to describe 
the form of the cherubim, basar never refers to a heavenly being. And God has 
absolutely no need of basar for food. Thus he asks those bringing sacrifices: 
''Do I eat the fies!} of bulls, or drink the blood of goats?''. (Ps. 50 : 13). Indeed, 
his angel (-+ 1N;,, mal'ukh) completely refuses the meal Gideon has prepared 
for him including flesh, and changes the flesh that was offered into a bumt
offering (Jgs. 6:19ff.). In a figurative-sense, the OT avoids attributing to Yahweh 
enjoyment of flesh (Dt. 32:42). 

The OT frequently affirms Yahweh's superiority over all flesh. Yahweh 
declares that he is the God of all flesh (Jer .. 32:27), and his people are to honor 
him as such. At the same time, his dominion also includes the ruach, ''spirit," 
dwelling in basar (Nu. 16:22; 27:16, yhvh 'elohe haruchoth lekhol basar, ''Yah
weh, the God of the spirits of all flesh''; the LXX, which reads vekhol basar, 
''and of all flesh," emphasizes even more.the dualism between mortal flesh and 
life-giving spirit). God, the exalted and omnipotent creator, lets his spirit abide 
in basar, which he has formed (Job 10:1 1), 27 as long as he wishes (Gen. 6:3), 28 
and thereby gives man life. And when he ''in whose hand is the spirit of all 

21 See above, 111.1.a. 
28 See above. 
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human flesh'' (Job 12: 10) takes back his spirit, all flesh must die (34:15). Like
wise, be can call the dead to life, for he can cause ''flesh'' to come upon their 
dry bones and put his spirit in them again, so that they will be alive again (Ezlc. 
37:lff.-used symbolically of the revival of the people). He also has control 
over health and disease, and the physical condition of basar in general (Ex. 4:7; 
2 K. 4:34; 5: 10,14; Ps. 38:4(3]; Job 2:5; 33:25; Lam. 3:4; etc.); he determines 
the fate of kol basar, ''all flesh'' (Gen. 6:12f.,l 7; 7:21). 

In his exalted goodness, which also manifests itself as omnipotent providence, 
God is the one ''who gives food to all flesh'' (Ps. 136:25). Thus he sees to it 
that the rebellious Israelites are given food (flesh and manna) in the wilderness 
(Ex. 16:8,12; cf. Nu. 1 1 :4,13,18,21,33), and has the ravens bring flesh to his 
prophet (1  K. 17:6). 

To God ''all flesh comes'' (Ps. 65:3[2]), and ''all flesh shall bless his holy 
name for ever and ever'' (Ps. 145:21). Likewise, the godly man sings for joy to 
him with hi.s ''body'' (Ps. 84:3[2]), or faints (longs) for him (Ps. 63:2), and the 
upright is convinced that he also will see God ''without his flesh'' (Job 19:26). 29 

As the perfect and holy one, God cannot bear the corruptio.n of ''all flesh,'' 
and he determines to destroy kol basar (Gen. 6:13). On the whole, because of 
man's sin, God limited their life-span to 120 years, ''for they are flesh'' (6:3). 
In this light the frequently attested OT belief that everyone who sees God must 
die (Ex. 19:2 1 ;  20:19; Lev. 16:2; Nu. 4:20; Dt. 5:24ff.; 18:16; Jgs. 6:22f.; 
13 : 22; Isa. 6 :  5; etc.) is to be understood .. ''For who is a mortal man (RSV, 
who is there of all flesh, kol basar), that has heard the voice of the living God 
speaking out of the midst of fire, as we have, and has still lived?'' (Dt. 5:26). 
It is in the same light that we are to understand the covering of the nakedness 
(basar) of the priesthood when they come before Yahweh, ''lest they bring guilt 
upon themselves and die'' (Ex. 28:42f.; cf. Lev. 6:3 [10]; 16:4), and also the 
fact that OT authors use kol basar in particular contexts that contrast man 
with the exalted and holy God. Thus, ''Be silent, all flesh, before Yahweh; for 
he has roused himself from his holy dwelling'' (Zee. 2:17(13]). Also, ''the body 
(flesh)'' of the godly ''trembles for fear of him (God)'' (Ps. 1 19:120), and in 
connection with a vision, ';the hair of one's body (flesh) stands up'' (Job 4:15). 

When Y ah web ''enters into judgment with all fl.esb, he delivers the wicked 
to the sword'' (Jer. 25:31), ''for by fire will Yahweh. execute judgment, and by 
his sword, upon all flesh'' (Isa. 66:16). Whereas the community of those faithful 
to God (kol basar) will come again and again to worship him (66:.23b), the dead 
bodies of the wicked ''shall be an abhorrence to all flesh'' (66:24b). When he 
''brings evil upon all flesh'' (Jer. 45:5), ''no flesh has peace'' (12:12), for ''bis 
sword shall devour flesh'' (Dt. 32:42). Yahweh summons all birds to a gruesome 
sacrificial meal on the mountains of Israel with the cry: ''You shall eat flesh, . . .  
you shall eat the flesh of the mighty'' (Ezk. 39: 1 7f.). Yahweh's vengeful sword 
against Jerusalem and Ammon {Ezk. 21) is no less frightening. Using the figure 
of a forest fire, first of all he affirms that all flesh will see that he has kindled 
it Then he declares: ''Because I will cut off .from you both righteous and. wicked, 

29 The interpretation of this verse is disputed; see the com.ms. 
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therefore my .. sword shall go out of its sheath against all fle�h from south to 
north; and all flesh shall know that I Yahwe)l . . .  '' (vv. 9f. [4f.]) .  Also, the 
''flesh'' of all the nations that wage war against Jerusalem ''shall rot'' (Zee. 
14: 12), and Yahweh affirms, ''I will make your oppressors eat their. own 
flesh, . . .  then all flesh shall know that.I am the Lord your Savior, and your 
Redeemer'' (Isa. 49:26). 

But the OT also speaks of Yahweh pardoning basar. He does not let kol 
basar pe�ish in the flood (Gen. 6:19; 7:15f.;. 8:17), in order that afterward he 
may make an everlasting covenant with kol basar that was saved, so that never 
again shall ''all .flesh'' be cut off by the waters of a flood (9: 1 1 ;  cf. vv. 15ff.). 
Likewise he puts .the sign of his covenant with Abraham in the basar of every 
male covenant member (17:11,14,23ff.). And Ps. 78:38f. explains the history 
of salvation: ''Yet he, being compassionate, forgave their iniquity, and did not 
destroy them; he restrained his anger often . . . .  He remembered that they were 
but flesh.'' Further, Yahweh declares througq the prophets that he will give a 
''fleshly heart" to the true Israel (Ezk. 1 1 : 19 ;  36:26), and ''that the glory of 
Yahweh shall be revealed and 'all flesh' shall see it together, for the mouth of 
Yahweh has spoken'' (Isa. 40:5). But this announcement in particular appears 
to be the high point of the divine pardon: ''It shall come to pass afterward, that 
I will pour out my spirit on 'all flesh' ; your sons and your daughters shall 
prophesy'' (Joel 3 :1[2:�8]). 

N. P. Bratsiotis 

n:;.l bath 

Contents: I. 1, Occurrences: a. bath By Itself; b. In Proper Names; 2. Meaning in the 
OT. II. Position and Evaluation of a Daughter: 1. In Comparison with a Son; 2. Parental 
Authority to Dispose of a Daughter; 3. Individual Rights of a Daughter; 4. Danger; 5. Laws 
in the Holiness Code. 

:r. 1 .  Occurrences. 
a. bath By Itself. bath is a common Semitic word, but it does not occur alone 

in Ethiopic (where it is found only in the expression benta 'ain, ''the pupil of 
the eye''). 

The original form lying behind bath is bani, bint. 1 In Ugaritic this word 
appears as bt, pl. bnt, 2 in Phoenician-Punic as bt, 3 in Old Aramaic as (const.) 

bath. See the bibliography under --+ 1:i hen, 11son." 

1 BLe, § 618 I. 
2 UT, Glossary, No. 481. 
3 J. Friedrich-W. Rollig, Phon.-Pun. Gramm. (Rome, •1970), § 240, with examples. 

• 
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brt, 4 in Official Aramaic (never in the OT!) as brh, br, const. brt, 0 and in 
Jewish Aramaic {the Targumim and the Bab. texts) as bera11a· (but in the 
Galilean dialect as bertii•). It is also attested in Syriac (bartii), Mandean (berata), 
Akkadian (bintu, bunatu, buntu; rare and literary) Arabic (bint), and Old South 
Arabic (bnt, bt). 

The following synonyms should be mentioned in Akkadjan: martu (mer' alum, 
mertu, "lizftz,); apiltu, aplatu, "heiress

,
'; bukurtu, bukratu (only for goddesses). 

Egyp. sl.t, usually without a determinative, means one's own daughter, especially 
in a genealogical context (daughter of . . .  , who . . .  ), but also denotes the mythical 
daughterhood of a goddess or a queen (thus sJ.t R • as the female counterpart 
to the royal title); while sl.ty means ''the two daughters, ' ''the two children." 6 

b. In Proper Names. The only proper name compounded with batlz that is 
certainly attested in the OT is bath-shebha', ''Bathsheba (2 S. 1 1 :3; etc.). 7 In 
Old Bab}'lonian we find Bitti-dDagan, Bitatum, 8 'Bitta-addi, 0 Bitta-kubi io and 
Bitta-maJki. 11 There are no examples from Mari. In Assyrian we find 'Biniti. 12 

In Ugaritic we find btljtli, btsgld, btsy, lbitta-rapi·, lbat-rapi· and lbitta-�idqi; 13 

and in Aramaic, btzbynh and bt 'dn. 14 

2. Meaning in the OT. a. The nua_nces of meaning of bath coincide to a 
great extent with those of -+ J:l ben, ''son.' Above all, bath means ''one s own 
daughter ' (Gen. 1 1 :29; 19:8· Ex. 2:5; etc.). Our word ''children," which in
cludes both sexes, is usually expressed by banim ublianoth, ''sons and daughters' 
(Gen. 5:4; etc.), is and these two words are used in parallelism in poetic texts 
of the OT (Isa. 49:22; 60:4). In. the expression ke·immah bittah, ' Like mother, 
like daughter' (Ezk. 16:44) bath means ''one's own daughter." 

On the other hand, bath 'abhi, ''daughter of m·y father,'' or batli ·immi, ''daugh
ter of my mother," means ''half-sister'' (i.e., two people have only the same 
father or the same mother, cf. Gen. 20: 12·  Lev. 18:9, 1 1 ;  20:17; Dt. 27:22; Ezk. 
22: 1 1). benotli banav, ''his sons' daughters'' (Gen. 46:7), means granddaughters 
(cf. Lev. 18:10: bath. bin./cha, ''your son's daughter," and bath bittkha, ''your 
daughter's daughter''), but bath alone can also have this meaning (2 K. 8:26: 

• 1£1, 8 ( 1958), 228-230. 
5 DJSO, 42. 
6 WbA"S, IIl, 4llf. 
1 See 1.2.e.; on bath shua ·, cf. KBL3. 
8 T. Bauer, Die Ostkanaaniier (Leipzig, 1926), 16. 
9 D. J. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets (London, 1953), Plate V 7:2,5,6,15,22,30,34-36; 

Plate XXXV1l 367:4. 
10 Ibid., No. 278:6. 
11 I bid., No. 131. 
12 K. L. TaUqvist, Assyrian Personal Names (Helsingfors, 1918), 275; uncertain, po ibly 

Arabic. 
13 F. Grondahl, PNU, SS, 119; see UF, 1 (1969), 212, where it is shown that bt- does not 

always mean "daughter." 
1• f PN, 14; there arc no examples from Elephantine. 
15 See below, II. 
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Athaliah, the ''daughter'' of Omri). benoth 'acheykha, ''the daughters of your 
brothers'' (Jgs. 14:3), are hardly female cousins; 16 instead, they are the daughters 
of the tribal brothers. In Gen. 24:48, bath 'achi, ''daughter of my brother," means 

• 

'niece.'' In Gen. 37:35 and Jgs. 12:9, the banoth are the daughters-in-law. Simi-
larly, in Ruth 1 : 13-15; 2:2,22; 3 :1 , 16,18, the mother-in-law calls her daughters
in-law ''daughter.'' bath dodho, ''daughter of his uncle'' (Est. 2:7), is a female 

• 

cousin. 

b. bath. can also mean ''(young) woman'' in a very general sense. Thus the 
benoth ·anshe ha'ir, ''daughters of the men of the city'' (Gen. 24:13), are the 
young girls of the city. In Gen. 34:8, in contrast to her brothers (not the citizens 
of the city!), 17 Dinah is called bittekhem, ''"your daughter.'' benoth 'ammekha, 
'the daughters of your people'' {Ezk. 13: 17), and benoth 'iri, ''the daughters of 
my city'

, 
(Lam. 3:51), do not de.note a certain stage of life, but simply the 

feminine part of the nation or of the city. The benoth tsiyyon, ''daughters of 
Zion'' (Isa. 3: 16f.; 4:4; Cant. 3: 10), are the women of Jerusalem, while the 
beno.tli ha'adham, ''daughters of men'' (Gen. 6:2,4), are the women of the 
entire human race. 

Other passages in which bat}i means girl, young woman, or woman (in general) 
are Gen. 30: 13 (the daughters of the nation); Isa. 32:9 (par. to nashim, ''women''); 
Prov. 31 :29; Cant. 2:2; 6:9; Dnl. 1 1 : 17 (par. to bath hannashim, ' ''the daughter 
of women',). In Ruth 2:8; 3:10 (Boaz to Ruth); and Ps. 45 : 1 1  (Eng. v. 10), bat}z 
is used in a familiar address. 

c. This explains the use of bath as a personification of Jerusalem in the 
prophetic and poetic literature, which can be seen especially in the expression 
batlz tsiyyon, ''daughter of Zion'': Isa. 1:8; 52:2 (par. to yerushalayim, ''Jeru
salem''); 62: 1 1 ;  Jer. 4:31 ;  6:2,23; Mic. 1 : 13; 4:10,13; Zeph. 3 : 14 (par. to bath 
yerusl1a/ayim, ''daughter of Jerusalem''); Zee. 2: 14(10); 9:9 (par. to bath yeru
shalayim); Ps. 9 :15(14); Lam. 1 :6; 2 : 1  (par. to tiph·ereth yisra''e/, ''the splendor 
of Israel''), 4; 4:22. This expression is given particular emphasis and clarity in 
the form bethulath bath tsiyyon, ''the virgin daughter of Zion'' (2 K. 19:21 par.; 
Lam. 2:13). The phrases har bath tsiyyon, ''the mount of the daughter of Zion'' 
(Isa. 10:32 [according to the emended text], par. to gibh"ath yerushalayim, ''the 
hill of Jerusalem''; 16: 1), and "ophel bath tsiyyon., ''hill of the daughter of Zion'' 
(Mic. 4:8), mean Zion. ziqne bhath tsiyyon, ''the elders of the daughter of Zion'' 
(Lam. 2:10), denotes the elders, chomath bath. tsiyyon, ''the walJ of the daughter 
of Zion'' (Lam. 2:8,18}, the city wall of Jerusalem, and shebhiyyah bath tsiyyon, 
''captive daughter of Zion'' (Isa. 52:2), the captured city. The expression bath 
·ammi, ''the da11ghter of my people'' (Isa. 22:4; Jer. 4: 1 1 ;  etc.), meaning th.e 
national community, should also be mentioned here. 

But other cities and nations can also be personified under the same figure: 
bath rsor, ''daughter of Tyre," the city of Tyre (Ps. 45:  13 [ 12]); (bethulath, 
from - :t?�n:> bethullzh) bath babhel and bath kasdim, ''(virgin) daughter of 

tG Contra KBL3, 158. 
11 Ibid. 
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Babylon, of the Chaldeans,'' the city of Babylon (Ps. 137:8; Isa. 47: 1); bath 
tarshish, the city of Tarshish (Isa. 23:10); (bethulath) bath tsidhon, the city of 
Sidon (23: 12); bath 'edhom, the land of Edom (Lam. 4:21f.); (bethulath) bath 
mitsrayim, the land of Egypt (Jer. 46: 11,24); cf. also yoshebheth bath mitsrayim, 
''inhabitant of the daughter of Egypt'' (46:19), and yoshebheth bath dibhon, 
''inhabitant of the daughter of Dibon'' (48:18), the inhabitants of Egypt/Dibon. 
bath yehudhah (Lam. 2:2,5) means the region of Judah. 

d. Like -+ t� biin, ''son,'' 18 bath denotes membership in a city, a land, or a 
tribe: benoth cheth, ''daughters of Heth,'' Hittite women (Gen. 27:46); benoth 
menashsheh, the women of Manasseh (Josh. 17:6); benoth yisra'el, the women 
of Israel (Jgs. 11 :40; 2 S. 1 :24); benoth shilo, the women of Shiloh (Jgs. 21:21); 
benoth mo'abh, the women of Moab (Nu. 25:1; on the other hand, this same 

• 

expression in Isa. 16:2 means the cities of Moab); 19 benoth kena'an, the women 
of Canaan (Gen. 28:1,6,8; 36:2); and bath. Levi, a Levite woman (Ex. 2: 1). The 
women or girls of Jerusalem are addressed as benoth yerushalayim, ''daughters 
of Jerusalem'' (Cant. 1:5; 2:7; 3:5,10; 5:8,16; 8:4), and benoth tsiyyon, ''daugh
ters of Zion'' (3:11). 

e. bath can also be used to connote a moral (or physical) characteristic. Thus 
a bath beliyya'al, ''daughter of Belia!,'' is a worthless or base woman (1 S. 1: 16). 
bath nadhibh, ''noble daughter'' (Cant. 7:2(1]), is to be interpreted as a commen
datory address: ''high-born," ''titled lady," and in its context it pertains to the 
outward appearance rather than to the intention. /Jath gedhudh, ''daughter of 
a troop'' (Mic. 4:14[5:1]), probably means 20 a warlike city. The meaning of the 
expression habbath hashshobhebhah (RSV, ''faithless daughter," used o( Israel 
in Jer. 31:22 and of Ammon in 49:4) is more difficult to determine. Recent 
exegetes see here an allusion not to apostasy, but to returning home. 21 

Here we should mention the feminine name Bathsheba: daughter of seven= 
daughter of abundance= ''the abundant one'' or ''Fortune's favorite." 22 It is 
doubtful that Gomer, bath dibhlayim (RSV, ''the daughter of Diblaim,'' Hos. 1:3), 
belongs here, and that this expression means ''the girl of two fig-cakes,'' i.e., the 
cheap girl, or that it denotes a female devotee of Ishtar (fig-cakes were used in 
her cult, Jer. 7:18). Dibhlayim is probably a proper name. 23 

bath is also frequently used in expressions denoting age: bath tish 'im shanah, 
lit. ''a daughter of ninety years,'' referring to Sarah at the age of ninety (Gen. 
17:17); bath shenathah, lit. ''a daughter of a year," referring to a year-old (ewe) 
lamb (Lev. 14:10; Nu. 6:14; 15:27). 

1• Cf. -+ ll ben, 111.4. 
19 See f. 
20 If the text is correct; cf. BHS and KBL3, 170. 
21 W. Rudolph, HAT, 12 (•1968); daughter to whom homecoming beckons; A. Weiser, 

ATD, XX!XXI ('1966): daughter who should return home. 
22 er. recently J. J. Stamm, SV1) 16 (1967), 324. 
23 According to Rudolph, KAT, XIII/I, SOC., we should read Debal-Yam here. 
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f. Finally, there are numerous examples of ttie use of bath in a figurative 
sense. Thus the (fortified) daughter cities of a great city can be called banoth, 
''daughters'': 24 Nu. 2 1 :25,32; 32:42; Josh. 15:45,47; 17:16; Jgs. 1 :27; 1 1 :26; 
Neh. 1 1 :25-3 1 ;  1 Ch. 2:23; 7:28!.; 8: 12; 18 :1 ;  2 Ch. 13:19; 28:18. benoth 

mo'abh, ''.the daughters of Moab," in Isa. 16:2 are the cities of Moab, ''the 
daughters of Rabbah'' in Jer. 49:2f., the cities of the Ammonites, and benoth 
yehudha/1, ''the daughters of Judah," in Ps. 48:12(11) and 97:8, the rural towns 
of Judah. 

In Gen. 49:22, the (vine-)branches or shoots are called banoth, ''daughters." 
benoth haslzshir, ''daughters of song," is a poetic expression for ''musical notes'' 
or ''songs'' (Eccl. 12:4). 'ishon bath 'ayin, ''the pupil of the daughter of the eye,'' 
is a complicated phrase; in Ps. 17:8 it means ''eyeball''; but in Lam. 2:18 (where 

-

it is par. to dim 'ah, ''tears'') it m�y mean tears that flow therefrom. 
The name of the gate bath rabbim, ''daughter of many'' (Cant. 7:5[4]), is 

hard to interpret. Possibly there could be hidden in this expression the name of 
a city unknown to us, or perhaps it is a very general term meaning ''a great, 
populous city." 2" Jackals and ostriches are called bath hayya'anah, ''daughter 
of wailing'' (Lev. 1 1 : 16;  Dt. 14:15), and benoth ya'anah, ''daughters of wailing'' 
(Mic. 1 :8 ;  Job 30:29; Isa. 13:21; 34:13; 43:20; Jer. 50:39). In Mic. 1 :8, these 
are a symbol of a wailing howl, but in other passages a common figure for des
titution and destruction. bath putsai, ''daughter of my dispersion'' (Zeph. 3:10;= 
''my dispersed ones''), is probably a corrupt reading. 

II. Position and Evaluation of a Daughter. 

1. ln Comparison with a Son. The extent to which a daughter was considered 
to be inferior to a son in the OT is already indicated by the fact that ben occurs 
about ten times as often as bath. •• Although banim, lit. ''sons," alone can be 
used for children of both sexes, 27 ordinarily banim ubhanoth, ''sons and daugh
ters,'' is used to express this, and always in this order (about 1 10 times!). Ac
cording to ancient belief, the blessil)g of complete godliness must result in a 
greater number of sons than of daughters (Job 1 :2; 42:13; cf. Ps. 127:3f.; 128:3); 
and although the woman is called ''the mother of all living'' (Gen. 3:20), the 
continuation of a daughter's life is less important than that of a son's (Ex. 1 : 16). 
However, sons and daughters alike are the embodiment of an abundant blessing 
(Ps. 144:12). In them are extended, sometimes happily and sometimes tragically, 
the life of parents (Dt. 28:41; Jer. 16:2; 29:6). 

2. Parental Authority lo Dispose of a Daughter. The father has the authority 
to dispose of his daughter. In her parents' home, the daughter is a profitable 

•• Cf. L. Delekat, VT, 14 (1964), 9-11. 
20 So W. Rudolph, KA T, XVIV2 (1966). 
26 According to KBL3, ben, ••son,'' occurs about 4850 times, and bath, ''daughter,'' about 

585. 
21 Cf. � 1� ben, 111.1. 
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laborer (Gen. 24: 15;  29:9; Ex. 20:10 par.), a financial benefit that can be sold 
and for whom a bridal price (mohar) must be paid (Gen. 29:15-30; 34:12; Ex. 
22:15f.[16f.], Hos. 3:2). Daughters are ''given'' and ''taken'' (Gen. 34:9,16,2 1 ;  
Ex. 2:21; 6:25; 34:16; DL 7:3; Josh. l.5: 16f.; Jgs. 1 : 12f.; 21 : 1 ,7,18; 1 S. 18:17, 
19; 2 K. 14:9; etc.). Nevertheless it would be wrong to compare the bride price 
with a price in the modem economic sense, esp. since the father restored it (at 
least in part) to his daughter as a dowry, as Gen. 3 1 : 15 shows. According to CH 
§ 164, the dowry is even higher than the selling price of a woman. 28 If the king 
wishes to favor someone in a special way, he gives him his daughter in marriage 
( 1 S. 17:25; 18: 17ff.). But according to ancient law, the father can also sell his 
daughter as a slave (Ex. 21 :7). 

On the other hand, it is a ''great task'' to give a daughter in marriage to a 
good man (Sir. 7:25). To accomplish this a father must strictly guard and keep 
his daughter (7:24; 42:9-12). The Deuteronomic law prescribes the punishment 
of death by stoning for a daughter who plays the harlot in her father's house 
(Dt. 22:21). To be sure, Lot's behavior toward his two daughters ''who bad not 
yet known a man'' (Gen. 19:8; cf. Jgs. 19:24) shows how close guarding one's 
daughters and surrendering them could be at times. 

3. Individual Rights of a Dauglzter. However, along with the strict authority 
of the father, the daughter retained her own personal sphere. The words of the 
beautiful� proud Rebekah (Gen. 24:24) reflect a spirit of self-assurance. The 
father-daughter relationship is not without affection. The love between father 
and daughter is impressively described, e.g., in the Jephthah narrative (Jgs. 1 1  :34-
40), or in the parable of the poor man who felt toward his only little ewe Iamb 
as he did toward a daughter (2 S. 12:3). 

In contrast to the earlier law (EX,. 23:17; 34:23), the Deuteronomic law allows 
the daughter also to participate in the cult (Dt. 12:12,18; 16:1 1,14). The father 
is anxious lest his married daughter be ousted from her position by other wives 
(Gen. 31  :50). If a man left no sons behind, but only daughters, they alone would 
have a right to his inheritance (Nu. 27: 1-1 1 ;  Josh. 17:3f.; cf. Job 42:15), pro
vided, of course, that they marry only within the same tribe (Nu. 36: 1-12). 

4. Danger. A daughter is subjected to sexual taboos more than a son. There
fore, her immoral behavior also leads to more catastrophic consequences. Even 
the birth of a daughter brings about a twofold uncleanness in comparison with 
that o.f a son, because it is clearly believed ''that the female sex was more easily 
accessible to and more strongly exposed to demonic influences than the male.,, 29 

A daughter rising up against her mother is regarded as a sign of great moral 
ruin (Mic. 7:6). Foreign cults penetrate into Israel through the daughters of 
foreign nations (Nu. 25 : l f.,6; Dt. 7:3; Jgs. 3:6; 1 K. l l : lff.; 16:31-33; Mal. 2 : 1 1 ), 
and according to Gen. 6:1-4 the benoth ha'adliam, ''daughters of men," even 

2.8 On this whole matter, cf. W. Plautz, "Die Form der Ehcschliessung im AT,•• Z.A W, 
76 (1964), 298-318. 

29 K. Elliger, HAT, 4 (1966), 158. 
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seduce the bene ha'elohim, ''sons of God,'' 30 by their beauty. "In Ezk. 16:44ff. 
(secondary), the cities of Samaria, Jerusalem, and'Sodom (personified as daugh
ters) with their daughters are described as the sum total of debauchery. 

5. Laws in the Holiness Code. In the law in Lev. 18,  the daughter-in-law 
(v. 15), the father's wife's daughter, i.e., half-sister (v. 1 1 ;  cf. 20:17; Dt. 27:22; 
Ezk. 22:11), 31 and the granddaughter (that is, the daughter of one's son or 
[secondary] of one's daughter, v. 10) are explicitly named among the relatives 
with whom sexual intercourse is forbidden. It must be assumed that originally 
a person's own daughter was also named. 32 It is considered particularly re
prehensible for one to encourage his daughter to practice cult prostitution (Lev. 
19:29). The daughter of a priest shares in the priestly holiness in a special way 
(21:9; 22: 12f.). 

30 Cf. -+ Tl ben, IV.2.c. 
31 On Lev. 18:9, cf. Elliger, HA T, 4 (1966), 23lf., 240. 
32 Cf. K. Elliger, ZAW, 61 (1955), 2, 7. 
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H. Haag 

Contents: I. In the Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Ugarit. II. Ety
mology. III. Meaning: 1. General Synopsis; 2. Job 31:1; 3. In the Law. IV. Summation; 
Observations on Isa. 7: 14. 

I. In the Anciel)t Near East. 

1 .  Egypt. The Egyptian words for ''girl, virgin,'' are 'dd.t, 1 rnn.t, 2 and 
especially !Jwn.t. 3 This last word is already attested in the Pyramid Texts, in
cluding the expression, ''the git! in the eye," i.e., the pupil. It means ''girl, vir
gin," in a general sense, but can also denote the young marriageable woman 
in particular. The Pyramid Texts speak of ''the great virgin'' (!Jwn.t wr.t) three 

b•thuliih. 0. I. j:laab, "Virgin," IDB, IV (1962), 787f.; G. Delling, "1tcxp8evo�,'' TDNT, 
V, 826-837; J. I. Finkelstein, "Sex Offenses in Sumerian Laws,'' IAOS, 86 (1966), 355-372; 
E. S. Hartom-I. J. Rabinowitz, ''b•tiiliih . . . , " EMiqr, II (1954), 381-84; B. Landsberger, 
''Jung_frliulichkeit: ein Beitrag zum Thema •Beilager und Eheschliessung,''' Symbolae iurj
dicae . . . M. David . . .  edid. I. A. Ankum . . .  , II (Leiden, 1968), 41-105; E. Neufeld, Ancient 
Hebrew MQrriage Laws (London, 1944), 95, lOOf.; A. Strobel, ''Jungfrau,'' BHHW� II (1964), 
914f.; G. I. Wenham, "Betulah, 'A Girl of Marriageable Age,' " VT, 22 (1972), 326-348; and 
the bibliography under -+ ��?y 'almiih. 

,t WbAS, I, 242. 
2 WbAS, II, 435. 
• WbAS, III, 53. 
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times (682c, 728a, 2002a, cf. 809c); she is anonymous, appears as the protec
tress of the king, and is explicitly called his mother once (809c). It is interesting 
that Isis is addressed as !Jwn.t in a sarcophagus oracle that deals with her 
mysterious pregnancy. 4 In a text in the Abydos Temple of Seti I, Isis herself 
declares: ''I am the great virgin.'' " In the Legend of the Birth of Hatshepsut, 
Queen Ahmose is characteristically presented to Amon as a virgin (!Jwn.1)• and 
''the most beautiful of all women.'' In this context it is to be observed that her 
husband is called a ''young child," which apparently means that the young king 
was not able to consummate the marriage; thus the queen, although married, is 
a virgin. 7 Therefore, the sole fatherhood of Amon cannot be doubted. In the 
Legend of the Youth of Hatshepsut that follows, Hatshepsut herself is described 
as ''a beautiful young girl'' (!Jwn.t). 8 

In the Late Period in particular, goddesses are frequently called ''(b.eautiful) 
virgins,'' especially Hathor, Isis, and Nephthys. As a virgin, Hathor also has 
virgins that wait on her. 0 It is well known that the wives of Amon in Thebes 
lived in celibacy as consecrated to this god alone. 10 A Ptolemaic papyrus. gives 
an account of cultically motivated virginity. It is expressly said of the two women 
who played the roles of Isis and Nephthys as mourners that they should be 
women of a pure body, whose wombs had not been opened. 11 Summarizing, it 
can ·be stated that !Jwn.t is not used to denote biological virginity, but rather 
youthful vigor and potential motherhood. However, there are important points 
of contact in tlfe Egyptian texts and representative art with the Hellenistic idea 
of Isis parthenos and the virginity of the mother-goddess. 

2. Mesopotamia. The Akk. batultu 12 means primarily a young marriage
able woman. 13 Only now and then do the Akkadian texts emphasize that it 
denotes a virgo intacta. 1• Otherwise, ''young (unmarried) girl'' always seems to 
be the translation necessitated by the context. 15 batultu does not occur as a 
divine epithet. 

3. Ugarit. The Ugar. btlt is an epithet of the goddess 'Anat. However, it is 
not entirely clear what this means. Obviously 'Anat'is not a virgin in the modern 
sense of the word, since she has sexual intercourse repeatedly. 16 Either this 

• De Buck, CT, If, 21 ?d. 
• Calverley, Ahydos, r, Plate 9. 
• Urk., IV, 218, 17. 
7 H. Brunner, Die Geburt des GottkiJnigs (1964), 27((. 
8 Urk., IV, 246, 6f. 
• P. Derchain, REg, 21 (1969), 19ff. 

to· RAR, 578ff. 

11 Bremner-Rhind Papyrus, I, 2f. 
12 AH1v, 115; CAD, II, 173f. 
13 Cf. CAD, II, 174: '"primarily an age group." 
14 KAV, 1, VIII 6, 21 (Landsberger, 58). 
1;; See Landsberger, 57f. . 
io Cf. A. van Selms, Marriage and Family Life in Ugaritic Literature (London, 

69, 109. ' 
1954), 
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epithet emphasizes her unchangeable youth and beauty, 17 or it means that in 
spite of everything she has borne no children. 18 Hillers emphasizes that the 
virgin ·Anat is the mourner par excellence. 19 

Bergman-Ringgren 

Il. Etymology. The Ugar. btlt, 20 Aram. btwlh, btlvlt', Akk. batiilu (masc.), 
batc,/tu (fem.), and Arab. batul (batil) (fem.) are cognate \vitb Heb. betl1ulal1 
(also Middle Heb.). UsualJy the words that are translated ''virgin'' (with the 
exception of Akk. batiilt.t) are connected with Arab. btl, ''to cut off, separate." 
Of course, there is nothing in the phonetic history that stands in the \.\1ay of tills 
etymology, but it encounters other difficulties: 1. It assumes that men are the 
indirect object of the separation (of the girl), but for the ancient Near Eastern 
civilization the idea of separation could apply much better to a married woman. 
Since the medieval Arabic lexicographers believed that batiil meant ''virgin,'' it 
is u.nderstandable that they would adopt the etymology being questioned here, 21 

but their opinion is not final in this matter. The word means ''palm shoot or 
palm scion; one consecrated to God; virgin''; this last meaning may go back 
to Aramaic or Hebrew influence. 2. The Akk. batiilu, ''younger man,'' and 
Mandean ptwl', ''young bachelor," cannot be derived from the assumed original 
meaning of batulu in a roundabout way through batultu. 3. The feminine does 
not mean ''virgin'' in any language exclusively (Aram.), mainly (Heb.), or 
generally (Akk. [and Ugar. ?]). 22 

Further, when one considers that, e.g., neither Gk. parthenos nor Lat. virgo 
originally or exclusively meant ''virgo intacta,'' and thus that in early linguistic 
stages the concept of virginity, with all the meaning that beJongs to it in early 
linguistic associations, can frequently be expressed only negatively (e.g., Akk. 
sa zikaram la iduma, CH § 130, 23 much like Heb. ·asher 10· yad/1e·u mishkabh 
zakhar, N·u. 31 : 18, ''who never has [have] had intercourse'' [RSV, ''who have 
not known man by lying with him'']), it is best to conjecture that there was an 
original common Semitic word batiil(t), and that it meant a young girl at the 
age of puberty and the age just after puberty. Then very gradually this word 
assum.ed the meaning ''virgo intacta'' in Hebrew and Aramaic, a development 
that ended in Middle Hebrew, to which the German ''Jungfrau'' offers an in
structive parallel. It is not surprising that this process of narrowing the meaning 
and of making it more precise is discernible in legal language. 24 

17 De Moor, UF, 1 (1969). 224. 
18 UF, 1, 182; cf. p. 224, where it is shown that the idea that ·Anal had given birth to a 

calf is false. 
19 D. R. Hillers, AB, VIIA, 21; cf. -+ ;9� ba·az, II.2. 
20 See 13. 
21 See Lane, s.v. 
22 For the Heb. see below; for the Ugar. see above, 1.3; for the Akk. see above, 1.2; and 

for the Arab. see below. 
23 Cf. 1.2. 
2� See below, ID.3. 
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ID. Meaning. 

1 .  Ge1ieral Synopsis. Out of the 51 times that bethtilalz occurs in the OT. 
3 times it clearly means ''virgin,

, 
(Lev. 2 1 :  13f.; Dt. 22: 19; Ezk. 44:22), and once 

it certainly does not ( 'Lament like a betlzulali girded with sackcloth, for the 
bridegroom [ba'al] of her youth," Joel 1 :8; this interpretation can be avoided 
only by the singular assumption that ba'al means not only ''husband,' but also 
''fiance''). In 12 passages, almost all of which are poetic, it is connected (both 
in the sing. and in the pl.) with bac/1i1r(im), and the two expressions together 
mean the same thing as ''young people '; here virginity plays nq discernible 
role. In the expressions bethc1latli yisra·et, ''the virgin Israel'' (Jer. 18:13 + 
3 times). betlzL11atJi bath • arnmi, ''the virgin daughter of my people," bet/1t1latl1 
bath yelri1dhalz1 ''virgin daughter of Judah," bethulath bath tsiyyon, 'virgin 
daughter of Zion,' betl1i�latl1 bath babhel, ''virgin daughter of Babylon,•' betlz
z,/ath batli niitsrayim, ''virgin daughter of Egypt,'' and betlzulat/1 bath tsidhon, 
''virgin daughter of Sidon,'' all of which are personifications of a nation, a city, 
or a land, betl1u/ah is probably not intended to refer to virginity; these expres
sions are expansions or playful modificatio.os of the frequent two-word expres
sions -. n:i bat/1 ye/zudhah, ''daughter of Judah>'' bath babhel, ''daughter of 
Babylon,'

, 
barli ·ammi, ''daughter of my people,' etc. It is a mjstake to look for 

a deep religious idea in betliulatli batlz tsiyyon, ''virgin daughter of Zjon ' etc., 
as is clear from frequent counterparts like betl1ulatl1 bat/1 babliel, 'virgin daugh
ter of Babylon," etc. With regard to the other passages where bethulalt occurs, 
it cannot be detennined whether the various authors wanted their readers to take 
it to mean virginity or not. (The phrase that is added to bethulali a few times, 
''who never has had intercourse'' [Gen. 24:16;  Jgs. 21 : 12 ;  similarly Lev. 21 :3 2U) 
can. be restrictive [''a bethulah, in fact, one who . . .  ''] or descriptive [''a be1/1ulah, 
i.e., one who . . .  

,
,], and thus contributes nothing to an understanding of the 

meaning of the word.) 

2. Job31:1.  betlzulah in Job 3 1 : 1  (''I have made a covenant with my eyes 
not to look upon the/a bethulah'') probably means the maid ·.Anat, for the fol
lowing reasons: 1 .  It may be foolish to look upon an (unmarried) maiden (this 
is the meaning of the quotation of this passage in Sir. 9:5, an item in a catalog of 
\Yomen)� but it is not sinful (Job 3 1 :3). 2. If v. 1 referred to a human being, 
v. 9 (''If my heart has been enticed to a [married] woman ['islisl1al1 ], and I 
have lain in wait at my neighbor's door . . .  '' ; cf. v. 1 1 ) would be superfluous, 
i.e., literally meaningless. 3. ''God above'' (v. 2) is mentioned only one other time 
in Job s oath of purification, viz., in vv. (26-)28, the only other passage in Job 3 1  
where other deities threaten his absolute sovereignty. 4. An ·Anat syncretism 
appears in the religion of the Jews at Elephantine in the fifth century B.C. about 
the time that the book of Job was written, and it may have been regarded as 
a danger in Palestine; in this case, v. 1 would represent a reaction to this danger. 
5. Finally, there may be another reference to ·Anat in the book of Job (although 

2� Cf. F. Zimmennann, JBL, 13 (1954), 98(ff.), n. 4. 
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admittedly a very weak one). Since ·Anat is called ymmt llmm in the Ugaritic 
material, 2a it is possible that there is an oblique reference to her in the name of 
Job's oldest daughter Jemimah (Job 42: 14). 27 

3. In the Law. As has already been mentioned, the three passages in which 
betliulah clearly means ''virgin" are found in the law. Two of these have to do 
with the marriage partners of the priests. One says that a priest may marry only 
a virgin or a widow of a priest (Ezk. 44:22), and the other that the high priest 
may marry only a virgin of his own tribe (Lev. 21 : 13f.); here bethulah stands 
in opposition to widow, divorcee (one who had been disgraced [?)) and a pros
titute. The third passage has to do with the husband's assertion that his wife 
was not a virgin when she married him (Dt. 22:13-21). Under normal circum
stances, the parents of the girl will seek to disprove this assertion by producing 
before the court the sheet of the wedding night, with traces of blood as an 
indication of the first sexual relationship between the man and his wife; this 
assumes that the parents kept the sheet in their possession. (In Jewish Palestine 
of the second or third centuries A.D., the sheet was brought as in triumph before 
the newlyweds sometime during the course of the marriage festival, which lasted 
for several days [bKethubboth 16b].) 28 This sign is called betl1ulim, "(tokens 
of) virginity (continuing until marriage)'' (vv. 14-20). According to Landsberger s 
attractive explanation, 29 this more delicate concept is a derived meaning; origi
nally bethulim probably meant ''youth'' ;  cf. nouns with the same form denoting 
age: zequnim, ''old age,'' ne·urim, ''youth," and ·arumim, ''youth." (Also, the 
Talmud uses the expressions mph sl btwlym, ''sheet of virginity," bKethubboth 
16b, and •wtw swdr, ''that little cloth," bKethubboth 10a. In Lev. 2 1 : 13, bethulim 
means ''condition of virginity''.) The husband's assertion can lead to a case of 
criminal jurisdiction: if he cannot prove his complaint, he is whipped, pays a fine, 
and is forever forbidden to put away bis wife, which was probably the secret 
intent of the accusation in the first place; but if he can, his wife is put to death. 
(It hardly need be added that, for anatomical or psychological .reasons which 
could be attributed to either partner, even if blood is absent the accused woman 
could still be innocent.) The extraordinary harshness of the punishment on a 
guilty wife is based on the idea that the young woman ''has committed a crime 
(-+ ;,;:u nebhllloh, ''folly' ) in (i.e., against) Israel by playing the harlot in her 
father's house'' (v. 21). so Naturally, this law cannot be a key to that found in 
Ex. 22:15f.(16f.), because the latter does not have to do with the seduction of a 
''betrothed'' bethulah. The text of Ex. 22: 15f.(16f.) does not make it clear whether 
the girl is a vi1gin or not, or whether her seducer is guilty of his first offense 
in this area or whether he has been guilty of it many times. From a cautious 

26 CTA, 3 [V AB], lll, 9; elsewhere ybmr. 
21 See UT, 408; and G. Ponrer, KAT, XVI. 544. 
28 For similar Arabian customs, see S. R. Driver, A Critical and Exegetical Comrn. on 

Deuteronomy (1895), 255 n. 
21> Landsbe.rger, 57f. 
30 Cf. M. Noth, Das System der i.wol/ Stamme Israels (1930), 104-06 . 

• 
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philological point of view, kemo/1ar habbethulorh sbo11ld be translated, ''accord
ing to the amount of the bride price for a young maiden,'' with Landsberger. a1 

IV. Summation; Observations on Isa. 7:14. However one may interpret 
bethulah in individual cases, this word does not have a theological meaning in 
a real sense. In the evoluti.on of thought from Lev. 2l :7a� to Ezk. 44:22 to Lev. 
2 1 :  13-14aa,b, we find that it is incompatible with the dignity of the priestly office 
for pri.ests to marry rejected (gerushah, 'cdivorced'

,
) women (Lev. 2 1 : 7a), or 

stated coa.rsely, women who have already been used (including �'1lQ�lt ·a1manah, 
''a widow'

,
) (2 1 : 13f.); in the central text, women who have been used in par

ticular by laymen (Ezk. 44:22). The passage in Ezekiel (which allows a priest 
to marry the widow of a priest, but not the widow of a layman) makes it clear 
that the viewpoint here is not anatomical, but sociological. But the real concern 
of Dt. 22: 13-21 is not virginity, but unchastity; the element of virginity has only 
a procedural function, because the loss of virginity is regarded as a proof of 
un.chastity. 

Here we may deal briefly with Isa. 7: 14 because of its importance in the 
history of interpretation: ' Behold, a (the) young woman (- :tD�J ·a/mah) is 
pregnant (will become pregnant); she will bear a son and call him Immanuel'' 
(or in the pl.: ''young women are pregnant�'' etc.). ·a/mah does not mean ''virgin,'' 
although, of course, an 'almah can be a ''virgin.'' The translation ''virgin'' goes 
back to parthenos in the LXX. According to Kilian, 32 parthenos in the LXX 
could have been influenced by an Egyptian myth in. which a pharaoh was born to 
a virgin. 33 The ancient sources give no evidence of a Iudaized miracle story of 
the .Alexandrian community ca. 200 B.C. The LXX says simply: ''The virgin 
will become pregnant (future) and bear a son." The pregnancy lies in the future 
(cf. Jgs. 13:3,5); nothing indicates that the woman is also a virgin. after the con
ception. 34 

Neither the word nor the conc-ept of ''virgin'' and ''virginity'' is of any im
portance in the religious thought of the OT and in the earliest history of the 
interpretation. of this idea. 

Tsevat 

31 Landsberger, 62. 
a: R. Kilian, "Die Gcbun des Immanuel aus der Jungfrau. Jes. 7,14," in K. S. Frank, et al., 

Zum Thema Jungf raugeburt (Stuttgart, 1970), 9-35. 
33 Cf. ZRGG, 12 (1960), 99. 
M Sec J. A. Bewer, 18.L, 45 (1926), 5-8; - rut •ith, ill. 
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:rac1 ga'ih 
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Contents: I. Etymology. IT. The Use of this Root in the OT: 1 .  Occurrences; 2. gevah. 
JU. Literal Meaning. IV. Figurative Meaning: 1 .  Po ilive; 2. Negative. 

I. Etymology. 1 .  The root g'h is widespread outside of Hebrew, especially 
in Aramaic. In Syriac it appears in the pael and aphel, and especially in the 
ethpael, ''to exalt oneself, be arrogant," and in a n\1mber of derivatives. This root 
also occurs in Mandean, where we find a peal and pael only in the active parti
ciple, the ethpael, ''to be shining, outstanding," and substantival forms. In Jewish 
Aramaic we find the peal, ''to be high,' and the ethpeal, ''to be exalted, boast�'' 
The same root also appears frequently in Middle Hebrew with this meaning. 
In Nabatean, g'/1 may be contained in the divine name al-Ga', which is to be 
inferred from the proper names 0bd'lg' and 'mt'lg'. 1 Thus, we must assume 
that it means ''the glorious one, the high one, the exalted one.'' To be sure, the 
frequently attested form 0bd'lgy' may indicate either a deity that was worshipped 
in the valley (cf. Dusares as a mountain-god) or a deity that was worshipped 
locally, who wears the name of the place. 2 g'/1 also occurs in $afaitic in the 
proper name g'wn. 3 In Akkadian we find ga'llm, ''to be presumptuous," once 
as a Canaanite word, and an adj. ga'um ''presumptuous." 4 

2. The Ugar. g'n, which appears once in CT A, 17 [II D], VI, 44, is usually 
identified with Heb. ga·on in the sense of ''pride.'' In a discussion between 
0Anat and Aqhat, the way of sin (ntb ps0) stands in parallelism with the way of 
pride (ntb g'n). Thus Ugar. g'n is understood only in the negative sense of 
''arrogance, pride, presumption.'' 5 

3. The root g'h seems also to have been known in Punic, in Plautus Poenulus 
1027, the cry of Hanno (which is not translated by Milphio): gune bel bal samen 
ierasan. gune bel is understood universally as a cry: ''magnificence of Bel!'' 6 or 

gii "ah. 0. Bertram, "'Hochmut' und verwandte Begriffe im griechjschen und hebriiischen 
AT," WO, 3 (1964/66), 32-43; idem, "o�ptc;," TDNT, VIII, 295-307; idem, "&rrEp�cpavoc;, 
vnEp11cpavCa," TDNT, VITI, 525-29; P. Humbert, "DCmesure et chute dans l'AT," maqqel 
shaqedh. Hommage a W. Vischer (1960), 63-82; P. L. Schoonheim, "Der alttestamentlicbe 
Boden der Vokabel &rrEpqcpavoc; Lukas I 51," NovT, 8 (1966), 235-246; H. Steiner, Die 
Ge 'tm in den. Psalmen (diss., Lausanne, 1925). 

t Cf. WbMyth, 111, 438. 
2 Cf. Cantineau, Le Nabatlen, TI, 76; otherwise Lidt.Eph, Ill, 268, and E. Littmann, 

Nabotaean Inscriptions, XIV, 62f., 89. 
3 CIS, V, 5118; Oxtoby, No. 82. 
• Von Soden, UF, 4 (1972), 160. 
G Cf. S. Loffreda, BeO, 8 (1966), 103-116. 
6 DISO, 46 ("grandeurs de Bel!0). 
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''exaltations of Bel!'' 7 This would make gune the plural construct of g·n, which 
agrees exactly with the Heb. ga'on . . 

4. The Arab. gah, ''majesty, rank, honor, glory,'' does not belong here be
cause it is a Persian loanword. Many Arabic lexicographers think that gah 
comes from wgh. The Tigre gah, ''honor, favor, excellence,'' is also from this 
root, and thus cannot be connected with g·h. 

5. On the other hand, Egyp. qly, ''to be high," 8 corresponds in form and 
meaning to the Semitic root g•h. It  also seems to occur in Cushite; cf. Bilin 
and Agau gui, ''to stand up, be exalted.'' 9 Possibly a biradical root g· with 
polar meanings, ''to be or become high, deep," lies behind these forms; 10 if so, 
Heb. gai·, ''valley,'' originally could have been connected with the root g'h. 

II. The Use of this Root in the OT. 

1 .  Occurrences. g·h occurs 7 times altogether in the OT in 5 different pas
sages (in Ex. 15:1 ,21  in the expanded form with the inf. abs. ga0oh ga0ah), 
meaning ''to be or become high, exalted''; it also appears in Si.r. 10:9 in the 
figurative sense, ''to be proud." ge'eh occurs as an adjectival form 8 times. 
Also the masc. sing. ge·, which appears once in lsa. 16:6, where some think it 
is a secondary singular form of ge'im, is certainly a textual error for ge•eh, as 
1Qis8 and the parallel passage in Jer. 48:29 show. Rost's proposal that we read 
ge'e, ''the proud ones of,'' the plural construct of ge'eh, instead of ge· shemanim, 
''valley of oils,'' in Isa. 28: 1,4, 11 has also received unexpected support f(om 
1 Qls3• Also it is best to read ge'e, ''the proud ones (of the oppressors, or the 
proudest oppressors),'' in Ps. 123:4, following the qere, rather than the kethibh, 
which bas a hypertropbic adjectival form, ga • ayon, which is found only here. 
The substantival forms from the root g0h are ge'ah, ga'avah, ga·on, and ge'uth. 
ge'ah occurs only once, viz., in Prov. 8:13, where it means ''pride.'' ga'avah 
appears 19 times (from which we should subtract Job 41:7 (Eng. v. 1 5] and 
Prov. 14:3, where one should read gevoh instead of ga'avah), plus 6 times in 
Sirach (7:17; 10:6,7; 13:20; 16:8), in which the meaning can pass from ''pros
perity'' to ''majesty'' to ''pride, arrogance.'' ga·on, which is found 49 times 
(plus Sir. 10:12; 48: 1 8), and ge•uth, which occurs 8, have the same nuances of 
meaning. The root g'h is probably also contained in the proper name ge0u'el, 
''Geuel,'' in Nu. 13:15.  12 Wacbter's attempt to interpret the OT verbs saga·, 
''to grow,'' hiphil ''to make great,'' and sagah, ''to become great,'' hiphil ''to 
make great," as originally shaphel forms of g'h, 13 is worthy of consideration. 

7 L H. Gray, AJSL, 39 (1923), 82; and M. Sznyccr, Les passages puniquesen transcription 
latine dans le "Poenulus'' de P/aute. £tudes et Commentaires, 65 (1967), 144. 

s WbAS, V, lff. 
9 S. L. Rcinisch, Wi:irterbuch der Bilin-Sprache, 132. 

10 Cf. A. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Terminologie im Hebr. des ATs (1954), 33. 
11 L. Rost, ZAW, 53 (1935), 292. 
12 See below, IV.1. 
lJ L. Wachter, ZA W, 83 (1971), 387f. 
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However, Heb. goy, ''nation,'' is probably not to be connected with the root g·h, t-t
because the loss of the aleph as the middle radical could hardly be explained 
if this were the case. i;; It is striking that almost all the examples of forms and 
constructions from the root g 'h in the OT are found in metrically formed texts 
or in elevated prose. Thus this root belongs to the vocabulary of poetry, and 
not to everyday language. 

2. gevah. The word gevalz causes difficulties. It means about the same thing 
as ga·avah, as is clear from the contexts in which it occurs and from the way it 
is translated in some of the ancient versions, and yet the fo.rm of gevah shows 
that it cannot be c-0gnate with the root g·h. The examples of this word in the 
OT (Jer. 13: 17; Job 20:25; 22:29; 33:17) are not equally certain. 

Scholars generally agree that Job 20:25 should be left out of this discussion, 
because this word is to be pointed gevoh, ''his back,' as the LXX suggests. But 
the text of Jer. 13 :17 also does not seem to be entirely certain. Doniach's hypo
thesis that gevah .meant ''something within''= ''deep inward grief, violent sor
row,," 16 is not very convincing, but Volz had suggested earlier, with good 
reasons, t,hat glh., ''captivity

,, 
should be read in this text. 17 gevah in Job 20:25 

has been understood as an interjection, ''upward,'' ever since Ewald, Dillmann, 
Delitzsch, etc., an.d then, of course, it is derived from the root g'h in a literal 
sense. Beer and KBL2 suggest that gevalz be emended to ge ·eh in this passage, 
while Fobrer reads rumath gevah, ''pride of arrogance." 18 In Job 33:17, the 
LXX and Syriac translate as if gevoh, ''bis back,' stood in the Hebrew text. 
This could be taken as an indication that the present pointing of gvh in the 
MT is a contrived attempt to improve difficult texts, as Job 20:25 seems clearly 
to show. 

However, the problem is not made simpler by the occurrence of a form 
ghevah in Biblical Aramaic (Dnl. 4:34(37]) meaning ''pride:' and in lQS 4:9, 
which is also to be translated ''pride." In a liturgy of the three fiery tongues 
in 1029, which has been preserved only fragmentarily, there appears a sr gvh 
in fragment 13, line 3, but without sufficient context to allow an interpietation 
of this expression. 

Barth explained the word gevah as a contraction of ge'evali, 19 but the OT 
has only a ga'avah, not a ge'evah. Recently, KBLS explained gevah as con
nected with the Mandean giuta, which comes from •gi·wat. The form gevah 
and the well-attested form ga·avah are still difficult. 

ill. Literal Meaning. The verb ga'ah appears in the literal sense, ''to be or 

li As R. Bauer, ZDMG, 69 (1915}, 566, tries to do by explaining goy, on the basis of 
g 'h, as "the ones breaking open"= "the people!' 

1.1> Cf. Th. Noldeke, ZA, 30 (1915/16), 167f. 
16 N. S. Doniac:h, AJSL, 50 (1934), 177£. 
ti P. Volz_, Studien lUm Text d'es Jeremia (1920), 117. 
18 G. Fohrer. KAT, XVI, 352. 
1D J. Barth, Nominalbildung, § 62b. 
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become high,'' in Job 8:11 ,  in connection with the growth of plants, especially 
papyrus, and in Ezk. 47:5, which state� that the water of the temple river was 
more than 4000 ells deep, too much to pass through. The substantives ga'avah 
(RSV, ''tumult,'' Ps. 46:4 [3]) and ge'uth (RSV, ''raging," Ps. 89:10 [9]) are also 
found in connection with water. In these passages, of course, the raging of the 
sea is no longer to be understood simply in a literal sense, but the meaning has 
already come to be "strong protest, arrogance.'' Mythological terminology prob
ably lies behind both these passages. ga'on in Job 38: 11  is also understood in a 
similar sense as the rising of the waves. In the description of the theophany in 
Job 37:4, thunder is depicted as a majestic (ga 'on) voice, and here also the em
phasis is probably not so much on the literal meaning. On the other hand, in Isa. 
9 :17 (18) ge'uth has the literal meaning of ''high-towering, ascending''; ge'uth 
'ashan is a column of smoke. In a secondary. gloss in Job 10:16, the verb g'h is 
used of lifting the head high (irrespective of the way jn which one solves the 
difficulty of its relationship to the following kashshacha(), and thus represents a 
development in the meaning of this root toward ''l!eing proud.'' 

The construct expression ge'on hayyarden, in Jer. 12:5; 49:19 = 50:44, and 
Zee. 1 1 :3, certainly does not mean the swelling of the Jordan, as G. R. Driver 
supposes with the aid of the Arabic, 20 but the region around the banks in the 
southern part of the Jordan Valley (RSV, '.'the jungle of the Jordan"), overgrown 
with abundant vegetation, which today is called.ez-ZOr. 21 The ''splendor'' of the 
Jordan 22 is the thicket in which wild animals live (e.g., lions, Zee. 1 1 :3; Jer. 
49:19), and thus seems dangerous to a traveller (Jer. 12:5). 

IV. Figurative Meaning. 

1 .  Positive. In the figurative sense, forms of the root g'h appear in connec
tion with statements about th� majesty of God. In Miriam's song of victory, 
Yahweh is praised as highly exalted (RSV, as having triumphed gloriously, 
ga'oh ga'ah, Ex. 15: 1,21), because he threw horse and rider into the sea. The 
same passage speaks of ''the greatnes� of thy (Yahweh's) majesty'' (berobh 
ge'onekha, Ex. 15:7). Ps. 93: 1  (Yahweh is robed in ge'uth, RSV, ''majesty'') 
and Yahweh's summons to Job to clothe himself with God's royal robes in Job 
40:10 (using ga'on, RSV, ''majesty'') 23 indicate that the attributes ge'uth and 
ga'on as descriptions of the glorious and majestic appearance of Yahweh play 
an important role in the concept of Yahweh's kingsl1ip. God's ga'avah (RSV, 
''majesty'') shines forth over Israel (Ps. 68 : 35 [34)). The glory of Yahweh's 
majesty (ga'on) disseminates fear (Isa. 2: 19, also 10,21). In the original.Jy .sep
arate hymn in Dt. 33:2-5,26-29, which is now the framework around the tribal 
oracles of the Blessing of Moses, God's ga 'av ah (RSV-, ''majesty'') on the" clouds 
is regarded as incomparable in Dt. 33:26. Whereas the wicked does not see the 

20 G. R. Driver, Festschri/t T. H. Robinson (1950), 59. 
21 Cf. N. Glueck, AASOR, 25/28 (1951), 238. 
22 W. Rudolph, HAT, 12, 84. 
23 Cf. G. Fohrer, KAT, XVI, 519f. 
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majesty (ge'ut/1) of Yahweh (Isa. 26:10) the exilic community shouts for joy 
over Yahweh's majesty (ga'on) (Isa. 24:14); cf. also Mic. 5:3(4), which speaks 
of the majesty (ga.·on) of the name of the God of Israel. Isa. 12:5, which says 
that Yahweh does gloriously (ge·uih) and Dt. 33:29, where Yahweh is called 
I rael s pride (RSV, ''triumph' � ge'uth), must al o be mentioned in this connec
tion. 

The proper name ge'u 'el must also be mentioned here as a hymnic predicate. 
The name of the spy from fhe tribe of Gad, ge·,, ·el ben makhi, ''Geuel the son 
of Machi'' (Nu. 13: 15), is not a caritive form of yg'l'l, 2" nor does it come from 
g'l�l'l by dissimilation. 2.; However, the LXX Goudie[ is probably influenced 
by the form of the name in v. 10, and the Syr. gw'yl, the Samaritan Pentateuch 
gw'l, and Vulg. Guel are to be understood as phonetic transcriptions of the 
name ge·u 'el, and thus do not point to other forms of this name. The proper 
names containing the root g·Ji in Nabatean and �afaitic in particular 26 indicate 
that the name ge ·u 'el is not an isolated form at all, even if the grammatical 
stru.cture is not entirely clear. In the OT, the name yel1oram, ''Jeboram,' prob
ably has approximately the same meaning as ge • u ·el. 

The interpretation of Yat1weh swearing by the ga'on (RSV, ''pride'') of Jacob 
(Am. 8:7) is debated. \Volff is inclined to agree with \Vellhausen that this text 
should be understood .ironically: ' Yahweh's oath is irrevocable, just as Israel s 
impudent arrogance is apparently irredeemable.'' 27 But it seems to me that 
Rudolph s interpretation is headed more in the right clirection when be points 
out that Yahweh also swears by himself in Am. 4:2 and 6:8, and that ga·on as 
an attribute of the majesty of Yahweh is by no means unique. 28 In the first line 
of Am. 8:7, ga"on is probably a self-designation of Yahweh, even if the ironic 
idea might reflect the presumptuousness and arrogance of the people. 

Nominal forms of the root g·h are also used in a positive sense of the majesty 
(pride, but not with a negative connotation of arrogance) of man. To be sure, 
this use of the root did not originate until late; at any rate, none of the examples 
treated here are old. The oldest example seems to be Jer. 13:9, where Jeremiah 
compares the waistcloth that he had buried with Israel s spoiled pride (ga ·on), 
if ga'on is to be interpreted in the good sense. According to Isa. 4:2, the fruit of 
the land shall be the pride (ga'o1a) and glory of the survivors of Israel. Similarly, 
in Ps. 47:5(4) and Nab. 2:3(2), 29 the land is called the pride of Jacob or Israel, 
and in Isa. 60: 15 we find the promise that JerusaJe·m will become majestic for 
ever (ligli �on "olam), a cause f.or joy for all. This linguistic usage survives in the 
post-Talmudic period when ga"on is used as an hon.orific title of the Babylonian 
schoolmaster. 30 

!?t So F. Praetorius, ZDMG, 57 (1903), 780. 
Z.i So E. Konig, Worttrbuch, s.v.; similarly M. Noth, JPN, No. 321. 
20 Cf. above, I.L 
2'1 H. w. Wolff, BK, XIVn. 377. 
2 W. Rudolph. KAT, XIII/21 264. 
29 But cf. BHS. 
ao Cf. "Geonim," EJ, VII (1931), 271-283. 
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When Babylon is called the proud splendor (RSV, ''splendor and pride," 
tip/i "eret/1 ga·on) of the Chaldeans (Isa. 13: 19), this probably already reflects 
the idea of presumptuous pride. The same is true in Isa. 28: 1,31 where the 
prophet pronounces woes upon the proud crown c·atereth ge•uth) of the drunken 
men of Samaria, and in Zee. 10: 1 1  which announces the fatl of the pride (ga'on) 
of Assyria (cf. also I a. 14 :11). 

2. Negative. The Wisdom Literature has repeated warnings against pride. 
Therefore, personified Wisdom can say, ''Pride and arrogance (ge • ali veg ha· on) 
and the way of evil and perverted speech I hate'' (Prov. 8: 13). Yahweh tears 
down the house of the ge'im, ' proud'' (Prov. 15:25), casts down the throne of 
the ge'im (Sir. 10: 14), and cuts off pride (gevali) (Job 33:17). Pride (ga·on) 
goes before destruction, and a haughty spirit before a fall. It is better to be of 
a lowly spirit with the poor than to divide the spoil ·with the proud (ge·im) 
(Prov. 16: 18f.). To d.epart from God is the beginning of pride (ga'on) (Sir. 10:12). 

It  is .not likely that we should read ge·im, ''proud ones," instead of goyim, 
''nations," in several pas ages in the Psalms, as H. Steiner assumes, 31 and that 
ge'im refers to a specific group, namely, the Sadducees. Pride and arrogan.ce 
are characteristics of the wicked. Thus they are depicted in the laments in the 
Psalter. They pursue the poor in arrogance (Ps. 10:2; read beglie'1,tl1); they 
speak arrogantly (Ps. 17:10;  cf. 3 1 : 19(18]); pride (ga·avah) is their necklace (Ps. 
73:6), and in Ps. 140:6(5), the worshipper complains because arrogant men 
(ge•im) bave hidden a trap for him. The contempt of the proud (Ps. 123:4, 
ketl1ibh; the qere bas ''the contempt of the pride of oppressors'') is hard to bear. 
Men cry out to God because of the pride of evil men (mippene ge'on ra·im, 
Job 35: 12), that he might render to the proud their deserts (Ps. 94:2; cf. 3 1 :24 
[23]; Dnl. 4:34(37)). They shall be trapped in their pride (Ps. 59:13(12]); in
deed, the heart of the proud is like a bird caught in a basket (Sir. 1 1 :30). Thus 
the worshipper can pray that the foot of arrogance (regl1el ga•avalz) might not 
come upon him (Ps. 36: 12(1 1]), and Ben Sira advises his hearers not to go in 
the way of arrogance (ga·avalz), for arrogance is hateful before the Lord and 
before men (Sir. 10:6£.). A man1s pride will bring him low (Prov. 29:23). Dust 
and ashes have no reason to be proud (yg'h, Sjr. 10:9). 

In some striking passages in the prophetic literature, Israel's self-confident 
attitude is condemned as the essence of pride (ga"on). Thus Amos announces 
that Yahweh abhors the pride of Jacob (Am. 6:8). That which other passages 
describe in detail as ''despotism, unrigbteousnes'S, luxury, and military self
conceit, '' 32 is summed up 'here in the word ga·on. Hosea says that the presump
tuous pride of Israel testifies as a witness against Israel (Hos. 5:5; and as a gloss 
in 7: 10a). Isaiah also knows that on the day of Yahweh all that is proud (ge'eh) 
and lofty will be bumbled (Isa. 2: 12; cf. 13: 1 1). Moreover, according to Zeph. 
3: 1 1  the proudly exultant ones will be removed. Pride and arrogance of heart 

31 Cf. also H. Herkenne, HSA T, V, 2, who follows Steiner's suggestion with regard to 
Ps. 9:6,16,18,20,21(5,15,17,19,20); 10:16; 59:6,9(5,8). 

a2 H. w. Wolff, BK, xrvn, 327. 

• 
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prevent the inhabitants of Samaria from recognizing their true situation (Isa. 
9:8 [9]). Jeremiah weeps because of the pride (gevah) of the stubborn ones 
of hjs people (Jer. 13: 17). In the threat of punishment in Lev. 26: 14-38, v. 19 
declares that Yahweh will 'break the proud power (ge·on ·uuekhem) of Israel, 
as he will make the sky over Palestine like iron. This same combination of ga 'on 
and 'oz, ''power, strength," occurs five times in Ezekiel (7:24; 33 24:21 ;  30:6,18; 
33:28)1 although in different connections. In 7:24 and 33:28 the end of Israel's 
proud might is announced while in 30:6,18 Egypt's might is considered to be 
consecrated for destruction. Finally, Ezk. 24:21 even refers to the Jerusalem 
temple as ge'on ·uuekhem, ''1he pride of your power.'' 

Not only do the prophets denounce the pride and arrogance of Israel, but in 
a similar way they also condemn the presumptuousness of foreign nations. Isa. 
16:6= Jer. 48:29 (where we find four words from the root g·h in one verse) 
censures the haughty pride and arrogant boasting of Moab. When Moab's pride 
(ga·avah) is trampled down, it will be like a swimmer in a dung pit (Isa. 25: 1 1).  
Ezekiel also condemns the pride of Egypt in Ezk. 32:12. Isa. 23:9 announces 
(against Tyre) that Yahweh will defile the pride of all glory and dishonor all the 
'honored of the earth. In this passage it is clear once again that only because of 
presumption does ga·on tum into ruinous arrogance. 

Thus in Hebrew the root g 'h has a wide range of meaning. From the idea of 
the majesty of God it develops into the justified pride of a man, or the glory 
of an object, and then into arrogant pride or hubris. 

D. Kellermann 

sa Cf. BHS. 

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Occurrenc.es; 2. Meaning. Il. Secular Use. Ill. Figurative, 
Religious Meaning: 1 .  Legal Nuances; 2. With min; 3. In Connection with the Exodus; 
4. In Oeutcro-Isaiah; S. go 'el Outside Deutero-Jsaiab. 

I. 1 .  Etymology, Occurrences. The root g·l seems to be almost exclusively 
Hebrew. The only cognate appears in the Amori.te proper name Ga'i/alum. 1 

ga. ·al. Cbr. Banh, Die Err�ttung vom Todt in den individue/len Klage- und Dankliedern 
des A. Ts (Zollikon, 1947); A. Jepsen, "Die Begriffe des 'Erlosens' im AT, .. Solange es "Htrote" 
heisst. Ftstschri/t fur R. Hermann (1957), 153-163; A. R. Johnson, "The Primary Meaning 
o( �ac1," SVT, 1 (1953) 67-77; H.-J. Kraus, ''Erlosung," RGGS, II, 586-88; Pedersen, /LC, 
I-II, 263ff., 395ff.; 0. Procksch, ".Al>c..>," TDNT, TV, 328-335; H. H. Rowley, "The Marriage 
of Ruth," Servant of the Lord (Oxford, 21965), 169ff.; K. Rudolph, KAT, XVTI, 60-65; J. J. 
Stamm, Erlosen und Yergeben im AT (1940); R. de Vawc, Anclsr, 21f. 

t Huffmon, APNM, 179. 
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The examples of this root in Jewish Aramaic are based on biblical usage. 2 
Therefore, the original meaning of g•l cannot be determined etymologically. 
Johnson's attempt to demonstrate that the original meaning was ''to cover

,, 

or ''to protect,'' by using examples which actually should be understood as 
by-forms of g·z, is hardly convincing. KBL takes as its point of departure the 
meaning ''to lay claim to someone or to something," while Procksch begins 
with the meaning ''to redeem,'' and Stamm with the meaning ''to repurchase.'' 
It seems better to begin with actual linguistic usage than to postulate an original 

• 

mearung. 
In the OT we find the verb in the qal and niphaJ, the qal active participle as 

a substantive meaning ''redeemer," and. the abstract subst. ge·ullah. 3 There is 
also a root g • / JI, which is a by-form of -+ ?311 ga "al. 

2. Meaning. The verb is used in two realms: on the one band, in connection 
with legal and social life, and on the other, with regard to God's redeeming 
acts. Scholars usually start with the secular use to shed light on the religious 
meaning. But Jepsen emphasizes that the distinction between ''secular'' and 
''religious

,, 
was hardly intelligible to ancient man, and that one would do well 

to begin with an original meaning common to both realms, possibly "'to restore, 
repair." 

Later Hebrew linguistic usage inclines toward the idea of ''setting free, liberat
ing," which is found on the coins of the first Jewish revolt (lg •lt �wn). • But 
even in the OT, for the most part this verb is o.ne of the ''verbs of delivering 
(rescuing)." f) The main word that stands in parallelism with and is almost syn
onymous to ga·a1 is -+ :iiD piidhah, ''to ransom'' (Hos. 13: 14; Isa. 35:10; Jer. 
3 1 : 1 1 ;  Ps. 69: 19 (Eng. v. 18]), but hoshia· (-pr yasha·), ''to save, deliver'' (Isa. 
60: 16; Ps. 106: 10), hitstsil (- ;%1 natsal), ''to save, rescue'' (Mic. 4: 10), and -+ .,,, 
·azar, ''to help'' (Isa. 41: 14), also occur in parallel. This is in agreement with the 
use of min to specify that from which a person is rescued or delivered, as from 
slavery in Egypt, exile, or distress in general (Gen. 48:16; Jer. 3 1 : 1 1 ;  Hos. 13:14; 
Mic. 4:10; Ps. 72:14; 103:4; 106:10; 107:2). 

Il. Secular Use-. For the secular realm it is best to begin with. the ptcp. go. el. 
go·e1 is used of a man's nearest relative at a particular time. In Lev. 2S:48f., it 
refers to a man's brother, uncle, cousin, or some other kinsman who is respon
sible for standing up for him and maintaining his rights. Behind this usage stands 
the strong feeling of tribal solidarity: not only the members of a cl� but also 
their possessions, form an organic unity, ts and every disruption of this unity is 
regarded as intolerable and as something which must be restored or repaired. 

The following specific cases are mentioned in the OT: 

2 KBL. 
s See below. 
• E. Schurer, Geschichte dts jiidischen Volkes, I (•1901), 767. 
6 Barth, 124ff. 
e Pedersen, 263ff.; Johnson, 67f. 

• 
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a. If someone sells a .house or a piece of property to pay a debt, there is a 
right of redemption (ge'ullah), and. the nearest relative at the time is bound to 
buy back that which. was sold aod thus restore the possession of the family (Lev. 
25:25-34). 7 Jer. 32:6f. gives an example of the prophet redeeming the field of 
his uncle Hanamel (in this instance, the redemption took place before the field 
was sold). The book of Ruth contains another example: Boaz is the go' el of 
Naomi and Ruth (2:20); but there is a nearer kinsman who has the priority (3:12; 
4:4). He is quite willing to buy the piece of property, but not to marry Ruth as 
well (which apparently was a part of the responsibilities accruing to the ge'ullah, 
4:4-6). But Boaz accepts both responsibilities (4:9f.). In this instance, the legal 
ramifications are a little complicated, and cannot be explained in all details .. 8 

b. If an Israelite sold himself to a foreign.er as a slave, the right of redemp
tion by the go'el was also applicable (Lev. 25:47-54). In this case, there was 
a breach in the whole nation that must be repaired. 

c. If someone is murdered, his death shall be avenged by the go· el had dam, 
'•avenger of blood," whose responsibility is to kill the murderer or a member 
of bis clan (-+ op.1 naqam). 9 The avenger of blood is first of aJI the dead man,s 
son, and then other maJe relatives. By vengeance, the avenger of blood restores 
the equilibrium that had been disturbed and the wholeness that had been im
paired (KBL: ''redeems the guilt of the manslayer''?). The manslayer can take 
refuge from th.e avenger of blood in the cities of refuge (Nu. 35:12,19-27; Dt. 
19:6,12; Josh. 20:2f.,5,9). A concrete example is given in the parable in 2 S. 1 4:11 .  

d. Lev. 27 contains a case analogous to a and b: in certain cases described 
in detail, votive offerings that had been dedicated to the deity can be bought 
back by the original owner, but its value shall be increased by 20 % (vv. 13,15, 
19,31). In other cases, a redemption is not possible. Jepsen finds here a restora
tion ol the original ownership. But since padhah, ''to redeem,'' can be used in 
analogous cases, it is possible that the idea of redemption is more important. 

e. In one passage, Nu. 5:8, the go'el appears as a recipient of atonement 
money, and this, of course, in his role as responsible head of the family (clan). 
Some passages in which go"el is used in a figurative s�nse (Prov. 23: 1 1 ;  Jer. 
50:34; Lam. 3:58; Ps. 1 19: 154; Job 19:25) show that the go'el could appear 
as a helper in a lawsuit to see that justice was done to his protege. He who does 
not leave behind a go'el (RSV, ''kinsman'') and a rea· (-. ».,) (1  K. 16: 1 1) has 
no one who cares for his rights and honor. 

m. Figurative, Religious Meaning. 

1 .  Legal Nuances. Even if it is impossible to derive the religious meaning 
from the ''secular,'' as Jepsen rightly emphasizes, still it must be acknowledged 

., Sec the comms. 
8 See Rowley and the comms., esp. Rudolp� 64. 
9 Pedersen. 395ff. 
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that nuances of meaning from the legal and social realm play a role in the reli
gious. Thus legal categories are reflected in the passages cited above under e: Y ah
weh is the go'el of the fatherless and widow and pleads their cause (-+ ::>'., r1bh, 
Prov. 23: 1 1 ;  similarly Jer. 50:34); he took up the cause (ribh) of a worshipper 
and redeemed (saved, g'l, Lam. 3:58) his life (in the previous verses the danger 
of death is indicated by bor, ''pit,'' and mayim, ''water,'' 3:53,55, and 54); a 
worshipper beseeches him to plead his cause, redeem (g'l) him, and give him 
life (Ps. 1 19:154). Further, according to Ps. 72:14 the king is to redeem {liberate, 
g ·I) the life of the poor from oppression. The parallel line in the previous verse 
states that he saves (hoshia ·) their life. Here, of course, the king acts as protector 
of their rights, although this is not explicitly stated. 10 

In some instances nuances of meaning derived from social life are not to be 
ignored. Thus Ps. 74:2, referring to the exodus, says that Yahweh ''got (-+ :tli' 
qiiniili) and redeemed (ransomed, g'l) his congregation and made them his 
heritage (-+ ;,;nl nach01ah).'' This passage does not seem to have in mind a 
restoration, but an acquisition (so also Ruth 4:5b), although, of course, the 
patriarchal traditions could substantiate the idea of redemption. 11 Further1 Isa. 
52:3 says that Israel will be redeemed (ransomed) ''without money,'' which 
implies that redemption was usually made with silver or gold. According to 
43:3f., Yahweh gives lands and nations for the life of his people; but lhe occur
rence of the verb g•t is in v. 1 .  12 

2. With min. The passages that use min, ''from," to specify that from which 
or out of which a particular thing or person is redeemed are especially instruc
tive. In Gen. 48:16 (E, perhaps the oldest passage using the root g'l), Jacob 
(in hymnic style) praises God or his angel (-+ iac�D mal'Qkh) because be had 
redeemed him from all evil (ra'). In v. 15, ''to feed, pasture'' (rch), bas refer
ence to the protection and responsibility of a shepherd. Ps. 72:14, which has 
already been cited above, also uses g'l with min, and speaks of redemption from 
violence and oppression. Jer. 3 1 : 1 1  mentions setting Jacob free from the hand 
of the enemy: Yahweh will ransom (pdh) and redeem (g'l) Jacob from the band 
of those who are too strong for him, and bring him back into his land. The same 
idea appears in Mic. 4:10: Israel will be rescued (nfl) and redeemed (g'f) from 
her enemies in Babylon (the genuineness of this verse is doubtful). 18 Ps. 107:2 
speaks of deliverance from different kinds of distress: dangers in travel, im
prisonment, and illness. Ps. 69:19(18) refers to deliverance from distress in 
general (tsar Ii, ''I am in distress,'' v. 18  [ 17)) and from enemies. The object of 
the redemption is nephesh, ''soul'' (here g"l stands in parallelism to pdli): this 

· is a prayer for help in distress, which is described as a deadly peril (vv. 15f. 
[ 14f.]). Here we are reminded of the passages that speak of a deliverance from 
death or Sheol: Ps. 103:4, where g'l is connected with forgiveness of sins (pdh 

10 On Job 19:25, see below. 
11 Stamm, 37. 
12 See below, 4. 
13 See the comms. 
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is also used in this sense once), i. and Hos. 13: 14, where again g'l stands in 
parallelism with ·pdh, and the prophet speaks of deliverance from death and 
Sheol (whether this verse is interpreted as a positive statement or as a question 
expecting a negative answer does not affect the meaning of the verb). The mean
ing of Isa. 63:9 is obscure, but still it is clear that it has to do with deliverance 
from distress (g•l is used in parallelism with hoshia", ''to save''), and that g'l 
seems to be connected with pity (chamal) and love ('ahabh). 

3. In Connection with the Exodus. Passages that use g'l in connection with 
the exodus f.rom Egypt emphasize in particular distress by the enemy (pdh is 
used more frequently than g � l in speaking of the exodus, esp. in Dt. and the 
Deuteronomistic litenture}. 15 In Ex. 6:6 (P), Yahweh promises to bring his 
people out (hotsi') from under the burdens of the Egyptians, to deliver (hitstsil) 
th,em ·from their bondage, and to ''redeem'' (g'l) them with an outstretched arm. 
The association with the ''secular'' release from the duty of slavery is evident. The 
only other thing that needs to be asked is whether the author also bas in mind 
the restoration of an earlier relationship between Y ah web and Israel, since he 
mentions the patriarchs with whom Y abweh had already made a covenant 
(vv. 3f.,8). 18 The other texts using g·l that refer to the exodus do not trace 
Yahweh's choice back earlier than the liberation from Egypt: Ex. 15:13 (''thy 
Yahweh's election back earlier than the liberation from Egypt: Ex. 15:13 (''thy 
people''); 106: 10 (where g"l appears in parallelism with hoshia·, ''to save''). 
Thus the people are redeemed from foreign slavery and made God's own posses-

• 

SlOD. 

4. Jn Deutero-lsaiah. In light of this the use of g•l in Deutero-Isaiah is 
intelligible. This prophet understands the release from Babylonian captivity as 
.a new exodus, and thus he uses the root g • z to describe it. In addition, he uses 
g'l to convey the idea ·Of restoring a broken covenant relationship. In Isa. 51 :10 
th.e word ge"ulim, ''the redeem�'' clearly refers to those who had been delivered 
from Egypt, and in 48:20 the redemption is described as a going forth from 
Babylon and a being led ·through deserts (v. 21), thus a new exodus. In 44:22 the 
redemption is connected with forgiveness of sins (as in Ps. 103). In 44:23 the 
act of redemption is designated as a glorification of Y abweh th.at summons all 
nature to rejoice. In 52:9 this rejoicing is depicted as rejoicing before the king, 
welcoming tlle returning Yahweh and his redeemed people. Finally, 43:1 speaks 
once again of the restored relationship between Yahweh and Israel: ''I have 
redeemed you, I have called you by name, you are mine.'' In this connection, 
it is worthy of note that (just as in Lam. 3:58f.) the redemption is the subject 
of an oracle of salvation introduced by 'al tira ', ''Fear not.'' 

The ptcp. go•et, ''redeemer,'' appears as an epithet of God nine times in 
Deutero-Isaiah. In seven of these cases it is used as an expansion of the messenger 

it J cpse°' 157. 
u Stamm, 18ff. 
Jel Stamm, 38. 
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formula koh ·amar yhvh, ''Thus says Yahweh,'' and twice it appears in connec· 
tion with ·al tira ·, ''Fear not'' (41·:14; 54:5). Once this e.pithet is connected with 
moshiac, ''savior'' (49:26). Otherwise its connection with the context is rather 
loose: Yahweh, the ''Redeemer,•' helps his people (41 : 14; 49:7f.), defeats 
Babylon (43:14; 47: 4), is king and everlasting God (44:6), teaches and leads 
(48: 17). Isa. 60:16 is dependent on 49:26. An overall view of the use of go�el 
in Deutero-Isaiaft shows that it is used as a stereotyped divine epithet, which can 
even be used without any direct connection with a spe.cific redemption mentioned 
in the context. 

5. go·e1 Outside Deutero-Jsaiah. go'el also appears as a divine epithet in 
Ps. 19:15 (14} and 78:35, in both instances in connection with tsur, ''rock." God 
is the reliable protector who never wavers. Isa. 63: 16, where Yahweh is called 
father (-+ :2lC ·abh) and go"el, is worth noting. Here, also, the idea of an intimate 
kinship is probably present. 

Finally, the meaning of Job 19:25: ''I know that my go ·el lives," is disputed. 
It is clear from the context that what Job anticipates here is the help of his go·el 
in a crucial lawsuit to conclusively establish his innocence. But who is his go·el? 
Since the lawsuit here stands in the context of a dispute with God, it seems un
likely that God himself would appear as vindicator and legal attorney against 
himself, unless a very loose train of thought is to be assumed. On the other hand, 
Job 16: 19f. refers to a witness ('"edh) and spokesm.an (melits) in heaven {cf. 
9:33; 33:23), w.ho seems to be someone different from God. The point in Job 
19:25 is that just as there is a vindicator in an earthly lawsuit, so in Job's dispute 
with God there must also be one who intercedes for him, but it does not make 
clear who this vindicator might be. Accordingly, what we have here is an inexact 
statement: Job wishes to express the conviction that he must be acquitted in 
the end, and he clothes this thought in the figurative language of the lawsuit: 
someone must vindicate him to prove his innocence. 

Other interpretations of Job 19:25 have been proposed. Usually the go ·el is 
identified with God himself, but without following a very logical train of thought. 
Th.e possibility that this passage might refer to the personal tutelary god of Job 
(following a Sumerian prototype) is improbable because this idea does not appear 
elsewhere in Israel. Moreover, the exegesis of this verse also depends on how 
the following statements (which have been severely mutilated in the text) are 
interpreted, 17 

Ringgren 

11 See the comm&. 
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Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences, and Meaning in the Ancient Near East. 11. Use in 
the OT: 1. Number and Distribution of Occurrences; 2. General ?\ieaning; 3. Synonymous 
and Antithetic Ideas. ill. Literal M'eaning: 1. The Verb; 2. With min, 'al, and be; 3. Noun 
and Adjective; 4. Occurrences in Certain Names for Canaanite Cult Places. IV. Figurative 
Meaning and Theological lmplications: 1. lo Connection with Anthropological Concepts 
(leblz; •enayim, ruach, "aph); 2. In Other Connections. 

I. Etymology, Occurrences, and Meaning in the Ancient Near East. The 
assumption of an etymological connection between the Heb. root gbJz and Akk. 
gab"u, ''height," 1 is highly problematic. CAD and AHw correctly assume that 
gab'u is to be derived fiom the West Semitic root gb• (attested in Ugar. and in 
Heb. gibJ1 ·ah, gebha·, ''hilJ, height''). The improbability of a change from the 
consonant he to ayin forbids an appeal to the root gb • for an etymological and 
semantic explanation of the root gbh. The coexistence of gbh and gb · in Ugaritic 2 
and Hebrew favors the autonomy of these two roots. Similar considerations 
oppose the assumption of ao etymological relationship between gbh and gbb 
(cf. Heb. gabh, ''back, eyebrow, mound, rim, boss of a shieJd,'' Arab. lttbbat, 
''bone structure around the eye socket''), 3 for a change from the double beth to 
a bh in the final syllable is not common. The etymological relationship between 
the Heb. root gbh and Arab. labaha (cf. Aabhat, ''forehead, front, battlefront,'' 
'agbaJiu, ''with high forehead''; 4 cf. Old South Arab. gbht, ''forehead''), which 
K.BL3 and GesB assume, should not be considered unlikely simply on the basis of 
the way these words are spoken and written. To be sure, the original meaning of 
the Arab. root Aabalia, ''to meet, confront,'' speaks against this, for while there 
may be a semantic relationship between this Arabic root and the Heb. root gbh 
in its figurative meaning (''to be proud''), this is .not the case in its literal meaning 
(''to be high, height''). Therefore, it is not advisable to begin the investigation 
of gbh with the Arab. root Aabaha. The same arguments oppose any attempt to 
connect gbh with gb�, ''having a bald forehead'' (cf. Akk. gitbb11bu, ''bald
headed''), because the primary meaning of gbl} is ''to be naked," while the 
primary meaning of gbh is ''to be high,'' and this is true both in Hebrew and in 
other Semitic languages. Thus in both instances a similarity of meaning can be 
established only very artificially. The use of the root gbh in Jewish Aramaic, the 
Damascus Document, and the Qumran texts 6 is dependent on the OT usage. 

gablwh. W. Baumgartner, nBeitriige zum. hebr. Lexikon,'� BZA W, 77 (1958), 30f.; G. 
Bertram, uOtlJO<;, 'u1Ji6c.>," TDNT, VIII, 602ff.; A. W. Scbwarzenbac,h, Die geographische 
Termino/ogle im Hebriiischen des A T.s (1954), 6-11. 

1 So KBL2 and GesB, but not KBLS. 
2 UT, Glossary, 552. 
3 KBL3 and GesB. 
' H. Wehr, Arab. Worterbuch (31958). 
Cl KBL3; .K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz. . • .  (1960). 
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The expression qlh gbh, ''high (i.e., loud) voice'' of the king, in Aramaic (Ahjkar, 
107), and the Aramaic icfeogram for ''high'' in Pehlevi, 6 are probably not related 
to Heb. gbh. Thus far, only one certain example of gbh has been found in the 
Ugaritic texts: 7 y'db yr!J gb/1 (with El as subj.), ''Ile makes yrtJ (the moon-god 
or the moon) hjgh'' (or ''exalted''; RS 24.258, 4f.). 

The dearth of extrabiblical examples of the root gbh at best allows the con
jecture that this root is native to the West Semitic languages. That it means ''to 
be high raise up,'' in these languages can also be considered certain. The same 
meaning in Hebrew is confirmed by the only extrabiblical example. In the Siloam 
Inscription, line 6, we read: ''and the height (gbh) of the rock was 115  meters 
(100 ells) above the heads of the miners." 8 

IL Use in the OT. 

1 .  Number and Distribution of Occurrences. The root gbh is found approxi
mately 90 times in the OT. It appears only 3 times in the Pentateuch, .and here 
exclusively in its latest strata (Dt. 3:5; 28:52 [Deuteronomistic texts] ; Gen. 7: 19 
[P]). It occurs 12 times in the Historical Books (only in Samuel, Kings, and 
Chronicles), 8 times in the Psalms, 16 times in the Wisdom Literature (Job, 
Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes), about 50 times in the Prophets, and twice in Esther. 
Wlten we consider that in the Psalms and Prophets gbh also frequ.ently occurs 
in wisdom sayings and proverbial expressions, it follows from the statistical 
survey that this root is found most often in the vocabulary of wisdom sayings 
and is firmly established there. gbh is found in a broad range of time periods 
in OT history, and thus its absence in the earlier strata of the Pentateuch would 
seem to be accidental. It appears in ancient narratives (1 S. 9:2), the preexiJic 
prophets (Am. 2:9; Zeph. 1 :16; Isa. 2:1 1,15,17; Jer. 2:20; etc.), exilic writings 
(Ezk. 16:50; 17:22; Gen. 7:19 [P]; etc.), and late postexilic texts {Est. 5: 14; 7:9; 
Dnl. 8:3). The verb occurs only in the qal (23 times) and hiphil (1 1 times), the 
noun gobliah is found 18 times, and the noun. gabhhuth twice, while the adj. 
gablioah appears 36 times. The coost. gebhah occurs 4 times, but there is no 
absolute corresponding to it in the OT; thus it is questionable whether gebl1ah 
is another construct form of the adj. gabhoah, 9 or whether one should postulate 
another adjectival form, gabheah. 10 

2. General Meaning. The meaning ''height, high,'' which the few extra
biblical examples clearly reveal, also clearly lies behind the use of the nouns 
and adjectives of the root gbh in the OT. Correspondingly, the use of the verb 
also emanates from the original meaning ''to be high, make high.'' 

3. S}rnonymous and Antithetic Ideas. In parallel statements with gbh, there 
are synonymous or related ideas that are derived from the following roots: rum, 

6 On both of these, see DJSO. 
1 UT, Glossary, 548a. 
8 KAI, 189.6. 
9 So Baumgartner. 

10 So G�sB and KBL2; KBV leaves this question undecided. 
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''to be high, reach high'' (Ezk. 17:22f.; 31 :10; Ps. 113:4f.; 131:1; Job 39:27; 
etc.); qum, ''to stand up, raise up'' (Isa. 10:33; qomah: 1 S. 16:7; Ezk. 31:3; etc.); 
nasa', ''to lift, lift.high'' (Isa. 2:11-17 this passage has other synonymous and 
antithetic ideas to gbh; 30:25; 52:13; etc.); ga'ah, ''to be high, become high, 
be arrogant'' (Zeph. 3 : 11 ;  Jer. 48:29; Prov. 16:18; etc.); gadhal, ''to grow, be
come great, be great'' (Ps. 131 :1 ;  Ezk. 31 :2b,3a); gabhar, ''to be superior'' (Ps. 
103:11, but the text here is questionable), and saghabh, ''to be exalted'' (Isa. 
�:17b; cf. 5:16).  As antithetic ideas to words from the root gbh, we encounter 
cognates of the following roots: shaphel, ''to be low, sink down'' (Isa. 2:11 ;  
5:15f.; Ezk. 17:24; 21:31 [Eng. v. 26]; Ps. 113:5f.; etc.); shachach, ''to be hum
bled'' (Isa. 2:11,17; 5:15f.); 'amoq, ''to be deep'' (Isa. 7 :11); kana' (niphal), ''to 
humble oneself'' (2 Ch. 32:26); 'anah, ''to be humbled, to be miserable'' ('anavah, 
''humility,'' Prov. 18:12). 

• 

III. Literal Meaning. 

1. The Verb. The verb is often used to describe the greatness, height, or 
high position of persons, objects, places, and natural phenomena. In a special 
sense, jt can mean ''to be tall, grow tall, tower high," as in Ezk. 17:24; 19:11; 
31:10,14 (of a vine or a tree). It can also denote the high location of a place: 
Jer. 49:16 (with qen, ''nest," as obj.) = Ob. 4 (without qen); Ps. 11 3:5 (Yahweh's 
dwelling); and Isa. 7 :11 (the upper world in contrast to Sheol); and the high 
flight of a bird: Job 5:7, where gbh intensifies, the inf. 'uph, ''to fly''; and 39:27 
(without 'uph). In Ezk. 21:3i(26), the verb ;1ppears in the hiphil in a proverb: 
''Exalt that which is low, and abase that which is high'' (cf. 17:24). As a technical 
building te1111 connected with banah, ''to build,'' gbh denotes the height of walls 
(2 Ch. 33:14), or of doors (Prov. 17:19). 

2. With min, 'al, and be. When it is used with min or 'al, gbh denotes differ
ences in height by means of comparison (1 S. 9:2; 10:23-min; Ezk. 31:5-'al). 
Proverbially these expressions are used to bring out the great distance of heaven 
from earth, or the qualitative distinction between God and man or beiween the 
plans of God and the plans of man: Isa. 55:9; Job 35:5 (min); Ps. 103:11 ('al) ; 
similarly 113:5f. In this proverbial contrast, the verb gbh stands at the very 
edge of the figurative meaning. Sometimes when gbh is followed· by be, be serves 
to connect this verb more closely with its object, e.g., in Ezk. 31 :10,14 (qomah, 
''growth''); cf. the same construction without be-in Ezk. 19:11.  

3 .  Noun and Adjective. The noun gobhah is used to denote the height of 
men (Am. 2:9; l S. 17:4) and trees (Am. 2:9; Isa. 10:33; Ezk. 19:1 1 ;  31:10,14). 
It is used repeatedly in statements about the measurements of the temple, its 
rooms and pieces of furniture (Ezk. 40:42; 41:8,22; 43:13, conjec.; 2 Ch. 3:4), 
and aboutihe wheels of the divine throne-chariot (Ezk. 1 :18). The adj. gabhoah 
is found in connection with the following: mountain (Gen. 7:19; Ezk. 17:22f.
in parallelism with the hapax Iegomenon talul, ''towering, lofty,'' and marom, 
''towering," v. 23; 40:2; Isa. 30 :25-together with gibh'ah nissa 'ah, ''jowering 
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hill''; 40:9; 57:7-in connection with nissa ', ''towering, lofty''; Ps.104:18), forti
fied walls (Dt. 3:5; 28:52), city gate (Jer. 51:58), watchtower (Isa. 2:15), battle
ment (Zeph. 1 : 16), tree (Ezk. 17:24; 31 :3 with qomah, ''growth''), gallows (Est. 
5:14; 7:9), ram's horns (Dnl. 8:3), and a man's stature (1 S. 16:7-qomah). The 
comparative is made by using min with 'gbh (1 S. 9:2). The height of heaven, 
an expression used to refer to the greatness of God (Job 1 1:8; 22:12), stands on 
the periphery of the figurative use of this root. 

4. Occurrences in Certain Names for Canaanite Cult Places. The adj. gabhoah 
is found in two stereotyped phrases for Canaanite cult places. Sometimes it 
appears with gibh 'ah, ''height, hill'' (Jer. 2:20; 17:2; 1 K. 14:23; 2 K. 17: 10), 
and sometimes with -> in har, ''mountain, hill'' (Jer. 3 :6). The OT also uses an 
expression with the adj. ramlramah ins.tead of gabhoah (Dt. 12:2; Ezk. 6:13; 
20:28), and another without any adjective at all (Hos. 4:13; Ezk. 18:6; etc.; 

• 

2 K. 16:4) to refer to these cult places. This last form seems to be the earliest. 
It probably comes from the northern kingdom, while the other two come from 
Judah {Jeremiah, the Deuteronomist, and Ezekiel). The diverse terminology 
of the common people in Judah and the priests of the Jerusalem temple may 
be reflected in the use of the different adjectives. 

IV. Figurative Meaning and Theological Implications. 

1. In Connection with Anthropo/o'gical Concepts (lebh, 'enayim, ruach, 
'aph). The organs of the body, which are used in Hebrew to denote human 
emotions and inclinations, occur so often either as objects of the verb gbh, or 
in genitive constructions with nouri forms of the root gbh, that it is necessary 
to classify the words built from this root amopg the solid elements of the psy
chological terminology of the Israelites. The verb gbh is used with lebh, ''heart,'' 
as its object in Ezk. 28:2,5,17; Ps. 131 : 1 ;  Prov. 18 : 12;  2 Ch. 26: 16; 32:25. Noun 
forms of gbh stand in genitive constructions with lebh, ''heart'' (Prov. 16:5; 2 Ch. 
32:26), 'enayim, ''eyes'' (Isa. 2 :11 ;  5:15; Ps. 101 :5), ruach, ''breath, spirit'' (Prov. 
16:18; Eccl. 7:8), and 'aph, ''nose'' (Ps. 10:4). We encounter the following ex
pressions that stand irr synonymous parallelism with these statements using gbh: 
rechabh lebhabh, ''arrogant heart'' (Ps. 101:5), rum libbo, ''his heart was pre
sumptuous'' =  ''he was ambitious''- (Jer. 48:29; Ezk. 31 :10), and "enayim ramot/1, 
''haughty, proud eyes'' (Prov. 6:17; cf. Isa. 2:1 1 ;  5 :15). The following expres
sions stand in contrast with one another: gobhah ruach, ''haughty, presumptuous 
spirit, '' with shephal ruach, ''lowly, humble spirit'' (Prov. 16:18f.), and gebhah 
ruach, ''proud spirit,'' with 'erekh ruach, ''lon.g breath, patience'' (Eccl. 7:8). 
There is only one passage in which gbh takes /ebh, ''heart,'' as its object in a 
positive sense: ''His (i.e., Jehoshaphat's) heart was courageous in the ways of 
Yahweh'' (2 Ch. 17:6). Apart from this one exception, in the expressions that 
have been mentioned gbh is used to characterize the aspirations and relation
ships of men with God and with their fellow men in a religiously and ethically 
negative sense (Prov. 16:5 in particular is severe when it says that everyone that 
is proud of heart is a to'abhath yhv'h, ''an abomination to Yahweh''), and thus 
should be translated ''haughty, proud, presumptuous,'' etc. 
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2. In Other Connections. In this figurative meaning, expressions using the 
root gbh are frequently used elsewhere to describe human actjons and behavior 
which are regarded as religiously and ethically evil. In this negative sense, they 
appear in particular in the prophets, wisdom sayings, cult poetry, and in rare 
instances in the Chronicler's work. Thus the verb is used of the proud boaster 
in contrast to the ''bumble and lowly people ' (Zeph. 3 : 1 l f.), the luxuriously 
clothed women of Jerusalem (Isa. 3 : 1 6), and the people of Judah who will not 
bear Yahweh and give him the glory (kabhodh) (Jer. 13: 15f.). Ezk. 16:50 sums 
up the entire list of sins committed by Sodom/Jerusalem by gbh and the syn
onymous expression ''they did abominable things before me (Yahweh)'' (cf. 
v. 49). gbh is used of the king of Tyre because he claims that he possesses the 
qualities and characteristics of a God-King (Ezk. 28:2,5, 17), of King Hezekiah 
because he was not grateful for being miraculously healed (2 Ch. 32:25), and of 
King Uzziah because he took it upon himself to perform a cultic function (2 Ch. 
26:16). 11 Like the verb, the nouns and adjective from the root gbh are used in 
the religious and ethical sense to describe an evildoer (rasha·, Ps. 10:4), the 
ungodly behavior o'f man in general (Isa. 2 : 1 1 ,12, conjec., 1 7-in. antithesis to the 
statement, ''Yahweh alone will be exalted,

,
' nisgabh), man's impudent (·aihaq) 

talk (1 S. 2:3), etc. u 

In the sphere of religion and ethics, noun forms of the root gbh are found 
in a neutral sense three times at the most In Job 41 :26(34), ''everything that is 
high'' bas reference to one's position in the social order. The real meaning of 
'"high'' in. the expre sion ''they are afraid of what is high'' in Eccl. 12:5 remains 
obscure. It probably has reference to something that a person desires in his 
younger years, thus possibly ''respect, high social position.'' If the textual con
jecture in Ps. 90:10 is correct, the noun gobhah here must have the unique 
meaning of ''maximum.'' The use of the root gbh in the negative condemnatory 
statements against all human striving after high position, against all pride, stan.ds 
in contrast to the use of the same root in positive statements concerning the 
glory of God: Isa. 5: 15f.-Yahweh is ''exalted'' in justice. in which he humbles 
(shachach, shaphe() the ''proud'' ('ene ghebhohim, ''the eyes of the .haughty," 
v. 1 5). The hymn in Ps. 1 1 3:5 praises Yahweh as incomparable, because he 
''exalted'' his dwelling in the heavens (vv. 4,6). At the same time, his chosen 
servant (Isa. 52:13, where gabhah appears in parallelism with rum, ''to exalt�'

, 

and nasa·, ''to be Jjfted up'') and the righteous in general (Job 36:7) are ''ex
alted.'' Of course man cannot clothe himself with ''glory.'' When God summons 
Job to do this, he is speaking ironically in order to make it clear to him that he 
·is powerless (Job 40: 10 where gbh stands in parallelism with ga·on, ''majesty''). 
In a deliberately mysterious statement, the author of Ecc.l. 5 :7(8) describes the 
hierarchy of those who hinder justice even when the person being oppressed is 
not able to see this, and be carries this hierarchy to the limit ·by the threefold 
repetition of the adj. gabhoah, which is used substantivally (in this passage it is 
necessary to restore a member that bas fallen out). 

u For additional texts with similar content, see IV.1. 
12 See IV.1. 

Hentschke 
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Contents: I. In the Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt; 2. In Mesopotamia and Among the 
Hittites; 3. In West Scmjtic Dialects. Il. In the OT: 1. Etymology, Cognate Words; 2 .. Mean
ing and Use; 3. Theological Significance. 

I. In the Ancient Near East. 

1 .  Egypt. The Egyp. tls, ''boundary,'' 1 in the later period also means ''terri
tory.'' It appears in connection with words for ''boundary stone,'' and with modi
fiers like ''northern, southern boundary.'' It denotes the boundary of a field, a 
province, a land, or a person (a king, the enemy). The following are familiar 
expressions in Egyptian literature: ''the boundary reaches," ''is secured''; ''settle, 
maintain, guard, extend, pass over, the boundaries.'' 

Another Egyptian word for ''boundary'' is 4r(w), 2 which means ''(extreme) 
end,'' ''goal,'' and sometimes ''territory, region." It is used, e.g., of the end of 
heaven and earth, and frequently appear:s with a figurative meaning: the limits 
of eternity, the limits of knowledge; it also occurs in expressions meaning ''un
limited.

,, 
The divine and royal epithet nb r 4r, Lord even to the utmost limit or 

boundary, i.e., ''.Lord of all,'' is worthy of note. 
Boundary stones between fields are mentioned in Egyptian literature, but as 

yet none has been discovered. 3 The boundary stones of orphans and widows 
are not to be removed (Amenemope, 6). Restoring provincial borders ' is an 
organizational activity, which is to be compared with that of the creator-god. 5 
Sixteen boundary stelae of the city territory are preserved from Amarna; they 
contain a proclamation in which the king vows not to abandon the territory, 
thus not to pass over its borders. 8 

A stela of Sesostris III in Nubia deals with the borders of the land. On this stela 
we read: ''I established my bo.rder, in the process of which I went farther than 
my father . . . .  Whichever of my sons maintains this border that has established 

�bhQI. M. Dahood, ''Biblical Geography," Greg, 43 (1962), 73f.; A. Erman-H. Ranke, 
Agypren und iigyptisches Leben im A.ltertum (1923); A.H. Orayson-E. vonSchuler, "Grenze/' 
RLA, m, 638-643; L. Koehler, "Der Berg als Orenz.e," ZDPV, 62 (1939), l24L; F. R. Kraus, 
"Provinzen des neusumeriscben Reicbes von Ur," ZA, 51 (1955), 45-75; A. Saarisalo, The 
Boundary between lssachar and NaphtaU (Helsinki, 1927); M. Sae�, ''Israels Land og 
grenser i det Oarnle Testarnente," For Israel og Evangeliet. Festschrift M. Solheim (Oslo, 
1971), 23-41 (German trans. in preparation for ZDPV); F. X. Steiometzer, Die babylonischen 
kudurru (Grenutelne) als Urkundenfonn. Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Altertums, 
11/4-5 (1922); E. F. Weidner, Politische Dokumente aus Kleinasien. Die Staatsvertrage in 
akk. Sprache aus dem A rchlv von Boghazkoi. BoSt, 118-9 (1923). 

1 WbAS, V, 234ff. 
% Wb.AS, V, 585ff. 
3 Erman-Ranke, 42-0. 
� Ennan-Ranke, 104. 
5 Erman-Ranke, lOlf. 
s JUR, 116. 
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my majesty is my son; he is like the son (Horus) who 'protected his father and 
maintained the borders of the one who begot him.'' 7 The king also set up a 
statue of himself on this border in order to strengthen the will of the people to 
resist enemy encroachment. 

2. In Mesopotamia and Among the Hittites. There are seve�al words for 
''border'' in Sumerian: bulug, kisurra, and zag. Akkadian has itu, kisurru, 
kudurru, mi�ru, pii.!u, pu/ukku, and ta!Jiimu. Most of these words mean either 
''border'' or ''territory," and sometimes it is hard to determine the exact nuance. 
In Middle Babylonian, kudurru also means ''boundary-stone," 8 and pulukku 
''boundary post.'' • 

The delineation of national borders was usually followed by a list of cities that 
Jay within those borders and that were frequently also provided with garrisons 
for their defense. One document, which possibly came originally from the temple 
of Enlil at Nippur, 10 describes the provincial borders of the Neo-Sumerian king
dom with the help of landmarks like cities, villages, sanctuaries, mountains, and 
watercourses (''canals''). 11 

One inscription of-Entemena (middle of the 3rd millennium e.c.)120 and the 
so-called Synchronistic History 13 contain records of border disputes. Boundary 
stones, on which boundary settlements were engraved, may have existed. 1• From 
the classical period on, we encounter the so-called kudurru-stones, which guaran
teed the protection of property by their divine symbols and texts; sometimes the 
piece of property was drawn on the stone. 15 The text of a kudurru ends not 
uncommonly with a curse on anyone who removes the boundary stone. 16 

In Hittite, the word ar!Ja- means both ''border'' and ''territory.'' Among the 
Hittites, the borders of the kingdom also stood under divine protection. It was 
the king's responsibility to preserve and to expand the borders. Border guards 
under the command of a ZAG-as BELU, ''Lord of the border,'' were responsible 
for maintaining the boundary. The suzerain established the borders of the ad
ministrative areas and vassal states. 17 The course of the boundary was deter
mined by topographical phenomena. 18 There were sacral-legal regulations for 
the temple areas, which belonged to the deity and whose borders were not to be 
touched (cf. Ex. 19:12,23). Property rights were strictly guaranteed. The borders 
were specified exactly in texts dealing with gifts of land and of fields. Fo1molas 

1 Erman-Ranke, 594. 
• See below. 
o AHw, 499, 879. 

10 Kraus, 68. 
11 Ibid., 52. 
12 E. Sollberger, Or, N.s. 28 (1959), 326-350. 
1s er 34, 38-43; Grayson, 640. 
1• Grayson, 639f. 
15 Ibid., 639. 
16 E.g., Steinmetzer, 8ff.; cf. also U. Seidl, ''Die babylonischen Kudurru-Reliefs,'' Bagh

dader Mitteilungen, 4 (1968}, 1-220. 
11 Weidner. 
18 Von Schuler, 642. 
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of prohibition call to mind similar formulas in the OT: ''Do not exceed the bor
ders that I set for you, but maintain them' t9 (cf. Dt. 19:14). 

3. In West Semitic Dialects. The Ugar. gbl occurs twice; 20 it is usually trans
lated ''mountain, rock,'' with reference to Arab. labal. 21 In Phoenician and 
Punic, gbl is found with the meanings ''border'' and ''territory,' e.g., in KAT, 
14.20, gbl 'rf, ''the border of the land'' (cf. Dt. 19:3). 

II. In the OT. 

1 .  Etymology, Cognate ·words. In Hebrew the root gbl occurs as a verb in 
the qal with. the meanings, ''to establish a border'' (Dt. 19: 14) ''to bound, border'' 
(Josh. 18:20), and ''to border on'' (Zee. 9:2), and in the hiphll referring to the 
''boundary'' of a cul tic area (Ex. 19: 12,23). The noun forms from this root in 
the OT are g.ebhul and gebhulah, both of which mean ''border'' and ''territory,'' 
and frequently it is difficult to determine which meaning is intended in a given 
text. 22 The fem. gebhulah is used in the singular in only one passage (Isa. 28:25: 
the farmer puts spelt ''on the border [of his field]''); elsewhere it always occurs 
in the plural: ''territories'' (Nu. 32:33; 34:2, 12; Josh. 18:20; 19:49), but also 
with the meaning ''border t with the verbs yatsablz, ''to fix'' {Dt. 32:8; Ps. 74:17), 
sur in the biphil, ''to relijove'' (Isa. 10: 13), and sugh, ''to remove'' {Job 24:2). 23 
Special meanings of gebhul appear in Ezk. 40= 12  and 43:13,17. In the first pas
sage, it means a low wall or border that shields the watch chamber in the eastern 
gate of the city of Jerusalem from the passage through the gate, and in the last 
two it is the elevated border around the altar. 

The root gbl also occurs in the city name Gebal, Akk. Gubla, Byblos (Ezk. 
27:9), 24 as well as in the gentilic gibhli, ''the Gebalites'' (Josh. 13:5; 1 K. 5:32 
[Eng. v. 18]). 25 In Ps. 83:8(7) Gebal means the region of Edom (Arab. Gibal, 
cf. also 'rf gbl in lQGenAp 21 : 1 1  or hry gbl in 21 :29 [bere = beharram se·ir, ''in 
their Mt. Seir'']). 26 

The abstract gabhluth is found in Ex. 28:22 and 39:15  in the expression 
sharslioth gabltluth, RSV ''twisted chains''; and in Ex, 28:14 we find mighbaloth 
RSV ''twisted.'' These words belong to the root gbl II, which is connected with 
S}.rr. gebal, ''to beat, hammer," Aram. gbl, ''to knead," and Arab. giblat, ''well
spun cloth.'' Driver thinks this root means that the pieces are twisted together 
and then welded. Thus he translates sharshoth gablduth ''chains of welding'' or 
''welded chains.'' 27 mighbaloth would seem to have a similar meaning. 

lD K.Bo, IV, 10, verso 15. 
20 CT A ,  16 [II K], VI, 59; 3 [V AB], VI, 7. 
n Koehler, Dahood. 
22 Cf. Ei feldt, K/Scltr, In (1966), 662f. 
23 Cf. Koehler, 124f. 
24 Cf. S. H. Hom, ZAW, 18 (19.66), 75; M. Noth, ZDPY, 60 (1937), 283f. 
Z> W. Eilers, ZDMG, 94 (1940}, 204, n. 3. 
� See Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryplion (Rome, 2J971}, 149, 165. 
21 Driver, 254f. 
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2. Meaning and Use. It is quite natural to find gebhul in sei:tions of the OT 
having to do with defining boundaries: Josh. 66 times, Ezk. 39 (esp. in chaps. 
40-48), and Nu. 25. In other texts, this word occurs rather rarely, though. a little 
more frequently in the historical books. 

The translation. ''border'' is natural when gebhul is used as the subj. of hayah, 
''to be '' with the prepositions le ''to '' ·er ''unto '' "adh ''up to '' and min ' , , , , , , , 
''from'': Gen. 10:19; Nu. 34:3ff. ; Dt. 11:24; Josh. 1:4; 13:16,30; 16:5; 17:7,9; 
18:12; 19:10,33; Ezk. 47:15,17; 48:28. Gebhul also frequently appears with 
verbs of motion, which define the border from point to point, so to speak: halakh, 
''to go," Josh. 16:8; 17:7; yatsa·, ''to go out, extend,'' Nu. 34:9; Josh. 15:3,11; 
16:6; 18:11,15,17; 19:47; yaradh, ''to go down,'' Nu. 34:11f.; Josh. 16:3; 17:9; 
18:13,16; sabhabh in the niphal, ''to turn about, circle," Josh. 15:10; 16:6; 

' 

18:14; 19:14; 'abhar, ''to pass on,'' Josh. 15:4; 18:16,19; 'alah, ''to go up," Josh. 
15:6ff.; 18:12; 19:11 ;  pagha' be, ''to touch,'' Josli. 19:22,26; shubh, ''to turn," 
Josh. 19:12,29,34; and ta' ar, ''to bend,'' Josh. 15:9,11; 18:14,17. Some verbs like 
yaradh, ''to go down,'' and 'alah, ''to go up," may have been chosen for topograph
ical reasons. pagha' be, ''to touch," is used only when the border ''touches'' Tabor 
and Carmel. Sometimes the boundaries follow natural topographical phenomena 
like rivers, lakes, seas, mountains, and valleys; quite frequently cities and villages 
form boundary points, i.e., the territory between the cities 'fo1111s the boundary, 
not the city itself (Ezk. 47: 15,17; 48:1). 28 The Levitical cities (Nu. 35:1-8; Josh. 
21) seem to have been border towns that were used in defense of the borders. 29 

gebhul can be defined more precisely in different ways: 

(a) According to directions (always ''boundary''): gebhul neghebh, ''southern 
boundary'' (Nu. 34:3; Josh. 15:2,4); gebhul yam, ''western boundary'' (Nu. 34:6; 
Josh. 15:4,12); gebhul tsaphon, ''northern boundary'' (Nu. 34:7,9; Josh. 15:5); 
and gebhul qedhemah, ''eastern boundary'' (Nu. 34:10; Josh. 15:5; Ezk. 45:7). 

� . 

(b) 13y a topographical statement (''boundary''): gebhul 'arnon, ''the boundary 
fornied by the Amon'' (Nu. 22:36); and gebhul layyam, ''the bound for the sea'' 
(Jer. 5:22). 

(c) By the genitive of the name of a land, a people, or a tribe, sometimes in 
the sense of ''boundary'': gebhul mitsrayim, ''the border of Egypt'' (1 K. 5:1 
[4:21]); gebhul 'erets 'edhom, ''the border of the land of Edom'' (Nu. 20:23; 
Josh. 15:1,21); gebhul mo 'abh, ''the boundary of Moab'' (Nu. 21:13,15; 33:44; 
Jgs. 1 1 : 18); gebhul bene ·ammon, ''the boundary of the children of Ammon'' 
(Nu. 21:24; Dt. 3:16; Josh. 13:10); gebhul hakkena'ani, ''the boundary of the 
Canaanites'' (Gen. 10:19); and. sometimes in the sense of ''territory'': gebhul 
mitsrayim, ''the territory of Egypt'' (Gen. 47:21; Ex. 10:14,19; 2 Ch. 9:26); 
gebhul mo 'abh, ''the territory of Moab'' (Dt. 2:18 ; Jgs. 11:18; Isa. 15:8); gebhul 
ha'emori, ''the territory of the Amorites'' (Nu. 21:13; Josh. 13:4; Jgs. 1:36; 

28 Cf. Saarisalo, 131f. 
20 See Aharoni, The Land of the Bible (21968), 272f. 
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1 1 :22). The expression bekl1ol gebhul yisra'el always means ''in the whole terri
tory of Israel

,, 
(Jgs. 19:29; 1 S. 1 1 :3,7; 27: 1;  2 S. 21:5;  1 K. 1 :3 ;  2 K. 10:32; 

1 Cb. 21 : 12); similarly bighebhul yisra'el means ''in the territory of Israel'' (1 S. 
7 :13;  Ezk. l l : l Of.; Mal. 1:5). All these passages have referen,ce to the unjted 
kingdom; 2 K. 14 :25 is the only passage in which geblzul yisra •el stands for ''the 
border of (North) Israel." The expression gebhul yisra'el, ''the territory of 
Israel," occurs more often than 'erets yisra'el, ' the land of Israel.'' 

gebhul i.s found with Israelite tribal names with the two meanings ''border 
and ''territory'': gebhul bene • eplzrayim, ''the territory of the children of Ephraim'' 
(Josh. 16:5); gebl1ul menaslisheli, ''the territory of �lanasseh (Josh. 17:7); 
gebhul bi1iyamin, ''the territory of Benjamin', ( 1  S. 10:2); geblzul dan, ''the terri
tory of Dan'' (Ezk. 48:2); etc.; as well as with suffixes denoting the tribes, e.g., 
Josh. 13:30; 17: 10; 18:5; 19: 1 1 .  

(d) gebliul can also be defined by a genitive that designates the ''territory·· 
as the possession of persons or groups, or characterizes it in some other way: 
gebhul 'artsekha, ''the border of your land'' (Dt. 19:3; Ezk. 47:15, border); 
geblwl naclialalz + suf., ''the boundary of (their, etc.) ioberitanc-e'' (Josh. 16:5; 
19:10; Jgs. 2:9); gebhul goralam, ''the territory allotted to them'' (Josh. 18: 1 1); 
and geblzul 'ir miqlato, ''the boundary of his free city'' (Nu. 35:26f.). In Ps. 78:54, 
gebhul qod/1sho, ''the region of his holiness," i.e., ''his holy region," must refer 
to the land of Canaan; the parallel line says, ''the mountain (har) which bis right 
hand bad won,'' and therefore, Dahood (with the LXX) interprets gebhL'l as 
''mountain'' 30 (so also 1 S. 13:18;  however Ezk. 43:12 argues against this). 
gebhul ris/1 'ali, ''the territory of evil'' (Mal. 1 :4), is a derogatory name for Edom. 

(e) In connection with the names of cities, gebhul always seems to mean ''terri
tory or

,
: Ekron (Josh. 13:3), Lo·debar (13:26), Jazer (13:25), Beth-horon (16:3), 

Beth-shemesh (1 S. 6: 12), Damascus (Ezlc. 47:16f.; 48:1), Hamath (47: 15,17), 
Hauran (47:16); it also has a similar meaning in plural forms with stiffixes that 
refer to cities: 1 S. 5:6; 7: 14; 2 K. 15:16; 18:8; Jgs. 1 : 18; Isa. 54:12; Ps. 147:14. 

(f) gebhul, ''territory,'' is used with the name of a prince: Sihon (Josh. 12:5; 
cf. Nu. 21 :22f.), Og (Josh� 12:4); cf. the suffix form referring to Pharaoh (Ex. 
7:27(8:2]; 10:4), and the king of Edom (Nu. 20:16; 22:36). 

(g) geblzul occurs as a genitive with qatseli, ''end," to mean the extreme 
boundary of a region (Gen. 47:21; Nu. 20:16; 22:36). 

{h) ughebhul, which occurs 7 times in the OT, is a noteworthy expression. 
In Nu. 34:6; Josh. 15: 12,47, hayyam haggadlzol ughebhul can hardly mean ''the 
great sea and its coastal territory,, (this would be ughebhulo ), nor can. hayyarden 
ughebhul in Dt. 3:17;  Josh. 13:23,27, mean ''the Jordan and its territory.'' The 
translation ''and the great sea also (ve) as a boundary,'

, 
or ''the Jordan as a 

boundary,"31 would be more conceivable. A seal inscription from ca. 1400 B.c. 

30 Dahood, 74. 
31 Cf. Holzinger, KHC, VI. 53; M. Ottosson. Gilead (Lun.d, 1969), 116 . 

• 
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with the words q� wgbl, which Goetze cautiously translates ''border and terri
tory,'' a2 gives little additional help. 

3. Theological Significance. As everywhere else in the ancient Near East, 
people in Israel had great respect for boundaries, both of nations and tribes and 
of private property. Agreements over boundaries stood under the protection of 
God, S3 and a curse awaited anyone who violated the agreement. The god of the 
land guaranteed the borders of the territory where his worshippers lived. The 
frequent use of the expression gebhul yisra· el, ''the territory of Israel,'' points to 
a conscious, most likely religious understanding of the boundary of the national 
territory whose Lord and God is Yahweh. When the Philistines sent away the 
ark, they watched to see whether it went up on ''the way to its own territory" 
(derekh gebJ1ulo), in order to determine whether Yahweh had caused the mis
fortune among them (1 S. 6:9)-thus the territory of the ark of Yahwe:h is identical 
with the territory of Yahweh. 

But Yahweh's power also extends beyond the territory of Israel (Mal. 1 :5). As 
Creator, he has directed everything. H·e set a bound to the waters of chaos (Ps. 
104:9) be placed the sand as the bound of the sea (Jer. 5:22); he determined the 
bounds of the whole earth (Ps. 74:17) and fixed the bounds of all peoples (Dt. 
32:8). By his power, he can also remove the boundaries between the nations and 
extend ·the borders of Israel (Dt. 32:8). In the apportioning of territories to the 
tnl>es, Yahweh determines the boundaries through Moses (Nu. 34) or through 
casting lots (Josh. 14-19). Josh. 22:25 says that Yahweh himself determined the 
borders. 

With regard to private property, respect for boundary stones is emphasized in 
the law. ''You shall not remove your neighbor's landmark (Heb. gebhul)'' (Dt. 
19:14; cf. the curse in 27:1 7}-the context refers to the land as a gift of Yahweh. 
Similarly we find in. Proverbs: ''Remove not the ancient landmark which your 
fathers have set'' (Prov. 22:28). Prov. 23:10 expresses the same respect for an
cient inherited boundaries. Here the prohibition is connected with a warning 
against breaking into the fields of the fatherless, and allusion is made to Yahweh 
as the legal helper of the fatherless. 34· Yahweh himself protects the boundaries 
of the widow (15:25). Job says that evildoers remove boundary stones unpunished, 
and divest the fatherless, widows, and poor of their property (Job 24:2ff.). Hosea 
complains because the princes of Judah remove boundaries (Hos. 5:10). Elijah's 
reaction to Ahab's seizure of Naboth's vineyard. (1 K. 21) indicates how serious 
this crime was thought to be. 

32 BASOR, 129 (1953), Sff. 
33 Ottosson, Gilead, 36-52. 
34 Cf. Amcnemope above under 1.1. 

Ottosson 
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Contents: I. l.  In the Ancient Near East, Original Meaning; 2. Occurrences in the OT. 
11. The Verb: 1. Qal; 2. Piel; 3. Hithpael; 4. Hiphil. Jil.  gebhurah: 1. Singular: a. As a 
Physical Concept and in the �filitary Profession; b. God's Power and Ethical Strength; 
c. God

,
s Power and God's Name; d. Spiritualization of the Concept in Connection with. 

Man; 2. Plural: The Creative and Saving Acts of God. IV. g-ebhir, gebhirah. V. gibbor: 
1. General Usage· 2. The "Heroes" of David and David As "Hero"; 3. The A·ngels As 
"Heroes" and God As "Hero"; 4. The Expression c�GodJy Hero" in Isa. 9:5(6); 5. Chan.ge 
of Meaning. VI. gebher: 1. Man and Male; 2. The Spiritualization of the Concept: · a. In 
the Formula ne·um haggebher,· b. The New Concept in the Psalms; c. In the Book of Job; 
d. Jn the Qumran Literature. 

I. 1 .  Jn the Ancient Near East, Original Meaning. The root gbr can be 
detected in most of the Semitic languages, if not always in some verb form, at 
least in derivatives. In Ugaritic, words for this root have not yet been found in 
texts that have been discovered so far, but it ma.y appear in the proper name 
Gbrn. 1 The Akk. gaparu, gapru, � is found only rarely, in poetic language. In aJI 
occurrences, except in Ethiopic, where the word means ''to do, make,'' the 
emphasis lies on power and strength, and frequently also on. excellence and 
superiority, as well as on greater strength than in other cases, even if a compara
tive term is not always expressly mentio.ned. Thus, e.g., a gebher, and even more 
a gibbor (intensive form), has specific noteworthy characteristics that someone 
else has to a lesser degree or not at all. Thus, finally, we also find that certain 
word formations from this root are applied to God extensively . . 

2. Occurrences in the OT. In the Hebrew Bible, the verb gabhar occurs 
24 tim.es, g.ebher 65 times, gibbor 159 times, gebhurah and gebhuroth 64 times, 
and gebhir and gebhirah together only 17  times. Of course, there is also a large 
number of words, both verbs and nouns, that are synonymous with the root gbr, 
e.g�, words from the roots -+ p1n chazaq, � ni:> koach, and � "' •azar.; and we 
also find a great number of synonymous expressions in other Semitic languages. 3 

gabhar. G. W. Ahlstrom, "Aspects of Syncretism in Israelite Religion," Horae Soeder
blomia.nae, S (1963), 61-85; P. Biard, .. La puissancc de Dieu," TravauK de flnst. Cath. de 
Paris, 7 (1960), 1-104; H. Donner, "Art and Herlrunft des Amtes der Koniainmutter im AT," 
Futschri/t fur J. Friedrich (1959), 105-145; H. Frcdriks$on, Ja.hwe als Krieger (Lund, 1945); 
W. Grundmann� "Mvaµu;: The Idea of Power in the OT," TDNT, ll, 290-99; H. Kosmala, 
Heb.rlier-Essener-Chrisren (Leiden, 1959), 208-239; idem, '4The Term Geber in the OT and 
in the Scrolls," SVT, 17 (1969), 159-169; 8. Mazar, "The Military 2lite of .Kina David," YT, 
13 (1963), 310-320; G. Molin, "Die Stellung der �bira im Staate Juda," ThZ, 10 (1954), 
161-175. 

1 UT, Glossary, No. 554. 
2 AHw, 281. 
3 For details, see below. 

• 
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II. The Verb. 

i;i� gabhar 

1 .  Qal. The verb not only has the simple positive meaning ''to be strong,,
, 

but frequently, in fact originally, a comparative sense as well. This explains why 
it can be connected with the comparative particle min, ''from,'' when comparisons 
are explicitly stated (e.g., in 2 S. 1:23; similarly Ps. 65:4 [Eng v. 3]). min can be 
replaced by ·al (Gen. 49:26; 2 S. 1 1 :23; Sir. 36:27) or be (1 Ch. 5:2). Then the 
verb bas the meaning ''to be stronger than, exceed, be superior to, have the upper 
hand'' (.al over the enemy, be among one's brethren). However, in Ps. 103 :11  
and 1 1 7:2 the prep. 'al has a literal (local) meaning: ''His grace governs us effec
tively.'' We find examples without any particle in Ex. 17:11;  Jer. 9:2(3); Lam. 
1 :16; Sir. 39:21,34 (everything bas its time, when it is able to come out of its 
apparent uselessness into the foreground and ass\1me great significance). •  The 
only passage where the verb means that man's moral strength is not very power
ful in and of itself is found in the prayer of Hannah (1 S. 2:9): ''not by (his own) 
might shall a. man prevail'' (cf. also the alternation in meaning in gebhurah and 
gebher). 

2. Piel. In the piel, once the root gbr means: ''to use more power (chayalim)'' 
(Eccl. 10: 10), and twice it has a causative meaning: ''I will make them strong, 
and they will receive courage'' (Zec. 10:6f.); ''"I will make them strong in Yah
weh, and they will walk in his name'' (10: 12). 

3 . . Hithpael. The hithpaeJ of gbr sometimes means '(to make oneself greater 
than another, to boast, to be proud'': Job 15:25 with ·El-shaddai; 36:9. Both of 
these passages in Job have to do with boasting against God. It should be noted 
in this connection that it is the gebher Job who behaves arrogantly toward God
a stylistic fine point of the author of the book. 11 The hithpael also means ''to 
.Prove oneself to be strong'' (Isa. 42:13, with ·ai in the battle against the enemy). 
In later Hebrew, it is used of a spring that becomes ever stronger (Aboth ii.8). 

4. Hiphil. In Ps. 12:5(4) we find the expression lilshonenu naghbir, ''by our 
tongue (by verbosity) we have made ourselves strong.'' In Dnl. 9:27, the hipbil 
of gbr is used in the expression, ''to make a firm agreement with the multitude of 
the people.'' The hiphil also occurs in the text of Sir. 39:34; however, this form 
is corrected in the margin and seems to approximate the qal in 39:21. 6 

Sometimes the verb must be translated more freely, especially when it is used 
figuratively. This happens frequently, but one must keep in mind in trans-1ating 
that the element of strength or superiority is always present. Tb.us gbr can mean 
''to be prominent,'' ''to play a (the primary) role," ''to be important,'t ''to have 
significance,'' ' to be of use or to be distinguished,'' ''to exceed '' ''to win the 
victory,'' etc., especially in later usage (e.g., Sir. 36:.27; 39:21,34) . 

., See also Ulldcr 11.4. Hiphil. 
3 See below, VI.2.c. 
e See Smcnd, Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, Heb. section, p. 38. 
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m. gcbhurah. 

1 .  Singular. a. As a Physical Concept and in the Military Profession. In 
harmony with the original meaning of the verb gbr, generally speaking the cog
nate noun gebl1ural1 means ''strength,'' ''power, ' etc. First, it is used of the 
physical strength of animaJs and man, e.g., of the horse (Ps. 147: 10a), whose 
strength is in his hind legs, as the strength of man is in his thighs (slzoq, v. lOb ), 
and of Levia·than or the dragon (Job 41 :4(12J;  pl. instead of sing.). Naturally, 
physical strength is a gift of God (Job 39: 19f.). gebhurah is also to be understood 
in the sense of powerful men in Eccl. 10: 17 (cf. Jgs. 8:21) in contrast to a child 
king and his weak princes (v. 16), who begin the day with eating and drinking 
instead of doing their jobs. The first meal of the day is not supposed to be for 
drinking and carousing (shethi). Here, gebhurah is contrasted with drinking and 
drunkenness (cf. aJso Jer. 23:9: a gebher who has been overcome with wine and 
thus is no longer a genuine gebher), although sometimes the drinking of wine is 
recommended (but for other reasons) by the author of Qobeleth (briefly in Eccl. 
10:19, as also earlier in 8: 15). The Song of Deborah compares the manifestation 
of the love of God with the brilliance of sunrise (Jgs. 5:31). In a special way 
gebhurah is personified in a king (2 K. 18:20). In case of a war, it is not mere 
words, but planning and military power that decide the outcome (18:20; Isa. 
36:5). GeneralJy, gebhurah is also ·used formally of the acts of the king (1 K. 
16:27; 22:46(45]; 2 K. 10:34; 13:8,12; 14: 15,28). In this connection, the military 
power is the army (Isa. 3:25). Then gebhurah is synonymous with the powerful 
or cunning execution of a battle, with triumphal power or victory in war (Isa. 
28:6; cf. Eccl. 9:1 1); qol ·anoth gebhurah is the cry of victory, the cry of joy 
over a victory, in distinction. from qol milchamah, ''battle cry," or qol ·anoth 
chalushah, ''cry of woe'' because of a defeat, or qol ·annotli as a common festive 
or joyous sound of singing, rejoicing, and dancing (Ex. 32: 18f .). 

b. God's Power and Ethical Srrengtl1. The king is the personification of power, 
and since God himself is a lord over aJl kings, including the suzerain (Aram. 
melekh malkliayya·, ''king of kings," Doi. 2:37,47; Ezr. 7: 12), which in tum led 
to the Rabbinic divine title melekh malkhe hammelaklzim, ''king of the kings of 
kings," his royaJ power (Ps. 145:11), the highest sovereign power, also extends 
over all generations and times (145:11-13). It is manifested in his eternal sover
eignty (66:7), in his works and mighty deeds (ma·asim, gebliuroth, 106:2; 145:4; 
150:2), and .in justice (mishpat, 89:14f. [13f.] ;  cf. Isa. 42:1-4), righteousness and 
goodness (tsedhaqah, tubh, chesedh, Ps. 145:7,17; etc.; cf. Ex. 20:6). Therefore, 
his gebhurah is proclaimed and sung (Ps. 21: 14[13]; 71 : 18 ;  145:4). God's wonder
ful power is reflected in what he has done (Isa. 33 : 1 3), and is manifested to man 
in the works of creation, e.g., in the mountai.ns (Ps. 65:7[6]); elsewhere the physi
cal strength of living creatures is his gift (Job 39: 19ff.). From the activity of man, 
who executes his deeds in war and peace with the band ao.d the arm (usually 
the right) the mighty acts of God are also attributed to the hand (- ,, yadh) 
or arm (- ,,,r z•roa·) (Ps. 89:14[13]). The figure ''with a mighty hand and an 
outstretched arm' is old, and is used quite often, especially of the acts of God 
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for Israel, either individually or collectively, or with interchangeable adjectives 
(e.g., Ex. 3:19;  6: 1 ;  Dt. 4:34; 5 :15 ;  6:21 ; 7:8; 9:26; 11 :2; 26:8; 34:12; Jer. 21:5; 
32:21; etc.). The expression ta"oz .yadhekha, tarum yeminekha, ''strong is thy 
hand, high thy right h�nd,'' in Ps. 89: 14(13), where we also find the expression 
zeroa ' "im gebhurah, ''a mighty arm,'' should be mentioned here. In connection 
with the figure of the ''strong hand,'' it should be observed that it is not the root 
gbr that is used for ''strong," but the synonymous root - �'" chiizaq, and that 
as an adjective. The noun chozeq is also used in this connection (however, 
bechozeq yadh, ''by strength of hand,'' appears only in Ex. 13:3,14,16). In other 
cases, however, l)zq has not displaced the root gbr, especially the noun, when 
referring to God, and in the final analysis gebhurah has been preserved as a 
principal designation for the power of God, while the root l)zq is limited to 
specific mighty acts. Other expres�ions that are frequently used in place of these 
words are koach and "oz with their various cognates. 

The word gebhurah assumed a rather comprehensive spiritual meaning quite 
early, although it cannot easily be said when this took place. As has already been 
noted, God's gebhurah is frequently mentioned in connection with justice and 
righteousness, grace and faithfulness (e.g., Mic. 3:8; Ps. 89:14f.(13f.]). In addi
tion, it is connected with God's spirit, wisdom and understanding, counsel and 

• 

knowledge (Isa. 1 1 :2; Joli12:13; Prov. 8:14; Sir. 42:21), where all these charac-
teristics are activated and executed in his gebhurah, for without them they would 
all be merely theoretical. 

For a fully comprehensive presentation of the statements concerning the might 
(power, strength, dominion) of God in the OT, naturally it would be necessary 
to examine not only gebhurah, but also· all synonymous roots and their deriva
tives, as well as other ways of describing his might. 7 

c. God's Power and God's Name. The divine name Yahweh is great first of 
all in gebhurah, ''might'' (Jer. 10:6; cf., e.g., in addition � n'>,1 g<dhulliih, ''great
ness,'' in connection with gebhurah, ''power," in 1 Ch. 29:11 ,  or godhel, ''great
ness," in connection with yadhekha hachazaqah, ''thy mighty hand," and the 

• 

comprehensive gebhurah, ''mighty acts," at the end in Dt. 3:24; cf. 11 :2). In 
other passages also, the name of Yahweh is sometimes closely connected with 
his gebhurah, with which he created heaven and earth, and which at the same 
time is connected with his righteousness and uprightness, etc. (cf. Ps. 89:12-15 
[11-14]). By his name God saves, and by his might he vindicates (Ps. 54:3[1]); 
God's name and his gebhurah stand in syqonymous parallelism here. God him
self says: ''I will make them know my hand and my gebhurah (might), and they 
shall know that my name is Y,ahweh'' (Jer. 16:21). God shows his might in his 
saving acts; these also are done in his name (Ps. 20:7f.(6f.]). God's name is iden
tified with his gebhurah, ''might." 

�t should be no surprise, therefore, that in the Rabbinic age, when the name 
Yahweh was no longer uttered, the word gebhurah was used along with other 

7 Cf. the incomplete and not very clear statements of Grundmann concerning the con
cepts of might in the OT and in Late Judaism in TDNT, II, 290-99; and also Biard. 
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words as a substitute for the proper name of God. In this way, th.e name and the 
person of God, who has all great attributes, who is lord and sovereign over all men 
and by whom everything is created, and whose sovereignty bas always been and 
will always be exercised, are best expressed. The best-known example of the use 
of gebhurah ( = dynamis) as a designation for God is found in the NT. Jesus uses 
the expression in 'his trial before Caiaphas (Mt. 26:64 par.), and it can hardl.y be 
any accident that Jesus is thinking of the highest power at whose right hand he 
will sit, since it also gives him his authority (exousia, Mt. 28: 18). Undoubtedly, 
none of the other substitute names (and there are many) was able to make the 
fact of Jesus' authority as clear as this. Thus Jesus' ''blasphemy'' did not consist 
in uttering the name of God, but in identifying God with his own power. The 
Rabbinic literature contains numerous examples of the use of gebhuralt as a 
term for God. (Grundmann cites only two Aramaic passages from the Targu
mim: 8 the assertion concerning the first must signify Targum Jerushalmi on Dt. 
33:27; the other passage is insufficient, because the Targum o.n Jer. 16: 14f. 
would also have to be cited to explain Lk. 22:69.) The following selections from 
Rabbinic quotations should suffice: mippi haggebliurah, Siphre Num. 1 5 :31 
(§ 1 1 2); Sliabb. 88b; Erub. 54b; Yeb. 105b; Meg. 3lb; Hor. Ba; ARN 37; lipline 
J1aggebhuraJ1, Shabb. 87a; lighebhurah, Sotah 37a; ARN 35; bighebliurah, Taan. 
2a (with particuJar emphasis on the power of God). Still another passage must 
be mentioned here. Since God was able to create the world by his gebhurah (the 
creation is also one of his gebhuroth}, and since his gebhurah is synonymous 
with his name Yahweh, the Rabbis later reached the conclusion that God created 
it by or with his name (Men. 29b, the Rabbinic explanation of Isa. 26:4). Of 
course, the expre-Ssion used in 2 Pet. 1:3 theia dynamis, the divine power working 
in man (elsewhere in the NT, frequently dynamis theou, ''the power of God'' 
=gebhurath. yhvh in the OT), occurs in Plato (Leg. iii . 1 1 ,  691e), and then is also 
used again in the same sense in the Letter of Aristeas (§§ 157, 236, 252). How
ever, theou dynasteia, '1power of God,'' which appears in the Letter of Ari teas • 
(§§ 132, 141,  194) and the LXX, is not found in the NT. In the LXX, dynami.s 
often translates the words chayil and tsabha", but only rarely gebl1t,rah, which 
is usually rendered by dynasteia. This is of interest in the history of religion. 
Apparently, the identification of gebhurah with dynamis belongs to a later 
period. Philo simply calls God djnamis (Det. Pot. ins. 83; further Vita Mosis 
i. 1 1 1 ;  Mut. Nom. 29), but in each case this word is accompanied by an adjective 
that defines it more precisely, as theia, he anotato kai megiste, or he poietikl, 
because otherwise a Greek reader would not have understood what was meant 
by dynamis. 

d. Spiritualization of the Concept in Connection with Man. Man too, who 
was created in the image of God, has his gebhurah, ''might,' from God, and, as 
we have seen, first of all in his physical strength. But as the concept of God's 
gebhurah ultimately also includes spiritual qualities w.hicb he possesses to the 
highest degree, man, as God's creature shares in his power (cf. Ps. 8:6-10[5-9]). 

s Grundmann, 298. 
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In the period of Wisdom Literature, naturally wisdom is regarded as a kind of 
principal concept which sums up other qualities. The book of Proverbs contains 
a com·prehensive synopsis of everything that wisdom embraces (Prov. 8: 12-21). 
It enumerates not only material gains, but also spiritual characteristics that are 
embodied in the concept of gebhurah, among which is wisdom (- ilr.>-:>n cliokl1mah) 
as an emanatjon of God himself. It was already present in everything at the be
ginning and thus participated in creation {cf. Gen. 1:2 with Prov. 8:27f.). Ac
cordingly, all power bas its root in wisdom. God brought it into the world before 
the visible creation. of everything and of man, and therefore it is located in the 
heart of man. Wisdom is better and more valuable than mere physical strength 
(Eccl. 9:16a), for wisdom is strength absolutely. However, man must remember 
that wisdom, when it is communicated to man, comes from God (Sir. 1 : 1). This 
emphasizes man's dependence on God. On the basis of this knowledge, what is 
man's crucial responsibility? In order to participate in the gift of wisdom (v. lOb), 
the fear of God is the indispensable primary condition and requirement of man. 
The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom (v. 12); it is wisdom s root (v. 16) 
and crown (v. 18). It leads to the love of God, which is glorious wisdom ifself 
(v. 8b). 

gebhurah appears in Job 12:13 in the midst of an enumeration of spiritual 
qualities like wisdom, counsel, and understanding. In another list (Isa. 1 1  :2). we 
find the Spirit of God, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of 
counsel and strength (gebhurah ), the spirit of knowledge and-th.e fear of God, in 
which God delights (v. 3). His special joy is not in physical strength, but in. those 
who fear hiJ.D and hope in his grace (Ps. 147: 10f.). Man's strength (hjs gebhurah) 
lies in quietness, in trusting in God, and not in retying on material possessions 
(Isa. 30:15f.). The fear of God, which involves obedience to his commandments, 
encompasses a group of spiritual characteristics that show man the right way 
(cf. Jer. 9:22f.(23f.]). Thus, gebhurtJh has been removed from the physical sphere 
and has become spiritualized. The word gebher also passed through a similar 
transition. 9 In connection with. this theological change, the word gebJ1urtl1a'1 
''might," appears in the Aramaic part of Daniel (Dnl. 2:20,23) immediately after 
clioklametha', ''wisdom'': God possesses it and gives it to Daniel. 

2. Plural: The Creative and Saving Acts of God. The pl. gebhuroth has 
retained its original meaning, ''mighty acts, acts of victory and salvation.', This 
word occurs in the Bible 1 1  times (Dt. 3:24; Isa. 63:15; Ps. 20:7(6]; 71 : 16; 
90:10; 106:2; 145:4,12; 150:2· Job 26:14; 41:4(12]; cf. also Sir. 38:6· 42:17; 
43:29). All these passages speak of the great acts of God except Ps. 90:10, where 
geblzuroth is used in a secular sense and means very old age. A second exception 
(Job 41 :4(12)) has been mentioned under ill.I.a. (cf. Sir. 43:25, of a whale?). 
The mighty acts of God are first his works of creation, but also his acts toward 
man, both his acts in the past, especially the exodus from Egypt, and other acts 
of salvation and deliverance that are expected in the future. The gebhuroth that 
God did in the past are proclaimed and praised, as is to be expected from the 

o See below, VI.2. 
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particularly numerous passages in the Psalms. And if .at a certain time God 
does not seem to be doing anything for his people, he is reminded of his earlier 
gebhuroth (Isa . . 63:15ff.). Sometimes the great deeds of God, in passages where 
the word gebhuroth does not appear, are characterized as wonderful deeds 
(niph/a'oth, -+  N'D pii/ii'; -+ D'nDll moph•thim) (e.g., Ex. 3:20; Jgs. 6 : 13 ;  Ps. 9:2-4 
[1-3]; 71 : 16-18; 105:4-6; especially the work of creation, but not this alone, Ps. 
136:4ff.). 

IV. gebhir, gebhirah. gebhir appears only twice Jn the OT, in Isaac's blessing 
of Jacob (Gen. 27:29,37). Translators usually render this word ''lord (ruler)." 
The context shows what it really means. Esau, the firstborn, has lost his birth
right to Jacob, who now receives the blessing of the firstborn from his father. 
For this reason, Jacob has become the head of the family after Isaac, and accord
ing to the prevailing family law his brother owes him respect and obedience, 
which includes various services (note the explanatory words yishtachavu, ''bow 
down," and ya'abhdhu, ''serve''). But Esau will free himself later from this yoke 
under which he is obligated to obey his brother. 

gebhirah 10 is a term applied to a woman in contrast to a girl, and indicates 
that she bas some official pqsition. gebhirah is used by Hagar to speak of Sarai 
(Gen. 16:4,8,9), and by 1he young Israelite maiden to speak of Naaman's wife 
(2 K. 5:3; other general examples are found in Isa. 24:2; Ps. 123:2; Prov. 30:23). 
gebhirah is also used as a title 'of the (Egyptian) queen, 11 i.e., the wife of the 
king (1 K. 11 : 19), or the mother of the king (1 K. 15 :13 = 2 Ch. 15:16; 2 K. 10:13; 
Jer. 13:18; 29:2). 12 In addition, it is used figuratively of the city of Babylon, 
which was called the mistress of kingdoms (Isa. 47:5,7, gebhereth). 

V. gib,bor. 

1 .  General Usage. gibbor, with the doubling of the middle radical, is an 
intensiye form, 13 and thus means a particularly strong or mighty person who 
carries out, can carry out, or has carried out great deeds, and surpasses others 
in doing so. Therefore, the usual translation is ''hero,'' especially in military 
activities. But it can also be used in a broader sense to refer to any special degree 
of physical might, power, authority, and splendor (''glory''), e.g., to the lion, 
which is the mightiest representative of the animal kingdom (Prov. 30:30), or 
to the sun, which runs its course like a gibbor, ''strong man'' (Ps. 19:6[5] ; cf. 
Jgs. 5:31). 'fhe generation of giants, the children of the ''sons of the gods," who 
produced theII\ with the beautiful daughters of men, were gibborim, ''mighty 
men," and ''men of renown," who performed powerful deeds (Gen. 6:4). Any
one who is exceptionally important or powerful in some field is a gibbor, e.g., 
Nimrod, ''a mighty hunter before the Lord'' (Geu. 10:9), but who was also a 

to Cf. Molin, 161f.; Donner, AhlstrOrn, 61-85. 
11 De Vaux. Anclsr, 111. 
t2 Cf. Ahlstrom. 
ta BLe, § 479j. 
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gibbor on the earth in other respects (v. 8). Even one who is a great drinker and 
distinguishes himse]f in this way is called in one passage a gibbor in drinking, 
an 'ish chayil, �'valiant man,'' in mixing strong drink (Isa. 5:22), but this, of 
course, is ironical and appears in a Woe Oracle. A gibbor can also be a violent 
man and evildoer (Ps. 52:3-5(1-3]; 120:2-4), but in the view of the Psalms, this 
does not apply to the true gibbor. Sometimes gibbor is used to denote the most 
eminent and leading man in an official vocation. So, e.g., the chief gatekeepers 
of the Jerusalem temple are called gibbore hashshe·arim (1 Ch. 9:26); at the 
same time, they were also men of acknowledged great ability (26:6). 

Several times, gibbor appears in the construct followed by chayil. Sometimes 
it is difficult to find the correct meaning of gibbor chayil, because the word 
- )'tfT chayil, can have different meanings. It can mean strength (general, of a 
warrior, of miljtary forces), ability (in war and in some vocation), or wealth 
(possessions), but the meaning must be determined by the context. Thus a gibbor 
chayil can be a wealthy man (1 S. 9: 1 ;  2 K. 15 :20), a rich landowner (Ruth 2:1), 
or an able man in any respect, especially with regard to work (Jeroboam I, 
1 K. 1 1 :28). Io the list of families that settled in Jerusalem under Nehemiah, 
many are called gibbore cliayil. Some translators understand this to mean ''able 
men," and others, ''able-bodied men'' (Neh. 1 1 :14;  in this connection, 1 1 :6 bas 
·anslie, ''men,'' instead of gibbore; 1 1 :8 has the incomprehensible expression 
gabbai sallai, which probably should be read gibbore chayif); perhaps this ex
pression should be understood in both senses. 

By far the most frequent use of the word gibbor occurs in connection with 
military activities, especially as a designation for a warrior, either a man who is 
eligible for military service or is able to bear arms, or one wb.o has actually 
fought in combat, who has already distinguished himself by performing heroic 
deeds. In this sense, gibbor may appear alone (1  S. 2:4; Jer. 46:12; 5 1 :30; Hos. 
10:13; Am. 2:14; Zepb. l :14;  Eccl. 9: 1 1  · etc.), or it may be expanded with similar 
expressions, as ·ish gibbor (1  S. 14:52), gibbor( e) (ha)chayil or cliayalim (Josh. 
1 : 14; 8:3; 10:7; Jgs. 6:12; 1 1 : 1 ;  1 Ch. 7:5; 2 Ch. 13:3; 14:7[8]), gibbor milcha
mah with 'ish bachur (2 Ch. 13:3), or other synonymous additions like gibbor 
maskil (Jer. 50:9); ·am fish) (ham)milchamah (Josh. 8:3; 10:7; Ezk. 39:20); 
'anshe chayil la.mmilchamah (Jer. 48:14); etc. The Aram. gibbara· is found only 
once in the Bible (Dnl. 3:.20). But the whole expression used in the passage, 
gibbare chayil di bhechayeleh, hardly means anything more than ''powerful men 
in his army." Of all the derivatives from the root gbr, gibbor occurs most fre
quently in the OT. Most passages that use this word refer to military activity. 
This shows clearly how much wars stood in the center of ancient Israelite life. 

2. The ('Heroe�' of David and David As ''Hero.'' The "h.eroes of David'' 
constitute a special group of gibborim, and they are mentioned frequently in 
the OT. 1� At the same time, a portion of this group also formed the bodyguard 
(mishma"ath) of the king (2 S. 23:23). This must have been composed of particu
larly strong and powerful men who were taken from the Cretans and Philistines 

u Cf. de Vaux, Anclsr, 220; Maz.ar, 3011. 
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(also called ''Cherethites and Pelethites'') (2 S. 8: 18; cf. 15:18; 23:23), who were 
probably taller and stronger in stature than the Israelites. As the king's body
guard, they were quartered in the beth haggibborim, ''house of the heroes," but 
this is not mentioned as being in the city of David until Neb. 3:16. In battle, they 
were the most outstanding warriors (cf. 2 S. 10:7). But there.are other ''heroes'' 
outside this bodyguard, and when gibbor is applied to them it is almost equivalent 
to a title· or rank. First of all, we may call attention to ''The Three'' (2 S. 23:8-
12), who were part of ''The Thirty." Then the heroic acts of two others are 
recorded: one was the head of ''The Thirty," and the other the head of the body
guard (23:18-23). Finally, ''The l:hirty'' are listed by name (23:24-39; but the 
list has 31 names, not 30, and altogether the total ought to be 37 [v. 39], but 
there are only 36 in all [divergent statements occur in 1 Ch. 11 : 10-47; 27:6]). All 
are called ''heroes'' (1 Ch. 11:26). The Song "of Solomon is able to record that 
king Solomon had a bodyguard of ''60 heroes of the heroes of Israel'' (Cant. 
3:7). The ''heroes of David'' are also mentioned in the conflict over his successor 
to the throne as followers of Solomon (1 K. 1:8,10; 1 Ch. 29:24). 

It is quite possible that David himself was regarded as a .''hero," at. least the 
people considered him one (cf. 1 S. 17:4ff.; 18:6f.,14-16). In one account, the 
young David is already called gibbor chayil, ''a man of valor,'' and a man of 
war (1 S. 16:18). At the end of 2 Samuel, there appears as an addition David's 
song of thanksgiving and victory to Yahweh because he saved David from the 
hand of all his enemies. In this song we read: '' . . .  With the perfect (upright) 
gibbor he shows himself upright'' (2 S. 22:26). In this song, David speaks wholly 
of himself. . 

But this song of David is taken up in the Psalter (Ps. 18), and there the word 
gibbor is replaced by the word gebher. This does not seem to be a scribal error. 
Although this song is also provided with the name of its author, David, in the 
Psalm collection, in essence the Psalm collection does not intend to relate history, 
but to build up the individual and the community. The average man in the com
munity is probably hardly a gibbor, but he can always be a gebher, although the 
word gibbor was also used in a spiritual sense; but the word gebher with its 
spiritual sense ·assumed this role entirely in the Psalms. 16 Here it should also be 
mentioned that David was called simply gebher in the heading to his ''Last 
Words'' (2 S. 23:1), but in an ancient traditional formula (ne'um haggebher). 16 

3. The Angels As ''Heroes'' and God As ''Hero." The angels of God are 
called gibbore koach, ''heroes of power,'' because they do God's word and carry 
out his commandment (Ps. 103:20 par., mal'akhav; cf. lQH 8:1 1 ;  10:33f.). Thus 
God's judgment will also be carried out by these heroes (Joel 4:11[3:11)), and 
afterward the heathen will be summoned to lead all their great warriors into 
the battle in the Valley of Jehoshaphat. Here the word gibbor still clearly has 
a realistic, military meaning, as is also the case when it is applied to the com
mander-in-chief, yhvh tsebha'oth, ''Yahweh of hosts'' (Jer. 32:18). God himself 

15 See below. 
ta See VI.2.a. 
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fights with his hosts on Israel's behalf against her enemies, and avenges their sins 
which they have committed against Israel. He also has at his disposal individual 
angels for special tasks. He possesses an incomparable power, and he has the 
greatest military might. He is the gibbor par excellence. Not only does he go out 
to battle as a gibbor, stir up his fury, utter the battle cry, and show himself 
mighty (yithgabbar) against his foes (Isa. 42:13), but he is also a war hero in 
fact, as, e.g., the psalmist summons the gatekeepers to the victorious return of the 
honorable king (Ps. 24:7-10): '' . . .  Yahweh 'izzuz veghibbor, strong and mighty, 
Yahweh a gibbor milchamah, a war hero." Therefore, in times of apostasy Israel 
is summoned to return to 'el gibbor (Isa. 10:21). The phrase 'el gibbor appears 
several times in·the Bible. Viewed grammatically, the epithet gibbor here is used 
adjectivally, and sometimes other adjectives were also connected with it: ha'el 
haggadhol haggibbor vehannora •, ''the great, the mighty, and the terrible God,'' 
who is God of gods and Lord of lords (Dt. 10: 17). This same formula with the 
three attributes of God also appears in the great prayer of repentance after the 
reading of the law under Ezra (Neb. 9:32). Sometimes the last adjective is omitted 
(Jer. 32:18, where the synonymous expression yhvh tsebha'oth, ''Yahweh of 
hosts," is found instead), sometimes the middle word gibbor (Dt. 7:21;  Neh. 1:5; 
Dnl. 9:4), and sometimes the last two words (Ps. 77:14[13] ; 95:3), but the state
ment always refers to the great power of God and his wonderful and saving acts, 
for Yahweh is a gibbor who brings salvation (RSV, ''gives victory'') to his people 
(Zeph. 3:17). 

4. The Expression ''Godly Hero'' in Isa. 9:5(6). But 'el gibbor is used in 
still another context, as one of the special characteristics of the coming ruler 
from the house of David (Isa. 9:5 [6]). Christian theology has understood this as 
a prediction of its Messiah, and not least.because of the expression 'el gibbor, 
which it considers to be unsuitable in referring to a human king. Like the other 
attributes mentioned in this verse, it indicates an extraordinary quality connected 
with the new kingdom to be created by God, a kingdom that had never existed 
before (v. 6(7]). In fact, it is hardly correct to translate this expression ''godly 
hero'' or ''hero of God''; instead, it is a special title which will be given to the 
incomparable coming king (cf. Ps. 2:6-8; 89:20ff.[19ff.] ; 1 10). 17 The quaiities 
that are represented by these expressions are God's prerogatives and belong .to 
his gebhurah, which is identified with the name of God. The coming king has 
wonderful counsel (with all knowledge and understanding) ; he will practice 
justice and righteousness in an everlasting kingdom of peace. It is God himself 
who wills this, and thus the coming king will rule in anti with God's name (Isa. 
9:6[7]; cf. 10:20f.). 

5. Change of Meaning. A renunciation of everything that is called gibbor in 
the physical or any other visible sense is found in the prophet Jeremiah. If one 
is a gibbor, ''mighty man," he is not to glory in his gebhurah, ''might,'' or his 

17 On the whole problem, see Henri Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods (Chicago, 1948); 
additional literature may be found in H. Wildberger, BK, X, 362f., 382f. 
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riches or his own wisdom but in that he understands and knows God, who alone 
practices steadfast love justice and righteousness in the earth. In these things 
God delights (Jer. 9:22f.[23f.]). Therefore, the person who fears God, respects 
his commandments and gladly complies with them will be rewarded wi1h pros
perity; God's blessings which ultimately do not consist of wealth, rest on him. 
The blessing of God even extends to his descendants, who are a generation of 
honest and upright men that really deserve the name gibbor (Ps. 1 1 2). Behind 
this lies a strong transformation of the old idea of gibbor into the spiritual just 
as was the case with gebhurah and (as will be seen) gebher. The emphasis no 
longer lies on the physical and material. However, there is only very little refer
ence to a more spiritual interpretation of the word gibbor, and the mighty acts of 
the gibbor also continue to be emphasized. 

VI. gcbhcr. 

1 .  Man and Male. A gebher is less than a gibbor, which is inclicated first 
of all formally in that gebl1er is a simple, and not an intensive, form. However, 
gebl1er does not mean simply a man ljke � oitt 'adham or -+ cd'lM ·enosh, neither 
of which indicates a particular sex, nor does it mean man in general, for which the 
OT uses the Heb. - cd,tt 'ish. The word '?sh is also known in Aramaic, but it 
does not occur in Biblical Aramaic. In its place we find Aram. gebhar, which 
is widely used and means simply ''man,'' like Heb. 'ish (Ezr. 4:21;  5:4,10; 6:8). 
Of course, the word gebher also contains the element of strength, especially in a 
general sense. A gebher without power is a self-contradiction, and is as good as 
dead (Ps. 88:5f. [4f.]). Similarly, a drunken gebher is a miserable creature (Jer. 
23:9). This word is used only once of a newborn (male} child (Job 3:3), but this 
is a child with a special future. 18 Apart from this one exception the gebharim • 
are always grown men; children are not numbered with them (Ex. 12:37), and 
neither are women, of course. They are mentioned separately (Jer. 43:6; 44:20}. 
But a gebher is compared with a woman if he is a helpless man, he acts like a 
woman, his hands are on his loins like a woman in labor, and he becomes pale 
(Jer. 30:6). When David assembles the Levites, the men who are 30 years of age 
and older are called gebharim. They are probably also the more important men in 
the Levitical families ( 1  Ch. 23:3; cf. 24:4 and 26:12). The younger Levites over 
20 years of age who are on duty are not yet called gebharim in the same chapter 
{23:24,27). In the military service the younger soldiers, probably 20 years of age 
and older, are called bachurim, ''young men'' (Jer. 49:26; 50:30; etc.). However, 
it is important that a man, even if he is young, have a wife and children. If he has 
no children, he is designated as childless. Childlessness is regarded as an evil 
omen: a man cannot be a gebher (and he will not be successful in life, Jer. 22:30) 
without becoming a husband and having children. This ability is an essential part 
of the concept gebher from the beginning, and is never lost later. Thus the mean
ing of gebher is very close to that of � �=n zakhar, ''male.'' Jeremiah prophesies 
that God will create something new on the earth: ''a woman (neqebhah) courts 

1s See below, VI.2.c. 
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(attaches herself to) a gebher'' (31 :22). Of course, this passage ·has a figurative 
sense, but it obviously refers to the story of the creation of man (Gen. 1 :27f.), ac
cording to which God created man as zakhar, ''male," and neqebhah, ''female." 
The word neqebhah refers directly to the sexual task of the woman, even if God's 
command to reproduce did not follow immediately. However, Jeremiah uses the 
word gebher for the male, and not zakhar, but sometimes he uses these two 
words in parallelism and synonymously (Jer. 30:6!). A passage in the Song of 
Deborah is somewhat stronger (Jgs. 5:30: ''a womb (RSV maiden) or two for 
every gebher [man] ''). KBL justifies the coarseness of this statement by pointing 
out that it represents the language of soldiers. But this did not prevent Deborah 
from singing the song, including this expression, which is put in the mouths of 
the mother of Sisera and her wise ladies of nobility (5:1,28f.). 

The word gebher seems to have had this secondary sexual meaning, 
''male," from the earliest time and to have always retained it, because in 
Rabbinic Hebrew it 

·
is the normal word for a (powerful) penis. Also, it is no 

longer used as the word for ''man," but serves only as the word for ' 'cock. "  In 
this later Hebrew, then, ' 'man'' is always simply 'ish, including a strong or 
courageous man, in a sense similar to our ' 'man'' in English. The same 
subordinate sexual meaning of the word is also found in the Aram. intensive 
form gibbara ' .  

2. The Spiritua/ization of the Concept. a. In the formula ne 'um haggebher. 
In the OT, frequently the word gebher is used without implying physical strength 
or virility, in reference to a man who stands in a special relationship to God. 
The oldest example is Balaam, who is introduced simply as gebher, and who 
begins his speech with ne'um haggebher, ''saying (or oracle) of the gebher'' (Nu. 
24:3f.,15f.). But in these cases, his dictum is not his own, but Balaam observes 
explicitly concerning himself that he has an open (inner) eye or a closed (outer) 
eye, 19 and that he hears and sees the words of God because he has the knowl
edge of the Most High. The Hebrew prophets do not use this formula, but are 
satisfied with a simple ne'um yhvh, ''a saying (or an oracle) of Yahweh.'' How
ever, the old formula appears once in connection with David, whose last words 
are introduced with ne 'um davidh, ''the oracle of David," and ne 'um haggebher, 
''the oracle of the man'' (Z S. 23: 1ff.). Here also, David begins with the remark 
that the Spirit of Yahweh spoke in him and that his (God's) word is upon his 
tongue ( = comes out of David's mouth). At this time, David is an old man, and 
Balaam too is no longer young; both proclaim God's wisdom, just as elsewhere 
in the OT the formula ne'um yhvh, ''an oracle of Yahweh," expressly introduces 
God's oracle. The'third and last example is found in Proverbs (30:1), where the 
gebher is protlably an old wise man whose name is Agur. He tells how he had 
labored and become totally exhausted. He has to state that he is a stupid man 
(or a beast) and not a man, for he has not learned wisdom or knowledge from 
himself, he does not have divine wisdom, and to prove the impossibility of gaining 

19 See the Lexicons. 
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such wisdom he raises some questions that no man can answer. But he refers to 
God's words, which endure and to which one need add nothing of one's own. The 
true nature of a gebher consists in his attaining wisdom by simply trusting in 
God (vv. 5f.). 

b. The New Concept in the Psalms. The word gebher receives a far-reaching 
new meaning: a man is called gebher when he stands in an intimate relationship 
with God, trusts and fears God, and does what God requires of him. The formula 
ne 'um haggebher, ''an oracle of the man,'' in the old sense of the divine utterance 
of a wise man dies out in the Bible. Agur is still called gebher in the traditional 
sense, but his ''knowledge'' is a new kind of knowledge (cf. also Eccl . 8:1, 16f.). 
Out of his new experience, the psalmist sings ''a new song'': ''Blessed is the 
gebher who makes Yahweh his trust," who delights in doing the will of God, in 
which alone is righteousness, steadfast love, and truth (Ps. 40:5,9-12[4,8-ll]). 
In order to understand the concept intended here, it is necessary to see the 
gebher passages in their context. We also find the same thought expressed in Jer. 
17:7: this gebher is blessed, but the gebher who trusts in man and turns away 
from Yahweh is cursed (v. 5). He is not the genuine gebher who turns his heart 
away from Yahweh, he produces nothing good (vv. 5f.). Likewise, the righteous 
laugh at this kind of gebher, who trusts in his riches and the strength of his 
malice instead of in God (Ps. 52:8-10[6-8]). Happy is the gebher who trusts in 
Yahweh and fears him (34:9f.[8f.]). But also blessed is he whom the Lord 
chastens and teaches out of his law (94:12). Then in postexilic Judaism, the 
''power of the Torah'' came to be more and more central. 20 Of course, some
times God allows the gebher to fall into the hands of oppressors and into mis
fortune (88:5[4]; 89 :49-52(48-51]); but he cries out to God day and night (88:2 
[1]), and knows that he will help him. God also treats a blameless gebher in a 
blameless manner (18:26 [25]). Ps. 37  describes the deeds of the wicked and of 
the righteous; the wicked are destroyed once and for all, but the steps of the 
gebher are established by the Lord; God does not allow him to fall completely, 
but he sustains his hand (37:23f.). In some cases, the Psalms also use the general 
word 'ish instead of gebher (e.g., Ps. 1 : 1), but in. no way does this impair the 
fact that the word gebher had now assumed the clearly outlined meaning of a 
man who fears God and trusts in him. All the passages in the Psalms easily fit 
this definition, and provide a perfect picture of the righteous man before God. 
Two other passages deserve brief consideration. They appear in Pss. 127 and 128, 
which belong together. The former speaks of \he blessing of children. Sons are 
a heritage of God; they are like arrows in the quiver of a warrior (gibbor) . The 
reference here especially is to sons who have demonstrated their youthful strength, 
probably to the gebher, whose quiver, therefore, is full of them. gibbor must be 
understood figuratively, and once again gebher has reference to the virility of his 
youth (127:4f.). However, the next psalm affirms that this and other gifts are 
blessings from God for the gebher who fears God and walks in his way (128:1 ,4). 
Many psalms are full of ideas and subjects that describe the man who is righteous 

' 

20 See TDNT,.II, 297f. 
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and weJJ-pleasing to God, but they do not always use the word gebher. 

,� gabhar 

The book of Proverbs has a number of passages that use gebher, but these 
do not present a unified picture, because the proverbs go back to different sources. 
In mo t of the passages, the \Vord is used in a literal sense, and the statements 
are based on experience and observation (6:34; 28:3,2 1 ;  29:5; 30:19). The other 
three passages are to be understood spiritually (20:24= Ps. 37:23; 24:5; 30:1, 
ne·tim J1aggebl1er, "an oracle of the man''). 

c. /11 rlie Book of Job. Th.e book of Job is particularly instructive concerning 
the changed meaning of gebher. It deals \Vith the problem of a right relationship 
with God, and finally answers the question of how a gebher proves himself to 
be such before God. gebher occurs 1 5  times io all in Job (3:3,23; 4:17; 10:5; 
14:10,14; 16:2 1 ;  22:2; 33: 1 7,29; 34:7,9,34; 38:3; 40:7). Along with gebher, the 
words ·adl1am, ·;s/1, and ·e11osh (all meaning ''man'') appear in Job. In fact, the}' 
are found much more f requeotly than gebl1er, and actually the word gebher 
stands in contrast to these three words. N'ot only does the book of Job tell the 
story of Job's purification, but at the same time it also makes it clear what a 
gebher is, or what he is not. Job regards himself as a righteous gebher, which 
can clearly be ascertained from his birth on (3:3); be is a man who, according 
to his own testimony, has al\\�ays lived a perfect life before God from the very 
beginning and yet God has mistreated him. Why, then, should the geblter see 
the light of the world when his entire existence is made so impossible, when he 
must live without God s recognition and has no prospect in the future? Job's 
friends do not caJl 'him gebher, and when they use this word in speaking to Job, 
it is only to carry the idea ad absurdum. When they mention his birth, they speak 
of an ·adha111 or ·enoslz or one born of a woman (5:7; 15:7 14), and they also 
use these words el ewhere in their speeches. They make fun of him because he 
caJls himself a priori a gebher ( 15:7-10) and as such boasts of his wisdom, be
cause wisdom insight and gebhurali, ''might�'' are with God alone (12: 13). Job, 
indeed, agrees that he is merely one born of a woman and also that as a gebher 
he participates in the final destiny of every man ( 14:1 10,12, 14), and yet his 
situation is djfferent from that of other men (9:2): God must maintain bis right 
(16:21). This is the last time Job uses the term gebher in speaking of himself. 
Sometimes his friends use the word gebher in their speeches, but only to defend 
themselves against Job>s criticism. Elihu asks: ''What gebl1er is like Job, who 
drinks up scoffing like water?'' (34:7), ''-for he has said, 'It profits a geblier 
nothing that he sbou1Jd take delight in God' ''  (34:9). ''Men of understanding will 
say to me, and the (genuine) wise man will hear me'' (34:34). ''Job speaks without 
knowledge, his words are without insight'' (34:35). Job is not what one would 
expect in a geblzer, and Elihu concludes with this solution: the right attitude is 
the fear of God· God does not regard anyone who is wise in his own conceit 
(37:24). Job is summoned once agai·n, this time by God, with the same (but now 
somewhat ironical) address: ''Who is this that darkens counsel by words without 
knowledge? Gird up your Joins like a gebl1er, I will question you, and you shall 
declare to me'' (38:2f.: this address is repeated in 40:7). God questions Job, and 
Job becomes silent confesses that he knows nothing, and repents (40:3-5; 42:2-
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6). Job is not a gebher as he insists, at any rate, not one who excels by his own 
wisdom or who can dispute with God. Elihu's final word proves to be valid, and 
is silently supported by God. In the final analysis, true wisdom for man is humil
ity before God and the fear of God (including the fulfillment of his command
ments). The conclusion of the book of Job agrees with that of the Psalms on this 
point. Agur himself is called a gebher, but he also knows that in spite of every 
effort he has not learned wisdom so that he might arrive at holy knowledge 
(Prov. 30:1ff.; cf. Eccl. 8:16f.). God's word is real truth and all find refuge 
behind his shield. 

The LXX. in Job translates gebher almost always basically correctly by Gk. 
aner, except in 3:3; 14:14; and 33:17. In the last two passages, the LXX saw 
an anthropos only in a general sense, in spite of the fact that the Hebrew original 
relates the situation expressly to Job as a gebher. In 3:3, the author calls a new
born child a gebher, which is very unusual. By using this word, he intended to 
say that the child was already determined from his birth to be a particular man, 
in any case as far as Job's opinion of himself is concerned. But now that Job 
sees the senselessness of his present existence, he wishes he had never been born, 
since it was with his birth that his miserable existence began. But the Greek trans
lators understood the birth of the child here simply as the birth of a male child 
in the sense that the three friends thought and spoke, and thus chose the word 
arsen ( = zakhar, ''male," as in Gen. 1 :27) to translate gebher. But the intention 
of the Hebrew author to express significantly an important fact concerning Job's 
regard for his own life is lost in this rendering. 

d. In the Qumran Literature. Finally, the word gebher in the new sense 
became a technical tellJl in the theology of the Qumran literature. Even though 
we cannot go into detail as to the place of this word in Qumran theology, still, 
with regard to the interpretation of the whole idea, we must point out that the 
Qumran literature has taken up the meanings of gebher commonly found in the 
Psalms, and the explanations of what a gebher is and what he is not as given in 
the book of Job, and has assimilated them in its own way. Like the book of Job, 
the Qumran writings use �ishJ ''man'' (bene �ishJ '1sons of man''), and 'adham, 
''man'' (ben 'adham, ''son of man''), to denote the common man, and 'enosh, 
''man," basar, '1flesh,'' or yeludh 'ishshah, ''born of woman,�' in particular when 
referring to man with emphasis on his weakness, wretchedness, or transitoriness, 
while they consistently use gebher to designate the man chosen from the bene 
'ish, ''sons of men.'' The Qumran gebher is also finally purified, like Job (lQS 
4:20; 1QH 5:16; 6:8; cf. Elihu's first speech, esp. Job 33:16-28), but the perfect 
gebher will not appear until the end of the days when God creates new things 
(lQS 4:23-25). Everyone who is accepted in the community is naturally expected 
to pursue the gebher with good (10:18), for he is indeed his companion. Sine� the 
word gebher has taken on a more stereotyped and clearer meaning, the widely 
misunderstood passage in the so-called Thanksgiving Psalm (lQH 3:7ff.) can 
also be explained. Many exegetes of this text, including Dupont-Sommer, M. Black, 
and K. Schubert, think it refers to the birth of the Messiah, since it has borrowed 
various expressions from Isa. 9:5(6) and 11 :2. But it does not use the expression 
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gibbor, much less the complete title "El gibbor (the word gibbor appears quite 
frequently in the Scrolls, esp. in lQM and lQH, where it usually refers to a 
warrior, a violent man, or even an angel), but only the simple word gebher. Here, 
the author of the Hodayoth describes symbolically the sufferings under which a 
gebher is born (cf. also the expressions in tho NT for rebirth or for putting on the 
new man). The author begins the description in the first person, and immediately 
after this he thanks God for saving him from the Pit (shachath she'ol) (on this, 
see the receptio.n of the sinner and the .hymn of thanksgivin,g of the redeemed in 
Job 33:23-28; cf. 33:28 with lQH 3: 19). Here the Hodayoth poet gives informa
tion about his own experience, and it is quite possible that he himself is ''the 
Teach.er of Righteousness," since Ps. 37:23f. is applied to the same teacher in 
the Qumran pesher. It almost goes without saying that the gebhurath 'El, ''power 
of God,'' and the wisdom of God are mentioned and glorified frequently in the 
Scrolls. 21 

Kosmala 

n Cf. KosmaJa, Hebriier . . . , "Tb.c Term Geber . . . .  " 

i � gadh,· it gadl1 

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Use in the Ancient Near East; 2. Meaning. II. Secular Usage: 
1.  As an Appellative; 2. As the Name of Pe.rsons and of a Tribe. Ill. Religious Usage: 1. As 
a Divine Name; 2. As an Epithet in Place Names; 3. Theological Relevance. 

I. 1 .  Etymology, Use in the Ancient Near East. The noun gadh is a West 
Semitic word, which is probably to be derived from the root gdd = "to cut off'' 
(Old South Arab. ''to distribute,'' ''to decide''}, ·1 but it may also be a substantive 
not derived from a verb. In addition to Hebrew, it appears {partly as an element 
in compound names) also in the Mari texts, 2 in Ugaritic, 3 and in Phoenician, 
Pt1nic, Aramaic, Nabatean, Palmyrenian, Syriac, Mandean, Old South Arabic, 
Arabic, and Ethiopic texts and inscriptions. • 

gadh. W.W. Graf Baudissin, Kyrios als Gottesname im Judentum und seine Stelle in der 
Religionsgeschichte, Ill (1929); O. Eissfeldt, "Gottemamen und Gottesvorstellungen bci den 
Sem.itcn/� ZDMG1 83 (1929), 21-36=KlSchr,, I, 194-205; idem, " 'Gut Gliick!' in semitiscber 
Namengebuog1° JBL, 82 (1963), 195-200=KlSchr, IV, 73-78; Haussig, WbMyth; I (1965); 
M. Noth, "Mari und Israel/' Geschichte und AT. Albrecht Alt z.um 70. Geburtstag (1953), 
127-152; G. Wallis, "Glucksgotter,'' BHHW, I, 580. 

1 Cf. W. W. Millier, ZAW .. 15 (1963), 307. 
: ARM, r. 3.9ff. 
3 wus, 65. 
• JPN, 126; KBL3, 169. 
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2. Meaning. All the examples indicate that ''fortune'' is to be assumed as 
the original meaning. The LXX and Vulg., which translate the appellative by 
rjche and felix respectively (cf. Geo. 30: 1 1), confirm this. But beyond this gadh 
also serves as a proper name for a Semitic deity or as an epithet of local deities. 5 

II. Secular U uge. 

1. As an Appellative. In the OT a secular use of the word gadli is clearly 
attested once in Gen. 30: 1 1  (kethibh). As Baudissin8 and Eissfeldt 7 have demon
strated, against Noth, 8 gadh here is used as an appellative meaning ''Good luck!'' 
Furthermore, against Gunkel, 9 there is no reason. to doubt that the popular ety
mological interpretation of the narrator correctly renders what was originally 
intended. Thus it can be assumed that very early (perhaps even in the common 
Semitic period) ''fortune'' was spoken of as a power or a fate, without thus iden
tifying it with ''God.'' 

2. As the Name of Persons and of a Tribe. This use and interpretation of the 
word is confirmed by its use as a component in proper names. Thus the names 
gaddi'el, ' Gaddiel'' (Nu. 13: 10), and gdyv (in the Samaritan Ostraca) 10 should 
probably be transJated ''(my) fortune is God (Yahweh),'' while the i in gaddi 
(Nu. 13:11}  and gadhi (2 K. 15: 14,17) excludes an interpretation of gadh as a 
divine name. 11 In light of this, it is also possible to understand the proper name 
gadh, ''Gad'' ( 1  S. 22:5), and the tribal name gadh, ''Gad'' (Gen. 49: 19), as 
representatives of the appellative meaning, an.d to explain them as bypocoristical 
terms that assume supplementation by a divine name ( = ''the god So-and .. so 
gives good fortune''). Thus, seen from a historical point of view, the tribal name 
gadh, ''Gad,'' p.robably contains the name of a tribal leader {analogous to Simeon 
and Manasseh). " 

Ill. Religious Usage. 

1 .  As a Divine Name. A deity with the name Gad is attested for the first 
time in the postexilic period by the OT (Isa. 65:11), Nabatean, Palmyrenian, 
Safaitic, and other later proper names (e.g., ·zgd in the Elephantine Papyri). 1s 

It follows from the parallelism with a deity caJled Meni in Isa. 65: 1 1, who is 
identified as a god of destiny by examples from the ancient Near East, 1'· that the 
deity Gad is to be understood as a god of fortune. Thus it appears that a deity 

5 See below, 10. 
s Baudissin, 171. 
7 Eissfcldt, K/Schr, IV, 77f. 
8 JPN, 126£. 
9 GHK, J/16, 334. 

10 KAI, 184, 185. 
11 Baudissin, 171, n. 2. 
12 Contra Mowinckel, BZA W, 17, 149. On the tribe of Gad, cf. esp. M. Noth, ZDPY, 15 

(1959), 14-73; and H.-J. Zobel, BZA W, 95 (1965), 97-101. 
i_s Cf. PW, VII, 433-35; DBS, 6, 1096f.; 7, 1000; for compound Aram. names with gadda 

in Babylonian of the Sth century a.c., see K. Tallqvist, Assyrian Personal Names (1918), 277a. 
1• Cf. Fohre:r, Du Buch Jesaja� ID (1964), 264£. 
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Gad evolved relatively late in the first millennium B.c., ' when the ancient faith 
in the gods understood as persons began to give way to powers of fate conceived 
abstractly." is Therefore> the intention to investigate and influence fortune as 
human fate was connected with the worship of this deity. 

2. As an Epithet in Place Names. In distinction from this use of gadh for 
a specific deity, the word gadh in the place name ba"al gadh, ''Baal-gad,, (Josh. 
1 1 : 17; 12:7; 13:5)1 is to be interpreted simply as an epithet of the divine name 
Baal, which is the way a local Syro-Palestinian deity was designated more pre
cisely. 16 Here, and in the place name mighdal gadh, ''Migdal-gad,, (Josh. 15:37), 
gad/1 is used in the appellative sense in a manner analogous to ba"al pe "or, ''Baal
peor," ba'al chatsor, ' Baal-hazor,'' or ba'al tsephon, ''Baal-zephon." 

3. TJreological Relevance. Apart from the word gadh, the concept of ''for
tune'' is obviously found everywhere in the OT, where prosperity and success 
are understood as consequences of Yahweh's intervention. In the postexilic 
period (when the word chayyim, ''life,'' comes more and more to mean ''for
tune ), the substance of fortune is considered to be more than mere physical 
existence and its possessions, and to include especially the inner satisfaction of 
heart through a life governed by communion with God. 

Schunck 
15 Baudissin, 171. 
ie Fohrcr:, Jesaja, m, 264. 

Contents; I. Etymology, Extrabiblical Occurrences. II. Use in the OT: 1. Occurrences; 
2. Classification; 3, As a Gift; 4. Io Connection w.itb a Meal and Sa1;rificc; 5. The Prohibi
tion Against Boiling a Kid in its Mother's Milk; 6. The LXX. 

I. Ety.mology, Extrabiblical Occurrences. The Heb. gedhi is usually ex
plained as a qatl noun form from gady 1 or gadayu, 1 a root with a weak third 
radical; fem. gedhiyyah. The etymology is obscure. A possible connection with 
gadli, ' fortune," gdd, ''to cut off, separate,'' gez, gizzah, ''shearing·," gzh, ''to 
cut off," gzz, ''to shear,'' etc., is equally uncertain. 

gedht. 0. Da1man, AuS, VI (1939), 99f., 190, 197f., 200; D. Daube, "A Note on a Jewish 
Dietary Law." ITS, 31 (1936), 289-291; idtm, Studits in Biblical Law (Cambridge, 1947), 
83f.; Driver, CML, 22f., 120-25; H. Kosmala, "The So-Called Ritual DecaJogue," AST/, 1 
(1962), 31-61, esp. pp. 5�56; M. Radin, "The Kid and its Mother's Milk," AJSL, 40 (1923124), 
209'-218; J. Wijngaards, Deuteronomium. BOT, ll/Til (Roermond. 1971), 146ff. 

l BLe, § 457p'. 
2 V. Christian. Untersuchungen V'T Laut- und Formenlehre des Hebrauchen (1953), 130. 
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For the Ugar. gdy the meaning ''kid'' is undisputed, 3 although the only cer
tainty is that it refers to an animal in a series of animals that are sacrificed to 
Resheph. " It must be a small animal that is not very valuable, since only ''five 
pitchers of oil and five baskets of dates (?)'' are to be paid for 20 gdm. 5 In light 
of the few occurrences of this word, a distinction between gd, ''musk-deer (?), > 6 

and gdy is questionable. 1 In CT A, 3 [V AB], Il, 2, the goddess ·Anat is perfumed 
with the aroma of a kid (gdy ), which probably refers to an unknown sacrificial 
rite, but this was used only rarely in Babylon because of the bad odor of the 
kid. 8 The occurrences in CT A, 17 [II D], VI, 21, and CT A,  20, I, 4, are textually 
very uncertain. Also the rubric of the sevenfold boiling of a kid ([g]d) in milk 
(b�lb) in SS (CTA, 23, 14) is not entirely certain. 0 An Old Aram. gadeli is men
tioned in the Sefire Inscription II A,2; 10 cf. also the Aram. Targum gadya· and 
Syr. gadya. As a loanword in Neo-Babylonian, gadii 11 denotes primarily a one
year-old animal (Old/Middle Bab. lalu, uri�u), and sometimes a two-year-old kid 
(Late Bab. gizzu.), and appears in particular in records of sales, trading, and 
debts. 12 

In addition to the Maodean gadya· 13 and Qam Gadya for the ,month Tabit, 14 
and the Pehlevic gdy, tG we encounter gd' in the sacrificial tariff of Marseilles 1cs 

with the same meaning as 'mr, ''lamb,'' and �rb 'yl, ''young ram''; cf. also Plautus 
Poenulus v.1017, palu mer gade tha, which is to be translated, ''a splendid Jamb, 
a kid art thou.'' 17 

Proper names with gdy are found beginning with Ugar. bn gdy 18 and Ga-ad
ya, 19 and appear in Aramaic, Neo-Babylonian, Palmyrenian, Phoenician-Punic, 
and Mandean. It is not clear whether this term always represents the theophorous 
element -+ i1 gadh in these proper names, 20 as 'Noth thinks. 21 A Latin seal 22 

illustrates the inscription GAD/A by an engraved kid; cf. also the epithets 

3 UT, 560; WUS, 631. 
• PRU, II, 154. 
G UT, 1091, 3. 
8 WUS, 629. 
'T Cf. PRU, Il, 184 . 

• 

s Cf. B. Landsberger, A.JO, 10 (1935136), 158. 
o See below, ll.5. 

10 KAI, 223 A. 
11 Cf. CAD, V, 9; A.Bw, 273. 
12 E.g., UET, IV, 111, 1; J. N. Strassmeier, ln.schri/ten von Nabonidus, 375.12; 619.1 1; 

884.4, 10; etc. 
13 MdD, 73b. 
14. Cf. E. S. Dro}\'er, The Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran {Leiden, 1962), 74, 84. 
1& DISO, 47f.; E. Ebeling, MA.OG, 14/1 (1941), vn, 3. 
16 C/S, 165; KAI, 69.9; similarly C/S, 3915. 
11 Contra L. H. Gray, AJSL, 39 (1922123), 82; M. Smycer, Les passages puniques en 

transcription latine dam le "Poenulus'' de Plaute. £tudes et CommentaireJ, 65 (Paris, 1967), 
137f., 143. 

1s PRU, V, 42. 
19 PRU, III, 133. 
1?0 Cf. WbMyt/11 Ill, 438f. 
21. /PN, 126f. 
22 Lidr.Eph, I, 142. 



Asdrotl:bas ho eriphos, Hasdrubal Haedus (Livius x.xx.42,44), Di6nysos ho 
eriphios. and Dionysos ho aigob6los. 23 

Il. Use in the OT. 

1 .  Occurrences. gedhi occurs 17 times in the OT, or perhaps 18 if we include 
Isa. 5 : 1 7  (conjec.), of which it is found 9 times in the construct, gedhi "it.zim 
(Gen. 38:17,20; Jgs. 6:19; 13:15;  15 : 1 ;  1 S. 16:20), and gedhaye 'iuim (Gen. 
27:9,16). In these constructions, gedhi means the offspring of goats, a kid, while 
in the absolute it originally meant the offspring of sheep or goats, thus a lamb 
or a kid, like seh; cf. also other terms for offspring of animals, as teli, taleh, 
''lamb," ya'arah, ''(bleating) kid," kebhes, ''young ram," etc. 

Some scholars have conjectured that garim in Isa. 5 :17 should be emended to 
gedhayim following the LXX arnes. 2t But it is likely that garim, which is in 
parallelism with kebhasim, ''lambs,'' should be derived from Akk. guru, gurratu, 
''ewe," 2U Arab. garw, and Syr. gurya; 26 contra Wildberger, who deletes garim 
(which was misread from gedl1ayim) as a secondary explanation of the no longer 
understandable mechim, ''fat sheep.'' 27 

2. Classification. gedhi is a member of the sheep and goat family (1so ·n, 
usheep," Gen. 27:9; 38:17;  cf. Caot. 1 :8); in Isa. 1 1 :6, gedl1i is found in parallel
ism with kebhes, ''lamb.'' In this same passage, it is also contrasted with the 
leopard (namer) and other wild beasts to convey the idea of cosmic peace. When 
Samson tears a lion asunder (shissa ") as easily as one tears a (cooked) kid in 
pieces and sets it out for a meal, this demonstrates his heroic power effected by 
the ruach, ' Spirit'' (Jgs. 14:6). 

3 .  As a Gift. Tamar demands of Judah a kid as a gift for the supposed harlot 
( zonah) or cult prostitute ( qedheshah) (Gen. 38: 17  ,20,23 I; Eissfeldt L ), for which 
he has to leave behind a signet and a staff as a pledge ('erabhon). Samson brings 
a kid to his wife as a gilt of reconciliatio� but her father does not allow her to go 
into her chamber (Jgs. 15:1). The interpretation of 1 S. 16:20 (where Jesse sends 
his son David to Saul with ''fi.ve'' [read chamishshah with Wellhausen instead of 
chamor, ''ass''J loaves of bread, a skin of wine, and a kid) is disputed. Most 
scholars think that Jesse sent (an ass), bread, wine, and a kid as a gift to the 
king, but Stoebe believes these items are the provisions a man takes with him 
when be enters into the holy war or military service. 28 According to Tob. 2: 12-
14, Tobit's wife Anna receives a kid as a reward for her weaving. 

4. In Connection with a Meal and Sacrifice. According to Gen. 27:9,16 (E, 
Eissfeldt J), Rebekah prepares savory food (mat 'ammim) from two good kids 

!! Ct PW, V/1, 1026, 1028. 
2f Cf. B. Duhm, GHK (�1922), 59. 
ZS AHw, 299. 
26 G. R. Driver, JTS. 38 (1937), 38f.; cf. 0. Kaiser, ATD, XVII (21963), 50. 
27 H. Wildberger, BK. X/3 (1968), 178. 
!8 H.J. Stoebe, VT, 7 (1957), 369. 
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of the flock so that Isaac will think they are Esau's game (tsayidh) and give his 
paternal blessing to the crafty Jacob. The three pilgrims going up to God at 
Bethel are carrying three kids, three loaves of bread, and a skin of wine as an 
offering or for the sacrificial meal ( 1  S. 10:3). A gedhi appears as a present 
(minclzah) and a whole burnt-offering ('olah) in Jgs. 6:19. Gideon prepares for 
the messenger of Yahweh a present (minchah, 6:18), viz., a boiled kid and un
leavened bread, to show hospitality to his guest. But as the meat and unleavened 
cakes lie upon the rock, fire from the rock consumes the meat and the bread 
(6:19-21); thus the meal intended for the guest is transformed into an 'olah 
(a whole burnt-offering). 29 A similar incident takes place in connection with 
the .hospitality that was intended for the man of God in Jgs. 13:15-19. Manoah 
prepares a kid and bread for the guest, but he declines and suggests the possibility 
of making ready ("asah) a whole burnt-offering ('olah) and offering (piel of "a/ah) 
it to Yahweh (13: 16). Then Manoah offers an •otah to Yahweh upon the rock 
(13: 19), to w.hich an editor later added the mincliah (cereal offering}, according 
to Rendtorff. so 

5. The ProhibitiDn Against Boiling a Kid in its Mothers Milk. The prohibi
tioni ''You shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk," has been preserved in three 
passages in the OT: Ex. 23:19; 34:26; and Dt. 14:21. 

a. In Ex. 23 and 34, this prolnoition appears in the larger context of regula
tions concerning the three pilgrimage festivals of the cultic calendar (Unleavened 
Bread, Harvest, and lngathering, Ex. 23:14-17), or of the making of the covenant 
at Sinai (Ex. 34), and in a series of special regulations concerning animal sacri
fice (and firstfruits): the blood of the zebhach (sacrifice) shall not be offered 
with unleavened bread (23:18a, lo· thizbach, ''you shall not offer''; 34:25a, 
lo· thishchaJ, ''you shall not offer''), the fat of the festival (sacrifice) shall not 
remain until the morning (23 : 18b, chaggi, ''my feast or festival'' [ =zebhach, 
''sacrifice''?] ; 34:25, zebhach chagh happasach, ''the sacrifice of the feast of the 
passover''), and finally a kid shall not 'be boiled in his mother's milk (23:19b= 
34:26b). Although 23: 18a,b,19b par. have to do with animal sacrifice, the ab
sence of any connection with Yahweh in 23:19b=34:26b speaks against an 
original connection with him. The relationship between Ex. 23: 14ff. and 34:10ff. 
is hardly clear enough to help us decide which of these two passages is earlier. 
The concurrent parallelism in order and disparity in detail favor, instead, two 
different arrangements of a common original work. 31 

On the other hand, the prohibition in Dt. 14:21 stands in the context of cuJtic 
regulations concerning food: after a general prohibition against eating to'ebhah, 
''any abominable thing'' (14:3), a list of clean and unclean animals that may or 
may not be eaten (14:3-20), and a prohibition against eating a carcass (neblzelah, 

29 Cf. R. Rendtorff, WM ANT, 24 (1967), 94, 194. 
30 Ibid., 45, 174. 
3.1 Jepsen, BeyerJin, Kosmala, etc.; cf. the synopsis .in P. Laaf, Die Pascha-Feier Israels. 

BBB, 36 (1970), 45ff. 
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14:21a), we find the prohibition that literally agrees with Ex. 23 : 1 9  and 34:26; 
in Dt. 14:22 we have a new regulation concerning tithing. In the redaction, the 
proruoition in 14:21b was likely interpreted as an appendix to the cultic food 
regulations, which was probably suggested by the to ·eblzah or neblzelali regula
tion in 14:3,21a_ 

It is impossible to prove an original connection between the individual regula
tions concerning animal sacrifices in Ex. 23:18f. and 34:25f. and the Passover; 
possible relationships appear .in a later stage of the Passover tradition. 

b. The prohibition against boiling a kid in his mother's milk has been con
nected with a fertility rite since Spencer. 32 Spencer relates the theory of an 
anonymous Karaite that after harvest a kid was boiled in his mother's milk, and 
then this milk was sprinkled over fields and fruits in order to bring about gre-ater 
fertility in them. In spite of the absence of other examples, � this interpretation 
became more widespread than the view that this was a dietary regulation. But 
at the same time, attention was called to the custom of Jordanian Bedouins of 
giving a guest a kid boiled in its mother's milk as a delicacy, which is still prac
ticed in modem times. 

New light has been shed on the OT prohibition in Ex. 23: 1 9  par. by the 
Ugaritic text, The Birth of Dawn and Dusk (SS), found in CT A ,  23. This text 
presents a sacrificial ritual with recitations of an El epic concerning the begetting 
of ·the two sons of the gods, Sha1;tar, ''daw.n,'' and S.balim, ''dusk." In connection 
with the repotentialization of El described in the corpus, the sevenfold boiling 
of a kid stands in parallelism with the sevenfold pouring out of fresh water in 
the rubric in lines 14f.: 14. ·1. )st. sb·d. gum. !b[!J. g]d. b�lb. 'nn!J. b!Jm't. 
15. w·1. 'gn. sb"dm. dg[ft. yfq]t.: ''The 'young men' shall boil a kid in milk 
over the fire seven times, a lamb (?) 34 in butter, and (fresh water shalJ be poured 
out) over the kettle seven times.'' 36 Kosmala has tried to connect Driver's re
construction of the sevenfold pouring out of fresh water with the theory of the 
Karaite, explaining this rite as an attempt to maintain or increase the quantity 
of the fluid (milk) used to sprinkle the field and make it fruitful. 36 He admits, 
however, that the Ugaritic text says nothing about this. While it is unanimously 
agreed that the sevenfold rite was a fertility rite, scholars differ concerning its 
life setting and its relationship to the OT prohibition. 

Gaster 37 thinks it refers to a festival or fertility of the firstfruits that was 
celebrated in the Gemini constellation, 38 and Gray believes it is connected with 
a festival of nomads and peasants associated with the harvest before the autumn 

3!? J.Spencer, De legibus Hebraeorum ritualibus et earum rationibus, libri tres (Cambridge, 
1685), 270!., 298-308. 

33 Cf. the synopsis in J. Frazer, Folk-Lore in the OT, ill (London, 1919), 111-164; and 
Kosmala, SO-SS. 

M So Virolleaud, Cassoto, etc.; otherwise Aistleitner, Driver: ''mint." 
as Ginsberg, Driver. 
38 Kosmala, 55. 
31 T. H. Gaster, Thespis (New York, 1950), 225f. 
38 Ibid., 409. 
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change of pasture. 39 Gese thinks that the rite with the frequent citation of the 
hieros logos in the presence of the king and queen was supposed to promote the 
blessing of children in the house. •0 

c. While G. R. Driver connects the rite prohibited in the OT with the Feast 
of Weeks in June, Kosmala dates the Ugaritic rite in ''early spring," and calls 
to mind the Israelite Passover at the same time of year. However, the prohibition 
handed down in connection with the cult calendar in Ex. 23:19 and 34:26 would 
seem to exclude any confusion of the Passover with the Canaanite fertility c11It. 
A one-year-old male lamb was used for the Passover (Ex. 12:5), and it was not 
to be boiled in milk or in water (12:9). Thus it may be that, after Israel's settle
ment in Canaan, an attempt was made to exclude any syncretistic confusiol\ of 
the Passover with a similar fertility cult by an explicit prohibition; then when it 
no longer had any real significance, it was attached to the food regulations in 

• 

Dt. 14:21, surrounded by a to'ebhah and nebhelah regulation. 

6. The LXX. The LXX translates gedhi 13 times by eriphos, ''kid,'' which 
is used elsewhere in the OT only to translate 'ez and sa'ir, four times each. But 
in the prohibition against boiling a kid in its mother's milk, the LXX uses arnos, 
''lamb,'' which elsewhere is used to translate meri" five times and kebhes four. 
However, in har111ony'with the usual LXX linguistic usage, either eriphos or 
eriphios appears in Aquila and Codices M and A. 

Botterweck 

ao J. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan. SVT, S (21965), 93ff, 
•O H. Gese, "Die Religionen Altsyriens," RdM, 1012 (1970), 82. 
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Contents: I. The Word �'Great'' in the Languages of the Ancient Near East: 1. Egyptian; 
2. Akkadian; 3. The West Semitic Languages. II. Occurrences and Meanings in Hebrew: 
1. General; 2. gadhol: a. In Connection with Events; b. As a Determinative in the Attribu
tive Position; c. Old and Wealthy; d. As a Predicate Noun; e. Small-Great; 3. Substantives: 
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I. The Word ''Great'' in the Languages of the Ancient Near East. 
1 .  Egyptian. Egyptian has two words for ''great,'' wr 1 and ·1. 2 The relation

ship of these two words, which often stand in parallelism to each other, is not 
clear. Both of them appear in all kinds of polar formulas together with nds, 
''small," etc., and .they also cover a wide range of meaning. They can indicate 
either spatial and numerical greatness or temporal greatness. Thus, they are both 
connected with ''sea'' and ''Nile,'' referring in the case of the latter to the high 
water level. Buildings, etc., can be wr and ·1. With regard to temporal usage 
(where these words frequently should be translated ''older''), wr, when it refers 
to gods, appears in certain stereotyped expressions, e.g., Haroeris, ''Horus the 
elder,'' ''the great mourner'' (Isis in contrast to Nephthys as ''the little mourner''). 
But in these passages wr can also be understood in the sense of ''exalted, dis
tinguished, eminent," a meaning that also applies to 'J. wr is found in various 
priestly titles (''the great one of the seers,'' ''the great one of the five,'' etc.). 
Wr.t, ''the great one," often appears as a title for goddesses, but later (with the 
article tJ) it denotes the goddess Toeris in the fo1111 of the female hippopotamus. 
'J.t also occurs as a title of goddesses. The Egyptian prototype of the Greek title 
of Hermes, trismegistos, is 'J 'J wr. 3 

For a discussion of the terms ntr 'J (used of Re, Osiris, Pharaoh, etc.) and 
wr (used in reference to several gods), which Junker views as an indication of a 
kind of primitive monotheism in ancient Egypt, the reader should consult the 
excellent remarks of Zandee. 4 He cites several examples of the parallel use of 
wr and "J in divine titles. Thus Amon is ''the great one (wr) in Heliopolis, the 
great one ('J) id Thebes'' (Berlin Papyrus 3055, XIV, 1). Even in the Pyramid 
Texts, wr and 'J are connected with the gods (1689c, 1690a, 2200b). A clear 
distinction is made between wr and 'i when modifying pr, ''house," and rn, 

giidha/. W. Grundmann, ''µtyo:�,'' TDNT, IV, 529-544; E. Jenni, ''giido/," THAT, I, 402-
409; idem, Das hebriiische Pi'el (Zlirich. 1968), 29-33, 49. 

1 Wb)(S, I, 326ff. 
2 Ibid .• 161ff. 
3 See P. Boylan, Thoth (Oxford, 1922), 182. 
< J. Zandee, De Hymnen aan Amon van Papyrus Leiden I 350 (Leiden, 1947), 120ff. 
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''name." In the Old Kingdom, pr 'J, ''great house," is already a stereotyped 
expression for the royal palace, and is used (at least from the time of the New 
Kingdom) as a designation of the king, ''Pharaoh'' (-+ n�iD par'oh) . 6 On the 
other hand, pr wr, ''great house,'' is a name of the royal sanctuary in Upper 
Egypt. rn wr is used for the great royal title or for any of its parts, while rn 'J 
stands for the primary name of a private citizen. 

2. Akkadian. The Akk. rabu (which stands in antithesis to �earu, qallu) 
corresponds to Sum. gal, ·and sometimes denotes spatial greatness, sometimes 
rank and' age.• When it has the former meanin¥, it can be used of animals, plants, 
parts of the body, buildings, parts of buildings, ships, weapons, vessels, a land, 
a mountain, a river (also of high water), sacrifices, rites, and feasts. Figuratively, 
it is used of sin, punishment, wrath, wisdom, powers, reputation, honor, defeat, 
battle, blessing, and help. When it is- applied to men, frequently it should be 
translated ''older'' or ''adult,'' e.g., aplu or miiru rabu, ''older son,'' rabu u �earu, 
''great and small,'' ''old and young,'' but il is also used often in speaking of a 
person in high position;especially a king (sarru rabu, ''great king,'' ''suzerain''). ' 
It appears frequently as a divine epithet, 8 e.g., ilu rabu, ''great God,'' 9 belu 
rabu, ''great lord,'' 10 qarriidu rabu, ''great hero,'' 11 andsadu rabu, ''great moun
tain'' (esp. of Enlil). 12 

3. The West Semitic Languages. In the West Semitic languages, gdl is found 
only in Ugaritic (and here only. in lists, etc., not in narrative texts: great vessel, 

• 

large cattle, etc.). 18 In the Aramaic dialects and in Phoenician, the word for 
''great'' is rbb!rby. 1• This root, which also denotes numerical greatness, is used 
of animals, buildings, parts of buildings, lords, gods, kings, men of rank, etc. 
The verb form means ''to grow,'' ''increase,'' ''be numerous,'' and �'be grown 
up.'' i5 

Bergman-Ringgren 

II. Occurrences and Meanings in Hebrew. 

1 .  General. Many scholars derive gdl, ''great,'' from gdl, ''to weave, twist 
together." 16 However, the literal use of gdl, ''great,'' does not indicate any con-

s WbA:S, I, 516. 
• AHw, 936f. 
' Seux, 298ff. 
' Tallqvist, Akkadische Gotterepitheta. StOr, 7 (1938), 169f. and passim. 
o Ibid., 11. 

10 Ibid., 51-53. 
11 Ibid., 163£. 
12 Ibid., 221. 
13 See WUS, 64; UT, Glossary, No. 562. 
14 DISO, 270f. 
1a On Biblical Aramaic, see below. 

' 

16 Cf., e.g., GesB; Levy, WTM; J. L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew Lexicon 
(Leiden, 1959), l&. 
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nectio.n with the supposed original meaning ''to weave, twist together," and th·us 
it wouJd seem that these represent two originally different roots. 17 The root gdl, 
''great,'' is not found in Akkadian. It does occur in Ugaritic, but Ugaritic uses 
rb more frequently than gdl to convey the idea of ''great." 18 In addition, gdl 
appears once in Moabite (mgdlt), 19 in the Aramaic papyri from Elephantine 
(but only in proper names), once in a place name in Old South Arabic (gdlm), 20 
and frequently in the El-Amama correspondence (- ?im mighdal). gdl seems 
to have penetrated into Jewish Aramaic from Hebrew. In aoy case, the root gdl, 
''great," is West Semitic, p.robably Canaanite. In contrast to the roots rbylrbb 
in other Semitic languages, gdl never means greatness of number, but always 
greatness of dimension and size. When it is used in connection with a collective 
concept (e.g., goy, ''nation'') 21 gdl does not primarily convey the idea of a large 
number, but the greatness and extent of the entire unit envisioned. On the other 
hand, rby/rbb can denote in Hebrew not only a large number, but also greatness. 
In Biblical Aramaic, rbylrbb is used for Heb. gdl, ''great.'' 

On the ba5is of its general and formal ambiguous meaning, gdl, like English 
''great,'' can be connected with very different concepts. The scale of possible 
nuances of meaning extends all the way from literal-dimensional size (e.g., a great 
stone) to a figurative-abstract concept of greatness (e.g., great joy). 22 In trying 
to determine th.e meaning of gdl in a specific context, we must not only keep in 
mind the wide variety of nuances that this word may have, but also its function 
in the syntactical structure of the sentence or the adjoining unit of speech. 

In the MT, we encounter the root gdl in proper names (Giddel, Giddalti, 
Gedhalyahu, Yighdalyahu), place names (-+ '1im mighdal}, verbal forms, and 
various substantival forms. 

2. gadhol. a. In Connection with Events. The adj. gadhol occurs a little over 
520 times in the OT, and in about 320 of these it is used as an attribute of an 
indeterminate or a determinate noun. 

ex. About 90 times, thus relatively often, it is used to strengthen the (indeter
minate) intemal object {where the veTb and obj. are cognate = an etymological 
figure· 23 where the verb and obj. are related in meaning, but come from different 
roots· and in some passages that have a general verb of action, e.g., ·asah, ''to 
do '' instead of a verb that has a specific meaning). 

The miseries an.d defeats inflicted by .men or God (makka/1, ''slaughter," Josh. 
10: 10,20; Jgs. 1 1 :33; 15:8; 2 Cb. 28:5; 1 S. 6:19; 19:8; etc. ; cf. makkah rabbah, 
''great plague,'' Nu. 1 1 :33; 2 Ch. 13: 1 7· cf. also Dt. 25:3·, where makkah rabbaJz 

11 Cf. K.BL3. 
18 WUS, No. 632; UT, Glossary, No. 562. 
1D Ci. DISO> 142. 
20 ContiRossini, 121� 
21 See below, ll.2.a. 
!2 CT. the attempt at a systematic grottpiog of the use of ·the adj. gadhol on the basis of 

the meanjngs of the various related words in KBL3. 
23 Cf. GK, § 117q. 
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probably does not have reference to the number of stripes, but to a bodily punish
ment which is so great that it degrades the one being p·unished; maggephah, 
''plague,'' 2 Ch. 2 1 :  14); the ruin in which a nation or a city is overthrown 
(sl1abhar, ''to smite," Jer. 14: 17; cf. Jer. 4:6); the terror and fright that take hold 
of men (charadhah, ''trembling,'' Gen. 27:33; melzumah, ''confusion," Dt. 7:23); 
the retaliation that is practiced (neqamoth, Ezk. 25:17); the anger that God or 
.man manifests toward someone (qetseph, ''anger,'' Zec. 1 : 1 5; etc.); the discontent, 
the displeasure that overcomes someone (ra"ah, ''displeasure," Jonah 4:1 ; Neh. 
2:10; etc.); the fear that one has (yirah, Jonah 1 : 10,16); the jealousy with which 
God is jealous (qin·ah, Zec. 1 : 14; 8:2); the hate that a person has (sin "ah, 2 S. 
13: 15)· the evil and injuriousness which one causes (ra"ah, ''evil;' 2 S. 1 3 : 16; 
J.er. 26:19; Neb. 13:27; etc.)· the abominations (to'ebhoth, Ezk. 8:6 13,25) and 
the blasphemies (ne·atsoth, Neb. 9:18,26) that are committed; the wrong and 
sin th.at one commits (chata·ah, 2 K. 17:21)· the feast that someone arranges 
(kerah, 2 K. 6:23; cf. the Aram. ·abhadh lechem rabh, ''he made a great feast,'' 
Dnl. 5 : 1 ;  mishteh, ''banquet," Est. 2:18; etc.); the joy in which someone may 
rejoice (simchah, Jonah 4:6; 1 Ch. 29:9; Neh. 12:43; etc.); th.e sacrifice that some
one offers (zebhach, Jgs. 16:23; Neh. 12:43; etc.); the work and toil that one 
undertakes ("abhodhah, Ezk. 29:18); the work that God or a man does (ma·aseh, 
Jgs. 2:7; etc.; mela.khah, Neb. 6:3); the help and salvation that a man or God 
brings about (yeshu'ah, ''victory,'' 1 S. 14:45; teshu·ah, ''victory,'' 1 S. 19:5; 
2 S. 23:10,12; 1 Ch. 1 1 : 14; etc.); the riches with whlch one is made rich ("'osher, 
1 S. 17:25; Dnl. 1 1 :2); the spoil which one carries off (shalal, Ezk. 38:13)· the 
funeral fire that is burned in honor of a deceased king (serephah, 2 Ch. 16: 14): 
all these can be calJed gadhol, ''great." Frequently, gadhol appears in attributive 
relationship to an internal object in connection with audible phenomena. The 
cry and the lament (tse"aqah, ''cry," Gen. 27:34; Est. 4: 1 ;  etc.; qol, ''voice," 
2 S. 19:5 [Eng. v. 4]; etc.); plaintive weeping (bekhi, Jgs. 21 :2; 2 S. 13:36· Isa 
38:3· etc.); the funeral lament (mispedh, Gen. 50:10); th.e acclamatory Cl)' and 
the rejoicing of a crowd (teru"ah, 1 S. 4:5f.; Josh. 6:5,20; Ezr. 3:1 1,13;  etc.); and 
the cry of acknowledgment (qol, ''voice,'' Ezr. 10: 12) are said to be great (it is 
not clear why this should not also be interpreted as an adverbial acc.). 2• rn tum, 
sometimes gadhol is strengthened by the addition of me•odh, ''very, exceedingly'' 
(e.g., Gen. 27:34). 

It is true that in all these passages gadhol modifies a noun, but it is a noun. 
that strengthens a verb, so that gadhol also has an adverbial function. Thus, in 
these passages it is an event, an occurrence, or an act that is experienced as great 
or said to be great. 

�· In the more than 40 passages where gadhol is used attributively in a prepo
sitional phrase with be (once with le, Jer. 1 1 : 16), it has an adverbial function, as 
it does when it is connected with the internal object. Some of the words that are 
associated with gadhol as an internal object can also be interpreted in a preposi
tional sense without any perceptible difference in meaning for the expression 

2• So GK, §117s. 
• 
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as a whole (qol, ''voice," Gen. 39:14; 1 S. 7: 10; 28:12; etc.; qetseph, ''wrath,'' 
Jer. 2 1 :5; 32:37; etc.; simchah, ''gladness," 1 Ch. 29:22; etc.; teru"ah, ''shout, 
voice,'' 2 Ch. 15: 14; etc.). In prepositional phrases with be, frequently gadhol is 
used of the divine activity. 2S 

y. In approximately 30 passages, gadhol is used to modify a subject of hayah 
when it means ''to become, occur, ta.kc place, be taken," or of other verbs that 
can denote the beginning of an event or activity (e.g., bo·, ''to come''; naphal, 
''to fall''). 

Thus the OT speaks of a great slaughter and a great destruction (maggephah, 
''slaughter," 1 S. 4:17; shebher, ''destruction," Jer. 48:3; 50:22; etc.), a great 
storm. (sa·ar, ''tempest,'' Jonah 1:4; ruach, ''wind,'' 1 K. 1 9: 1 1 ;  Job 1 : 1 9), great 
wrath (qetseph, 2 K. 3:27), a great commotion (ra"ash, Jer. 10:22), a great rain 
(geshem, 1 K. 1 8:45), a great famine (ra·abh, 2 K. 6:25), and a great oath 
(sh.ebhu ·ah, Jgs. 21 :5). 

o. In almost 30 passages, gadhol is used to modify a substantive that has a 
different syntactical function from that found in the instances mentioned above, 
but still has to do with an event or activity. 

A sight that a man encounters (mareh, Ex. 3:3; Dn1. 10:8), the mourning 
that comes upon someone ('ebhel, Est. 4:3), deliberations that are made (chiqre 
lebh, Jgs. 5 : 1 5, conjec., cf. v. 16), a slaughter that God carries out (tebhach, Isa. 
34:6), a distress in which Israel finds herself (tsarah, Neb. 9:37), and many other 
events mentioned above that are described substantivally, can be characterized 
as extraordinary by adding gadhol. 

The possibilities mentioned thus far compose almost two-thirds of all the pas
sages in which gadhol is used attributively. In all these passages, gad.ho/ denotes 
not a static existence or an object standing by itself, but an event, an action, an 
occurrence. When gadhol is used to describe an event, it means that that event 
goes beyond the ordinary and usual. Here, then, gadhol indicates that an event 
is not in the stream of the usual course of history, but breaks into it, interrupts 
it, or goes beyond it. gadhol has this meaning especially when it is used in connec
tion with those events that are due to God

,
s activity. 26 

b. As a Determinative in the Attributive Position. gad�ol occurs as a deter
minative in the attributive position first according to the general rule of the 
determinative, whenever the OT speaks of something in the context of great 
things that have already been mentioned or that have been defined elsewhere. 
In this case, frequently the determination is emphasized by a demonstrative pro
noun or a relative clause, or is expressed by a suffix or genitive (in alJ, about 
80 times). However, several determinative substantives with gadhol in the at
tributive do not denote a great thing defined in the immediate context, but simply 
a great thing that is unique, or at least original, in its greatness. Thus gadhol can 
be part of a title or a name or a stereotyped expression. 

25 See below, II.l.c. 
� See below, Il.l.c, d. 
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a. gadhol appears in the title ''great king'' (hammelekh haggadhol, 2 K. 18:19, 
28; etc.; cf. Jth. 2:5). melekh rabh can also stand for hammelekh haggadhol, at 
any rate in the North Israelite dialect (Hos. 5:13, conjec.; 10:6, conjec.; with 
yodh compaginis). 27 Although the article is missing, the whole expression seems 
to be analogous to a proper name and thus must be understood as a determinative 
(so also Ps.47:3 [2]?, cf. also the Sefire Inscription, 28  mlk rb= great king?). 29 
gadhol is also found in the titles 'chigh priest'' (hakkohen haggadhol, Hag. 1 : 1 .  
14; etc.) and ''great prince'' (liassar haggadhol, Dnl. 12:1, referring to Michael). 

�· Wh.en gadhol means simply something great that is localized geographically, 
the expression in which it appears approaches the idea of a place name: the 
great oak (2 S. 18:9), the great cultic high place {1 K. 3 :4) and perhaps also the 
great tower (Neb. 3 :27). This is the appropriate place to mention the two place 
names in which rabh occurs: tsidhon rabbah, ''the great Sidon,'' the metropolis of 
Sidon (Josh. 1 1:8; 19:28), and chamath rabbah, ''the great Hamath," the metropo
lis of Hamath {Am. 6:2). Here rabbah should certainly be interpreted as a deter
minative although it appears without the article. gadhol is used quite often as an 
element in a geographical designation in ''the Great Sea'' (Nu. 34:6£.; Josh. 1 :4; 
9 :1 · Ezk. 47:15,19,20; etc.) and ''the Great River'' (Gen. 15:18;  Dt. 1:7; 1 1 :24-
add here with BHK, l1aggadhol; Dnl. 10:4). Once the Great Sea {also, frequently 
/1ayyam without gadhol) is called hayyam ha ·acharon, ''the western (lit., behind) 
sea'' (Dt 1 1 :24)-geographically this has reference to the Mediterranean Sea. 
Likewise, the Great River {frequently hannahar appears without gadhol) geo
graphically refers to the Euphrates (hu' chiddaqel, ''that is, the Tigris,'' in Dnl. 
10:4 seems to be a gloss). 30 These two terms denote the ideal (western and 
eastern or northeastern) boundaries of the promised land. 

y. However, the character of the sea as a threatening chaotic and precipitous 
power, and. of the Euphrates as a boundary of the environment given to Israel by 
God, beyond which, e.g., the fathers served foreign gods (Josh. 24:2,14), or from 
which the religious corruption of the people descended (Jer. 13: 1-1 1 ;  31 cf. Isa. 
8:6-8), and the literal formulation (a certain absoluteness which is obtained by 
a determinative and gadhol used attributively), make possible a stereotyped use of 
these two expressions. The actual geographical places (the Mediterranean Sea 
and the Euphrates River) are superseded cryptographically by ''places'' that are 
no longer local, but qualitative, which play a role especially in apocalypticism: 
the Great River becomes the place where apocalyptic visions are given (Dnl. 
10:4), the place where the judgment over the earth is to originate (Rev. 9:14), 
and the boundary of the land that will be covered by the oppressor at the time 
of the judgment (Rev. 16: 12); and the Great Sea becomes. the abyss out of which 

21 Cf. H. W. Wolff, BK, XIV/1 (21965), 134, 222, etc . 

. 28 KAI, 222 B.7. 
29 Otherwise KAI, 1112, 253. 
30 Cf. 0. Ploger, KAT, XVIIl, 145. 
:n Cf. W. Rudolph, HAT, 123, 90-95. 
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the four great beasts that oppose God have their origin and nature (yamma' 
rabba', Dnl. 7:2f.; cf. Rev. 13:1f.). The expression tehom rabbah, ''the great 
Primeval Sea'' (Gen. 7 :11 ;  Isa. 51 :10 ;  Am. 7:4; Ps. 36:716] ; 78:15), is related 
to this. In spite of the missing article, it would also seem to be determinative 
(cf. the determinative sense in the passages cited above using rabh without the 
article). 32 In' any case, the mythological character of the great Primeval Sea, 
which powerfully affects the world of men, bringing either destruction (Gen. 
7 :11 ;  Isa. 51 :10) or fertility and blessing (Am. 7:4; Ps. 36:7(6] ; 78:15), is clear. 

5. The expression, ''the great city'' (ha'ir haggedholah, i.e., Nineveh, Jonah 
1 :2; 3:2; 4 :11 ;  Gen. 10:12, a gloss that originally had reference to Nineveh?), 33 
must certainly be understood in an ideal, typical sense rather than historically 
and geographically. Here ''the great city'' is used as a representative figure to 
denote the heathen world power (the situation is different in Jer. 22:8, where 
devastated Jerusalem is called ''this great city,'' with a demonstrative pron.). 
This expression is also used of an apocalyptic cipher, and then means the 
world power hostile to God (cf. babhel rabbetha', ''great Babylon,'' Doi. 4:27 
[30] ; Jth. 1 : 1 ;  Rev. 1 1 :8; 16:19; 17:18; 18:10,16,18f.; cf. also Rev. 17:5; 14:8). 
A certain kind of typology will also have to be assumed for the phrase, ''the 
great (and terrible) wilderness'' (hammidhbar haggadhol, Dt. 8: 15, cf. ham
midhbar haggadhol vehannora ' hahu', ''that great and terrible wilderness,'' 1 : 19; 
hammidhbar haggadhol hazzeh, ''this great wilderness," 2:7). These passages do 
not have in mind.the great wilderness any more than the actual historical region 
of the earlier wandering, but rather its quality as a place of trial and encounter 
with God (cf. also Rev. 12:6,14; 17:3). 

In Ezk. 29:3, hat tannin (conjec. from tannim)•• haggadhol, ''the great dragon,'' 
is usually understood as a figurative expression that compares the Pharaoh with 
a Nile crocodile. 35 However, in the oracles concerning foreign nations in the 
book of Ezekiel, especially in Ezk. 28 (concerning Tyre) and Ezk. 29-32 (con
cerning Egypt), there are so many cosmic-mythological elements that ha/tannin 
haggadhol must also be interpreted as a mythological cipher, and possibly should 
be translated ''the great dragon,'' or something similar, and thus it can hardly 
be a simple comparison with an animal. The fact that the hattannin haggadhol 
lies not only in the midst of the streams (bethokh ye'orav,.Ezk. 29:3), but also in 
the seas (bayyammim, Ezk. 32:2), also points to the mythological character of 
this expression. Thus, in mythological language, hattannin haggadhol means the 
historical, actual world power in its ungodly nature (cf. similar ideas and expres
sions in lsa. 27:1 ;  Job 3 :8 LXX; Rev. 12:3,9; cf. also Rev. 12:4,7,13-17; 13:2,4, 
11 ;  16: 13; 20:2). 

Thus, in these determinative expressions gadhol (like rabh without the article) 
is used to characterize either the actual historical and actual geographical unique-

32 GK, § 126y. 
33 Cf. H. Gunkel, Genesis (31910), 88, etc. 
34: However, cf. W. Zimmerli, BK, XI1L'2, 703, who interprets tannim as a secondary 

form of tannin. 
35 I bid., 707f. 
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ness in specific titles or place names, or the suprahistoricaJ, fundamental nature 
of a historically actual reality in mythological or apocalyptic ciphers. 

c. Old and Wealthy. The formal indefiniteness of gadhol is made explicit by 
the content of the word it modifies, by its syntactical position in the construction 
of a sentence or an expression, and by specifically defining the word itself. gadhol 
can mean old, older, oldest (always in contrast to qatan in the sense of young, 
younger, youngest) without adding anything to it, and in this sense it can be used 
either as a substantive or as an attributive adjective (e.g., to ben, ''son''; bath, 
''daughter''; 'ach, ''brother''), but always as a determinative (e.g., Gen. 27:1,15, 
42; 44: 12;  1 S. 17: 13f.; etc.; in all about 1 5  times). In one passage, rabh without 
the article has the same meaning, but here it is probably determinative (Gen. 
25:23, in contrast to tsa "ir, ' younger''). 

gadhol can also mean the distinguished and the mighty, the rich and the 
esteemed, without anything being added to it (in all about 15  times). Men who 
are closely associated with the king are the great ones of the king (Jonah 3:7; 
2 K. 10 : 1 1). rabh also can be used in this sense (Est. 1 :8; Jer. 39: 13 ;  4 1 : 1 ;  cf. 
also the different titles of the dignitaries of the royal court with rabh as one 
element). Likewise, the Aram. rabhrebhan denotes the dignitaries of the king 
(Dnl. 4:33[36); 5 :1 ,3,9f.,23; 6:18[17)). Anyone who has rank and a name in 
the city or in the nation is among the great (2 K. 10:6; Jer. 5:5; 52:13; Nab. 
3: 10; Mic. 7:3;  etc.). Someone who is rich or important and respected is an 'ish 
gadliol, ''a great man'' (2 K. 5 : 1), or an 'isl1sl1al1 gl1edl1olah, ''a wealthy woman'' 
( 4:8). The mighty kings and leaders of the nations, into whose ranks God elevated 
David, are the great ones of the earth (haggedholim 'asher ba'arets, 2 S. 7:9= 
1 Ch. 17:8). 

d. As a Predicate Noun. gadhol is used about 80 times as a predicate in a 
nominal clause or a clause with hayah, ''to be," functioning as a copula. In about 
1 2  of these instances, it appears in the predicate position modifying a noun. 
Things or attributes belonging to man are the subject in a third of all the pas
sages. gadhol is found referring to man in the predicate position about a dozen 
times. It is worthy of note that in none of these passages is gadhol the goal or 
core statement of the unit. 

The OT states, e.g., that the stone that covers the well is great (Gen. 29:2); it 
is still high day (29:7); Amnon's hatred of Tamar is greater than bis earlier love 
for her (2 S. 13 : 15); Gibeon is a great city, greater than Ai (Josb. 10:2); the 
cities of the land are fortified and great (RSV ''large,'' Nu. 13:28). These and 
other similar statements describe a situation :which is certainly important for the 
narrative, but not central to it. Cain's prayer that his punishment be alleviated 
(Gen. 4: 13) implies that he knows how great his wickedness is; the judgment 
meted out demonstrates that the wickedness of Israel and Judah (Ezk. 9:9) or 
the sin of the sons of Eli (1 S. 2:  17) is great; in these passages, attention is 
focused not on the greatness of the sin, but o.n its consequences. Job is a great 
and rich man, greater than. all the people of the east (Job 1 :3); this, along with 
other statements about him, serves to introduce the person who stands in the 
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center of what follows but is not the theme of the book. Nabal ( 1  S. 25:2), 
Barzillai (2 S. 19:33[32]), and Naaman (2 K. 5: 1 )  are introduced with a simiJar 
comment, but their greatness is not mentioned again in the following narrative. 
Moses was great and respected in the eyes of the Egyptians and the pharaoh 
(Ex. 1 1  :3), and this makes it clear why the Egyptians gave their ornaments to 
the Israelites, 36 etc. Thus, when gadhol is predicated of a man or of an object 
pertaining to mao, greatness is never the reaJ theme of the context. 

The situation is quite d·ifferent, however, when gadl1ol is used in connection 
with God, bis name, etc. Here, as a rule gad/101 forms the nucleus of the state
ment which then is simply expanded by an explanation, or the intended high 
point toward which the whole is striving and which furnishes the key to every
thin.g else. 37 

e. Small-Great. The phrase miqqatan ve·adli gadhol, ''from the least to the 
greatest,'' with its variations is found a little over 30 times in the OT and, like 
imilar pairs of antithetical ideas, denotes a totality. 38 Usually both of these 

words appear in indeterminate form (\\'ithout an article or a suffix). In about 
half the passages where these occur together, they are connected with each 
other by min-ve 'adl1. In approximately three-fourths of the passages, ·'small'' 
appears before ''great. ' Therefore, the expression miqqatan ve0adl1 gadlzol is to 
be regarded as the usual form of this expression. In this usual form, the expres
sion always serves to denote a totality of persons, never of things. The order, 
''smalJ-great, ' can express a certain acclivity, a movement from small to great 
(cf. the prepositions min-ve·adh): the event described does not stop with the 
small but also attains the great. Originally a conclusio.n a minori ad maiLlS may 
have been implied, so that the expression could be translated, ' 'if indeeq the 
small, then especially the great.'' 

If the expression is dependent on a negative verb form, the combination with 
min-ve0adl1, which positively embraces the intended whole, must be avoided 
(in 1 S. 30: 19 we find the constructio ad se1uum: ''nothing was missing'' has 
a positive meaning and therefore tolerates min-ve·adlz; in Jer. 50:3 and 5 1:62, 
we find a similar merismus with min-ve ·adh in a negative clause, but the in.tended 
totality is regarded positively as a logical subject). In its place, we find ·o, which 
must be translated ''(neither-) nor'' (Nu. 22:18; 1 S. 22: 15), or in simple syndeses 
by ve ( 1  S. 20:2; 25:36; 1 K. 22:3 1 ;  the asyndeton in 2 Ch. 18:30 should prob
ably be traced back to textual corruption). 30 The determinative with the article 
and the construct plural, or both, are used, not when the writer has in mind 
something small and great in a general and different sense, as the outermost 
members of a continuous totality that is not further divided, but two precise 

38 Cf. M. Noth, ATD, V, 73. 
37 See below, ID.1.a, b, d. 
38 Cf. P. Boccaccio, "I termini contrari come espressione della totalita in ebraico," Bibi, 

33 (1952), 173-190; A. M. Honeyman, "Merismus in Biblical Hebrew," JBL, 71 (1952), 11-18; 
and H. A. Brongcr&, "Merismus, Synekdoche und Hendiadys in der bibel-hebriischen Sprache, .. 

ors, 14 (1965), 100-114. 
39 Cf. BHK and W. Rudolph, HAT, 21, 255. 
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groups standing over against one another, of which the whole is composed: the 
distinguished and the insignificant among the people (Ps. 1 1 5 : 1 3 ;  Jer. 16:6); the 
leaders and the troops in the army (2 Ch. 18:30; in the par. text 1 K. 22;31 
without the article); or large and small animaJs (Ps. 104:25). Apparently two 
groups of people in higher and lower positions appear in all passages that have 
a ke-ke construction; here, ' small'

, 
and 'great'' are always made determinative 

by the article (Dt. l : 1 7; 1 Ch. 25:8; 26: 13;  2 Ch. 3 1 :  15). This construction using 
ke-ke and the simple syndesis with ve (Jer. 16:6; Job 3: 19) emphasize the in
distinguishable identity o.f the group of which the intended totality is composed: 
the small, inexperienced, younger, less-esteemed, and the great, experienced, 
older, highly esteemed. The mutual participation of the two antithetical groups 
is emphasized in two passages where they are combined by ·;m, ''with'' (Ps. 
104:25; 1 15 : 13). 

The determinative with a suffix should be interpreted like the determinative 
with the article (Jer. 6: 13-the secondary repetition of the text in Jer. 8: 10 connects 
the extraordinary form of this phrase with the suffix to its usual form; Jer. 3 1 :34; 
Jonah 3:5; cf. Jth. 13: 13). Moreover, the suffix may suggest a certain distance 
from the intended totality: the speak.er from those of whom he is speaking (Jer. 
6 : 1 3 ;  also 3 1 :34?); Jonah from the penitent Ninevites (Jonah 3:5); and the faith
ful Judith from her disheartened countrymen (Jth. 1 3 : 1 3). 

In seven passages, ''great'' appears before ''small," thus deviating from the 
usual form. This word order can hardly be interpreted to mean that a certain 
writer or speaker intended to place special emphasis on the first member, the 
''great.'' This interpretation of the word order is excluded in 2 Ch. 3 1 : 15, where 
the construction with ke-ke indicates that the two groups are considered to be 
equaJ . . Also the combination of the two terms by ve in Jer. 16:6 seems to stress 
the equality of the two groups in the common fate of death, so that no special 
emphasis on the great can be assumed. Likewise, the combination of these two 
words by 'o in 1 S. 20:2 excludes any particular emphasis on the first member, 
the great things. The four other passages using the wo1d order ''great-small'' 
use the min-ve'adh construction. These two prepositions indicate a movement� 
a decline, toward th.e seco.nd member of the formula, thus ·placing special em
phasis on ''small,'' while the great obviously participate in the event being 
described. Thus, in Est 1 :5 the nobles clearly do not stand in the foreground, 
because it is easy to understand why they would be invited to the king's banquet; 
rather, the point of the passage is that the king's kindness was not limited to 
the great, but also extended to the small. In Est. 1 :20, it is decreed that the 
husbands shall be the beads of the house even to the smallest and least. Similarly., 
in Jonah 3:5 the word ''small'' is placed in the last position ·to show that all 
Ninevites put on sackcloth even to the last man (cf. Jonah 3:7f.: the people 
[which is obvious] and even the beasts [which is unusual and must be empha
sized) must repent). Also, the finaJ position of ''small'' in 2 Ch. 34:30 (which is 
different from the originaJ text in 2 K. 23:2) emphasizes that all Israel to the last 
man, even the least, which could be entirely disregarded, must listen to the read
ing of the book of the covenant. 

In Am. 6 : 1 1 ,  we find ''great'' and ''little'' in the singular and the determinative, 
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and they appear in attributive position with ''house." This is probably not a 
variation from the meristic phrase; •0 instead, the prophet is thinking of two 
different houses, possibly the winter house and the summer house of the king 
(cf. Am. 3:15). Gen. 44:12 does not have anything to do with the expression for 
totality, ''small-great,'' either. That Joseph begins by searching the sack of the 
eldest and ends with the youngest, the father's favorite son, is not meant to 
emphasize that he searched the sacks of all the men, but to dramatize the transac
tion and to make the discovery of the cup in the sack of the youngest the high 
point in the story. 

3. Substantives. Not only is the adj. gadhol derived from the root gdl, but 
so also are the two substantives godhel and gedhullah. In the MT, godhel occurs 
13 times and possibly in Ex. 15:16 (conjec.), and gedhullah/gedhu/ah appears 
12 times plus once in Sir. 3:18.  In addition, the feminine plural of gadhol is used 
as a substantive 1 1  times. 

a. godhel. godhel has no plural. It means ''greatness'' as an attribute, a rather 
abstract and formel quality approaching a reality. It can be used positively or 
negatively. Isa. 9:8 (9) speaks of the arrogance of heart (godlzel /ebhabh, par. 
to -+ "'Nl ga '•viih, ''pride''), from which the inhabitants of Samaria deliver their 
presumptuous and self-confident speeches. The same expression occurs in Isa. 
10:12 (in parallelism with rum 'enav, ''haughty pride''), where it describes the 
behavior of the king of Assyria, whose mission as an instrument to punish Israel 
he arrogantly interprets as absolute dominion brought about by his own power. 
In Ezk. 31 :2,7,18, godhel (which is connected with kabhodh, ''glory," in v. 18, 
and yophi, ''beauty," in vv. 3,7f.) is used of the greatness and glory of the 
pharaoh (represented as the cosmic tree), which led to his arrogance and fall. 
Thus, when godhel is applied to a man, it always has reference to his presump
tuousness and ungodly pride. In all the other examples, godhel denotes the power 
and exalted greatness of God, which is manifested in his historical acts (Nu. 
14:19; Dt. 3:24; 5:24; 9:26; 1 1 :2) and praised in the hymn (Dt. 32:3; Ps. 79: 1 1 ;  
150:2). 41 

b. gedhullah. The idea that the more general and more abstract godhel con
veys only occasionally (Ezk. 3 1 :2,7,18) is the fundamental concept suggested by 
gedhullah: it means the dominant sovereignty, �he splendor around the majesty 
of God or a man who holds a special position. Therefore, in contrast to godhe/, 
gedhullah always has a positive emphasis. In Est. 1:4, it denotes the glorious 
might of Ahasuerus (yeqar tiph • ereth gedhullatho, ''the splendor and pomp of 
his majesty,'' par. to 'osher kebhodh melkhutho, ''the riches of his royal glory''); 
in Est. 6:3 and 10:2, the rank and dignity that the king bestowed on Mordecai ; 
in Ps. 71:21, the respect and secure position that the (royal?) worshipper hopes 
to attain once again from God; in Sir. 3: 18, earthly greatness, sovereignty ac
cording to the world's standard ( gedhulloth 'o/am), in view of which man must 

•o Contra H. W. Wolff, BK, XIV/2, 328; etc. 
41 See below, II.3.c. 
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humble himself in order to find God's mercy. In 1 Ch. 29: 1 1, gedhullah appears 
in a list with -+ nii�1 g<bhurah, ''power," _,. niN�n tiph 'ereth, ''magnificence," 
-+ Mil netsach, ''splendor,'' -+ ,,,, hod, ''majesty,'' mamlakhah, ' 'kingdom,'' .and 
mithnasse', ''eminence,'' and denotes the universal rule of God. 

Also, in the disturbed text in 2 S. 7:2 1 = 1 Ch. 17: 19, haggedhulah does not 
have reference to the mighty act(s) that God did for David's sake, but conveys 
the idea that God gave David and his house a ruling position by election; thus, 
here (as in Est. 6:3) 'iJ.sah with gedhullah means ''to give, allot.'' In 1 Ch. 17:21, 
the Massoretes probably pointed gdlwt as the plural of gedhullah (so gedhulloth) 
in order to make it agree with the secondary nora 'oth, ''terrible things," in 2 S. 
7:23. The Chronicler was probably also influenced by the feminine plural of the 
adj. gadhol found alongside nora'oth in Dt. 10:21; etc. (the situation is similar in 
1 Ch. 17:19c). In Ps. 145:3, gedhullah is used of the royal splendor and glory 
of God. This word occurs another time in the same psalm (v. 6); here the MT 
and the Vulgate read the plural, while the qere and the other ancient versions 
have the singular. However, the plural destroys the chiasmus of the only two 
verses in this acrostic psalm connected by ve. 

• 

Thus, the three occurrences of the pl. gedhullah in the OT may be omitted, 
so that gedhullahlgedhulah always denotes splendor and sovereign majesty (of 
God, or of one or several men). 

c. rebhu. The Aram. rebhu has the special meaning of gedhullah rather than 
the more general meaning of godhel in the five passages in which it appears in 
the MT. In Dnl. 4:19(22), like godhel in Ezk. 31:2,7,18, rebhu denotes the uni
versal greatness and authority of the king represented as a cosmic tree. In Dnl. 
4:33(36), it is used with hadhar, ''majesty," and ziv, ''splendor,'' directly and 
without figure to denote the sovereignty that God has restored to Nebuchad
nezzar. It means the same thing in Dnl. 5: 18f., where it appears in a list with 
malkhu, ''kingship, '' yeqar, ''glory,'' and hadhar, ''majesty.'' According to Dnl. 
7:27, this universal preeminence (here rebhu is found with malkhu, ''kingdom,'' 
and sholtan, ''dominion'') will be given to the saints of the Most High (cf. 2 S. 
7:23). 

d. gedholoth. In Ps. 12:4(3), the substantival feminine plural of gadhol, 
gedholoth, denotes the great things the enemies of the worshipper utter boast
fully and tyrannically. In Dnl. 7:8, the Aramaic equivalent means the slanderous 
speech of the mouth, with which the little horn is equipped memallil rabhrebhan, 
''speaking great things''; cf. millayya' rabhrebhatha', ''great words,'' Dnl. 7 :11 ;  
Rev. 13:5). In Ps. 131:1, gedholoth is used o( the great and exalted things that 
the worshipper denies himself when he puts his trust in God, and in Jer. 45:5, 
the distinguished fate, the great things, that Baruch is not to claim or expect for 
himself. Once gedholoth is applied to the great deeds of Elisha, the miracles that 
he did (2 K .  8:4), and in the rest of the passages where it occurs in the OT (Jer. 
33:3; Ps. 71 : 19; 106:21;  Job 5:9; 9:10; 37:5; and perhaps also l Ch. 17 :19,21, 
conjec.), to the great acts of God in nature and history which transcend human 
design and understanding. 
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4. The Verb gdl. The verb gadhall*gadhel 42 is found 121 times in the MT 
altogether. It occurs 54 times in the qal and in Gen. 26:13 (conjec. gadhol) ; 
in addition, the adj .. gadhel 43 appears three times (apart from Gen. 26:13), and 
is to be identified as a qal participle. The piel is found 25 times, and in 1 K. 
1 1 :20 (conjec. vattegltaddeleliu), 1 Ch. 17:10 (conjec. va'aghaddelekha), 44 and 
Sir. 49: 1 1 . The pual appears once, and the hiphil 34 times. In a few passages, 
Heb. rabhali means the same thing as gdl in the qal (Ezk. 19:2; Lam. 2:22; Job 
33: 12) and in the piel (Ezk. 16:7-twice). The Aramaic equivalent of gdl (rabhah) 
appears four times in the peal and once in the pael. 

a. Qal. Usually verbal clauses with the so-called stative verb gdl in the qal 
are translated and interpreted no differently than nominal clauses with gadhol 
as the predjcate nominative. However, ''in Hebrew there is a difference between 
nominal clauses with the adjectival predicate . . . and verbal clauses with the 
finite verb.,, 4r; While the nominal form of a statement with gadhol is used to 
express an opinion or evaluation in which the speaker describes the condition of 
the subject, the subject of ''verbal clauses'' (with gdl in the qal) ''exhibits itself 
as great," i6 and thus such clauses have the reality and effectiveness of the subject 
in view, the way it presents itself to common experience. Thus gdl in the qal does 
not mean ''the condition of being great,,' but ''exhibiting oneself as great.'' 

gdl in the qal conveys the general idea of ''exhibiting oneself as great'' only 
rarely: it is used of an outcry (Gen. 19: 13), mourning (Zec. 12: 11), suffering 
(Job 2:13), guilt or sin (Lam. 4:6; Ez:r. 9:6), and of the Egyptians with large 
penises (Ezk. 16:26). In the majority of passages, gdl in the qal bas a more 
specialized meaning. It is used of tb.e growth of children 20 times (Gen. 21 :8,20; 
25:27; 38 : 1 1,14; Ex. 2: 10f.; Jgs. 1 1 :2; 13:24; Ruth 1 : 13; 1 S. 2:21;  3: 19; 1 K. 
12:8,10=2 Ch. 10:8,10; 2 K. 4:18; Ezk. 16:7; Job 31 : 18), and of an animal once 
(2 S. 12:3). The Heb. rbh in the qal has the same meaning in Ezk. 16:7 (twice). 
The Aram. rbh in the peal is used of the growth of a tree, which becomes the 
cosmic tree (with the overtone of arrogance and presumptuousness), in Dn1. 4:8, 
17  (11 ,20 [twice]), and of the growth of hair and nails in Dnl. 4:30(33). In all 
other passages, gdl in the qaJ has to do with man's becoming important or gaining 
influence, wealth, and power (18 times), or with God's (his name, his power, his 
works) showing himself to be mighty (9 times). When gdl in the qal is used 
to describe man's becoming or being mighty, it is rarely neutral (Eccl. 2:9: the 
royal preacher; Gen. 41 :40: Pharaoh in his royal power). Sometimes it refers 
to a great power that arbitrarily, unlawfully, and presumptuously demands re
cognition, and is successful in obtaining superiority over others (J er. 5 :27: the 
wicked among the people; Zec. 12:7: the house of David; Dnl. 8:9f.: the little 
horn); in this sense, it is very close to the inner transitive use of gdl in the 

i2 Joilon, Grammaire de l'Hebreu biblique (21947), § 41L 
f3 BLe, § 43p. 
" Cf. the LXX and most comms.; otherwise W. Rudolph, HAT. 21, 130. 
t5 Jenni, 26; cf. also D. Michel, VT, 6 (1956), 55, on malakhlmelekh. 
•6 Jenni, 32. 
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hiphil. *7 On the other: hand, sometimes it is used to convey the idea that an 
individual obtains and practices greatness and respect by God's blessing or 
because God is with him (Geo. 24:35: Abraham; 26:13: Isaac; 48:19: Ephraim 
and Manasseh by the blessing of Jacob; 2 S. 5:10= 1 Ch. 1 1 :9: David; 1 K. 10:23 
= 2 Ch. 9:22: Solomon by the wisdom given to him by God; Mic. 5:3[4]: the 
messianic ruler). 48 None of these passages uses greatness in the sense of a static 
condition, but of exercising greatness, of a dynamic efficacy and power. 

b. Piel and Pua/. Generally speaking, gdl in the piel means to put someone 
or something in the condition described by the adj. gadhol. i9 The particular 
nuances of meaning into which gdl in the piel falls correspond rather closely to 
those of gdl in the qal. Sometimes it refers to the activity that causes a plant or 
children to grow, i.e., which makes plants, etc., sprout up and children grow into 
adults. Thus the Nazirite lets the hair of his head grow long (Nu. 6:5); the rain 
or the water lets a tree grow strong (Isa. 44:14; Ezk. 31 :4); and God or Jonah 
makes a bush grow up (Jonah 4:10). Sons, in the fulness of their youth, are like 
full-grown plants {Ps. 144:12: pual ptcp.; a similar comparison without gdl is 
found in Ps. 128:3 and Sir. 50:12). When gdl in the piel denotes the rearing of 
children, not only does it have reference to keeping them alive in spite of the 
great infant mortality rate, but also to ''making something out of'' the children, 
''letting them become something," as the two examples of parallelism between 
gdl in the piel and rum in the piel make clear (rum in the piel without gdl in the 
context of rearing children: Hos. 1 1 :7, conjec.; Prov. 4:8). Sometimes gdl in the 
piel implies that the rearing of children was the function of wisdom and of court 
training (2 K. 10:6; Dnl. 1:5; in addition also 1 K. 1 1 :8, conjec.), which agrees 
with other verbs that denote educational instruction. The words used in parallel
ism with gdl in the piel (chil, ''twist, writhe," Isa. 23:4; and yaladlt, ' bear, give 
birth to,'' Isa. 49:21; 51 : 18; cf. Jonah 4:10, where gdl in the piel stands in par
allelism with ·amal, ''to labor,'' and Nu. l l : l lf., without gdl in the piel) show 
that gdl in the piel can also refer to the trouble and ·pain that the birth and rearjng 
of children brings with it. In this trouble, frequently it is also possible to see the 
loving affection of the teacher. In one passage, Yahweh is the subject of gdl in 
the piel when it means ''to rear'' (Isa. 1 :2), and in another he is. the subject of 
the estimative gdl in the piel when it means ''to give attention to, consider, regard 
as something great'' (Job 7:17). 00 In two passages, Heb. rbh in the piel also 
means ''to bring up, to rear'' (Ezk. 19:2: a lioness rearing her whelps; Lam. 2:22: 
Zion rearing her children). 

Eleven times, gdl in the piel m.eans ''to give rank and dignity to a person or to 
confirm him therein, mark him out, or assign him a special task.'' Three times 
this is said of a human Icing (Est. 3 :1 ;  5 : 1 1 ;  10:2; the Aram. rbh in the pael 
means the same thing in Dnl. 2:48). In the other passages, it is God who makes 

47 See below, c . 
.a See below, IIl.2.b, c. 
49 Cf. Jenni, 275. 
so Contra H. Wildberger, BK, X, 12, who is surely incorrecL 
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a man great in the sense that he puts him in a particular position. 01 In two pas
sages, gdl in the pie! is used to convey the idea that men acknowledge and joy
fully confess the greatness of God that they have experienced in his acts (Ps. 34:4 
[3]; 69:31[30]; the declarative pie!). 02 

c. Hiphil and Hithpae/. While gdl in the piel denotes bringing about the con
dition described by the adj. gadhol, generally speaking gdl in the hiphil means 
to bring about the process suggested by the finite verb in the qal: to prove one
self to be great actually and effectively. 03 The subject of gdl in the hiphil is 
always God or a man, thus always a person who is capable of carrying out his 
own activity (the ram in Dnl. 8:4, the he-goat in 8 :8, and the horn in 8 :11  are 
figurative terms for persons or personified powers; 1 S. 20:41 is corrupt). 1 Ch. 
22:5, where the temple is the subject of gdl in the hiphil, is an exception. And 
yet, even here the temple is regarded as something working actively, which proves 
its world-wide significance and greatness by its own effectiveness. 

a. A person never appears as an object of gd/ in the hiphil (i.e., as a subj. 
that is caused to be made great) (this speaks against the conjec. vehighdilekha, 
''and he will cause thee to be great,'' suggested by KBL, etc., for 2 S. 7:1 1), and 
only in a few passages do we encounter an independent object detached from 
anything else used as the object of gdl in the hiphil (woodpile, Ezk. 24:9; shekel, 
Am. 8:5; perhaps here also can be mentioned the joy, Isa. 9:2[3], and the instruc
tion, Isa. 42:21, that God can make great, and the wisdom, Eccl. 1:16, that the 
Preacher can make great). All other objects of gd/ in the hiphil in the OT denote 
something that can almost be regarded as a part of the subject, or at least as 
something that is thought of as arising directly from it and continuing to belong 
to it or that constitutes an integral element of the efficacy of the subject expressed 
by gdl in the hiphil. Among these ''objects," we find, with men as subject: peh, 
''mouth'' (Ob. 12); and with God as subject: shem, ''name'' (Ps. 138:2); chesedh, 
''steadfast love, kindness'' (Gen. 19:19); yeshu 'oth, ''deliverances, triumphs'' (Ps. 
18:51[50] = 2 S. 22:51); and tushiyyah, ''wisdom'' (Isa. 28:29). In addition, gdl 
in the hiphil is used adverbially with the inf. /a'asoth, ''to do,'' as an object (Joel 
2:20f.; Ps. 126:2f.; 1 S. 12:24, /a'asoth sho.uld be assumed elliptically). 0• When 
it is used with these ''objects,'' gd/ in the hiphil has less of a transitive character 
and more of a medial one. In reality, it means to prove oneself to be great in 
speaking, in manifesting oneself (shem, ''name''), in demonstrated kindness and 
help, in deeds and works. 

�- In approximately half of all the examples of gdl in the hiphil in the OT, 
there is no object. Here the verb has an intrinsically transitive meaning, i.e., the 
subject of the action and the subject of the process being brought about, viz., 

51 See below, III.2.b, c. 
•2 Cf. I enni, 40-43. 
•• Cf. ibid., 33-36. 
•• Cf. GK, § 1 14m and n. 
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bringing the greatness into operation and effectiveness, are the same. 55 With 
one exception (1 Ch. 22:5: the temple), the subject of the intrinsically transitive 
gdl in the hiphil is a man, and. its meaning is always negative. The intrinsically 
transitive hiphil of gdl always means ''to set oneself forth as great illegally, pre
sumptuously, and arrogantly, to boast, to triumph over c·al) others 

, 
(15  times, 

5 times without explicitly mentioning the ooe concerning whom the boasting 
was done). 

In this negative sense of boasting, gdl in the hiphil appears above all in Indi
vidual Laments (Ps. 35:26; 38 : 17(16];  4 1 : 1 0[9]: here 'aqebl1, ''heel,'' should be 
deleted; 55:13(12];  Lam. 1 :9; Job 19:5 in the accusing question of the adversary) 
as an element in the description of the enemy and his behavior. In these passages, 
the boasting of the enemy always appears in words that deride and belittle the 
one complaining in the distress which has alread.y come upon him. In tb.e context 
we find such words as lachats, ''to oppress," charaph, ''to reproach,'' kalem, 
''to humiliate," samaclz, ''to rejoice (arrogantly),'' tsachaq, ''to la.ugh at," ·amar, 
''to say,'' millin, ''words," and direct quotations from slanderous statements. The 
boasting is not directed against God, but always against the lamenting wor
shipper. But the mention of boasting, like the description of the distress, serves 
in general as a motivation for God to answer the worshipper's prayer and help 
him. This is possible because the derision against the miserable worshipper is 
also a derision against God, the guarantor and ground of law and true life-giving 
order. 56 

We also encounter gdl in the hiphil in prophetic oracles of judgment against 
the nations located east of Israel (Moab, Jer. 48:26,42; Mt. Seir, Ezk. 35:13;  
Moab and the Ammonites Zeph. 2:8), and here again always in connection with 
the mockery and scorn against Israel (in the context we find such words as 
sachaq, ''to laugh," charaph, ''to reproach,'' cherpah, ''reproach,'' gedhuphah., 
''taunt," ne'atsah, ''contempt, blasphemy," debharim, ''words," and quotations 
from slanderous statements). Sometimes the boasting of this enemy is mentioned 
in order to substantiate the announced judgment, and then it becomes a reproach. 
The style of the reproach as an oracle of Yahweh, and the fundamental solidarity 
of God with the despised Israel which is assumed in these oracles of judgment, 
make it possible for God to refer to the abuse brought upon Israel directly as 
a boasting ''against me'' (Jer. 48:26,42; Ezk. 35: 1 3). That the boasting of man 
always takes place literally by means of bragging scorn and slander indicates 
that, from the point of view of the history of genres, it has its original setting 
in the lament (triumphant scorn and slander fit in here as characterizing the 
enemy of the worshipper), 57 and only later ca,me to be used in prophetic oracles 
of judgment against certain foreign nations. In the lament, the worshipper sought 
to move God to in.tervene in his behalf and help him, and thus the reason for 
thls intervention was already assumed to be certain. 

r,:; Cf. Jenn4 46-48. 
:>6 Cf. H. Gunkel, Einl. in die Psalmen. GHK, suppl. vol. (1933), 199f. 
:;1 Cf. C. Westermann, "Struktur und Oeschichtc der KJage im AT/' ZA W, 66 (1954), 

62f.; Gunkel, Einl. in die Psalmen, 194f., 197, 199. 
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The apocalyptic description of the great adversa.ry of God and bis people is 
the third genre in which we encounter the intrinsically transitive gdl in the hiphil 
in the sense of boasting and arrogant conduct. In Dnl. 8:4,8, it is used of the 
growing power of empires that refuse to tolerate any kind of rule beside their 
own; in Dnl. 8 : 1 1,25 of the Jimitless and arrogant claim to absolute rule by the 
world power, whose acts of violence are hostile to God and inhumane: she no 
longer has any regard for someone else's law, whether it be a man's (''without 
warning he shall destroy many'') or God's (''he shall rise up against the Prince 
of princes''). The connection of this sort of apocalyptic arrogance of the world 
power with slanderous speaking, which is no longer mentioned. in Dn1. 8 (as it is 
in Joel 2:20, if God is not the subj. of gdl in the hiphil here as he is in Joel 2:21), 
is explicitly made in Dnl. 1 1 :36f. (using gdl in the hithpael), which is essentially 
parallel to Dnl 8. That the king exalts himself above every god and everything 
else is also clear from the fact that he ''speaks astonishing things'' against the God 
of gods (cf. also Rev. 13:5). 

y. Thus g.dl in the hithpael in Dnl. 1 1 :36f. has a meaning similar to that of the 
intrinsically transitive gdl in the hiphil. Also, in Isa. 10: 15 hithgaddel is used of 
the claim to absolute rule by the world power, which no longer relies upon God 
in its boasting. Once gdl in the hithpael appears with God as its subject (Ezk. 
38:23, in connection with qdS in the hiphi1 ''to show one's holiness,1' and yd• 
in the niphal, ''to make oneself known''), and has reference to God's self-mani
festation, in which he proclaims his greatness and incomparability before the 
forum of the nations so that they might know him. os 

ID. 1 .  The Greatness of God and His Works. From a traditio-historical 
point of view, the statements concerning the greatness of God in the OT come 
from two completely different spheres . . Accordingly, two different types of lin
guistic expressions can be ascertained, which view and discuss the greatness of 
God, sometimes from a special point of view, and sometimes within a special 
continuity of thought. One sphere in which the greatness of God is proclaimed 
is the Zion tradition, as it appears in particular in the Songs of Zion and in the 
Hymns of Yahweh As King in the Psalter. The other is Yahweh's historical 
power experienced and expressed in Israel's faith which is attested in different 
literary complexes of the OT and bas found its most concentrated expression in 
the Deuteronomistic theology as far as the use of this theme under the catch
word ''greatness of God'

, 
is concerned. In the course of OT tradition, both 

spheres and both modes of expressing the concept of the greatness of God are 
mixed and mutually stimulate one another. 

a. The Zion Tradition. The hymn, Ps. 48, begins abruptly with the proclama
tion: ''G·reat is Yahweh," without the typical Israelite hymnic introduction. This 
purely nominal sentence is not an address to Yahweh, but a statement about 

68 On the distinction between the intrinsically transitive gdl in the ruphil and gdl in the 
hithpacJ, which is difficult to reproduce in translation, cf. Jenni, 49. 
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Yahweh in the 3rd person, and thus is not really a prayer to God, but a proc
lamation to man. The predicate nominative gadhol stands in the first position 
before the subject Yahweh, and thus is in emphatic position -in the sentence. 
This sort of nominal sentence with gadhol in the predicate position does not 
describe a total experience like a verbal sentence with the finite verb gdl, but 
represents an opinion of the speaker as to the reality of the saying (a synthetic 
statement). 59 

In certain other psalms, this expression appears in another place within the 
structure of the hymn (Ps. 96:4; 145:3; 147:5 = 1  Ch. 16:25; and in a variant 
expression with ''the Holy One of Israel'' as subj., Isa. 12:6). In two· other pas
sages, the predicate is expanded to 'el gadhol, ''a great God'' (Ps. 86:10; 95:3), 
and once to melekh gadhol, ''a great king'' (47:3(2]). In Ps. 135:5 and Ex. 18:11,  
this expression occurs after yadha 'ti ''I know, I am certain," as a kind of con
fession formula of an individual (yadha ·ti is used as an introduction to a confes
sional statement in Ps. 119:75,152, and frequently in lQH). Yahweh is addressed 
in Ps. 86:10 and Jer. 10:6. Once the subject stands in the first position before 
gadho/ (Ps. 99:2). This word order with its polemical emphasis (Yahweh, and not 
some other god, is great; cf. also hu' yhvh, ''this is Yahweh," 48:15(14]), the 
formula in the 2nd person, and the rhetorical question, ''Who is great if not 
Yahweh?'' (77:14(13]), may represent later modifications of the original form 
of the expression. 

The syntactical connection with the context in Ps. 48 and most of the other 
passages where this expression occurs is relatively loose. The comparative stabil
ity of this expression, its loose mooring in the context, and its varying positions 
in the structure of different hymns, make it likely that the phrase, ''Yahweh is 
great!'' existed independently before it became a part of a complete hymn. In 
these hymns, an individual could be the speaker (Ps. 135:5; Ex. 18:11;  Isa. 12:6; 
Ps. 145:3; 77:14[13]; 86:10: in which case this expression would be a hymnic 
insertion into an Individual Lament). However, as an independent proclamation, 
this sentence could have been uttered just as well by the worshipping congrega
tion collectively (cf. the pl. suf. in Ps. 48:1,  as well as 96:4). Apparently this 
expression has its permanent position in the cultic celebration on Zion (in the 
city of our God, Ps. 48: 1; in Zion, 99:2;·in your midst, Isa. 12:6; in the temple 
of our God, Ps. 135:2). Thus the statement, ''Great is Yahweh! '' seems to con
tain an acclamatory formula which the worshipping community on Zion used 
to confess the greatness of its God •0 (the existence of cul tic acclamations in the 
Canaanite region seems to be assured by Ps. 29:9; Isa. 6:3; Ps. 99:3,5,9; etc.). 

The contents that define this nominal title of Yahweh also clearly point to the 
Zion tradition in its pre-Yahwistic form. The greatness of God proclaimed on 
Zion includes in particular a universal kingship over the whole earth and over all 
gods. As the city' of God, the mountain of the north, the center of the earth 
through which the earth's axis goes, and the joy of the whole earth, Zion is the 

59 Jenni, 26�33. 
GO On the form of the cu!tic acclamation, cf. Th. Klauser, ''Akklamation,11 RAC, I, 216-

233, with additional literature. 
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residence of the great king (qiryath melekh rablt, ''the city of the great king," 
Ps. 48:3[2]; or of the great king over gods and men?). 61 Here Yahweh, as the 
'elyon, the Most High, is terrible, and a great king over all the earth (melekh 
gadhol ·al kol l1a·arets, Ps. 47:3,8[2,7]). Here he sits on his holy throne and 
reigns over the nations (malakh . . .  ·a1 goyi1n, Ps. 4 7 :9[8]). The shields, i.e., 
kings of the earth belong to him (Ps. 47: 10(9]; cf. 84: 10[9]; 89: 19[18]). That 
Yahweh is great on Zion means that he is exalted over all the peoples (ram . . .  
"al kol ha'ammin1 , Ps. 99:2) and that, as king of the nations (melekl1 haggoyim., 
Jer. 10:6f.) and lord of all the earth (·adhon kol ha·arets, Ps. 97:5), he rules 
over all. 

In several passages it is clear that God's kingship on Zion over the earth and 
over the nations includes the concept of his superiority over other gods. As the 
great God, Yahweh is not only king over all the world, but also and especially 
king above all gods (nielekh . . .  'al kol •etohini, Ps. 95:3). Not only is he terrible 
to the kings of the earth (Ps. 76: 13(12)), but also and especially feared above 
all gods (Ps. 96:4). As the most high over all the earth (·elyon 'al kol lw'arets), 
he is exalted far above all gods (·al kol ·eloltim with ·atali in the niphal, Ps. 97:9). 
To be sure, in almost all the passages in which Yahweh's greatness is interpreted 
as sovereign rule over the gods, which originally were members of a pantheon 
that assembled around the supreme God, these gods have been made gods of the 
heathen which are no longer gods; the unique position of superiority of the 
highest and greatest god came to be applied to the uniqueness of this God alone. 
That Yahweh is great and terrible above all gods is so true that these gods are 
nothing before him (- c,;,;K ··r'illm, Ps. 96:5; cf. Jer. 10:6ff.; both of these pas
sages seem to have been influenced by Deutero-Isaiah's polemic against idols}. 
The gods that bow down before Yahweh bring shame upon those who worship 
their images (Ps. 97:7), so that Yahweh alon.e is the God who works wonders, 
i.e., who can really help (77:15[14]), and there is no god like him (86:8). 

The greatness of Yahweh confessed and praised on Zion also contains the 
idea that he is the creator of the world. As the great God and the great King over 
all gods, he holds the depths of the earth and the heights of the mountains in his 
hand, he made the sea and formed the dry land, and he is the creator of man 
(Ps. 95:4-6). While the gods of the peoples, who are not able to do anything, 
are nothing in contrast to his greatness, be made the heavens (96:5). Yahweh, 
who is greater than all gods, does whatever he p]eases in heaven and on earth, 
in the seas and all deeps: he makes the clouds rise, makes Lightnings and rain, 
and brings forth the wind from the storehouses (135:6f.). His greatness carries 
within it that wisdom which cannot be compared with the wisdom of anyone 
else (Jer. 10:7f.) and which is beyond measUie (Ps. 147:5). It is mentioned in 
his work in creation: he covers the heavens with clouds, prepares rain for the 
earth, makes grass grow upon the hills, gives food to the beasts and the young 
ravens which cry, gives snow, hoarfrost and bail makes water freeze and melt 
again and gives his wind and rain {147:8f.,16-18). 

As a universal power, the greatness of God with its creative energy also in-

s1 See above, 1.2.b. 

• 
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eludes the office of universal judge, who establishes and guarantees law and 
order, and prevents chaos from overcoming ·mankind. Yahweh, whose abode is 
in Salem and whose dwelling place is in Zion, whose name is great in Israel 
(Ps. 76:2f.(lf.]), utters judgment from the heavens, so that the earth fears and 
is still when God arises to establjsh judgment to help the poor of the earth 
(76:9f.(8f.]). Yahweh, whose greatness is praised on Zion, loves justice and has 
established equity (99:4). His law is full of righteousness, and Mt. Zion rejoices 
because of his judgments (48 : 1 l f. [10f.]). The motif of the assault of the nations 
may also belong in thls context. In the towers of the residence of the great king, 
the God who sits enthroned on Zion shows himself a sure defense who can 
expel and drive back the chaotic multitude of the nations and kings that had 
assembled against Zion ( 48:4-8(3-7]; cf. 76:4-8[3-7)). 

The extent to which genuine Israelite traditions of the holy war bad been in
troduced into his material is questionable. However, the motif of the battJe 
against the nations is so intimately connected with the whole complex of the 
Zion trad·ition that it can be assumed with.out direct extra-Israelite evidence that 
it is a pre-Yahwistic component of the Zion theology. Consequently, the king
ship of the supreme God, his creati.ve work, and his power and judicial sover
eignty which overcome chaos and establish his righteousness, thus proclaiming 
''Great is Yahweh!'' are concepts inherited from the Canaanite, and in particular 
the Jerusalemite, traditions. 62 

It can probably be assumed that the form of the acclamation in which Yah
weh's greatness is proclaimed comes from the pre-Yahwistic cult in Jerusalem, 
just like the concepts which interpret and define the mearung of the greatness 
of the God worshjpped on Zion. 

Now it is true that in a sense all these concepts of the greatness of God have 
their locus, viz., Mt. Zion, which is identified with the mythical Zapboo; yet they 
do not have their time, but express what is always va]id. Thus they do not go 
before the greatness of God (possibl.Y as its foundation);  instead, they grow out 
of it, and utter in hymnic praise only more precisely and in more detail what the 
nominal title ''great'' expresses in general and without elaboration. Thus it is not 
valid to describe the relationship between this general concept of ''greatness�' 
and its individual aspects so as to make it mean that since God is great, he is 
therefore king, creator, and judge. Rather, the idea is: inasmuch as he is great, 
he is king over gods and nations; inasmuch as he is great, he is creator of every
thing and judge of the world; and conversely, inasmuch as he is kjng, creator, 
and judge, he is great. Thus the acclamation, ''Great is God!'� ascribes to the 
God worshipped on Zion the highest place in the universe of gods and nations, 
which he always and fundamentally occupies as great king, creator of the world, 
and universal judge. Originally the concept of the greatness of God had the 
character of permanence, or being always valid, but this has been ignored in the 
OT. ''Great'' became a title of Yahweh, who allows no other gods beside him, 
and therefore on the whole no longer has any place in a world. of gods and men, 

62 Cf. H. Ringgren, Israelite Religion (trans. 1966), 21, 79-84, 158, 271; W. H. Schmjdt, 
Alttesramentlicher Glaube und seine Umwelt (1968), 116-171, with additional literatore. 
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not even as the most High, but stands over against everything. '!Great'' became 
the title of the God of Israel, who is not the God of the world mountain under
stood in a mythical setting, but the God of a people and its history. 

b. In History. The history of the people of Israel with its God, and the ex
perience which the individual in this people has with Yahweh, is the other realm 
in which the OT speaks of the greatness of God in a second way that is quite 
different from the Zion tradition. 

The oldest hymn of Israel that has been handed down to us, the Song of 
Miriam, speaks of the greatness of Yahweh: ''Sing to Yahweh! He is highly ex
alted, the horse and his rider he has thrown into the sea'' (Ex. 15:21; instead of 
gdl, this passage uses the synonymous - nNl gii'iih). Here Yahweh's exaltedness 
and greatness is expressed in a simple verbal sentence, the verbal character of 
which is even further intensified by the addition of the infinitive absolute (ga'oh 
ga'ah). Now, in contrast to the neutral nominal clause, the finite verb describes 
an event, an occurrence, and thus does not delineate the attributes of Yahweh, 
but gives an account of a living manifestation of his exaltedness in a concrete 
event. In contrast to the nominal title, ''Great is God!'' in which the speaker syn
thetically confesses his faith in the subject God, this verbal affirmation of the 
exaltedness of Yahweh analytically grows out of the actual experience of an 
event. 03 Both halves of the song are closely connected with each other syntac
tically by the word order in the second half of this short song (horse and rider in 
the first position before the verb). From the experience of the literal deliverance 
at I/le Red Sea, which actually took place in history, Israel comes to recognize 
that it is Yahweh who has proyen and is proving himself to be exalted and great. 

All passages in which gdl appears in the qal with Yahweh as subject have the 
character of event rather than mere description, and speak not out of general 
principles but out of a concrete happening. 

According to Ps. 35:27, an Individual Lament, the deliverance of the one being 
persecuted should motivute those associated with him to acknowledge and con
fess: ''Yahweh has shown himself to be great (yighdaf), he who has resolved 
t'! deliver his servant." •• Likewise, according to Ps. 40:17(16), the deliverance 
of the ,worshipper will cause those who seek Yahweh and Jove his salvation to 
say: ''Yahweh has shown himself to be great'' (yighdaf). According to Yahweh's 
promise, people in Israel will see the punishment on boastful Edom with their 
own eyes. Then, out of this experience will come the acknowledgment: ''Yahweh 
has shown himself to be great (yighdal) beyond the border of Israel'' (Mal. 1 :5). 
Ps. 92:6(5) states that Yahweh's works have been made known (gdl in the qal) 
as real and effective. 

Because Yahweh chose David and his house, and because he gave him 
superiority and kingship (gedhullah), 60 .David knows and states in a prayer: ''in 

63 Jenni, 27f., etc. 
64 On the impf. at the beginning of a sentence with reference to a past event, cf. D. Michel, 

Tempera und Satzstellung in den Psalmen (1960), 132-37. 
•• See above, 1.3.b. 
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this way thou hast shown thyself to be great'' (.al ken gadhalta, 2 S. 7:22). In 
the future, when Yahweh confirms for ever his promise and does what he bas 
said, bis name will thus be shown to be great for ever (gdl in the qal, 2 S. 7 :26). 

Two proper names should also be mentioned here: gedlialyahu, ''Gedaliah, '' 
''Yahweh has shown himself to be great'' (2 K. 25:22ff. and Jer. 39:1 3ff.; 38: 1 ;  
Zeph. 1 : 1 ;  Ezr. 10:18; 1 Ch. 25:3,9). This kind of name, consisting of a perfect 
form of the verb plus a noun, is a special Israelite phenomenon appearing fre
quently in the monarchical period, 66 which places major emphasis on the state
ment in the predicate ; 67 cf. also yighdalyahu, ''May Yahweh show himself to 
be great.'' 88 

Thus this verbal form of speaking of Yahweh's greatness, which comes from 
Israel's believing historical experience, does not attribute to Yahweh a place in 
the structure of the universe of gods and men, but speaks of his incomparable 
activeness and efficaciousness in history. 

Now of course, these two groups of statements concerning the greatness of 
God do not stand separate from each other in the OT, but the genuine Israelite 
experience of Yahweh in history is suffused into the original mythical method 
of speaking of the greatness of God, but without displacing it, and thus trans
forms it into its own understanding. 

Before Ps. 104 praises the order of creation in a way similar to extra-Israelite 
hymns, the worshipper addresses Yahweh in this way: ''O Yahweh, my God, 
thou art very great'' (gdl in the qal, Ps. 104:1). The hymnic description of the 
eternal good in creation functions as a narrative to extol the events of creation 
as great deeds of Yahweh which bear witness to his living greatness. Similarly, 
in its description of the various aspects of creation, Ps. 147 lists the revelation of 
Yahweh's will to Israel, which sets the knowledge o·f Israel apart from all other 
nations (147:19f.). Like thls deed, his work in nature is a demonstration of bis 
power. But above all, the Songs of Zion and the Hymns of Yahweh As King are 
permeated with elements of Israel's confession of her historical faith. On the 
Israelite Zion, people now know of the greatness and power of Yahweh no 
longer simply because they cultically recite the repelling of the attack of the 
nations against Zion, but because in giving the land he actually subdued peoples 
and nations before Israel, and thus chose a heritage for Israel (Ps. 47:4f.[3f.]). 
Ps. 48, which presents the pre-Y abwistic Zion traditions relatively unmixed, 
emphasizes above all that everything that the greatness of the God enthroned on 
Zion means applies to Yahweh, the God of Israel: the God of whose greatness 
the psalm speaks is Yahweh, who leads Israel (hu· yhvh, ''this is Yahweh,'' 48: 15  
[14]). Similarly, Ps. 99:2 emphasizes that now it is Yahweh, the God of Israel, 
who is great in Zion (inversion), and after quoting the old Zion traditions, this 
psalm speaks of Moses, Aaron, and Samuel, and of the answer that Ya·hweh gave 
to the interrogation by his priests so that Israel could keep his testimonies (99:6f.). 
Ps. 76, which (like Ps. 48) hardly exhibits genuine lsraeJjte tradition, stifl knows 

66 JPN, 21, and n. 2. 
61 JPN, 20. 
68 JPN, 206. 
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that the greatness of God is not confessed and extolled on Zion alone, but in 
Judah and Israel as well, and applies the statements about the greatness of God 
to this people (76:2{1]): the God on Zion is the God of Jacob (v. 7[6]); the 
homage which is paid here is paid to Yahweh (v. 1 2 [ 1 1]). In the language of the 
myth, Ps. 77:14-21(1 3-20) speaks directly of the exodus of Israel. The trembling 
of the water, which the myth narrates, literally took place in history when Yah
weh led his people by Moses and Aaron. 

The internal predominance of mythical thought and speech concerning the 
greatness of God is quite clear in Ps. 135:5ff. and Ex. 1 8 : 1 1 .  In Ps. 135:5ff., 
the acclamation ''Great is Yahweh'' becomes the Israelite's confession of faith 
(cf. the introductory yadha.ti, ''I know''); the Israelite knows that it is Yahweh 
who exercises universal rule, because he knows of the deliverance from Egypt 
and the fulfilment of the land promise. Similarly, the Midianite Jethro confesses 
that Yahweh is great, greater than all gods, because Moses tells him of Yahweh's 
deeds to the Egyptians, and of Israel's deliverance from their power (Ex. 18: 1 1). 
The message that Solomon sends to Hiram in 2 Ch. 2:4(5) seems also to contain 
thjs new Israelite confessional statement: the house that Solomon is to build 
must be great, because our God is great, greater than all gods. 

Thus the verbally expressed effect of the greatness of Yahweh, the greatness 
of his historical act, is attributed in the nominal style to the God of Zion, so that 
this act enters into the nominal sentence, ''Great is Yahweh," and justifies it in 
its form while modifying its content. Because of Yahweh's historical acts, Israel 
can confess not only that these acts are great, but also that Yahweh himself is 
great. Now, the acclamation taken over from the pre-Yahwistic Zion cult no 
longer ascribes a position at the head of a universe of gods and men to the God 
who lives on Zaphon, but, because of the historical acts of Yahweh that had 
been experienced"' exalts his unique and comprehensive power in history and 
nature. 

c. The Dei1teronon1istic Tlieology. Ex. 14:3 1 (usually assigned to the Yah
wist) already says that Yahweh's work with which the history of Israel as Yah
weh s people began was a great work: Israel saw the great work (liayyadh 
haggedholah) which Yahweh did against the Egyptians, so that the people feared 
Yahweh and believed in Yahweh and in his servant Moses. But the Deutero
nomi tic theology notes quite frequently that the exodus from Egypt, the revela
tion at Horeb, and the entrance of Israel into the promised land of inheritance 
happened in a great way, surpassing everything of the ordinary. The formula 
that states that Yahweh led Israel out of Egypt with a strong hand and out
stretched arm (yadh chazaqah-zeroa • netuyah) is often expanded by expressions 
using the attributive gadhol. Yahweh led Israel out with a strong hand and 
outstretched arm, aad with his great power (Ex. 3.2: 1 1  · Dt. 4:37; 9:29; 2 K. 
17:36; Neh. 1 : 10); with great terrors (Dt. 4:34; 26:8; Jer. 32:21)· with great 
trials and wonders (Dt. 7 :19;  29:2[3]· Josh. 24: 1 7) ;  with the greatness of his 
arm (god11el zeroa·� Ex. 1 5 : 1 6  conjec.)· or simply with his greatness (godhel, 
Dl 9:26). The initial and fundamental revelation of God on the mountain took 
place in great fire (4:36; 5:25); the voice of the revelation was a great (loud) 
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voice (5:22). In these events, Yahweh caused Israel to experience his greatness, 
so that now it can be praised by Israel while his deeds are recited (32:3ff.; cf. 
Ps. 150:2). The Priestly Code adopts the Deuteronomistic terminology in modi
fied form: Yahweh delivered Israel out of Egypt with outstretched arm and great 
acts of judgment (shephatim gedho/im, Ex. 6:6; 7:4). 

Then, similarly, the merciful and punitive work of Yahweh in other periods 
of history is characterized as a great event which Yahweh works in a great way. 
He punishes with great anger ('aph, Dt.29:23,27(24,28]) or great wrath (chemah, 
2 K. 22:13 =2 Ch. 34:21), or he shows great steadfast love (chesedh, 1 K. 3 :6;  
Ps . 57:11[10] = 108:5[4]; 86: 13; 145:8). He delivers with the greatness of his 
arm (godhe/ zeroa', Ps. 79:11), and works a great work (dabhar gadho[) in the 
days of Samuel as he had done in the days of Moses (1 S. 12:16). Yahweh's 
work in creation is also described in the language of the Deuteronomistic exodus 
tradition. Just as he led Israel out of Egypt with strong hand and outstretched 
arm, he made heaven and earth with grea_t power (koach gadhol) and outstretched 
arm (Jer. 27:5; 32:17). 

However, the Deuteronomistic exodus theology does not yield an affirmation 
that can be compared with the acclamation of the Songs of Zion, ''Yahweh is 
great." No comparable nominal predicate appears in the realm of the historical 
experience of the greatness of Yahweh. Perhaps the reason for this is to be sought 
in that here the greatness of Yahweh is experienced in the concrete events of 
history, and therefore a nominal sentence as a synthetic affirmation in which the 
speaker, in general, offers the predicate as his opinion concerning the reality of 
which he is speaking, is out of place. 

Instead the greatness of Yahweh's historical act appears here as an attributive 
gadhol. The OT speaks of the God of Israel's history as the great and terrible 
God (Dt. 7:21; Neh. 1:5; Dnl. 9:4), the great God (Neh. 8:6), the great and 
mighty and terrible God (9:32), the great and terrible Lord (4:8[14]), the great 
and mighty God (Jer. 32:18), God of gods, Lord of lords, the great, the mighty, 
and the terrible God (Dt. 10:17). In these attributive designations of Yahweh, 
especially those found in postexilic prayers, Yahweh's terrible and great deeds 
are, as it were, components of his name, by which a person can address him, 
and thus his name also is great (shem gadhol, Josh. 7:9; 1 S. 12:22; Jer. 44:26; 
cf. Jer. 10:6: Deuteronomistic?). According to 1 K. 8:42=2 Ch. 6:32, foreigners 
also know of Yahweh's great name, mighty hand, and outstretched arm. Ac
cording to Mal. 1 :11, the name of Yahweh will be great among the nations 
from the rising to the setting of the sun, i.e., it will be acknowledged and revered 
in its greatness. 

d. The Day of Yahweh. It follows from the historical experience of the great
ness of Yahweh in his deeds that the day of Yahweh is also great. Whatever is 
to be said about the day (-+ c1• yam) of Yahweh, its origin and significance, it is 
certain that Yahweh's punitive and angry rule over men comes with it. The day 
of Yahweh is great because it is a day of wrath, distress, and anguish ordained 
by Yahweh (Zeph. 1:14ff.), a day'of distress without comparison. Like the deeds 
of Yahweh in connection with the exodus of Israel from Egypt, and like Yah-
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web's name, his day is also great and terrible (gadhol venora·, Joel 2: 1 1 ;  3:4 
[2:3 1]; Mal. 3:23(4:5]}. 

2. The Greatness Given by God. a. Tl1e Promise to the Patriarchs. According 
to the Yahwistic promise to Abraham, God wants to make Abraham a great 
nation (·asah legoy gadhol, Gen. 12:2; hayah legoy gadhol, 18: 18). According to 
the Priestly Code, the same promise is made to Ishmael (nathan. legoy gadhol, 
17:20), and according to the Elohist, to both Ishmael (sirn legoy gadhol, 21 : 18) 
and Israel (sim legoy gadl1ol, 46:3). Israel will attain this goal ''there," i.e., in 
Egypt. God also makes the same promise to Moses ('asah legoy gadhol, Ex. 
32:10; Nu. 14: 12; both passages are Deuteronomistic additions). Without men
tioning any of the patriarchs, Dt. 4:6f. speaks of Israel as a great nation (goy 
gadhol). The Deuteronomistic insertion into the ancient confession formula, 
which was spoken in connection with the bringing of the firstfruits (Dt. 26:5), 69 
takes up the formulation of Gen. 46:3 and says that Israel became a great nation 
'' h '' 

. . E t ere, 1.e., 1n gypt. 
The expression, ''to make a man a great nation,'' may be understood without 

more precise differentiation as a promise of multiplication, which promises 
numerous descendants, and appears alongside the promise of the possession of 
the land as a second promise to the patriarchs. 10 In these passages, then, gadhol 
would mean ''numerous, many,'' and the whole expression would not differ from 
that which states that one's descendants will be many (zera·, ''seed," is never 
used with the root gd/, but frequently with rbh, Gen. 12:7; 13:6; 15:5; cf. also 
·am rabh, RSV, ''many people," 50:20; and ·am with rbh, ''the people mul
tiplied,'' Ex. 1 :20). However, a stronger differentiation between the promises to 
the patriarchs, like that already suggested by Westermann, 71 is also presented 
here. 

We could think most easily of a great number of descendants in Gen. 17:20; 
21 :18 (Ishmael); and 46:3; Dt. 26:5 {Israel). However, the present, which is put 
in the past in relationship to the anticipated future, will not be seen so much 
from the viewpoint of the small number as from that of meaninglessness and 
powerlessness, of danger and destitution, so that the future envisioned for the 
goy gad/10/, ''great nation,'' has in mind the rank, significance, and importance 
of the future nation, and not merely the large number of its members. Apparent
ly, gadhol in Dt 4:6f. does not mean the large number, the multitude of the 
people, but its unique majesty and significance, whereby it is distinguished from 
other nations by virtue of its peculiar .relationship to its God. 

But above all, it is impossible to try to find a promise of multiplication, a 
promise of numerous descendants, in the Y ahwistic promise to Abraham in 
Gen. 12:1-4a. Rather, Abraham, as the one who is blessed in the universality 
of the nations of the world, is to become a blessing to all who acknowledge 

69 Cf. L. Rost, ''Das kleine geschicbtlicbe Credo,0 Das kleine Credo und andere Studien 
zu1n AT (1965), 15, 18. 

70 Cf., e.g., M. Noth, A His1ory of Pentateuchal Traditions (trans. 1971), 55f.; G. von 
Rad, OT Theo/, I, 169f. 

11 C. Westermann, "Arten der Enii.hlung in der Genesis," For.schung am AT (1964), 18ff. 
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that he is blessed. God makes Abraham's name great (gdl in the piel) in OTder 
to serve this puf?Ose (Gen. 12:2). Accordingly, that God will make Abraham 
a great nation means that a unique place will be given to him or to the people 
of Israel, which is personified by him, among all the families of the earth. It is 
very likely that the Yahwist did not encounter this promise in the traditions that 
were handed down to him, but introduced them into the traditional material of 
the Abraham narratives (possibly in connection with the promise of numerous 
descendants and their superiority over their enemies, cf. Geo. 22:17; etc.) because 
of the experience of the empire of David and Solomon, and of the role that 
Israel played in his days among the nations of the world, and because he under
stood the distinguished position of Israel in the sense of a divine commission 
to mediate God's blessings to the nations. 72 Thus goy gadhol, ''a great nation,'' 
does not primarily refer to a large population, but to the significance and im
portance of a nation, in Dt. 4 and Gen. 12 the universally recognized and univer
sally significant greatness and unique position of Israel in comparison with other 
nations. 

b. The Davi die Tradition. What God does for David and Israel in 2 S. 7 = 
1 Ch. 17 agrees very closely with the Yahwistic promise to Abraham to make 
him a great nation. 73 As was promised to Abraham (Geo. 12:2), God gives David 
a great name like the name of the great ones of the earth (2 S. 7:9; cf. 1 Ch. 17:8), 
i.e., he gives him a place in the circle of the great ones of the earth. Similarly, 
God gives the people of Israel a name (2S. 7:23 = 1  Ch. 17:21, coojec. lo), i.e., 
he distinguishes them from the other nations. He makes David great (gdl in the 
piel: 1 Ch. 17:10), 7� and gives to David and to the people sovereign majesty and 
power (gedhullah, 2 S. 7:21,23; 1 Ch. 17: 19). 75 In both Gen. 12:2 and 2 S. 7, 
gdl denotes the distinguished position that God has given David or bis people 
among the nations of the world. 

The promised ruler of Israel, who comes from the family of David, will receive 
and rule over a universal kingdom by the power of Yahweh and by the grandeur 
of the name of Y ah web his God, so that he shall be great to the ends of the earth 
(gdl in the qaJ, Mic. 5:3[4]). In connection with the judgment on the ungodly 
world power, a universal and everlasting kingdom will be given to the people 
of the saints of the Most High (using rebhu and other designations for royal 
sovereign power, Dnl. 7 :27). 

c. Leaders in Israel. While gdl or rbh in 2 S. 7, Mic. 5, and Dnl. 7 have in 
mind the sovereign superiority of Israel or of her king in comparison with non
Israelite nations, in other passages it denotes the position of leadership that Ood 
gives to an individual among the people of Israel. 

72 Cf. H. W. Wolff. "Das Kerygma des Jahwisten.'' EvTh, 24 (1964). 82-88. 
73 Cf. Wolff, ibid., 83; on the cDnnections between the Oavidic theology and individual 

themes of the Yabwist. esp. in Gen. 2 and 3, cf. E. Haag, Der Mensch am Anfang (1970). 
101-151. 

1• Reading conjecturally with the LXX and most commentaries va • aghaddelekha,· other
wise W. Rudolph, HAT, 21, 130. 

75 See above. 13.b. 
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By the crossing of the Jordan, God makes Joshua great in the eyes of all Israel, 
i.e., he confirms Joshua in the succession of Moses as leader of the people (gdl 
in the piel, Josh. 3:7; 4: 14). When it is applied to Samuel, gdl in the qal means 
(beyond natural growth in the presence of Yahweh, 1 S. 2:21) especially the 
importance Samuel gained in the eyes of all Israel because God made his words 
come to pass and thus established him as a leader in Israel (3:19). Similarly, 
David gains power and respect and receives the kingship over Israel because 
Yahweh was with him (vayyelekh davidh halokh vegadhol, ''and David became 
greater and greater," 2 S. 5 :10= 1 Ch. 1 1 :9; cf. 2 S. 5 :12;  according to Fohrer 76 
and others, 2 S. 5 : 10,12 is the original conclusion of the account of David•s rise; 
be this as it may, these verses give the central theme and purpose of this account). 
The word of blessing spoken concerning Solomon is that God might make his 
throne greater than the throne of his father (gdl in the piel� 1 K. 1 :37,47). God 
makes Solomon great in the eyes of all Israel (gdl in the piel), and gives him 
such royal majesty (hodh malkhuth) as had not been on any king before him 
(1 Ch. 29:25; cf. gdl in the piel with reference to Solomon in 2 Cb. 1 : 1). 

Quite generally, the OT says of the king in Israel that his glory (kabhodh) is great 
(gadhol) through God's help, and thus that it js God who has bestowed splendor 
and majesty (hodli vehadhar; cf. � ,,:1 hadhar) upon him (Ps. 2 1 :6(5]). Accord
ing to Dnl.4:33(36), even Nebuchadnezzar receives his royal power (rebhu) from 
Yahweh's hand. In the form of a confessional, didactic general sentence, 1 Ch. 
29: 12 says that, as universal Lord, God's eternal and fundamental business is 
to make a man great (gdl in the piel), i.e., to set him up as leader or ruler, and 
to establish him in his position as ruler. 

Mosis 

76 G. Fohrer, Jn1rodOT (trans. 1968), 220. 

Contents: L 1. Etymology; 2. Me.aning. Il. Secular Usage. m. Religious Usage: 1. Blas
phemy; 2. Averting Blasphemy. 

I. 1 .  Etymology. The etymological explanation of the root gdp depends on 
whether it is regarded as an Aramaic loanword, 1 and beyond this whether this 
loanword is identical with Arab. ladafa I, Il, ''to throw, cast, cut off." If so, the 

-

gadhaph. H. W. Beyer, TDNT, I, 621-25; S. H. Blank, "The Curse, Blasphemy. the Spell 
and the Oath," HUCA, 23 (1950/51), 73-95; M. S. Enslin, BHHW, Il (1964), 1051; A. Lemon
nyer, DBS, 1, 981-89; J. Scharbert, BL (21968), 1016f.; M. Wagner, Die lexilcalischen und 
grammatilcallschen Aramaismen im alttestamentlich.en Hebraisch. BZA.W, 96 (1966), Sla-c. 

1 As it is by Th. Noldeke, S. Fraenkel, and M. Wagner (q.v.). 
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correct corresponding phonetic form of the Hebrew would be gzp; (cf. Old South 
Arab. gdf). In the Aramaic idiom, the root gdp (with its derivatives) has an orig
inal and a figurative meaning: (a) .the original meaning was ''to fly'' (to beat 
wings?), gdp ', ''wing," Syr. ''to row'' (to beat oars?), Mandean gadafa, ''to throw'' 
(stones, accusations) ; (b) the figurative meaning was ''to revile, blaspheme." 

2. Meaning. In biblical and postbiblical Hebrew, the latter meaning is pre
dominant (cf. Egyp. gly, �wrw, w'J, s�wr, !int), which is the case especially be
cause the root gdp is used mainly in later OT literature; only 2 K. 19:6,22 speak 
against this. By way of contrast, the original meaning of violent injury (assault 
and battery) appears only rarely. • With its various renderings of this root, the 
LXX has emphasized the figurative sense of insult (slander) : blasphemein, ''to re
vile, blaspheme'' (2 K. 19:6,22); katalalein, ''to speak against, slander'' (Ps.44: 17 
[Eng. v. 16] = codices B and S, paralalein, ''to chatter beside''); oneidizein, ''to 
reproach, revile'' (Isa. 37:6,23); oneidism6s, ''reproach, reviling'' (Isa. 43:28; 
51 :7); paroxynein, ''to provoke to wrath, irritate'' (Nu. 15:30); parorgizein, ''to 
make (someone) angry'' (Ezk. 20:27); and megalauchein hyperephania, ''to make 
proud boasts'' (Sir. 48:18). kondylism6s, ''ill treatment'' (Zeph. 2:8), and de/ais
t6s, ''spoil, ruin'' (Ezk. 5 :15), reflect the original sense. 

II. Secular Usage. gdp belongs ·to a family of words meaning ''to slander'' ; 
cf. -+ �Ip qii/al, ''to revile, curse," ''behave in a disrespectful manner'' ;  -+ �i'l 
niiqabh, ''to brand, stig!hatize, curse.'' In secular usage, the sense is illuminated 
by the repeated use of the parallel -+ 9;n chiiraph, ''to provoke, reproach,'' 
''revile," and its derivatives: an insult (RSV, ''disgrace'') against someone else 
(kelimmah, Ps. 44:16f.[15f.]). A person is treated with reviling or shame (bosheth, 
44:16f.[15f.] ; -+  !li1J bosh) in order to lower him in the eyes of a third party and 
lessen his reputation. In the Lament of the Individual in Ps. 44:16f.(15f.), it is 
the author's enemies (-+ J'IN oyebh; mithnaqqem, ''avenger'') that bring him dis
grace, and he regards it as shame. In Zeph. 2:8, a people (Israel) also experiences 
a similar disgrace from its opponents (Moab and Ammon). The poetic author of 
Isa. 51:7 wants to comfort the righteous concerning the wrong inflicted on them 
by men; but elsewhere in the OT, disgrace of the unrighteous is regarded as just 
reward (Ezk. 5:15, the rebellious house of Israel; Isa. 43:28, the ungodly princes 
who are threatened with the ban). 

III. Religious Usage. 
1. Blasphemy. Of special importance is the disgrace man inflicts on God, 

e.g., Israel's enemies (2 K. 19:6,22= Isa. 37:6,23) who insolently lift up their 
voices and their eyes against Yahweh's people. CD A 5: 1 1f. and 1QS 4:11  (leshon 
gidduphim, ''a blaspheming tongue'') are to be understood in a similar sense, in 
the latter passage in the context of a catalog of vices. But even Israel herself is 

2 Gordon, UT, S, 3. 
s See below. 
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not immune to this kind of sin; in fact, it can originate from a conscious violation 
of the sacrificial Torah (Nu. 15:30), and can lead to extermination from the 
people of God. 1 S. 2: 1�17; 3:13 (qll) tell of similar transgressions. Sacrifice 
offered to idols is especially sinful (Ezk. 20:27), and can result in deportation. 
Obviously, this sin of omission is a serious insult. The Egyptian Book of the 
Dead uses the root sit, which likewise means ''to defile," for the reviling of a 
deity (125:38 (?],42). Akk. {apiilu D (e.g., in Gilg. VI, 159) bas a similar meaning. 

In connection with the ancient Near Eastern understanding of a ''word'' (
-ui dabhar), a blasphemous or reviling statement in and of itself is already a real 
degradation and is suffered by man as a distress, although when it comes on an 
ungodly person it is regarded as a punishment originating in God's righteousness, 
just as the abuse directed against a godly man or against the people of God can 
be equivalent to a blasphemy against God. 

2. Averting Blasphemy. The man of the Old Covenant seems to have refrained 
from uttering a direct verbal blasphemy against God as much as possible; none
theless be blasphemed indirectly by the sin of omission, of withholding a sacri
fice (Nu. 15:30), or by offering a sacrifice to a foreign god (Ezk. 20:27). Probably 
what prevented a real blasphemy was the fear that the blasphemous word that 
was spoken would. return upon the bead of the blasphemer. • It was less necessary 
to have this fear when reviling a man, unless bis God should take personal offense 
at the blasphemy and avenge it. The hope of divine retribution strengthened and 
comforted the righteous sufferer or the people of Israel in their affliction (Gen. 
12:3; 27:29;. Nu. 24:9; Zee. 2:12 [8)). In any case, when the OT openly speaks of 
blaspheming God, it uses a euphemjsm (-+ iiJ brk, ''to bless," Il. 2.i; Job 1 :5, 
1 1 ;  2:5,9; etc.). Accordingly, it was offensive even to mention blaspheming God. 

Wallis 
,,, gadhir -+ i1�'" chomilh 

• Cf. Blank, 83-85. 
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Contents: I. The Gog and Magog Traditions. D. The Literary Problems in Ezk. 38-39. 
ID. Attempts at Explaining the Names. IV. History of the Motifs in the Gog and Magog 
Traditions. V. Gog and Magog in Escbatological and Apocalyptic Perspective. 

I. The Gog and Magog Traditions. In the table of nations in Gen. 10, the 
sons of J apheth are presented ''in their lands, each with his own language, by 
their families, in their nations'' {10:5). The seven sons of Japheth are: Gomer, 
Magog, Madai, Javan, Tubal, Meshech, and Tiras ( 10:2), and we encounter 
Togarmah among the sons of Gomer (10:3; cf. 1 Ch. 1 :5f.). 

In a series of prophecies in Bzk. 38-39, it is stated that ''after many days,'' 
''in the latter years'' (38:8), Yahweh will lead Gog of the land of Magog, chief 
prince of Meshech and Tubal, at the head of a great army against Israel, returned 
from exile. His troops include Gomer and Betb.-togarmah ''from the uttermost 
parts of the north," as well as Paras (Persia), Cush (Ethiopia), and Put (Libya?) 
(38:1-9). Gog devises wicked plans in arrogance, and desires only to carry off 
plunder from Israel. But the prophet prophesies agajnst Gog and makes it clear 
to him that he will be allowed to march against Israel only in order to demon
strate Yahweh's glory (38:10-16). Gog represents the enemy announced by the 
earlier prophets: when he comes, an earthquake will break forth upon Israel and 
will destroy the land (38:17-20); but in the end this destruction will also come 
upon Gog (38:21-23). 

Gog and Ills hordes will be brought against the mountains of Israel, and there 
they will be destroyed by Yahweh; the dead bodies will be devoured by the 
birds and the beasts (39:1-8). 

This will continue for seven years until the weapons of the army of Gog are 
burned up; and after a grave has been found for Gog in the Valley of Abarim 
in Transjordan, burials will continue for seven months until the land is cleansed 
of dead bodies. Fjnally, Yahweh will prepare the fallen as a sacrificial meal for 
the birds and the beasts (39:9-20). 

g6gh. J.  G. Aalders, Gog en Magog in Ezechiel (Kampen, 1951); A. van den Born, "�tudes 
sur quelques toponymes bibliques," OTS, 10 (1954), 197-214; L. Dtirr, D.ie Ste/lung des Pro
pheten Ezechiel in der israelitisch-jiidischen Apokalyptik. AT A, 9/1 (1923); S. B. Frost, OT 
Apocalyptic (London, 1952), 88-92; G. Gerleman, "Hesekielsbokens Gog," SEA, 12 (1947), 
148-162; H. Gressmann, Der Urs,prung der israelitisch-judischen Eschatologie. FRLANT, 6 
(1905); idem, Der Messias. FRLANT, 26 (1929), 118-134; W. Gronkowski, Le Messianisme 
d'��echi.el (Paris, 1930), 129-173; A. S. Kapelrud, Joel Studies. VU.A (1948), 93-108; C. A. 
Keller, "Gog und Magog," RGG8, Il, 1683f.; A. Lauha, Zaplzon. AnAcScFen, B, 49, 2 
(Helsinki, 1943); H.-M. Lotz, Jahwe, Jerusalem und die Volker. WMANT, 27 (1968); H.-P. 
Muller, Urspronge und Strukturen alttestamentlicher Eschato/ogie. BZAW, 109 (1969); H. D. 
Preuss, Jahweglaube und Zukunf tserwartung . . BW ANT, sn (1968); F. Stolz, Strukturen und 
Figuren im Kult von Jerusalem. BZ.A W, 118 (1970); J.  W. Wevers, Ezekiel. The Century 
Bible (London, 1969); W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel. BK, Xlil (1969). 

• 

• 
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All this takes place in order that the nations may acknowledge the glory of 
Yahweh and understand that Israel bas been punished because of her sins. But 
Israel herself is to know that Yahweh wants to be her God from that day for
ward; but after the return from exile, she must bear her humiliation and recognize 
that Yahweh showed himself to be the God of Israel both by the exile and by the 
restoration (39:21-29). 

II. The Literary Problems in Ezk. 38-39. The main passage in the OT where 
we find the concept of Gog and Magog, Bzk. 38-39, is usually considered to be 
much revised. Earlier scholars usually worked with a two-source theory.1  Gress
mann's view is typical: an earlier source A consists of 38: 10-16a,18-23; 39:9-20; 
while a later parallel source B comprises 38:3-9,16b-17; 39:1-8; both recen
sions are postexilic. 2 In a similar way, Dilrr advances a two-source theory (A: 
38:3-7,9; 39:1-8; B: 38:8,10-16,17-23; 39:9-20,21-29)? but thinks that both re
censions come from Ezekiel himself. 3 In more recent research, we encounter a 
variety of interpretations. Amidst aJI the diversity, one can see certain frequently 
recurring elements: a nucleus (whether it be from Ezekiel or not) has been revised 
and added to in several phases. Accordingly, Ezk. 38-39 may be regarded as an 
anthology of more or less related traditions. However, the attempts to separate 
the nucleus from the later supplements differ widely from one another. Zimmerli, 
e.g., thinks the oldest section is 38:1-9; 39:1-5,17-20; 4 while Lutz considers the 
nucleus to be only 39:1-5,17-20; 5 and von Rabenau shrinks the original com
ponent of the two chapters to 39:1-5 alone. e 

From a traditio-historical point of view, the growth of Ezk. 38-39 must be 
regarded as a gradual accumulation of related motifs. Some sections probably 
originated with the prophet himself, while some were added later as explanatory 
glosses. 7 The literary structure of the final redaction is probably not as accidental 
as is often maintained. An alternating schema can be observed, especially in 
chap. 38: Gog's hordes--38:1-9; Gog's despotism-38:10-13; additional hordes-
38:14-16; Yahweh punishes Israel-38:17-20; and Yahweh punishes Gog-38:21-

23. s The literary questions cannot be treated in detail in this article. Our task will 
be to present a theological evaluation of the whole Gog tradition, regardless of 
whether certain parts of this tradition were inserted later and perhaps in an 
awkward way into the present literary context. 

1 This was still the case with Bertholet. BAT, 13 (1936). 
2 D�r Ursprung, 181f. 
s Durr, 96-98. 
i Zimmerli, 933-38. 
IS Lutz, 65-84. 
6 K. von Rabcnau, WZ Halle.Wittenberg, 5/4 (1956), 677, 681; see the surveys of the 

research on this problem in Gronkowski, 148�161; Kuhl, ThR, 20 (1952), 13f.; 24 (1956157), 
28-31; Lutz., 63-65; and the comms. 

1 See esp. Fohrer, HAT, 13 (21955), 212-19. 
s See Lutz, 74-83; and voo Rabenau, 676, who shows how this alternation leads to ob

vious contradictions. 
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ID. Attempts at Explaining the Names. As far as the interpretation of the 
names Gog and Magog is concerned, the names of the nations in Gen. 10 (where 
Magog is mentioned) and the names of the nations that are a part of Gogls 
military forces in Ezk. 38 have focused the attention of scholars on, the north
west, ·on Anatolia and the regions north of Mesopotamia. The picture is uniform 
if we disregard the soldiers from Persia, Ethiopia, and Libya in Ezk. 38:5, who 
ct:rtainly come from 27:10: 9 with a considerable degree of certainty, Meshech 
can be located in Phrygia, Tubal in Cilicia, Gomer in the Armenian mountains, 
and Togarmah in the territory east of Cilicia, (38 :2,6). 10 Most of the other 
nations mentioned in Gen. 10:2-5 (as far as they are known) are also found in 
this part of the world (the lonians, the inhabitants of Tarshish, the Kittim the 
Medes, etc.). 11 

Even when the geographical location of Gog is determined, very different 
interpretations have been offered for the names Gog and Magog. An old inter
pretation, which is found as early as Josephus that Gog represents the Scytbians, 
is still advocated by Wellhausen. 12 The usual interpretation in more recent times 
goes back to Deljtzsch, etc.: Gog is the Lydian king Gyges (Akk. Gagu) who 
dates ca. 670 B.c., and consequently the land of Magog is Lydia. 13 Other schol
ars keep to the same time period, but think that Gog bas ref ere nee to the dynasty 
of Gagi in the territory north of Assyria, which is mentioned in a text of Ashur
banipal. 1' Still others think it refers to a territory called Gaga mentioned in an 
Amarna letter (I, 38), which, according to the context (Eanigalbat and Ugarit 
are also mentioned), was located north of Syria, perhaps around Carchemish. 15 

Among the scholars who regard Ezk. 38-39 as totally postexilic, Messel e.g., 
attempts to interpret Gog as an officer in the army of the younger Cyrus (ca. 
400 B.c.), 16 and Winckler assumes that the old name Gog (derived from Gaga 
in the Amama letter) was used as a pseudonym for Alexander the Great. 17 In 
most of the attempts to explain Gog historically, the term Magog is interpreted 
either as an artificial form (''land of Gog''), is or as a "Hebraizing'' of an Akk. 
matGog ( = marGaga in an Amarna letter). 19 On. the other band, some scholars 

9 Zimmerli, 948f.; cf. 643f.; otherwise Kapelrud, 103. 
10 See Zimmerli, 652f., 788f., and 947-49. 
11 See Gunkel, GHK, 1/15, 152f.; and Holscher, Drei Erdkarten (1949), 45-56. 
12 J. Wellhausen, lsr. Gesch. (31897), 149; cf. W. Brandenstein, Festschrlft A. Debrunner 

(Bern, 1954), 64f. 
13 See J. Herrmann, KAT, XI, 245; Zimmerli, 942; for further information concerning 

Gyges cf. J. L. Myres, PEQ, 64 (1932), 213-19; and G. R. Berry, /BL, 41 (1922), 224-232, 
who regards Gog= Gyges as a pseudonym for Antiochus V Bupator. 

1� Diirr, 98f.; cf. He11mann, KAT, XI, 244 moreover, Gagi is a proper name, and of 
Persian origin. 

15 H. Winckler, Altorient. Forschungen, WI (1898), 167f.; Gressmann, Der Ursprung, 
182f.; Albright� JBL, 43 (1924), 380-84; cf. Durr, 98, who equates the name Gaga. in the 
Amama letters with the Gagi that occurs later in the Ashurbanipal texts. 

16 N. Messel, Ez.echielf ragen (Oslo, '1945), 125f. 
17 Wioclder, et al.; a synopsis of the different inteTpretations appears in H. H. Rowley, 

Relevance of Apocalyptic (new ed. London, 1963), 35-37; Zimmerli, 940-42; He11111ann, 
KAT, XI, 244f.; Fohrcr, HAT, 13, 2 12f.; Weven, 284; Keller, 1684. 

1B Kractzschmar, GHK, III/3 (1900), 255; Zimmerli, 941; Keller, 1684; KBV; etc. 

• 
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think the name of the land came first, and that the name Gog was derived from 
• 20 lt. 

In contrast to these various historical explanations of the terms Gog and 
Magog, there are certain attempts to understand these names as mythical forms: 
van Hoo.nacker thinks they are derived from Sum. gug, ''darkness:' and thus 
Magog = the land of dar.kness and Gog = the personification of darkness. 21 

Others have suggested a connection between these terms and the Akkadian god 
Gaga, which appears in Enuma Blish. 22 More vaguely, some cholar speak of 
Gog as ''leader and repre-Sentative of the powers hostile to God,'' 23 or maintain 
that th.e historical names are only ''masks and disguises'' for ''a mythical power 
that has nothing to do with actual history." 2., Later, Gressmann does grant the 
Gyges thesis as far as the origin of the name is concerned, � but he thinks that 
mythical ideas of the giant of primitive times {Og =Gog?) and. of gigantic locusts 
lie behind this figure. !!s 

Finally, some scholars try to solve the problem to some extent by text-critical 
considerations. According to Gerleman, Gog was inserted into Ezk. 38-39 from 
a pre-Massoretic version of Nu. 24:7, which read Gog instead of Agag (cf. the 
LXX and the Samaritan Pentateuch); the origin and meaning of this name are 
uncertain. 2-7· On the other band, van den Born regards the expression ''the land 
of Magog'

, 
as a marginal note th.at was incorporated into the text, and holds that 

origjnally the territories of Gog were understood simply as ·,� hmgdn, ''the terri
tory of the Macedonian," i.e., of Alexander the Great. 28 

IV. History of the Motifs in the Gog and Magog Traditions. The attempts 
to interpret these names point in two directions: either historical realities or 
mythological ideas lie behind the Gog-Magog concept. As so often, the truth lies 
somewnere in between. Various motifs are used in the description of the great 
final battle in Ezk. 38-39: on the on,e hand, as in th,e case of Daniel, the passage 
has incorporated a ''historical'' person, Gog, whose name was known but whose 
historical significance is hidden in the dim past. It has connected this person with 
other historical entities lands, and kingdoms, which are far away and strange, 
and whose names sound mysterious. 29 On the other hand, the passage has com
bined these historical elements with .motifs that are partly of cultic-mythological 
origin, so and are amply attested in other OT texts. The composjte literary char-

19 Durr, 98f.; Herrmann, KAT, XI, 245; etc. 
20 Konig, Mess. Weissagungen (2. 31925), 261; Aaldcrs, 31; Wevcrs, 284. 
21 Van Hoonac.k:er, ZA, 28 (1914), 336. 
22 See Herrmann, KAT, XI, 244. 
23 Lauba, 71. 
2t Staert, ZAW, 51 (1933), 20f. 
!5 Gressm.ann, Messias, 124f. 
26 Ibid., 127f. 
%1 Gerleman, 157·162. 
28 Van den Born, 199f. 
29 Lauba, 25. 
30 Ct Kapelrud, 104. 
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acter of these two chapters makes it easy to see how so many motifs could be 
brought together. 

The principal motifs in Ezk. 38-39 are these: 

a. ''The Day of Yahweh'': Although this expression itself is not used in Ezk. 
38-39, the idea of a day in which Yahweh will manifest his wrath, sit in judg
ment, and carry out punishment through destruction clearly appears there. This 
idea has its origin in the ancient Israelite cult (__,. c1• yom).31 The idea of the day 
of Yahweh can be regarded as a primary concept in Ezk. 38-39. Other motifs 
are to be considered in the framework of this concept, several of which appear 
in Ezk. 38-39. 

b. War with Chaos and War with the Nations: The entire war situation in 
Ezk. 38-39 recalls, in many features, the OT descriptions of Yahweh's war 
against the powers of chaos, and the descriptions of Yahweh's war against 
the enemy peoples derived from it (war with chaos: Nah. 1:4; Hab. 3:8; Isa. 
50:2f.; and many passages in the Psalms; 32 war with the nations: Isa. 14:24-27; 
17:12-14; Ps. 2; 110 ;  68:13-19 [Eng. vv. 12-18]; etc.).33 These battle scenes are 
connected with descriptions of a theophany in Ezk. 38:18-23 and in other OT 
passages. The war is associated with a cosmic nature catastrophe (see Zee. 14:3f.; 
Joel 4:15f.[3:15f.]; Isa. 24:19-23). 34 The duality which can be observed in the 
OT texts concerning the ''war against the nations'' (in the Psalms the nations 
themselves attack on their own initiative, while in the prophets they are often 
summoned by Yahweh) 35 also appears in Ezk. 38-39: in 38:1-9,14-16 + 17, Gog 
is summoned by Yahweh and is Yahweh's instrument, but in 38:10-13 he acts 
arbitrarily (probably influenced by Isa. 10:15ff.). 36 

c. The Foe from the North: The expression yarkethe tsaphon (Ezk. 38:6,15; 
39:2) and the whole geographic orientation of the attack show that the idea of 
''the foe from the north'' or ''the evil from the north,'' known from other pas
sages in the OT, is here in the writer's field of vision (cf. Jer. 1 : 13-15; 4:6ff.; 
6:1ff.,22; Joel 2:20; etc.; cf. __,. 11cir tsaphiin with additional literature). Ezk. 38-
39 has probably borrowed this idea especially from Jeremiah. 37 In the OT tradi
tion, this idea has undergone a historico-geographic twist, but it is certainly 
mythological-legendary in its origin: the evil powers of chaos that are hostile to 
God reside in the north, whence they are set loose. 38 

31 Cf. Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien, II (1922), 244-263; Lutz, 130-146; somewhat different 
in Preuss, 170-79; and MUiler, 72-85. 

32 See the list in Stolz, 61-63; and cf, Mowinck�I, Psalmenstudien, II, 45-50 and 255f. 
83 See the list in Stolz, 86-88. 
M Cf. Muller, 96; Lutz, 123f.; and Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT, 10 (1965), 97-100. 
35 Stolz, 90. 
36 See Eichrodt, ATD, XXIl, 368. 
37 ZimmerliJ 938f. ... 

•• Lauha, 53-78; but cf. pp. 84-89; Kapelrud, 101-104; Ringgren, Israelite Religion (trans. 
1966), 277f.; cf. also Zimmerli, 938f.; Lutz, 125-130; and Stolz, 90-92, who cautiously oppose 
a mythological inte1pretation. 
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d. Attack of the Nations upon Jerusalem: Many scholars assume that Ezk. 
38-39 is based. on a combination of this tradition with the one mentioned above 
under c. 39 The concept of a repulsed enemy attack on Jerusalem possibly has 
its origin in pre-Daviclic Jerusalem, 40 but appears in its purest form in Pss. 46, 
48, and 76. The prophetic descriptions of the enemy attack on Jerusalem (Isa. 1 7 ;  
29; Joel 2; 4(3]; Zec. 1 2 ;  14) •1 probably are based on the tradition in the Jeru.
salem cult attested in these psalms. t2 The close connection between Ezk. 38-39 
and these traditions is especially clear in 38:12, which states that the hostile 
attack is directed against ''the na.vel of the earth." It is most likely that this 
refers to Jerusalem 43 although this would be contrary to other passages, which 
speak of the ''mountains of Israel'' as the place of battle. 44 Furthermore, in the 
descriptions of frustrated enemy attacks on Jerusalem found elsewhere in the OT, 
there are a number of specific features which reappear in Ezk. 38-39. 

e. The Sacrificial Meal: The idea that the slain will be prepared as a sacrificial 
meal (Ezk. 39:17-20; cf. vv. 4f.) is also found elsewhere in the OT (Jer. 46:10; 
Zeph. 1 :7f.; Isa. 34:5-8; cf. Lam. 2:21f.). 4:5 

Other motifs can be mentioned: the motif of peace in the description of the 
burning of the weapons (Ezk. 39:9£.; cf. Isa. 9:5[6]; Ps.46:10[9]; etc.);46 the motif 
of the graves and the valley (Ezk. 39: 1 1), which is probably etiological in nature. 47 

Thus Ezk. 38-39 has the character of a mosaic of well-known OT motifs; this 
fact is expressed in 38: 1 7  and 39:8, where (probably in later additions) the Gog 
event is represented as a fulfilment of the predictions of earlier proph.ets. 

V. Gog and Magog in Eschatological and Apocalyptic Perspective. It is 
usually maintained that EzJc. 38--39 stands at the transition from eschatology 
to apocalyptic. t8 Thjs somewhat vague position is connected with the un
certainty concerning the differentiation between the nucleus that probably goes 
back to Ezekiel himself and later additions. 4:9 Frequently it is argued that the 
Ezekiel nucleus is of the traditional prophetic eschatological type, while the 
additions represent an apocalyptic tendency. 50 All this is probably a question 
of definition. If ''apocalyptic'' is interpreted as esoteric doctrine concerning the 
ordering of the cosmos, time, an.d the end of the world, then Ezk. 38-39 is not 
apocalyptic. Basically Ezk. 38-39 belongs to the series of OT prophecies based 

38 Zimmerli, 938-940; Ringg:ren, loc. cit.; Keller, 1684; Hecrmaoo, KAT, XI, 252; etc. 
t.o Von Rad, OT The.ol, II  (trans. 1965), 1S6. 
4-t See Kraus, BK, XV, 344; Lutz, passim,· Millier, 96-101. 
f.2 Kraus, BK, XV, 341. 
•s S1olz, 166; Fohrer, HAT, 13, 214. 
" Zimmerli, 955-51. 
45 See S. GriU, BZ, N.P. 2 (1958), 278-283; and the comms. 
4.6 See Bichrodt, ATD, XXD, 371. 
-t7 Zimmerli, 965f. 
48 Gerleman, 151; Ringgren. Israelite Re.ligion, 332; Frost, 90; Zimmerli, 945; MUiler, 

99-101; etc. 
49 Cf. II. 
60 See esp. Fohrer, HAT, 13, 216; Ringgren, loc. cit. 
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on the schema: punishment of Israel-chastisement of the heathen-restoration of 
Israel. The many motif associations indicate that Ez'k. 38-39 stands in this tradi
tion. Th.e new element, which sets Ezlc. 38-39 apart from other prophets, and 
which probably prepares the way for later apocalyptic speculations concerning 
the eons, is the idea of ''the double eschaton," 51 i.e., ''the prophet here points 
to something beyond what is to come next, i.e., to a second stage of the divine 
activity beyond that which is expected first {the gathering of the dispersed).'' 62 

Here the eschatological expressions miyyamim rabbim (38:8) and be·acharith 
hayyamim (38:16), together with the rare be"acharith hashshanim (38:8), which 
are found elsewhere in the OT, receive a more pregnant content (-+ n',n• 
"ach0rlth). 63 H this idea o.riginated wi1h Ezekiel himself (and this is quite pos
sible), 64 then he has given the Gog idea and the motifs connected thefewith a 
special position in prophetic eschatology. Thus it was natural (esp. in the addi
tions) to give everything a cosmic character and one ''bordering on the bizarre." 

A typical ·theme of Ezekiel unites the different traditions in Ezk. 38-39: the 
attack and suppression of Gog occurs only that Israel and the nations may 
acknowledge Yahweh's holiness (Bzlc. 38:16,23; 39:7,[13),21-29). Thus, the 
Gog pericope has been set in a larger Ezekielian context (cf. 20:4 1 ;  28:25; 
36:23; 37:28), 55 and an attempt has been made to achieve an internal relation
ship among the escbatological ideas of the book. 

The ••remote expectation'' that characterizes Ezk. 38-39 has enabled the 
later Rabbinic and Christian interpretation to transfer the Gog event into an 
ever more remote future . 56 

&1 Frost, 91. 
52 Zimmerli, 945. 
53 Cf. Muller, 100£. 
M See Zimmerli, 945f. 
55 ldtm, 951f. 
66 See St.-B., III, 831-840; TDNT, I, 789-791; Keller, 1684; and esp. for the medieval 

expectation, N. Cohn, Tht Pursuit of tht Millennium {London, 1970). 
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Meaning. II. 1. Use in the OT; 2. Israel As a Goy; 3. Spe� 
cial Religious Development. 

I. 1. Etymology. There is widespread agreement that the Heb. word goy 
is derived from the West Semitic giiwumlgiiyum, which is found in the Mari 
dialect of Akkadian. 1 According to von Soden, gayum means ''people''; whereas 
CAD, V, 59 gives the more precise meaning ''group, (work-)gang.'' In the edition 
of the Mari documents, the editors have sometimes translated the word as 
''tribe'' 2 and sometimes as ''territory,'' • but this latter translation is disputed 
by Noth and Malamat. The context of the documents is not sufficiently defined 
to indicate whether the group of people concerned are identified by their politi
cal, territorial, or racial affiliations. Noth argues that it is a technical term for 
half-nomadic peoples, which had no exact counterpart in the language of settled 
urban communities. Malamat contends that in the Mari dialect, gawumlgayum 
basically refers to an ethnic-gentilic unit, to which has been added a geographic 
element under the royal administration. In ARM, VI, 28.7-9, he regards it as 
having a more specifically military connotation. 

2. Meaning. From this West Semitic derivation, the primary meaning of the 
Heb. gay as ''people'' is fully assured, but it remains unclear to what extent the 
principle of identification is based on political, territorial, or gentilic considera
tion, and whether some element of social status is implied. • This is evident in 
the usage of the OT, where, although -+ Cll 'am is used much more frequently 
to denote a gentilic unit, goy denotes a people considered either politically or 
racially. Speiser contends that, whereas 'am denotes consanguinity and a com-

goy. A. Bertholet, Die Ste/lung der /srae/iten und der Juden zu den Fremden (1896); 
M. Birot, ''Textes economiques de Mari, III," .RA, 49 (1955), 15ff.; G. Buccellati, Cities and 
Nations of Ancient Syria. StSem, 26 (1967); A. Causse, Du groupe ethnique D la communauti 
re/igieuse (1937); D. 0. Edzard, "Mari und Aramiicr? " ZA , 56 (1964), 142-49; H.-M. Lutz, 
lahwe, Jerusalem und die Volker. WMANT, 21 (1968); A. Malamat, "Mari and the Bible: 
Some Patterns of Tribal Organization and Institutions," JAGS, 82 (1962), 143-150; idem, 
''Aspects of Tribal Societies in Mari and Israel,'' Les Congris et Colloques de l'Universite 
de Liege, 42 (1967), 129-138; M. Noth, Die Ursprii.nge des alten Israel im Lichte neuer 
Quel/en. AFNW, 94 (1961); G. van Rad, Das Gottesvolk im Deuteronomium. BWANT, 3/11 
(1929); L. Rost, ''Die Bezeichnungen flir Land und Volk im AT,'' Festschrift 0. Procksch 
(1934), 125-148= Das kleine Credo und andere Studien zum AT (1965), 76-101; E. A. Speiser, 
'''People' and 'Nation' of Israel,'' !BL, 79 (1960), 1S1-163= 0riental and Biblical Studies 
(1967), 160-170 . .  

1 ARM, IV, 1.13,15; VI, 28.8; Birot, I, 35; Il, 5,45; ID, 32,42,70; IV, 22; V, 20,31,53; cf. 
also the proper name Ba1Jluga(y)i(m), Huffmon, APNM, 123, 174, 180. 

2 ARM, IV, 1.13. 
3 ARM, IV, 1.15; VI, 28; cf. RA, 47 (1953), 127. 
• Cf. CAD. 
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mon racial parentage, goy continually stresses territorial affiliation and the use 
of a common language. This is undoubtedly a recognizable tendency in the 
Hebrew use of the words, but it is not observed with complete consistency. In 
certain references where ·am and goy occur together (e.g., Ex. 33:13; Dt. 4:6), 
no basic distinction between the two is intended, and the two nouns are used 
synonymously. Nevertheless, it remains true that Hebrew evidences a tendency 
for goy to describe a people in terms of its political and territorial affiliation, 
and so to approximate much more closely to our modem term ''nation.'' ·am, 
conversely, always retains a strong emphasis on the element of consanguinity 
as the basis of union into a people. 

It is possible that in Ezk. 36:13ff. {the kethibh and the versions read goyekh; 
the qere reads goyayikh), goy designates the units of population within a land, 
so that the reference is to ''tribes.'' More probably, however, we should here 
follow the kethibh and the versions in reading, the singular, in which case no 
difficulty arises in regard to accepting the usual meaning ''people, nation.'' In 
spite of the attempt by Malamat to find in the OT a more specifically military 
use of goy in Josh. 5:6; 2 K. 6:18; and metaphorically in ,Joel 1 :6, the military 
connection is supplied by the context in all these cases, and it is altogether 
doubtful whether the term in itself was thought to have such a military meaning. 

There are in the OT two geographical references where the pl. goyim occurs 
as part of the name of a region. These are charosheth haggoyim, ''Harosheth
hagoiim, '' in Jgs. 4:2,13,16; and gelil haggoyim, ''Galilee of the nations," in Isa. 
8:23 (Eng. 9:1). In both cases, it is likely that the name originated in the mixed 
population of the regions concerned (cf. also the reference in Gen. 14: 1 as 
melekh go)1im, ''king of Goyim''), rather than in the political division of the 
territory into separate units. Unfortunately, ·no clear evidence exists for pro
nouncing a clear decision on the issue. If this supposition is correct, it supports 
the view that goy contains a prominent gentilic aspect, and does not always refer 
to a territorial state. 

II. 1 .  Use in the OT. In the OT, we find that goy is seldom used with 
pronominal suffixes (only 7 times out of more than 550 occurrences), and that 
the occasions when it is so used are grouped into two sections (Gen. 10:5,20, 
31,32; Ezk. 36:13,14,15). In the first of these sections (Gen. 10), the pronominal 
suffixes refer back to the larger racial units from which the nations derive, and 
in the latter case to the land upon which the goy lives. G goy is never used with 
suffixes referring back to a deity, whereas such a usage is very common in the 
case of ·am, where "ammi, "ammekha, etc., frequently occur with reference to 
Yahweh (Ex. 3:7; 32: 1 1 ;  etc.). Nor is goy ever used in construct with the name 
of a deity, so that while Israel can be called ·am yhvh, ''the people of Yahweh'' 
(2 S. 1 :12;  Ezk. 36:20), the corresponding use of goy is not found. We may com
pare also the phrase ·am kemosh, ''people of Che.mash,'' which is used of Moab 
(Nu. 21 :29). This restriction in the use of the term goy in relation to a deity 

G For the qere and the kethibh, sec above. 
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can hardly be accidental, and no doubt reflects the stronger political coloring of 
goy in comparison with �am. 

goy frequently occurs in parallel with other words besides ·am, of which the 
most significant are mamlakhah., �'kingdom'' (Isa. 60: 12;  Jer. 1 :10; 18:7,9; Zeph. 
3:8; Ps. 46:7{6]; 2 Ch. 32:15); - ilnD�ll mishpiicJiah, ''family'' (Gen. 10:5,20,31, 
32; Jer. 10:25; Ezk. 20:32); and -+ oac? 1e·om, ''people'' (Isa. 34: 1 ;  Ps. 44: 15[14]; 
105:44; 149:7). These indicate the general field of semantic reference, without 
implying complete synonymity with any one of these related terms. 

Since the OT does not contain any ordered or consistent doctrine of nation
hood, we find that there is no precise definition of what constitutes a goy. Instead, 
we find that the three major aspects of race, government and territory all con
tribute features of their own toward a comprehensive picture. The element of 
common racial origin, with its basis in consanguinity, plays an important part 
in th.e structure of a goy, even though it is more strongly expressed in the OT 
by the terms ·am and misJ1pachah. Israel traced its o.rigios as a goy back to 
Abraham as its patriarchal ancestor (Gen. 12:2· 17:6· 18:18; cf. the possibility of 
Moses' descendants becoming a nation, Nu. 14:12· Dt. 9:14). Similarly, Ishmael 
was to become a father of a goy (Gen. 17:20}. This usage clearly indicates the 
gentilic aspect which attached to the term. 

The aspect of government is also important, as is indicated by the frequent 
use of goy in parallelism with mamlakhalt, ''kingdom.'' In such cases, we are 
to think of each goy as cons.tituting a separate kingdom each ruled by its own 
separate melekJi. (''king'') even though the measure of ind'ependence enjoyed 
by such kingdoms naturally varied from case to case. It was clearly considered 
normal in ancient Israel for each goy to be ruled by its own particular melekh, 
who stood at its head (Isa 14:6,18; 41 :2; Jer. 25:14). Thus it became a basic 
reason for Israel's request to God for its own king that it should be ''like the 
goyim round about'' (1 S. 8:5,20). Nevertheless, although it was normal that, for 
a people to be constituted as a gay, it should have a melekh at its head, there 
is nothing to indicate that this was the only form of government that could lead 
to such recognition. Israel certainly regarded itself as having formed a goy before 
it possessed a monarchy. t However some form of independent government was 
clearly necessary if a people were to exist as a goy, and in the ancient world this 
was normally a monarchy. Such a government enabled the goy to express its 
own individual identity, to administer and defend its territory, and to look after 
its own interests in relation to other goyim. 

The third main aspect of a gay 'that we find in the OT is that it possessed a 
territory of its own (Isa. 36:18-20; Ps. 1 05:44; 2 Ch. 32:13). Rost concluded that 
goy denotes ''the whole population of the land,'' but this probably places too 
much weight upon the single aspect of possession of a territory, to the exclusion 
of the aspects of race and government which we have already noted. Never
theless, possession of a territory of its own was clearly very important to a goy. 
In Bzk. 35: 10, Israel's division into two goyim is related to its being separated 
into two lands Caratsoth}, and Ezk. 36:13-15 addresses the land as having its 

e See below. 
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own goy 7 which dwelt upon it. The description of the peoples deported by the 
Assyrians from their own ]ands and brought to Israel as goyim (2 K. 17:29,33) 
clearly reflects the situation of these peoples before their deportation, and not 
the situation into which they had come. It is probably not without importance, 
however, that b.ere the Deuteronomistic history refers to these peoples in respect 
to their racial origin, and not in accordance with their present territorial OT 
governmental affiliation. While the OT does not .indicate any precise definition 
of how a community of people could be regarded as constituting a goy, the three 
aspects of race, government, and territory are all important. At any given point, 
one of these features could be regarded as of primary importance, but it is mis
leading to attempt a defjnition on the basis of such a single aspect. Normally 
all three aspects were combined in the formation of a goy, which thus formed 
the counterpart of what in the modern world would be regarded as a nation. 

We also find in the OT other ways in which a goy expressed its individual 
identity, and which thereby enabled it to be recognized as such. Chief among 
these ways was the use of a common language (cf. esp. Gen. 10:5,20,31). We find 
also that the worship of a national god was impo.rtant for each separate goy 
(cf. Dt. 12:30; 29: 17[18]; 2 S. 7:23; 2 K. 17:29; 18:33; 19:12; Isa. 36: 18; 37:12; 
Jer. 2: 1 1 ;  2 Cb. 32: 15,17). In many of these latter references, it may be assumed 
that a reference to th.e national god of each goy is intended, although this was 
hot always the religious situation that pertained. Dt. 32:8 reflects the ancient 
tradition that the goyim were divided out among the sons of God by Elyon, who 
allocated to each its proper national boundaries. Thus, each nation was to possess 
its own land and its own national god. This well-ordered situation, however, 
did not conform to the political realities of the ancient world; and while it was 
assumed that each goy had its own god, there is .no attempt to define a goy in 
relation to this. The same is true of language, so that although it is accepted that 
each country has its own language (Gen. 10:5ff.) there is no attempt to make this 
a determining factor in the constitution of a goy. The possession of an army was 
obviously also important to the life of a goy (cf. Josh. 5:6; 10:13; .2 K� 6: 18), 
but there is no exclusively military use of the term to be found in the OT. Rather, 
the possession of an army appears as a natural function of government. 

2. Israel As a Goy. From this general meaning of goy in the OT, indicating 
an individual national entity, we can recognize more fully its significance when 
applied to Israel. Abraham is promised that his descendants will become a goy 
(Gen. 12:2; cf. 17:5; 18: 18), and their existence as a nation is closely tied to 
the promise of the possession of the land which is made to Abraham at th,e same 
time (12:7; cf. 17:8; 18: 18). While the extended family of Abraham's descendants 
natura11y constitutes an ·am, it requires a territorial acquisition and a political 
structure before they can truly form a goy among the other goyim of the world. 
Yet, the OT never precisely defines what requirements are essential for Israel's 
existence as a goy, as it does not in the case of other nations either. Dt. 26:5 
loosely dates the origin of Israel's existence as a goy from the period of the op-

7 For the sing., see above. 
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pression in Egypt, and the E source traces it to the formal ratificatio·n of the 
covenant at Sinai (Ex. 19:6). The former passage emphasizes the numerical size 
of the people required to form a goy, while the latter reference points to Israel s 
unique religious constitution in its covenant relationship to Yahweh as formative 
of its existence as a goy. The unique formulation of Ex. 19:6 (E), describing Is
rael as a goy qadlwsli, ' holy nation," and a mamlekheth kohanim, 'kingdom of 
priests,'' affirms the religious structure of Israel as a state. 

Clements 

Ex. 19:6 is usually attributed to E; 8 but Noth assigns it to D, Cazelles to P 
de.pendent on D, Fohrer to the Jerusalem Priestly circle of the late monarchical 
period, and Wildberger to a special tradition. 

The reJationshlp of goy qadhosh, ''holy nation," to mamlekheth kohanim, 
' .kingdom of priests," is explained variously: the advocates of an objective paral
lelism in content interpret Israel as a community whose citizens are worshippers 
of Yahweh, 0 or are aJl priests, 10 or as priests drawing near to or approaching 
Yahweh, 11 or standing closer to him than the other nations, 12 or acting as a priest 
or mediator among the heathen nations. 1a. Still others interpret goy qadhosh and 
mamlekheth kohanim as being more complementary of one another: 14 Israel is 
a holy nation that is supposed to draw near to God in the sanctuary, ''because her 
national life is dependent upon priests . . .  , while the other nations have kings.'' ia 

Fohrer16 rejects tb.e concept of a Priestly rule over the holy nation: ''As the 
goy (the constituted and governed nation) is holy, separated . . .  , so the present 
ruler is priestly, i.e., holy in an advanced way . . . .  '' 11 Ex. 19:5 does not speak 
of a general priesthood of the people of God. This understanding appears first 
in the NT in 1 Pet. 2:9 (cf. Rev. 1 :6; 5: 10; 20:6).18 

Botterweck 

Since Israel did not attain full territorial control of Canaan and independent 
political status until the reign of David, it is from this period that its historical 
existence as a goy is to be dated. The fact that the term is used to describe Israel 
before this time, therefore, is almost certainly anachronistic, and there is no clear 
evidence to support the view that the word was ever used by the early tribal 
federation of Israel to describe itself. Nevertheless, for the meaning of the term, 

8 G. Beer, 0. Eissfeldt, J. Muilenburg, W. Beyerlin, etc. 
9 K. Galling, R. B. Y. Scott. 

10 H. L. Strack. 
ll. B. Baentsch, G. Beer. 
1.2 P. Heinisch, J. B·. Bauer. 
is H. Holzinger, H. Schneider, A. Clamer, M. Noth, G. Auzou. 
lt- W. Caspari, W. Beycrlin, W. L, M'oran, H. Cazelles, etc. 
15 H. Cazelles, DBS, 7 (1966), 834. 
16 G. Fobrcr, ThZ, 19 (1963), 359-362. 
11 Ibid., 362. 
18 On Ex. 19:6, cf. the literatuIC in J. H. Bllio� ''The Elect and the Holy," NTS, 12 (1966), 

50-59; and A. Deisslcr, et al., "Der priesterlicbe Dienst, I,0 Qi1aestDisp, 46 (1970), 67-72. 
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it is important to bear in mind that Israel freely regarded itself as having con
stituted a goy before its acquisition of the land of Canaan and its introduction 
of a monarchy. 

As a goy with a special religious character, Israel was fully conscious that it 
was distinct from other goyim, and that is possessed unique moral, political, and 
religious obligations (Nu. 23:9). The request that it should share the same politi
cal constitution as other nations in the form of kingship (1 S. 8:5,20) is shown 
as a denial of Israel�s true nature. Yet, although Israel can describe itself as the 
·am yhvh, ''people of Yahweh'' (2 S. 1:12; Ezk. 36:20), and Yahweh frequently 
addresses Israel as his 'am, there is no parallel usage with goy. Part of the reason 
for this, no doubt, is to be found in the political division of Israel into two king
doms after Solomon's dea·th. The actual meaning of the term goy would lead 
us to expect that each of the separate kingdoms of Israel and Judah would regard 
itself as forming a goy. Yet, it is not until Ezk. 37:22 that we .find an explicit 
admission of this, recognizing that the once united kingdom of Israel has been 
divided into two goyim and two mamlakhoth, ''kingdoms.'' With this admission, 
there occurs a firm promise that such a division. is to end. The memory of the 
once united kingdom, and the belief that the act of division was a catastrophic 
sin (1 K 16:2, 19,26,3 1 ;  etc.), as it is clearly represented in the Deuteronomistic 
history, undoubtedly led to a considerable reserve on the part of the historian 
from speaking of two goyim of Israel and Judah. This is well shown further in 
Jer. 33:24, where it is argued that Yahweh had chosen two families (mishpachoth), 
who, however, formed only one nation (goy). 

In the postexilic Priestly Code, we find a mar.ked restraint in the description 
of Israel as a goy, which undoubtedly reflects the fact of the beginning of the 
diaspora and the political situation of the Persian Age in which Israel lacked 
several of the normal characteristics of a goy. Thus, in the P account of the 
divine promise to Abraham, the assurance is given that the patriarch's descen
dants will become, not one nation, but a .host of nations (Gen. 17:4; cf. 35: 1 1 ;  
Nu. 14:12).19 Similarly, in P, IsraeJ•s structure given to it by the event on Sinai 
is described as that of a ''cultic community'' (-+ )i'tp qahal) and an assembly 
(-+ i'tiJ 'edhah). Nevertheless, it is fully clear from Ezk. 37:22 that after the 
exile there were circles in Israel that retained the hope of Israel's recovering 
full national existence as a goy. 

3. Special Religious Development. In a usage in which Israel could describe 
itself as a goy, there was clearly no possibility of the term taking on a completely 
hostile religious meaning, although a development in this direction does begin to 
emerge. Alongside the lessening tendency for Israel to regard itself as forming a 
goy, we find a usage in which the term acquires an increasingly adverse religious 
sense. While only the first steps of this tendency are traceable in the OT, they 
are undoubtedly evident. 

From a comparatively early period, we find a tradition expressed in Israel's 
cult that certain goyim, left historically and politically undefined, constitute a 

19 Sec above., Il.2. 
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political threat to Israel and to its anointed king (Ps. 2:1,8; 46:7(6]). This tradi
tion of a conflict between Yahweh and the nations was preserved in the Jerusalem 
cult tradition. 20 It may have originated as an Israelite adaptation of the Meso
potamian chaos-conllict motif, 21 and was related to the hope that the nations 
were destined to become a part of Yahweh's inheritance (Ps. 2:8; 82:8; cf. Isa. 
2:2-4; Mic. 4:1-4). In the terms in which it is set out, this motif of Yahweh's 
conflict with the nations had a strong political accentuation, promising a great 
enlargement of Israel as a goy and removing all that threatened it. Nevertheless, 
it undoubtedly provided a background for a prophetic interpretation of Israel's 
situation, and in Isaiah is given a much more directly religious application. 

Alongside this cultic motif, with its political implications, we find a more 
directly religious awareness, expressed in the Deuteronomic movement, that the 
non-Israelite goyim threatened Israel's existence. Here there is a strong insistence 
that Israel was to make no religious or political treaty with the nations who pre
viously had possessed its land (Dt. 7:1ff.), and was not to seek to be like such 
nations (18:9). Although Israel was to have its own place among the goyim (7:7; 
9: 14), there is an implied hostility toward these other nations on the grounds 
that their religion is not pleasing to Yahweh and represents a temptation to 
Israel. This, adverse estimate of the goyim is even more strongly expressed by 
the Deuteronomistic work, which explains the downfall of the northern kingdom 
of Israel as a consequence of its imitation of the ways of the goyim (2 K. 17:8, 
1 1 ,15,33; cf. 21 :2). A similar adverse estimate of the nations is found in Ezk. 
20:32 (cf. 2 Ch. 28:3). Non-Israelite nations had proved themselves to be a major 
political threat to Israel, bringing about the downfall of the northern kingdom in 
721 B.c., and Judah in 587 B.c., and this found its explanation in the belief that 
they had undermined Israel's unique religious constitution by the temptation 
of apostasy. Yet, even with this increasing tendency for the non-Israelite goyim 
to be identified as ''heathen nations,'' at no point in the OT is the semantic 
development reached in which goy in itself means ''heathen nation.'' Israel fully 
retained the recognitio.n that it had itself once constituted a goy, and it preserved 
the hope and expectation that it would again do so. Existence as a goy was a goal 
to be desired, and the term did not itself imply any adverse religious connotation. 
In line with this, there is no support in the OT for the usage which emerged in 
Talmudic Hebrew where the sing. goy could denote an individual member of a 
non-Israelite nation. Rather, such a person is simply described in tlie OT as an 
·;sh, ''man." Nevertheless, the tendency to regard the non-Israelite nations ad
versely on account of their religion, combined with Israel's own political mis
fortunes, lent a distinctive coloring to the term goyim. When this is viewed in 
conjunction with the preference found in the OT for Israel to describe itself as 
an ·am, ''people,'" and a mishpachah, ''family,'' rather than a goy, in view of the 
political overtones of the latter term, it is not difficult to see how the ground was 
prepared for the later Talmudic usage in which goy and goyim took on a specific 
and adverse religious meaning. 

20 Mowinckel. Johnson, Kraus, Lutz. 
21 See Mowinckel, Johnson� Kraus. 
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In spite of the OT assertions that Israel became a goy at Sinai (Ex. 19:6), or 
at the exodus (Dt. 26:5), which linked the term directly to Israel's belief in its 
divine election, Israel did not identify its election with its retaining its status as 
a goy. As an 'am, ''people," and a mishpachah, ''family," Israel could remain 
the people of Yahweh, and it was only in consequence of this that it hoped to 
recover once again the status of a goy. 

;"!;!?- g•viyyiih; ;i�i�guphiih; 1;,gav; 

i� gev; ri;, gaph 

Clements 

Contents: I. Etymology. II. 1. Analysis of Occurrences in the Bibi� 2. Living Body, 
Person: a. Manj b. Heavenly Beings; 3. Dead Body; a. Corpse, Burial-Cremation; b. Cadaver� 
4. gev, gav, gaph (II). III. In the Qumran Literature. IV. In the LXX. 

I. Etymology. geviyyah is probably a feminine form of the nominal root 
gw(w), which originated in the Hebrew-Syriac sph�re (Jewish Aram., Targum, 
Samaritan gvyt'; Syr. gwiiyii; Mandean giuta, ''bowels," 1 ' 'abdominal cavity of 
Leviathan as the place of the da,mned'' [rG 394,4; etc.], Nabatean gvyth, 2 ''the 
interior of a tomb' '). This root appears in the Semitic languages with various 
forms and meanings. The etymology is obscure. 

The root gw(w) is not found in Akkadian, and therefore a connection with 
Sum. gu, ''throat, neck, head, edge, front, bent," 3 Old Bab. kappulgappu, • 

''wing, arm, hand, lungs, eyebrows, etc.,'' and Late- or Neo-Bab. gabbu, 6 which, 
according to CAD, 6 is a semifluid mass of the ''brains'' (?) of human and animal 
bodies, but can also mean ''sacrificial flesh,'' is very questionable. A connection 
with Akk. gawum, ''tribe'' (-+ ,,, goy), 7 is not obvious. In South Semitic we en-

g�viyyiih. F. Baumglirtel-E. Schweizer, 1'o&µa,1' TDNT, VII, 1044ff.; K .  Bornhauser, Die 
Gebeine der Toten. BFChTh, 2613 (1921); E. Dhorme, L'emp/oi metaphorique des noms de 
parties du corps en hihreu et en akkadien (Paris, 1923= 1963), 7;  L. Diirr, Ps 110 im Lichte 
der neueren ciltorienta/ischen Forschung (1929); A. Merx, '' 'ber Honig im Cadaver des 
LOwen','' Protestanlisclze Kirchenzeitung, 17 (1887), 389-392; M. Philonenko, ''Sur )'expres
sion 'corps de chair' dans le commentaire d'Habacuc,•• Sem, 5 (1955), 39f.; J. de Savignac, 
11Essai d'interprCtation du psaume CX a l'aide de la litterature Cgyptienne," OTS, 9 (1951), 
107-135; esp. po. 131f.; cf. additional literature under --.. cix 'adhO.m; -+ ·rv,N 'tsh,· --.. .,Iv� 
biliar; -+ n;:il nebht/ah,· -+ "'llD pegher. 

1 MdD, 89a. 
2 RES, 2126, 3. 
3 Deimel, SL� 111/1, 46; Delitzsch, SG, 102; S. Landersdorfer, Sun1erisches Sprachgut im 

A T  (1916), 65f. 
• CAD, VIII, 185ff. 
5 AHw, 272. 
6 CAD, V, 5;  cf. H. Holma, Die Namen der KOrperteile im Assyrisch-Babylonischen 

(Helsinki, 1911), 152. 
7 So Fronzaroli, AANLR, 19 (1964), 251, n. 21. 
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counter this root in Arab. gawf� ''cavity, interior, middle, belly,'' 8 gifat, ''corpse,'' 
la/a, ' to be hollow," Shauri egehe and Soq. gehe, ''breast," 9 Tigr. go/, ''interior, 
heart, soul, body,'' 10 with which one should compare guphah, ''body," in 1 Cb. 
10:12, for geviyyah, ''body," in 1 S. 31 : 12; the Aram. Hatra Inscription; 11 and. 
Jewish Aram. gupa'. 12 

By far the most frequent West Semitic examples of this root appear in the 
forms gav and gev, 13 and gvy I, 14 as a substantive meaning ''interior, middle'' 
(Job 20:25), first in the Old Aramaic Inscription of Zakar of Harnath, tG ''cor
porate body'' (Pboen.-Pun.), 16 and then in Elephantine, Jewish Aramaic, Pal
myrenian, Nabatean Phoenician, Punic, and Christian Palestinian, used with the 
prefixes be and le as an adverbial indication of place, ''in the midst of, in the 
interior, within'' {cf. GenAp. 2:10). It also means ''referring to this'' (9 times in 
·the tyb-libbi formula; 17 23 times in the witness formula shdi bgw), and ''inclu
sive," 18 and Mandean has bgaua, ''inner p.art, therein,'' and gauaia, ''inner, 
interior, esoteric." 19 The original meaning ''corpse, body," is still visible in gw 
Ill, 20 which apparently appears in the Kraeling Papyrus XIl, 24 in the sense of 
''handmaid, female slave:' Benveniste connects this with Iranian •gav(a), ''ser
vant, slave,'' and EJamite kam-ba(-ti-ya). 21 On the transition in meaning from 
' body'' to ''slave,'' one should compare Gk. Mma =''slave.'' 22 For the ety.mo
logical connection between gw, gav, and geviyyah, see Cross-Lambdin. 23 

There is no clear connection between this root and Egyp. glb {from the 19th 
Dynasty), ''arm ' >  gbl, 24 or gbgb.t {from the New Kingdom on, used for the 
''reclining position of slain enemies, heaps of dead bodies''). 25 

Il. 1. Analysis of Occurrences in the Bible. In the OT, geviyyah occurs 
13 times, guphali twice, gev 7 times ( +4 times conjec.), gav 4 times, and gaph 11 
twice. The extrabiblical semantics are confirmed. 

I Lane. 478; H. Wehr. Arab. W6rterbuch (!1958), 134. 
9 Leslau, Contributions, 14; Lexique soqotrl (Paris, 1938), 103. 

10 Littmann-Hofner, Worrerbuclr der Tigre-Sprache (1962) 594. 
11 KAI, 256.7. 
12 D/SO, 52; cf. G. R. Driver, Congress Volume, SVT, 1 (1953), 30; on the dissemination 

of the root in the Cu.shire and Chad dialects, cf. J. H. Greenberg, The Languages of Africa 
(The Hague. 1963), 53. 

1! KBL3, 174; DISO, 48; M. Wagner, BZA W, 96 (1966), Sld. 
1-t DISO, 49. 
16 .KAI, 202 B.3. 
16 RES, 1215; cf. Job 30:5; otherwise M. Dahood, Bibi, 38 (1957), 318£. 
11 Cf. Y. Muffs, Studies in the Aramaic ugal Papyri from Elephantine (Leiden, 1969), 

• 
passim. 

18 G. R� Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century B.C. (1954), 10, 2; Cowley, AP; 

Kraeling, BM.AP, s.v. u gv. 
19 MdD, 74. 
20 DISO, 48. 
21 E. Bcnvcniste, JA., 242 (1954), 308f. 
Z2 J. 1. Rabinowitz, Bibi, 39 (1958), 77f. 
n Cross-Lambdin, BASOR, 160 (1960), 24, n. 21. 
M WbA'S, 1, 154. 
25 Ibid., 165. 
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2. Living Body, Person. a. Man. geviyyah (like -+ ,iliJ biifiir or _,. ,�!If sh• 'er, 
both ''flesh'') means man as a whole, but does not include all that is implied by 
the whole and natural state. geviyyah characterizes man in his existential weak
ness, oppression, or trouble; perhaps the feminine form also indicates this. 26 The 
OT sees man in the aspect of geviyyah when, in time of real distress, e.g., during 
the years of Egyptian famine, after he loses his money (keseph) and livestock 
(miqneh habbehemah), he must finally also give his geviyyah, i.e., himself, his 
person, in this miserable existence of slavery in which he is near destruction, 
and after selling his land ('adhamah), Jose the status of a free, fully enfranchised 
citizen (Gen. 47:18, J); cf. lammah namuth le'enekha, ''Why should we die before 
your eyes," in 47:19a. In Neh. 9:37, Ezra mentions in his prayer that God has 
set foreign kings over Israel ('alenu, ''over us''), who have power over (mashal) 
their bodies (geviyyothenu, ''our bodies'') and their cattle, so that they are in 
great distress (tsarah). The generic personal suffix in 'alenu, i.e., ''us," includes 
the bodies, i.e., the people, and their cattle. In this context, oppression, despo
tism, and distress characterize the situation more precisely, so that this aspect is 
implied by geviyyah: it is the suffering person, the oppressed Israelite. Sirach 
later alters this aspect in that it is the geviyyah itself that makes the lascivious 
man a slave of women (Sir. 47: 19). 

b. Heavenly Beings. In Ezk. 1:11,  the heavenly beings, who have the form of 
men, cover their bodies (geviyyothehenah) with their wings. •7 According to 
Isa. 6, the seraphim cover their ''faces'' and their ''feet'' (pudenda). In Ezk. 1 :11,  
it is possible that geviyyah has the additional meaning of ''person'' or ''form." 
The ''man'' with the appearance of a man in Dnl. 10 had a geviyyah (Dnl. does 
not use basar or she' er, ''flesh,'' here), which appears through the garment, and 
is ''like Tarshish(-stone) ." tarshish, Aquila chrys6lithos, has been interpreted as 
beryl, 28 topaz, 29 or yellow jasper; 30 in any case, it certainly characterizes ''the 
luminous nature of this heavenly being.'' 31 

3. Dead Body. a. Corpse, Burial-Cremation. Like -+ ,,� pegher, Akk. pagru, 
which can mean a living body or a dead body, geviyyah also means a dead body, 
a corpse, or a carcass. Ps. 110:6 says that the victorious king will ''fill the val
leys with corpses." •• This figure appears in the prophetic announcement of 
judgment as a drastic motif (Ezk. 31 : 12; 32:5; 35:8; cf. Isa. 5:25; 34:3; Jer. 9:21 
[Eng. v. 22] ; Ezk. 6: 13). Nah. 3:3 uses geviyyah, pegher, and cha/al, ''slain,'' in 
parallelism in its apocalyptic description of the fall of Nineveh. The battlefield is 

'° Cf. Dhorme, 7. 
27 Cf. Zimmerli, BK, XIII, 5; BLe, § 253a'; GK, § 911. 
2s A. I effery, 
2!> M. Delcor. 
30 N. W. Porteous. 
at A. Bentzen, HAT, 19. 
32 So Aquila, Symmachus, Jerome, Briggs, Kraus, Dahood, etc.: on the figure of the 

valleys filled with dead bodies, cf. B. Meissner, BuA, I, figs. 54, 167, 168: Dilrr, 22; J. de 
Savignac, 131f.; cf. also Homer Iliad xvi.71f. 
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so covered \Vith corpses that people sn1mble over them. In the context of battle 
and discussion of war geviyyah denotes excJusively (pegl1er mainly) dead corpses; 
otherwise - :r�'l 1ztb/1e/ali, ''carcass'' (corpse of people and animals, figuratively 
of idols) is used. In 1 S. 3 1 : 10,12, geviyyal1 (and the pl. geviyyoth) means the 
corpses of those who fell in the battle against the Philistines, in particular Saul 
and his three sons; 1 Ch. 10:12 has guphah (pl. guplzot/1). There are numerous 
ancient Near Eastern parallels to the practice of cutting off the heads of slain 
enemies. 33 T.he people of J abesh took the slain from the battlefield jn order to 
bury them. 

The text and meaning of 1 S. 31 .: 12  are disputed: the MT speaks of burning 
(- 'liTu sarap/1) the geviyyoth, and Of burying the •atsnioth, ''bone (- OJlf 

'etsem). Later, geviyyalz can aJso mean ''bones'' (Sir. 49:15). Many sc-holars 3• 
defend the originality of sarap/1, ''to bum," and believe that the corpses were 
reduced to ashes or that the entrails were burned, in order to make possible a 
reverent burial or a preservation of the 'atsmoth, 'bones." The interpretatjon of 
sarapli as ' anoint," ''embaJm," 35 is hardly correct. Others ao suggest - iDo 
sapl1adh, •'to perform a dirge," as the original reading. Then the transformation 
of the dirge into an act of burning would represent a later djsgraceful punish
ment of Saul for his crime. The absence of some reference to burning in 1 Chron
icles may represent a conscious suppression of this despised and foreign custom. 

The buriaJ of the dead had great significance among the Israelites. Not to be 
buried was regarded as the distressful punishment of Yahweh (Dt. 28:26; 2 K. 
9: 10; lsa. 14:19; Jer. 7:33; 14:16; 16:4,6; 19:7; 22: 19; 25:33; 34:20; Ezk. 29:5; 
etc.), and meant restlessness in the Underworld. The desire to be buried with 
one's fathers is very strong (Geo. 47:30; 2 S. 19:38[37); 21 :  14). The slain enemy 
was aJso buried (Josh. 8:29; 10:26f.; 2 K. 9:34· Ezk. 39: 1 1 - 16). In addition to 
family and royal graves, there were ''graves of the common people'' (2 K. 23:6; 
-... i.':ly qebher). In the ancient Near East, the cremation of corpses was customary 
only among the Hittites. In the OT, onJy criminals were cremated as additional 
punishment (Gen. 38:24; Lev. 20:14; 2 1 :9; Josh. 7:25)· Dt. 21 :23 represents an 
exception. The burning of the bones of the king of Edom is criticized as a sin of 
Moab (Am. 2:1). 37 

b. Cadaver. According to Jgs. 14:5ff., Samson tears a lion asunder (ye
shasse·e11u, 14:6); when he sought the mappeletl1, ''carcass '' of the lion again 
after several days, he found a swarm of bees and honey in the geviyyali, ''body '' 
of the lion (14:8). Elsewhere, mappeletlt is used only of the ''fall of Tyre'' (Ezk. 
26: 15,18·  27:27), the ''fallen branches'' of the cedars of Egypt (31 : 13,16), and 
the ''fall'' of the crocodile, Egypt (32: 10). Accordjng to Prov. 29: 16, the righteous 
look upon the ''faJl'' and overthrow of the wicked. In Jgs. 14:8, mappeleth means 

33 Cf. Ackroyd, in loc. 
u S. Goldman, A. van den Born, H. W. HertzbergJ R. de Vaux. et al. 
3G p. R. Ackroyd. 
so Klostermann, W. Rudolph, BHK3, etc. 
3; Cf. BRL, 237-241; A.-0. Barrois, Manuel d'archeologie bib/iqt1e, ll (1953), 274-323; 

de Vaux, Anclsr, S6ff. 
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the ''slain' lion, while geviyyah collectively means the cadaver or the pieces of 
the cadaver which apparently have already decayed. 38 

4. gev, gav, gapl1 (Tl). We find gev with the meaning �'back." The rod is for 
the back of those who lack sense, and of fools (Prov. 10:13; 19:29· 26:3; cf. 14:3 
conjec.). The Servant of God does not try to keep smiters from beating him on 
the ''back '' nor does he hide his cheeks (lechi) and his face (par1im) from them 
(Isa. 50:6). In 51 :23, Deutero-Isaiah announces that now the time for Israel's 
disgraceful humiliation, ia wbjch she made her ''back'' like the ground and like 
the street for others to pass over, is past. 

This connection of gev with the rod and humiliation. would put the statue of 
Dagon, and thus the god Dagon himself (1 S. 5), in a pejorative light if gevo, 
''his torso," \Vere read ia v. 4, as has been proposed. 39 However, there is scarcely 
any justification for this conjecture. 

gev and gav have the same meaning in the expression J1ishlikl1 'ac/1are gav 
(gev), ''to cast behind the back.'' God casts sins (cl1et') behind his back (Isa. 
38: 17), i.e., he forgives them . . Conversely, man casts God behind his back when 
he makes images ( 1  K. 14:9), forgels God (Ezk. 23:35), and turns his back on his 
Torah, ''law'' (Neb. 9:26). 

gaph I I  occurs only in the law concerning slaves in the Book of the Covenant 
(Ex. 21 :3f.), and is used to state that the 'eb/1edh, ''slave," shall be released 
''alone'' (only with his body = beghappo ), without any possessions, at the end 
of his period of service. 

ID. In the Qumran Literature. In. the Qumrao literature, lebli, ''heart,'' 
basar, ''flesh," and geviyyalz, ''body,'' stand in parallelism with each other, an 
expansion to genuine synonymity which calls to mind Sir. 37:22f.; 4 1 : 1 1 .  Thus, 
the oppressed poet laments: ''My strength has gone out of my body'' (miggeviy
yatl1i); he says that his lebh, ''heart," runs out like water, and his basar, ''flesh," 
is dissolved like wax (lQH 8:32f.). geviyyah also appears in connection with 
celestial beings: the bodies (geviyoth) of the sons of the heavenly beings ('ire 
hashsl1amayim) were tall like the mountains (CD A 2: 18f.; cf. Gen. 6: l ff.). The 
combination geviyyath basar, ''body of flesh'' { lQpHab 9:2; 4QpNah 2:6), is 
new. 40 Its equivalent in Greek, soma t�s sark6s, is attested in Sir. 23: 17  (body 
of a lascivious man) and 1 En. 102:5 (neutral: body) ; cf. Col. 1:22; 2:  1 1 .  It is 
doubtful tbat this expression is merely a ''rhetorical plerophory'' for ''body''; ti 
Allegro's interpretation, ''fleshly natures,''•2 seems to point in the right direction. 

gv occurs only in l lQPsa 22:7 (a Song of Zion) with the meaning ''middle, 
breast," as the ianer part of man. 43 

38 On this figure, cf. Herodotus v.114 (the sl-ull of Onesilos); and the literature under 
� ,,K 'ari, "lion." 

39 KBL3. 
to Cf. R. Weiss, RevQ, 4 ( 1963), 436. 
41 K. Elliger, BHT/11 15 (1953), 202. 
42 J. M. Allegro, JSS, 7 (1962), 306. 
t3 Cf. M. DeJcor, RevQ, 6 (1967), 72f., 80. 
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IV. In the LXX. ·In the LXX, the ten11s geviyyah (9 times), guphah, gav, and 
gev are translated by soma, ''body.''•• In Jgs. 14:8 and Ps. 110:6, the LXX 
translates geviyyah by ptdma, ''dead body, corpse,'' which sometimes is used to 
render mappe/eth and pegher, and in Jgs. 14:9 by hexis, ''exercise, practice'' (so 
LXXB, while LXXA has stoma, ''mouth,' '  which would mean that the honey 
was found in the mouth of the lion, perhaps with a view to the statement, ''out 
of the eater came something to eat,'' in v. 14). 

gaph II is rendered by monos, ''alone,'' in the LXX, while gev apparently gave 
these translators difficulties, for they translate it by ndtos, ''back,'' in Isa. 50:6; 
ta metaphrena, ''the back parts,'' in Isa. 51 :23; and dmos, ''shoulder,'' in Prov. 
19:29; and in the other passages where gev occurs they either mistranslate or 
omit it. 

Fabry 

•• Cf. E. Schweizer, TDNT, VII, 1043f. 

311� giiva' 

gava·, ''to die, expire,'' really occurs only in Hebrew. A haphel form (hg") 
• 

occurs in the Aramaic Zakhir Inscription, meaning ''to remove (a monument).'' 1 
The Arab. gii'a, ''to be empty, hungry,'' is even further away (however, cf. Eng. 
''starve,'' which is cognate to Ger. ''sterben," ''to die''). The verb gava" is found 
in Hebrew almost exclusively in later literature (P, Job, Lam., Deutero-Zec.; 
Josh. 22:20 is probably Deuteronomistic). In addition, we find an adjective or 
participle from gv", ''dead," in Sir. 8:7; 48:5; and a noun gvy'h, ''death,'' in Sir. 
38:16. 

In the Pentateuch, gava" is found only in P. In three passages it is used in 
connection with muth, ''to die'' ( vayyighva' vayyamoth, ''and he breathed his 
last and died,'' Gen. 25:8,17; 35:29; cf. also 49:33). Two passages refer to the 
''death of all flesh'' in the flood (Gen. 6:17; 7:21). Nu. 17:27f. (Eng. vv. 12f.) 
states that anyone who comes near the holy tabernacle of Yahweh must die; 
both - i�K 'iibhadh, ''to perish'' ,(v. 27[12]), and muth, ''to die'' (v. 28[13]) are used 
in parallelism with gava· here. In Nu. 20:29, it is simply synol)ymous with muth, 
''to die'': Aaron had died. The same applies to Lam. 1 :19: ''my priests and 
elders have died (of hunger).'' Nu. 20:3 speaks of death as a punishment for sin, 
and the same is true of Josh. 22:20: Achan died because of his 'avon, ''iniquity.'' 
Ps. 104:29 states that man's life is dependent on God: ''when thou takest away 
their breath (ruach), they pass away (die).'' In Zee. 13:8, gava' is used in con
nection with karath, ''to cut off'': two-thirds of the population will be destroyed 

1 KAI, 202 B.16,19; cf. DISO, 49. 
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and ''perish
,,

; only a thjrd will survive. Ps. 88: 16(15) is a little different: ''I have 
been afflicted (·ani) and close to death (govea·) from my youth up

,
' (the LXX 

and Syr. yg•, ''faint, weary," is probably an alleviating readmg). 
The other eight examples of the use of gava • in the OT occur in the book of 

Job. Here, of course, we are dealing with elevated language, but this does not 
exclude the use of muth, ''to die'' (10 times in the poetic sections, and 3 times 
in the Prologue). In 3 : 1 1 and 14:10, these words even stand in parallelism: ''Why 
did I not die (muth) at birth_, come forth from the womb and expire (gava·)'' 
(similarly 10:18, where, however, only gava· ,appears), or: ''Man dies and is laid 
low; man breathes his last, and where is he?'' All flesh dies and returns to dust, 
says Elihu in 34:15;  and in 36:12 he states that disobedient men must die (v. 14 
uses muth in the same sense). In the other passages (13:19; 27:5, 29:18), gava· 
is synonymous with muth. 

The passages in Sirach contribute nothing new to this general picture. Sir. 
8:7 admonishes the wise not to rejoice over a dead man (gv·), for ''we will all 
be gathered up'' c·sp); 48:5 speaks of the resurrection of a dead person (gv•) 
from death (mmwt; par. ms·w1, ''from Sheol''); and 38:16 refers to mourning 
over the death (gvy•h) of a dead person (mt). 

Thus, gava· expresses the usual OT attitude toward death (-+ n'o muth) with
out connecting thjs word with some particular idea. 

Ringgren 

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences in the OT. m. The Legal Position of the ger: 
1. Reasons for Becoming a Sojourner; 2. The Position of the ger in the Monarchical Period; 
3. In Deuteronomy; 4. In P; 5. ln Prophetic Texts; 6. In Other Texts; 7. toshabh. IV. Spe
cific Theological Considerations. 

L Etymology. Hebrew lexicography reckons with several roots gwr. In con
nection with an investigation of the root gwr I, ''to tarry as a sojourner," the 
important question is whether gwr II= subordinate form of grh, ''to attack, 

gQr. E. Bammel, "Gerim Gerurim," AST/, 7 (1968169), 127-131; A. Bertholet, Die Ste/lung 
der lsraeliten und der Juden zu den Fremden (1896); E. Fascher-J. Gaudemet, ''Frem
der," RAC, Vlll (1972), 306-347; K. Galling, "Das Gemeindegesetz in Deoteronomium 23," 
Festschri/t A.  Bertholet (1950), 176-191; W. Grundmann, "napen£5riµo<;,'' TDNT, II, 64f.; 
H. Hommel, "Metoikoi/' PW, XV, 1413-1458; T. M. Homer, "Changing Concepts of the 
'Stranger' in the OT," A TR, 42 (1960), 49-53; F. Horst, "Fremde, II. Im AT," RGG3, II", 
1 125f.; K. G. Kuhn, "itpooTJAU'rO<;," TDNT, VI, 727-744; J. A. 0. Larsen, "nep(OlKOl," PW, 
XIX, 816-833; T. J.  Meek, "The Translation of Ger in the Hexateuch and Its Bearing on the 
Documentary Hypothesis," /BL, 49 (1930), 172-180; L. M. Muntingh, "Die Begrip 'Ger' in 
die OT," NedGTT, 3 (1962), 534-558; E. Neufeld, "The Prohibitions against Loans at Interest 

(continued on p. 440) 
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strive ' and gwr Il l = subordinate form of ygr, ''to be afraid,'' are independent 
homony.mous roots, or whether possibly an original c-0nnection can be established 
between these roots, so that the various meanings represent special meanings of 
the same root. If in antiquity, ''to be foreign'' and ''to be hostile,, can be simply 
two different observations about the same person, one must admit the possibility 
that Akk. geru, ' to be hostile'' (occurring esp. as the ptcp. garu, ' enemy, oppo
nent''), 1 can be regarded as the etymon of Heb. gwr. 

1 .  In Ugaritic, gr J:-myt Jgrt 2 probably means one who dwells on the walls of 
Ugarit. Similarly, gr btll a can mean one who dwells in the temple, possibly as 
a .fugitive. On the other hand, the verb form wgr. nn in CTA, 14  [I K], III, 1 10 
(par. to IV, 212), cannot be interpreted with certainty. The proposed translations 
range all the way from ''surround'' • to ''tarry,'' 6 ''take possession of,'' 8 to 
''attack, strive.'' 7 The verb form tgrgr hardly belongs here. 8 

2. Scholars often refer to the Mesba Inscription 9 for a Moabite passage using 
ger. This account tells how Mesha captured the city of Nebo and killed every
thing: 7000 gbrn wgrn wg.brt wgrt wr�mt. Therefore, it seems little likely that 
grn and grt here mean maJe and female clients, alongside men and women, 10 

for there could hardly have ·been a whole group of independent female clients. 
Presumably grn is to be connected with Heb. gur, and translated ''boys' when 
refe.rring to human beings, wbiJe grt is to be translated ''girls.'' 

3. CIS, I, 86=KAI, 37 contains an example of gr in the sense of ''client'' 
in Phoenician. In the list of expenditures of a temple administration in Kition 
from the fourth or third centuries B.C., grm are mentioned along with klbm in 
A.16 and B.10. It cannot be determined satisfactorily from the context what 

in Ancient Hebrew Laws," HUCA, 26 (1955), 355412, esp. pp. 391-94; K. L. Schmidt, "Is
raels Stellung zu den FremdJingen und Beisassen und Israels Wisseo um seine Fremdling- und 
Beisassenschaft," Jud, 1 (1945), 269-296; K. L. and M.A. Schmidt-R. Meyer, 'l;tapotKoc;," 
TDNT, V, 841-853; G. Stahlin, "�tvoc;," TDNT, V, 1-36; J. de Vries, "Fremde, l. Religions
geschichtlicb," RGGS, 11, 1 124f.; H. WildbeJ'ger, ''Israel un.d sein Land/' EvTh, 16 (1956), 
404-422, esp. pp. 417-420; L',£tranger. Recue,ils de la Societe Jean Bodin, 9110 (1958), esp. 
J. Gilissen, "Le statut des etrangers � la lumicre de l'histoire comparative," 5-57; A. Dor
sinfang-Smets, ·�Les ct rangers dans la societe primitive,'' 59-73; J. Pircnne, "Le statut de 
l'etranger daos l'ancienne Egypte," 93-103; G. Cardascia. ''Le statut de l'etranger dans la 
Mesopotamic ancienne," 105-117; A. Abel, "L'ctranger dans l'Islam classiquc," 331-351. 

1 AHw, 286. 
2 CT A, 32, 27f. 
3 CT A, 19 [I DJ, ITT, 153. 
' AistJcitner. 
5 Jirku. 
s Gordon. 
7 Driver. 
8 CT A, 23, 66 [SS 11, 32]. 
9 KAI, 181.14U. 

10 So .KAI and S. Segert, ArOr, 29 (1961), 240. 
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meaning of gr is to be assumed here. Lidzbarski 11 and more recently van den 
Branden 12 suggest the possibility of interpreting gr in the sense of the Heb. gur 
(as in the Mesha Inscription), here as a catulus= a yo·ung prostitute. As a justifi
cation for this interpretation, it may be pointed out that in the inscription in 
CIS, I, 52, which also comes from Kition, a klb • is mentioned as son of a gr. 
Compound proper names using gr, like gr, grhl, grsmn, grb·r, grhkl, grmlk, 
grmlqrt and grtrmq(r )t, grmskr, grskn, gr st rt, gr�d, and gr�pn indicate that, 
although the word gr certainly means ''protege, client," in Phoenician and Punic, 
it is used primarily of a deity. 

4. Aramaic also knows the root glvr. In Old Aramaic, however, there is no 
example of the use of gwr, for 'gr in 'nh 'gr in Sefire II C,8 is not to be derived 
from gwr ill, ''to fear, be anxious," with KAI, 223, nor from gwr I, ''to establish 
oneself as a protege,'' with Dupont-Sommer, 13 but is to be translated ''I hire 
you,'' With Veenhof, 1� coming from a root 'gr meaning ''to hire." 16 Thus there 
is no evidence for a verb gwr in the Old Aramaic of the inscriptions, but this 
root seems to be well attested in the later Aramaic dialects. 

In Thamudic and Safaitic, the proper names Gwr, Tgr, an.d Gr should be men
tioned. For Nabatean, reference can be made to CTS, Il, 209. A tomb inscription 
(assuming that the usual reading and interpretation of th.is difficult text are 
accepted) mentions the authoress, wfwh, her sisters, daughters, and wgr(y}hm 
klh, ''and all their clients," in line 6 subdivided into male and female. The 
way in which the male and female clients are dependent on or related to the 
authoress as w.fwh is obscure. We also encounter a subst. gyr/gr in the Palmy
renian inscriptions. 16 In 3972, the author of the inscription prays that he and 
all the sons of his house will be gyr-proteges of the deity. In 4035, the author 
prays for his own welfare, the welfare of his sons, wgrli,. ''and his client.'' 3973 
states that the Nabatean lJbaida built two altars and thereby gratefully remem
bered Zebida, gyrh wr�mh, ''his patron and friend.'' Apparently, in Palmyra 
Zebida was a host to the Nabatean soldier.17 Finally, 4218 warns that anyone who 
might venture to open the tomb will have no zr wgr in eternity. Here we find 
the wish that the posterity, patronage, and protection granted by a deity be denied 
to anyone who desecrates the tomb. Of course, one can also interpret gr here 
as client, and note that 3972 mentions the sons of the house along with the 
client� If ''client'' is meant, this inscription shows that it was an honor in Palmyra 
to have clients. It is clear that in Palmyra gr is found in the sense of sojourner, 
client, and patron. Of course, the extent to which the idea of gr is to be inter
preted from Semitic or from Roman-Greek thought is questionable. 

In Jewish Aramaic (esp. in the Jerusalem Targum), Christian Palestinian 

11 LidzNE. 
U A. van den Branden, BMB, 13 (1956), 92. is So still DISO, 49. 
li K. R. Veenhof, BiOr, 20 (1963), 142-44. 
15 Ct also R. Dege� Altaram. Grammatik (1969), 19, 109, 120. 
ie C/S, II, 3972,4; 3973,8; 4035,4; and 4218,5. 
11 Cf. also Cooke, NST, 305. 
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Aramaic, Mandean, and especially Syriac, the root gwr assumes the special 
meaning ''to commit adultery.'' E.g., the substantives gywr and mgyr' still pro
vide evidence for the meaning ' 'proselyte, neighbor,'' in Christian Palestinian 
Aramaic, and so F. Schwally supposes that one has to assume that the original 
meaning was ''to go in to a (female) neighbor." ''This assumes a time when the 
individual was not only a ger to every other clan, but also to every other family'' 
(ldioticon 17). However, one could also imagine that the sojourner lives as 
a person without any intimate connection with the prevailing moral laws, and 
therefore adultery would very easily be attributed to a breach in the relation
ship between two people. In German also, ''fremdgehen" (go foreign) is a syn
onym of ''ehebrechen'' (commit adultery). 

5. The Arabic offers interesting examples inasmuch as the verb gara (a 
median w verb), ''to depart from, commit a crime, transgress,'' means ''to 1be a 
neighbor, to border on," in the third stem, and ''to put under someone's protec
tion,'' in the fourth stem. The subst. gar frequently means ''neighbor,'' but appar
ently belongs to a group of words that have the contrary meaning, and can denote 
''protector, patron,'' along with the more frequently attested meaning ''protective 
companion.'' 18 

6. The root is well attested in South Semitic. Thus, the verb gr is found once 
in Old South Arabic in CIH, 548,1, ''to function as a protege (in the temple).''19 
But the only possible example of a subs!. gr (in Ry 507,10) will not stand up in 
court. Rather, the reading here must be whgrhmw, ''their residents.'' The root 
gwr may appear in a series of proper names. In Ethiopic we find gor, ''neighbor,'' 
tagQwara, 1'to be a neighbor, to border on,'' and geyiir, ''sojourner." 

• 

II. Occurrences in the OT. Disregarding gwr II, ''to attack, strive,'' and 
gwr III, ''to be afraid,'' gwr I occurs in the qal 81 times (including Jgs. 5:17 
and Isa. 54:15b). Of these, 22 passages are found in P and 13 in Jeremiah. A 
hithpolel form appears 3 times in the MT: 1 K. 17:20 says that Elijah dwelt with 
the widow of Zarephath as a ger, ''sojourner'' (mithgorer) ; however, it seems 
likely that the text of Jer. 30:23 should be emended to mithcholel, ''whirling," 
following 23:19 ;  and that we should read yithgodhadhu, ''they cut themselves,'' 
in Hos. 7:14. •0 We may add to this conjecturally Jer. 5:7, where (conversely) 
yithgoraru, ''they sojourned,'' would be an improvement over yithgodhadhu, 
''they trooped.'' 21 The subst. ger occurs 92 times, of which 36 examples are 
found in P (21 times in Lev. alone) and 22 in Deuteronomy. The independent 
ptcp. gar, e.g., in Ps. 105:12; 1 Ch. 16:19; and Job 19:15, is (as the Arab. gar 
shows) the Aramaic-Arabic development from *gawir, while ger retains the Old 
Canaanite sound. 22 We also find a pl. form meghurim, made with a mem-prefix. 

18 Cf. NOldeke, Neue Beilrii.ge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (1910), 73. 
10 Cf. Miiller, 39. 
20 Cf. BHS. 
21 Cf. BHS. 
22 Cf. H. Bauer, Zur Frage der Sprachmischung im Hebriiischen (1924), 26. 
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It belongs to the plural forms that denote an abstract idea. Thus, meghurim 
means "sojourning,'' 23 and occurs 1 1  times, 6 in connection with 'erels, ''land.'' 
Altogether, meghurim appears 7 times in P, once in Ezk. 20:38, and in Ps. 
119:54; Job 18:19; Lam. 2:22; and Sir. 16:8. Finally, another abstract form, 
geruth, meaning ''guest's feudal tenure," is found in Jer. 41 :17. It is doubtful 
that the place names ma'aleh ghur, ''Maale-gur'' (RSV, ''the ascent of Gur," 
2 K. 9:27), gur, ''Gur'' (2 Ch. 26:7), and yaghur, ''Jagur'' (Josh. 15:21), have 
anything to do with the root gur. But it is possible that the proper name gera ', 

''Gera,'' which is worn by three different persons in the OT, is an abbreviation 
of a name formed with gr. 

III. The Legal Position of the ger. In the OT, the ger occupies an inter
mediate position between a native (' ezrach) and a foreigner ( .... ·i�1 nokhr1). He 
lives among people who are not his blood relatives, and thus he lacks the protec
tion and the privileges which usually come from blood relationship and place 
of birth. His status and privileges are dependent ori the hospitality that has played 
an important role in the ancient Near East ever since ancient time. In the early 
period of Israel, the legal position of the ger is comparable with that of the 
metics of Greece, so that (due to certain historical events, e.g.) Canaanites or 
fugitives from the conquered northern kingdom living in Israel were called ger. 
However, under the sign of religious integration, the c6ncept develops more and 
more toward the proselyte, the non-Israelite who becomes an adherent of the 
Yahweh faith. 

1.  Reasons for Becoming a Sojourner. The reasons why someone becomes 
a ger, separates himself from his clan and his home, and places himself under 
the legal protection of another man or group of men, are varied. The most fre
quent reason given in the OT is famine. Thus, Elimelech and his whole family 
move to Moab because of a famine in order to live there as protected citizens 
(Ruth 1 : 1 ) .  Elijah lodges with the widow of Zarephath because of a famine 
(1 K. 17:20). According to 2 K. 8:1,  Elisha sends the woman of Shunem and her 
family to the fertile coastal region because of a threatening famine. Isaac remains 
as a ger with Abimelech of Gerar because of a famine (Gen. 26:3, J). And Israel's 
sojourn in Egypt is traced back to a famine that drove Joseph's brothers to Egypt 
(47:4, J). A similar account is given earlier concerning Abraham (12: 10). 

Military encounters can also force people to lead the life of a ger. Isa. 16:4 
states that the outcasts of Moab seek refuge in Judah or Edom as protected 
citizens. It seems likely that a military encounter between the Canaanite inhabi
tants of Beeroth and the invading Benjaminites is concealed behind the statement 
in 2 S. 4:3 that the original inhabitants of Beeroth had fled to Gittaim in order to 
live there as garim. The Rechabites live as garim in Judah in order to preserve 
the nomadic ideal (J er. 35 :7). In addition, individual distress or bloodguilt can 
cause a person to seek protection and help among foreigners as a ger. Before the 
centralization of the cult, the Levite also could settle down as a ger wherever he 

•a Cf. C. Brockelmann, VG, II, § 29c. 



found a place or a person or group where he could practice his profession (cf. 
Jgs. 17:7,8,9· 19:1 ,1 6; also Dt. 16:1 1,14). 

2. The Position of tire ger in the Monarcl1ical Period. If, as Galling thinks, 
the nucleus of the law of the community in Dt. 23 comes from the end of the pre
monarchical period, it can be established that the treatment here of the question 
whether Edomites and Egyptians can be accepted into the Yahweh community, 
in contrast to Ammonites and Moabites does not h.ave the gerim in mind explicit
ly. In ancient time, however the ger was probably regarded as without nationality, 
and as not fully entitled to become a part of the qahal, ''congregation.'' 

T.he alleged murderer of Saul who gives David an account of Saul's death, 
characterizes himself as the son of an Amalekite ger (2 S. 1 : 13). This statement 
seems to suggest that it is quite possible for a ger to have a family and even to be 
admitted into the Israelite army, although presumably only as a mercenary. Jer. 
4 1 :  17 indicates that in the time of Dav.id the king could entrust a foreigner with 
property, possibly from the royal domain. This passage states that after the 
murder of Gedaliah, Johanan and his people stopped at gerutlz kimham, located 
near Bethlehem in Judah, during their flight toward Egypt. Tbe ancient versions 
did not understand this expression, which appears only in this text. 24 The usual 
interpretation, ''shelter, caravansary or inn," !s hardly conveys tb.e original 
meaning of ger1J1J1. II kimlram is the name of the Gileadite Chimham, whom 
Da.vid brought to his court ju Je.rusalem because of his father Barzillai (cf. 2 S. 
19:32:ff. [3 l ff.] ·  1 K. 2:7), then A. Alt is correct when he contends that gerutlz 
is the term meaning ''a guest's feudal tenure.'' ''Thus, the geri1th of Chimham 
was a guest s feudal tenure from the royal domain for this favorite of the king, 
and the only urprising thing is that a place name, connected so entirely to a 
single situation, continued for centuries. ' 26 As a rule, of course, the protected 
citizen could acquire no property, and thus was left to the legal protection of 
the fully enfranchised citizen. 

According to 1 Ch. 22:2, even under David the protected citizens (gerim), 21 

no doubt primarily the pre-Israelite Canaanite population, were employed as 
tonecutters. 2 Ch. 2: 16f.(1 7f.) tells how Solomon made his protected citizens 

burden-bearers and stonecutters. \Vhen the old Pentateuch sources regard Abra
ham (Gen. 12: 10; 20: 1 ;  2 1 :23 34), Lot ( 1 9:9), Isaac (26:3), Jacob (32:5(4]), 
and Jacob with the brothers of Joseph (47:4 9), as sojourners, the picture that 
is described shows that a ger can have possessions (herds of cattle, manservants, 
and. maidservants). Lot> who dwells as a ger in Sodom, even bas his own house 
(1 9:9). On the other hand Gen. 19:9 also shows that the ger is apparently un
desirable as a judge. The Book of the Covenant contains a specific commandment 
that the ger is not to be oppressed (Ex. 22:20[21 ] ;  23:9). The Sabbath law 
applies to him also (23:12; 20:10). 

2t Cf. P. Volz, Studien zun:t Text du leremia (1920), 281; and BHS. 
2J Ct W. Rudolph. HAT, 12, in loc., and A. Weiser, ATD, XX-XXl, in loc. 
26 K/Scl1r, Ill, 359. 
21 Jn spite of H. P. Smith, JBL, 24 (1905), 29, the text is not to be contested. 
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3. In Deuteronomy. It would seem that the ger plays an. important role in 
Deuteronomy because at the time of the Josianic Reform in 622 e.c., the problem 
of the protected citizen required special attention. According to 2 Ch. 15:9, emi
grants from the northern kingdom (from Ephraim, Manasseh, and Simeon), who 
had taken refuge as protected citizens .in Judah, took part in the gathering of the 
people called by Asa. 2 Cb. 30:25 mentions North Israelite protected citizens in 
Judah as participants in Hezekiah's PassoveT festival (but cf. 2 Ch. 1 1  : 13f.). When 
Dt. 14:29; 16: 1 1 14; 24:17,19,20,21 ;  26:13 ;  and 27: 19 mention the ger along
side orphans and widows, presumably they have in mind fugitives from the 
northern kingdom, who had settled in the southern kingdom from the fall of 
Samaria in 722 B.C. on. To some extent, the ger was reduced to the position of 
a day-laborer (24:14). The forgotten sheaf in the field (24:19), and the gleanings 
in the olive trees and in the vineyards (24:20,21), are allotted to the ger, the 
orphan, and the widow for their special protection. The tithe every three years 
(14:29 = 26:12} also belo.ngs to the ger. The ger is to be treated righteously 
in judgment ( 1 : 16; 24: 17;  27:19). He is mentioned in particular in the Sabbath 
command (5: 14), the Feast of Weeks (16: 1 1), and the Feast of Booths ( 16:14;  
the situation is different in P, cf. Lev. 23:42). According to Dt. 14:21, the ger 
can eat or sell a carcass without blame· but according to Lev. 17 : 15, he is told 
to submit to the rites of cleansing if he has eaten a carcass. Dt. 10:18 says that 
Yahweh loves the ger, and thus gives him food and clothing. Out of this, again 
it is concluded that the Israelites are to love the ger (10: 19), because they them
selves were sojourners in Egypt. 

The Levite is a ger (Dt. 18:6, gar ptcp.). In the list of members of the cultic 
community by rank in Dt. 29: 10( 1 1), the gerim are mentioned as hewers of wood 
and drawers of water. As in 1 Ch. 22:2 and 2 Ch. 2: 16(17) presumably this tex1 
has in mind the pre-Israelite Canaanite population. In the curses announcing the 
downfall of the disoberuent in Dt. 28: 15-46, vv . 43f. announce as a punishment 
that the ger shall mount higher and higher, so that in the end the ger will be the 
head and IsraeJ the tail, i.e., the social order will be turned upside down. Finally, 
when Dt. 3 1 :  12 explicitly states that the ger is to be present for the solemn reading 
of the Jaw, of course it does not mean that the ger was understood absolutely as a 
full-fledged member of the cultjc community, but that he was exposed to the 
demands of the law. 

4. In P. Not only in the old Pentateuch sources, but also in P, Abraham 
(Gen. 17:8; 23:4), Jacob (28:4), Isaac (35:27; 37:1), and Esau and Jacob (36:7) 
are designated as gerim (cf. also Ex. 6:4). This makes it clear on the one hand 
that in. P also ger was still understood absolutely in the old sense of protected 
citizen, and on the other band that the acquisition of the land of Canaan is made 
theologically relative. 

In texts in the Priestly Code, the law concerning the n1atstsotl11 ''unleavened 
bread," in Ex. 12 : 19  is appljed to the ger as well as the native. The ger (assuming 
he bas been circumcised) can and should celebrate the supplementary Passover, 
as well as the n.ative Israelite (Ex. 1 2:48f.). Even the ordinance concerning the 
Passover in Nu. 9 : 14 explicitly states that here, too, one and the same statute 
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shall apply to the ger and the native. It  is that much more surprising, then, when 
Ex. 12:45 excludes the tashablz from the Passover feast. Presumably, this text 
bas in mind the uncircumcised foreigner. The ger is also included in the festival 
of the great Day of Atonement (Lev. 16:29). Only from the fact that the ger is not 
explicitly mentioned in the Feast of Booths (23:43) can one conclude that a ger 
is understood as a protected citizen in contrast to some other type of person in 
Israelite society, as is the case elsewhere in P. When Lev. 23:42 explicitly invites 
the native in Israel to celebrate the Feast of Booths, one may conclude that the 
protected citizen js excluded from this festival. The historical reason for dwelling 
in booths (23:43) helps us understand why the Feast of Booths was celebrated 
without the ger .. 28 Thus, in contrast to Dt. 16: 14, where the ger is invited to 
participate in the Feast of Booths, Lev. 23 occupies a more cautious position. 

According to Lev .. 17:8f., the protected citizen is also threatened with the 
death penalty if he offers an illegitimate sacrifice, i.e., a sacrifice to foreign gods. 
''Here, as elsewhere in P, it is certainly no longer the person living outside his 
family or tribe that is contrasted with the 'house of Israel', but the foreig.n.er who 
for some reason has been driven from his home and now seeks admission into 
the Yahweh community.'' 29 Both the Israelite and the protected citizen are 
strongly forbidden to eat blood (17: 10,12,13}. The appendix in 17:15f. requires 
every native OI protected citizen who has eaten anything that has died or been 
tom to undergo a special cleansing. The allowing of cleansing in such cases 
means that the old strict regulation that the flesh of an animal torn by a wild 
beast must be cast to the dogs (Ex. 22:30(3 1]) experienced a basic alleviation, 
but it also indicates that the permission to give a carcass to the protected citizen 
or foreigner (Dt. 14:21) is restricted in that now the ger also is subject to the 
laws of purification. 30 When the law concerning sexual intercourse with various 
relatives forbidden by marriage (Lev. 18:6-17) and sins of unchastity (18: 18-23) 
is explicitly understood to apply to both native and immigrant (gerim) in 18:26, 
this would seem to be particularly relevant to whether the ger was allowed to 
participate in the cult. The ger is regarded largely as a proselyte. The same is 
true of Lev. 20:2, which states that any Israelite or protected citizen dwelling in 
Israel who sacrifices any of his children to Molech must be put to death. The 
ger is also included in the rites of cleansing with the ashes of the red heifer, which 
are made necessary by defilement caused by a person touching a dead person 
(Nu. 19). 

Although the law concerning asylum in Dt 19: 1-13 does not mention the 
ger, Josh. 20:9 and Nu.35 : 1 5  emphasize that the six asylum cities are also re
garded as cities of refuge for the ger. In P the ger is one of the persons that is 
not to be oppressed (Lev. 19:33). He is mentioned in connection with the poor 
in Lev. 19:10 (cf. also 23:22 and 25:6). At the same time, however, one stratum 
in P knows of the ger who bas gained possession and wealth, possibly by business 
or trade. 31 If an Israelite must sell himself as a slave to a protected citizen (ger) 

2 Cf. Elliger, HAT, 4, 323. 
29 Ibid., 227. 
so Ibid., 229. 
:n Ibid., 359. 
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or a sojourner (toshabh) or to a member of the family of a protected citizen, he 
may be redeemed {25:47f.). 

The regulations concerning sacrifice in Lev. 1-7 do not explicitly mention the 
ger. This may be because to some extent the laws come from an early period 
when the ger, if he was an immigrant foreigner, was not allowed to participate 
in the cult. However, when, the ger is mentioned in connection with the treatment 
of the quality of a sacrifice in Lev. 22:17-33, and when Nu. 15, in supplements 
to the regulations concerning sacrifice (Nu. 15: 14,15 [twice],16,26,29,30) ex
plicitly states that the ger has the same rights as the native, and that the expiatory 
power of the sin-offering is also given to the ger who lives in the midst of the 
whole community of th� Israelites, again it is quite clear that in late strata of P 
the ger is the fully integrated proselyte. Therefore, in this portion of P one should 
regard all laws as also applicab.le to the ger, even if he is not explicitly mentioned. 
And this means that the ger has his place in the community as a proselyte by 
circumcision and mode of life. 

5. In Proplietic Texts. It is surprising that the ger plays a very subordinate 
role in prophetic preaching. Amos and Hosea, Isaiah and Micah, do not deal 
with the problem of the protected citizen in any detail. This is even more remark
able because these prophets are not silent about the oppression of the weak, but 
lament antisocial behavior. Jeremiah, e.g., in his temple sermon (Jer. 7:6; 22:3), 
mentions the ger in reiterating the old appeal to treat the economically weak with 
respect. Orphan, widow, and ger are not to be oppressed or treated violently 
(cf. also Zee. 7:10 and Mal. 3:5). The emigration. to Egypt due to anxiety over 
Nebuchadnezzar is defined more explicitly by the verb gur Q.er. 42:15,17,22; 
43:2; 44:8,12,14,(28]). According to Jer. 43:5, those who returned from foreign 
countries to the land of I udah as protected citizens settle down, but they move to 
Egypt because they are afraid that a Babylonian expedition will come to Judah 
to punish them. 

The subst. ger occurs five times in Ezekiel (14:7; 22:7,29; 47:22,23), and in 
three of these passages it is expanded by the participle of gur (14:7; 47:22,23). 
We may add to this one occurrence of meghurim. in 20:38. In Ezk. 14:7, in a 
passage that recalls the casuistic laws which have already been encountered six 
times in the Holiness Code (Lev. 17:3,8,10,13; 20:2; 22:18), the ger is mentioned 
as having equal rights with the Israelite, and thus as a participant in the cult. 
Ezekiel's purpose here is to turn ''the house of Israel'' away from idolatry. ger 
here probably aJready denotes the proselyte, who was in danger of practicing 
idolatry when he first became a proselyte. Only in Ezk. 20:38 does the expresl"' 
sion 'erets meghurim, ''land of sojoumings,'' denote the land of exile (cf. shene 
hithgoreram, ''the years of their exile,'' in CD A 4:5). In the other passages where 
this expression occurs, which are in P (Gen. 17:8; 28:4; 36:7; 37:1 ;  Bx. 6:4), it 
''denotes the land of promise which had not yet been given to the fathers.'' 32 

In Ezk. 22:7 the ger is listed with the widow and fatherless, and in 22:29 with 
the poor and needy, as persons who bad been treated unjustly. The addition in 

32 Zimmerli, BK, XIII, 456. 
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Ezk. 47:22f. is of particular interest. According to this passage, the ger who 
begets children, i.e., has a family, is to be taken into consideration in the new 
allotment of the land. He is" to receive an inheritance in the territory of the tribe 
in which he settles down, and thus he is to be integratl'd into that tribe. Here a 
change of meaning takes place. The ger is the proselyte who has joined the 
Yahweh community in Babylon, and is regarded as having equal rights with the 
Israelite. 33 

6. In Other Texts. In the decree of Cyrus in Ezr. 1:2-4, the Jew who dwells 
in a foreign society is called a ger in contrast to the people of the place, i.e., non
Jews. Here, therefore (Ezr. 1:4), the ger is not the proselyte, but the protected 
citizen. In many passages, e.g., Isa. 1 1 :6 ;  Ps. 5 :5(4); or Lam. 4: 15, commentaries 
and translations assume that gur has the general meaning, ''to dwell, tarry." 
However, it is also possible to get a deeper understanding in these passages if 
the meaning of ger is kept in mind when translating gur. Thus the figure in Isa. 
11 :6  is improved: the wolf is the protected citizen of the lamb. 

7. toshabh. It is not easy to determine the distinction between toshabh and 
ger. toshabh, the nominal form of yashabh, ''to dwell,'' formed with the prefixed 
t, occurs 1 1  times in P (Gen. 23:4; Ex. 12:45; Lev. 22:10; 25:6,23,35,40,45,47 
[twice] ; Nu. 35:15), and elsewhere only in Ps. 39: 13(12} and 1 Ch. 29:15 (the 
place name, ''Tishbe,'' is to be read in 1 K. 17:1, following the LXX). Since the 
toshabh, ''stranger,'' is usually mentioned in connection with the ger, ''protected 
citizen," and apparently ger vethoshabh (RSV, ''a stranger and a sojourner'') 
(Gen. 23:4; Lev. 25:23,35,47 [twice); Nu. 35:15) is to be regarded as a hendiadys, 
it is clear that these two terms were understood as closely connected. This also 
applies to Ps. 39: 13(12) and 1 Ch. 29:15, where these two words are used in 
parallelism. Although toshabh is twice defined more precisely by the participle 
of gur (Lev. 25:6,45), and although the copula is missing in the MT of Lev. 
25:47b, this can only mean that the distinction between ger and toshabh was 
not always recognized. Presumably toshabh denotes, ''from the economic stand
point, the same man that is called a ger when speaking of his legal status, and 
thus one who, without any property of his own, is taken in by a fully enfranchised 
Israelite citizen." 34 In Lev. 25:6,40; Ex. 12:45; and Lev. 22:10, the toshabh 
appears in conjunction with the sakhir, ''hired laborer.'' If the stranger (toshabh) 
and the day-laborer (sakhir) are excluded from participation in the Passover Feast 
in Ex. 12:45, but the ger (if he has been circumcised, Ex. 12:48) of Nu. 9:14 can 
and must participate in it, then toshabh is certainly understood merely as a for
eigner, thus a non-Israelite and a nonproselyte. 

IV. Specific Theological Considerations. 

1. Yahweh is called a ger only one time in the OT. In a popular lament, 
presumably taken up and quoted by Jeremiah, Yahweh is asked, ''Why shouldst 

as Ibid., 12181. 
'4 Elliger, HAT, 4, 293f. 
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thou be like a stranger in the land, like a wayfarer who turns aside to tarry for 
a night?'' (Jer. 14:8). The drought that burdens the people moves them to make 
a pilgrimage and to ask Yahweh to show himself to be a helper God. Palestine 
is his dwelling place, which he gave to Israel as an 'erets meghurim, ''land of 
sojoumings, '' and in it be is like a foreigner, who does not care for the land. 

2. The Israelites are commanded to treat the protected citizen kindly (Dt. 
10:19; cf. Ex.22:20(21]; 23:9), because they know what it is to be a ger (nephesli 
hagger, ''the soul [heart] of a stranger''). Since the Israelites were foreigners in 
Egypt (Dt, 23:8[7]; 26:5; Isa. 52:4; Ps. 105:23; 1 Ch. 16: 19), they have the re
sponsibility of extending the law of loving their neighbor as themselves (Lev. 
19: 18) to the ger: ''The protected citizen who sojourns with you shall be to you 
as the native among you, and you shall love him as yourself; for you were pro
tected citizens (gerim) in the land of Egypt: I am the Lord yoo·r God'' (Lev. 
19:34). 

3. Like the orphan and widow with whom he is mentioned in Ex. 22:20f. 
(21f.); Dt. 10: 18;  14:29; 16: 1 1,14; 24:17,19,20,21 ;  26: 13; 27:19; Jer. 7:6; 22:3; 
Ezk. 22:7; Zee. 7: 10; Mal. 3:5; Ps. 94:6; and 146:9, the ger is in special need 
of protection. Israel's God is his protective Lord. It is a sin to oppress and assault 
the ger. 

4. The idea that man simply lives the life of a ger here on earth is of special 
significance. Thus, the psa.lmist knows that he is only a ger, ''guest," and a 
toshabh, ''sojourner," before Yahweh, li.ke all his fathers (Ps. 39: 13(12]; Luther: 
''your pilgrim and your citizen''). The same idea is expressed in Ps. 1 19: 19: ''I 
am a ger on earth.'' Here it must be asked what is meant by ba"arets. It seems 
likely that in this passage • erets denotes the land of Palestine, and not the earth 
in general. In any case, Lev. 25:23 shows that the Israelites knew that Yahweh 
alone is owner of the land, and thus they can only be hereditary tenants of his 
possession, ''who, like a protected citizen and stranger who has taken up his 
abode among them, has no power to dispose of the la.nd alloted to them.'' 35 
In a pt=ayer before the assembly, David says that all riches come from God, ''for 
we are strangers before thee, and sojourners, as all our fathers were'' (1 Ch. 
29:15). The distress of earthly existence leads to the recognition that God must 
support and help man like a patron, or else man will be lost. 

D. Kellermann 

3� Ibid., 354. 
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Secular Usage. Ill. Theological Usage: 1. Casting Lots 
"Before Yahweh"; 2. The Lot Oracle; 3. The Lot Ordeal; 4. Figurative Religious Meaning 
in the OT; 5. Change of Meaning i.n the Qamran Literature. 

L Etymology. Presumably goral means small stones that were used in con
nection with lot casting. The terms that describe the actual casting of lots suggest 
this meaning, because the lots were cast (yadhah: Ob. 1 1 ;  Nah. 3: 10), were made 
to fall,. or fell to the earth (naphal, Ezk. 24:6; Jonah l :7; Neb. 10:35 [Eng. v. 34]; 
1 1 : 1 ;  1 Ch. 24:31 ;  etc.). The phrases that speak of the lot being shaken (tu/ in the 
hopbal, Prov. 16:33) and coming out (yatsa·, Nu. 33:54; Josh. 19:1,17,24,32,40; 
21 :4; 1 Ch. 24:7; 25:9; 26: 14) indicate that previously the lots were kept in a 
container. But the OT does not mention a specific vessel in which they were 
kept. Usually the lot was made when it was needed, or was carried in the 
pocket of a person's garment. Here the lot was shaken and ''made to come out.'' 
A comparison with the Arabic also shows that lots were probably made of small 
stones: garila, ''to be stony ';  garal, ''stony ground''; garwal, ''gravel, small 
sto.ne. '' 1 In light of religio-hlstorical parallels, it is also possible that they were 
made of small pieces of wood; the pre-Islamic Arabs used wooden arrows with
out points 2 (Ezk. 21 :26(21);  Hos. 4:12). Moreover, wood and ston.e could easily 

goral. J. Doller, Die Wahrsagerei im AT. BZ/r, 10/11-12 (19-23); W. Dommersbauscn. 
"Das 'Los' in der alttestame:ntlicbcn Theologic," TrThZ, 80 (1971), 195-206; F. Dreyfus, 
''Le theme de l'beritage dans l'AT," RSPT# 42 (19-S8), 3-49; 0. Eissfeldt. ''Wahrsagu.ng im 
AT," K/Schr, IV (1968), 271-75; K. Elliger, "Bphod nnd Choschen," YT, 8 (1958), 19-35; 
T. Fahd, La divination arabe. Erudes re/igieuses, sociologiques et /olkloristiques sur le n1illeu 
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Meeti.ng',0 HUCA, 18 (1943144), 1-17; F. Notscber, Zur thtol. Terminologie der Qumran
Tute. BBB, 10 (1956), 169-173; R. Press, "Das Ordal im alten Israel," ZAW, 51 (1933), 12 1-
140, 227-255; K. H. Reogstorf, "The Concept of 'Goral' in the DSS," Torbit., 3512 (1 965f.), 
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be made into lots and were accessible everywhere. According to 1 Ch. 26:13-16, 
lots (certainly made of stone) were marked to indicate the gates that were to be 
assigned to various groups of gatekeepers, whether on the east side, north side, 
etc. • In Late Egyptian, grl, ''lot," appears as a juridical term. • 

II. Secular Usage. In everyday life, people frequently used the lot, especially 
if they wanted to make an impartial decision. Furthermore, it was easy to use 
the lot, its use hardly required an interpretation, and it was relatively secure 
against manipulation. Lot casting was practiced in the secular realm. Primarily 
it had the character of chance and luck, even if sometimes it was believed that 
God was the one who made the decision in a particular case (Prov. 16:33). 

The OT writers frequently mention the lot in connection with distributing 
goods, especially ''booty'' in the broadest sense of the word. The one making 
the complaint in Ps. 22:19(18) sees that the ''enemies'' persecuting Jiim are 
already counting on his death. They have taken his garments, and divide them 
up as their booty by casting lots. According to Sir. 14:15, the descendants divide 
up the hereditary property by casting lots (cf. al�o Prov. i8:18). Behind Prov. 
1 : 14 lies the custom thieves had of dividing up their booty by casting lots. 

Lot casting was also a commonly used method in martial law. According to 
Nah. 3:10; Ob. 11;  and Joel 4:2f.(3:2f.), victors in war disposed of the people 
and their property by casting lots. Ezk. 24:6 could refer to the carrying off of 
the inhabitants of J erusalern in 587 B.c., which was done indiscriminately (pos-

• • 

sibly in contrast to those that were carried off in 597 B.c.). Finally, Job compares 
his heartless friends with men who treat persons like things: when helpless or
phans are brought to them as a pledge, they see to it that they are sold by casting 
lots (Job 6:27). 

Tasks and services were also determined by casting lots. This is the way the 
Levites arranged the service at the various gates of the temple (1 Ch. 26: 13-16), 
and how the priests and singers arranged their service at the sanctuary (1 Ch. 
24f.). The lot was used under Nehemiah to determine the sequence in which 
the various individual families were to provide the firewood for the altar (Neh. 
10:35[34]). Also under Nehemiah it was decided that not only the leaders of the 
people would be allowed to live in Jerusalem, but also a tenth of the rest of.the 
people. The latter consisted partly of volunteers and partly of those who were 
compelled to live in the holy city by the process of casting lots (Neh. l l : lf.). 

The book of Esther states twice that Harnan, the enemy of the Jews, cast lots 
in order to determine a favorable time for the massacre of the Jews (Est. 3 :7 ;  
9:24). In light of 3:7, it seems that this was the method used to determine the 
time: Haman cast two lots for each day (one negative and the other positive), 
until finally he received an affirmative reply on the thirteenth day, and then for 
each month, until he hit upon the month of Adar . 

• 

• Cf. Lindblom, 168. 
< GesB, 135; not in WbA"S. 
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Ill. Theological Usage. 

1 .  Casting Lots ''Before Yahweh." The OT gives particular consideration 
to casting lots "'before Yahweh.'' In other words. Israel is convinced that God 
bolds the fate of man io his hands and reveals his will immediately and unambigu
ously through lot casting. 6 Therefore, the people of God in the OT regard lot 
casting as a sacral act. They inquire of Yahweh in both public and private affairs 
(e.g., Ex. 18:15; 33:7; Jgs. l : l f.; etc.). Along with dreams and prophetic oracles 
(cf. 1 S. 28:6), the lot is regarded as the answer and final decision of Yahweh, 
against which there is no appeal. Of course, it is uncertain how many of the 
numerous inquiries of Y abwe.h were actually answered by casting lots. 

The main intention of the 'Priestly'' authors in Josh. 18-20 is to declare that 
the distribution and allotment of the land was undertaken by Yahweh himself. 
They state that this was done at the central sanctuary in Shiloh, at the door of 
the tabernacle, and frequently emphasize th.at Joshua, the ,priest Eleazar, and 
the beads of the families ca.st lots ''before Yahweh'' (Josh. 18:6,8,10; 19:51 ;  
21 : 1f.,8; on the allotment of the land, cf. Nu. 26:55f.; 33:54; 34: 13; 36:2f. · Josh. 
13:6; 14:1f.; 23:4; 1 Ch. 6:39,46,48,50(54,61,63,65]; Ezk. 45 : 1 ;  47:22; 48:29; 
Isa. 34: 17). Dalman thinks there were two steps in the process of distributing the 
land. 6 First, it was decided what territory was to be given to each tribe (cf. Josh. 
15: 1). The size of the territory given to each tribe was determined by the number 
of families or conscripted soldiers belonging to it. Then, secondly, the territory 
belonging to each tribe was distributed among the individual families {cf. the 
stereotyped formula in Josh. 18 and 19: ''The lot came out for the tribe of . . .  
according to its families''). Possibly two containers, from which the marked lot 
stones were drawn, were used. One container had the stones with the names of 
the various territories on them, and the other the stones with the names of the 
individual families. 

According to Lev. 16, the high priest is to present two goats ''before Yahweh'' 
at the door of the tent of revelation (certainly in a special rite). Then, by casting 
lots, he is to ascertain which goat God wishes for himself, and which goat be 
wishes to be sent away to the wilderness demon, Azazel. The procedure used in 
casting lots here bas been explained as follows: The priest puts two lot stones 
into a container with the names or symbols of Yahweh and Azazel upon them, 
and shakes it before the first goat. The lot stone that comes up ("a/ali) first des
ignates this goat for its special purpose. The goat selected for Yahweh is offered 
as a sin-offering, while the other is loaded with human guilt and driven far off 
into the wilderness, and there he dies with the sin. 7 

Jgs. 19-21 tells of thP crime of the people of Gibeah in Benjamin. The tribes 
of Israel assemble at the Mizpah sanctuary to decide what to do about Gibeah. 
and the lot plays a role in this decision. Because of the brevity of the statement 
in 20:9b, it is impossible to determine very precisely what was suppo ed to be 
determined by the casting of the lot. The next verse would seem to indicate that 

o Heinisch. Theo/OT (trans. 19.57). 160. 
6 G. Dalman, AuS, II, 42. 
7 Cf. Elliger, RAT, 4, 212f. 
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it was used to determine which soldiers would fight and which would carry the 
• • 

provisions. 

2. The Lot Oracle. In the sacral realm, the lot was also used in connection 
with the oracle and the ordeal. In ancient Israel, the lot oracle is a legitimate, 
priestly means of inquiring of Yahweh. 8 It is used not so much to look into the 
future as to bring ooe,s own deeds into conformity with the instruction of God. 
E.g., in Nu. 27:21 Israel is instructed to carry on its campaigns according to 
Yahweh's regulations, which the priest seeks by means of the Urim-lot. 

Urim here stands as pars pro toto for the exclusive priestly lot of the Urim and 
Tliummim. At the present stage of research, it is thought that originally the Urim 
and Thummim were two cubic stones, one white and the other b1ack, which re
presented the answers ''Yes'' or ''No." 9 Accordingly, questions designed to 
receive a positive or negative answer were characteristically asked in connection 
with the Urirn and Thummim. It is usually thought that one of these stones was 
made of limestone and the other of basalt. The words 'cUrim'

, 
and ''Tbummim'1 

cannot be explained etymologically from the Hebre\\f vocabulary. Israel took 
them over from foreign people dwelling in the land of Canaan, but ·we do .not 
know the language from which they were taken. The mimation indicates that 
they are very old� 10 

Later, we are told that Saul inquired of Yahweh because of the Philistines, 
but Yahweh did not answer him, ''either by dreams, or by Urim or by prophets'' 
(1 S. 28:6). Between the period of the judges and that of the time of David, 
the Bible relates several instances in which men inquired. of God. Although it 
cannot be proved, it is natural to assume that the Uriin and Thummim were 
used as a means of receiving an oracle when the questions were asked in such a 
way as to expect a positive or negative answer (Jgs. 18:5f.; 20:26ff.; 1 S. 23:2; 
2 s. 5:19). 

1 S. 23 and 30 refer to still another means of obtaining an oracle, viz., the 
ephod C ephodh). In both instances, David asks the priest Abiathar to bring the 
epbod to him that be might inquire of Yahweh. (Cf. 1 S. 14: 18, LXX.) 

There is still no convincing solution to the problem of the ephod. The main 
difficulty is that this word denotes different things in the OT. It is quite probable 
that the root word means ''clothes'' in the broadest sense of the word, thus some 
sort of material that goes around a person or an object (Jgs. 8:24-27; 17:5). This 
must have had a large pocket or receptacle of some sort in which the lot stones 
were kept, when ephod is used to mean an instrument for obtaining an oracle. 1 S. 
21 : 10(9) must aJso have in mind a garment with a pocket that held the lots used 
for divination. This garment stood upright, and was large enough to hide some-• 
thing behind it, for the text states that ''the sword of Goliath . . .  is behind the 
epbod. '' L-ater (in P), the ephod is a part of the offic.ial garments of the high, priest. 
Here it is more of a garment wo.m around the shoulders, but a fundamental part 

8 A. Cody, A History of OT Priesthood. AnBibl, 35 (1969). 13f. 
9 Cf. E. Lipi6.ski, "'Urim and Tummim,u YT, 20 (1970), 495f. 

10 A. Jirku, Bibi, 34 (1953), 78ff. 
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of this garment is a breast pocket (choshen) with the Urim and Thummim. u The 
oldest texts of the OT refer to an • ephodh badh, ''a linen ephod,'' which is a 
short garment that a priest girds about himself (1 S. 2:18;  22: 18; 2 S. 6: 14). 

Thus, inquiring of the oracle-epbod with the lot stones is not basically dif
ferent from using the Urim and Thummim. This conclusion is confirmed by 
the method that David uses in asking questions when he consults the ephod: Will 
Saul come down? Will the people hand me over? Shall I pursue them? \Viii they 
overtake me? (1 S. 23: 1 l f.;  30:8). The questions are phrased so that they can be 
answered ''Yes , or '' o. 

,, The answers that are quoted are certainly expanded 
statements of the answers that actually came from the oracle, which were simply 
''Yes.'' 

3. The Lot Ordeal. The lot oracle is dominated by the belief that God's 
wisdom determines the present and future actions of men. By way of contrast, 
the lot ordeal is related to man's past actions, and makes the omniscient God 
the guarantor that the truth wiJl be found. Other nations in the ancient Near 
East also used the ordeal (cf. the heathen sailors in Jonah 1 :7). The cultic lot 
ordeals of the Bible are not private matters, but always pertain to the whole 
people. Sometimes they are used to expose a guilty person but sometimes to 
determine the one whom God had blessed. When Achan brought guilt on hi.mself 
and the entire Israelite army by embezzling devoted things, God commanded 
Joshua to cast lots in order to determine the identity of the Jawbreaker (Josh. 
7 � 1 3f.). The same procedure is used in choosing Saul as king in 1 S. 10:20f. The 
circle of possible candjdates becomes narrower and. narrower until the choice is 
made. In both instances, the word lakhadh, ''to take,'' is used to describe the 
person on whom the Jot fa]Js. However, the text of these two passages gives no 
detajJed information as to what technique of lot casting was used or whether the 
Urim and Thummim were employed. A third instance of .a cultic lot ordeal is 
related in 1 S. 14:41f. During a military campaign Jonathan, like Acban trans
gresses a command, the violation of which placed one under a curse, and thus 
brings the wrath of God upon himself and the army. In order to determine who 
has aroused God's anger, Saul resorts to the lot ordeal. The LXX expands v. 41,  
and interprets the lot casting procedure as having been done with the holy lots, 
the Urim and Tbummim. The MT reads tamim, ''completeness perfection,'' 
in Saul's ordeal prayer, while the LXX read tummim, ''Thummim." The use 
of the lot ordeal in connection with the king and the people is theologically 
significant. Saul thinks that the guilty party will be designated by Yahweh, and 
that he must be delivered over to the predetermined punishme.nt for his trans
gression. The people, indeed, acknowledge that Jonathan is guilty, but they plead 
that .he not be punished because of the special service be had rendered. In the 
final analysis the voice of the people is the voice of God, because Jonathan 
slew the Philistines ''with God.'' ''Here the manifestation of the will of God 
stands over against the manifestation of the will of God.'' 12 This episode shows 

11 Cf. W. Eicbrodt, TheolOT, I (trans. 1965), 113f. 
12 H. W. Hertzberg, ATD, X, 93. 
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clearly the great uncertainty that was prevalent in this period with regard to 
understanding the divine plan. While the lot always played a certain role in 
the daily life of the Israelites, the ceremonial lot casting bef oJe Y ah web and in 
the sanctuary was gradually replaced by prophetic preaching and priestly inter
pretation of the Torah (cf. Hos. 4:12; Sir. 33:3). 13 The lot oi:acle also seems to 
have come to an end with the exile, although the Talmud states that it ceased 
with Solomon (Mishnah Sota ix.12). :L._ At the time of the composition of the 
Priestly Code, the Urim and Thummim had certainly already lost their original 
function, and are ·included among the garments of the high priest as symbols of 
his judicial authority (Ex. 28:30; Lev. 8:8; Dt. 33:8; Ezr. 2:63; Neb. 7:65; Sir. 
45:10). 

4. FiguraJive Religious Meaning in the OT. Yahweh had once allotted the 
land to the individual tribes and families of his people by means of casting lots. 
It is easy to understand then that a parcel of land apportioned by lot casting 
was itself called a ''lot�'' Thus, Yahweh's great deed of giving the land is kept in 
memory by this technical term, and provides the basis for the spiritualization 
of this term. 1s ''Lot'' appears with the meaning ''land, territory (territorial 
boundary),'' in Josh. 15:1;  16: 1 ;  17:1,14,17; Ps. 125:3; Mic. 2:5. 

In Ps. 16:5f., the word ''lot'' is used figuratively of the fate of man, which 
God holds in his bands. The worshipper can trust in Yahweh, because God is 
the ground of bis existence. The same idea is also expressed by the synonyms 
-+ p?n cheleq (possession), -+ ?:m chebhel (measuring cord), and � n?nl nach0/ah 
(inheritance) all of which originally referred to casting lots for the land. In Wisd. 
2:9, also, ''lot'' (Gk. kllros) denotes the individual ''lot'' in life of the unrestrained 
hedonist. 

In the prophetic doom oracle in Isa. 57:3-6, he who pr.actices idolatry is 
threatened with a corresponding punishment: the fate of the accused takes place 
where he sjnned. Here, ''lot'' in the sense of fate also includes a retribution which 
the Lord apportions to the ungodly. The retributive nature of the lot is also 
expressed in the woe against Assyria in lsa. 17: 14. The sudden destruction of 
the enemy army is ''the lot of those that plundered and despoiled Israel.'' Ac
cording to Jer. 13:20-27, Yahweh's punitive retribution will come upon the 
wanton woman, Jerusalem. She will be reviled for her adulterous deeds. Spiritual 
qualities or, quite generally the blessing of God stand in the foreground of the 
remunerative retribution in Ben Sira (Sir. 1 1  :22). Punitive retribution is an
nounced as a threatening principle (25:19). Dnl. 12:13 is an exhortation to Daniel 
to look forward confidently to his lot at the end, since he will certainly be raised 
to everlasting life. The LXX confirms the idea of escbatological retribution when 
it renders ''lot'' here by ''glory'' (d6xa). Wisd. 3:14 and 5:5 also promise the 
righteous a joyful reward in the hereafter. 

13 Eissfeld� KISchr, IV, 272. 
1• Cf. Robertson, 69f. 
16 Renner, 39-71; Dreyfus, 13ff. 

• 
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In ancient Jewish literature, tbe ''lot'
, 

is also used figuratively. E.g., the line 
of thought begun in Dnl. 12:13 is continued in 1 Enoch (37:4; 48:7; 58:5). 

5. Chrnge of Meaning in the Qumran Literature. In the Qumran texts, goral 
is used exclusively in the figurative sense. When it means ''punishment' and 

reward ' ( 'retribution•'), there is a distinction between a goral qedhoshim (''lot 
of the saints,'' lQS 1 1 :7), a goral 'olam (''everlasting destiny," 1QH 3:22), as 
well as a goral 'or (''lot of light," describing a life in light, 1QM 13:9) and a 
goral 'apli (''destiny of wrath,'' judgment of wrath, lQH 3:27f.). 

goral also experiences a change in meaning in the Qumran literature from 
what is found in the OT or in Rabbinic literature. Thus, goral can mean ''a 
decision, a resolutio�'' which is made without casting lots (1QS 5:3; 6: 16,18,22; 
9:7; CD 13:4). And from this meaning, it is transferred to the rank (office) 
granted by the decision. (lQS 1 : 10; 2:23; lQSa 1 :9,20). Furthermore, it denotes 
the community (party, adherents) in which a decision is binding: goral ·el = the 
party of God (1QS2:2; 1QM 1 :5;  15 : 1 ;  17:7); goral 'emeth = the adherents of 
truth (1QM 13:1.2); goral beliyya·al = the followers of Belia! (lQS 2:5; lQM 
1 :.5); and goral choslzekh = the men of darkness (lQM 1 : 1 1). 

1QM 1 : 13  (three lots; cf. 17: 16) and 1 : 14 (the seventh lot) are obscure; per
haps they have to do with a military formation. 16 

Dommershausen 
1a Notscher, 173. 

Contents: L Etymology, Meaning. Il. OT Linguistic Usage. lll. Specific Theological 
Usage. 

I. Etymology, Meaning. The root gzl appears not only in biblical and post
biblical Hebrew, but also in other Semitic languages, including Ugaritic (in proper 
names), 1 Phoenician (ngzlt, ''to be tom down''), Aramaic (e.g., Syr. gelaz, ''to 
snatch away, .steal•'), and Arabic (gaza/a, 'fto cut off''). 2 On the basis of the 
occurrences of this root in the various Semitic languages, it can be assumed that 
its original meaning was ''to snatch away violently.'' 

IL OT I.inguistic Usage. In the OT, the root gzl is found in verb forms of 
the qal and niphal, and in the derivative nouns gezel, gatel, and gezelah. The OT 
confirms the original meaning ''to snatch away violently," especially in three 
passages: 2 S. 23:21 (par. 1 Ch. 1 1 :23); Mic. 3:2; and Job 24:9, which speak of 

1 Sec WUS, No. 641. 
2 Cf. Ges/J, KBL. 
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snatching a spear out of the hand of an enemy, tearing the skin off (the body 
of) a man, and. snatching the fatherless child from his mother's breast, respec
tively. gz]., whose meaning to some extent approximates the ideas suggested by 
-. :>» ganabh, ''to steal,' c/zataph, ''to seize,'' -+ ce'D pasha{, ''to strip off, flay,'' 
-+ l.il nahagh, ''to drive Off," and -+ TT:::I bazaz, ''to spoil, plunder," cJearly de-
scribes the forceful tearing away of an object from its owner or its place by a 
person or persons who are stronger than the object or its owner. Then, as is 
clear from its occasional connection with legal themes and from Mic. 3:2 and 
Job 24:9, g.zl usually denotes an illegal action which manifests power and over
comes a person or a thing. This is also evident from the fact that the word -+ i'" 
·ashaq, ''to oppress, extort," or ·osheq, ''oppression, extortion,'' is frequently 
used in connectio.n with the root gzl {cf. Lev. 5:23 [Eng. 6:4]; 19:13;  Dt. 28:29; 
Jer. 21 : 12; 22:3; EzJc. 18:18;  22:29; Mic. 2:2; and also Lev. 5:21 [6:2]; Ps. 62: 1 1  
[ 10] ;  Eccl. 5:7[8]). 

Thus, as an action affecting a specific object (sometimes with a more explicit 
statement concerning its separation from the place or person to whom it belongs: 
using a prepositional phrase with min-Gen. 3 1 :3 1 ;  Dt. 28:31 ;  cf. also 2 S. 23:21 = 
par. 1 Ch. 1 1 :23; Mic. 3:2; and Job24:9; or the acc.-Isa. 10:2, unless bammishpat, 
''in justice," is the correct reading here), gz]. denotes a powerful, unlawful snatch
ing away or stealing of people (Gen. 31 :31 :  daughters· Jgs. 2 1 :23: wives), animals 
(Dt. 28:31 :  ass; Job 24:2: flocks; see also Mal. 1 : 1 3  [pass. ptcp.] :  what has been 
taken [ = the sacrificial animal)), and things (Gen. 2 1  :25: well of water; Mic. 2:2: 
fields; Job 20:19: houses). In the last grou.p, the emphasis lies especially on the 
powerful and unjust acquisition o.f these things. 

In the figurative sense, gzl denotes the removal of justice (Isa. 10:2; cf. Eccl. 
5:7[8]), and, without any legal emphasis, robbing one of sleep (Prov. 4:16), and. 
the taking away or absorption of snow water (Job 24:19). 

As an action directed against a specific person and injurious to him, gzl 
denotes robbing someone of something (Lev. 19:13:  a neighbor; Jgs. 9:25: those 
who pass by; Prov. 22:22: the poor; Prov. 28:24: father and mother; Dt. 28:29: 
you shall be robbed), and thus the active participle is used of the robber (Ps. 
35: 10, of the poor), and the passive participle of the one being robbed (Jer. 
2 1 : 12; 22:3, by the oppressor). 

Some form of the verb with an internal object in the form of a noun from the 
same root (figura etymologica) is used to express a robbery in the emphatic 
absolute sense (to commit a robbery) (gezelah, Lev. 5:23[6:4]; Ezk. 18:7,12,16, 
conjec. 18;  gazel, Ezlc. 22:29; cl. Ps. 69:5[4]). 

The derivative nouns gez.el, gazel, and gez.elah denote stealing, robbery, or 
the spoil (Eccl. 5:7[8]; Lev. 5:2 1 [6:2) ; Isa. 6 1 :8 ;  Ps. 62: 1 1 [10] ;  Sir. 16 : 13 ;  Ezk. 
33: 1 5 ;  Isa. 3 : 14). 

m. Specific Theological Usage. As its occurrences in the social accusations 
of the prophets, in the context of legal maxims, lists of regulations and prohibi
tions, and in precept-like demands or instructions show, the theological emphasis 
of gt.I is connected above all with the aspect of injustice, and refers either to the 

• 
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deed itself or to the wrongdoer or to one affected by the deed. In particular, the 
theological emphasis is to be divided into three main areas. 

In the area of Wisdom thought, gd, which was evidently classified and re
sisted here primarily as an antisocial behavior that destroyed community (cf. 
Prov. 28:24 and 22:22, probably influenced by Egyptian Wisdom), is regarded 
as an action involving Yahweh's retribution (so according to the Wisdom ele
ments in Ps. 62: 11ff.[10ff.]), or (as the view represented by Job's friends revea'ls) 
as a typical characteristic of the ungodly criminai who is struck by the retributive 
righteousness of God (Job 20:19). In contrast, however, in Job's statement of 
his position gzl is used to refer to a behavior which indeed is wicked, but which 
incomprehensibly is not met with divine retribution, but is evidently tolerated 
and pertnitted by God (24:2,9), so that finally Qoheleth can soberly tell his 
audience not to be amazed when justice and right are violently taken away (Eccl. 
5 :7[8]). On the other hand, Jesus hen Sira again maintains that retribution by 
divine judgment is the inevitable consequence of gd (Sir. 16:13). 

According to the prophetic view, gzl, as it is directed against the socially weak 
that are under divine protection and burls them into destruction, calls for Yahweh 
to act immediately in punishing those responsible for this crime by means of his 
historical acts (Isa. 3:14; 10:2; Mic. 2:2; Ezk. 22:29), and to save the oppressed 
(Jer. 21 : 12; 22:3; cf. also the confession of the innocent suffere·r who has been 
falsely accused in Ps. 35:10). gz.l is also a characteristic of the ungodly criminal, 
whom Yahweh calls into account and who is punished with death when he 
refuses to be converted as the only possible means of salvation {Bzk. 18:7,12, 
16,18; 33:15). The prophets interpret criminal robbery as something that God 
hates (Isa. 61:8), and declare that an offering taken by violence is useless and 
unacceptable to Yahweh (Mal. 1 : 1 3). 

Io the area of priestly, cultic theology, gz.l is used to describe the condition 
of the man who is struck by Yahweh's curse because of his disobedience to the 
divine commandments and statutes (Dt. 28:29,31). And then, in the context of 
the giving of the priestly sacrificial law, gzl is understood as sin and embezzle
ment against Yahweh. which can be expiated only by restitution and the sacrifice 
of a sin offering (Lev. 5:21,23(6:2,4]). Finally, in the Holiness Code, gzl in 
general is prohibited as an act that is out of harmon.y with the holiness of Israel 
which Yahweh desires (Lev. 19:1 3). 

In spite of the various theological emphases associated with gzl, the content 
and form of the statements using this root in the different areas .are similar, 
which indicates that the various areas had a mutual influence on one another. 

Schupphaus 

• 
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1!� giizar; 1.J� gezer; ;i''� g•zeriih; ;i''�� maghzeriih 

Contents: I. Original Meaning: 1. Etymology; 2. Spectrum of Occurrences; 3. Identity 
of the Root. II. Pre-Theological Usage: 1. Formative Function; 2. Critical Role; 3. The 
''Separated'' Region. III. The ''Excluded'' Man: 1. Exile; 2. Collective Separation; 3. Sepa
ration of the Individual. 

I. Original Meaning. 

1. Etymology. Examples of the root gzr appear in South and Northwest 
Semitic, but as yet not in East Semitic. The later dialects seem to reflect a seman
tic difference, since a Middle Heb.-Aram. gzr, ''to decide,'' stands over against 
Arab. gazara, ''to cut off, slaughter,'' and Ethiop. gazara, ''to cut." However, 
the former is due to a change of meaning of a secondary sort.1 In the Ugar. 
expression 'gzrym, 2 Aistleitner 3 sees the ''images of Yam." • However, Gray 
thinks it refers to ''the Morning and Evening Star 'cutting off,' i.e., delimiting 
the day.'' • Apart from these different interpretations, it is certain that Ugar: 
gzr means ''to cut, cut straight.'' 6 In spite of the similar consonants and a cer
tain synonymity of meaning (''to be partial''), 7 Egyp. gsJ (attested from the 
Middle Kingdom on) can hardly be regarded as a Semitic loanword. All addi
tional detailed information concerning the root gzr can be gained only from 
the OT. 

2. Spectrum of Occurrences. A study of this root in the OT reveals that it is 
used both as a verb and as a noun. gzr occurs in the qal in 1 K. 3:25,26; 2 K. 
6:4; Ps. 136:13; Job 22:28; and possibly also Hab. 3 :17 (perhaps a qal pass.) 8 
and Isa. 9:19 (Eng. v. 20) (probably not from a different root). 9 Niphal forms 
of this root appear in Isa. 53 :8; Ezk. 37: 11;  Ps. 88:6(5); Lam. 3:54; 2 Ch. 26:21 ; 
and Est. 2:1 .  The noun forms that appear are *gezer (Gen. 15: 17; Ps. 136:13), 
gezerah (Lev. 16:22; Ezk. 41: 12,14,15; 42:1,10,13 [twice] ; Lam. 4:7), and magh
zerah (2 S. 12:31).10 

giitar. L. Delekat, "Zurn hebriiischen Worterbuch,'' VT, 14 (1964), 11-13; J. Gray, The 
Legacy of Canaan. SVT, 5 (21965), 98; J. L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew Lexicon 
(1959), 19. 

1 Cf. Palache, 19, who observes a similar root in Akk. parasu, i•separate > decide.'' 
2 CTA, 23 [SS], 23, 58, 61. 
3 J. Aistleitoer, Die mythologischen und kultischen Texte von Ras Schamra (1959), 59. 
• Cf. also WUS, 643. 
� Gray, 98, n. 7. 
6 On the proper name gz,ry, cf. PNU, 130. 
7 WbA'S, V, 205. 
• Cf. M. Dahood, Ugaritic-Hebrew Philology (Rome, 1965), 21. 
o Cf. Delekat, 13, n. 3; Gray, 981 n. 7. 

10 On the place name Gezer (''isolated room''), cf. KBL3, 180. 
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3. Identity of the Root. According to Delekat, Lam. 3:54; Ezk. 37: 1 1 ;  Ps. 
88:6(5); 2 Ch. 26:2 1 ;  Hab. 3:17;  and Isa. 53:8 have undergone a secondary 
revision. He supposes that a root gzr, meaning ''to destroy, vanish," which oc
curs in Ps. 31 :23(22) (and which he postulates in Jonah 2:5), lies behind the 
present MT as the original reading. 11 However, an investigation of all these 
examples suggests the possibility that gu, which originally meant ''to cut," may 
be interpreted in every case to mean ''to cut off, destroy," and ''to cut straight, 
decide!' 

Il. Pre-Theological Usage. 

1 .  Formative Function. The root gu is used to describe the mechanical ac
tivity of ''felling treesJ' in 2 K. 6:4 (2 S. 12:31 speaks of the maghzerah, ''ax''). 
Isa. 9:19(20) seems to go a step beyond this (''to cut off something in order to 
eat it''?). According to Hab. 3 : 17, the cattle of the oppressed are ''cut off, torn'' 
(not simply ''lost'') from the herd. In order to seal a covenant, a smoking fire pot 
and a flaming torch are passed between the pieces of flesh (gezarim, Gen. 15:  17). 
In an etymological figure, Ps. 136: 13  speaks of ''dividing' the waters of the Red 
Sea at the time of the exodus. Formerly, the ' style,'' the form of Israel's elite, 
had been like a precious stone (Lam. 4:7). Therefore, the secular spectrum ex
hibits all aspects of literal ''cutting.'' 

2. Critical Role. Solo.mon's verdict of ''exemplary wisdom'' i2 is that the 
controversial child is to be ''divided'' (1 K. 3 :25f.). This act is supposed to solve 
the problem. The figurative meaning of gz.r, ''to decide," is found later in Job 
22:28 and Est. 2: 1 as a result of this usage. In this way the root gzr attains a 
critical quality. 

3. The ''Separated1' Region. The scapegoat laden with the sins of Israel is 
sent away into the wilderness, and thus he carries away the people's guilt into 
a ''separated region'"' c·erets gezerah, Lev. 16:22). This expression may mean 
an ''unfruitful laod,''13 but it may also denote a region that is located quite apart 
from the cultic camp. The independent word gezerah denotes a part of the temple 
region in Ezekiel {41: 12,14f.; 42:1,10,13), but according to Zimmerli, it is ''prob
ably a descriptive word," which can mean ''a region which is not accessible to 
the common man, who has not been consecrated, like the Gk. temenos." 14 

m. The ''Excluded'' Man. 

1 .  Banishment. One•s understanding of 2 Ch. 26:21 is connected with one's 
interpretation of Lev. 16:22, except that in 2 Ch. 26:21 gzr indicates the sepa
ration from the cultic realm more clearly: the leprous Uzziah is ''excluded'' 
(nighzar) from the house of Yahweh. The thought here is not very different from 

11 Dclekat� 11·13. 
12 Von Rad. 
13 KBL3, 180. 
li Zimmerli, BK, Xlll, 1038. 
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a type of excommunication: thus, the niphal form is also suitable to a sacral, 
legal situation. 

2. Collective Separation. In Ps. 88:6(5), before Yahweh, the worshipper 
deplores the fate of the dead, who are '' 'carried away' (nighzaru) by thy hand:• 
The relationship of this statement to the corresponding expression in the pre
ceding line, ''whom thou dost remember no more,'' also speaks against a different 
derivation: nighzar means separation from life by death, presumably brought 
about by God. A sharper description of this figure and idea appears in the quota
tion found. in Ezk. 37: 1 l b, which is probably an element of the popular lament. 
In a vision of the field of the dead, the exiles are described figuratively as those 
who are ''cut off'': ''all three phrases of this quotation express the hopeless 
drying up, perishing, and being cut off.''15 The climax and the absolute use of 
nighzar16 emphasize the consciousness of a complete separation from land and 
life. 

3. Separation of the Individual. It is only a step from this confession of the 
defeated people to the statement that the Servant of Yahweh Wlll be '' 'cut off' 
out of the land of the living'' (nighzar me· erets cliayyim, Isa. 53:8a). Here also, 
the language as a whole argues against a correction. Like the 'ebliedh, ''Servant'' 
(v. 10), the o.ne who compla.ined that water had closed over his head (Lam. 3:54) 
is also saved by Yahweh: the confession ·amarti nighzarti, ''I said, I am lost'' 
(perhaps a ''familiar expression•'), 17 represents the final cry of despair before 
the element of the ''certainty of hearing'' is introduced (v. 55). 

15 I bid., 897. � 
Gorg · 

16 This correcfion is suggested in KBL3, 180, and goes back to F. Pcrlcs, OLZ, 12 (1909), 
251f.: this leaves nighz.ar navlenu, "our tha·ead of Jjfe is cut o.ff"; cf. also Zimmerli, BK, 
XIII, 887. 

17 Cf. Delekat, 11. 

Contents: I�  1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Usage in Everyday Life and in Idioms. 
01. Theological Significance: 1. lo the Cult; 2. ln Oracles of Judgment; 3. Jn Tbeopbanics. 

I. 1 .  Etymology. The root g�l .is attested in only a few Semitic languages. 
With some degree of certainty, it can be related to Amharic gala, ''to be red
hot," 1 and Yemenite laihal > milhal, ''firewood.'' ·2 The coon.ection with k!J.l, 3 

Akk. gu!Jlu, 4 is certainly incorrect. 

1 E. Ullcndorff, An Amharic Chrestomathy (Oxford, 1956), 129. 
2 Ch. Rabin, Ancient West-Arabian (London, 1951), 26. 
3 KBL2, 430f. 
4 AHw, 288, 296; CAD, V, 71, 125. 
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The root g!Jl is also related to g!Jm (sound change from l to m) (Gen. 22:24); 
cf. Arab. ga!Jim or ga!Jmat, ''bright flame''; Tigr. ga!Jama, ''to char." • 

2. Occurrences. In the OT the root g!Jl appears only in some derivatives: 
a. gechalim (the pl. of a postulated gechchal) occurs nine times: once each in 
2 Samuel and Isaiah (44: 16, conjec. from v. 19), twice each in Ezekiel and 
Psalms, and three times in Proverbs. The LXX translates this word by anthrakes 
(Prov. 26:21, sing.) and anthrakes pyr6s (in Prov. 6:28; 25:22). 

b. gachale is the plural construct of a postulated gachchal, which does not 
occur elsewhere. It appears in combination with - !DK 'esh six times: twice each 
in Leviticus and Ezekiel, and once each in 2 Samuel and Psalms; and in com
bination with rethamim, ''broom tree," once in Ps. 120:4. The LXX translates 
this expression by anthrakes pyr6s and by anthrakes eremikoi in Ps. 120:4. 

c. gacheleth is the only form of this root that has been preserved in the 
singular. • It occurs twice in the OT: 2 S. 14:7; Isa. 47:14. In the first passage 
the LXX translates by anthrax, ''coal,'' and in the second by anthrakes pyr6s, 
''coals of fire." 

KBL3, 180, thinks that the meaning of this root in every case is ''live coals 
(charcoal)," 7 in contrast to nonburning wood coals (pecham), and in this way 
limits its range of meaning to a specific manner of production. 

II. Usage in Everyday Life and in Idioms. 

1. Along with fire (- !UM 'iish), which rapidly consumes the wood, the lasting 
coal that results plays a great role in everyday life. It is used to melt copper (Ezk. 
24:11), and is necessary for baking and roasting; everything would be consumed 
by an open fire: ''Half of it I burned in the fire (bemo 'esh), I also baked bread 
on its coals (gecha/av) and roasted flesh'' (Isa. 44: 19 ;  cf. v. 16). In the cold winter 
months, it gives scanty warmth (Isa. 47:14; cf. Jer. 36:22f.), usually as the only 
source of heat in houses, since an open fire is too dangerous in closed are.as, and 
outlets for smoke were not built until relatively late, and then only in isolated 
places. The coal normally required here comes exclusively from burned wood 
(Isa. 44: 19; Ezk. 24: 11)  or preheated charcoal (Prov. 26:21; cf. Lev. 16:12; and 
for the late period, Mishnah Tamid ii.5, 9 ;  etc.). 8 As a result, gechalim and 
pecham can be used synonymously, as the expression gachale 'esh, ''coals of 
fire" (Lev. 16:12; 2 S. 22: 13 = Ps. 18:13 [Eng. v. 12); Ezk. 1:13; 10:2), suggests; 
cf. pacham 'esh or pachame 'esh, ''coals of fire," in Ps. 11 :6, following the con-

o Littmann-Hofncr, Worterbuch der Tigre-Sprache (1962), S6Sb. 
• Cf. BLe, § 607c. 
7 However, cf. KBL, 179! 
• Cf. Dalman, AuS, IV, 4f. 
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jecture of Bickell. The embers of the coals of the broom tree are preferred, 
because its very hard wood guarantees especially intense and lasting heat, which 
also explains why arrows are sharpened with these embers (Ps. 120:4). 

2. Daily association and experience with coal explain why it is used in idioms 
and figurative expressions. For example, a person cannot walk on hot coals 
without burning his feet (Prov. 6:28). As wood for fire and coals (pecham) for 
hot embers (leghechalim), so is a quarrelsome man for kindling strife (26:21). 
Good deeds that a person does for his enemy are like coals heaped on his head 
(25:22). The coal .that gives warmth and life stands behind the metaphor in 2 S. 
14:7: ''thus they would quench my coal which is left (i.e., kill my son)." 

III. Theological Significance. 

1. In the Cult. Coal is required in .the cult in connection with the offering 
of incense, which was burned each morning and each evening (Ex. 30:7f.). 
According to Lev. 16:12, a priest takes a censer full of hot coals from the altar 
of burnt-offering, sprinkles fragrant herbs upon it, and brings it within the veil. 
The cloud of smoke coming from this is supposed to make invisible the mercy 
seat (of the ark), which is especially dangerous to look at because of the divine 
presence or appearance, and thus protect the high priest from the appearance 
of Yahweh. The procedure described here does not take into consideration the 
special altar of incense described in Ex. 30:1-10; instead, it simply presupposes 
the one altar of Ex. 27:1-8. 9 

2. In Oracles of Judgment. In statements concerning God's judging and 
punitive intervention, coals play an important role along with fire c� Ill• 'esh). 
In comparison to the consuming fire, they signify an intensification (as in Ezk. 
24:11), and signal the totality of destruction and the finality of judgment. 

a. The sphere of daily life is the setting for the oracles of judgment in Isa. 
47:14; Ezk. 24:11 ;  and Ps. 120:4: the deceptive tongue will be destroyed as by 
a warrior's sharp arrows and glowing coals of the broom tree. 'fhese two figures 
are to be interpreted as a hysteron proteron (reversal of natural order). Thus, 
the element of intensification is already visible stylistically: in the especially 
powerful glowing coals of the broom tree Yahweh allows the deceitful tongue to 
sharpen its deadly arrows well, which, although intended for others, will ulti
mately strike that tongue and destroy it. 10 Yahweh will destroy all filthiness 
like an empty pot whose bronze melts in the coals (Ezk. 24: 11). In the end, there 
will be no fire to sit before and no coal for warming oneself (Isa. 47: 14b): every 
living thing will die. 

• K. Elliger, HA T, 4, 209f., 213. 
10 Cf. H. Gunkel, Elnl. in die Psa/men (1933), 537ff. 
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b. Ezk. 10:2 calls to mind Lev. 16:12 combined with Gen. 19t24: 11 the man 
clothed in linen is to go into the temple, fill his hands with coals (probably from 
the altar of incense), and scatter them over the city in order to destroy it com
pletely. The fire kindled in honor of Yahweh is changed into the coals of his 
anger, which destroy his own city with a special destructive power. And when 
the man clothed in linen leaves the temple with the coals, the glory of Yahweh 
also leaves the sanctuary and thus delivers it up to destruction.12 

c. The motifs involving coal discussed thus far are rooted in the experiences 
of everyday life and based on the idea of a coal that comes from wood or char
coal. An entirely different realm of ideas stands behind tl1e words of judgment 
in Ps. 11 :6 ;  140:11 (10); Prov. 25:22; and the description of the theophany in 
Ps. 18: 13 (12) = 2 S. 22: 13. 13 The coal that is about to fall on the evildoer (Ps. 
140:11[10]), or which Yahweh will rain on the evildoer (11 :6), is from an entirely 
different source. The prototype of this idea of the destructive intervention of 
Yahweh is the old narrative of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. 
19:24): Yahweh rains down fire and brimstone on these cities and destroys them 
completely. It is likely that a volcanic eruption is the real background of this 
event. Thus gechalim (Ps. 140: 1 1[10]) means ''glowing stones'' or ''glowing 
lava.'' 1• 

The text of Ps. 11:6 is corrupt. Most scholars have adopted the conjectural 
reading pacham • esh, ''coal of fire," or (following Bickell) pachame 'esh, ''coals 
of fire." But in view of Ps. 140 : 11(10) and what has been said about it above, it 
seems better to read gechalim, ''coals,'' or gachale 'esh, ''coals of fire," here. 

A later echo of this idea of judgment is to be found in Prov. 25:22: good 
deeds that a person does for his enemy are like coals which he heaps upon his 
head. 15 

3. In Theophanies. When Yahweh himself appears for judgment, he appears 
in powerful cosmic theophanies (cf. Ps. 18:8-16[7-15] = 2  S. 22:8-16; Ps. 77:17-
20(16-19]; Isa. 29:6; etc.). ''Coals'' play a significant role in OT descriptions of 
theophanies along with fire (-+ !UM 'esh), lightning, smoke, and consuming fire . 

• 

a. ''Coals'' appears twice in the very ancient storm theophany in Ps. 18:8-16 
(7-15) par.: vv. 9 and 13 (8 and 12). 

''Smoke went up from his nostrils, and devouring fire from his mouth; glowing 
coals flamed forth from him'' (v. 9(8]). The line dealing with ''coals'' is usually 
regarded as a secondary expansion. 16 In reality, this is a cultic addition: the coals 
which bum before Yahw'eh are nothing other than the fire kindled in his honor 
in the temple, transformed into the coals of his anger, which now brings about the 

11 See below, c. 
12 W. Zimmerli, BK, XIII, 233. 
13 See below, 3. 
1< Cf. already Gunkel, GHK, Il/2, 41. 
15 Perhaps following an Egyptian prototype; see H. Ringgren, A TD, XVI, 103; cf. � 

Morenz, ThLZ, 78 (1953), 187-192; L. Ramaroson, Bibi, 51 (1970), 230-34. 
16 H.-J. Kraus, BK, XV, 138. 
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final judgment with special destructive power. Here also the motif of coals has 
an intensifying function and is occasioned by Lev. 16:12 in combination with 
Ezk. 10:2. In any case, this explanation is more natural than the suggestions that 
''whatever the fiery breath of His anger reached became coals, were kindled, and 
burned like coals.''17 The situation is different in v. 13(12): ''Out of the bright

ness before him there broke through his clouds hailstones and coals of fire.'' 
Here the ''coals'' are a part of the original text. This makes it very difficult to 
interpret this verse, thus explaining why commentators usuattx pass over it in 
polite silence. gachale • esh is mentioned in connection with hail. The simplest 

• 

interpretation would be ''hail and lightning.'' Then gachale 'esh is understood 
as being synonymous with lightning, or is used to amplify the destructive power 
of lightning (as in Ps. 18:9 [8] ; Ezk. 24:11). But it is likely that the idea of a 

• 

storm is abandoned in the use of coals here, and a volcanic element is intro-
duced (cf. Ps. 11 :6; 140:11 [10]). In this case, Ps. 18:13(12) contains a combina
tion of motifs taken from the appearance of a storm and from a volcanic eruption. 
But this combination is already represented in the fundamental theophany at 
Sinai (Ex. 19), to which Ps. 18:8-16(7-15) is also related theologically (cf. Ex. 
19:16,19; 20:18,21 [E] ; with 19:18; 20: 18 [J)). 

Be this as it may, in  the theophanies of judgment that shake the foundations 
• 

of the earth, Y ah web's burning anger is made concrete and his irre�istible power 
is made manifest. The motif of coals in the OT is composed of two elements: 
the glowing coals or lava stones, with which Yahweh covers whole cities, or 
which he hurls down on the evildoer, reveal his wrath to a special degree, and 
the continuing heat of the coals manifests the finality of his judgment, from 
which no one can escape. 

b. ''Coals'' are mentioned only once in later texts, in the vision of Ezekiel's 
call (Ezk. 1: 13). Here their use is wholly in keeping with the traditional elements 
of the description of theophanies. It is not possible to find a special meaning for 
''coals'' in this passage. 18 

Fuhs 

17 C. A. and E. G. Brlggs, Psalms, /, ICC; similarly F. NOtscher, Psalmen, EB� 43. 
18 W. Eichrodt, ATD, XXII, 7; G. A. Cooke. Ezekiel. ICC, 15; Zimmerli, BK, XIII. 541. 
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• 

iin" � gichon 

Contents: I. Spring in Jerusalem. 11. River of Paradise. III. Streams of the City of God. 

I. Spring in Jerusalem. gichon, ''Gihon," is the name of a spring in Jerusalem, 
the modem 'Ain Umm ed-Dereg, ''the spring of steps," which Christians called 
'Ain Sit.ti Maryam, ' the spring of Mary.'' The cognate verb giach, ''to burst 
forth,'' is used of the bursting forth of water from the ''wom.b'' in Job 38:8, an.d 
in a similar mythical way in 40:23. Therefore, it probably means ''to gush forth.'' 

The fact that Gihon is a proper name shows that a spring was of great im
portance to a city. But this can also be concluded from the extensive tunnel 
system. of accesses and diversions in Ophel, which to some extent come from the 
pre-Israelite period. 1 These probably played a role in David's conquest of Jeru
salem (cf. the corrupt text in 2 S. 5:8  with the tsinnor interpreted as a ''water 
shaft''). 2 Since there is an old wall tower above the Gihon spring, Kenyon thinks 
that the water gate of Old Jeru aJem was located here, which was used in peace 
time but was closed in war time. 3 According to 2 K. 25 : 4, apparently a con
duit led the outflow of the Gihon spring along the hillside to water the ''king's 
garden.'' .Finally, Hezekiah built the most magnificent tunnel in Jerusalem to 
guard against the Assyrian threat; he ''closed the upper outlet of the waters of 
Gihon and directed them down to the west side of the city of David'' (2 Ch. 
32:30; cf. also vv. 3f. and 33: 14). Thus, Hezekiah's tunnel brought the water of 
the Gihon spring from the Kidron Valley to the Tyropoeon Valley, where the 
modem Pool of Siloam is located (originally this pool was probably a covered 
water reservoir). From this point, the water flowed into another underground 
canal along the western slope of Ophel toward the south� � The Siloam Inscrip
tion, which was discovered in 1880, attests to the joy of those who built the 
tunnel over the success of their work. 5 The Gihon spring was the place where 
Solomon was anointed king-an important event in Israel's history (1 K. 1 :33-40). 

g'ichon. O. A. Barrois, "Oihon (Spring)," IDB, II (1962), 396; Th. A. Busink, Der Tempel 
von Jerusalem, I (Leiden, 1970), 81, 90; G. Comfeld-0. J. Botterwec� Die Bibel und ihre 
Welt, ll (1969), "Wasserversorgu11g"; M. Dahood, Psalms, Ill. AB, XVIlA ( 1970), 1 19f.; 
G. R. Driver, "Water in the Mountains!" PEQ, 102 (1970), 83-91; K. Kenyon, Jerusaleni: 
Excavating Three Thousand Years of History (1968), lSf., 31, 69-71; H.-J. Kraus, Psa/men. 
BK, XV (31966); H. Lesetre, "Gihon," DB, ID (1903), 239-241 ;  M. Sae�. Sacharja 9-14. 
WM ANT, 34 (1969), 300..305, 116, 12Uf.; H. Schmid� "Jahwe und die Kulturtraditionen von 
Jerusalem," ZA W, 61 (1955), 168-197, esp. 187f.; J. Simons, Jerusalem in the OT (Leiden. 
1952), 157-194; F. Stolz, Srruk:J11ren und Figuren im Kult von Jerusalem. BZA W, 1 18 (1970), 
217; H. Vincent, Jlrusa/eni de r AT, I (1954), 260-64; C. Westermann, Genesis. BK, I (1970), 
293-98; W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel. BK, XJIT (1969}, 1186-1201. 

1 Cf. Simons, 162-194. 
t Similarly Busink, 81, 90. 
:s Kenyon� 31. 
• Ibid., 69ff. 
G KAJ2, 189. 
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The OT does not give any reason why this place was chosen for Solomon's 
anointing. It probably goes back to an ancient custom, possibly dating from the 
Jebusite period. It is possible that a similar unexplained motif in Ps. 1 10:7 may 
be connected with anointing at the spring: 'c-he will drink from the brook by the 
way; therefore he will lift up his head.'' Many scholars think this simply refers 
to a refreshment of the king in battle (cf. v. 6). But since Ps. 1 10  is a Song of 
Accession to the Throne (vv. 1,3), the drink could also be a part of the rite of 
the festival, 6 which may have a parallel in Ugaritic material. 7 Drinking and 
lifting up the head could be expressions meaning that God strengthens and ''lifts 
up'' the king, as we find in Ps. 89:20 (Eng. v. 19) (of David)· 92: 1 1(10) (in 
connection with anointing); 3:4(3); 75:8(7); etc. Thus, because of the relation
ship between the ideas in Ps. 1 10 and the prophecy of Nathan in 2 S. 7 : 12-16 
(son, being begotten, priesthood, everlasting dominion), the spring, as a tradi
tional place for anointing kings was important for the succession of David to 
the throne and for his dynasty. 

II. River of Par2dise. While gichon, ' Gihon,'' occurs 5 times in the MT of 
the OT as the name of a spring, once it denotes the second river that goes out 
of -+ l'Y:sJ ·edhen, ''Eden.' In spite of the indication that the rivers flowing out of 
Eden were understood geographically (Gen. 2:1 lf.), this does not seem to be the 
only way they were interpreted. gichon is not the name of a real river, and the 
same is true of pis/ion, ''Pishon ' (puslz, ''to stamp, spring, jump' ). Further, Guokel 
calls attention to the fact that the Tigris is mentioned before the Euphrates, and 
thus the other two rivers are to be sought in the ''mythical ' north. s In an·y case, 
the context indicates that aU the watercourses of the earth come from Eden. 
Therefore, we must consider whether perhaps the spring of Jerusalem is con
nected mentally with the river of Paradise that has the same name, so that Zion 
was looked upon as the center of the world from which all watercourses come, 
symbolizing salvation from God. 

ill. StrC2ms of the City of God. The Song of Zion, Ps. 46, shows that pre
sumably in ancient time people spoke of ''watercourses'' in the city of Yahweh 
(vv. 5f.[4f.]): ''a river whose streams make glad the city of God, the holy habita
tion of the Most High.� We cannot be sure whether the concept of the power of 
fertility of the god Shalem stands behind the idea of the fertility-giving river. 9 

If Gen. 2: !Off. praises the p'lace of the garden of God because of its abundant 
supply of water which is able to supply the earth with its four great rivers, and 
if Ps. 46 extols the city of God as the place that maintains life by God's rivers 
of water, then Ezk. 47 praises in particular the wonder of a fulness of blessing 
springing forth from small beginnings. 10 

6 Mowinckel, Psa/menstudien, ll, 101. 
7 CT A, 19 [I DJ, 152. 
8 Gunkel, Genesis (11966), Sf. 
9 Stolz, 217. 

10 Zimmerli, 1186-1201. 
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It is obvious that the ''water issuing from below the threshold of the temple'' 
in Ezk. 47: 1 represents an idealization of the giclion. This water becomes ever 
wider and deeper, makes the water of the Dead Sea fresh and causes paradisiacal 
fertility (47:9,12). According to Joel 4 : 1 8(3: 1 8), ''a fountain ( pring) shall come 
forth from the house of Yahweh and water the valley of acacias (Shittim)." Ps. 
65:10(9) says that this blessing comes from God. Here, also, the reference to 
Zion and the temple is clear (vv. 2 5 [ 1 ,4)). The rite of drawing water was prac
ticed at the Feast of Tabernacles (Sukkalz iv.9).11 Mowinckel thinks this custom 
is ''probably very old.'' 12 He traces it back to the promise in Isa. 12:3: 'With 
joy you will draw water f1om the wells of salvation'' (cf. Ps. 36:9f.[8f.]). In Isa. 
55: 1 Yahweh invites those who are thirsty to come to him, and v. 3b mentions 
the promise to David. But anyone who is unfaithful to Yahweh is like a person 
who ''forsakes the fountain (spring) of living water'' (Jer. 2:13;  17 :13;  Isa. 8:6). 

Like Isa. 55: 1 5, Zec. 14:8 introduces a universal element ioto our picture. It 
states that there is a spring that flows the year round in Jerusalem, and its water 
overflows into the western and the eastern sea. This denotes salvation for all 
the earth, because Yahweh w:iJI become king over all the earth (v. 9). This de
scription differs from Ezk. 47 in that it does not mention the temple as the place 
where the spring is located (although it does assume this), the river flows in hvo 
directions, and the reference to the rivers of Paradise is clearer. The life-giving 
river flows out of Jerusalem all year round, and it will make the land, which 
was '�like a desert," return, revive, and become fruitful. The distinction is even 
clearer if one differentiates between three sources with Sae�: the original source 
(vv. 6,7b) a second traditional source influenced by Ezekiel (vv. 8,l Oacx, 1 1), and 
a third traditional source (vv. 7a,9,10af3 b) which speaks primarily of Yahweh's 
kingship and the exaltation of Jerusalem. 13 Since Yahweh gives the nations native 
rights in Zion they can say of Zion with Ps. 87:7: ''All my springs are in you'' 
(assuming that one retains the MT). 14 Passages such as this, which combine the 
concept of salvation in the End Time, where God rules over al1 nations, with 
the picture of the water of Zion glorified paradisiacally, permit the assumption 
that gichon in its twofold use is more than merely a geographical designation. 

One who admits references to motifs on the basis of similarities of words could 
also .appeal to the passage in Isa. 2:2-5 for the concept of the magnificent uni
versality of salvation. Here the nations ''flow'' (nahar, 2:2-Gen. 2:10ff.) to Zion, 
and the torah {law instruction) of Yahweh ''goes forth'' (yatsa·) from there (2:3-
Gen. 2: 10; Bzk. 47:1). Jesus ben Sira, who describes the wisdom of the law as an 
ever expanding stream and the bottomless sea (Sir. 24:23-33 in the LXX; cf. esp. 
vv. 30-32), and compares it with the four rivers of Paradise (together with the 
Jordan vv. 25-27), probably saw this connection. He saw it explicitly in connec
tion with Ezk. 47 and the gichon, and then attributed to it a theologically signif
icant symbolism. 

u St.-B., II, 799-805. 
1! Mowjnckel, Psalmenstudien, II, lOOf. 
u Sae�, 304!. 
lt CT. Kraus, BK, XV, 452f. 

Eising 
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'' l gyl: :i?'� gflah 

• 

Content : T. Jn Ancient ear Eastern Languages: 1. Egyptian; 2. Akkadian; 3. West 
Semitic. 11. 1. The Root; 2. Etymology; 3. Meaning. Ill .  1. Occurren.ces; 2. Conjectures; 
3. Frequency in Various Parts of the OT; 4. Verb Forms; 5. Constructions. IV. 1. Synonyms; 
2. Antonyms; 3. Ancient Version . V. l .  "Secular" Usage; 2. Early History; 3. "Sacral0 
Usage. 

I. In Ancient Near Eastern Languages. 

1 .  Egyptia11. The abundance of Egyptian words that are usually translated 
''joy,'' ''to rejoice, ' etc. is aston.ishing. 1 Frequently we find a group of more 
or less ynonyrnous \vords for joy in descriptions of the festive mood which is 
experienced i.n the majn feasts at the temple. We find the e words in the temple 
of Isis at Philae: ''Heaven is in a festive mood, the earth in a happy disposition 
the temples are sustained by radiant joy, the gods are in exultation the goddesses 
rejojce, men are joyful when they see this, their great memorial.'' 2 The term 
translated ''happy disposition'' or ''radiant joy'' here means literally ''malachite'' 
or ''colored glass,'' but is used figuratively as an expression for ''radiant joy,'' 
which is the opposite of ''carnelian," possibly ''grief! 3 Some expressions for 
''joy'' contain the word ''heart•' (lb), thus indicating that joy is anchored in the 
inner part of man (Jw. t-lb, wnf-ib, ngm-ib, etc.). • 

2. Akkadian. It is probably not accidental that Heb. gyl belongs to the same 
class of roots as Akk. riasum (rasu). A part of the ayin-yodh verb belongs to · 

the class of verbs denoting ''bodily functions," 5 which also includes expressions 
which we interpret as psychical processes. Thus raJu 6 means ''to rejoice, exult,'' 
and differs from !Jadu, ''to rejoice," 7 in that it is not connected with libbu, 

gyl. R. Bultmann, ''ayaAA.u�oµal," TDNT, I, 19-21; F. Crlisemann, Studien z11r For1n
gescl1icl11e von Hyn1n1LS und Danklied in Israel. WMANT, 32 (1969), 19-80; D. W. Harvey, 
in lsraefs Prop1ietic Heritage. Essays in Honor of J. Muile11burg (New York, 1962), l l6ff.; 
P. Humben, "Laetari et exultare dans le vocabulaire religieux de l'AT," .RHPR, 22 (1942), 
185-214=0plucules d'itn lzebraisanr (Neuchatel, 1958). 119-145; L. Kopf, "Arabische Ety
mologien und Paralleleo zum Bibelworterbuch," VT, 9 (1959), 247-287, esp. pp. 249f., 276f.; 
J. J. Stamm� uzum Personennamen Abigajl," Hebriiische Jfforr/or:rclru11g. Fesrschri/r /iir W. 
Baumgartn�r. SVT, 16 (1967), 316fL; C. Westermann, " ?�1 'jauchzen'," THAT, I, 415-18. 

1 See WbAS, VI 55, s.v. "Freude, sich freuen," cf. ;bid., 84, s.v. "Jubel, jubeln,,-refer-
ences are made to approximately fifty different roots here. 

:! H. Junker, Der grosse Pylon des Tempe/s der Isis (1958), 110, lff. 
3 J¥bA'S1 lT, 56, mfk).t; V, 391, !/;m. 
4 For the imponant motif of joy in connection with. Isis, who appears not only as a 

mourner but also as a goddess of joy, ee J. Bergmann, lcl1 bin Isis (Uppsala, 1968), 14lff. 
;; Von Soden. Grundriss der akkadischen Gram1na1ik (1952), § 1010. 
o AHw, 979f. 
7 CAD, VI, 25ff. 
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''heart,'' kabittu, ''liver,'' etc. Thus, rasu {like sululu, from alalu) 8 has reference 
to joy which is expressed audibly, while bada places more emphasis on the feel
ing, and also denotes goodwill, pleasure, etc. !Jada is often connected with rasu 
and sululu, e.g., in EnEl IT, 112, 1 14: ''My father, rejoice (!Jada) and exult 
(.fiilulu); you will conquer Tiamat.'' In the kalu ritual, Nisaba is addressed as 
the one who c.auses the fields to rejoice (the context also speaks of !Jegallu, 
''plenty' ) .. 9 Marduk takes a road of exultation (Siilulu), joy (risiiti), and homage 
io Babylon, the people greet his splendor with exultation (sululu). 10 The whole 
world rejoices and exults at the mention of the name of Ashurbanipal. u In 
oaths, very often we encounter wishes like this: ''May Enlil rejoice over you, 
may Ea be joyful over you''; 12 such a wish is directed to a deity and is intended 
to attain his mercy. 

3. West Semitic. In the Ugaritic texts we encounter g(y)l, 18 !Jd(y), and sm!J. 
The last two are found in parallelism in CT A, 18  [ill DJ, I, 8f. (the context is 
broken) and 3 [V AB], V, 28ff.: ''Do not rejoice, do not be joyful'' (I will defeat 
you). smlJ is used of joy over a victory (5, II, 20; 3, II, 26), the death of Baal 
(6, I, 39), the resurrection of Baal (6, III, 14), the building of Baal's temple 
(4, Il, 28; V, 82, 97; VI, 35), and the life and immortality of Keret (16, I, 14; 
II, 99). 

In Aramaic and Phoenician inscriptions we encounter �idy, 1' while sml} ap
pears only rarely (Pun.). lii 

Bergman-Ringgre11 

II. 1. The Root. Outside Hebrew, the root gyl occurs for certain only in 
Ugaritic; 18 therefore, it does not seem to be found in East Semitic and South 
Semitic languages. 

2. Etymology. Some scholars have attempted to determine the original mean
ing of gyl by appealing to roots in Arabic which have a similar form. Th. Noldeke, 
J. Palacbe, 17 and P. Humbert 18 connect it with Arab. gma (lwl), ''to tum, re
volve.'' Humbert argues that gyl means ''to rejoice,'' and connects it with the ec
static cries of cult participants or dervishes '1whirling'' in their dances. Kopf goes 
in a different direction by connecting gyl with Arab. lalla (All), ''to be great, high, 
exalted.'' Thus, he thinks gyl means ''to rejoice," because this provides a credible 

8 CAD, 11 331f. 
D Tbureau-Dangin, Rituels accadiem (1921), 26. 

to IV R 20, No. l,llff.; see BA.ss, 51 340f. 
U M. Streck Assurbanipal. V AB, VII (1916), 260, 13. 
12 Ebeling, Die aklc. Gebetsstrie 'HQ!lderhebung' (1953), 64, line 23. 
1a See below, ll.l. 
tt DISO, 82. 
u Ibid., 308. 
1e CTA, 16 [ll K], 1-Il, 15, 99: ngln, II nim�. 
11 See KBLS, 182. 
18 P. Humbe� 213, or 144. 
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etymology, and other verbs meaning ''to rejoice'' have an earlier meaning, ''to 
be high'' (e.g., samach, rtlm). Neither of these two derivations is convincing. iu 

3. Meaning. Since gyl is frequently parallel to and even. synonymous with 
..... nr.ilz1 Jamach, ''to rejoice,'' -+ lz1it111t11,1z1 .SQS!s'ii, ''to exult," -+ 11i ranan, ''to cry 
aloud,'' - t?y •iiJaz., ''to exult,'' -+ yii rua· in the biphiJ, • to shout,'' ._ M%D 
patsach, ''to break forth with joyous shout,'' -+ halal, ''to praise," etc., it seems 
most likely that it has reference to an act of expressing joy in spontaneous, en
thusiastic cries. It is no longer possible to know whether the various verbs or 
substantives ever denoted different kinds of joyful cries. The usual translation 
of gy/ by ''rejoice'' or ''exult'' conveys the meaning only approximately. There is 
an increasing synonymity between the verbs meaning ''to rejoice'' in the post
exilic period. 20 According to Rudolph, the ''onomatopoetic'' character of the 
root is clear from the difficult yaghilu., ''they {the idolatrous priests) shall exult,'' 
in Hos. 10:5. 2'1 He suggests that gyl is a verbum anceps (a two-edged verb), 
which can mean ''to rejoice'' or ''to lament with a shrill cry.'' But this can hardly 
be established on the basis of Hos. 10:5 alone. 22 

m. 1. Occurrences. The verb gyl appears 45 times in the MT, and the 
cognate substantives gil and gilali together occur 10 times. The proper name 
'abhighayil, ''Abigail," ''my Father is Joy'• (17 times), also seems to contain 
this root. 23 The Qumran literature has six examples of the verb, and two of the 
noun gi/ah. 2-l The subst. gil occurs once in the Oxyrhynchus Papyri. :?.i 

2. Conjectures. The MT is uncertain in eight passages: Hos. 9: 1 (read ·al 
taghel, ''thou shalt not rejoic-e,'' instead of 'el gil, ''unto rejoicing''); 10:5 (read 
yelilu, ''they will howl," instead of yaghilu, ''they will rejoice''?); Isa. 9:2 (Eng. 
v. 3) (read haggilah, ''the rejoicing,'' instead of haggoy lo·, ''the nation, not''); 
Mic. 1 : 10 (read 'al taghilu, ''you shall not rejoice,'' instead of 'al taggidhu, ''you 
shall .not tell''?); Ps. 2: 1 1  {read beraghelav, ''on his feet,' instead of veghilu, ''and 
rejoice'' + br); 26 43:4 (read simchathi 'aghilah, ''[in God] m,y joy let me re
joice,'' instead of simchath gili, ''my exceeding joy''); Job 3:22 (read 'e/e ghal, 
''over a heap," instead of 'e/e ghil, ''unto joy''); and Isa. 35:2 (read gilah,, the 
abs., instead of gilath, the const.). If we adopt these suggested emendations, the 
occurrences of the root gy/ in the OT are changed only slightly: 46 verb forms 
and 8 noun forms, a total of 54 occurrences. 

3. Frequency in Various Paris of the OT. gyl and its deri.vatives are not 
distributed equally throughout the biblical books. They occur 25 times in the 

19 On the root gl, cf. further G. J. Botterweck, BBB. 3 (1952). 32-36. 
20 On the meaning of samach and suslsis, see below, TU.l. 
21 W. Rudolph, KAT, Xlil/1 (1966), 196. 
22 Rudolph, like many others, thinks that gilu, "rejoice," in Ps. 2 :11  is a textual error. 
23 Sec Stamm. 
2t �e K. G. Kuhn, Konkordant. tu den Qumranttxten (1960), 44c; Nachtriigt, 187a. 
2.J VT, 1 (1951}, 51, line 7. 
H Sec BHKIBHS. 

• 
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prophets, 23 times in the Psalms (with 1 Ch. 16:31), 5 times in Proverbs, and 
once each in Canticles and Job, a total of 55 times. Consequently, this root is 
not found in the Pentateuch, the historical books, Ezekiel, and probably Jeremiah 
(48:33 is secondary). At least the following texts using this root come from the 
preexilic period: Hos. 9 : 1 ;  10:5 (text ?); Isa. 9:2b{3b); Hab. 1 : 1 5 ;  3:18; Ps. 21 :2 
(l); 45:16(15); 2: 1 1(?). gyl occurs in postexilic texts in Deutero-Isaiah (41 : 16; 
49: 13), Trito-Isaiah (61 : 10; 65: 18, 19); Joel ( 1 :  16; 2:21,23); and Zechariah 
(9:9; 10:7); as \Vell as jn secondary passages in Isaiah (16:10; 25:9; 29: 19; 
35: lf.); Jeremiah (48:33); and Zephaniah (3: 17). In the remaining passages in 
which this root appears (Ps. 9: 15[ 14) · 13:5f.[4f.] ; 14:7 = 53:7(6); 16:9; 31 :8 
[7); 32: 1 1 ;  35:9; 43:4(?); 48: 12 [ 1 1 ) ;  5 1 : 10[8]; 65 : 13[12] ;  89: 17(16]; 96: 1 1 ;  
97:1,8; 1 18:24; 149:2; Prov. 2:14; 23:24f.; 24: 17; Job 3:22(?]· Cant 1 :4) a pre
exilic date is very problematic. 

4. Verb Forms. The use of the verb gyl (found only in the qal in the OT; 
the hipbil also appears in lQM 12: 1 3  and 19:5, but with an intransitive mean
ing) !?1 indicates a remarkable limitation in its forms, which express either a 
present or a future action: 

It is used in the present sense (denoting a habitual act or a condition) 1 1  times: 
Isa. 9:2(3); Hos. 10:5; Hab. 1 :  15; Ps. 16:9; 21 :2(1}; 48: 12(11) ;  89: 17(16); 97:8; 
Prov. 2: 14; 23:24f.; cf. Ugar. ngln; 28 lQM 17:8; lQH 9:35. 

It occurs in the future sense (conveyin.g the idea of a promise or expectation) 
10 times: Ps. 14:7= 53:7(6); 35:9; Isa. 29:19; 35:1f.; 41 : 16; 65: 19; Zeph. 3 : 17;  
Zec. 10:7.· with a negative, Ps. 13:5( 4); cf. lQH 12:22. 

It appears as a cobortative 6 times: 1st person sing.-Hab. 3 : 18;  Ps. 9:15(14); 
31 :8(7); 1st person pl.-Ps. 1 18:24; Isa. 25:9; Cant. 1 :4;  cf. lQM 13: 13. 

It is found in the imperative 8 times: fem. sing.-Isa. 49: 13 ;  Joel 2:21 ;  Zee. 
9:9; pl.-Ps. 32: 1 1 ;  Isa. 65:18; 66:10; Joel 2:23; Ps. 2: 1 1  (text ?); cf. 1QM 12:13; 
19:5. 

It occurs in the jussive 8 times: 3rd person sing.-Ps. 13:6(5); 96: 1 1 ;  97: 1 ;  
1 Ch. 16:3 1 ;  Isa. 6 1 : 10;  3rd person pl.-Ps. 5 1  :10(8); 149:2; with a negative, 
Prov. 24: 17 ;  Hos. 9 : 1  (with the emended text); Mic. 1 : 10  (with the emended 
text). 

Accordingly, gyl is not used to express individual, isolated events of the past; 
only verbs closely connected with gyl, like samach, rua·, sus, and ranan, are used 
in this way. 

5. Constri1ctions. Frequently gyl and its derivatives stand alone in the sen
tence i.e. without any direct reference to the cause or object of the ''rejoicing'•: 
cf. Hos. 9 : 1 ;  Hab. 1 : 16; Joel 1 : 1·6; Zee. 9:9; Ps. 14:7 = 53:7(6); 43:4; 5 1 : 10(8); 
65:13(12); 96: 1 1 ;  97: 1 ;  Prov. 23:24f. 

When there is such a reference, as a rule gyl is used with be, ''in'' (21 times), 
but also twice each with ·al, �upon at," and lema'an, ''for the sake of, on account 

21 Contra KBL8, 182a. 
2 See above, II.1. 
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of'' (Ps. 48: 1 2( 1 1 ] ;  97:8). ki clauses giving a reason (''for, because'') occur in 
Ps. 1 3 : 5(4); 16:9f.; Isa. 49: 1 3 ;  65: 18; Joel 2:21,23. Independent clauses in the 
immediate context can express the reason for the ''rejoicing'' (e.g., yhvh malakh 
taghel ha·arets, ''Yahweh reigns, let the earth rejoice,'' Ps. 97: 1 ;  cf. 96:10f.; 
gili me'odh . . .  hinnefi malkekh yabho·, ''Rejoice greatly, . . .  lo, your king 
comes," Zee. 9:9). 

Humbert's analysis of the various constructions using gyl 29 is lacking in many 
respects, and needs to be supplemented and corrected. 

Usually the subject of gyl is man as an. individual or in specific groups or 
communities. In statements concerning the future (Isa. 35: 1 f.) and i_n hymnic 
''calls to rejoice' (Ps. 96: 1 1 ;  97: 1 ;  Isa. 49: 13; Joel 2:21), even certain aspects 
of nature may be said to rejoice (cf. Ps. 65 : 1 3 [ 1 2]}. God appears as the subject 
of gyl only in Isa. 65: 19 and Zeph. 3 : 1 7  (referring to Jerusalem, the people of 
God)· cf. lQH 9:35; lQM 3: 1 1 .  

IV. 1 .  Synonyms. From the postexilic period on, the verbs samach, sus, 
ranan, rua· in the hiphil, halal in the pie[, ·a/az., patsach, shir, ''to sing,'' zamar 
in the piel, ''to make melody (music), ' yadhah in the hiphil, ''to give thanks, 
praise,'' and their derivatives are to be regarded as ''synonyms'' of gyl. Most 
frequently, gyl stands in parallelism with samacli, ''to rejoice'' (36 times; the 
same is true in Ugar.); in the majority of these cases samach occurs in the first 
line (25 times; this is also the case in Ugar. and 4 times in lQM). Less frequently, 
gyl is found in parallelism with sus, ''to rejoice, exult'' (8 times), and ranan, 
''to cry aloud'' (4 times; both also appear in .Parallelism with gyl in lQM). 
gyl is used in parallelism with rua· in the hipbil, ''to shout aloud'' (Zee. 9:9); 
halal in the hithpael, ''to praise'' (Isa. 4 1 : 1 6); ·alaz, ''to exult'' {Hab. 3: 18); shir, 
''to sing'' (Ps. 13:6(5]); patsach, ''to break forth with joyous shout'' (Isa. 49:13); 
and saphar, ''to recount'' (Ps. 9: 15{14]). 

Criisemann argues that the verbs samach, gyl, sus, rua ·, ranan, ·alaz, paJsach, 
and tsahal, 'to cry shrilly,'' all denote manifestations of joy ''without spoken 
and sung words.'' This is the feature that distinguishes them from the verbs used 
in the imperative hymn, such as shir, halal in the piel, zamar, yadhah in the hiphil, 
1.0khar in the hiphil, ''to call upon, praise," naghadh in the hipbiJ, ''to declare, 
tell:' and so forth, for which articulate language is typical. 30 It must also be 
asked to what extent this distinction in meaning plays a role in the passages where 
gyl appears in parallelism with these words. In comparison with gyl, samach, as 
a comprehensive word for ''joy," covers a much wider range of meaning. 

2. Antonyms. Prominent words, moods, sounds, and gestures of the mourner 
are used to express the opposite of gyl and its synonyms, especially .-. �lit • abhal, 
''to mourn,'' �  i1�l bakhoh, ' weep," � ico saphadh, ''lament," an.d - oit tst2m, 
''fast.'' The summons to rejoice (samach, git) over Jerusalem in Isa. 66: 1 0  is 

29 Humbert, 137. 
so Crtisemann, 47-58. 
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addressed to those who now mourn ('abhal) over her. In a similar way, the 
mourning, dried up ground ('adhamah) (Joel 1: �0) is summoned to rejoice (2:21). 
The contrast between gi/ and 'abhal in Hos. 10:5 does not fit the context. 31 Ac
cording to Isa. 65:18f., the people of Jerusalem will hear gilah, ''rejoicing," and 
masos, ''joy," instead of zecaqah, ''distress," and bekhi, ''weeping''; cf. also the 
contrasts in Ps. 30:6(5) (bekhi-rinnah, ''weeping''-' 'joy''); Isa. 22:2,4 (bekhi
'al/izah, ''weep''-''exultant''); Ps. 137: 1,3 (bkh-smf}, ''wept''-''mirth''); Isa. 25:8f. 
(dim'ah-gil, ''tears''-''be glad''); and Joel 1 : 13-16; 2:12-17,23 (bakhah, ''weep," 
tsum, ''fast," saphadh, ''lament,'' za"aq, ''cr:y out," etc.-gil, ''rejoice''). Because 
of the textual corruption in Mic. 1:10, it is not certain whether a wordplay is 
intended on the place names (bakhah-gil, ''weep''-''rejoice''). 32 

3. Ancient Versions. Three Greek words are used to translate gyl in the 
LXX: agalliaomai, ''to exult, be glad," and its derivatives (27 times) ; chairo, 
''rejoice, be glad," and its derivatives {10 times); and euphraino, ''gladden, 
cheer," and its derivatives (5 times). These same words are used to translate 
samach, sus, ranan, 'alaz, etc., and therefore the LXX does not interpret gyl in 
a specific way. The Vulgate understands gyl (and sometimes ranan, rum in the 
pole!, ''extol," etc.) as expressing the most intensive type of joy (exultare, 
''exult''), in contrast to samach (laetari, ''rejoice''), sus (gaudere, ''rejoice, be 
glad''), etc. 

V. 1. ''Secular'' Usage. gyl and its cognates play an important role in certain 
genres of the prophetic oracle and of the temple lyric poetry, 33 but they are by 
no means limited to these types. In many passages, the ''rejoicing'' has nothing 
to do with Yahweh or his deeds, but with a wide variety of experiences in ''secu
lar'' life: bringing in the harvest (Isa. 16:10; Jer. 48:33; cf. ranan, rua' in the 
hiphil, and shir in Ps. 65:9,14(8,13]); dividing the spoils of war (Isa. 9:2b[3b]); 
the queen at her marriage (Ps. 45:16[15]); the royal bridegroom (Cant. 1:4); 
the growth of one's own children (Prov. 23:24f.); the triumph of evil (Prov. 2: 14) 
and of world powers (Hab. 1 : 15); the misfortune of the godly (Ps. 13:5[4]) or of 
one's enemy (Prov. 24:17); and the hap!Jiness of those in misery over being al
lowed to die (Job 3:22; cf. samach and sis, even if gal should be read instead 
of gil). •• 

This ''secular'' use of gyl (13 times) does not seem to have been continued in 
Middle Hebrew (yet cf. Sir. 30:22 in the diminished sense of ''gladness'' of heart), 
although it shows that gyl and its derivatives appear in the colloquial speech of 
preexilic and postexilic times. 

2. Early History. The passages using gyl that are probably the oldest (Ugar.;3• 
Hos. 9 :1;  10:5) seem to indicate a connection with pre-Israelitic cult practices. 

31 See above, III.2. 
32 See above, III.2. 
3S See above, !ll.3. 
•• See above, III.2. 
35 See above, II.1. 
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Following the exam.pie of Graham, 36 Humbert, a; and Harvey, 38 Wolff 39 and 
Rudolph 4-0 in particular have maintained that there is an intimate connection 
between gyl (and samach) and the Canaanite fertility cults. According to Hum
bert, gyl is a word loaded with ''heathen ' overtones, which came to be used in 
the cultic and prophetic language of the postexilic period only after long opposi
tion from Yahwism. The arguments in favor of this idea are unsatisfactory. 

The isolated occurrence of gyl in Ugaritic does not favor this idea either, 
because the Keret Legend (text 125-128) 'does not reveal any type of connec
tion with fertility rites.'' '1 As far as Hos. 9: 1 is concerned ('al taghel ka·ammim, 
''exult not like the peoples,'' according to the emended text), it should be kept in 
mind that this passage (in prophetic reversal of the hymnic ''summons to rejoice' ) 
does not oppose the cultic expression of joy as such, but the ex.pression of joy 
in connection with the Baal cult. u Also, no far-reachlng conclusions can be 
made from yag/1ilu 'al kebhodho, ''they shall rejoice over its (i.e., the calf of 
Beth-aven) glory," in Hos. 10:5, because of the uncertain text. 

3. ''Sacral'' Usage. The use of gyl is theologically significant especially when 
it has reference to Yahweh, his deeds, way of behavior, or attributes. The follow
ing appear as the basis and subject of ''rejoicing'': Yahweh hjmself (Hab. 3: 18; 
Isa. 29:19; 4 1 : 16; 6 1 : 10; Zee. 10:7; Joel 2:23; Ps. 35:9; 89: 17[16]; 149:2; in 
conjunction with verbs in parallelism, Ps. 32: 1 1 ;  43:4 emended); Yahweh's help 
(yesliu ·ah, ''deliverance," Ps. 9: 15[14] ; 13:6[5]; 21:2[1];  Isa. 25:9; and indirect
ly in Ps. 5 1 : 10[8); 65: 13(12]; Isa. 66:10; Joel 1 : 16), steadfast love (chesedh, Ps. 
3 1 :8[7]), and judgment (mishpat, 48:12[ 1 1 ] ;  97:8); the appearance of his glory 
(hadhar/kabhodh, Isa. 35:lf.), and ''the day which Yahweh has made'' (Ps. 
1 18:24). 43 

In spite of these numerous examples of the use of gyl in connection with the 
deeds of Yahweh (36 times, but only in the Psalms and the prophetic books), 
th.ere is nothing to support the view that originally and essentially gyl meant 
''joy over an act of God.'' 44 The thesis that originally gyl denoted an expression 
of joy in the context of a Canaanite fertility cult "-5 has just as little to support it. 
gyl and its cognates have a positive or a negative meaning, depending on the 
particular con.text in which they occur. The reasons for the absence of the root 
gyl in large portions of the OT traditions must be sought elsewhere. 

36 W. C. Graham, AJSL, 47 (1931), 237ff. 
37 P. Humben·, 207ff., or 140ff. 
38 D. W. Harvey, 116ff. 
39 R. W. Wolff, BK, XIV/l, 163, 197, 228 . 
.O Rudolph, KAT, Xlll/1, 171. 
t1 0. Eissfeld.t, "Ugarit,

,
. RGGS, VJ, 1105. 

4-2 Cf. Westermann, 418. 
ts For reasons with ki or with independent clauses, see above� ID.5. 
" Cf. Westermann, 417 . 
._s Humben, etc. 

Barth 

• 

• 
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Contents: I. Occurrences, Meaning. Etymology: t .  Outside the OT; 2. In the OT. ll. Secu
lar Usage: 1. As a Term Meaning "To Be Away," "Go Away," «Lead Away"; 2. As 
a Term Meaning "To Be Open," "To Open;• "Uncover": a. To Become Visible; b. To 
Become Audible. Ul . . Religious Usage: 1. Parallel ldeas; 2. "To Be Open," "To Open," 
"Uncover," Referring to: a. The Eyes (Vision); b. The Ears (Audition); c. A Secret; d. Yah. 
web Himself. IV. Theological Con ideration : l. gl/1 and the Theme, .. The Revelation of 
God in. the OT"; a. Di tribulion of the Term; b. Jts Contribution to This Theme; 2. go/ah 
As a De ignation for the Po texitic Cult Community. 

I. Occurrences, Meaning, Etymology. 

1 .  Outside rlie OT. Outside the OT, the verb g//1 occurs in Ugaritic and 
Phoenician. It is also found in Egyptian Aramaic, Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, Man
dean, Arabic, Eth.iopic, and Akkadian (as a foreign word). 1 Arabic has a noun 

• 

derived fiom this root, galiyat, and Jewish Aramaic has a noun derived from. it, 
gllVt. 

All six examples of gly in Ugaritic are in the perfect tense of the root. Five 
of these appear in the stereotyped expression, yltgly s2d ll wy/tbJ qrs mlk 'b 
snm, 2 '"'he/she arrived at the mountain of El and came to the hall of the king, 
the father of years (?)." As here, so also in the last section of CT A, 16 [II K], 
VI, 4, gly .is closely connected with. b·, which is used four times in alJ in lines 
2-3, 5, and which stands right next to gly in line 4: tgly wtbl. Gordon translates 
this verb, ''to leave.'' 3 Thus he thinks that gly is cognate to Arab. galii, ' to 
emigrate,'' and that it is not synonymous with, but rather antithetical to, b ·, ''to 
come, arrive.'' 4 However, several Ugaritologists advocate an interpretation of 

galalt. ·O. Betz, Offenbarung und Schrifrforschung in der Qu1nransekte {1960)� W. Sich
rodt, "O!feobarung, U. lm AT,'' RGG3, IV, 1599-160 1; Y. M. Grintz, "Because they exited 
a whole ex.ilet to deliver to Edon1,0 in iden11 Studies l'n Early Biblical £1'1110/ogy and History. 
Beth f..1ikra, 13/l (1969), 354-56 (Modem Heb.}; H. Haa&t " 'Offenbaren' in der bebraischen 
Bibel .... Tl1Z� 16 (1960), 251-58; idem, "Offenbarung, I. Im AT," BL2, 1242-48; R- Knierim, 
�(Offenbarung im AT," Probleme biblischer Tlreologie. Festscl1rift G. vo11 Rad (1971), 206-
235; A. Oepke, ••0:rtoKaA.Uino1 C. Revelation in the OT," TDNT, IJI, 571·77; E. Pax, 
En l�ANEI A. MThS, 1/10 (1955), 100-101; R. Rendtorfi, "Offenbarung im AT," TJ1LZ, 
8S (1960), 833-38; idem, '"�ffenbarungsvorstellungen im Alten lsrael," 0/f enbarung als 
Gesc/1ichte1 ed. W. Pannenberg (3196S)=KuD, Beihcft 1, 21·41; (G.) R(inaldi), "'zn ('oz:en)," 
BeO, 9 {1967), 144; R. Schnackenburg, "Offcnbarung, TL In der Schrift," LTl1K2, Vll, 1106-
1109; H. C. M. Vogt, S1udfe zur nac/1exilischen Gemeinde in Esra-Nel1en1ia (1966), 22-43; 
157f.� S. Wagner, "l. Sam. 9,15: 'Jahwe aber batte das Ohr des Samuel geoffoct . . .  ' , "  
Sclialom. Festschrift A. Jepsen (1971)= Aufsiitz.e 11nd Yortriige z:ur Theologie und Religions
wissensc/10/1, 51, 65-72; W. Zimmerli, " 'Offeabarun� im AT,'' EvTJr, 22 (1962), 15-31. 

i K.BL3. 
2 CTA, 6 (I AB], I, 34-36; etc. 
3 UT. OlossaJ)•, No. 579. 
f So T. ff. Gaster, Th�sp i.r (1950), 288. 
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gly synonymous with b', as, ''to go after,'' 6 ''arrive at,'' 6 ''enter,'' 7 ''break in, 
penetrate,"s ''approach, arrive at, enter,"9 ''step over (a threshold),'' 10 or the like. 

In Phoenician, the imperfect of the root glh occurs. The Al,llram Inscription 
has as the object of gilt, 'rn, 11 and the Ye}_lawmilk Inscription, mstrv.12 In both 
cases, glh denotes the ''uncovering'' or ''opening'' of a sarcophagus or a hiding 
place. 

In the other Semitic languages, the verb means ''to open,'' ''make manifest," 
or ''emigrate," ''go into exile,'' and the nouns are rendered by ''colony of emi
grants," or by ''exile'' or ''exiles." 

2. In the OT. The verb occurs about 180 times in Biblical Hebrew, 9 times 
in Biblical Aramaic, and 40 times in the Qu:mran literature. In Biblical Hebrew, 
the verb appears 44 times in the qal, 30 in the niphal, 57 in the piel, twice in 
the puaJ, 38 in the hiphil, 7 in the hopbal, and twice in the hitbpael. In Biblical 
Aramaic, it is found 7 times in the peal and twice in the haphel. The noun golah 
occurs 42 times in the Hebrew OT and twice in the Qumran literature (lQM 1 :2, 
3), and the noun galuth is found 15 t:imes in the Hebrew OT, 4 times in the 
Aramaic part of the OT, and once in the Qumran material (lQpHab 1 1 :6). 

Arranged according to the frequency of occurrence, the Greek words used 
to translate the verb forms of glh are these: the qal-apokalypto, ''to uncover, 
reveal '' aichmaloti'7o ''to capture '' aichmalotos ''captive '' apoikizo ''to send , "" ' ' ) , , 
away, emigrate,'' metoikizo, ''to deport, resettle,'' aichmalosia, ''captivity,'' 
aichmaloteuo, ''to capture,'' anakalypto, ''to uncover, unveiJ,'' anegnosmenos, 
''read aloud, published,'' apokineo, ''to remove, put away from,'' apoikia, ''colo
ny," eisakouo, ''to listen to, obey," hel/cYo, ''to drag or draw out,'' epitasso, ''to 
order, command�'' metoikesia, ''deportation,'' prostasso, ''to order, command,'' 
pauo, ''to stop, cease''; niphal-apokalypto, ''to un.cover, reveal,'' anakalypto, 
''to uncover, unveil,'' ekkalypto, ''to uncover, reveal,'' anoi.go, ''to open,'' aper
chomai, ''to go away, depart," epiphainomai, ''to appear,'' phaner6s, ''visible, 
clear," horao, ''to see," aichma'1atos, ''captive," pr6stagma defknymi, ''to make 
know or explain a commandment''; piel-apokalypto, ''to uncover, reveal," ana
kalypto, ''to uncover, unveil," apago, ''to lead away,'' katakalypto, ''to cover, 
veil," poieo, ''to do, make''; pual-apokalypto, ''to uncover, reveal''; hipbil
apoik1zo, ''to send away, emigrate,'' metoikizo, ''to deport, resettle," metafro, 
''to go away," aichmalotizo, ''to capture''; hophal-apoikizo, ''to send away, 
emigrate,'' katoikizo, ''to settle, establish''; hitbpael-gymn6o, ''to strip, lay 
bare.'' This summary makes two things clear. On the one band, g/h has a wide 
variety of nuances of meaning; and on the other, these nuances revolve around 

5 Aistleitner, WUS. 
6 Jirku, Texte. 
7 Eissfeldt, El im ugaritischen Pantheon (1951). 30, and· n. 4. 
8 Ginsberg, Keret (1946), 31; Driver, CML, 146b. 
9 Pope, El in the Ugaritic Texts (1955), 64-65. 

10 Gray, The Krt Text (21964), 27. 
11 .KAI, 1.2. 
12 KAI, 10.14f. 
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the two basic concepts ''to uncover '' ''reveal '' and ''to emigrate '' ''go away '' 
' ' ' ' ' 

''go into captivity.'' As Pope correctly remarks, 13 there is no serious reason to 
suppose two different roots glh. Emigration or exile can be understood as an 
uncovering of the land, and thus ''revealing,'' ''uncovering,'' could be the original 
meaning of glh (cf. Phoen.), 1� but one could also argue conversely. This would 
mean that glh should be inteipreted as a verb of motion and traced back to 
Ugar. gly. 

The Heb. nouns golah and galuth, which the LXX usually translates by 
apoikesia, ''emigration,'' metoikesia ''deportation," or aichmalosia, ''captivity," 
mean ''exile'' or ''those who are exiled, exiles,'' and the same is true of the 
Biblical Aram. noun galu, ''exile.'' They are derivatives of the root glh meaning 
''to go into exile,'' and are of as little help in determining the original meaning 
of this root as the occurrences of glh in the other Semitic languages. 

II. Secular Usage. That the original meaning of glh must be sought behind 
the concepts ''to reveal.,'' ''uncover,'' and ''to emigrate,'' ''go into exile," points 
to the prominent secular meaning of the verb, and thus explains the dominant 
secular use of this root in the OT. 

1 .  As a Term Meaning ''To Be Away," ''Go Away," ''Lead Away." The roots 
sur, ''to pass away," in Am. 6:7 and Isa. 49:21, and ·arabh., ''to waste away, 
vanish,'' in Isa. 24: 1 1 , are used as synonyms of our verb glh. Hezekiah's state
ment, '"my dwelling is plucked up (nasa· in the nipbal) and removed from me'' 
(Isa. 38:12), and the description of the fate of the ungodly in Job 20:28, ''the 
possessions of his house will be carried away, dragged off in the day of God's 
wrath,'' ir; show that glh, which can be connected with min, ''from," or can be 
used alone, means ''to be away'' or ''go away." 

With the same content, then, glh min occurs in the explanation of Ichabod's 
name, ''the glory has departed from Israel'' {l  S. 4:21,22); Hos. 10:5, ''it (the 
glory) must depart from it''; Lam. 1:3, ''Judah has gone into exile because of 
affliction and hard servitude''; Mic. 1 :16, ''they shall go from you into exile''; 
and the expression ''to go into exile away from his land'' (glh me·ar ·adhmatho, 
2 K. 17:23; 25:21 ;  Am. 7:1 1 , 1 7; Jer. 52:27), in connection with which the accu
sative of place can appear, as in 2 K. 17:23 (so also in 2 K. 24:1 5 ;  Am. 1 :5; 
with ·el, ''unto,'' in Ezk. 12:3). glh, ''to go away,'' appears alone in Jgs. 18:30 
(the land), Isa. 5:13 (my people), Jer. 1 :3  (Jerusalem), Ezk. 39:23 (Israel), and 
Am. 5:5 (Gilgal). 

In David's speech to Ittai, ''you are an exile 'from' your home'' (2 S. 15: 19), 
and in Nab. 2:8 (Eng. v. 7), one should read the qal instead of the pual.16 

The hiphil and hophal of glh mean exclusively, ''to lead away (into captivity)'' 
(the same is true of the haphel in Aram., Ezr. 4:10; 5 : 12), or ''to be led away,'' 

13 Pope, El-. 64. 
14- Haag, ThZ� 251. 
16 otherwise Fobrer, KAT, XVI, 325. 
18 On this and the inte:rpretation of Prov. 27�25, see the comms. 
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and almost without exception refer to the exiles of Israel and Judah (otherwise 
only in 2 K. 16:9: Damascus; Am. 1 :6: Gaza; 2 K. 1 7: 1 1 :  the dispersion of for
eign nations before Israel by Yahweh). 

2. As a Term Meaning ''To Be Open," ''To Open,'' ''Uncover.'' glh means 
''to be open,'' ''to open,'' ''uncover.'' This is also verified by verbs that appear 
in synonymous parallelism with glh, viz., chasaph, ''to strip off'' (Isa. 47:2; Jer. 
49:10); paqadh, ''to punish'' (Lam. 4:22); ra'ah, ''to see'' or ''be seen'' (2S. 
22: 1 6 = Ps. 18:16[15); Isa. 40:5; 47:3; Nab. 3:5; Job 38:17;. cf. Ezk. 16:37; 21 :29 
(24); Hos. 2:12(10)), and similar terms, but even more clearly by verbs used in 
antithetic parallelism to glh, viz�, chabhah in the niphal, ''to hide oneself'' (Jer. 
49:10); kasah, ''to cover,'' ''to veil'' (Isa. 26:21; Prov. 1 1  : 13 ;  26:26), and sathar, 
''to hide'' (lsa. 16:3; Prov. 27:5; cf. Jer. 49:10: mistarav, ''his hiding places''). It 
is also supported by Jer. 32: 1 1,14, which mentions both the ''sealed'' (chalhum) 
and the ''open'' (galuy) deed. 

a. To Become Visible. The oracle of salvation in Isa. 49:9 shows that the 
concepts ''to be open'' and ''to open'' are used of the appearance of light or of 
daylight. Here the prophet says to the prisoners, ''Come forth'' (tse'u), and to 
those who are in darkness, ''Come to light'' (higgalu). And Job 12:22 praises 
Y ab web as the God '�ho uncovers the deeps out of darkness, and brings deep 
darkness to light." The most frequent object of glh in the piel (the pass. of 
which is the niphal) is ·ervah, ''shame,'' ''nakedness.'' In this connection, the 
phrase ''to uncover the shame'' means either ''to commit fornication'' (Ex. 20:26; 
Lev. 18:6-19; 20:1 1,17-21; Ezk .16:36,37; 22:10), which is emphasized in Ezk. 
23:18 by the synonymous parallelism between galah (in the piel) tauauth, ''to 
carry on harlotry openly,'' and galah ·ervah, ''to uncover (RSV flaunt) naked
ness,'' or ''to rape'' (Ezk. 23:10,29), as is clear .from the parallelism between 
''your nakedness shall be uncovered'' and ''your shame shall ·be seen'' in Isa. 
47:3. The expression ''to uncover one's nakedness'' is found in connection with 
''uncovering the fountain of her blood'' in Lev. 20:18, and ''uncovering the skirt 
of his father'' in Dt. 23:1(22:30); 27:20. We encounter a series of similar expres
sions as figures for fornication, shame, and utmost insult in the prophetic litera
ture: Isa. 57:8, ''uncover the bed,'' Hos. 2:12 (10), ''uncover lewdness (shame),'' 
Isa. 47:2, ''strip off the robe'' and ''uncover the legs,'' and Jer. 13:22 and Nab. 
3:5, ''lift up the skirts.'' 

Other objects of glh in the pie.I, ''to uncover,'' include ''the feet'' (Ruth 3:4,7), 
''the outer garment'' of the crocodile (Job 41:5(13)), ''the foundations'' of Samaria 
(Mic. 1 :6), ''the foundation'' of a wall (Ezk. 13: 14), ''the foundations'' of the world 
(2 S. 22: 1 6 = Ps. 18:16[15)), ''the gates'' of death (Job 38:17), and ''the covering 
{that served as a protection for Judah)'' (Isa. 22:8). 

glh in the niphal + 0el means ''to show oneself to someone'' (1  S. 14:8, 1 1 :  
I onathan and bis armorbearer to the Philistines), and + le, ''to uncover oneseU 
before someone'' (2 S. 6:20: David before his maidens). Again, in these passages 
glh conveys the idea of becoming visible or becoming seen, as is emphasized 
even further in 2 S. 6:20 by le'ene, ''before the eyes of.'' The bithpael also sup-
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ports this in Gen. 9:21, where Ham saw the nakedness of Noah as he lay in the 
midst of bis tent (v. 22), and in Prov. 18:2, which says that the fool ''uncovers 
his heart," i.e., ''displays his folly.'' 17 

b. To Become Audible. The phrases using glh that have to do with uncover
ing transgressions, etc., point to the element of bearing in this root. When the 
OT speaks of uncovering ''iniquity (RSV, corruption)'' (Hos. 7:1; Job 20:27; 
Lam. 2:14), ''sins'' (chatto'th, Lam. 4:22), ''wickedness'' (ra·ah, Prov. 26:26), 
''transgressions'' (pesha·, Ezk. 21:29[24]), and the ''blood'' of the slain {Isa. 
26:21), a legal situation is always assumed {this is explicit in Prov. 26:26, which 
refers to the ''legal assembly,'' qahal), in which the hidden crime is discussed. 
Jeremiah's desire to see God's vengeance on his fellow citizens from Anathoth, 
founded on the statement, ''for to thee I have committed my cause'' (--+- :J�., rtbh), 
also presupposes this kind of situation, inasmuch as it is addressed to Yahweh, 
''who judgest righteously'' (Jer.11:20; 20:12). 18 

It is clear that the expression glh --+- iio sodh, ''to reveal secrets'' (Prov. 11:13; 
20:19; 25:9), has in mind speaking, for ''to reveal secrets'' is to divulge them, 
and these passages characterize the person who does this as a slanderer in 11:13 
and 20:19, and as a gossip in 20:19b. 

Finally, another argument that justifies the conclusion that glh, ''to be open," 
''to open,'' includes the twofold concept of becoming visible and becoming 
audible is that ·ayin, ''eye,'' and 'ozen, ''ear," both appear as objects of this 
verb. The expression, ''to open the eyes,'' 19 which, to be sure, is found only in 
religious contexts,. stands in. contrast to several occurrences of the expression, ''to 
open someone's ear,'' in the sense of ''proclaiming something to someone," 20 
in the secular realm: 1 S. 20:2 (Saul to Jonathan); 20:12,13 (Jonathan to David); 
22:8 (twice; Saul's men to Saul); 22:17 (qere; the priests to Saul); Ruth 4:4 
(Boaz to his kinsman who had the right of redemption). This last passage is of 
interest, because Boaz�s inquiry to his kinsman who had the right of possession 
with regard to the acquisition of the property of Elimelech, which is introduced 
by le'mor, ''saying," follows the expression, ''I thought I would tell you of it.'' 21 
We also encounter glh le, ''to proclaim something to someone,'' ''to make known," 
in Isa. 23:1 and Est. 3 :14. 

m. Rcligiom Usage. In the preceding section, in showing the specific mean
ings of glh, we have already referred to a number of passages which, strictly 
speaking, use glh in a religious sense, because in these texts Yahweh, Elohim, 
or the like is subject of glh. The prophetic literature in particular speaks of un
covering the pudenda or something similar. 22 Jer. 33:6 should be included in 
these passages. We may also mention the statements that God sent Israel into 

11 Ringgren, A.TD, XVI. 
18 Otherwise Rudolph, HAT, 12. 
19 Cf. m.2.a. 
20 Cf. Rinaldi. 
21 ct. m.2.b. 
22 Cf. II.2.a. 
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exile (2 K. 17:11; Jer. 29:4,7, 14; Ezk. 39:28; Am. 5:27; Lam. 4:22; 1 Ch. 5:41 
(6:15)), which are very few in number when compared with the passages in 
which a human being appears as the subject of glh. All these statements belong 
to the secular realm directly, and thus indicate that, apart from the changed 
subject-object relationship, there is no functional difference between the secular 
and religious usage of glh. 

1.  Parallel Ideas. In Isa. 56:1, bo", ''to come," occurs in synonymous parallel
ism with glh in the niphal. This is noteworthy, because nowhere else in the OT 
do these words appear in such a relationship, although they may stand in juxta
position in the Ugaritic texts. 23 In harmony with the secular linguistic usage, 
Dt. 29:28(29) contrasts the ''secret things'' with the ''things that are revealed."  
In the religious realm, we also find examples in which glh is related to verbs 
meaning ''to see," ''Iook1'' ''gaze upon'': -+ i1Ki rfl"izh in the qal, ''to see'' (Nu. 
22:31; Isa. 40:5); in the niphal, ''to appear'' (1 S. 3:21); -+ to:u nabha! in the 
hiphil, ''to behold'' (Ps. 1 19: 18); ...,. n1n chazah, ''to see'' (Nu. 24:4,16); as well 
as to verbs meaning ''to speak'' and ''to hear'': Job 36:10, 1 1 .  It is true that there 
are no examples of glh being used in connection with nabhat and chazah in 
secular texts. Also, the parallelism between glh and ...,. �,, yadha', ''to know,'' 
in Ps. 98:2 is unique. 

This survey shows that the religious usage of glh is closely connected with the 
secular. But beyond this, it is now at least clearly suggested that when g/h is used 
in the religious realm, it receives a new content which is made explicit by the 
selection of parallel terms to go with it, which give it the quality of a technical 
term for revelation in the OT. 

2. ''To Be Open," ''To Open," '' Uncover.'' As we have noted above, 2• glh, 
whose original meaning was ''to be open,'' ''to open,'' includes the elements of 
seeing and hearing. This helps explain why this verb was taken over into reli
gious linguistic usage, because according to OT thought the revelation of God 
takes place in the form of a vision or an audition or of both together. 

a. Referring to the Eyes (Vision). glh is used to describe the state of visionary 
emotion in the two Yahwistic Songs of Balaam (Nu. 24:4,16), where it says that 
the seer ''sees the vision of Shaddai, falling down, but having his eyes uncovered." 
In spite of the fact that these two verses mention ''hearing the words of El and 
knowing the knowledge of Elyon,'' and that on this basis it could be supposed 
that Balaam not only saw a vision but also heard a divine word, the content of 
these two songs is against this assumption, for they are presented as descriptions 
of figures that have been seen or as pictorial events, but not as reproductions 
of a divine word. If El, or more precisely El Shaddai, here is the author of the 
vision, in the J narrative it is Yahweh who ''opened the eyes of Balaam that he 
might see the angel standing in the way'' (Nu. 22:31), and who thus brought 

23 Cf. 1.1. 
2• Cf. 11.2. 
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about the following dialogue between the angel and the seer (vv. 32-35). Thus, 
in contrast to the pure vision in these songs, in the narrative material there is, 
as it were, a mixture of visionary and auditory elements. 

The expression ''to open the eyes'• is used in a prayer in Ps. 1 19:18: ''Open 
my eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of thy Torah (law).'' This text 
does not have in mind a visionary event. The worshipper yearns for ''instruc
tion''; 25 he prays that understanding of the Torah {law), ''judgment'' and ''knowl
edge,'' may be made known to him in the written word. 26 Nor is this passage 
ref erring to revelation, although the theme of the knowledge of God and of his 
acts is a part of its narrower circle. In the postexilic hymn, Ps. 98, 27 the ''mar
velous deeds'' of v . . 1 are explained in v. 2: ''Yahweh has made known his help, 
he has revealed his righteousness in the sight of the goyim (nations)''; and v. 3 
states that ''the en,ds of the earth'' see all this, and so they are to praise God 
with ''all the earth'' (v. 4). Consequently, revelation is an event in w.hich Yahweh 
alone is subject. Its content is determined by the proclamation of God's salvation 
in his marvelous deeds, by the revelation of his righteousness; and. its purpose is 
to bring foreigners to a knowledge of the divine majesty and thus to an acknowl
edgment of Yahweh in believing praise. 

Finally, the passages in the Aramaic portion of the book of Darnel that use 
glh in the peal, ''to disclose,'' ''to reveal,'' should be mentioned here. Apart from 
the hymnic expression in 2:22: 'che reveals deep and mysterious things," 2s in all 
the other passages, rm., ''mystery," appears as the object of glh (2:19,28-30,47). 
The way in which God revea.ls his mystery is in a vision of the night (2:19), which 
is given to Daniel so that he might tell Nebuchadnezzar what will happen at the 
end of the days. And since the king ultimately acknowledges Daniel's God when 
he hears Daniel's word (2:47), the determinative elements for revelation as vision 
also become evident here. 

b. Refe"ing to the Ears (Audition). A second sphere of ideas, emphasizing 
the auditory side of the revelatory event, is suggested by the expression, ''to open 
someone's ear'' ( l S. 9:15;  2 S. 7:27 = 1 Ch. 17:25; Job 33:16; 36:10,15). That 
this expression comes from the secular realm is clear from the ''dominant con
cept'' of the subject in the Samuel passages, which strongly emphasize that it is 
Yahweh who is acting here. 29 The object of Yahweh's action is the ear of Samuel 
(1 S. 9:15), David (2 S. 7:27 = 1  Ch. 17:25), and men {the Job passages). As in 
secular linguistic usage (Ruth 4:4), this phrase can be connected to the content 
of the revelation by le'mor, ''saying'' {l and 2 S.), or by vayyo "mer, ''and he 
said'' (Job 36:10), but its meaning can also be clarified by parallel phrases: ''they 
are sealed in their discipline'' (RSV, ''and he [God] terrifies them with warnings''; 
33:16; 36:15), meaning ''they turn away from injustice and are saved from the 
Pit'' (33:17), or ''to redeem him by bis distress.'' With regard to 1 S. 9:15, 

25 Gunkel, Einl. in die Psalmen (1933). 
2e H. Schmidt, HAT, 15. 
21 Fohrer, lntrodOT (trans. 1968), 290. 
21 On the obj., cf. Il.2. 
29 Brockelmann, Synt. § 48, 123. 
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Wagner discusses the question (raised by the secular use of our expression with 
the meaning ''to tell, proclaim something to someo.ne'') whether le'mor should 
be understood as ''and he said," and thus opening the ear as purely a hearing 
event, or whether (as frequently in the OT) it functioned almost as a colon, and 
consequentJy this expression denotes not merely a hearing event, but an ''apper
ceptjon event, an understanding, a comprehension, the setting in motion of an 
important act, that which makes obedience possible.'' 30 Wagner correctly de·
cides in favor of the latter meaning. 31 The Job passages (to which Wagner could 
also have referred) clearly point m this directio� since they also connect the 
opening of the ear with obedience. 

As we have said, the act of Y ahweb that takes place in the opening of the ear 
sets in motion an act of obedience on the part of man, whjch is connected with 
what he has heard from Yahweh. If the Job passages have to do with turning 
away from sin, the passage 1 S. 9:1 5f. deals with nothing less than the installation 
of the kingship of Saul and thus of Israelite kingship in general, and the promise 
of Nathan in 2 S. 7 depicts the divine legitimation of the dynastic principle in 
connection with David's succession to the throne. It is evident from this that 
Yahweh's activity of glh 'oz.en, ''opening the ear,'' indicates a func�onal relation
ship, ''which is irreversible and has far-reaching consequences." 32 

If we review what we have learned thus far, it can rightly be stated that the 
expression, ''Yahweh opened someone's ear," can be regarded as a technical 
term for revelation, because it has a breadth of meaning. It is characterized as a 
comprehensive event, which is initiated by Yahweh when he opens a man's ear 
and imparts a word to him, and is actualized by obedient execution on the part 
of the hearer. Revelation seizes the whole man and is intimately intertwined with 
history. 

However, there is one detail that distinguishes the Samuel passages from each 
other. In 1 S. 9:15 Yahweh speaks directly to Samuel, but in 2 S. 7:27 Nathan. 
mediates the word of Yahweh to David. David's statement that God bad revealed 
to him, ''I will build you a house'' (2 S. 7:27), refers back to the identical word 
of Yahweh to Nathan in v. 1 1 .  Thus it may be said in general that a man who has 
been called can impart revelation to one of his fellows, and that the latter can 
regard this as a word spoken to him by Yah.weh directly. 

c. A Secret. Another expression already known to us from the secular or, 
more precisely, the Wisdom linguistic usage, glh sodh, ''to reveal a secret,'' occurs 
in Am. 3:7. As a wisdom saying, this meant, ''to divulge a secret wantonly.'' 
This does not fit the Amos passage. It says that Yahweh does nothing without 
instructing the prophets. He reveals bis plan to them beforehand. Thus this word 
probably does not come from Amos, but is close to the Deuteronomistic theol
ogy, 33 and thus is valuable for the relationship it indicates between the word of 

ao Wagner, 68. 
:Jl So also Rinaldi: to make someone understand. 
32 Wagner, 69. 
33 Weiser, A.TD, XXIV; Wolff, BK, XIV/2; otherwise Robinson,. HAT, 14. 
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Yahweh and the deed of Yahweh, and for the significance this has for under
standing the work of the prophets. Because of the knowledge that has been give.n 
to them, they must pToclaim the divine deeds (cf. Lam. 2: 14). They are the bridge 
over which Yahweh establishes an intimate relationship with his people. 

d. Yahwelz Himself. Finally, the niphal of glh, in combination with ·ei, 
''unto," le, ''to," be, ''in," or appearing alone, is used as a specific technical 
term for revelation. Here once again, we are dealing with expressions that come 
from the secular realm, which mean ('to show oneself to someone," ''to uncover 
oneself before someone,'' etc. 34 The idea of ''showing oneself'' may be intended 
in Gen. 35:7 (E; note nireh, ''appear,'' in v. 1), because the reason it gives for 
calling the place El-bethel, ''because there Elohim had revealed himself to him 
when be fled from his brother," refers back to Gen. 28: 10-22* (E), which speaks 
of a vision that Jacob saw and of the vow that he carried out in 35: l ff., but not 
of a word of God whic.h had been given to him. Here gll1 can mean emphatically 
that God came forth out of seclusion, that he became visible. But this does not 
cover everything in the passage. Since God's turning to Jacob is expressed by 
answering Jacob's prayer and being with him wherever he goes (35:3), and leads 
Jacob and ''his household'' to serve this new God (35:2,4), glh here means more 
than an apparent manifestation of God. This revelation is articulated in the 
promise to Jacob, which makes possible and determines the continuation of the 
history of God with Israel. 35 

glh in the niphal also has this comprehensive meaning in 1 S. 2:27; 3:7,21. 
1 S. 2:27 is the beginning of a message of a man of God to Eli introduced by 
koh ·amar yhvh, ''Thus Yahweh has said'' (vv. 27-36): ''I revealed myself to the 

house of your father when they were in Egypt . . . .  And I chose (-+ .,n:i bizchar) 
him out of all the tribes of Israel to be my priest.'' This section has traces of a 
Deuteronomistic revision, 36 as indicated by the style, which follows the model 
of the prophetic speech forms, and the threat against the house of Eli following 
this introductory statement, whose structure is like that of prophetic oracles. The 
relationship between the .revelation of God and the choice to the priesthood, which 
has not previously been observed, certainly belongs here, since the Deuteronomist 
was probably the first to use bachar, ''to choose," as a technical theological term. 
This passage is important to an understanding of revelation, because it traces the 
c�Il to priestly office back to revelation. 

Prophetic concepts appear in 1 S. 3:7,21. While Samuel is sleeping in the 
Shiloh temple, ''the word (-+ i:2i dabhar) of Yahweh is revealed to him.'' Its con
tent is a threat against the house ol Eli (vv. 1 1-14), and thus it is a parallel to 
2:27-36. According to this, revelation is a gift imparted with the divine word. 
It qualifies Samuel to be a ''prophet of Yahweh'' in all Israel (3:20), and causes 
Shiloh to become the favorite Israelite sanctuary (v. 21). There is an echo of the 
prophetic style in Dnl. 10: 1 .  

Finally, the use of glh in the ttlpbal by itself as an OT technical term for revela-

34 Cf. Il.2.a. 
35 Cf. Rcndtorff, KuD, 25; Zimmerli, 16. 
36 Eissfeldt, The OT (trans. 1965), 270, 280, 299; Fohrer, lntrodOT, 224. 
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tion is verified by the combination of glh in the niphal with a preposition or a 
particle. This can be seen in Isa. 22:14. The reproach and threat, which certainly 
comes from Isaiah, ''Surely this iniquity will not be forgiven you till you die," is 
introduced by the statement, ''Yahweh Sebaoth has revealedllimself in my ears.'' 
This statement has nothing to do with the expression about ''opening the ears,'' 
for, like beshilo, ''at Shiloh," in 1 S. 3 : 21, be'oznai, ''in my ears,'' has in mind 
the place of Yahweh's revelation, and not the object. Here, the secular expres
sion with the niphal used by itself, meaning ''to uncover oneself," is carried over 
into the religious realm. By using the statement, ''Yahweh has revealed, un
covered, himself in my ears,'' the prophet makes it clear that he under�tands 
the following announcement of punishment as something that Yahweh himself 
decrees. ''Here, the word of threat which echoes in the ears of the prophet, 

' 

intruding upon the event, is depicted as the place of revelation." 37 By the means 
at his disposal, the prophet must proclaim or announce what Yahweh's concrete 
will is. 

Additional passages in Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah speak of revelation as a 
proclamation of Yahweh's will. Isa. 40:5 contains the concluding statement of 
the little unit beginning in vv. 3f., which calls upon Israel to prepare a way for 
Yahweh through the desert ''in order that the glory (� ,,�� kiibhodh) of Yah
weh may be revealed, and all flesh shall see it.'' Thus, the revelation of the glory 
of Yahweh involves determining the way by which the captives will return home 
from Babylon, for the call to prepare the way is also an announcement that the 
exile is at an end. Therefore, just as the way of Yahweh and the road of those 
returning from exile are the same, so also the return of the exiles and the reve!a
tion of the glory of Yahweh are the same. Thus, revelation is a wondrous event 
initiated by Yahweh, which takes place before all eyes (even those of the heathen), 
and makes it clear that Yahweh's majesty triumphs over all seclusion (cf. Isa. 
52:10). Isa. 53: 1  asks the question, ''Who has believed what we have heard? Anq 
to whom has the arm of Yahweh been revealed?'' Here, the ''arm of Yahweh'' 
is used in a figurative sense for the strength or power of God, which is expressed 
in his saving deeds for Israel. The content of revelation is the disclosure of what 
Yahweh does for Israel. As Isa. 52: 15 pointedly states, this can be ''seen'' and 
''perceived,'' ''announced'' and 1'believed'' (-+- toK ·aman). 

Isa. 56:1 also speaks of the imminent revelation of the salvation of Yahweh: 
''Soon my help (RSV salvation) will come, and my righteousness (RSV deliver
ance) be revealed." In contrast to Deutero-Isaiah, this statement is based not on 
hope, but on the ''admonition to 'do righteousness''' in v. 1, which culminates in 
keeping the sabbath (v. 2). 38 Revelation and law are connected with each other 
even more directly in Dt. 29:28(29), a verse containing a final admonition: ''The 
secret things belong to Yahweh our God; but the things that are revealed belong 
to us and to our children for ever, that we may do all the words of this Torah 
(law).'' 39 

37 Zimmerli, 16. 
38 Westermann, ATD, XIX. 
•• Cf. Haag, ThZ, 253. 
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IV. Theological Considerations. 
• 

1 .  glh and the Theme, ''The Revelation of God in the OT." Finally, when 
we attempt to summarize the contribution glh makes to the theme of ''the revela
tion of God in the OT,'' it is helpful to present a brief survey of the distribution 
of this term in the OT in the religious sense. 

a. Distribution of the Term. glh appears five times in the Hexateuch in the 
religious sense: three times in J (only in the Balaam narrative!), and once each 
in E and Deuteronomy. In the historical books, there are four occurrences in 
1 Samuel, one indicating Deuteronomistic influence and two prophetic. The only 
passage in 2 Samuel is also closely related to prophetic ideas. In the prophetic 
books, glh is used once in Isaiah. The only passage in Amos indicates Deuterono
mistic influence. Along with two examples in Deutero-Isaiah and one in Trito
Isaiah, glh occurs twice in the postexilic psalms, three times in Job, and eight 
in Daniel. Thus, of these 28 occurrences, 10 are preexilic, 16 postexilic, and 2 
Deuteronomistic. The results of this statistical analysis are obvious. g/h is not a 
term characteristic of a particular author or a particular time. If anything, glh 
in the religious sense exhibits a certain nearness to preexilic p�ophetism, which 
could explain its use in E, the books of Samuel, and the Deuteronomic-Deutero
nomistic literature, as well as the easily established increase of occurrences in 
the exilic and postexilic periods. Further, when we consider that the book of 
Daniel belongs to Apocalyptic Literature, and that approximately 50 percent 
of the examples of glh in the Qumran literature belong to the religious realm, 
this may corroborate our conjecture that glh attained greater significance as a 
technical term for revelation only in the later course of Israelite-Judean history. 

b. Its Contribution to This Theme. With regard to the contribution of glh 
to the theme of ''revelation in the OT,'' the oft-repeated statement that the reli
gious use of glh has been taken over from the secular is important because, 
according to the view of the OT, the revelation of God can be described only 
''in 'profane, secular language'." This is fundamental to a correct understanding 
of biblical revelation. •0 

In light of this, it is significant thai the oldest occurrence of g/h, from the 
viewpoint of content and literary style, appears in the description of Balaam's 
reception of a vision. Since Balaam is a foreigner, and (judging from the names 
El, Elyon, and Shaddai) his God originally belonged to the Canaanite pantheon, 
the idea of divine revelation in a vision could be non-Israelite in origin. Of course, 
nothing can be proved from a single passage. However, the fact, that the J narra
tive suppresses the visionary element in favor of the auditory •1 points in this 
direction. Thus, Yahweh shows himself, appears, in order to say something. In 
Israelite thought, the entire emphasis is placed on the word of God. 

1 S. 9:15 may emphasize this further. Wagner is certainly correct in saying 
that this passage contains one of the oldest examples in which glh describes a 

•o Wagner, 66f.; contra Rendtorff, 23. 
•• Cf. Zimmerli, 16f. 
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revelatory act of Yahweh. •2 This confirms with regard to content the conclusion 
Eissfeldt reached on the basis of literary criticism, that the narrative in 1 S. 
9:1-10:16 is intimately related to J in the Hexateuch. •• The word that Yahweh 
causes Samuel to hear is all important, and it authorizes him to anoint Saul 
naghidh, ''prince,'' over the people of God, in order that he· might save them 
from the Philistines. Thus, on the one hand revelation in\lOlves the spealting of 
Yahweh and the hearing of Samuel, but also, on the other hand, the execution 
of Yahweh's commission to Samuel, in which is manifested God's saving will for 
Israel. Accordingly, revelation is defined not as a mere appearance, as God 
becoming visible, but as a manifestation of God intruding upon an event, as a 
word of God that shapes history, makes known the course of history, and takes 
place in the course of this history. •• 

Thus, glh became a theologically filled concept, which is able to express the 
main features of the Israelite understanding of revelation. And also at a later 
time this verbal root came to be used as a technical term for revelation in the 
prophetic literature and in the literature intimately related to it. Furthermore, the 
word intruding into history, now as a word of threat, is the place where the 
revelation of God occurs. However, in contrast to the Samuel passage, the word 
of God is no longer merely a direct introduction to the act of the person em
powered thereby, but much more the announcement of the divine act itself, a 
proclamation of the will of God mediated by the prophet, the purpose of which 
is to make Israel see the consequences of her deeds, and, if possible, to bring 
her back to the way of obedience. · 

In light of this, it is possible on the one hai:d to define the course of history 
itself explicitly as the revelation of Yahweh, and from this to get an understand
ing of the majesty of God, but now also applying to non-Israelites, and on the 
other hand to attain an understanding of the law which finds in the written Torah 
the revealed will of God, binding for all time. Both ways are attested in the exilic 
and postexilic periods, and thus characterize the understanding of revelation 
belonging to this era. 

A final alteration takes place in the apocalyptic literature. Probably in a looser, 
and·yet still purely formal, relationship to the oldest prophetic concepts, it under
stands revelation to mean the disclosure of particular secrets mediated to the 
apocalypticist in nocturnal visions (the passages in Dnl. and the Qumran litera
ture, as lQH 1 :21;  etc.). In the Qumran community, a principal element of these 
revealed secrets is the interpretation of the OT disclosing the events to take place 
in the End Time. In this connection, the Qumran sect regards as revelation not 
the Torah or the other parts of the OT, but only their own understanding. •• 

2. golah As a Designation for the Postexilic Cult Community. A brief word 
must also be said concerning the theological evaluation of the term golah in the 

42 Wagner, 67. 
•• Recently in his The OT, 243. 
•• Cf. Wagner, 69. 
•• Cf. 1QS 1:9; 8:15; 9:13; as well as Betz, Schnackenburg, and Haag, BL, 1246f. 
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Chronicler's work. 46 The Chronicler also knows and uses the meaning ''exile," 
''exiles," which was suggested above. •7 But in,Ezr. 9-10, he also connects gola/1 
with ''remnant," and extends it to include the whole Jerusalem cult community 
in order to contrast it with the Samaritans. ''Those who belong to this cult com
munity, repeatedly pardoned by God and established by God, are a part of 
'those who returned home' and of 'the remnant'." 48 

•• Cf. Vogt. 
47 Cf. 1.2. 
•• Vogt, 158. 

Zobel 
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